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CANADA.

The decision of Sir Robert Borden. to withdraw the Resolution for the extension of
the life of Parliament has rendered an early appeal to the people a practical certainty.
If something like unanimity had. been secured for the Resolution, or at any rate a
majority which included all the pro-Conscriptionist Liberals, the Prime Minister
would probably have sent, the Resolution to the Senate and avoided a General
Election. As it is, all indications point, to preparations for a strenuous light on
the Conscription issue, and some of the Liberal elements who favour Conscription
seem to be rallying again to the flag of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and may thus succeed
in preventing the formation of a Coalition Government. Meantime, the House of
Commons has passed the Third Reading of the Military Service Bill, and Parliament,
will doubtless proceed to place the measure on the Statute Book before the dissolution
takes place. Its provisions, however, will no doubt remain in abeyance till after the
General Election.
SOUTH AFRICA.

The statement issued by the Federal Council of the Nationalist Party shows that
the steps taken in condemnation of the Republican campaign have apparently
convinced the Nationalists that active propaganda in favour of Republicanism will
not serve their own interests at the present time.
ITALY.

The coal question is really serious and vitally affects Italy's attitude towards the
continuance of the war through another winter.
GllKECE.

M. Venizelos is determined to reduce the power of the Crown to the barest
minimum, and he clearly finds no possibility of compromise with. non-Liberal Greeks.
The withdrawal of the Allied troops and the restoration of Greek ships proves that
M. Venizelos is really master of the situation. One can but hope that the Italians
will find it possible to appear a little more reasonable in their attitude and their
actions.
Now that we can. review the recent developments in Greece, a word of thanks is
due from the Allies to M. Jonnart, who carried through the Allied policy with such
conspicuous courage, skill, and success.
i

GERMAN AFFAIRS.

The main events of the week have been the new Chancellor's speech, the carrying
of the war aims resolution in the Reichstag on a division, and the resumption of a
German offensive against Russia. Dr. Michaelis voiced the sentiments of the Prussian
General Staff, lie stands for the full rigour of an aggressive military autocracy,
while the Reichstag continues to be an ineffective debating society.
It will be interesting to watch the effect of the Berlin utterances upon Austrian
and even Bavarian opinion, for there can be little doubt that the steady pressure of
the Proletariat in both these countries will be reinforced. This pressure is exerted
in-'two;directions.—peace and democratization. In regard to the former, there is an
obvious tendency of the Catholic parties to prevent, the Socialists from reaping the
fruits of all the latent popular support in favour of peace, while no parties are more
firm in their opposition to democratization.
UNITED STATES.

The financial arrangements are still unconcluded. The proposal to form an InterAllied Council in. London should mean an important step forward in co-ordinating the
Allied demands for American supplies. It is to be hoped, however, that the United
States will realise the difficulties of such a Council attempting to secure the joint
agreement of the Allies in dealing with their respective financial requirements, while
it is obvious that the allocation of British shipping to the needs of the Allies cannot
be controlled by this Council. The arrangements, however, that are in contemplation
are of first-rate importance in relation to effective co-operation in the future.
W. 0.-G.
2Gth July 19.17.
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GENERAL.
The Shipping Controller has suggested to the Dominion Governments that they
could economise shipping by restricting imports of non-essentials. It is not thought
that this cani be clone by restricting imports from the United Kingdom and the
maintenance of these is desirable, and indeed vital with regard to Canada, from the
Exchange standpoint. Again, efforts should be made to prevent the stoppage of
trade with the Allies, more particularly Italy, France, and Portugal; while exports
from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Holland of those goods which might be useful
to Germany should not be impeded in the interests of the blockade. To all Dominions
except Canada, it is suggested that, on account of the shipping and Exchange situation,
it would be well to discourage imports from the United States.
Regarding the transport of Australasian troops via Panama and the reply of the
New Zealand Government as to the cost of transport across America, it has been
pointed out to that Dominion that the transport arrangements still hold good in
relation to co-operation with the Government of the Commonwealth, but on the
occasion referred to the Cape route will be adopted by the Australian transport " Port
Melbourne." In reply the New Zealand Government express dissatisfaction that the
route should be altered after they had given careful consideration to the previous
arrangements. They call attention to the necessity that, if troops are transferred at
Cape Town, provision shall be made for shipping certain produce now on their ship
which sailed for Panama on 14th July, and which was diverted to the Cape route on
the 15th. As to the future, the Dominion Government desire that the decision to
adopt the Panama route should be maintained.
In pointing out the desirability of maintaining secrecy regarding the new Govern
ment cable, the Secretary of State informs the Dominion Governments that enquirers
who wish to know why the telegrams come through the Post Office will be told merely
that they come over the new cable, without further particulars.
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Owing to the opposition of the Liberals to the Resolution extending the life of
Parliament, Sir Robert Borcien announced in the Dominion House of Commons on
18th July that the Government, had decided not to press the measure. It is anticipated
in Ottawa that Parliament may continue for another month or so to conclude the
business of the Session, and that a dissolution will take place in September and a
General Election in the following month or in November.
A conference of about 50 Liberal Members of Parliament and candidates of the
Province of Ontario has been held at Toronto, when the decision was made to fight
the General Election under the leadership of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. It was announced
that the conference was against the extension of the term of Parliament and opposed
to a Coalition Government. It expressed itself in favour of a united effort being
made under the voluntary system before the application of compulsion, and at the
same time advised that a complete inventory of the mobilised resources of the nation
for war purposes should be taken.
A campaign is being commenced in Ontario by the " Win-the-War League" in
order to ensure the return of a Government pledged to carry on the w ar with vigour.
Sir Clifford Sifton, who is taking a prominent part in the movement, points out that
it is of a non-Party character. A convention will be called at Toronto on 2nd or
3rd August, and the attendance of all who are in favour of a Coalition Government
and conscription is requested.
The Military Service Bill passed the Third Reading in the Dominion House of
Commons on 24th July by 102 votes to 44.
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The Food Controller of Canada (Mr. Haima) is organising his Department so that
the best experience in the Dominion may be available towards securing the necessary
food supplies for the United Kingdom and the Allies. The organisation that he is
setting up consists of six departments and a central Advisory Committee. The latter
will advise the departments through the Controller, and the first committee has
already reported in favour of the restriction of consumption of various commodities.
In this connection, His Majesty the King has sent a message to the Governor-General
of Canada, in which lie expresses his "deep gratification at the effective steps taken
" in the Dominion of Canada towards providing those increased supplies of food
" which are absolutely essential to the defeat of the enemy's devices and a speedy and
" successful termination of the war." Lord Ehondda has sent a message to the
Canadian Food Controller in which he states that the British Authorities are
looking to the resources of Canada for an answer to Germany's threat of starvation.
He points out that war has accentuated the dependence of the United Kingdom
upon Canada for supplies of food, and these supplies are now vital for the United
Kingdom and her European Allies. He points out that this must entail ceaseless
effort and sacrifice on the part of Canadians. While recognising the difficulty in
the supply of labour on account of so many having gone to the Front, Lord Rhondda
expresses his conviction that the people of Canada will surmount all obstacles and
that the harvest will afford a striking demonstration of Canadian efficiency and.
determination. He adds that the certainty of being able to rely upon Canadian
co-operation both to increase production and to adjust prices equitably affords him
the greatest encouragement.
NEWFOUNDLAND.
The Government have asked if the British Treasury can advance the sum of
258,000Z. for war expenditure.
With reference to the proposed change of Ministry, the Prime Minister has
completed the arrangements contemplated. Amongst the measures to be brought
forward by the new Government will be the grant of supplies, already passed in
Committee, the introduction of a Bill extending the term of the present House
of Assembly to some time in 1918 and the introduction of a Bill for the
taxation of war profits. It is intended thoroughly to canvas all constituencies in order
to obtain sufficient recruits to keep up the strength of the Newfoundland naval and
military forces. It is hoped that this can be done without the introduction of
compulsory service, but if the recruiting effort is not successful, measures of
compulsion will be considered.
With regard to the transport of soldiers and foresters, the Admiralty state there
is no cruiser available, but that the men should embark at Halifax on a troop
transport or at Montreal on one of the liners which carry troops.
1
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AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
Mr. Hughes has given expression to his views upon the recent speech of
Dr. Michaelis, in the course of which be said : " I agree that the crisis was developed
" by the manipulation of cunning hands to a point which enabled the Prussian
" Junkers in Germany's military party to secure the substance, leaving the shadow
" of the proletariat. I believe that Dr. Michaelis is placed in the proud position that
" he has to be at one and the same time the expression and pliant tool of the military
" party. I agree entirely with Mr. Lloyd George that his honeyed mouthings about
" peace are hypocritical cant intended both to soothe the unfortunate masses of
" Germany and to deceive the world. There is and can be only one end to this
" dreadful business—-the complete destruction of Germany's military power. . . .
" Mr. Lloyd George may rest assured that he has behind him a united Empire."
The Bill to amend the Unlawful Associations Act of 1915 has been passed by the
Commonwealth House of Representatives. This is designed to strengthen the hands

of the Government in regard to'.such Associations as the Independent Workers of the
World (vide Appendix to Report No. .25), and under the provisions it will be an
offence to be a.member of, or to subscribe to, an Association which has been notified
in the Government Gazette, while the property and correspondence of such an
Association will be liable to seizure. In this connection it may be noted that the
police have just executed a raid upon the I. WAV. premises in Sydney. A quantity
of publications was seized but no arrests, were made.
In moving the Second Reading of the Wheat Storage Bill, Mr. Hughes stated in
the House of Representatives that, as a result of the shortage of shipping, wheat was
being stored in Australia. The possible destruction of this could not be contemplated,
and in erecting silos the Government was following the example of every wheat
producing country. The Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Tudor) supported the Bill
and expressed the hope that the States would agree to it.
Mr. Hughes, in introducing the Bill to amend the Public Service Act, to facilitate
the employment of returned soldiers, explained that the Bill threw open the door of
the service to every returned soldier up to the age of 50, who had a satisfactory record,
and who chose to present himself for the prescribed examination and passed. Another
clause related to the maintenance of those soldiers in the service who had received
only temporary employment.
The Australian Government have placed British soldiers on the same basis as
returned Australian soldiers in regard to settlement on the land. This means that
the Commonwealth will be prepared to give the British soldier settler an average
amount of 500L to enable him to buy plant and stock, and build a house, &c, leaving
the British Government to make arrangements for acquiring the land settled upom
The Commonwealth ask the British Government to give an indication of their policy
in the matter as the Australian authorities are anxious to do anything necessary to
induce British soldiers to settle in Australia.
The Commonwealth Government have again approached the Treasury with a
suggestion that authorisation should now be given for raising in London a loan of
6,84G,O00L, as the States are pressing for money. It is pointed out that 3,00O,0O0L
of the proposed loan could be utilised for re-funding the amount which was previously
taken from War Loan funds for the purposes of the States' requirements. The
rest of the amount is wanted to meet the loan expenditure of the States up to
31st December 1917.
"
With regard to the supply of tinplates, Mr. Hughes has telegraphed that it is
imperative to arrange for the supply from the United Kingdom without further
delay. Failing this, the Commonwealth will be forced to arrange for the supply
from the United States.
At a special meeting of Liberal members of the South Australian Parliament a
motion was carried favouring the formation of a Coalition Government.
The Commonwealth Government, have obtained by means of an intercepted
telegram information regarding the proposed purchase by the representative of
Japanese interests of a nickel mine in New Caledonia. The telegram points out that
there are only two uncontrolled mines from which sufficient supplies of nickel can be
obtained quickly, and that to control both would ensure the required supplies for lOyears.
The Commonwealth Government consider the matter of such vital importance, both
from an Imperial and national point ot' view, that they ask the British Government to
communicate with France with a view to preventing the transfer.
The Commonwealth Government have- been informed that it is possible for the
British authorities to use some Norwegian sailing vessels. On account of the risks
entailed in European waters, the British Government wish to use these ships in those
parts of the world where there is not such great danger from submarines. The
Shipping Controller has suggested that they might be sent to Australia to be
emplo3 ed in the transport of wheat to either the Atlantic or Pacific Coasts of America
and a similar amount of wheat could in that case be released from the United States
for use in Europe. It is thought that two voyages per annum undertaken by the
ships which are available would probably transport 900,000 tons of wheat. The
Australian Ministers were asked if they would be prepared to assist in carrying out
this scheme and they have replied that if it is proceeded with they will be glad to
co-operate.
1
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See Western and General Report for weeks ending' 2Sth March, 18th and 25th April, and 2nd and
9th M a y 1917.
See Western and General Report for weeks ending 27th June and 18th J u l y 1917.
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The Commonwealth Government have been asked if they would be willing to
remove the import duty on flour and wheat in favour of the United States, as, in that
event, the Government of that country would be able to extend reciprocal treatment
by abolishing the duty on Australian flour and wheat which is imported into the
United States. The Wheat Commission consider that the proposal, if carried into
effect, would assist the transportation of Australian flour and wheat in the United
States, and might also permit of American wheat being exported from the Atlantic
side in exchange for wheat from the Commonwealth imported on the Pacific
side.
NEW ZEALAND.
The Admiralty have offered H.M.S. " Torch," now in Wellington Harbour, as a gift,
to the Dominion Government for use in whatever Avay they think desirable.
SOUTH AFRICA.
The Federal Council of the Nationalist Party have issued a statement in justification
-of the attitude adopted towards Republicanism (vide Appendix to Report No. 22).
In this it is asserted that the Republican sentiment is legitimate, but that any attempt
to alter the status of the Union must proceed on Constitutional lines, as this status
rests upon the people's will. The Council disapprove of representing the matter of
independence as a race question which may lead to civil war, but they consider that
it is at present undesirable to carry on active Republican propaganda which might
cause offence and bitterness. They argue, however, that a position must be won for
South Africa, as well as for other self-governing British Colonies, more consistent
with her dignity as a self-governing State standing on a par with England. The
Council appirove the principle that all nations, small or great, should have complete
final disposal of their own destiny and they hope this will be laid down at the Peace
Conference and that South Africa maybe included in its practical application.
A Constitutional League to oppose the Republican propaganda of the Nationalists
ha's been formed at Johannesburg with the idea of extending the organisation
throughout the Union.
A representative meeting in the typical Dutch district of Bredasdorp Avas held
during the week, when a Resolution was unanimously passed against the Republican
propaganda. Gratitude Avas also expressed for the protection afforded by the British
flag under which " We are a Republic as far as freedom is concerned, in everything
but in name." Speaking in this town, Mr. Burton, Minister of Railways and Finance,
said that the views contained in the Nationalist Manifesto were repudiated by the
English-speaking section and by the great majority of the Dutch. He observed that
there was nothing in the history of South Africa to justify the growth of the
Republican spirit.
With regard to the suggestion that the Union Government should receive
Germans from East Africa for internment in camps within the Union, the South African
Government telegraph that there is urgent necessity for increased hospital and
convalescent accommodation for men returning from East Africa who are suffering
from malaria. It is believed that it will be essential to use all available accommoda
tion for this purpose, and the Government hope that the women and ' children from
German. East Africa will not at present be sent to the Union. If it is quite
impossible for the British Government to send the women and children elsewhere,
the Union Ministers will consider whether it will be possible to make some special
arrangements for meeting the situation, but any accommodation afforded would have
to be at British expense. With regard to the 173 male German civilians, these can
be interned at Fort Napier, Pietermaritzberg.
As the monthly output of Katanga copper may have to be reduced, through the
Rhodesian Railway being unable to supply sufficient coal for the mines, due to the
shortage of engine power, the Union Ministers have been asked Avhether they can
release some of their locomotive engines on the Bulawayo-Vryberg section of the
railway. It is pointed out that any reduction of the Katanga copper output is a
serious matter for the British Ministry of Munitions.
1

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
The Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs states that he cannot allow as many
as 100,000 carriers, which he understands have been asked for by the British
Oommander-in-Chief, to be recruited from Portuguese East Africa. He states that
17,000 are required for the Portuguese forces, and. as regards the number which can
be recruited for the British authorities, it is considered that the matter should be
arranged locally with the Governor-General. Meantime, however, the British Consul
-at Lorenzo Marques has reported that General Van Deventer requires 12,000 carriers
by the end of August and 6,000 per month afterwards. Facilities have been- given for
recruiting in Mozambique and Quieviotete, where it is anticipated the numbers may
be obtained if a free hand is given.

PART IL-FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
With regard to the representation of the Serbian and Rumanian Governments at
the Paris Conference on 25th J uly, the Secretary of Stare for Foreign Affairs tele
graphed to the French, Russian and Italian Ambassadors that he had been asked if
Serbia and Rumania might send representatives. The Secretary of State suggested
that the best course was to confine the actual representation to the Great Powers, but
to suggest to Serbia, Rumania and Greece that officers representing them in Paris
might be called upon for their views during the Conference. This attitude was endorsed
by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Russia and Italy. Meantime it was reported that
the Serbian Government had. received a verbal invitation from the French Government
and that the Prime Minister started for Paris on 21st July. The intention of the French
Government was that Rumanian, Serbian and Greek representatives should be present
at the commencement of the Conference and. be asked for their views, but it appears
that the Serbian Prime Minister considered the invitation, which was given verbally
to the Serbian Minister at Paris, as applicable to himself. The actual words in the
communique published at Paris on 21st July concerning the smaller Powers in relation
to the Conference were: " avec voix consultative la Serbie, la Roumanie et la
Grece." It is to be noted that earlier in the month Baron Sonnino had expressed the
desire that the Conference should be confined to the four Great Powers principally
concerned.
With reference to the statement made in the House of Commons that the initiative
in proposing an Allied Conference for the revision of agreements had been taken by
the Russian Government, Sir George Buchanan has telegraphed that the Minister for
Foreign. Affairs is very glad to undertake the responsibility of suggesting that this
Conference should take place in London during the first part of September. The
idea would be that some decision, should be arrived at with regard to the general
objects for which the Allies are fighting rather than to agree upon the exact details of
the terms of peace. Sir George Buchanan suggests that the desires of the Russian
Government should be met in the matter of the Conference, and that a full discussion
with such men as the Ministers for Foreign Affairs and War would bring about a
notable advance in the views held by the Socialist Ministers towards the war. On
the other hand, the French Ambassador at Petrograd has reported to Paris that he
has had a conversation with Sir George Buchanan on the subject of the Conference,
but that he does not think the Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs is desirous that
the Conference should take place, as he has not mentioned it to him. Lord Bertie
submits that a Conference of the nature indicated would . probably emphasise
differences among the Allied Nations, and that it would be better for each of them
to agree individually upon the maximum and minimum advantages which it is hoped
to obtain, in accordance with the manner in which the war may terminate, and for
the present to concentrate upon securing a victory over Germany. It should be added
that the views of Baron Sonnino on the subject of this Conference were also conveyed
to His Majesty's Government earlier in the month to the effect that there would be
.some difficulty in selecting the Powers to take part in the Conference as, if it was to

review treaties, the representatives of France, Russia, Great Britain and Italy would
be alone concerned.
It has been pointed out to the Italian Government that His Majesty's Government
was only willing to consider the admission of increased silk imports (70 per cent,
instead of 50 per cent.) on the basis that no exports reached the enemy. As it appears
that the Government of Italy will only give up these exports if the Allies meet the
financial loss, the proposal for increased imports into the United Kingdom cannot
be entertained. The Italian Government have been asked to ratify the silk agreement
immediately, as a considerable amount of silk is reaching the enemy through
Switzerland. It is understood that the French Government are disposed to a g r e e W
Milan as the place of the head purchasing Bureau. (See Report No. 23.)
FRANCE.
At the secret session of the Senate held on 19th July, Lord Bertie understands
that Messieurs Debierre and Berenger criticise I at length the military authorities,,
especially in relation to the preparations for the April offensive. The tendency of
M. Berenger's remarks was to criticise the Minister for War rather than General
Nivelle. In reply, the Minister for War delivered a four hours' speech in wliich it i s
believed he stated that on coming into office he was not. in accord with the strategy of
General Nivelle, but lie had not been free to deal with the matter. He defended the
President of the Republic with regard to the allegations that he had attempted to use
influence in military affairs.
BELGIUM.
The " Berliner Tageblatt " of 19th July announces that Belgium is now divided .
into two sections for purposes of administration, and that the administrative head
quarters for Flanders are situated at Brussels and those for Wallonia at Namur.
ITALY.
His MajestyV Government called attention in a telegram to Sir, R. Rodd of
20th July to the serious position in regard to the supply o£ coal to Italy. While the
monthly necessities approximate to 700,000 tons, only about 372,000 tons are received.
His Majesty's Government suggested in this telegram that the method by which coal
is supplied to Italy requires reconsideration, and asked whether the Italian Govern
ment have complained about the matter. In reply Sir R. Rodd refers to the fact
that the subject has been dealt with by urgent telegrams from his Embassy for
the past six months. The position taken up by the Italian Minister for the Interior
when in London showed that the minimum monthly requirements of Italy in May
last were 700,000 tons, which by closing factories were subsequently reduced to
690,000 tons. The Minister of Transports will not receive more than 390,000 tons
from England during July, so that a deficit of 300,000 tons is apparent. The needs
for August consequently represent 690,000 tons in addition to the 300,000 tons to
replace the reserves. The small stock which was held as a reserve in the country is
now exhausted, and the result has been a reduction in the output of guns and
ammunition and a considerable danger to the maintenance of military commtmica
tions. Apart from the military requirements, it appears that the Italian Government
consider that the civil population will be so affected by the shortage that they are
making arrangements to transfer those inhabiting Northern Italy to the South in
order that they may be in a warmer climate during the winter. A suggestion has
been made to the Italian authorities that they might endeavour to secure coal direct
from America, but Sir C. Spring Rice points out that the policy adopted, in accordance
with the views of the Shipping Controller and the Admiralty, has been to induce the
United States to send vessels to England with general cargo, and then utilise them
for carrying coal from England to Italy. He adds that 70,000 tons of American coal
have been supplied to Italy every month for some time past, and if he now urges the
United States to send coal direct, it would be a reversal of the policy previously
pressed upon them.

GREECE.
Tlie Government of M. Venizelos, though not desiring" to carry *bat reprisals,
intend to inflict appropriate punishment on those who perpetrated the outrages on
the Venizelists last December.
M. Venizelos, while accepting King Alexander's position on the throne, intends to
make the limits of his authority perfectly clear on the re-assembling of Parliament.
In the report which accompanies the decree calling the Members of the Chamber
together, it is stated "the will of the people, as expressed by the Chamber, and not
that of the Sovereign, regulates the policy of Parliamentary Governments." The King,
it is stated, is "the hereditary head of a republic." The position will be made still
more clear in the Speech from the Throne when Parliament meets, and if King
Alexander should object to the line taken, M. Venizelos would probably go the length
of replacing him by Prince Paul and a Regency.
MWenizelos intends calling up the 1916 and 1917 classes for military service.
He states that there are already 60,000 Greek troops in the field, and that the levies
from the Islands will bring this number up to 100,000. The Greek Chief of the Staff
has expressed the view that eight divisions can be mobilised in about three months,
apart from the three existing divisions of the Provisional Government Army and
without taking into account the 40,000 recruits which the 19 L6 and 1917 classes are
expected to produce.
Though the French agree to evacuate Athens, Pirasus and the Gulf of Corinth
before 23rd July, while remaining at Larissa, it has not been possible to carry this into
effect on account of the limitations of the Greek railways. The evacuation of Allied
troops will probably not have taken place completely till the end of July. It has been
arranged that Pirauis will be the centre of distribution of cargoesso that rapidity may
be increased.
The Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs inquired on the 21st July concerning a
rumoured French landing of troops opposite Corfu, but this was at once denied.
Negotiations have taken place regarding the Italian occupation of Epirus, and the
Italian Government have agreed to withdraw their troops at the same time as the
French, from all parts excepting from the angle where the road to Monastir forms an
enclave. While suggesting that the troops should be withdrawn, M. Venizelos allows
that as some French Cavalry patrols will be left, the Italian Cavalry might similarly
patrol the Sauti Quaranta Road. In the event of the Italian Government refusing to
accept this suggestion, a difficult situation may arise, which will probably necessitate
M. Venizelos appealing to all the Allies. (See on this, head Intelligence Bureau,
weekly report, 21st July 1917.)
Mr. Crackanthorpe has telegraphed the outlines of a scheme, which has been
presented to the Allied Legations by delegates on the Inter-Allied Passport
Bureau, in modification of the Control system. In the proposals put forward, it
is suggested that a Greek officer in charge of the Greek Passport Bureau should
serve as a member of the- Inter-Allied Bureau. The British, French, and Italian
delegates would give their visa to travellers proceeding to their respective countries,
while the Greek officer would give Laisser passer to places in Greece which,
though not occupied by the military, are places of importance in connection with
submarines or spies. It appears that the French Government wish for the complete
abandonment of all foreign Controls and they consider this has already taken place
so far as France is concerned. The British War Office agree to the withdrawal of
Controls, but they wish to see the matter dealt with in a gradual way. They would
like to see the Greek Government in charge of the arrangements, assisted by the
advice of experienced officers of the Allies. In this way the control and visa of
passports would be dealt with in Greece in much the -same way as in other countries.
The Vice-Admiral raises no difficulty regarding the withdrawal of Controls from the
mainland, but suggests that the Islands will have to be dealt with separately. He
considers that the present system should be maintained at Salonica and in the Islands
occupied by the Allies.
-

GERMAN AFFAIRS.
The speech of the Imperial Chancellor, Herr Michaelis, in the Reichstag on
19th July, has overshadowed other matters. Speaking of the submarine campaign,
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Herr Michaelis said in the course of his speech : " We fling back the reproach that
" the U-boat war is contrary to International Law and transgresses the rights of
" humanity. England forced the weapon into our hands by her illegal blockade
" which prevented neutral commerce with Germany and proclaimed, a war" of
" starvation . . . . . . I affirm that U-boat war and its destruction of enemy tonnage
" accomplishes what it ought to accomplish. It injures England's economic position
" and. her conduct of the war from month to month in an increasing degree, so that
" it will not be much longer possible for her to oppose the need of peace." lief erring
to Germany's Allies, the Chancellor said : " The comradeship in arms which has been
" forged and tested in hot battles will not be sundered. Germany is faithful to the
" Alliance and will hold fast to treaties and agreements." With reference to the
peace Germany wants, Herr Michaelis said : " Germany did not want war, and did
" not strive after the forcible expansion of her power. Therefore she will not
" continue to wage war a single day longer after an honourable peace is obtainable,
" merely to make conquests by force. What we ought primarily to do is to conclude
" peace as men who have successfully carried through their purpose. . . . For me,
" the following aims result: in the first place, the territory of the Fatherland is
"inviolable; with an enemy who demands portions of our territory we cannot
" negotiate. If w e make peace we must primarily make sure that the frontiers of the
" German Empire are made secure for all time. We must, by way of agreement and
" compromise guarantee the conditions of existence of the German Empire .011 the
" Continent and overseas. ' Peace must be the basis for the lasting reconciliation of
" the nations. It must, as is stated in your resolution, prevent further aggression
" and hostility among nations through economic barriers, and provide a safeguard
" that the armed Alliance of our enemies does npt develop into an economic offensive
" against us
We cannot offer peace again. The hand outstretched once in
" honest readiness for peace grasped the empty air. But the entire people, the Army, and
" the Government are agreed that if our enemy abandon their lust of conquest and
" their aims of subjugation and wish to enter into negotiations, we shall in honest
" readiness for peace, listen to what they have to say to us. Until then we must
" persevere calmly, patiently and coiirageously."
Referring to the food supplies, the Chancellor admitted the serious position.
"The present time," he declared, " i s the severest we have experienced, and the
" month of July has been the worst. The drought has delayed growth, and bitter
" want exists in many cases, but I can declare with glad confidence that relief will
" shortly set in. . . . Nothing certain can yet be said about the harvest, but the fact
" is already established to-day that the harvest of. bread corn will be better than is
" believed. Straw is indeed short, but the development of the cereal crops is
" excellent, and we shall, as in 1915, reckon upon an average harvest. We hope for
" a good potato crop, and if we utilise the increase from Rumania and other territories
" carefully, the shortage of fodder with which we should otherwise be confronted
" will be overcome, it has been proved in these three war years that even in case of
" a bad harvest, as in 1916, Germany can in no way be starved out. With stringent
" management and low rationing, the supplies will suffice." With reference to
constitutional matters, the Chancellor called attention to the desirability of closer
relations between Parliament and the Government, and he indicated the establishment
of a system of summoning to the leading offices men who enjoy the full confidence
of the great parties in the popular assembly.. " But," he stated, " all this, of course, is
" possible, only provided the other side recognise that the constitutional right of the
" Imperial Government to direct policy must not be curtailed." He added that he
was not willing that the conduct of affairs'should be taken from his hands.
At the conclusion of the Chancellors speech, Herr Fehrenbach (Centre Party)
presented the joint Resolution in the name of the Centre Progressives and the Social
Democrats. Herr Scheidemann (Social Democrat) said that he wished other people
would understand that Germany was not aiming at the acquisition of foreign
possessions, and that she was ready for a righteous peace secured by International
legal guarantees. He further stated that Prussian electoral reform must come this,
autumn, and that the Socialists demanded the deliverance of the Press from the
censorship. Herr von Payer (leader of the South German People's Party) expressed
confidence that Herr Michaelis would regard a peace of agreement and compromise
as better than a prolongation of the war at any price. He asserted that in home
politics there was a growing concensus of opinion that conditions should be
democratised. Count Westarp (Conservative) stated that " to victory alone will we
r
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" owe peace . . . Germany will be prepared for peace negotiations as soon as its
" enemies unreservedly renounce their demands for forcible annexations or for
" indemnities. . . Our country's frontiers must for all times be better protected."
He asserted that the proposed peace Resolution was calculated to stiffen the courage
of the enemy and to prolong the war, and for this reason " we Conservatives
unanimously reject it." Prince Sohonaich-Garolath (National Liberal Party) stated
that his Party resolutely and unanimously rejected the resolution, though he agreed
with the statement occurring in the Speech from the Throne of the 4th August 1914,
that " we are not impelled by desire of conquest." IlerrHaase (Independent Socialist)
alleged that Dr. Michaelis was the trusted agent of Hindenburg and Ludendorff.
" Are these men by any chance against annexations ? " he asked, and continued :
" The whole of our political life is permeated with Prussian militarism. The
" Parliament takes all its high-handed behaviotir lying down. . . . Monarchical
" institutions have been weighed in the balance and found wanting. We must
" have a Republic." While recognising that the Resolution put forward by the
^Centre Parties was a distinct step forward from the aimexationist position previously
adopted, Herr Haase criticised its form and concluded: "Above all, there is no
word in it about the right of nations to choose their own rulers." On the vote being
taken, the Reichstag adopted the Resolution as presented by a majority of 214 to 116,
there being 17 abstentions.
The " Hamburger Fremdenblatt " of 18th July published a telegram from Admiral
von Tirpitz to Herr Bassermann (leader of the National Liberal Party), in which he
states that he learns that the Party rejected the peace Resolution, "which would have
meant for us a peace absolutely fatal, that is, peace without indemnities." He adds :
" I appeal to you, in memory of our common labour for the German people, to put
every obstacle in the way of the peace Resolution."
The "Frankfurter Zeitung," commenting on the division in the Reichstag, put the
following question : " How can anyone after yesterday's vote still assert that it is not
" the Prime Ministers intention to restore Belgium to her political and economic
"independence?" The "Vorwarts" of 20th July wrote a critical leader on the
Chancellor^ speech under the heading " W a s it w i s e ? " Referring to the peace
Resolution, it stated that Herr Michaelis " accepted it very half-heartedly, and a half
" hearted man cannot lead the Empire in these times. . . . The peace programme
" of the Reichstag is the expression of the will of the German people." It further
stated, that the Chancellor was not wise in stating that he was not minded to let the
direction of affairs pass out of his hands at the moment wdien the Reichstag was
practically taking over that direction.
From information conveyed by the Swiss Minister for Foreign Affairs, it appears
that the harvest in the west of Germany is expected to be fair, but that the harvests
in the east and in the north will be attended with bad results. The Rumanian harvest
has been of such an excellent character that the Central Empires are now confident of
* being able to provide for their requirements until the 1918 harvest.
A statement by General Ludendorff in relation to the submarine campaign, is
quoted by the Berlin Wolff Bureau to this effect: " In. waging U-boat war the ultimate
" desire of the Chief Army Command was to hit the enemy's war indiistry, especially
" his production of ammunition. Our Western armies have experienced important
" relief from the U-boat, and the production of enemy munitions has been
" diminished."
The "Deutsche Tageszeitung " of 21st July states that potatoes have not yet been
delivered to the increased extent that was anticipated. It is expected, however, that
in the coming week the deliveries to Berlin will enable rations to be increased. The
general flour ration of 170 grammes per head will be raised at the middle of August
to 220 grammes daily, while the meat ration of 250 grammes weekly, given to
supplement the flour ration, will be discontinued.
1

ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.
The " Deutsche Tageszeitung " of 21st July announced that a meeting of the
Austro-German Commission was to begin at Vienna on 23rd July in order to continue
the discussions, which were commenced last year, on trade relations after the w-ar.
1

The death of Herr Bassermnnn is reported to have taken place at Baden-Baden on 24th J u l y .

M. Naoum, formerly Greek Minister at Sofia, has been received by Sir H.
Rumbold, and in the course of an interview stated that it was hopeless to expect to
detach Bulgaria from her Allies. The Bulgarians were entirety in the grip of
Germany, though if they were defeated on the Macedonian front he admitted the
situation would be altered. The King, he added, though not much in the country,
was responsible for matters of policy.

SWITZERLAND.
Discussions have taken place with the German delegates as to the new GermanSwiss agreement. Owing to. internal necessities and the difficulties of obtaining
labour, it appears that Germany will not be in a position to continue to supply the
present amount of coal to Switzerland. The deliveries of iron will also be materially
reduced.

HOLLAND.
With reference to the capture of the German merchantmen by British destroyers
(vide Report No. 25), the Netherlands Ministry of Marine have published a
communique stating that in the early morning of 16th July seven German merchant
ships Avere seen proceeding through territorial waters. At 6.15 the coastguard saw
20 foreign warships which fired at the merchantmen within territorial waters. A
Customs boat, recognising 18 British destroyers, placed herself between the
merchantmen and the destroyers. It is established, the communique continues, that
the attack took place within territorial waters. Commenting on the incident, the
" Nieuwe Rotterdam Courant " s a y s : " It should be known in Germany that,
" after the manner in which Germany has waged war at sea, there are not ten people
" in this country wdio get warm over the fate of six German ships. . . . It may be
" expected Britain will make no serious difficulties about returning the captured
" ships and giving satisfaction for the attack." The " Vaderland " of 19th July
observes : " Assuming that a mistake was made, we must still assume that Britain will
" take the blame. But that is not enough. It is Britain's duty to give back the
" captured ships." On 20th July the matter was referred to in the Reichstag, when
Herr Kriege, Director of the Imperial Foreign Office, said that by " satisfaction"
Germany meant the immediate return of the ships taken in Netherlands waters, and
indemnification for the ships sunk, for the wounded and for the families of those
killed. He asserted that the Netherlands Government were prepared to do everything
to prevent a repetition of such an incident, and they were firmly determined to insist
on the satisfaction which was awaited by Germany. The " Handelsblad " refers to
the tone adopted in the Reichstag as " seriously presumptuous," and continues : "How
" can a cottntry which destroj-s our ships without show of right . . . take a high
" hand in demanding compensation for the wrongful destruction of a coitple of her
" s h i p s ? " His Majesty the King, in telegraphing to the Queen of the Netherlands,
mentions that the incident will have the careful consideration of British Ministers
directly a full report has come.to hand.
With regard to the area which the Admiralty have decided to leave free from
mines for the benefit of Dutch shipping (vide.Report No. 25), His Majesty the King,
in the telegram to the Queen of the Netherlands to which reference is made above,
states his pleasure at observing the satisfaction -which the concession has caused in
Holland. In the course of observations the " Handelsblad " says : " i t shows that
" those who thought the whole object of the British Government was to hamper Dutch
" shipping were wrong."
His Majesty's Government have expressed to the Netherlands Government'their
profound regret at the mistake which resulted in the dropping of bombs on Ziericksee,
and have given an assurance that all possible precautions will be taken to prevent
such occurrences in the future. Compensation is offered for the damage caused.
The " Handelsblad " expresses satisfaction over the British acknowledgment.
r

Sir W. Tovvnley expresses the view thac the stoppage of the supplies of fodder
will have a serious effect in the country, and will necessitate the slaughter of about
30 per cent, of cattle and 95 per cent, of sheep, and half the poultry and pigs. He
takes the view that, if this should result, a large portion of the meat that is not
wanted in Holland will be sent to Germany.
The method adopted of appointing a Commission to enquire into the case of the
interned German submarines is reported by Sir W. Townley as affording an opportunity
to the Dutch Government to agree to the German attitude. He suggests that the
Netherlands Government should be informed that the Commission will not provide
a method of escaping responsibility, and that this must be remembered by them if the
submarines are released. The Commission has now completed its labours, and Sir
W. Townley thinks, from the interview he has had with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs, that the boats will be released. The Minister further stated that he was
willing to submit the matter to arbitration.
The Netherlands Government have arranged to despatch a mission to the United
States to discuss questions of supplies of food and raw materials to Holland. The
origin of this move was apparently a telegram from the Netherlands Minister at
Washington asking for information m order that the case of Holland could be put in
the most favourable light to the American public.

SWEDEN.
Sir E. Howard wishes to know whether it is the policy of His Majesty's Govern
ment to prevent the importation of lubricants to Sweden excepting for those firms
which are working in the interests of the Allies. He suggests that it would be
inadvisable wholly to prevent lubricants reaching those firms which are engaged on
home production, as it would mean closing a number of factories and the throwing
out of employment of a great many people. He is not, however, averse to the
Swedish Government being told that firms engaged in work for the Allies will
receive preferential treatment. Sir E. Howard also calls attention to the fact that he
informed the Minister for Foreign Affairs that unless His Majesty's Government saw
that the fishing export restrictions were efficient, they would not facilitate the
importation of lubricants, aud it was no doubt gathered from this that when the
fishing matter was put right, the importation of oil would,be resumed. It is suggested
therefore, as desirable that, if new conditions are to be imposed, they had better be
based upon the requirements of the United States.
It has been pointed out to Sir E. Howard that efforts have been made to persuade
the United States to adopt a firm attitude regarding embargoes on exports to Sweden,
especially in relation to iron ore and pulp, and that it is necessary that similar
conditions should be imposed upon the exports to that country which are under
British control.

NORWAY.
It has been suggested by Mr. Ovey that, as he understands the German
Government are endeavouring to improve their exchange situation amongst neutrals
by exporting gold, it would be well if an effort were made to prevent this being
done. He thinks that the banks in the Scandinavian countries are not desirous of
increasing their gold, and if it were pointed out that the more gold Germany sends
away the less chance will there'be of Belgium receiving an indemnity, they may be
disposed to abandon any help to Germany in this connection.

:

DENMARK.

If fat-stuffs are not sent from Denmark in increasing quantities, Germany has
threatened to cut off supplies of iron, coal, salt and petroleum. The Danish Minister
for Foreign Affairs states that the German argument is that, as the importation of
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fodder-stuffs from the United Kingdom has been abandoned, Denmark is not under
any obligations to His Majesty's Government. In reporting upon the visit of the
Danish delegates to England, Mr. Sonhe stated that he did not see how the German
argument could be answered. In a note which the Danish Government have addressed
to His Majesty's Government, it is pointed out that the importation of fodder-stuffs
had hitherto provided Denmark with an answer to the German demands, as it was
possible to state that the importation of fodder would be discontinued if increases
took place in the exports to Germany. Even now the German attitude is being
resisted in the hope that the British decision maybe altered. Meantime His Majesty's
Government have notified their pleasure that the export of cattle to Germany has
been reduced to 5,000 head a week, aud have expressed the hope that these exports
may be still further reduced. In order to help the Danish farmers in reducing their
exports to Germany, His Majesty's Government state that they are contemplating a
method of assistance towards freight charges in connection with butter and bacon,
but as regards the importation of fodder, this matter is deferred for discussion.

SPAIN.
The meeting of the Catalan assembly called by the Parliamentarists was held at
Barcelona privately on 19th July amidst some excitement in the town. The meeting
passed Resolutions calling upon the Government to dissolve the Cortes and to institute
a National or non-party Government. Failure to respond to these demands will, it
is asserted, involve a general strike; this has already begun at A^alencia, where
railway and shipping work has been stopped and business nearly brought to a
standstill. The military, however, have taken charge, and indications point to the
strike terminating.
Sir A. Hardinge considers that for the present moment the
Government have been morally victorious. The Prime Minister states that the
Catalan movement' has been suppressed, and that there was not any intention of
arresting the Parliamentarists. He asserts that the Cortes will be dissolved in
August, and that a General Election will take place in September. The result, he
anticipates, will provide the present Government with a substantial majority. The
British Consul at Barcelona does not agree with the Prime Ministers remarks, and
believes that orders were given to arrest the Parliamentarists. He understands that
the King of Sixain intends to dismiss the present Government, and thus avoid a
general strike, but Sir A. Hardinge thinks that the Government still possesses the
confidence of the King, and that the more responsible elements in the population
wish to see the restoration of order and the constitutional matter left over till the end
of the war. The majority of the Municipalities in Catalonia support the Resolutions
that were passed at the meeting of the Parliamentarists.
Sir A. Hardinge states that he is doing all that is possible to dispose of the reports,
which he attributes to Germany, that His Majesty's Government have been taking
part in the revolutionary movement. He has talked to the King and Minister for
Foreign Affairs on the subject, and has offered to help them in finding out the truth
of the matter.
It is reported from Monte Video that the village of Culera, near Port Bou, is being
used as a base for German submarines.
Colonel House has pointed out to Lord Northcliffe in an interview that has taken
place in the United States, that the influence of Spain in war matters has not been
sufficiently considered, more especially in relation to South America. Colonel House
made the suggestion that His Majesty's Government should agree with the United
States to send two capable representatives to Spain who, though apparently travelling
on commercial business, might carry out propagandist work in a confidential manner.

PORTUGAL.
The President of the Republic is much concerned that His
should consider it necessary that the ex-enemy ships should
for the proposed loan. The President indicates that it
security should be asked for at a time when Portugal has sent

Majesty's Government
be offered as security
is very hurtful that
her troops, which have

been highly praised, to fight with the British. He expresses concern that history
should have to,record this evidence of want of confidence in the credit of Portugal.
His Majesty'? Government have, however, pointed out to Sir L. Carnegie, for the
informal ion of the President, that the security referred to was proposed by the
Portuguese Government.
CHINA.
The formation of the new Cabinet, from which Radicals are excluded, was
-completed on 18th July.
The British, French, Japanese and Russian representatives
were received by the Minister for Foreign Affairs and again stated the wish of all
their Governments that war should be declared on the Central Powers. The Japanese
Minister for Foreign Affairs believes that Tuan Chi-jui will shortly be in need of
financial assistance in order to carry on the Government, and suggests that the
Japanese Government might make a loan of 1,000,000 3 en. To this suggestion His
Majesty;'s Government have agreed, but have asked to be informed as to the conditions
of the loan. The Japanese Foreign Minister believes that Tuan Chi-jui will be willing
to declare war on Germany, and that if General Feng would come to Peking and
support him as President the position would be much improved. Feng has still a
large military force at Nanking. As to the position of Chang Hsiin, it is believed
that his complicity with Germany and Austria can be demonstrated, and the Japanese
Foreign Minister considers that the Allies should force China to declare war on
Austria. The position is by no means cleared up, and it is possible, in the view of
the same authority, that the present state of uncertainty in China may continue for
some time.
T

JAPAN.
The Japanese Government have been informed that, as it is impossible to produce
at home enough hematite pig-iron to enable the necessities of the steel works in
this country to be met, it would be well if they could obtain the amount they
require from the United States. His Majesty's Government particularly regret that
they cannot provide Japan with this and other materials they require, as it is
necessary to place an important request before the Japanese authorities. This, in
short, is to ask the Japanese Government to take all possible action to overcome the
submarine menace by assuming control over their merchant shipping, so that some of
it may be used for war purposes in the manner adopted by the other Allies. . As an
example of the kind of help which could be given, the transport of Chinese coolies to
Vancouver is cited. This, it is stated, will be much interfered with unless Japanese
ships can be utilised from 1st September to transport the coolies at the rate of
5,000 a month.
SIAM.

On 22nd July the Government of Siam informed the German and Austrian repre
sentatives at Bangkok of the declaration of war. The King issued a proclamation,
and all enemy subjects of military age were interned and nine German steamships
seized. With regard to the latter, an attempt was made to damage the machinery on
the aj)prbach of the Siamese boats, and all the German vessels, with the exception of
three, had bombs on board for the purpose. However, only small explosions occurred,
though the Germans, who made no resistance, succeeded in setting fire to two ships.
This was speedily extinguished by the Siamese sailors.

BRAZIL.
With regard to the suggestion of the partial relaxation of the embargo on
-Brazilian coffee if it is sent in any of the ships formerly belonging to Germany,.
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(vide Report No. 23), the Brazilian Government will not submit to this stipulation,.,
and prefer to abandon the proffered advantage for coffee. The Brazilian Minister has
informed Sir A. Peel that the ex-German ships and all Brazilian vessels are under the
authority of the Ministry of the Treasury. The Brazilian Lloyd vessels are thus
brought under different management.
MEXICO.
The Ambassador of the United States in Mexico is on his way from America to
Mexico, and has informed Sir 0. Spring Rice that he is conveying a warning from the
President that if Carranza attacks the oilfields it will be considered a vital matter to
the United States, and will probably involve war.
UNITED STATES.
In an interview which Sir C. Spring Rice has had with Mr. McAdoo (vide Report
No. 25), emphasis was laid on the fact that His Majesty's Government could not
discharge indebtedness in the United States from any funds which were not furnished
by that country, while any failure of the United Kingdom to meet the liabilities
incurred would have the most serious effect upon the position generally. The United
States Secretary to the Treasury indicated that difficulties as to meeting the payments
would be adjusted, and he is providing $ 185,000,000 for July, and will probably
allow a similar sum for August. With regard to the overdraft of $400,000,00.0,
Mr. McAdoo pointed out the political difficulty of a loan to His Majesty's Government
which could be characterised as accommodating Messrs. Morgan.
As to future arrangements connected with finance and purchases in the United
States, Mr. McAdoo has put forward definite proposals, for the formation of a European
Allied Council whose duty it would be to acquaint a Purchasing Commission in the
United States as to the respective necessities of the Powers in relation to food,,
munitions, &c, and as to matters of priority and transport. Similar information
should be given regarding probable loans required for periods up to 12 months ahead,,
and on receiving the suggestions of the Council the President and Secretary to the
Treasury would then be in-a position to judge how they could act. It is pointed out
that an estimate of fresh loans will help the Government, though it must not be
assumed that they will necessarily agree to proposals that may be put forward.
The financial arrangements for August can be dealt with, but matters after that
month should be transacted through the Council, and for this reason the United
States authorities wish to see the Council set on foot before 15th August. The
importance of this time limit arises from the fact that the last pa3 inents
will be made under the old arrangements by 15th August, and the sanction
of Congress must be obtained for future loans. To obtain this the Secretary
to the Treasury must be able to prove that all steps have been taken to
ensure that the money to be advanced shall be utilised to the best advantage in '
meeting the necessities of the Allies. M. Tardieu has expressed himself in favour of
the scheme, as it seems to carry out the views of the Conference of the Allied
Commissioners of 9th July. He pointed out at a meeting on 22nd July, when the
Italian, Russian, and British Ambassadors were present, that it was necessary for the
Allies to co-ordinate their demands. The Russian and. Italian Ambassadors, however,
did not approve of the exclusion of the Allies from a part in the formation of the
proposed Purchasing Commission. In order to give practical effect to the suggested
arrangements so far as the United Kingdom is concerned, Mr. McAdoo has forwarded
the draft of a proposed agreement with His Majesty's Government providing for the
appointment of a representative having authority to buy on behalf of the British
Government, and the setting up of a Commission, to be nominated by the President
of the United States, through whom all purchases for Great Britain must be made.
In contemplation of the Governments of the different Powers, or British Dominions or
Colonies, desiring to enter into.the same agreement, it is laid down that reqiurements
and priorities must be arranged between them, but it is stipulated that the agreement
shall not render the United States liable to advance money, or be construed as an
admission by the United States of the legality of war measures taken by other Powers
which have not been hitherto accepted by the American Government.
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In reply to the suggestions for the proposed European Allied Council, His
Majesty's Government have informed Sir C. Spring Rice that the matter has been
under consideration by the Cabinet. While agreeing to accept at once the proposed
Allied Council in London for the purpose of co-ordinating the demands for
American supplies, His Majesty's Government point out that the duties of
the Council would apparently fall under three heads, namely, Supply, Finance
and Transport. As to Supply, they suggest that food and munitions should
be dealt with separately.
With regard to Finance, His Majesty's Govern
ment do not think that the Allies, could jointly agree upon their financial
requirements in the Avay suggested. It is recalled that in July 1916, a Joint
Conference of xMlied Finance Ministers was held in London, and was uuabie to
do anything beyond passing some general Resolutions. The actual allocation of
credits was then left to be determined by separate meetings between the
Chancellor of the Excheq\ier and each of the Finance Ministers concerned.
Though this method may be inconvenient, a Conference of Ministers with
no one to judge of the importance of the respective claims made
could not lead to any practical result. His Majesty's Government, therefore,
consider that the United States will have to deal as at present with each Ally separately
in matters of finance. With reference to transport, His Majesty's Government
are in accord with the views of the United States as to the importance of only
dealing with those orders which can be shipped with reasonable certainty.
But at the same time it is impossible to foresee even four months ahead the amount
of shipping which it will be possible to allot to any particular Ally. While recog
nising therefore, their responsibility towards the Alliance, His Majesty's Government
state that they must retain liberty of action in relation to their own shipping, so that
they may allocate tonnage month by month as the military, naval and economic
situations determine. It will, in consequence, be impossible to deal with British
shipping through the Inter-Allied Council, and each Ally must be dealt with separately.
Regret is expressed, that the United States are not in favour of appointing a repre
sentative on the proposed Council, and it is hoped that this decision may be recon
sidered. His Majesty's Government wish to discuss further the arrangements in
relation to supply, on the lines laid down by Mr. McAdoo ; and they accept
his suggestions regarding a Purchasing Commission in America.
Mr. McAdoo further amplified his position in a cable to the United States Ambassador
in London (sent to Lord Northcliffe on 20th July), in the course of which he says
that only temporary measures can be taken until he has a full knowledge of the
position in Europe. In this message he denies that any undertaking has ever been
given that the United States would furnish money for the Morgan overdraft, but he is
looking intb the matter. He indicates that the policy of the United States will be to
maintain liberty of action in financial matters, but to assist the Allies in all ways
possible. He warns the British Government, however, that America cannot undertake
the entire burden of financing the war. Mr. McAdoo wishes to know if Lord
Northcliffe is the duly accredited financial representative of His Majesty's Government,
as the number of those who purport to speak for the British authorities is apt to lead
to confusion.
As the question of the liability for military service of the subjects of Allied
Powers resident in the United States is being taken up by Congress, Sir C. Spring
Rice suggests the possibility of a Convention between the United States and Great
Britain which will extend reciprocal rights of enlisting the citizens of the respective
countries.
Sir G. Spring Rice has made enquiries about the possible establishment of a
British Naval and Military Mission (vide Report No. 25), but he is not able to report
any wish for the presence of officers of high standing in this connection. The
training camps are receiving technical assistance from a number of Canadian officers.
The only alteration he can suggest in the present arrangements would be to send
to the United States some junior officers skilled in torpedo and gunnery work.
In the course of an interview with Lord Northcliffe, Colonel House stated that the
people of the United States were not convinced that His Majesty's Government were
taking all the steps that efficiency demanded to overcome the submarine menace. It is
thought that the submarines which are attacking transports from the United States are
obtaining oil from bases in Spain. In this connection Lord Northcliffe considers
that Dr. Wilson should be furnished with full and accurate information concerning
the submarine position. He believes that this is the onhy method by which the full

help of America can. be obtained, as the feeling at present inclines to. regard the
submarine difficulty as one that is being surmounted. The New York Chamber of
Commerce have called a meeting to discuss the submarine situation, and it appears
that the feeling in thai city is in favour of a greater amount of information being
given to the public by His Majesty's Government. If this is done, it is believed that
ship construction will be increased and a termination put to the differences between
General Goethals and Mr. Denman (vide Report No. 25).
THE SHIPPING SITUATION.
The Swedish Government have sent a strong protest to Berlin with regard to the
sinking of Swedish fishing boats (vide Report No. 25) and demanding compensation.
There is official evidence to the effect that the action complained of occurred outside
the danger zone.
Sir E. Howard has presented the views of His Majesty's Government regarding
outside-port calling facilities to the Minister for Foreign Affairs (vide Report No. 25).
The Minister had that morning (18th July) held a Conference with leading ship
owners, and he pointed out that it was not advisable to adopt a general shipping
policy until they could be certain of cargoes for the vessels. Upon this Sir E. Howard
observed that the continued postponement of shipping matters until import arrange
ments had been decided would lead to endless delay. In the result a reply was
promised to the views put forward by His Majesty's Government.
It is reported from Norway that by way of reprisals for the action taken by the
Allies in connection with the war by sea, Germany has issued a proclamation stating
that a neutral ship will be considered an enemy if it is armed mainly by enemy
subjects or chartered by or trading for an enemy.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Sir E. Howard has heard from one of the Russian delegates now in Stockholm
that the Sovyet will hold the Peace Conference on 15th August, notwithstanding the
possible absence of representatives from the United Kingdom and France. The same
authority is responsible for the statement that the German majority and minority
Socialists have already agreed to be present at the Conference, and that the Russians
will meet them. The latter feel confident of being able to induce British and French
Labour Associations to send delegates. It is reported that the German majority
Socialists have informed the Sovyet that they have always' opposed the policy of
annexations,' and since April have declared themselves as in agreement with the
Sovyet views as to the necessary foundations for peace. When accepting the invitation
to the Peace Conference, the German Majority Socialists agreed to treat the decisions
as binding, provided that they are applicable also to other belligerent countries. Mr.
Branting has asked for the use of Parliament House for the purposes of the
Conference on 15th August, but the Swedish authorities have refused permission on
. the ground that the use of an official building might convey the impression that the
Conference was itself official. In any event, however, Parliament will be in session at
the time, and this alone would prevent the loan of the buildings.
The Dutch Scandinavian Committee deny that the date of the Conference has been
altered through the decision of the Fi;enoh Socialists.
The Italian Government have refused permission to the Socialist Delegates to
visit Stockholm, and they have requested the British Passport Office likewise to refuse
any facilities if they should be asked for.
The Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs, in. response to the representations of the
Russian Ambassador, has now consented to the Russian Socialist Delegates visitingItaly. .
.
Sir E. Howard gives the report, of a conversation which was held with one of the
Austrian Socialists when in Stockholm a short time ago. He is informed that the
purport of the statement made by the Austrian was that his country could not
continue the war for another winter, and that the workmen in the country would
force peace upon the Government. The position in Germany w as stated to be
similar.
-
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CANADA.

The suggestion that an eminent French or Belgian ecclesiastic should visit Canada
in-order. to persuade Quebec not to put itself into opposition with tiro national ,
sentiment of the rest of the Dominion, indicates the urgent need of some effort being
made, on lines outside the ordinary grooves of Canadian party politics, to avert a
cleavage which would have, disastrous effects on the whole future national life of
Canada.
The financial crisis has been tided over for a few weeks. But the fundamental
problem, discussed in the Appreciation to Report No. 25, still remains : are we to
allow technical exchange difficulties to prevent our making the utmost use of Canad,a's
resources and-industrial power during this war?
AUSTRALIA.

The telegram from the Commonwealth Government urging that greater effect
should be given to Australian National feeling in the constitution of Australian
fighting formations and in other matters is very significant. What Australian
sentiment asks, in fact, is that the Australian Force, like the Canadian, should form
a single unit at the front.
Australians believe that their divisions fight better
together than when distributed among British divisions in British corps. The other
demands of the Australian Government are, in substance, for a recognition of the
military status of the Australian Forces corresponding to that already given in the
case of the Canadian Forces.
ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.

The Conference in Paris appears to have led to no definite decisions with regard
to the military position in the Balkans. This was, perhaps, only to be expected in
view of the character of the Conference.
ITALY.

The situation with regard to the Italian coal supply deserves the most careful
study. It is little exaggeration to say that the whole attitude of the Italian public
towards the war will be determined in the next six months by the extent to which
this problem can be solved.
ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.

Vienna and Berlin are evidently playing up to each other quite as effectively since
the change in the German Chancellorship as before. Count Czerniu hastens to lay
stress on the lucidity of Herr Michaelis's statement. Herr Michaelis, in this
morning's papers, dwells on the indissoluble nature of the Austro-German. union both
now and hereafter. It would be a mistake to treat this as mere eyewash. The
permanent unity of Middle Europe is a settled purpose on the part of Governments
and of peoples (at least as far as Germans and Magyars are concerned) in both
Empires, and furnishes the key to all their actious. The two Governments may
differ; they may even intrigue for advantages over each other; but they are not
going to separate.

GERMAN

AFFAIRS.

The attitude of the Centre Parly over the question of Parliamentary Government
in Germany shows how inextricably that question is bound up with the nature of the
German Federal Constitution. The Reichstag is elected on the widest possible
franchise over the whole of Germany regardless of State differences. As long as it
remains a debating assembly in which the views of the Imperial. Government are
expounded and criticised, it does not affect the essential character of. that Government
as one by conference and arrangement between more or less sovereign.states. The
moment it controls the Government, Germany becomes in essentials a unitary state.
To take a parallel from our own institutions: there is nothing in the present
constitutional organisation of the British Empire which would be affected by an
Imperial Assembly or Conference of Parliamentary Delegations in which the policy of
the Imperial Cabinet was expounded or criticised, as long as ultimate parliamentary
control rested with the Parliaments of the different self-governing 2?arts of the Empire,
and the members of-the Imperial Cabinet remained responsible to their respective
Parliaments. But if that Assembly were given the powers of a real Parliament then
undoubtedly the autonomy of the different Governments would to some extent be
limited, and a true Imperial Federation be created. And that parliamentarisation of
the Imperial Assembly, however democratic in principle, might very possibly be
opposed, on the plea of national autonomy, by the most democratic parties indifferent
parts of the Empire.
;

AuSTIUA-HllNGARY.

The peace programme of the Austrian Navy League is worth studying. In view
of the many reports as to the moral as well as the material exhaustion of AustriaHungary, and the professed desire of the Austro-Hungarian Government for " peace
without annexations," it is interesting to see that there are, at any rate, sections -of
opinion in the Dual Monarchy which still cherish the idea of practically incorporating
Rumania, Serbia, Montenegro, and Albania, as well as of rectifying the Venetian
frontier at Italy's expense.
UNITED STATES.

The negotiations for the constitution of an Inter-Allied Council - to fix . the
demands for financial assistance to be laid before the United States, and. the
telegrams on the exchange situation deserve careful study.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

.. .

;

The position may be summed up as follows : The French, Russian, and English
Socialists have decided to take part in the proposed international Conference, at
Stockholm, subject to the ratification of their decision at the Inter-Allied Socialist
Conference in London, MeanAvhile the French, Italian, and American Governments
are stilt resolved to grant no passports to the Conference. The British Government
has declared in the House of Commons that it will not officially participate", but has
given no indication as to whether it will grant passports. It is obviously desirable
that the Allies should arrive at a common policy on this issue without delay. .
No less important is it that;the other Governments of the British Empire should
be consulted before any step is taken in the direction of allowing a' Conference
between British and enemy subjects which, however unofficial, cannot be without
its effect on the terms of peace.
L..S. A.
2nd August 1917.

Captain Amery.
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PART I.-BRITISH

EMPIRE AND

AFRICA.

GENERAL.
With further reference to the transport of Australasian troops via Panama, the
Admiralty have replied to the points raised by the New Zealand Government. They
point out that the Panama route can only be used when the Governments of the
Commonwealth and New Zealand co-operate in the despatch of vessels, and that as
the Australian ships that were ready to sail at the same time as the New Zealand
vessels, on the recent occasion to which attention is called, were obliged to sail by
the Cape route, the Panama route could not be used. Other New Zealand vessels
sailing witii Australian vessels can therefore proceed via, Panama, and the warships can
thus convoy them jointly from Colon, to the United Kingdom. As to the particular
New Zealand ship which has been diverted to the Cape route, the Admiralty point
out that this vessel was not suitable for the transport of troops beyond the Cape, and
when transhipment has been effected, the ship may proceed with cargo to the United
Kingdom.
The Commonwealth Government have telegraphed (28th July) that they gather
the Admiralty have decided not to send troops across the United States. In any case
the Australian Ministers prefer the troops to proceed direct instead of being
transhipped. The opinion is expressed that the. increased, cost arising from naval
necessities should not be charged to the Commonwealth.
1

CANADA.
On 25th July the Dominion House of Commons approved the Resolution of the
Minister of Finance relating to income tax. Under the Bill dealing with this
subject Sir Thomas White estimates that a revenue of about $20,000,000 per annum
will be raised for the duration of the war.
The Dominion Minister of Finance has now further explained the position which,
so far as Canada is concerned, represents the utmost that is possible in regard to
financial arrangements. As previously stated, the Dominion Government will advance
to the Imperial Munitions Board $25,000,000 a month for July, August, and
September, but this is made conditional upon the British Treasury furnishing the
Board with $15,000,000 during each of those months from American sources. It is
pointed out that this can be done, as the Imperial Munitions Board and Canadian
manufacturers have purchased materials, &c, in the United States represented by this
sum. The Canadian Minister is also willing to issue $50,000,000 in Dominion notes
as a loan to the British Treasury for the payment of the cheese purchases of $40,000,000
during July, August, and September, together with the repayment of $10,000,000
advanced by the Dominion Government for War Office purchases of hay, flour, and oats.
Expenditure apart from the above must, the Minister states, be provided by the
British Treasury, and in addition the Treasury must find $10,000,000 clue from the
Imperial Munitions Board to the Bank of Montreal on 15th August, and $5,000,000
payable by the Board on 5th September to the Bank of Commerce. On matters being
carried through as indicated above, the Dominion Government will furnish the
Imperial Munitions Board with $25,000,000 in October, and will also try and provide a
similar amount for November and December, if the British Treasury can furnish
$15,000,000 from American sources for each of those months.
A meeting of 50 Labour men from different parts of Ontario has been held at
Hamilton, and it was decided to establish an Independent Labour Party. Amongst
the items in the programme of the new party are :—Abolition of the Senate, State
control of Canada's banking and credit system, adequate and equal pensions for
disabled officers and soldiers and soldiers' widows and dependants.
2

With reference to the Convention which is to be held at Toronto on the 2nd and
3rd August under the auspices of the " Win the War Association," the Committees
convening the meeting. state that the objects in view are the immediate enforcement,
of the conscription measure, the formation of a National non-partisan Government,
and the union of all patriotic elements in the country, which place the winning of the
war above all other considerations.
The editors of a number of Ontario Liberal newspapers have held a meeting at
Toronto, and passed a Resolution in favour of the Liberal Party in the Province
standing for compulsoiy military service. They declared that no candidate should
be supported who does not favour the compulsion, policy. A further Resolution
declared that a War Cabinet and Government representing both Parties was
necessary.
A AVestern Liberal Convention will be held at Winnipeg next week when probably
nearly 1,000 delegates from the Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba,
will be present. The Province of British Columbia will not take part.
With regard to the suggestion that Cardinal Mercier or some other Prelate should
visit Quebec in order to overcome the difficult situation there, Cardinal Bourne was
consulted on the matter and advised that the Archbishop of Paris should be asked for
his views as to the possibility of a visit from an eminent French ecclesiastic. This
has now been done, but the Archbishop of Paris has pointed out that, before
suggesting any names of priests to undertake this difficult mission, he would wish to
learn whether the proposal has the approval of the Archbishop of Quebec and
Montreal. In any case he could not select Bishops for the purpose, as it is not in his
power to do so, and he could only suggest names. The Archbishop has put forward
one or two tentative suggestions pending further developments.
- Lord Rhondda has placed certain facts before the Dominion Food Controller in
relation to food supply. These show that the exportable surplus of Canadian wheat,
for 1917-18 wdll be less than the needs of the-United Kingdom by more than
2,000,000 tons, and wdll be only one-third of the combined necessities of the United
Kingdom, France and Italy. As to Canadian bacon and butter, the United Kingdom
will need more than the 80,000 tons of bacon and 5,000 tons of butter which were
imported in 1916, on account of the smaller quantities of these commodities now
imported from Denmark and Holland. Further, the United Kingdom will require
about the same amount as last year of oats and cheese, viz., 88,000 tons of the former
and 75,000 tons of the latter.
The Ministry of Munitions have explained to the Dominion Government that,
owing to the necessity of equipping the United States Army with rifles, the factories
engaged in the manufacture of British rifles had to be transferred to the United States
Government. This has prevented placing the machinery of the Ilion Factory at the
disposal of the Dominion Government.
It is further pointed out that the matter of manufacturing rifles in Canada has
been considered at a conference attended by Lieutenant-Colonel Folger, and. the
Army Council are not yet in a position to state the pattern of rifle which will be
required after the war. Experience may necessitate a modification in design, so it
is considered inadvisable for the Canadian Government to instal new machinery for
rifle manufacture until after the war. Meantime the Army Council have arranged
to arm all Canadian contingents who are despatched for service in Europe, and the
supply of rifles for this purpose can be met from manufacturing plant in the
United Kingdom, which is considered sufficient to equip the British Forces during
the war. It is suggested that the Dominion Government might divert their plant to
the manufacture of machine guns—preferably of the Vickers type, though it is
feared that the difficulty of getting the required number of gauges w ou!d involve
a delay.
The Dominion Government have been informed that the military authorities are
in urgent need of a second quantity of 300 miles of railways, and they would be glad
to know the probable dates on which these could be delivered at sea-board. It is
pointed out that transport for the July shipments of IS,000 tons of rails has already
been furnished.
A Bill for assisting returned soldiers and sailors to settle on. the land has passed
the House of Commons. This provides for a grant of 160 acres of land and a loan
of 500L to each man.
1
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NEWFOUNDLAND.
The British Treasury are quite prepared to make the proposed advance to the Govern
ment of Newfoundland, but they mention that it would be a great help to them at
the present moment if the Colony could raise the amount in America. Failing
this, the Treasury would be glad to know if it is necessary to provide funds in
London for expenditure in the United Kingdom, or whether it would be equally
convenient to receive the 250,000L in New York.
In reply to the protest against the proposal to move the Newfoundland Battalion
from Ayr to Barry , the Newfoundland Government have been informed that the
removal is only temporary and for the purpose of enabling the training of the men to
be conducted in association with other troops under the supervision of a General
Officer who has just returned from France. It is pointed out that the depot remains
at Ayr.
1
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AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
The Prime Minister of the Commonwealth has given expression to his great
anxiety to learn fuller details regarding the submarine campaign. He points out that
no information is given him beyond that which appears in the Press, and he states
that as the Dominions are as much concerned in the war as the United Kingdom, full
and reliable information should be given to him for his guidance. He gives the
assurance that such information would be treated as most secret.
The Commonwealth Government state that as the Australian troops in the fighting
line have for some time past exceeded 100,000 men, they wish to give effect to the
National feeling with regard to their troops (particularly with reference to the con
stitution of the fighting formationa and the employment of Australian officers on the
staffs) by the appointment of a senior Australian officer at the War Office, who
would be able to ensure closer touch with Australian sentiment. On receiving the
views of the British Government, the Australian Government will submit further
details of their proposal.
As the British Minister of Munitions expressed his willingness to maintain the
prices offered for wolfram scheelite and molybdenite until six months after the war
had ended, the Australian Government have agreed to acquire the Australian output
of these minerals as sole agents for the British Government. The Commonwealth
authorities indicate that a long dated contract with a minimum price is the only
method of developing the production of the minerals on a permanent basis, and if
this is effected it is believed that Australian sources will be able to supply all the
requirements of the United Kingdom and the Allies.
The Minister for Repatriation, in introducing the measure for the provision of land
for the returning Australian soldiers, stated that 60,000,000L which includes the
value of land provided by the States, would be required for the cost of land settlement
of 40,000 soldiers. The Minister now informs the Secretary of State that he admits
the Federal grant for equipment of 500Z. per man is low, and mentions that the
States wish it raised to TOOL The matter has still to be decided.
The Army Council have informed the Australian Government that they will be
glad to accept as Cadets in the Royal Flying Corps the twelve pilots that have been
offered. If the Commonwealth decide to select these candidates, the Army Council
will be glad if they can arrange for passages and report their date of arrival. The
regulations concerning the enrolment of future candidates are now being considered.
As the Union Government of South Africa have stated that their reserve of gold
is very low, the British Government have asked the Australian authorities if they can
ship 50O,O00Z. of this coin to South Africa.
The Commonwealth Government have cabled particulars of the shipping position
as it affects Australia in relation to the war requirements of the Allies, as they wish
to have detailed information with regard to the action which the British Government
propose to adopt in order to deal with the present and future cargoes. The Australian
1
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Ministers furnish details of the cargo of wheat, zinc concentrates, wool, &c,
amounting to a grand total of 6,790,000 tons, that now awaits shipment, but they
state that they themselves have only 34 steamers, amounting to 200,000 tons. These
vessels are now in different parts of the world, but the Government propose to collect
them and use them in the America-Australia wheat-hour trade. Beyond this there
w-ould be a few chartered and coastal ships, and those which may be built. If all
Commonwealth controlled vessels are confined to carrying cargo between the western
coast of America and Australia, it is estimated that the aggregate total of 702,000
tons -will be sufficient for the purpose till July 191S. The result is that there is a
large margin of cargo which the Commonwealth Government cannot see any prospect
of shipping. They therefore ask for an estimate of the tonnage that may be expected
to be available in the first place to deal with the present cargoes, and secondly, to
ship the produce for the period ending February 1918. They also wish to know the
probable time when such tonnage will he available and in what particular trade it
should be used. The Commonwealth further would be glad to know the position
respecting wdreat. It is supposed that mostly American or Canadian wheat is being
consumed at present by the United Kingdom, and this, supplemented by the new
British harvest, will, it is assumed, enable requirements to be met for a time. But
before the date of the next American harvest it is thought that Australian wheat may
be required, and that therefore, tonnage ought to be provided for this purpose from
about October next. On this assumption, and also assuming that the Commonwealth
shipping is used for the America-Australia trade as mentioned above, the Common
wealth Government believe that a large quantity of wheat and flour could be sent to
the United Kingdom, and it is recognised that the situation.will be improved by the
use of Norwegian sailing vessels , as already suggested. The Commonwealth
Government express the hope that the Shipping Controller will furnish them with the
names of all ships, with full particvdars, that it is anticipated will reach Australia
during the present month. They wish to have similar information regarding the
future forwarded to them every week.
A Return has been issued which shows that there are 3,600 enemy subjects now
interned in Australia.
1

SOUTH AFRICA.
With reference to the request that was made that passports should not be issued
to women to travel through the danger zones except for urgent reasons, the Union
Ministers point out that they have strictly carried, out the instructions, and no
passports have been issued to women unless they came within the categories laid
dowm by the British Government, and in any case the number permitted on any one
vessel has been limited to 15. It was therefore with great surprise that the Union
Government discovered that in the last four mail steamers which have arrived from
England within the last six weeks no less than 231 women, including some actresses,
and 82 children, were on board. On one ship alone, out of 2,000 persons there w^ere
90 women and 38 children. Under these circumstances, the Union Government find
it impossible to maintain the present restrictions, and indeed they now find it hard to
demonstrate that there is any object in imposing any restrictions whatever. The
Government are therefore proceeding to issue passports to women who wish to return
to England, but they would be glad to hear from the British Government their views
as to future restrictions. If it is wished to maintain any restrictions the Union
Government would be glad if passports to South Africa might be limited to Avomen
who are domiciled in that country.
As to the raising of a second mounted regiment for service in East Africa" , the
Army Council have conveyed their desire that the Union Ministers should endeavour
to raise this regiment. A reply, however, has been received that while the utmost
endeavours wdll be made to meet the wishes of the Army Council, the recruiting for
the first regiment is proceeding very slowly and the attempt to recruit another
regiment would mean great loss of time before it could be available. It has therefore
been suggested to General Van Deventer to ask the War Office wdiether the troops
2

could not be supplied from some other source. If this cannot be done the Union
Ministers will use every effort to raise this regiment, but they think there would be
a long delay before it reached East Africa.
The Union Government have been informed that owing to the necessity of bringing
the campaign in East Africa to an end, it will be necessary to comply with General
Van Deventer's urgent request for further artillery by transferring to East Africa the
South African batteries recently despatched to Egypt. The hope is expressed that
the Union Ministers will concur in this arrangement.
The Union Goverement are taking steps to obtain the necessary reinforcements
for the Cape Coloured Labour Battalion. It is hoped that within the next few weeks
a full complement of 250 labourers will be embarked.

GOLD COAST.
The Ashanti Chiefs have paid another 1,5001. for the purchase of a third
aeroplane.

LIBERIA.
The Liberian Government have prepared a convention to enable all the Germans
in Liberia to be removed. His Majesty's Government cannot, however, authorise the
British Consul to sign this convention without their having considered the text.
They point out that the Liberian Government should be able to act upon the
assurances that have been given them provided that the French and American
representatives give similar assurances.

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
It is reported from Southern Rhodesia that Makombie, the principal rebel leader
in the Barue district, has entered Rhodesian territory near Inyanga and desires to
surrender. The Chief Native Commissioner is proceeding to the place mentioned
with the intention of disarming the whole party and bringing Makombie to Salisbury.

BRITISH HONDURAS.
The Governor has enquired into the question of the supply of mahogany for
aeroplane construction and has telegraphed to the effect that it will not be possible to
guarantee a greater amount than 10,000,000 feet of the 1918 cut, but if the weather
conditions permit there is a prospect of increasing this amount by 2,000,000 feet.
The Governor however points out the possibility of -obtaining other woods in the
Colony.
1
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See Western and General Report for week eliding 11th J u l y 1917.

PART

II.-FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
At the Naval and Military Conference of the Allies which took place in Paris
during the week, it was agreed that as the shipping question was a determining
factor in the present situation, a meeting "of shipping representatives of the Allies
should take place in London on 10th August, in order to consider the vessels which will
he available during the next twelve months for the transport of troops and other
allied necessities, and to discuss the matter generally. It was agreed that it would
be essential that representatives from the United States should be present at this
Conference, and Sir C. Spring Rice has been asked to approach the United States
Government in the matter.
The Rumanian Government have protested against the merely consultative
capacity accorded to them at the Paris Conference, and allege that this arose from the
opposition of HisMajesty's Government to extending the right of direct representation
to Rumania. The Prime Minister states that if the same limitation is made at
any future Conference, Rumania will refuse to attend.
It has been pointed out by
Sir G. Barclay that invitations were issued by the French Government, and that His
Majesty's Government were not cognisant until quite lately that the Serbian Prime
Minister had been asked to attend. The Rumanian Government have been assured
that their views will be most cordially welcomed.
The French Government have now definitely replied that they cannot agree to the
transfer to Milan of the Head Purchasing Bureau under the Italian silk agreement
(vide reports Nos. 23 and 26), and that the Controlling Bureau should be at Lyons.
This decision will, it is anticipated by Sir R. Rodd, add to the difficulties of settlement.
The Italian Government, he reports, were inclining to the view that a compromise
might be effected by establishing the Bureau at Milan, but permitting the control to
be exercised at Lyons. Having regard to the French attitude, however, His Majesty's
Government have notified Sir R. Rodd that they cannot support the proposal to
transfer the Btireau to Milan. The hope, however, is expressed that the Italian
Government will now ratify the agreement as concluded in Paris, as there is much
concern at the delay.

FRANCE.
The Aveekly report of the Intelligence Bureau for 26th July draws attention to an
attempt which has been going on under the surface in French Socialist circles to force
M. Thomas to resign from a Cabinet which has already once prevented the Socialists from
carrying out their declared intention (see under " Peace Discussions") of going to
Stockholm and may do so again, and which has compelled him to explain away his
previous utterances in favour of a plebiscite in Alsace-Lorraine. The same report
gives an interesting summary of M. Clemenceau's recent trouncing of M. Malvy in
the Senate for his leniency to pacifists, and of M. Caillaux's tentative efforts to
re-establish himself in the Chamber and with the public.
At an. interview on the 25th July with the French Minister of Commerce, the
British Chamber of Commerce, while protesting against the delay in granting licences,
requested that the import restrictions might be removed. While indicating some
measure of help, the Minister could not promise removal and stated that all licensing
was suspended on account of the exchange situation. As to the position of His
Majesty's Government, Lord Bertie has been informed that while certain bulky
commodities must be excluded, other prohibited goods which are subject to a ration
may have the ration fixed uniformly at 50 per cent, based on either 1913 or 1916,
whichever is the most favourable to France. As it is believed this would allow

French manufacturers to export to the United Kingdom as much as they can produce,
it would be expected that the French Government would in their turn abolish, or at
any rate limit, prohibition on goods from the United Kingdom. Sir Austin Lee
has reported that the position in France, is so serious on account of the lack of raw
material and of cotton, wool, jute and oil, that it is essential that an agreement should
be come to between the French and British Governments, or a crisis will result.
It is hoped to arrange for the French Minister of Commerce to come to London, to
confer with the War Cabinet and with the Departments on the matter of restrictions,
and also in regard to shipping questions.

ITALY.
The War Cabinet having appointed a Committee, under Lord MilneFs Chairman
ship, to consider matters relating to the supply of coal to Italy, a meeting of this
Committee was held on the 25th July. Sir Ii. Rodd has been informed that in order
to relieve the situation at the moment, it was suggested at the meeting that the
Italian vessels which have now arranged to load wheat in America might ship coal in
place of the wheat. In this connection the Committee expressed the view that the
position regarding Italian wheat was satisfactory, and that in any case Italy could
obtain supplies from India, and thus obviate the necessity of shipping American
wheat. The Shipping Controller is, however, endeavouring to place some more ships
upon the Italian coal service. In September next it is expected that some vessels
which are now engaged in transporting wheat to the United Kingdom can be liberated,
but before that date it does not seem probable that much help can be afforded. It is
pointed out that the whole matter could be arranged with greater facility if greater
efforts were made to protect shipping in the Mediterranean. The Admiralty are
investigating the last-named matter and maybe able to put forward some suggestions.
In reply, Sir R. Rodd reports the result of an interview with the Prime Minister
and the Minister of Transports. Enquiries will be made as to whether some of the
vessels now loading wheat in America can be diverted to coal, but the harvest
prospects are bad and it appears likely that in the coming year nearly 50 per cent,
more wheat will have to be imported than was the case last year. The supplies that
can be counted upon will be sufficient to last till January or February 1918, and
American imports might be temporarily dispensed with if there were a certainty of
obtaining the necessary vessels later on. Sir R. Rodd has suggested to the Minister
of Transports that some Italian passenger steamers in Genoa might be used by the
' United States as troop transports if in exchange the American Government would
provide vessels for coal or grain transport. In reply to the telegram from Sir C. SpringRice as to the importation of coal direct from the United States to Italy (vide Report
No. 26), the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has telegraphed that the Italian
*coal question is now being considered and that action should not be taken upon the
telegram at present. The objections to importing coal direct from the United States
are entirely realised and this plan could only be suggested as a method of dealing
with an urgent difficulty.

GREECE.
At the Allied Conference in Paris it was agreed that the British, French, and
Italian Governments will abandon military occupation in Old Greece, Thessaly and
Epirus. At the same time it was decided that the triangle of ground on the Epirus
frontier (vide Report 26) should remain under Italian occupation in the interest of
security, though Italy and Greece should agree to re-establish civilian administration
under the Greek Government. It was further agreed that a naval and military base
in the island of Corfu should be maintained during the war by the United Kingdom,
France and Italy, though the island itself should remain under Greek sovereignty.
On being informed of the result of the conclusions of-the Paris Conference in
respect of the occupation of Epirus, M. Venizelos spoke in grateful acknowledgment
to Mr. OracloLnthorpe of the attitude taken by His Majesty's Government,
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With reference to the Allied controls in Greece, His Majesty's Government, have
intimated their willingness to agree to the absolute and immediate abolition of those
controls which affect Greek internal questions. It is, however, pointed out that
British Naval responsibilities in the JEgean must be safeguarded and, therefore, the
abolition of port control should be a matter for consideration between M. Venizelos,
Mr. Crackanthorpe and the Vice-Admiral. It is pointed out that the position of
Greece will make it necessary for the Greek Government to supervise the traffic
between Greece and the Islands, while His Majesty's Government must continue to
exercise the passport control over travellers to England and. the British Dominions or
those who wish to proceed to foreign countries through the British blockade lines.
The question of financial help to Greece was considered by the Paris Conference
and, subject to the agreement of the Treasury and the French Minister of Finance,
it was decided that His Majesty's Government and the French Government should
arrange a book credit for the Greek Government to an amount not exceeding
200,000,000 drachmas. This money will be for the purpose of covering certain past
liabilities such as Budget deficits, cost of Salonika Government, &c, and also
naval and military charges. The expenses in the last-named category, which cannot
be discharged from the advance thus made, are to be considered by an Anglo-French
Commission sitting in Paris, and this Commission will also consider the best means
of meeting the necessities in connection with provisions and material, more especially
by the utilisation of American credits. Payments that must be made in cash
will be provided by equal advances from France and the United Kingdom, and
accounts in respect of such advances will be kept and expenses borne equally between
the two Governments. The allocation of the advances for the Greek. Army wall be
controlled by a Franco-British Commission of two members sitting at the Greek
Ministry of War.
Particulars of the present condition of the Greek Army are given in a Report by
the French Inspector-General (Colonel Bonnier), who has taken to Paris details
showing the extent to which the available war material could supply and. maintain an
army of 12 divisions. It is recommended by Colonel Bonnier that the reservists of
1.905-1914 should be called up in Old Greece. This would make possible the
mobilisation of five divisions of 15,500 men apiece, including 10,000 infantry. The
new divisions, it is believed, could be available by the end of September. The 1916
and 1917 classes of from 40,000 to 45,000 men should be trained and equipped by
November, and these, together with some reservists and the three existing divisions
of the Provisional Army, would total. 12 divisions, or nearly 200,000 men. An
essential part of this scheme would be the provision of 4,500 horses. It is believed
that the above represents the maximum which the Greek Government will be able to
contribute, though it must be added that M. Venizelos takes a different view and
believes that it would be possible to supply 10 divisions in three months and"
15 divisions in six months. Mr. Crackanthorpe does not consider the last named
proposal practicable, and both he and Colonel Bonnier agree in believing that the
1916 and 1917 classes should be trained at special camps of instruction instead of
being distributed in various portions of the country, which is the plan adopted during
peace and seems to be now favoured by the Greek Chief of the Staff.
The suggestion that a British Naval Mission should proceed to Greece with the
object of helping to place the Greek Fleet in a state of complete efficiency has been
gratefully accepted by M. Venizelos.

GERMAN AFFAIRS.
The German Press is still busy with its various interpretations of the recent
speech of Herr Michaelis in the Reichstag.
The " Vorwarts " states that the speech is capable of the interpretation- that the
Chancellor favours a peace by agreement and. compromise in accordance with the
Reichstag Resolution. It also says, however, that the speech is susceptible of the
interpretation that the Chancellor favours the securing of German frontiers by
pushing them forward, " in which case llerr Michaelis is no opponent to the forcible
extension of territory, and is in the sharpest opposition to the Reichstag Resolution."
Herr Michaelis himself has thought it well to amplify his previous statement to
the Press. He does not appear to have dealt with the various interpretations of his

speech given in Germany but he says : " The enemy Press endeavours to force upon
my inaugural speech the interpretation that I only consented to the Majority
" Resolution with an ill-concealed reservation for Germany's desires for conquest. I
" am obliged to deny this imputation—as to the object of which there can be no
" doubt." Herr Michaelis points out that it was obvious that his declaration pre
supposed that the enemy should also renounce plans of conquest, and the fact showed
that they did not remotely contemplate such renunciation, "therefore," he added,
" they, not we, are responsible for the continuation of the War."
The " Vorwarts " oE 29th July comments on this second statement of the Chancellor
to the effect that he has expressed himself more clearly than in the Reichstag and
now no doubt remains as to his adherence to the Reichstag Resolution. The journal
anticipates that certain German, writers will say that if the enemy does not renounce
the annexation policy Germany also could not be called upon to do so. " This," it
continues, " is not borne out by the Chancellor. Germany is irrevocably bound to
"the policy of no annexations and will fight on until the enemy gives up the desire of
" conquest. A complete restoration of Belgian independence is self understood."
Sir W. Townley reports an article by the Berlin correspondent of " A. Virlag,"
which states that before his speech in the Reichstag, Dr. Michaelis is said to have
clearly notified the Party Leaders that he could not agree to the Resolution without
reserve and to have forced them to whittle it down until it became an empty formula.
If this had not been done, it was feared that Herr Michaelis would refuse to support it.
The Weekly Report of the Intelligence Bureau for 26th July draws special
attention to the effect upon the recent crisis of the peculiar composition and character
of the Centre Party. That party, though anxious to appear democratic, and a prime
mover in the recent parliamentary revolt which led up to the Majority Resolution in
the Reichstag, is also very largely a Bavarian Party, and strongly opposed to any
further centralisation which would diminish Bavaria's independent status. As soon
as it realised that parliamentary control in the Reichstag would inevitably mean
centralisation, it hurriedly dropped its demand for democratisation.
Herr Erzberger has arrived in Switzerland and in a Press interview states that if
he could have an opportunity of talking with Mr. Lloyd George or Mr. Balfour, an
understanding as to the basis of peace could be reached in a few hours. He denied
that the new Chancellor was a war Chancellor, saying that he clearly comprehended
that his mission was peace.
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ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.
Count, Czernin, in a statement to the Press, declares that he is unable to
understand why Herr Michaelis's statements are accused of ambiguity. He refers
to the declaration of the German Chancellor and the Reichstag Resolution as the
" expression of the German people's will regarding peace," and says that the Crerman
Chancellor and the Reichstag are entirely agreed that Germany is waging a' defensive
war and seeks a peace by agreement. He continues :—" As I am convinced, the
" Entente cannot crush us, and as we do not desire to crush the enemy, the war must
" sooner or later end by peace by agreement, and the natural conclusion is that
" further sacrifices imposed on all mankind are useless." He adds, however, that
peace must be honourable, and that it will only be concluded " i n conjunction with
our Allies." As to the future, Count Czernin says :—" It is the duty of every moral
thinking man to find a means to prevent a repetition of the war," and that the
basic principles upon which peace by understanding may be concluded are, firstly, no
oppressions, and secondly, prevention and no recurrence. The Minister admitted
that in Austria and Hungary the Governments were prepared to democratise the
constitution, but they rejected foreign intervention.
In an interview given by Herr Michaelis to the Berlin correspondent of the " Neue
Freie Presse," the German Chancellor spoke emphatically upon the German AustroHungarian alliance. He stated that the cardinal feature was close co-operation
during the war until peace was achieved. Further, he remarked that the close
alliance would bear fruit after the war in common works of peace. In order to
express this personally to the Austrian Emperor, he was abandoning his heavy work
in Berlin and proceeding to Vienna.

The Intelligence Bureau's Weekly Report on Austria-Hungary for 27th July states
that the German Austro-Huogarian Economic Conference being held at Vienna, while
nominally engaged on devising counter-measures to the decisions of last year's Paris.
Conference is more particularly occupied with the question of the Central European
waterways (Rhine-Danube and Elbe-Danube canals). In this connection the Report
draws attention to the far-reaching demands of the Austrian Navy League (see under
" Peace Discussions " ) .
It is reported from Holland that the oil production of Rumania is estimated at
1,500 tons per day, or one-third of the output during peace. It is anticipated that
this amount will be increased to over 2,000 tons within a short period. It is further
reported that oil transports to Germany and Austria are proceeding regularly and
also that about 2,170 tons of petroleum are produced every clay in Galicia.j

HOLLAND.
Considerable exports of scrap iron and steel are being dispatched to Germany..
For the year ending 31st May 1917 over 33,000 tons have been sent to Germany,
while only 4,000 tons have reached the United Kingdom. The Dutch Government,
acting under German pressure, is not in favour of sending any larger exports to the
Allies, and as Holland receives great quantities of these metals from the United
States, Sir C. Spring Rice has been asked, to call the attention of the American
Government to the facts.
With further reference to the capture of the German merchantmen (vide Reports
25 and 26), the " Kolnische Volkszeitung " of 26th July says, "England's rule of
" terror in Holland herself and round her coasts is becoming unendurable. It is
" almost beyond doubt now that England intends to make Holland a second Greece."
Upon this, the " Nieuwe Courant" comments that the indignation of the Cologne
journal is not the kind to make much impression. " It is one of the defenders of the
submarine war and thus has no right to complain of the illegal action of others."
The same paper, however, under the title "Mad Sea Dogs" states "Six, or
" according to some reports, ten Dutch luggers have been destroyed " (by German
submarines). " For the third time in one week, our territorial waters have been
" violated by British warships. The competition in injustice against neutrals continues
" between the warriors for the freedom of the seas and those for the inviolability of
" the rights of small, nations." The journal asks if the British Government have got
their Navj in hand.
-
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SWEDEN.
With reference to the importation of lubricants to Sweden, Sir E. Howard has now
been informed that if he indicated to the Swedish Government that the importation of
oils would be facilitated upon the settlement of the British requirements in relation to
fishing regulations, His Majesty's Government will be bound by any commitment
which has been made. At the same time it must be made clear that the action taken
must in no way be held to commit the United States, which have placed an embargo
on oils.
NORWAY.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, in a conversation with Mr. Ovey, has stated that
the ' Norwegian Government intend very shortly to change their four-mile rule in
-regard to territorial waters into one of three miles, for the duration of the war.

DENMARK.
With reference to the importation of fodder-stuffs (vide Report No. 26), the
Danish Government have issued a memorandum further explaining their position.

From tliis" it appears that owing'to.the-anticipated bad harvest and lack of supplies
of hay and grass, it will, be impossible to maintain the livestock in the country on the
present scale unless more fodder-stuffs can be obtained. Failing this supply, the
Danish Government will be obliged to permit the exportation to Germany of some
50,000 horses during the next two or three months, and about 850,000 cattle by the
end.of'.the present year, together with considerable quantities of butter and bacon.
The Danish Government suggest that if His Majesty's Government undertake, on
behalf of themselves and their Allies, to place no restrictions on the importation of
fodder-stuffs, they will endeavour to prevent an export to Germany of more than
5,000 cattle per week up to 1st December, or of 3,000 horses pjer mouth to the same
period. . The present percentages of butter, bacon and egg exports would be
maintained. If this cannot be done, but fodder-stuffs to the extent of 175,000 tons
could be imported into Denmark before the end of the year, the Danish Government'
would endeavour to limit the exports of butter and bacon to Germany to 40 per cent.,
but could enter into no agreement as to the horses and cattle. Even in the event of
no imports of'fodder-stuffs being allowed, the Danish Government would try to limit
their exports to Germany of butter, bacon and eggs to 50 per cent. All the foregoing
would be subject to the prices for Danish agricultural produce being arranged with
due regard to prices obtainable in other neutral countries. Danish farmers, in order
to meet tlie present demands from Germany, have decided to hold back a proportion
of the bacon and butter destined for the United Kingdom until the negotiations are
concluded.
The representatives of the Danish Ministry and the Chamber, who are proceeding
to Berlin on 29th July, are stated to be going in order to improve the supplies of coal.
Mr. Gurney, however, reports that the Germans are anxious to improve the rate of
exchange of the mark, and have therefore requested the Danish delegates to bring
information as to the German products which can find a market in Denmark.
SPAIN.
The Catalan National Committee which met at Barcelona have decided to convene
another meeting to be held towards the end of August. The main stdrject for
discussion at this meeting will be the conversion of Spain into a Federation, under
the King, if he agrees, or, if he does not agree, under a Republic. The conveners
consider that the recent meeting passed off successfully, ami they expect about'
300 deputies to attend the next meeting.
Mr. Smith, the British Consul, states that if a change is not made in the Ministry
or a General Election decided upon in the first part of August, it is intended to call
a general strike. Meantime Sir A. Hardinge reports that the situation at Valencia
has. undergone improvement, and the greater part of the workmeu resumed then
duties on 23rd July. A strike on the tramways, however, and part of the railways,
still continues. A strike is also reported, as having occurred at Rio Tinto, and
Sir A. Hardinge expresses the belief that it has been directly organised by German
officials. He has asked the Vice-Consul to endeavour to find proofs of this.
The French Ambassador at Madrid has suggested that the Allied representatives
should combine in order to take action jointly if Signor Dato's Government is over
thrown and is succeeded by one more opposed to the Entente. Baron Sonnino has
expressed his disapproval of this suggestion which he thinks would be regarded by
the Spaniards as, an interference in their internal affairs. This view is supported, by
His Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs who, however, favours an entirely
free, interchange of views between the. Allied, representatives in Madrid.
It is reported from Corunna that a German submarine entered the port at 6.15 on
30th July. A demand was immediately made by the Allied Consuls that the vessel
should be interned in pursuance of the recent decree. The Captain-General of
Ferrol gave an undertaking that the internment would be effected'and the submarine
has since been taken by a Spanish destroyer to Ferrol where it will remain interned.
BRAZIL.
The British Admiralty and War Office have considered the question of the
assistance which Brazil can most usefully afford in the war. They consider that it
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would be better if Brazil did not actually enter into a state of war with, the Central
Powers. A naval patrol in the South Atlantic would probably not be of much value,
and Brazilian light cruisers or destroyers would again be of doubtful -utility"'in
European waters on account of the difficulty of obtaining British instructors to bring
the personnel up to the desired level ofj efficiency. It is thought that Brazil can
-assist most by affording harbour accommodation to British ships of war, arranging to
charter ex-German Vessels to the United Kingdom, &c. The War Officev'do not
consider that it would be possible to maintain a Brazilian Army in Europe, io
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has requested that all Brazilian ships;-and not
merely ex-German vessels, should be permitted to utilise half space for coifed imports
into the United Kingdom (vide Report No. 26).
;

MEXICO.

..
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The United States have permitted the importation into Mexico of 2,700,000 cart
ridges which had been ordered in the United States before the embargo was placed
on thorn. These are to be used for local police purposes, and an assurance required
that they will not be used against Pelaez.
.
Carranza has asked the United States for their consent to his raising a loan of
f 100,000,000 in order that he may commence a new bank issue of $150,000,000 to
cover the deficit which has arisen from the repair of railways. Sir C. Spring. Rice
understands that the attitude of leniency towards Carranza adopted by the, United
States Ambassador in Mexico has given rise to disappointment in American circles.
They do not think that the supply of ammunition should have been unconditional,
and they believe that firmness is required in order to secure quiet.
It is reported from Tampico that strikes are general, the leaders defiant, and that
500 soldiers have arrived.
r!

UNITED STATES.
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At the joint meeting of the Italian, Russian and British Ambassadors, at which
M. Tardieu and Lord Northcliffe were also present (vide Report No. 26), a note drafted
by J j . Tardieu was approved by the meeting for presentation to the Secretary of. the
Treasury. This agreed generally to the principle of the Inter-Allied Council, and
asked that the United States Government should proceed without delay, to the
nomination -of their Commission and fix prices. The draft agreement, as proposed by
M Tardieu, provides for the formation of the European Inter-Allied Council, whose
duty it would be to state from time to time the war necessities of the Allies and
the priority in which deliveries should be made. It would also consider the
financial and shipping necessities and show to what extent the assistance of the
United States is necessary in the provision of vessels over and above: those in
the possession of the Allies. The decisions of the Council would be carried
out by an Executive Committee, representative of the Allies, at Washington,
which would be the means of communication between the Council and the
United States Government. On the other hand, the United States under this
agreement would acquaint the other Allied countries as to the amounts which-.'could
be placed to their credit. Sir C. Spring Rice points out that for political reasons the
President will not be able to appoint an official to represent the United States on
the European Council. After consultation with Mr. Gordon, he suggests that the
Purchasing Commission should be able to fix the prices of raw materials and be
vested with appropriate power. The Assistant Secretary to the Treasury has notified
Sir C. Spring Rice of the difficulty, under the present arrangements, of..judging
between the military importance of Allied interests. He gave as an example the fact
that Russia had requested a credit of $700,0.00,000 up to January, and the Secretary
to the Treasury would like to obtain some idea from the Allies as to the military
importance of this. As estimate for six months ahead of the probable necessities of
the Allies, arrived at in joint conference, w^ould help the United States Government in
dealing with Congress.

In reference to Mr. McAdoo's suggestions, Lord Northcliffe has telegraphed that a
meeting was held at which Sir C Spring Rice, Mr. Crawford, Mr. Gordon and himself
were px-esent. It was agreed that it was important that His Majesty's Government
should continue to exercise control over British shipping, and that each of the Allied,
countries should be dealt with separately through the Inter-Allied Shipping
Committee. It was further agreed that questions of food and munitions should be
considered separately, though the necessities might be ascertained first, and then
forwarded to the United States Government through the European Allied Council. But
Lord Northcliife intimates that, in relation to finance, it is important that Mr. McAdoo
should be informed first as to the advances that are necessary, both in money and
material, so that when he has the facts before him, he may then endeavour to meet the
situation. As a result of the discussion nt the meeting, Lord Northcliffe has submitted
draft proposals which amend somewhat the draft proposed by M. Tardieu. After pro
viding for the establishment and duties of the Inter-Allied Council, Lord NorthcliftVs
draft states that it shall avail itself of the work of existing Inter-Allied orgatiisations, and
when the Council has communicated the prospective requirements of the Allied
countries, the Allied representatives in Washington shall discover the precise extent
of the help which the United States Government can give to each Ally.
An important telegram on the exchange situation has been sent to Sir C. Spring
Rice by the Chancellor of the Exchequer for communication to Mr. McAdoo. This
recalls the statement previously made in a Memorandum handed to Mr. Page on
20th July that unless the United States can meet the Allies' expenses in America in
full, including exchange, the whole financial fabric of the Alliance will collapse (vide
Report No. 25). As the above Memorandum dealt primarily with the British effort in
sustaining the financial burden of the war, the exchange question was not dealt with
in detail. This, therefore, is considered in the present message, which reviews the
growth of the system for supporting the exchange, calls attention to the cost involved
and points out the results of withdrawing it. While at the beginning of the war the
trade balance favoured the United Kingdom as against America, and war purchases
were therefore financed from America, the balance was reversed later on, and since
May 1916 it has been progressively adverse. Towards the end of last year His
Majesty's Government was faced with a serious exchange situation, and the average
weekly requirements to support the exchange amounted in December 1916 to
$-14,600,000.
Since then, the calls upon the financial reserves of the United
Kingdom in different parts of the world, anil other causes, have raised the figures far
above those of the year 1016, and during the last few months the liquid reserves have
been largely employed. If the last-named continue to be drawn upon at the present rate
they will be totally exhausted in a few weeks. The message proceeds to illustrate the
British expenditure in the United States since April 1916, and estimates that the
average cost of supporting the exchange, on the assumption that American balances
in London remain stationary, will not be less than $25,000,000 a w eek. Having called
attention to the central position which the support of the dollar exchange occupies in
the financial system of the Alliance, the message asserts that if the exchange were
abandoned to-morrow, the collapse both of the allied exchanges on New York and
also their exchanges on all neutral countries would result. For America this would
mean the paralysis of a large portion of her export trade, while for the Alliance, the
diminution of their foreign purchases by at least $25,000,000 a week. In short, the
breakdown of the exchanges would gravely prejudice the capacity to carry on the
War. Apart from this, the abandonment of the support of the exchanges would be
accepted as evidence of serious distress, and would provide Germany with fresh hope
to add to that which is now placed upon the submarine. His Majesty's Government
therefore ask for an immediate reply from the Government of the United States as to
the extent of the support which they may expect. The urgency of the matter is
. shown by the fact that at any time the demand for exchange in New York may be so
great that the British representatives could not support it without funds from the
United States. A position has consequently been reached when a decision must be
arrived at within the next few days.
In reply, Sir C. Spring Rice states that the telegram is being considered by
Mr. McAcloo, who is about to ask Congress for further credits. At the present
moment it would not be easy for him to justify payments to support the Exchange.
The Committees in charge of these matters have members upon them who adopt a
hostile attitude, and it is questionable whether any Act of Congress now on the
Statute Book would permit of such payments being made. Mr. McAdoo is desirous
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of making clear the difficulties of his political position for the next month, but after
then he hopes to have money at his disposal and to be,able to help more satisfactorily.
Meantime he wishes to know for how long His Majesty's Government can continue to
support the Exchange.
The President has had an interview with Messrs. Royden and Salter as to the
shipping situation. In discussing the necessity of America beginning a shipbuilding
programme on a greater scale than at present contemplated, the President expressed
his regret that the policy of building wooden ships should not be continued. These,
he said, were meant for trading purposes in waters outside the war zone and would
have released other vessels for the war zone. As regards future building, there were
difficulties in the way of obtaining labour and equipment. While desirous of using
all possible means to meet the serious situation, he was, apparently, not yet prepared
to adopt those measures of interference with civilian consumption and trade that are
necessary in'the present circumstances. He expressed his regret that more aggressive
naval measures wore not taken, and indicated that he was anxious as to whether the
Allies would be able to continue over the winter.
Further discussion has been taking place in the United States regarding the goods
of German origin now lying at Rotterdam, (vide Report No. 25), and a Senator is
stated to have asked why Congress should be called upon to vote enormous sums to
help the Allies while goods which have been paid for by American citizens are kept
at Rotterdam by His Majesty's Government. Sir C. Spring Rice thinks that the
failure to permit these goods to be dispatched is not helping negotiations in other
matters, and he believes that the President will press for an early settlement of the
matter." In reply, His Majesty's Government, while expressing their intention of
meeting the desires of the United. States, state that they only asked to be supplied
with full details in order to enable them to exclude fraudulent cases, and also to
enable them to understand exactly what is meant by the undertaking they were asked
to give that all American goods lying at Rotterdam, which have been paid for, shoidd
be permitted to be shipped. Idle hope is expressed that the United States will afford the
necessary information so that the matter may be settled. A suggestion of the United.
States Ambassador in London, that the question of delivery and payment for the goods
should be dealt with under the American Trading with the Enemy Act, cannot be
considered until further information concerning the Act is supplied by Sir 0. Spring
Rice; but His Majesty's Government point out that the differences arising over this
subject must not be allowed to continue, and they wish to meet the United States in
every way possible.
All vessels built or building for Foreign Powers, with the exception of
those which possess certificates of registry, are to be requisitioned by the Federal
Shipping Board. The Cunard Company point out that it is of great importance that
all efforts should be made to keep vessels under the British hag, and the British
Cousul in New York is issuing provisionally some 170 certificates of British registry
in respect of vessels built or building or contracted for by the Cunard Company.'
While Chairman, of the Shipping Board, Mr. Denman had a scheme for bringing
about the control of neutral shipping by the United States at freight rates which,
approximated only one-half of those now prevailing. It appears that the scheme was
not considered in conjunction with the representatives of the Allies, and its existence
was only brought to notice when the shipping agreement between His Majesty's
Government and Norway and Denmark was made known to the Shipping Board.
The new President of the Board, who has taken Mr. I)enman's place, is hot in favour
of the former policy, but desires to co-operate to the utmost with the Allies in all
matters relating to the best utilisation of shipping.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that though the United States is gradually realising that
the country is at war, the general feeling is clearly against an annexation policy, with
the exception, possibly, of Alsace-Lorraine. The President may be also said to adopt
this attitude, and the British Ambassador believes that he may seize a chance of
pressing his " peace without victory " policy if public opinion were clearly in favour
;
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of it.
Articles in the American Irish Press (which maintains a close association with the
German propaganda) argue that Irish independence necessarily means the end. of
British, sea-power, and that the destruction, of the British Empire is a necessary item
in the Irish programme. The purport of the articles is undoubtedly to show that
Germany should make a sea base on the Irish coast. Sir C. Spring Rice considers
that, as this would involve a danger to the United States, a number of people are

losing sympathy with the extreme Irish party, and that the Irish leaders will eventually
lose American support. Having regard to this, he thinks that a clear expression of
the intention of His Majesty's Government to extend self-government to Ireland, and a
statement that, in the interests of the United Kingdom, the Allies and the civilised
world, the union of the Empire for defence must be maintained, would have a good
effect on American opinion.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
The British Labour Party, at a meeting on 25th July, selected Mr. Henderson,
Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, and Mr. Wardle as their representatives to confer with the
French Socialists regarding the Stockholm Conference. These gentlemen left for
Paris on the 28th July, accompanied by the four Russian representatives who have
been visiting London.
The arrangements for the Stockholm Conference were considered by a SubCommittee at Paris consisting of M. Renaudel and Mr. Henderson, M. Jean Longuet
and Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, together with the Russian delegates. In the declaration
subsequently issued it was proposed that the International Conference should be held
from 9th to 16th September, at Stockholm, or, if politicaL difficulties arose, at
Christiania. Before this, however, an Inter-Allied Conference should be held in
London on 28th and 29th August. Meantime His Majesty's Ambassadors to France,
Italy and the United States were asked to inform their respective Governments that,
though Mr. Henderson had gone to Paris with the English and Russian Socialist
delegates, this tact did not in any way commit His Majesty's Government to anything
Avhich these delegates or their friends might decide, or, indeed, to the policy of the
proposed Stockholm Conference. Under the impression that Mr. Henderson wotild
accompany the Russian delegates to Rome, Sir R. Rodd pointed out that the Russian
delegates had been invited to the Socialist Conference at Florence hy the official
Socialists, who had opposed the Italian Government in every Division, and had carried
on an active propaganda against the war. If they were accompanied by a member of
His Majesty's Government, who would meet Ministers, Sir R. Rodd suggested that an
awkward situation would arise. Mr. Henderson, however, did not intend to proceed
to Rome, and he and the other British delegates have now returned to London from
Paris.
In the opinion of M. Sokolof the four Russian Socialist delegates are persons of no
importance. Individually, he stated, they were insignificant, .and represented the
Sovyet of four to six weeks ago rather than the Sovyet of to-day, which was a very
different body.
It has been suggested by Mr. Huysmans that it would be conducive to British
interests at the Stockholm Conference if some non-official persons, thoroughly
acquainted with Indian, Egyptian and Irish matters, could be sent to Stockholm to
help the British delegates with facts and references, in anticipation of attacks being
made upon British policy in regard to the countries mentioned.
,
The Intelligence Bureau's Weekly Report on Austria-Hungary for 27th July
draws attention to the new programme of the Austrian Navy League. This
programme is based on two principles, firstly, that Italy must gain no foothold on
the east of the Adriatic, and secondly that Russian influence shall not cut the Dual
Monarchy off from the mouths of the Danube either economically, politically, or
strategically.
To secure the first aim Albania and Montenegro are to remain
effectively under Austrian protection, Mt. Lovchen is to be annexed, and Antivari,
Dulcigno, S. Giovanni and Durazzo kept under Austrian military control. The
south-western frontier is to be advanced so as to give greater protection to Trieste.
To secure the second the Serbian bank of the Danube, including Belgrade, is to be
annexed. The Rumanian bank from the Iron Gates to below Turnu Severin is to be
similarly dealt with. Serbia and Rumania are only to be allowed to exist if they bind
themselves by lasting military, political and economic agreements to Austria-Hungary.
The Danube Commission is to be limited to the riparian States.
The " Kolnische Volkszeitung " of 27th July argues that in response to the
question concerning the return of Belgium, which is put to Germany by England,
Germany is entitled to ask whether England is prepared to return Germany's colonies.
In the peace offer of 1916 it is stated that Germany showed the method which could
be adopted in order to bring about peace, namely, the exchange of views at a
conference.

The " Lokalanzeiger " of 27th July deals with the question put by Mr. Asquith as
to whether Germany is prepared not only to evacuate, but also re-build and
compensate, Belgium. The journal says : " Surely Mr. Asquith is not so simple as to
" imagine that apart from one or two cranks, any man of us ever dreams of returning
" Belgium to England and France to be used as an Anglo-French jumping-off
ground."
On the same subject the " Deutsche Tageszeitung " of 27th July says : " Belgium
" must come under German domination because Germany will know how to defend
" her. Belgians cannot do it themselves. Also, if Belgium remains independent, the
" French and English will always be able to attack Germany through Belgium and
" will have an admirable base for air attacks."
The " Vorwarts " of 30th July in a review of Russia's attitude towards the Entente
war aims urges that if Germany would only categorically disclaim all annexations of
territory belonging to Eussia's Western Allies, whatever the result of the war,
Russia's object in the Alliance would ipso facto cease. It even professes to regard
the recent Russian defeat as not altogether a matter of congratulation in so far as it
weakens a patron of the cause of peace, which Germany has so much at heart. The
article, evidently written for Russian consumption, goes on to deplore the idea of
Russia tumbling from defeat to defeat into a chaotic abyss, and to point out that
while this may suit the Allies w ho are perfectly indifferent "to Russia's future,
Germany wants as a future neighbour a strong, consolidated and freely-developing
Russia.
s
In his statement in answer to Herr Michaelis's interview with the Press, M. Ribot
declared that it was untrue that on the eve of the Russian revolution the French
President had secretly, without M. Briand's knowledge, secured from the Tsar a
promise of support for the annexation of the German territories on the left bank of
the Rhine. What M. Doumergue had obtained, with M. Briand's knowledge and.
consent, was a promise of Russia's support for the restoration of Alsace-Lorraine and
of her acquiescence in the establishment by France of guarantees against fresh
aggression. Those guarantees did not involve annexation, but contemplated the
possibilRy of the German territories west of the Rhino being set tip as an autonomous
state. The rest of the statement repudiated in explicit terms all idea of a policy of
conquest and annexation on the part of France, and a vindication of her claim to the
restitution of that which belonged to her.
i !
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The poHtical situation is still uncertain. The movement for a " Union " Govern
ment, though strong, is evidently unpalatable to many convinced conscriptionists in
the Liberal Party, over whom old party differences and the immense prestige of
Sir W. Laurier still, exercise a dominating influence.
The generous terms of the Soldiers' Settlement Act, which gives a free grant of
ICO acres and a loan of 500Z. to men who have served in the -British or Dominion,
forces, whether domiciled in Canada or not, and to their widows, deserve special
attention, as they will affect the whole question of reconstruction after the war. It
should be noted that the Australian policy (see Report No. 20), while different in the
method of assistance given, viz., a gift of 500L for equipment and stocking, leaving
the British Government or the individual to acquire the land, is equally generous in
its inclusion of British as well, as of Australian soldiers.
PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.

The endless obstacles which the Portuguese authorities put in the way of the
recruiting of carriers in their territory are having a most injurious effect on the East
African campaign. The root of the trouble is that Portuguese conceit prevents their
admitting that recruiting done by British officers or by recognised associations like the
Witwatersrand Native Labour Association is the only form of recruiting that can
succeed, and that recruiting by the Portuguese authorities means failure and not
infrequently rebellion.
ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.

The Vienna " Fremdenblatt's " reply to L^rd R. Cecil emphasises the point made
in last week's Appreciation that Austria-Hungary and Germany must be considered as
one for the purposes of war or peace. Not only is there no possibility of Austria
making a separate peace (except by arrangement with Germany), but she is prepared
to back to the uttermost any claim, e.g., as regards Alsace-Lorraine, which Germany
considers vital. The passage in the reply which deals with Serbia shows clearly that
the Austrian idea of " peace without annexation " d.oes not exclude effective Austrian
domination over the minor Balkan States, even if a nominal independence is
restored to them..
GERMAN AFFAIRS.

The composition of Dr. Michaelis's new German Imperial and Prussian Ministries
confirms the view expressed in the Appreciation to Report. No. 2b that, while
Bethmann-Hollweg personally had become impossible, his policy was in. substance
being carried out by the new Chancellor. Broadly speaking, the Government of

Germany has been made more national without in any sense being parliamentarised.
This corresponds to what is the average Gerrnan's ideal of government;, a'Mintetry
selected by the Emperor which, without being in any sense controlled by the
Reichstag, or by any particular party in it, is in reasonable harmony with the
Reichstag as a whole. The inclusion of a Socialist and of an Alsatian in the Imperial
Administration are noteworthy features.
UNITED STATES.

The financial and blockade discussions deserve close study. As regards the
latter it is becoming evident that we cannot indefinitely pursue the policy of
carrying on arrangements with neutrals while the United States, with our consent, in
effect render those arrangements nugatory, and that we shall have cither to denounce
our agreements or else secure American co-operation in making them effective.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

There is evidently a general hardening all round among the Allied Governments
against the Stockholm Conference. Even if the British Labour Conference on the
lUth should vote in favour of attendance by a small majority, it wall be very difficult
for the British Government, in view of the prlind facie illegality by the proceeding,
of the objection of the other Allies, and of the possible repetition by the Seamen and
Firemeiis' Union of their action in the case of Mr. Macdonakhs proposed visit to
Russia, to lend the assistance required in order to enable that decision to be carried
out. Mr. IIughes's declaration that " we must set our faces against the Stockholm
Conference " is also a significant indication of the point of view of a government
whose right to be consulted in all matters affecting the terms of peace is not contested.
German anxiety about the future supply of raw materials after the war is
evidently increasing. It is clearly the most powerful lever we shall have in the peace
negotiations, worth as much for bargaining purposes as most of the territory now in
German occupation.
*
L. S. A.
9th August 1917.
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CANADA.
On the 1st of August, the Secretary of State for the Colonies transmitted to the
Governor-General certain proposals for the Minister of Finance, having reference to
funds available for the months of August and September, and to commitments on
account of the Imperial Munitions Board in New York. With a view to keeping
expenses within the limits of the resources available, as detailed, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer proposes to curtail commitments in Canada (reducing munitions output
rather than purchases of cheese), as far as possible. The requirements of the Imperial
Munitions Board for August amount to 50 million dollars, to meet which there is a
total of 30 millions available ; he hopes to reduce these requirements by postponement
of deliveries and payments, but any balance due would have to be met out of the
September instalment of the Minister of Finance ($25,000,000) or by using part of
the Dominion note issue. Replying on the 6th of August, the Minister of Finance
expressed his inability to agree to these proposals, and adheres to those which were
set forth in his telegram of 20th July (vide Reports Nos. 25 and 27). He is of
opinion that the British Treasury's representatives in the United States are disposed
to take the line of least resistance and to meet urgent claims there, rather than to
meet commitments in Canada.
The Conscription Bill was passed by the Senate on 4th. August by a vote of 54
to 25. An amendment by Mr. Bostock, prorjosing to suspend the measure until
after the General Election, was rejected by 44 votes to 34. Most of the Liberal
Senators supported this amendment. Sir Robert Borden, in reply to a deputation
on the subject, observed that the enemy will not wait for general elections or
speeches.
The " Win the W a r " Movement, as shown by the Convention at Toronto, is
clearly in favour of a fusion of parties under a National Government to enforce
conscription and carry the war to a finish. The Convention was attended by 800
delegates, fairly divided between the political parties. It passed resolutions in
favour of a National Government, conscription, adequate taxation of w ar profits, and
three months' home leave and increased pay for soldiers in France. It was opposed to a
General Election during the war. Replying to a deputation from the Convention (4th
August), Sir Robert Borden said that an election w as inevitable, because the resolution
for the extension of the life of this Parliament was not unanimous, and it would not be
right to transfer such a controversial subject to Westminster. He expressed,the con
fident hope that in the near future a Canadian Government would be formed, based on
the union of all who, without regard to creed, race or party, are willing to join in a
determined effort to exert the full strength, of the Dominion in winning the war. Sir
Lomer Gouin, Premier of Quebec, declares that " the present Government has no
" authority to impose conscription. If a majority of the people decide in favour of it
" at a General Election, Quebec will submit." A meeting of editors of Liberal
newspapers in Toronto passed a resolution on' 30th July, recommending that the
Liberal party in the province should pledge itself to support compulsory military
service. The editors also supported a policy of conscription of wealth, progressive
income tax, control of profiteering, and nationalisation of munition works.
The Governor-General has transmitted to the Secretary of State for the Colonies a
proposal from the Chairman of the Pacific Cable Board to the effect that,' as the
Canadian Government; by their purchase of the Northern Railway system, have
presumably become owners of the Northern Telegraph Company and North-W estern
Telegraph lines, they should in all further arrangements reserve the right to lease
such wires in Canada as may be required in connection with the Governments
Atlantic and Pacific cables. It is suggested that the Colonial Office and the High.
Commissioner for Canada should consult and communicate with the Canadian
Government in this matter.
T
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The full text of the Soldiers' Settlement Act, as now passed by the Canadian
Legislature, has not yet come to hand. From the draft of the Act, however, it would
appear that those entitled to benefit thereunder are the following :—
' (1) Honorably discharged soldiers Or sailors of Canadian Forces.
(2) Those domiciled in Canada before the tear and who were afterwards serving in
forces of Great Britain or one of her Allies.
(3) Those not domiciled in Canada and who served in forces of Great Britain or
any of the self-governing Britisli Dominions. .
.(4) Widows of above whose husbands died on active service.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
The Governor-General of the Commonwealth reports that the Bill for taxing war
profits, recently introduced, is intended to be retrospective as from the beginning
of the second year of the war only. The amount which the taxation is estimated to
yield for that year is 400,000?., and lor the third year 500.000Z.
The Treasurers financial statement for July shows an increase of 282,911Z. in the
estimated customs revenue for the month, as compared with last year, the total being
1,648,297Z. There is also a Post Office increase of'52,4-4-6Z. War pensions are rapidly
growing.
The Repatriation Bill has passed the Senate.
A. vote of censure, moved by Mr. Bowser in the State Assembly of Victoria, in
the form of an Amendment to the Address, has been defeated by a majority of two
votes (31 to 29). The Government proposes to carry on.
The Nationalist Labour Section of the South Australian Parliament has decided to
accept the Liberal Party's offer of three seats out of six in the Cabinet.
In opening the Tasmanian Parliament, Sir Francis Newdigate said that 11,000
Tasmanians had gone to the front. For the settlement of repatriated soldiers, land
to the extent of 8,285 acres had been bought at a cost of 49,499Z.
A railway and tramway strike was started at Sydney on 2nd August. Mr. Fuller,
the Acting Premier, has issued a stirring appeal for public support of the GovernmentHe describes the strike as unjustified by any real grievances and engineered for
political reasons by irresponsible and dangerous Trades-union leaders. The strikers'
representatives held a ineeting on the 3rd, and formulated an offer that the men would
resume work if the Railway Commissioners would revert to the position as on
1st June, and if the Government would appoint a Royal Commission to inquire into
the card system. Mr. Fuller declines to withdraw the card system until the men's
leaders meet him to discuss tbe matter.
The Government of the Commonwealth having enquired whether there is any
objection to the issue of passports to naturalised persons of enemy birth, over military
age, of long residence in Australia and undoubted integrity, the Colonial Office have
replied stating that no objection exists to the issue of such passports in special cases,,
at the discretion of the Commonwealth Government, provided there is some valid
reason for the joirrney and that the Oversea Government concerned agrees to the issue
of the passport in each case. In *the case of journeys to Allied countries, it would
be advisable to submit each case to the local consular authority of the country
concerned before issuing a passport.

SOUTH AFRICA.
With reference to the arrangement whereby the military authorities propose to
transfer to East Africa the South African batteries recently sent' to Egypt (vide last
Report) the Union Government have informed the Colonial Office that the transfer
cannot be effected without involving the recruiting committees in a breach of faith,
and they are therefore' reluctantly compelled to request that the batteries concerned
may be retained for service in Egypt. A considerable portion of the personnel of
these batteries was unfitted for service in East Africa by reason of having contracted
malaria there, and it was definitely stated, when the recruiting for Egypt took place;
that they would not be required to serve in East Africa.

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
According to information conveyed by His Majesty's Acting Consul-General at
Lourencn Marques to the Goyernor of Nyasaland, the Portuguese authorities will only
permit recruiting of carriers for General Van Deventer, and have excluded from the
authorised recruiting area the districts of Mozambique, Tete, Quelimane, and
Portuguese Nyasaland.
LIBERIA.
On the subject of the Liberian Governments proposed Convention (vide last
Report), Sir C. Spring Rice states that the United States Government have instructed
their representative at Monrovia that they do not approve of it; they consider, as does
His Majesty's Government, that the Liberian Government should be satisfied with the
assurances they have received. Furthermore, they stipulate that if a Convention is
made with England and France it should be until the end of the war only, with the
proviso that any naval base that may be established shall then be dismantled.
On 4th August His Majesty's representative at Monrovia reported that a French
warship had arrived to deport all Germans thence to France. On the following day
the Liberian Government declared war against Germany.

PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS,

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
On 4th August, being the third anniversary of Great Britain's entry into the war,
telegrams were sent by His Majesty the King to the Sovereigns and Presidents of
Allied countries, expressing the unwavering determination of the British Empire to
carry the war to a successful conclusion.
The silk agreement continues to be a subject of discussion and negotiation, the
Swiss delegates in Paris maintaining that the proposed modification of Article 10, 0.2,
would practically close the door ou all silk exports to Germany, which would mean an
end to the Swiss industry. They ask that certain tissues which have no military value
should be allowed to pass. The Italian delegate considers that a compromise is
extremely desirable, as failure to agree with the Swiss woidd probably involve
retaliatory action on their side, with serious consequences to Italian industry.
The Italian Ministers of Commerce and of. the Treasury have expressed to Sir
R. Rodd their serious apprehensions concerning the position in which the Italian silk
trade has been placed by the complete cessation of all exports to Switzerland,
conseqtient upon the Paris agreement. They await with much anxiet)^ a favourable
reply as to concessions remanded with regard to existing contracts and the establish
ment of the Head Btireau at Milan. Unless these points are conceded, they consider
that it will be difficult to maintain the export prohibition. His Majesty's Ambassador
believes that the Italian Government will not give way on these two questions. Their
attitude has been strengthened by an appeal addressed to them by the Italian Silk
Association, after a meeting held at Milan on 26th July, in which stress was laid on
the clangers of economic injury and unrest that must ensue upon maintenance of
complete prohibition. His Majesty's Government have informed Sir R. Rodd
(7th August) that they are not impressed by the arguments adduced in justification
of this attitude. Under the Paris agreement the Italian silk industry is guaranteed
against all losses which it may incur by ceasing to trade with the enemy, and these
protecting benefits can, and should, be made to cover "existing contracts." It is to
be observed that the Italian Government have not made any official proposals to the
French Government, or suggested any conditions, with regard to their ratification of
the Paris agreement. The French. Ambassador at Rome has now been instructed to
urge that the Convention should be ratified without delay.
FRANCE.
Admiral Lacaze, Minister of Marine has resigned (1st August), being unwilling
to agree that naval operations in the Mediterranean should form the subject of
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enquiry by a Commission, before which subaltern officers would give evidence, in
war time, against their superiors. M. Denys Cochin, Under Secretary of State for
Blockade matters, and the only member of the Right in the Ministry, resigned on the
3rd. He explains his resignation on the ground that the intervention of the United
States should greatly simplify blockade questions ; also on the ground of his family
bereavements, two of his sons and a son-in-law having been killed at the front.
For the first time, no Socialist votes were given for the Government in voting the
order of the day (passed by 363 votes against 61) on 2nd August, after an attack by
M. Renaudel, Socialist leader, on the general policy of the Government and a vigorous
reply by M. Ribot. As M. Thomas took office only with consent of his party, his
position in the Ministry is likely to be somewhat difficult. The Socialist party on.
the 3rd August discussed at great length the question of his remaining in the
Ministry ; eventually, by 56 votes against 9, a vaguely worded resolution was adopted
which left the matter to his own decision, and it is understood that he will remain.
Reporting on the adjournment of the Chamber on 4th August, Lord Bertie says
that there is expectation of further changes in the Cabinet before Parliament meets
again on 18th September. The general parliamentary position of the Ministry is
satisfactory. The Socialist party is suffering from divided opinions on questions of
general policy. As regards attendance at the Stockholm Conference, it shows a
disposition to tempiorise until the Allied Socialist Conference in London has discussed
the question.
His Majesty's Government have welcomed the announcement of the impending
and long-promised visit to London of M. Clementel, Minister of Commerce, and have
instructed Lord Bertie to inform him that the President of the Board of Trade will be
glad to discuss specific questions with him, after he has conferred with the War
Cabinet on questions of principle. At the same time His Majesty's Ambassador was
instructed to state that, pending the discussion of matters outstanding, His Majesty's
Government must insist on British trade and goods receiving in France treatment at
least as good as that extended to other Allied countries (e.rj., Italy), for it would appear
that at present all possible obstacles are being raised against British trade by the
French Government Departments, and this despite the assurances given at the
discussions which took place last May. Sir Austin Lee saw M. Clementel on 8th
August; he deprecated the idea that there was any discrimination against British
trade in France. He had requested M. Ribot to arrange a meeting between the Prime
Minister and himself and had no doubt that matters would be speedily and satisfactorily
settled.
ITALY.
Baron Sonnino has taken occasion during his visit to London to discuss with Lord
Bobert Cecil various questions arising out of Italy's interests in Asia Minor.
Sir R. Rodd reports that the present shortage of coal has not only prevented the
Minister of Munitions from providing the increased supplies asked for bythe military
authorities, but that the output of munitions has actually been decreased by about
one-third, and. must remain thus reduced unless means can be found to make good
the fuel supply. The question of importing coal from America is still under
discussion, but as regards the suggestion that it should be brought in ships now fixed
to load wheat in the United States, the Minister of Agriculture has pointed out to
Sir R. Rodd (3rd August) that under the existing compact, grain ships from America
are bound to carry grain, to England, in exchange for which Italy receives grain from
India.
BELGIUM.
Baron de Broqueville, while retaining his position as Prime Minister, has been
appointed Minister for Foreign Affairs, and has been succeeded at the War Office by
General Ceuninck. A War Committee of the Cabinet has been formed, of wdiich the
Belgian Minister in London is a member.
The United States Government have officially proposed to the Norwegian Govern
ment (and are prepared to do so in the case of Holland) that if the Norwegian
Government will cede to the Belgian Relief Commission two-thirds of the wheat and
flour loaded for Norway in United States ports, export licenses will be issued for the
remaining third to be shipped to Norway.

The " Weser Zeitung " of 5th August publishes a letter from a Flemish Activist to
the Berlin historian Dr. Meinecke, in which are set forth the best and quickest means
for dividing Belgium and for giving the Flemish element (supported by Germany)
-control over the Walloons. He considers that this result is to be attained by a peace
which would restore to Belgium her former frontiers but condemn her to permanent
weakness and neutrality by the reduction of her army and the loss of the Congo,
while the language question would be decided by partition inside the old State
system.
The delay of the United States Government in deciding as to its participation in
the financing of the Belgian Government has led to no little difficulty and to com
plications between the British, French, and Belgian Governments, whose plans are
necessarily affected by the uncertainty thus created. The Belgian Minister of Finance
has come to London on 8th August, to make personal representations on the subject
of the serious difficulties of his position, resulting from the delay which has occurred
in the matter of the fifth joint loan to Belgium. His Majesty's Ambassador at
Washington has been instructed to urge the United States Government to come to an
early decision.
GREECE.
On the subject of the proposed financial assistance to Greece, the views of the
British Treasury have been communicated to the French Government, together with 
the suggestion that the sum of 200,000,000 drachmas is more than should be asked
for in the first instance, as provision had already been made" for the cost of the
Provisional Government and of the .1915 mobilisation. The Treasury suggest that,
for the present, half the amount named should be the maximum. Regarding the
book credit, they consider that the Greek Government should be informed that it
cannot be drawn upon in cash, and that it will be cancelled one j-ear after the
-conclusion of peace. As to ^future expenses, the Treasury would not wish to under
talce any financial responsibilities for such expenditure as may be incurred by the
French Government in Grreece, except in cases where special arrangements are made
to that effect. Thej also consider that the financial assistance now proposed should
be conditional upon the Greek Government assuming formal responsibility for the
sums that have been advanced to the Provincial Government, and this the more so
as Greece is financially in a strong position as compared with some of the Allies.
It having been semi-officially intimated by M. Jonuart that he regarded his
mission to Greece as terminated, and enquiries having been addressed by the Foreign
Office to the French Government on the subject, Lord Bertie reported on 1st August
that M. Ribot did not consider the High Commissioner^ work at Athens as ended
and desired that he should return thither, to represent both the British and the
French Governments.
The Foreign Office have communicated to Mr. Crackanthorpe, for the information
of the Greek Government, certain measures that have been decided upon for the
provisioning of Greece. In view of the shortage of wffieat in India and America, a
considerable proportion of Greek requirements will have to be met from Australia.
The inter-Ally Chartering Executive will arrange for the despatch of five grain
carrying ships monthly either to India or Australia, according to circumstances. The
Greek Government, on its side, will be required to agree to tranship or discharge
cargoes coming from the East at Port Said and have them conveyed thence to Greek
ports in small Greek vessels, so as to avoid the risks incurred by ocean-going ships
in the voyage to Pirfeus.
The inter-Ally Controls over posts and telegraphs, police, roads, and railways
were officially abolished on 2nd August. The question of the port and passport
controls remains to be settled. The British Vice-Admiral will discuss the matter
shortly with Mr. Crackanthorpe, with a view to introducing, wherever possible, the
modifications in procedure desired by the Greek authorities.
The Minister of Marine has taken umbrage at the action of M. Venizelos in
accepting the assistance and advice of a British naval mission, without first consulting
him in the matter. Mr. Crackanthorpe is informed that he intends to keep matters
in his own hands by asking that the mission should not include an Admiral.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs is anxious that the forthcoming London
Conference should not come to any decision involving a withdrawal of Allied troops
from Salonika. He fears that the Allies may be led to set too high a value upon the
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assistance likely to be rendered by the Greek Army in the near future ; apart from this, he
regards the presence of a strong Allied force in Macedonia as the best safeguard
against Roj-alist and pro-German reaction.
By Royal Decree of 2nd August martial law was proclaimed throughout Attica
and Boeotia.
The Serbian Prime Minister has forwarded (6th August) to the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs a Memorandum in which are set forth Serbia's objections to any
weakening of the Salonika front. After pointing out that a victory on that front
should be more easily attained than on any other, and might well alter the whole
course of the war in our favour, M. Pashitch observes that if the Salonika front is.
weakened public opinion in Greece will in all probability turn against M. "Venizelos
and the Allies. The Serbian Army, now reduced to 70,000 men, would in that case
be completely and finally demoralised, and the Serbian people, who have lost all but
honour, would cease to put their trust and hope in the Allies. A similar revulsion of
feeling would occur in Rumania.
ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.
The " Times's" statement regarding the Crown Council held at Potsdam on
5th July 1914, finds confirmation in an article by the Berlin correspondent of the
" Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant," published in that paper on 7th September 19.14,
and now reprinted. The correspondent in question was a German named Herold,
in close touch with officialdom in Berlin. His article refers categorically to the
Potsdam Council of 5th July, and relates its proceedings and results. The -Kaiser
and his civil advisers are described as being opposed to any measures that might lead
to war, but the military group eventually succeeded in overcoming opposition, on the
grounds that war was then a much safer business for Germany than it would be in
1916 when France and Russia were allowed to complete their military reorganisation,
railways, &c. In view of the unprepareclness of Russia and France, the Kaiser and
his Chancellor did not believe that war would result from giving Austria the
assurances of support for which she asked.
The following, taken from the " Times " of 6th August, gives the Austrian official
commentary on Lord Robert Cecihs speech in the House of Commons on 24th July :—
" The ' Fremdenblatt,' which recognises that Cecihs speech, was free from any
aggressive animosity and confined itself to setting forth the standpoint of
Great Britain in a sober, and. appropriate manner, most emphatically and
solemnly declares that, if Cecil makes a distinction between Germany and
Austria-Hungary in describing Austria-Hungary as not his enemy, the
Monarchy will stand shoulder to shoulder with Germany just as much in the
peace negotiations as in the fight. The Monarchy and Germany, however,
have repeatedly allowed no doubt to exist that they are prepared for an honour
able peace—a peace which brings the peoples nearer one another, and puts an
end to their violent hatred. If the possibility offered itself that English states
men considered the road through Vienna practicable, we do not think that we
ought to oppose a blunt No to such a way of looking at things. When Cecil
declared that France had expressed her desire with regard to Alsace-Lorraine
and thafr England had to support her, we can reply to him that in this
question Germany will find us on her side unconditionally and without any
reservation—an assurance which, after all, is so self-evident that there is
absolutely no need to give it. Cecil knows well enough that the return of
Alsace-Lorraine could only be forced from a completely defeated Germany, and
that our Monarchy will fight to the last breath on the side of her Allies. AVe
are perfectly ready to do what in us lies to the furthest extent in order to
bestow upon the world the blessings of peace. But we will also fight to the
utmost in order that the oxitcome of this war for the Monarchy and her Allies
may be an honourable one.
" As for the fate of Serbia, we have, by setting forth our general fundamental
principle of peace, sufficiently made clear our standpoint as to the position of
Serbia after peace. This, however, can never be sufficiently emphatically
and energetically emphasized—whatever the destiny of Serbia may prove to be,..
Serbia must not be a focus of agitation against the Monarchy, nor a standing
clanger to the peace of Europe. Austria Hungary must exert herself to the
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utmost in. order to make the return of such conditions impossible. The
so-called Southern Slav question solely concerns us, and we will never admit
its international character, for we are absolutely determined to be and to
remain masters in our own house. We demand for Austria-Hungary her own
right of self-government."
A report from military sources states that the Rumanian harvest has supplied
Germany and Austria with a million tons of wheat and a million of maize, leaving
nothing for the inhabitants. The same report places the present supplies of oil from
the Rumanian wells at 25 per cent of their former output. A German official wireless
of 6th August says that the transportation is now finished of " crops which were
" found in stock when the Central Powers entered Roumania, 90,000 tons of which
" had already been paid for by the British." The transportation of the new crop has
already commenced.

GERMAN AFFAIRS.
An article in the July number of " Deutschland's Erneuerung," criticising the
foreign policy of the ex-Chancellor, asserts that he was completely under the influence
-of la haute finance, and especially of the Deutsche Bank, and put its interests before
those of the nation. His peace by agreement policy was instigated, by the financiers,
who have nothing to gain by the complete defeat of either side. The " Weser
Zeitung ". describes this article as typical of the shameless methods of the
Pan-Germans.
On '6th August the reconstruction of the Imperial and Prussian Ministries was
officially announced.
The resignation of the Imperial Secretaries of State,
Dr. Zimmermann (Foreign Affairs), Dr. Lisco (Justice), Herr von Batocki (Food
Control), and Dr. Kratke (Imperial Post Office), and Under Secretary Dr. Richter, and
of the Prussian Ministers Dr. Beseler (Justice), Dr. von Trott zu Solz (Education),
Baron von Schorlemer (Agriculture), Dr. Lentze (Finance), and Herr von Loebell
(Interior), has been accepted. Dr. Helfferich, who tendered his resignation, is to
retain his position as a general deputy of the Imperial Chancellor and as a member of
the Prussian State Ministry. He also remains in charge of. the Imperial Ministry of
the Interior pending its reorganisation into two ministries, viz., a reduced Ministry of
the Interior confined to internal administration, military, cultural and scientific
affairs, and a Ministry of Economics in charge of commercial, economic and social
questions. The following is the composition of the new German Imperial Adminis
tration and of the new Prussian Ministry.

German
Dr. Michaelis
*Herr von Griivenitz
Dr. Helfferich
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*Dr. Wallraf
" "Herr Schwander
' Tlerr von Kuhlemann
Admiral von Capelle
Herr Solf
Count Roedern

*Herr von Krause
*Herr Riidlin
* Ilerr von Waldow
' 'Edler von Braun
-Dr. Muller
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Empire.

-

.
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Imperial Chancellor.
Under Secretary.
- Chancellors Deputy and temporary
Minister of Interior.
- Minister of Interior (reduced).
Economic Department.
- Foreign Affairs.
- Navy.
- Colonies.
- Finance.
- Justice.
- Imperial Law Courts.
- Food Control.
" j- Under Secretaries for Food Control.

* Those marked with an asterisk are new appointments.
C

Prussian
-

Ministry.
*DT. Michaelis
- Minister President.
Herr Helfferich
- Minister of State.
*Herr von Tviihlemann
- Foreign Affairs.
General von Stein
- War.
Herr Hergt
- Finance.
""Dr. Spahn
Justice.
*Dr. Drews
- Interior.
*Dr. Schmidt Education.
Herr Sydow
- Commerce.
Herr von Breitenbach
- Public Works.
*Herr von Eisenhart-Rotbe
- Agriculture.
*Herr von Waldow
- National Provisioning.
Her von Kublemann's appointment has been violently attacked in the Pan-German
press on the ground that he is a friend of an understanding with England, and
opposed the submarine war while he was Minister in Holland.
Parliament has been reorganised by the inclusion in the Prussian Ministry of
Herr Spahn, the leader of the Centre Party in the Reichstag, and of Herr von
Eisenhart-Rothe, an agricultural deputy, and in the Imperial Administration of Herr
von Krause, a National Liberal and Vice-President of the Prussian House of
Representatives.
Dr. Wallraf, Burgomaster of Cologne, and Herr Schwander, Burgomaster of
Strassburg, are leading representatives of German municipal life. Herr Schwander
is an Alsatian, and was actually born a French subject. He was for 15 years a
chancery clerk in the Colmar burgomasteFs office, subsequently studied, and became
an expert on the administration of "the poor.
Dr. Mliller, of the Hamburg Social Democratic Co-operative Society, w as at one
time a gardener, and . subsequently edited a Socialist paper, the " Magdeburger
Volksstimme," in which capacity he was actually sent to prison in 1899 for lese
majeste.
The rest of the Ministers are taken from the bureaucracy. But the enlargement
of the scope and character of both the Imperial and Prussian Ministries is, from
the German point of view, very considerable, and justifies the conclusion of the
" Cologne Gazette " that Dr. Michaelis in making up his Prussian Ministry has, while
selecting men with official training, made agreement with the Easter Message and
the decree of 11th July regarding the reform of electoral rights a deciding factor in
the case of the new appointments. A Social Democrat in the Imperial Administration
is also, for Germany, a prodigy.
In a private letter to Lord Hardinge dared 24th July; Sir E. Howard reported
conversations on the part of a leading Hamburg magnate to persons in Stockholm
forecasting a Coalition Ministry, including Radical and even Socialist elements, and
insisting that the views of Dr. Michaelis were practically identical with those of Herr
von Bethmann-Hollweg, but that it had been thought wiser to get rid of the latter as
his presence at the head of affairs was an obstacle to negotiations. The chief pre
occupation of the German business world was the fear of an economic war against
Germany after the peace. ' This w as specially the case since America had come in,
and increased the dissatisfaction felt owing to the comparative unsuccess of the
submarine campaign.
Sir M. Findlay reports that Mr. Rudolf Olsen, a well-known shipowner of
Christiania, has been requested by a Hamburg firm to make a contract to carry large
quantities of coffee and cocoa from South America to German)', shipment to be made
between four and eight weeks after the conclusion of peace between England and
Germany. Mr. Olsen enquires wdiat is the attitude and policy of His Majesty's
Government in regard to shipments after the war, it being his intention to refuse the
business if there is any objection to it. He states, in this connection, that the German
Government have decided to requisition all German tonnage for one year after the
conclusion of peace, and that during this period all private imports and financial
operations will be controlled by the State. The Hamburg firm hoped to escape this
control by securing neutral tonnage.
Dr. David would appear to have superseded Scheiclemann as the leader of the
Social Democratic Party. Speaking recently at Maintz he strongly deprecated the
agitation of the Pan-Germans, and expressed the opinion that the best guarantee for
a lasting peace, such as the nations desire, would be a free Germany.
s
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HOLLAND.
Sir Walter Townley has been directed to obtain from the Dutch Government an
explanation of the continuance of the transit traffic in metals, which is contrary to the
written assurances given by the Dutch Minister for Foreign Affairs, and would appear
to constitute a gross breach of faith. His Majesty's Government insist upon the
complete stoppage of this traffic, and. are in communication with the United States
Government with a view to securing the export of metals from that country.
The finding of the Commission of Enquiry on the internment of German
submarines U-B 6 and U-B 30 was published in the Dutch Press on 3rd A u g u s t . - T h e
U-B 0 remains interned, but the U-B 30 is released on the ground that, owing to fog,
her commander was unable to recognise a certain Dutch coast light.
SWITZERLAND.
. On the 28th of July, an official communique was published in the Swiss Press
intimating that one of the results of the negotiations now proceeding between German
and Swiss delegates for a new economic agreement would be that Switzerland would
lend Germany a considerable amount of money (said to be 90,000,000 francs a
month for the nine months during which the agreement will run) in return for
facilities to purchase German coal. The price of the latter will be considerably
increased. Sir H. Rumbold proposes to warn the Swiss Government that they should
keep their loan to Germany as low as possible in view of the probability that the
Allies will demand similar financial facilities, failing which the Swiss bankers who
have lent money' to Germany may find their cable, mail, and banking facilities
suspended in Allied countries. Lie points out that immediate action is required to
put a stop to the depreciation of the pound sterling in Switzerland. Three months
ago it w as 24 "50; on 7th August it was 2 1 ' 28 with a downward tendency. He
suggests a large Anglo-French loan to prevent the heavy losses now incurred in
paying for munitions, &c. ; the establishment of an. Allied clearing-house, and the
prevention of indirect arbitrage by stopping the sale of sterling from one neutral
country to another. The fall in exchange is directly due to heavy selling orders
received by Swiss Banks from Stockholm, Amsterdam, and Copenhagen, probably on
German account.
r

SWEDEN.
There appears to be a general impression that Mr. Branting will obtain a majority
at the September elections. Mr. Huysmans considers that he wdll certainly be Prime
Minister. A Stockholm banker, in close touch with Mr. Branting, has informed His
Majesty's representative that, if successful, the socialist leader will accept the
responsibility of forming a Government, but that it would be necessary for him to
be assured of support from the Allied Governments (presumably in the matter of
Sweden's imports).
Mr. Clive (in the absence of Sir E. Howard) suggests that, in order to induce the
Swedish Government to resume the parcel post service across Sweden, he be
authorised to inform them that unless this is done, no further calling facilities will be
given to the S.S, " Stockholm," the pioneer and popular ship of the new SwedishAmerican passenger line. The " Stockholm " arrived at Gothenburg on 3rd August,
and has been advertised to sail with passengers and cargo on the 18th. To stop her
running to America would be a severe blow to the many small shareholders in this
line.
NORWAY.
The agreement reached between the Norwegian and German Governments at the
Sassnitz Conference in the case of the S.S. " Thorunn " is severely criticised by the
" Sjofarts Tidende " ("Shipping News") as showing unjustifiable weakness on the
part of the Norwegian Government. His Majesty's representative at Christiania
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considers that since the bomb scandal something more than a detente
place between the German and Norwegian Governments.

has taken

DENMARK.
After careful consideration of the facts and figures set forth in the Danish.
Governments memorandum (vide, last Report) on the importation of fodder stuffs and
the trade in agricultural produce, His Majesty's Government have decided that under
existing conditions they are not in a position-to give the desired assurance regarding
facilities for fodder shipments. Any such assurance would be nullified, by the United
States prohibition of imports and might be construed as had faith. His Majesty's
Government take note of the fact that by the latest proposals the Danish Government
will, do their utmost to limit the export of bacon, butter and eggs to Germany to
50 per cent. At the same time acceptance of this proposal is not to be regarded as
acquiescence in the quantities exported to Germany, either of these articles or of
horses and cattle, and the Danish Government is warned that the Allies, including
the United States, are likely to take a serious view of exports to Germany on a large,
scale. On the other hand, His Ma;jesty's Government are making arrangements whereby
it is hoped to be able to secure that British prices for Danish produce shall be in
reasonable proportion to the prices offered by neighbouring neutral countries. His
Majesty's Government are also prepared to consider favourably the offer of the Danish
Government to sell the 75,000 tons of oil cake and 30,000 tons of maize which they
have bought in the United States and Argentine respectively. An intimation in the
above sense was conveyed on 6th August by His Majesty's representative at Copen
hagen to the Danish Minister for Foreign Affairs, who, in reply, expressed the hope
that Great Britain would arrange to take half the meat which, - in the absence of
fodder, would have to be exported. His view was that, as matters now stand, the
only policy Compatible with strict neutrality is for Denmark to divide the export of
all produce, including meat, equally between Great Britain and Germany.
On the subject of the proposed fish agreement, His Majesty's representative at
Copenhagen has informed the Minister for Foreign Affairs that provided the export of
fish from Denmark to Germany is limited to 2,100 tons a month, no obstacle will be
placed by His Majesty's Government on the importation into Denmark of mineral oils
on the same scale as before the embargo was imposed.
SPAIN.
His Majesty's Consul at Barcelona is informed that the next meeting of
Parliamentarists will take place probably at Valladolid on' 12th August. At this
meeting will be submitted the draft of proposed modifications in the Constitution
which, if passed, will be presented for the King's acceptance without transmission
through Government. If refused by His Majesty, r,he Parliamentarists will adopt
such measures, peaceful or violent, as they may think fit. There is still dissatis
faction and unrest in the Army, the rank and. file complaining that nothing has been
done to improve their conditions of service. A strike on the. Norte Railway is
announced, to begin on 10th August.
According to the " Weser Zeitung " of 3rd August, the Gorman Government has
lodged a formal protest against the Spanish Governments recent order prohibiting all
belligerent submarines from entering Spai.n's territorial waters. The same paper
states that in responsible quarters no official report had been received as to the
alleged internment of U-boat 2-7 by the Spanish authorities at Corunna.
The metal workers' strike at Bilbao continues, but His Majesty's Consul reports
(8th August) that the Chamber of Commerce is likely to arbitrate and that the men.
are anxious for a settlement.
CHINA.
Acting President Feng Kuo-chang arrived at Peking on the 1st of August. He
came reluctantly and against the advice of the southern leaders, and is only willing
to act as President for a limited period. According to the Japanese Minister for

Foreign Affairs, his personal relations with Tuan Chi-jui are not very cordial, and
should he be unable to work with the Premier, he will return to -Nanking. In
Japanese official circles, no great importance is attached to the attempt of Sun Yat-sen
and other Southerners to establish a separate Government, as they are short of funds
and unable to agree among themselves.
The Chinese Foreign Office has informally intimated to the foreign representatives
(4th August) that China will declare war against Germany and Austria in the course
of the next few days.
Mr. Alston reports (3rd August) that a Japanese capitalist named Yamamoto .
Iotaro has nearly concluded negotiations for the purchase of three Austrian ships
lying at Shanghai. The purchase would he in the name of a Chinese subject,
approved by the Austrian Oonsrd., and will only be completed if the Allied Powers
interested approve. The vendors stipulate that the ships must remain under the
Chinese flag, and not be sent to Europe during the war, but Mr. Yamamoto thinks
these conditions might be ignored once the ships have left China, and he proposes to
let His Majesty's Government purchase one or two of them at actual cost. The
vessels have been offered to the Russian Volunteer fleet, and other Japanese bidders
are negotiating to buy them. The Japanese Foreign Office unofficially say they will
support whichever first concludes negotiations, but they expect that the ships will
eventually be divided between Great Britain, Japan, and the United States. In the
event of China declaring war, these negotiations must necessarily lapse. In that
event, the British Chamber of Commerce suggests the advisability of chartering the
only two suitable German vessels to run, on account of His Majesty's Government,
between Shanghai and London and Shanghai and Marseilles, alternatively.
SIAM.
The Government of India having consented thereto, the Siamese Government is
preparing to ship to India the German and Austrian subjects now interned in Siarn.
Their total number is about 280, including 48 women and 50 children.
Upon the advice of the Ministry of Shipping, His Majesty's representative at
Bangkok has been authorised to offer 64o,000L for seven of the enemy vessels seized
by the Siamese Government, the other two being taken over by the Siamese authorities.
In this connection Sir E. Dering reports that the Japanese Minister, under instructions,
has approached the Siamese Government with a request that his Government should
receive an allotment of these enemy vessels under the same conditions as those applied
in regard to the applications made by Great Britain and France. The Siamese
Minister for Foreign Affairs has replied that, to relieve his Government of the
difficulty of deciding between conflicting schemes and claims, it is advisable that
these should be arranged between the British, French, and- Japanese Governments,
and a common proposal submitted. In any case, he adds, the ships will not be
repaired and fit to sail for some months. Under these circumstances, and pending
some such agreement between the rival claimants, the Siamese Government is unable
to entertain offers for these ships by any of the parties and powers concerned.
The French Government have intimated to the British Foreign Office their desire
to participate with Great Britain on a footing of equality in the matter of the
personnel and capital of the State Bank of Siam, which is to be eventually established.,
by the conversion of the Commercial Bank to that status. They ask that, to this end,
Plis Majesty's representative at Bangkok be instructed to support his French colleague
in obtaining from the Siamese Government the immediate appointment of a French
Sub-Director to the Commercial Bank. Sir E. Dering recently reported that the
independent appointment by the Siamese of a British accountant to this Bank, in lieu
of the German dismissed, had aroused the irritated jealousy of his French colleague.
ARGENTINA.
On 5th August the Minister for Foreign Affairs sent a further telegram to the
Argentine Minister at Berlin, insisting on a categorical reply to the representations
addressed to the German Government early in July (vide Report No. 25). As the
Argentine's conditions amount to a claim of complete immunity from attack for
neutral commerce, the Minister for Foreign Affairs considers it unlikely that Germany's
reply will be satisfactory.
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BRAZIL.
Sir A. Peel reports (3rd August) that au official Note from the French Minister at
Rio to the Brazilian Government, has heen communicated to the Press, in which it is
declared that, as a special favour conceded only to Brazil, the French Government
have removed the restrictions on the importation of Brazilian coffee. His Majesty's
Minister considers that the result of this measure is to place Great Britain in a
disadvantageous position as compared to France, and may affect the personal attitude
of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, who, before assuming office, -was devoted to British
interests.
ECUADOR.
Owing to the lack of coal, the passenger train service in Ecuador is temporarily
suspended.
His Majesty's Minister at Quito observes, in this connection, that
Ecuador requires coal, jute, and financial assistance, and would join the Allies, he
thinks, if assured of reasonable facilities for obtaining them. In that case the
Germans' railway construction contract would be cancelled and Allied contractors
would have to be ready to carry on the work which, for internal political reasons, the
Government is not prepared to stop.
MEXICO.
The Mexican Minister for Foreign Affairs has forwarded to His Majesty the King
a letter from Sehor Carranza, announcing his assumption of the Presidency. His
Majesty's Government are in communication with the United States Government with
reference to the question of de jure recognition of Sehor Carranza, which is not
expected to be forthcoming.
PANAMA.
Panama, being now an Ally, asks that His Majesty's Government should remove
the restrictions on the importation of Panama coffee and cocoa into the United
Kingdom. Sir C. Mallet observes that as the yearly total of these imports is less than
500 sacks, it would be a friendly act to accede to this request.
UNITED STATES.
The nature and extent of United States' financial assistance to the war purposes of
the Allies, and the procedure for its determination and application, have formed the
subject of exhaustive proposals and negotiations during the past week. For practical
reasons fully stated by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in a telegram to Lord
Northcliffe on 2nd August, His Majesty's Government are unable to accept the terms
of the draft agreement with the United States Treasury proposed by the Allied
representatives at Washington on 27th July. They point out that serious delays must
inevitably take place before the supply experts of France, Italy and Russia can
examine and report on the financial demands to be submitted to the United States
Government in the form of an agreed report by the Inter-Allied Council. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer prefers, therefore, to reserve the right of dealing with
the United States Treasury direct. The reasons which dictate the policy of His
Majesty's Government in this matter are especially exemplified in the case of Russia,
wdiose demand for $700,000,000 for the current year is clearly open to criticism
inasmuch as the actual congestion of traffic in that country makes any further placing
of substantial Russian orders problematical for the immediate future.
On 2nd August, after consultation with Lord Northcliffe, Sir C. Spring Rice
telegraphed for the information of the Cabinet a resume of the internal political
situation and of the difficulties which the Secretary of the Treasury has to face in
obtaining- a new loan from Congress, and justifying his expenditure of the last loan.
He has reason to expect hostile criticism from members of the special Committees
before whom he has to appear ; they are likely to enquire, inter alia, whether great

capitalists and trusts are profiting unfairly by money lent by the American people,
and whether the Allies' expenditure of American money in America has resulted in
raising the cost of living in the United States ? He has to face enquiry and criticism
concerning the large sum given to pay the overdraft at Morgans, and a still larger
sum for the maintenance of British exchange for general purposes of trade.
Mr. McAdoo himself fully appreciates the vital importance of supporting British
exchange, which is actually Allied exchange, but he has to reckon with the possibility '
that Congress may be unable or unwilling to appreciate anything else than a cut and
dried statement of expenditure, prices, goods delivered, and the actual war purposes
which they have served.
Dealing with the cpiestion of exchange, Sir C. Spring Rice was directed to convey
to Mr. McAdoo on 2nd August a reply from the Chancellor of the Exchequer in which
it was explained that Great Britain can only continue to support exchange by means
of dollars received from the United States and so long as assistance in this form is
forthcoming. In order to provide a temporary solution to meet immediate (August)
requirements, the Chancellor suggested that Mr. McAdoo might agree to repay the
amounts advanced by the British Treasury for Russian expenditure in the United
States since April—roughly, $100,000,000. Discussing"the matter with His Majesty's
Ambassador on 4th August, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury (in the week-end
absence of Mr. McAdoo) stated'that the grave importance of the question was fully
realised ;. he suggested that if the United States Government agreed to repay the
Russian advances as proposed, it might be necessary to request His Majesty's
Ambassador to endorse the certificates of their indebtedness. Mr. McAdoo sub
sequently intimated that the chief difficulty in the matter of supporting exchange
lay in the possibility of its entailing exports of gold from the United States, a
contingency which the Chancellor of the Exchequer regards as "improbable. Finally,
on 5th August, the United. States Treasury advised His Majesty's Ambassador that
they 'were prepared to assist in meeting the exchange situation by making an
additional advance of $50,000,000 for the current month for general purposes.
At an informal Conference held, at the request of the United States Treasury on '
3rd August at which Lord Northcliffe, M. Tardieu, and the Russian and Italian
Ambassadors were present, the Assistant Secretary stated that before any further
credits could be granted to the Allies, the inter-Allied Council must be definitely
established, and he insisted that it should be convened before the 15th. Its establish
ment must not be taken to imply, however, either that the Allies would receive the
same treatment as the United States Government in respect of prices or that the
United States Treasury was thereby committed to any financial engagement. In r e p l y
M. Tardieu stated that the matter was receiving immediate attention from the British
and French Governments ; they had suggested that the Council should meet in Paris
and that the United States Government should be invited to nominate a representative.
. The Assistant Secretary to the Treasury stated that the President was not prepared to
sanction the nomination of an American representative on the Council.
The question of measures for repaying or greatly reducing the $400,000,000
overdraft at Morgans has also formed the subject of lengthy negotiations. The
Secretary of the Treasury saw no prospect (30th July) of affording direct assistance
in the liquidation of this overdraft and-' suggested the floating of a British loan on
the New York market for the purpose ; he also thought that it might be gradually
reduced by means of savings effected on the monthly advances ($185,000,000) from:
"the United States Treasury. Mr. J . P. Morgan (whose friendly attitude in these
negotiations has been gratefully acknowledged by the Chancellor of the Exchequer)
expressed the opinion that the best way to approach the question was to endeavour to
reconstruct the position as it would have been in April had the United States
Treasury then intimated that it could not assist in liquidating the overdraft. He
suggested several alternative expedients for reducing the overdraft to $150,000,000
by the end of the year, which are now under consideration. On 4th August
Sir C. Spring, Rice reported that Mr. McAdoo was prepared to consider arrangements.
for the issue of $200,000,000 of British Treasury notes of not less than two years
currency, their rate of interest to be sufficient to enable the notes to be placed on the
market.
The State Department does not anticipate anjr adoption of mail censorship by the
United States Government at present, but considers that it will be necessary so soon
as the Enemy Trading Act comes into force.
Sir O. Spring Rice advises that, in order to defeat the efforts of pro-German Irish
extremists and agitators who are working to wreck the Irish Convention, His Majesty's
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Government should issue and have promulgated a statement exposing the falsity of
their accusations, and contradicting the lies wherewith they continue to delude IrishAmerican opinion. Such a statement should show clearly that for many years and
in many ways the English and Irish have been working together to remedy the
mistakes of the past. A statement by the Prime Minister on the subject would gain
immediate and widespread attention.
For the purposes of the Allied Blockade policy for bringing pressure to bear on
neutrals, the Exports Council and the State Department at Washington are prepared
to adopt in its entirety the policy proposed by Great Britain, but before advising the
President in this sense they fe'el the need of more definite information, and a clearer
understanding with the British Government as to the possible results of that policy
and the measures prepared to meet them. If the resulting pressure of combined
action were such as to bring nexitrals to the verge of conflict with Germany, what
plan have the Allies for protecting them against attack ? Also the United States
Government require to know before declaring a complete embargo on all exports to
neutrals, how far Great Britain is able and willing to co-operate by suspending the issue
of all export licences ? Sir C. Spring Rice is of opinion that if the United States
GoA ernment are to take energetic action on comprehensive lines, it will be necessary
for Great Britain to suspend all rationing agreements made with the Netherlands
Oversea Trust and other similar associations. Mrs Hoover concurs and states
positively that no effecth e action can be expected from the United States until they
are assured, that Great Britain is prepared to adopt and enforce an identical policy,
and, wherever necessary, to terminate such agreements as may conflict with it.
Similar assurances would also be required from France.
T
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THE SHIPPING SITUATION.
On -1th August Sir C. Spring Rice reported that the United States Shipping Board
had taken over all ships building in United States j ards, for the purpose of expediting
construction. The Secretary of State has intimated that their subsequent disposal
will be a matter for future consideration. It is noteworthy that information to the
same effect, based on Associated Press news, was published- in a German official
wireless on 5th August.
On 5th August the Shipping Commission supplied the following figures, pending
a more detailed statement, to His Majesty's Ambassador, showing the present and.
prospective position of tonnage construction in the United States :—Gross tonnage.
Steamers under private construction
- 1,250,000
Wooden ships under private construction 250,000
Shipping Board, steel and wooden
500,000
United States ships, otherwise employed, but now
available
- 1,200,000
German ships 500,000
The question of protective shipping is receiving very close attention, and measures
are being devised, in consultation with the British Admiralty, for the rapid
construction of a large number of small and fast vessels of the sloop type.
The United States Shipping Board have been refusing to license the export of
steel plates for Japan, acting upon the policy (in which His Majesty's Government
originally concurred) that such export should be made conditional on a statable arrange
ment as to the employment of Japanese shipping. In view of the recent modification
of the British Governments attitude in this matter, however, the State Department
now desire to be definitely informed as to the policy which it is intended to pursue
and whether His Majesty's Government desire that the United States should drive the
hardest possible bargain with Japan, or not?
Danish shipowners refuse to allow their vessels, employed under the terms of the
agreement recently concluded, to be used for the Mediterranean trade. They would
never have ratified the agreement had not their delegates stated positively that they
had received informal assurances from His Majesty's Government that vessels,
(other than armed requisitioned ships) would not be sent to the Mediterranean.
A proposed arrangement for the future disposition and handling of Swedish:
shipping was lately communicated by the Foreign Office in London, to Mr. Welin
r

(representing the Swedish Shipowners' Committee) in the form of a memorandum,
which provided on the one hand for the continuance of Swedish shipping traffic
in Allied interests, and on the other for coal and navigating facilities to be provided
for Sweden by Great Britain. The Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs has pointed
out to His Majesty's Minister, however, that unless Sweden can be sure of obtaining
cargoes from America, there is no inducement for the Swedish Government to enter
into arrangements for the employment of Swedish shipping in the interests of the
Allies. In reply, Sir E. Howard has been instructed to state that the basis of
His Majesty's Governments proposal is to leave Sweden ships sufficient for her
essential needs, to license her coal requirements and in return to obtain the services
of the rest cf her merchant fleet. But His Majesty's CTOvernment cannot do more
than guarantee shipping facilities for cargoes from the United States, the export
licences of which are a matter for the United States Government.
According to'a Berlin telegram in the " Kolnische Volkszeitung " of the 6th, it is
officially stated that the losses of U boats from 1st February to 1st August average
only a little over three a month, while the rate of their production is many times
higher.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Sir R. Rodd has had a talk with a M. Guerin who, in connexion with French and
Belgian relief, has paid several visits to Germany, and who has come to the conclusion
that the one point on which the Germans are most concerned is that there should be
no impediment in the terms of peace to their obtaining unlimited supplies of raw
material as soon as possible. Their industrial centres have enjoyed immunity from
invasion, factories have been kept going at low pressure, and all that is wanted to
make use of a magnificent opportunity of displacing French and Belgian, and to a
large extent also British, industry, is the return of the men from the front and
abundant raw material to work up.
A combined meeting of the Executive Committees of the Soldiers' and Workmens'
Council and the Peasants' delegates w as held at Petrograd on 2nd August, to
receive the report of M. Rosanoffs negotiations abroad for the organisation of the
International Socialist Conference. After hearing this report the meeting adopted
a resolution declaring that the only means of speedily bringing the war to an
end is to strengthen and organise the movement for a peace without annexations
or indemnities. To this end energetic steps are required, viz. :—
(1) To summon the Stockholm Conference at an early date.
(2) To remove all obstacles which belligerent Governments may raise to prevent
Socialists going to Stockholm.
(3) To issue a further proclammation to the world at large explaining that the
continuance of the war will place all Europe, and especially the Russian
revolution, in a tragic position, by wrecking all hope of a j ust and universal
peace. The nations at war must compel their Governments to accept the
Russian Provisional Governments peace formula.
The "Social Demokraten" (Stockholm) announced on 6th August that the
International Conference had been definitely fixed for 9th September " after con
sultation with the English parties concerned." In the meanwhile it appears im
probable that, apart from Russia, any of the Allied Governments will acquiesce in the
pretension of the leaders of the International to direct the policies of Europe and
America. France and the United States are believed to be opposed to the Conference ;
Italy will, not be represented. Even in the Russian Government the non-socialist
members would prefer that the Conference should not take place, fearing that it
might have a bad effect upon the army; but since it must be held, they hope that
socialists from other countries may be there, so that Russia be not the only country
represented. M. Keren sky thinks that a refusal to allow British socialists to attend
would expose Great Britain to attack in Russian socialist circles, and Sir G. Buchanan
holds the personal opinion that it would be a mistake to leave the field clear for the
Germans.
Arrangements are being made for delegates from Copenhagen, Christiania and
Gothenburg to attend the Conference, organised by the Seamens' and Firemens'
Union, to be held in London on 17th August.
r

The " Bremen Free Committee for a German Workmens' Peace" has issued a
manifesto stating the terms of the peace they desire, which shall to some extent
compensate them for the sacrifices they have made during the war. These include
security of frontiers, lands for settlement, the freedom of the seas, and indemnities.
In one of several explanatory notes they explain that '"' all those injured in or by the
" war must have pensions ; and without indemnities, the taxes would be unbearable
" for workers."
Speaking at a war anniversary meeting at Melbourne Town Hall on 4th August,
Mr. Hughes said, " We must set our faces against the Stockholm Conference, and
" against those who speak about peace under any guise for the sake of sectional
" interests. There can be no peace until a decisive victory is gained and until the
" enemy of peace has no longer power to disturb the.world."
GENERAL.
Under the t i t l e ' Problems of Eastern and Central Europe," a remarkably lucid
and trenchant survey of the European problem has been published for private
circulation by the well-known Polish leader, M. Roman Dmowski. Stated in a
sentence, M. DniowskTs contention is that the enemy is not Germany qua Germany,
but German domination. .over Europe, as expressed in the continued ' existence of
Austria-Hungary as an instrument of German policy, and in the throttling of Poland
involved in German control of the Baltic coast. His solution is drastic but well
argued. Austria-Hungary must be broken up, the purely German portions going to
Austria, Hungary being reduced to strictly ethnographic limits and effectively
weakened so' as to give free play to the consolidation and growth of Czecho-Slovakia,
Greater Rumania, and Jugoslavia. A restored Poland should comprise not only
those regions of the ancient kingdom of Poland where the Poles are in an actual
majority, but those regions to the east of it where Polish civilisation and the
Roman Catholic religion are still dominant, including Lithuania, and last but not
least, the Baltic coast from about 70 miles west of Danzig to the Baltic Provinces. This
would make Poland a country of about the same area and population as France. Two
or three millions of these will be Germans in West and East Prussia. M. Dmowski
relies on Polish immigration to swamp them, and, in a n y case, his argument is
that either these Germans must come under Poland, or 20 of 30 million Poles must
become vassals of Germany.
M. Dmowski realises that .only a crushing victory can attain these ends. His
whole point is that if they are not attained, if anything even resembling a peace on
the basis of "no annexations" comes about, Germany will have secured effective
control of all Central and Eastern Europe, including, the Balkans, Rumania, Poland,
and through Poland of the unorganised amorphous hinterland which is all that in
his opinion Russia is likely to be for a generation or more. Some of M. Dmowski's
conclusions may be overstated, but a perusal of his chapters should be an invaluable
antidote to the confused thinking on these problems that is so common in this
country.
The German Government accepted the Prisoners of War agreement, as negotiated
at The Hague, and notified the Dutch Minister in Berlin accordingly, on the 25th July.
The proposal that Hull should be the port for conveying prisoners to and from
Holland, was made, during the negotiations, on 11th July, without objection being
raised. Discussing the preparations being made to commence working under the
agreement, Sir W. Townley now reports (7th August) that the German Admiralty
strongly objects to Hull, and matters are therefore at a standstill.
Reports received from American Consular officials lately in Turkey state that some
10,000 prisoners of war (British, Russian, and Rumanian) are concentrated at
Ras-el-ain and are fed by a Relief Committee from Aleppo. The Relief Committee at
Constantinople is short of funds and working badly.
ReuteFs telegram to the Dutch Press, reporting Lord Newton's statement in the
House of Lords regarding the agreement concluded at The Hague, has been repro
duced in the German Press with the addition of a declaration, falsely attributed to
Lord Newton, that " no complaints had been made as to the treatment of British
prisoners in Germany." The actual statement made was that " practically no
" comrjlaints had been received with reference to the treatment of German prisoners
" in Great Britain."
:
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INTER-IMPERIAL EXCHANGE.

There can. be no doubt now that, in the absence of any system of inter-Imperial
exchange, we shall be compelled in a few weeks to cut down our orders of food and
munitions in Canada, and reduce the productive capacity of the Empire, in order to
increase our indebtedness to the United States. The suggestion, on the part of the
Indian Government, that it might secure gold for itself by floating an independent
Indian loan, in America, and the telegram to Mauritius ashing for a focal loan to cover
our sugar purchases in the island, help to illustrate the problems which will
accumulate with increasing rapidity and seriousness if the question of inter-Imperial
exchange is not properly faced.
TIGHTENING TIIIO PLOOKAIUO.

The suggestions of the British Government with regard to a financial blockade
(see " Allied Common Affairs "), and the proposals.for the tightening of the general
blockade by the United States (ace wider
United States ") ought to furnish not only
a most effective weapon during (he war. but a powerful, fever during the peace
negotiations, and a means of keeping a measure of control over Germany during the
transition period. Meanwhile, the enemy Powers are busy putting their heads
together (see " Enemy Allied Affairs") to be in a position to present a united front on
economic questions at the Peace Conference.
PANAMA.

The attitude of the United States with regard to Canal facilities is tiresome and
incomprehensible.
UNITED STATES.

Sir 0. Spring Rice's warnings as to the possibility" of President Wilson coming
forward with serious peace proposals of his own, if he finds the war too unpopular in
the United States, should be kept in mind throughout while reading the long dis
cussions on the financial and blockade questions. The more we can, on the one hand,
keep independent of the United States by drawing our supplies from within the
Empire, and cutting down our consumption, and, on the other hand, educate the
President and the American public to our point of view as regards peace terms, the
greater the chance of a satisfactory peace. Of these two methods of securing a good
peace the second is largely speculative ; the only certain method is to develop and
husband our own resources, buying nothing from the United States which we can
possibly produce in the British Empire, or by rigid economy do without.

The question of the military service obligation on British subjects in the United
States is one of great importance. The natural and obvious thing is that they should
have the option of joining the nearest British force, i.c, the Canadian Army, or else
of being drafted into the American Army.
PEACE DISOUSSIOKS.

The Pope's proposals are, in themselves, nebulous and impracticable. They are
dangerous, because they strengthen the idea, winch the Germans have been working
at hard ever since the end of last year, of an early peace. Such a peace can only be
one on the basis of the present " war map," and it is no use for the Allies to.-.talk of
peace till they have changed that map, or till Germany or one of her Allies collapses
from over-strain. '
. . .
Tlic same applies lo the Stockholm Conference, which has this added danger for
the future, that it represents a deliberate attempt to break down the national
organisation of States in favour of an international organisation of the Socialist
parlies. If this could really succeed, and the " Super-State " come about by this
means, there might be something to lie said, for it. But the only result that. Socialist
internationalism can possibly achieve, in practice, is to prevent the less effectively
organised communities, like the British. Empire, from organising themselves for their
future security, without in any way affecting the policy of a highly organised and
intensely nationalist community like Germany.
Meanwhile, the decision of the Western Allied Governments not to grant pass
])orts is only the beginning in each country of an internal conflict which... will
require handling with both tact and firmness.
L. S. A.
Kith August 1917.
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CANADA.
With reference to the telegram of 6th August from the Canadian Government
(see Report No. 28), the Colonial Office on 9th August pointed, out that the British
Government was doing its best to curtail Canadian commitments as drastically as it
could, and hoped that, while an advance out of the October instalment might be
necessary in September, it might be possible to get clear in October. The latest
information was that further dollars would not be forthcoming from the United States
Treasury for the prrrpose of remittance to Canada, in spite of all possible pressure
brought to bear upon the American Government for this purpose. Under the
circumstances, the British Government did not see any alternative to the proposals
made by it on 1st August, and again urged Sir T. White to help by anticipating by a
few weeks the advances which he had promised to make in any case.
In a telegram of 10th August from Sir II. Lever to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the former, after having seen Sir T. White on the 8th, expressed the view
that he would accept the British Governments proposal if pressed, but suggested
that it might be useful to offer some slight solatium, such as an offer to meet the
Bank of Commerce loan of $5,000,000 in September, if Sir T. White met this month's
Bank of Montreal loan. This, he thought, could be done out of the balance in
New York. Sir T. White was evidently under the impression that the $15,000,000
a month from monies received from the United States Treasury was less than we
could afford for Canada." The fear of the bad political effect of a serious reduction
of the Canadian munition output had no doubt also weighed with him. On the 13th
Sir H. Lever telegraphed that unless the Treasury could furnish additional financial
support it was urgent that the Imperial Munitions Board should be definitely ordered
to reduce its programme so as to adjust it to the available finance, viz., $25,000,000
-a month from the Canadian Ministry of Finance and $15,000,000 from the Treasury
account in New York.
On 10th August Sir If. Lever telegraphed to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
that the Canadian loan issue of $100,000,000 having failed (it would appear that
between 75 and 85 millions of the loan were taken up hy the public), as it was
undesirable that any public admission of failure should be made, he had arranged
with Sir T. White on the 8th that the British Treasury should take up $25,000,000
of the loan, participating in the underwriting syndicate at the price of 96^-. Of this
$25,000,000, a total of $10,000,000 will share pro rata in any sales \vhich the
syndicate may be able to effect. Any balance of the $ 10,000,000 as well as the
remaining $15,000,000 are only to be disposed of after the syndicate has closed. The
Treasury has approved Sir EL' Lever's action.
The Pacific Cable Board and British Post Office have received an offer from the
Canadian Pacific Railway to lease a wire from Halifax to Montreal for 15 years. The
wire could either be across Maine, in -which case its length would be 760 miles, or
keep entirely in British territory, which would involve a total length of 900 miles,
and the Company tushes to know which route would be preferred. The wire is to
be used to carry all classes of Australasian traffic and. Government of Canada
traffic.
The Winnipeg Liberal Convention at its final session passed a resolution expressing
its admiration of Sir W. Laurier, and its " hope that his undoubted ability, long.
" experience, and. matchless statesmanship may be utilised in recruiting the people
"of Canada in this great crisis in the successful'prosecution of the war and in.
'" carrying out the platform laid down by the Convention." An uncompromising
resolution denouncing the whole conduct of the war under Sir R. Borden was also
adopted on the motion of Mr. A. L. S ifton, Premier of Alberta, who had been expected
to support a Union Government. Coupled, with the absence of any really definite
pronouncement for conscription this, at first, looked as if the Western Liberal revolt
-against Sir W. Laurier had.been effectively quelled. Since the meeting there appears

to have been a certain reaction. The Winnipeg "Free Press " and " Tribune " both
denounce the suggestion that Sir W. Laurier could lead Western Canadian Liberalism.
The Executive of the Great War Veterans Association denounced the resolution as an
insult to Western Canadians by "party politicians and traitors." Mr. Hudson,
Attorney-General of Manitoba, and chairman of the Resolutions Committee of theConvention, has issued a statement explaining that the resolution of admiration for
Sir W. Laurier commits no one to his leadership.
The "omnibus" resolution on the war passed by the Convention was as
follows :—
" In this war of democratic civilisation against military despotism the conditions
call for the putting forth by each. Allied belligerent, of its fidl power as the
only assurance of victory.
" The entire resources of the country—moral and material, man power and
wealth—are justly disposable by the State in times of peril for the preservation
of its national liberties.
" The imperative duty of the people of Canada to-daj- in regard to the war is its
continued and vigorous prosecution :—
" First, by conferring with the British Government for the purpose of
definitely ascertaining the Bcope and character of the assistance that can best.
be given by Canada ;
" Second, by the maintenance in unimpaired strength at the Front of our
fighting forces, and the taking of all steps necessary to secure the required
reinforcements for the Canadian contingent ;
"Third, by organising the production of other contributions to the war,
such as food, munitions and other war necessities upon the lines of the greatest
efficiency;
" Fourth, by the complete extinction of profiteering in all business having
to do. with munitions and. the necessities of life, if necessary, by the
nationalisation of these industries, or by the adaptation of the British system
of control;
" Fifth, by the recovery for the Public Treasury for the present requirements ,
of the State of undue profits obtained since the beginning of the war by the
exploitation of the people ;
" Sixth, by the application of a combined system of sharply graded taxation
upon incomes and excess profits, which shall ensure that every citizen shall
bear his or her full share of war burdens, according to his or her means ;
" Seventh, by the thorough organisation, of the nation, and carrying out of
this programme by whatever means be necessary for its accomplishment."
There were other resolutions in favour of an increase in the British preference to
50 per cent, with a view to ultimate free trade between Canada and Great Britain,
in favour of extending the Dominion franchise to women, and for the publicity of
campaign fund contributions.
A Bill was introduced into the Canadian House of/ Commons on 13th August by
the Minister of Justice, Mr. Doherty, making provision ifor Canadian soldiers overseas
to vote at the forthcoming elections. All soldiers wilL.be entitled to vote, and. the
term will include not only minors, but also nurses and Canadian Indians, i.e., classes
who would not have the franchise in Canada itself.

' AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
*
At a meeting of the Ministerial party last week the immediate taking of a second,
referendum on conscription was strongly urged by Sir W. Irvine and other members,
but the meeting as a whole was opposed to any departure from the present j)olicy of
concentrating effort on voluntarism. In answer to a deputation from the Chamber of
Agriculture which had urged the necessitj'- of National Service, Mr. Hughes replied
that no logical objection could be raised against this proposal, but his election pledge
was against the introduction of conscription until circumstances arose justifying the
variation.
A Bill giving returned soldiers and sailors special facilities for entering theCommonwealth public service has passed the House of Representatives.

The Senate has passed a motion in favour of the appointment of an Australian
official representative to the United States.
In his Budget speech on 8th August Sir J . Forrest estimated the revenue for the
present financial year as 35,181,655/. Adding last year's surplus the amount avail
able to meet expenditure will be 37,283,832/,., of which 13,109,351/. will be available
from revenue for war services. The total war expenditure from revenue and loan in
the past year was 61,506,81.1/,.; for this year it is estimated at 97,160,581./. This
means the necessity for raising 64,065,922/. by loan this year, and every effort will be
made to raise this money in Australia. The total public debt of the Commonwealth
on 30th June last was 169,177,767/., of which .127,964,989/. was war loan.
The new taxation proj)osals of the Government are a wartime profits tax, estimated
to produce one million for the two years 1915-17, and an additional income tax of
10 per cent, with a 10/. minimum, on all single men and childless widowers between
21 and 45 years who have not enlisted. This last tax is estimated to produce
500,000/., and its proceeds are to be used for repatriation purposes.
The Governor of Victoria is informed by the Premier that a resolution will he
moved in the Legislative Assembly on 16th August proposing that the post of State
Governor be abolished. The Government, while in sympathy with the proposal,
recognises that for a change of this kind to be effective it must be introduced and
accepted by all States, and that it is only one of several important constitutional
changes that are likely to be adopted after the. war. For this reason, the Government
will move as an amendment to the resolution that the future constitution of Australian
States be referred to a Conference of Premiers.
Mr. Holmaii, Premier of New South Wales, was received on the 11th. at Havre by
the King of the Belgians, and on this occasion handed to Queen Elizabeth two
cheques totalling 59,292/., bringing the total subscribed by New South Wales for
Belgian War victims to 720,000/".

NEW ZEALAND.
The Dominion Government have gratefully accepted the British Governments
offer of His Majesty's ship "Torch," which will be re-christened "Rama," the Maori
eqtuvalent of her present name.

SOUTH AFRICA.
The result of the Wool Conference held on 27th July was a resolution empowering
the Union Government to make the best terms possible in the interests of the Colony,
but there was a strong feeling that a slightly increased price should be offered for the
new clips. Before discussing this matter in detail, however, the Governor-General
has requested to be informed of the policy and position of His Majesty's Government
as regards the present brisk competition of Japanese and American buyers for
forward delivery. The Japanese demand is particularly keen—one agent alone is
prepared to take 116,000 bales. Price is apparently no object, and it is evident that
Japanese purchases are not being limited to the country's power of consumption.
Americans are also offering to buy the new clips for forward delivery. Under these
circumstances, it is not easy for the Union Government to give effect to the wishes of
the War Office by prohibiting the export of wool to destinations other than the United
Kingdom. The Japanese are in a position to provide freight for what they buy in
their steamships, which now call regularly at Union ports. Wool producers, seeing
them, prepared to give high prices and. able to handle the goods, are not likely to
agree to an arrangement which would bind them to sell only to His Majesty's
Government.
The Shipping Controller has asked for the appointment at Cape Town of a local
committee to decide from which shippers homeward cargo authorised by the Ministry
is to be drawn, and the South African Conference Committee have, with his approval,
telegraphed to their Cape Town representative suggesting a list of names nominated
by the different lines to serve on the Committee. The Union Government wall also
be asked to nominate a representative to attend the meetings.
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MAURITIUS.
The Colonial Office has suggested to the Governor of Mauritius the desirability of
opening, and keeping open for, say, six months, a further guaranteed local loan in
order to assist in coping with present and prospective difficulties of exchange. Bonds
to be redeemable in five years. Proceeds to be held in the Colony and ultimately to
be used in paying for sugar.

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
The Governor-General of Portuguese East Africa has informed the Union Govern
ment that the export of maize, except to Portugal, has been strictly prohibited by the
Portuguese Government. It will therefore be necessary for the AVheat Commission
to proceed through diplomatic channels to obtain permission for the export of the
maize which it has purchased at Beira.

WEST INDIES.
The Army Council now proposes to suspend the recruiting of West Indians for
duty in France till next spring, when the question will be reconsidered. The Colonial
Office has accordingly telegraphed to ascertain what numbers are at present a waiting
embarkation and in training The question of drafts for the maintenance of the
battalion in Eg3 pt is not yet settled.
T

MALTA.
It is not yet certain whether the agreement about to be concluded between Great
Britain and France on the subject of military service obligations to be reciprocally
imposed, will apply to Algeria. His Majesty's representative at Algiers has, however,
been informed that, if and when it does, Maltese British subjects who may elect,
under the agreement, to serve in the British Army, must return to Great Britain and
not to Malta. As most of these Maltese are probably unable to speak English, it is
hoped that they will elect to serve in. the French Army.

CYPRUS.
In answer to a suggestion from the General Officer Commanding in Egypt that
Cyprus should be included in his command in the interests of uniform control and
co-ordination, more particularly in order to deal with local espionage, the High
Commissioner, Sir E. Clauson, replied on 11th August that such a change would
impair his ordinary and martial law responsibility, would create grave political
difficulties, and would be disadvantageous even from the military point of view, as it
would involve subordinating the existing English port and military police officers,
who understand local conditions, to Army officers not under the High Commissioner's
orders. There have been minor differences of point of view, more particularly over
a suggestion made by the intelligence officer in Egypt who corresponds with Cyprus
that no Moslem Cypriotes should be allowed to work on ships or boats, which
Sir E. Clauson, on naval advice, rejected as a groundless provocation of the boat
captains and a political blunder. The High Commissioner suggests that a general
stafE officer might be appointed to reside in Cyprus and keep in close touch
with him.

PART II-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
A. telegram was sent on 11th August to His Majesty's Ambassadors in Paris. Rome
and Washington, declaring that His Majesty's Government are of opinion that the
time has come for the Allies to bring pressure to bear on neutral banks to discourage
them from rendering financial services to the enemy. The telegram suggests that a
notice should be issued in the Press of the various European neutral countries to the
effect that the Governments of Great Britain, France, Italy, Russia and the United
States have decided that it may become inexpedient for any banking house in these
countries to continue to do business with any banking house in the neutral country in
question which grants or increases loans or overdrafts to an enemy Government, or
enemy companj'wheresoever domiciled, or subscribes to or purchases a loan issued
by an enemy of the Allies, or purchases or deals, on behalf of an enemy, in any public
or private bond or certificate or dividend warrant or note, bill, cheque or draft
payable in an Allied country, or transmits any document or message relating to any
of the above transactions. The Allied Governments concerned, therefore, hold them
selves free to instruct their subjects to discontinue all intercourse, direct or indirect,
with any banking house which has not by a certain date notified the Secretary,
Bankers' Clearing House, Lombard Street, E.C. 3, of its intention to abstain
completely from participation in any such transactions. The telegram points out
that the suggested notice would still leave it open to the Allies to decide whether
they should carry out the threat contained in the notice against all banks which have
failed to notify or only against such as are known to have rendered special assistance
to the enemj .
On 7th August the Italian Embassy in London returned to the charge with regard
to the location of the Allied Silk Bureau, urging that all the financial and economic
considerations indicated Milan and not Lyons as the appropriate headquarters for the
Bureau. Lord Bertie was asked on the 10th to suggest to the French Government the
desirability- of finding some compromise, and replied on the 11th that the Italian
Ambassador at Paris is to receive instructions from home to formulate a proposal
and that the two Governments primarily concerned might discuss the matter for a
few days before we intervened with any- proposal of our own for a compromise.
7

FRANCE.
The post of Minister of Marine left vacant by Admiral Lacaze's resignation was
filled on 10th August by the appointment of M. Charles Chaumet. At the same time
M. Jacques Dumesnil was appointed to the new post of Under Secretary for Marine.
M. Chaumet is a Moderate Radical who was Under Secretary of Posts and Telegraphs
in the Monis, Cailkrux, Poihcare and Briand Cabinets, and has, since 1915, been
President of the Navy Commission of the Chamber. M. Dumesnil is a Radical
Socialist and "friendly to M. Malvy. It is suggested that his appointment w as made
for political motives to conciliate advanced supporters of the Government who might
be displeased hy M. Chaumet's appointment.
On 12th August Mr. Hoover urged that in view of the impossibility of buying
wheat at the moment the French Government should cede to the Relief Commission
for Northern France part of the wheat held for them in America by the AVheat.
Export Company. The British Government concurs in the suggestion.
r

ITALY.
A telegram was sent to Sir C. Spring Rice on 11th August pointing out that the
Italian oranges and lemons of the 1917-18 crop will be free to pass to the enemy

through. Switzerland unless the Italian Government can he induced to stop this traffic
by an arrangement which would compensate Italian interests. The British Govern
ment are considering a scheme for buying up the whole exportable surplus of oranges,
about 95,000 tons, and 80,000 tons of lemons, selling the oranges in Allied and
neutral countries (the latter on a ration basis) or to the War Office, and converting
the lemons-into citrate of lime to be stored in Italy till after the war. The business
arrangements would be in the hands of Mr. Dottridge, head of a large firm of London
fruit brokers. The total liability is estimated at about 2,000,000?.. The Government
anticipate that most of this will be covered by sales. But they are anxious to know
if the American Government will join with the British and French Governments, or if
the French are unwilling, with the British Government, in bearing any possible loss,
in view of the great importance of depriving the enemy of a source of supply that
may be vital to him both as a substitute for fats and as an anti-scorbutic.

BELGIUM.
In order to meet the urgent requirements of the Relief Commission for the
provisioning of Belgium and Northern France, His Majesty's Government have
decided to instruct the Senior Naval Officers at British ports of examination that
relief vessels, once loaded, are not to be delayed for any reasons of general policy
arising from differences that may exist between His Majesty's Government and the
country whose flag the vessel flies. With the same object in view, instructions have
been given to His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to propose to the United
States Government that all neutral vessels lying in United States ports with
foodstuffs for neutral European countries (foodstuffs for Sweden and cereals for
Denmark excepted) should be allowed to clear, on condition that their consignees'
consent to the division of, say, two-thirds of their cargoes to Rotterdam for Belgium
relief purposes. There are 56 Dutch ships now lying in United States ports (of these
42 are loaded with foodstuff cargoes amounting to 194,600 tons), so that this
proposal, if adopted, would result in moving a considerable amount of tonnage.
In response to representations of the Belgian Government, the Treasury on
11th August transferred to the account of the French Government 16,000,000 francs
in respect of the equalisation of the British and French advances to Belgium.

GREECE.
On 8th August Mr. Crackanthorpe reported, on the authority of His Majesty's
Consul at Janina, that the Italian authorities were making no visible preparations to
evacuate Epirus. They have refused permission to certain Greek officials, including
the Director of Agriculture, to proceed to Janina through their military lines.
Having reference to reports received of the ill-treatment of Albanians in Epirus,
Mr. Crackanthorpe has been directed to intimate to M. Venizelos that His Majesty's
Government look to him to take steps to prevent them from being injured or
oppressed.
In reply to a query as to the exact position which the Greek Government
considered it now stood in with regard to the Central Powers, Mr. Crackanthorpe
telegraphed on 11th August that the present Greek Government regard themselves
as the successors of the late Provisional Government, and that a state of war exists
between Greece and the Central Powers in virtue of the Provisional Governments
formal declaration of war made at Salonika. The existence of a state of war was
affirmed in the speech from the Throne, and will be confirmed in the address in reply
this week.
On 9th. August the Minister of Finance announced in the Chamber that he had
ascertained that since the beginning of 1916 three loans of 40,000,000 drachmas each
were contracted in Germany by the Scouloudis and Lambros Ministries. These loans
had been contracted without the knowledge and consent of Parliament, and had not
been mentioned in the 1916 Budget. While the first two loans were being concluded
the Greek Government was actually trying to raise a loan for 120,000,000 drachmas
in France and England. The second loan was secured about the time of the

surrender of Fort Rupel. It is probable that the Ministers responsible for these
proceedings will be brought before a special tribunal.
Telegraphing on 9th August, Mr. Crackanthorpe described party feeling in Greece
as outwardly quiescent, but doubted if any real progress towards reconciliation had
been made. The Constantinists will continue to work quietly for the return of the
-ex-King as long as they think there is any hope of a German victory. Any reverse
on the Salonikan front might render M. Venizelos's position very difficult.
Mr. Crackauthorpe has suggested to his colleagues the desirability of getting King
Alexander more into touch with the Allied Legations as a step towards the reconciha
tion of rival parties, and to get the King out of his present isolation where he is more
or less in the hands of the former palace entourage. The Foreign Secretary has
approved the suggestion subject to the consent of the French Charge d'Affaires.
Referring to this, M. Venizelos on the 11th told Mr.. Crackanthorpe that matters
were complicated by the King's attachment to a young Greek lady of good family
whom he had hoped to marry before recent changes, a fact which might weigh
with him in trying to secure his father's return as a means towards his own domestic
happiness. M. Venizelos added that he found that the ground gained by him in one
audience with the King was invariably lost by the time the next audience took place.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. Politis, has confided to Mr. Crackanthorpe
that he has telegraphed to Paris urging M. JonnarPs return, as he looks to his strong
hand to keep in order the more extreme section among the French who aim at a
virtual protectorate over Greece.
The British Military Attache reported on .10th August that he had been informed
by the Chief of the Greek General Staff that the 1916 and 1917 recruit classes are to
be called, up for training at the end of the month. Nothing has been settled as to
calling up any classes of reservists. The Greeks are opposed to the French scheme
of putting in the field successive divisions which would disorganise their whole
system, and woidd prefer a general mobilisation when the necessary equipment is
available. The Military Attached impression is that nothing substantial can be
expected from the Greek Army before February or March next. In his opinion the
chance of arousing any enthusiasm in the Greek Army and nation depends on the
prospect of a military success on the Macedonian front. The national disinclination
to embark on a fresh war may still prove a trump card for the Anti-Venizelist party,
which is by no means dead. Another facto"r of importance is the personality of the
Allied. Commander-in-Chief. The Greek Army is not likely to take kindly to General
Sarrail after all that- has happened, and the Chief of Staff did, in fact, ask rather
pointedly whether he was to be replaced.
Meanwhile the evacuation of Old Greece.is practically completed. Small French
parties, however, remain at Larissa and on the railway as well as on the Itea-Bralo
road which is being doubled to admit of motor lorry traffic both ways. The movement
of Greek units from the Morea to their normal stations is proceeding slowly.
There appears to be no foundation for the rumours that the French military
authorities have seized all the Thessalian crop for themselves. They have taken
about 7,000 tons. No wheat has yet been stored on account of the purchase by the
Greek Government of the surplus of the Thessalian wheat crop. The grain is being
hidden and the Government do not feel strong enough to incur the risks attaching to
forcible seizure of the stocks.
M. Venizelos himself is very anxious as regards the financial situation, and on
14th. August told Mr. Crackanthorpe that unless the Allies helped him with a War
Loan on. a more generous scale than the present proposals his Ministry -would have
to resign.
ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.
Representatives of Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey met in Vienna
on 9th August to discuss the terms of economic agreement between them after the Avar.
Germany's anxiety, to create an economic unit with her present Allies is not, on the face
of it, consistent, Sir W. Townley points out, with, her insistence that there shall be no
economic alliance directed against her after the war, and he suggests that attention,
should be drawn to this in order to encourage the weaker enemy vessels to stand out
till they can see what the futme has in store for them. ' But no doubt Germany wotild
be Avilling enough to disclaim a policy of tariff exclusiveness in Middle Europe i n
-order to secure most-favotirecl terms in the outside world, as she can control the
markets of Middle Europe far more effectively by railway and canal rates, as well as
by cartels and syndicates covering the whole region.
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GERMAN AFFAIRS.
A German official wireless of 8th August announced that Herr Schiffer, leader of
the National Liberal Party, has been appointed Director of the Imperial Treasury
Office, Taxation Department. By a special decree the post has been converted into
an Under Secretaryship of State. Herr Schiffer is 57 years of age and the son of a
forwarding agent.
The daily output of the Essen coal mines has fallen from a pre-war average of
1,200 to 784 tons. The Dutch Vice-Consul at Essen in a recently published article
observes that the falling off in the production of iron, coal, and potassium is due to
three causes, viz., lack of labour, reduction in the individual energy of workmen, and
shortage of machinery and tools. At a recent meeting of S,000 Essen miners, a
resolution was adopted admitting the necessity for an increased output; it was
pointed out, however, that this must depend upon the miners getting better nourish
ment. The present rations are insufficient and wages must be raised to enable the
men to get sufficient food.
Information from a reliable confidential source goes to show that this year's
harvest in Germany is likely to show a serious falling off (estimated at about 30 per
cent.) as compared with that of 1916. The latter was 25 per cent, below the average.
The decrease is attributed by a competent observer as partly due to the great
scarcity of agricultural machinery, which in its turn is due to the lack of skilled
labour for repairs, &c. Milk and meat production have fallen 40 per cent.
Sir W. Towuley sends the following first-hand notes on the political colour of the
various new members of the Imperial and Prussian Ministries :—
"Imperial Cabinet: Chancellor, Dr. Michaelis, Kaiser cum Hindenburg
gramophone record ; Chief of Cabinet, Gravenitz, thorough Conservative ; Foreign
Office, von Kuhlmann, Annexationist, anti-U-boat as far as neutrals are concerned,
his under secretaries Bussche as before and Stumm equally as before, one of the
chief opponents of the Delbruck group ; Home Office, A. (Economic), Dr. Schwander,
an old Alsatian, Mayor of Strassburg, claimed as moderate Liberal (right wing of
Independents) ; B. (Military, Educational, Science, &c.), Herr Wallraff, Mayor of
Cologne, Free Conservative (left wing of Conservatives) ; Admiralty, Capelle as
before (some people think Tirpitz may come back) ; Justice, Dr. von Krause (left wing"
of National Liberals) ; Treasury, von Roedern, Conservative, no change; UnderSecretary .Schiffer, one of leading National Liberals, was expected to succeed late
Basserman as leader of Party, stands midway between two extremes of it,
and has been largely instrumental in keeping two sections together ; Colonial
Office, Dr. Solf, no change, anti-annexationist, but determined to recover
Colonial Empire or substitute, a ' Delbruck' man, and, if anyone can be
so called, the real ' Parliamentary ' candidate for the Chancellorship ;
Railways, von Breitenbach, no change, Conservative Bureaucrat, is also Prussian
Minister of Railways, and in that capacity has agreed to the reform of the Prussian
electoral system ; Post Office, Secretary Ruedlin, Under Secretary Granzow, political
colour undefined ; War Food Controller, also Prussian Commissary for Food Distri
bution, von Waldow, strict Conservative ; Undersecretaries, von Braun, Conservative,
Dr. August Miiller, Social Democrat. In addition to these, Helfferich remains as
Vice-Chancellor, State Secretary without TJO^HOLO. He is most unpopular with
everybody in the Reichstag, but is expected to exercise effective control over foreign
policy, especially in its economic aspects.
" Prussian Cabinet : Finance, Hergt, politics uncertain ; Education, Dr. Schmidt,,
bureaucratic career, no politics ; Interior, Dr. Drews, bureaucratic career ; Justice,
Dr. Spahn, Leader of Centre Party ; War Office, von Stein, no change ; Agri
culture, von Eisenhart Rothe, Conservative; Railways and Public Works, von
Breitenbach, see above. Essential feature of this Cabinet is that while it is committed
to electoral reform in Prussia, it is a Ministry chosen from the ranks of bureaucratic
officialdom.".

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN AFFAIRS.
According to the Weekly Report of the Intelligence Bureau, dated 11th August,,
Baron von Beck, who was Austrian Premier when Universal Suffrage was introduced
in 1906-7, is widely regarded as the coming man. Meanwhile, the Emperor is taking.

an active part in the negotiations which are continuing with the object of settling the
Austrian internal situation before the Peace Conference. The present Premier,
von Seidler, has attempted, so far without success, to detach the Jugoslavs and
Ukrainians from the Slav block by the offer of portfolios.
The Ukrainian position has been complicated for Austria by the Russian
Revolution and the prospect of a real Ukrainian autonomy in a federalised Russian
Republic, or even Ukrainian independence. The Ukrainians in Eastern Galicia are
no longer as enthusiastic over their deliverance from Russia as they were two years
ago, and the Austrian Government will have at once to face the embarrassing decision
whether it is to recognise wholeheartedly the Ukrainian status of Eastern Galicia at
the risk of offending the Poles, or to complete the process of throwing the Austrian
Ukrainians into Russia's arms. The Intelligence Bureau notes that Archbishop
"Szeptycki, head of the Ukrainian Uniate Church in Eastern Galicia, has, since his
release by the Russian Provisional Government, gone, not to Austria, but to
Switzerland, no doubt in order to keep his hands free for developments.
Among the Austrian Slavs generally there is evidently a good deal of difference of
opinion as to the best tactics to pursue, the opportunist section being prepared to
discuss Austrian reconstruction by itself, while the more extreme parties insist that
Austria-Hungary as a whole must be reconstructed. In this connection the most
interesting recent development is the tendency of Czechs and other Slavs,
both in speeches and articles, to dismiss the suggestion of internal reforms as no
longer worth serious consideration, and openly to pin their hopes to the' settlement
which, they believe, will be imposed upon Austria-Hungary in their interest by the
Entente. It is not easy to judge, however, how far this is simply the result of the
new policy which allows the subject races a greater liberty in letting off steam than
they have had for three years, or how far it is based on a growing conviction of the
imminent collapse of Austria-Hungary and of the certainty of an Entente victory.
The Austro-Hungarian non-Slav press generally followed the line of the
" Fremdenblatt" (see Report No. 28) in treating Lord R. Cecihs recent speech
as an attempt to drive a wedge between Germany and Austria-Hungary, and lead
up to a separate peace. While they one and all scout the idea of a separate peace
as absurd, several of them suggest that Austria-Hungary would, be quite willing to
act as a mediator. The " Fremdenblatt/s " Berlin correspondent subsequently wired
in reference to criticisms upon this idea, in Pan-German circles that he had been
assured in authoritative quarters that if the Entente should seek a road for peace
negotiations to Germany through Austria-Hungary, Berlin would be not merely
satisfied but delighted. The Hungarian Socialist " Nepszava " comments on the
speech as follows :—"Behind'all utterances of this sort there is hidden the hope, no
" less ardent because it is unrealisable, of a separate peace. The clumsy desires of
" German diplomats to bring about a separate peace with Russia only provoked the
" Russian offensive, whose object was to dissipate any suspicious on the subject.
'" Cecil's offer, if it was an offer, can fare no better. These three years have so
" wrought the fabric of world events, forging together the unities grouped in close
" alliance on one side or the other, that all efforts to loosen particular threads must
" be futile. Separate peace is no good as a formula. English diplomacy might just
" as well learn that from, the Russo-German example."

' HOLLAND.
The Netherlands Minister in London reported on 8th August, with regard to the
Bergen incident, that His Majesty's Government tendered an apology for the violation
of Dutch neutrality with regard to two of the ships, which were recognised to have
been attacked in Dutch territorial waters, but that the four others were considered as
lawful prize having been seized outside territorial, waters. If the Netherlands
Government had any appeal to make against this decision it should be made in the
Prize Court. The Dutch Minister for Foreign Affairs pointed out to Sir W. Townley
that this finding was at variance with that of the Dutch, naval authorities, and that his
Government could not agree to the question of the violation of its territorial rights
being settled in a foreign Prize Court. He suggested, that the case should be
submitted to an Anglo-Dutch or neutral Commission, or at least that a Dutch naval
officer should be heard in London or an English officer come over to examine the
evidence on the spot.

On the same date Sir W. Townley expressed the serious concern of His Majesty's
Government at a recent hint from the Minister of Agriculture that the agreements
with the Landhouw Export Bureau and the Netherlands Oversea Trust would have
to be revised in consequence of the formation of the Central Export Company, which
is more than suspected of leanings towards the enemy. The Minister for Foreign.
Affairs said nothing had been decided, and that the Export Company was more
directed against Germany than against ourselves.
The difficulties with the Netherlands Oversea Trust, which led to the breaking off
of all official relations with the British Legation, have been surmounted, and
correspondence will be resumed forthwith. The Trust are sending a summary of
tfeeir grievances, and. inviting our Commercial Attache to attend their executive
meeting on the 17th to discuss the points. Meanwhile, the British Government have
continued to urge Mr. Hoover unofficially to negotiate in. regard to the release of
shipping with the Trust, whose prestige it is most desirable to maintain, and not with
the Netherlands Government which is advised by influences hostile to us.
Orders have been issued by the Dutch Government that no sand and gravel are to
pass through from Germany as from 15th August to the end of the year.
Sir W. Townley telegraphed on 10th August urging that the existing scheme for
providing English coal to Holland should be immediately revised as it has proved
a complete failure, and leaves Holland entirely at Gerrnany's mercy as regards coal.
Negotiations with Germany are now proceeding, and the Germans are insisting both
on a considerably higher price and on definite undertakings with regard to the export
of Dutch agricultural produce.
His Majesty's Government have stated that they are prepared to drop the potato
question subject to the stoppage of the export to Germany, an offer to us of 2,000
tons of new potatoes and certain minor conditions. The potato question being settled
they are prepared to resume the issue of letters of assurance on the usual conditions,
subject to American licenses being secured, in the case of articles on. the United
States embargo list, and, in the case of non-embargoed goods, subject to the usual
considerations. This is, however, not to apply to metals till a satisfactory undertaking
has been obtained with regard to the transit of metals between Belgium and
Germany.
1
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SWITZERLAND.
The projected loan to Germany, although it is to be made by a syndicate of Swiss
bankers, is under the auspices of the SAVISS GoA ernment and is part of an inter
national agreement. Sir II. Rumbold asks Avhether the issue of such a loan from a
neutral state to one belligerent if facilities are rehised to others does not, under
international law, constitute an unneutral act ?
r

SWEDEN.
Sir E. HoAvard telegraphed on .13th August that the Austro-Hungarian Minister at
Stockholm, Count Hadik, had been appointed to a new post at Budapest, and was to
be succeeded by Count Tarnowski, lately Ambassador at Washington. Sir E. Howard
suggests that this appointment \vas probably made to influence the Poles in Stockholm,
and possibly to secure the assent of the Russian Poles to the election of Archduke
Charles Stephen to the Polish throne.
In a despatch of 26th July on the political situation in Sweden, Sir E. Howard
states that the main internal issues, viz., the abolition of the plural cumulative vote
for Municipal and Provincial Councils, which in turn elect the Upper House of the
Riksdag, and full parliamentary control of the GoA^ernment, have rather lost interest
for the Swedes, who are mainly occupied Avith anxiety about their supply of foodstuffs
and raw materials. A decided victory for the parties of the Left is probable at the
September elections, but an Allied demand on Sweden to stop all exports of iron ore
and pulp to Germany might be used for Avhat it is Avorth by the Conservatives to
discredit their pro-Entente opponents, and an armed collision betAveen Russia and
Finland might give them an even better opportunity of working up the old anti-Russian,
activist feeling.

lo
The Swedish Government have been endeavouring to arrange a conference of
neutral European Governments at Stockholm, nominally to secure the protection of
neutral rights during the Avar and participation in any changes of international laAv
-on conclusion of peace. The real object, however, may possibly' be to dismiss a
common policy in view of the restriction of American imports. It appears that the
Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs suggested that the Spanish, Dutch, and Swiss
Ministers in Stockholm should discuss at Stockholm the organisation of such a
Conference. Denmark is prepared to take part, but doubts if any practical results
will follow. The Norwegian Government.only agree to taking part in the proposed
Conference if all the neutral European Powers accept. The Norwegian papers have
discussed the idea, and contrary opinions have been expressed, the most substantial
Norwegian view being that Norway has nothing to gain, and probably something to
lose by making common cause Avith her neutral neighbours. The Swiss Federal
Council are prepared to discuss the cp.iest.ion in principle, but will not decide till they
know the programme to be submitted. It is understood that Spain has declined the
suggestion, adding that Madrid would he a more convenient place of meeting should
such a conference be desirable.
This neutral conference has nothing to do with an inter-Scandinayian Commercial
Conference which will be held in Stockholm, probably under the chairmanship of
K. A. Wallenberg, on 14th and 15th September. The objects of this conference are
the promotion of joint industrial legislation, concession laws, and the consideration of
the inter-Scandinavian exchange problem.
NORWAY.
Telegraphing on 13th August, Sir M. Findlay expresses the opinion that Germany's
present efforts to conciliate Norwegian sympathies show that she clearly appreciates
the danger of forcing Norway into the A v a r , and providing us and the United States
with a nav&l base in Scandinavian waters. A statement attributed to Dr. Krieger at
the recent interview at Sassnitz, that if Norway cut off her exports to Germany it
would mean war, may only have been bluff which Germany has to keep up, and
A v h i c h the Norwegian Government will no doubt use to try and soften the heart of
America. Dr. Nansen, just before going to America, emphasised the belief that the
complete stoppage of exports would mean war, but the fact that he has gone to
America A v i t h an absolutely free hand to make any arrangement without further
reference to his Government is, in Sir M. Find] ay s opinion, an indication that the
Norwegian Government themselves do not really fear attack.
With regard, to the effectiveness of the pressure which the United' States can put
on Norway in the matter of petroleum and lubricating oil, Sir M. Findlay reports that
the quantities of both receiA^ed from Germany are A^ery small, and that it is improbable
that she could supply enough to make Norway independent.
?

SPAIN.
The railway strike on the Norte railway began on the night of 10th August. Sir
Arthur Hardinge telegraphed, on 12th August that the strike A v a s to become general
on the following day. This wide development was in advance of the A v i s h e s of the
Parliamentarists, but if it looked like succeeding they would put themselves at its
head. The army A v e r e siding with the Parliamentarists. The object of the strike
Avas to overthrow the existing regime.
The Government proclaimed martial law on the 13th. The general strike broke
out at Bilbao that morning, and a train A v a s wrecked near Bilbao, with some loss of
life. The military A v e r e in sufficient strength to keep the t o A v n quiet. The authorities
are taking energetic measures to control the situation, and, according to Press reports,
have arrested the.leading revolutionaries in Madrid.
CHINA.
China declared
. August.
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Avar

on Germany and Austria-Hungary from 10 a.m. on 14th
D

On 8 th August the-Japanese Foreign. Minister sent for Sir Conyngham Greene and'
said that as it was now clear that the Chinese Government was prepared to declare
war on Germany the time had come for the Allied Powers to agree definitely as to the
offers to be made to China in-satisfaction of China's previously expressed desires, lie
submitted a memorandum embodying the following proposals : - (I) As regards
Customs Tariffs, an effective 5 per cent., instead, of a 40 per cent., surtax on the
present tariff. This it is suggested would meet with the general approval, of the
Allied Governments. In this connection the Japanese Government is prepared to
waive the claim to put forward the abolition of the cotton export duties as an essential
condition, but reserves the right of putting the matter forward as a Japanese
desideratum at an opportune moment. It also proposes to ask for certain modifica
tions of the existing tariff classification in the interests of Japanese trade, and suggests
that, if in consequence of any delay thereby involved the Chinese Government is in
need of moneys a portion of the proposed loan of 10,000,000L might be advanced to
meet the emergency. (2) As regards the Boxer Indemnity, a postponement without
interest for five years—this instead of the previous British proposal to remit five
years' instalments. (3) As regards the access of Chinese troops to the town of
Tientsin, not to depart from the attitude previously taken up.
On the following day the Foreign Minister handed in a strict!y confidential
memorandum on the general situation, in China. This document states that while
Prince Tuan's Provisional Government is not yet stable, an agreement seems to have
been reached with Vice-President Feng, and the latteFs approval of the declaration of
war is now regarded as possible. The only form of government which, in the opinion
of the Japanese Government, has any chance of securing even relative stability is one
based on agreement between the Northerners and the principal elements in the
Progressive Party. The Southerners are, at present at any rate, quite incapable of
forming a stable Government. Consequently the Japanese Government, though it
wishes that statesmen of all parties could, agree to form a strong Coalition Government,
and has no prejudice against any particular party, is convinced that any encourage
rhent or material support given, to the Southerners at this juncture by one or more of
the Allies would only compromise the restoration of order in China and should, be
discouraged. The warning conveyed in this last passage has, in Sir C. Gree.ne's
opinion, special reference to the possibility of ill-judged interference by American
politicians in Chinese affairs.
The Japanese suggestion was that, if the British Government agreed to the
general policy thus laid down, the Japanese Government would inform the United
States Government of the views of the two Governments, and also inform otherAllies interested in China. The Foreign Office while fully endorsing the main
principle of the memorandum, namely, that the Allies should wholeheartedly support
a Central Government, suggests, in its reply of the 13th, that the best procedure
would be for Japan to address an identic note to ourselves, the United States and the
other Allies. \\e could then adhere to it and at once notify the other Governments
concerned of our adherence.
As regards the terms to be offered to China the British Government, while noting
that the terms are somewdrat less favourable to China than those which it had been
prepared to give, replied, on the 10th that it regarded them as a fair basis of
discussion between the Allied representatives at Peking, and that it was instructing
His Majesty's Charge di'Affaires in that sense. With regard to the proposed changes
in the tariff classification, it refrained from, expressing any opinion in the absence of
information as to their precise character.
On 10th August Sir C. Greene telegraphed that a further note from the Japanese
' Government stated that the negotiations for the American purchase of the Austrian
; ships had stopped, and that the Japanese were negotiating for them and expected an
-early result. The note added that the Japanese Government already knew that His:
/Majesty-s Government had no objection in principle to Japanese purchase, but wished,
to ascertain the British view as to their subsequent disposal. In view of this,
Mr. Alston- has enquired whether there has been a change in the attitude of the
British Government, as even the Japanese Legation at Peking were still under the
impression on the 8th that the matter of purchase was left entirely in our hands. As
.a matter of fact the Chinese Premier had just informed him that he had refused
permission to a Chinese intermediary, acting oil Japanese behalf, to purchase these
ships, and would have to consult his Cabinet before answering the British offer to
purchase them.
:
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Mr. Alston telegraphed on 13th August that after careful consideration lie thinks
it desirable to keep open both the coolie depots. The Chinese Government cannot
interfere with the Tsing-tau recruiting organisation. In the absence of a formal
agreement, which for various reasons is at this moment undesirable, they can interfere
with the arrangements for recruiting for Wei-hai-wei. Tsing-tau has also a capacity
of dealing with 10,000 coolies a month as against 6,000 at Wei-hai-wei. But as the
former is entirely dependent on the goodwill of the Japanese military authorities, a
second independent organisation is advisable. The practice of sending coolies from
Tsing-tau to Wei-hai-wei is, however, to be discontinued. The War Office have
received a report that recruitment is obstructed at Tientsin by a Chinese official who
imprisons and tortures recruiters.
JAPAN.
The understanding between Japan and the British Government with regard ,to
the Pacific Islands, and the general character of the assistance in the war furnished
by Japan, are the subject of a long telegraphic despatch to Washington dated
11th August. The circumstances under which His Majesty's Government undertook,
on the occasion of a Peace Conference, to support the Japanese claim to the retention
of the German Pacific Islands lying north of the Equator, in return for a corresponding
Japanese promise of support of the British claim to the German islands south of the
Equator, and the subsequent naval assistance afforded by Japan in the Mediterranean,
Indian Ocean and Pacific, are summarised. AVith regard to military assistance, the
despatch points out that the question has been raised more than once, and that, while
the Japanese Cabinet were not unfavourable to the idea, the Japanese General Staff
have consistently declared the project impracticable owing to lack of shipping, the
congestion, on the Siberian railway, and the fact that their conscript army could not
constitutionally be employed outside the Empire. On the other hand, valuable
assistance has been rendered in the provision of military equipment, and Russia, more
particularly, has greatly benefited in this way, though the Japanese Staff has been
very reluctant to trench on its reserve stocks, and has refused to send Japanese gun
crews and teams to the Russian front. The view of His Majesty's Government is that
while Japanese statesmen are willing to render valuable aid to the Allies in various
directions, the Japanese Staff is unwilling, and the Government probably unable, to
send any form of military expedition to a European field of operations. An appeal
from the United States for such an expedition is consequently hardly likely to meet
with any success. More hopeful is the prospect of securing for Allied purposes some
portion of the total Japanese mercantile tonnage.
SIAM.
AVith regard to the French application for the appointment of an additional
French sub-manager to the Siam Commercial Bank, Mr. Bering points out that the
appointment would be purely redundant, and adds that owing to French representations
the Siamese Government have already offered to create in favour of a French nominee
the post of a reporter on trade matters in the Commerce and Statistics Branch of the
Ministry of Finance with remuneration corresponding to that of a bank accountant.
' AYith regard to the seized enemy vessels, His Majesty's Government are proposing
that they should be allotted on the basis of 35 per cent, each to the British and French
Governments, and 30 per cent, to the Japanese Government. They urge, however,
that the Japanese Government should allow these ships to be time chartered to an
approved firm for the European trade. The United States Government are being
asked to discourage private firms attempting to purchase the vessels.
URUGUAY.
Representations have been made to the Governments of France and the United
States asking them to-support the claim that British and. French warships m a y b e
allowed the same facilities for visiting Uruguayan ports as those already given by the
Uruguayan Government to United States vessels.

CHILE.
There appears to be a great deal of unnecessary competition not only among the
Allies but even among different American Departments in the Chilean nitrate market,
and the United States Ambassador at Santiago is suggesting that such competition
should be somewhat restricted.
PERU.
The Peruvian Government have addressed enquiries to His Majesty's Government
and to that of the United States regarding their proposed utilisation of six German
steamers interned, five at Gallao and one at Mollendo. The terms suggested by the
Peruvian Government amount to virtual seizure of the ships. They would fly the
Peruvian flag and be manned by Peruvian crews without making any payment either
during the war or on account of charter or purchase. They would be used mainly
for the transport of supplies between Peru and ports in the United States and
Argentine. The Peruvian Government also claim option of purchase at the end of
the war at a price to be arranged then.
The Peruvian Government have addressed, a note demanding an indemnity from
the German Government for sinking the "Lorton." The President is reported to be
resolved on insisting on an indemnity and refusing any compromise. The impression
in Lima is that the rupture of relations with Germany may not be long delayed.
The Peruvian Senate have approved a vote of sympathy with the Government of
the United States of America and with the declaration of President Wilson.
BRAZIL.
The attitude of His Majesty's Government regarding the importation of Brazilian
coffee is bound up with the question of the utilisation of.the ex-German ships. It is
now proposed that if at least one-half of the ex-German tonnage is placed at the
disposal of the Inter-Allied Chartering Bureau, Great Britain will allow a proportion
(up to 50 per cent.) of the imports of coffee from Brazil to this country in 1916 to be
shipped. The United States are being consulted with a view to obtaining their
concurrence with this suggestion.
PANAMA.
His Majesty's Consul at Colon reports that although promises were given last
June by the United States Government that British transports should have facilities
for using the Panama Canal, these facilities are being limited to those laid down by
the Canal Neutrality Proclamation. Urgent representations have accordingly been
made to Washington for full facilities, and a renewed, request put forward for repair
and supply facilities at Balboa. Two transports are due on 30th August. The whole
scheme for the transport of Australasian troops through the Canal, will be wrecked
if the neutrality restrictions are enforced. They are not being enforced on American
warships, and the right of so differentiating is open to serious question.
MEXICO.
The United States Government have received a similar letter from General
Carranza to that sent by the fatter to His Majesty the King. They have not yet
replied, but will communicate with the British Government when they decide to do
so. At any rate, they do not propose to extend de jure recognition to General
Carranza's assumption of the Presidency.
There is continued talk of the United States using influence to persuade Mexico to
enter the war on the side of the Allies. The United States Ambassador at Mexico is
favourable to this idea, and so, it is" understood, is General Pablo Gonzalez. The
United States Ambassador urges that it will be much easier to keep Carranza in order
as an Ally, and, if necessary, land in Mexico on the plea of defending the oil interests,
and that we should always still retain our right of punishing him afterwards for his

pastjmisdeeds. Mr. Cummins wires thai lie considers the arguments and views of the
Uniterl States Ambassador unsound, and likely to increase difficulties.
In this connection it is reported that all the; eleven German ships interned at
Santa Rosalia are mined, and that the vessels will be blown up if Mexico joins the
Allies.- ) '
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; Telegraphing on 12th August, Sir C. Spring Rice described popular opinion as
not wholly satisfactory with regard to the war. Peace propaganda is open and
active, more particular])' in the German and' Hearst Press, while there is a certain
sulienness about the draft, and German agents are working with some success among
the labouring classes to increase the cost and difficulty of preparations for war. On
the-other, hand, the tone of the Press, which is under the Presidents influence, is
satisfactory and firm. The Presidents Republican enemies are, however, spreading a
report that, in alarm at the intense unpopularity of the war, ho is meditating a serious
peace movement.
With-reference to Mr. McAdoo's proposal for a European Inter-Allied Council to
lay the needs of the Allies as regards finance and supplies before the American
Treasury. and an American Purchasing Commission respectively (see Reports
Nos. 26-28), Lord Northcliffe and Messrs. Gordon and Brand communicated to the
Foreign Secretary on 9th August the draft of their proposed reply, to which they
propose appending as a " Memorandum on Finance" a somewhat edited version of
the Chancellor of the Exchequers telegram to Lord Northcliffe-of 2nd Augusfr (see
Report No..-28). in their covering remarks, the senders of the telegram strongly
urge that the proposed Council might be described as the " Military Inter-Allied
Council in Europe," in order to get rid of the suspicion in Congress and among the
American-public that the huge demands of the Allies are largely for ,.nou-military
purposes after the war, and to enable Mr. McAdoo to assure Congress that the money
.he is asking for is to be spent directly and. solely on furthering the war.
The draft begins by expressing the readiness of His Majesty's Government to
accept for immediate adoption the proposed appointment of an Inter-Allied Council
in London to co-ordinate all the Allied requirements for American supplies and to
transmit them to a United States Government Purchasing Commission. This Council
is to deal with (I) Supply, (2) Finance, (3) Transport. On the question of supply
the draft expresses agreement in principle with the American proposal, but suggests
the advisability of dealing with food and munitions in distinct sections. On the
question of finance it points out that in so far as the Inter-Allied Council is in a
position to determine its financial requests, these can be transmitted through the
Council, but that, inasmuch as the Chancellor of the Exchequer must always be
finally responsible for British financial requirements; it is essential that he should
continue to deal directly with the United States Treasury. In support of this it
quotes the "Memorandum on Finance" to show that the ultimate determination of
the true financial requirements will have to involve many factors outside those covered
by the report of the Inter-Allied Council, whose members, moreover, will be primarily
not financial experts, but men concerned with supply questions, as well as the
" Memorandum on Exchange " recently handed to the United States Treasury. With
regard to tonnage the draft, while agreeing that a freight programme in general terms
should be laid down by the Inter-Allied Council, points out that this country, as the
principal provider of shipping for the whole Alliance, cannot, in view of the
difficulties and risks of thetonnage position, consent to hand, over the allocation of
tonnage to an Inter-Allied Council, but must continue to deal with each Ally
separately as regards tonnage, just as the United States does in allocating dollar
credits.
With regard to Mr. McAdoo's Memorandum of Agreement (see Report No. 26)
in regard to purchases in the United States, the draft suggests that the British
Government shall set up in the United States a Supply Department through which
it shall notify to the corresponding authority or authorities set up by the UnitedStates Government all its demands for materials and supplies. After consultation,
the aforesaid American authority shall then determine, in each case, whether to make
the purchases itself on behalf of the British Government, or to leave the British Supply
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Department to do so subject to whatever conditions may be laid down. The draft
suggests, in conclusion, that the newly created War Industries Board might serve as;
the American authority in question.
Since this telegram was despatched, Mr. McAdoo has told Sir C. Spring Bice that
if he could communicate to the Committee of Congress some sort '6f"written
convention with regard to Allied purchases it would greatly strengthen his hands
in laying before Congress his further proposals for financial help to the Allies.
On 12th August Sir C. Spring Rice telegraphed that Mr. McAdoo had suggested
to Congress a further bond issue of $6,000,000,000 at l o r 4 4 per cent. Supple
mental estimates for war expenses had been submitted for nearly $S,000,000,000,
of which only $2,000,000,000 would be provided by the War 'Revenue Bill.
Controversy in Congress was anticipated.on these demands.
.p, r - - . '
With regard to exchange Mr. McAcloo is willing to help), but determined not'to aslc
Congress for money for that purpose in so many words. An idea he has mooted to
Mr. J . P. Morgan is that if the British Government would take over the purchases of
cotton in America on British private account (possibly also those of meat and
tobacco) this would reduce the volume of sterling bills on offer, while -the money
would be included in the general advance to cover British Government purchases.
(This suggestion does not, at first sight, appear easy to reconcile with Mr. 'Mb-'A*doo's
anxiety, mentioned above, to be able to assure Congress that all the advances--fore'-for'
purely- military purposes.)
*
The Indian Government has suggested to the Treasury the possibility of floating
in the United States a loan charged on Indian revenues, the proceeds to be remitted
to India in gold. The object is to help the Indian Government to -maintain
convertibility and replenish its cost balances. They are anxious, however, that
nothing should be done in this respect that might prejudice their negotiations-for
obtaining payment in gold for jute exported from India to the United States' or lead
the United States Government to place obstacles in the way of private shipments of
gold to India or to Japan with ultimate destination to India. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer, in forwarding the suggestion to Sir II. Lever, expresses the view that it
is highly improbable that the United States Government would sanction the floating
of such a loan.
The British Government have drawn up a memorandum dealing with the whole
question of United States co-operation in the blockade, including the naval and
military consequences which might arise out of increased pressure upon neutrals. A
summary of the proposals contained in this memorandum was telegraphed to Sir
C. Spring Rice on 9th August under the following headings : (1) The United States
should intimate to the border neutrals that unless certain changes are made in their
exports to Germany license could not be issued for the principal exports to these
neutrals. The advantage of the United States taking the lead would be that these
countries would be less likely in that case to divert to Germany the important
food supplies they now send to us. (2) In the case of Sweden the stoppage of the
export of iron ore and the grant of free transit to Russia should be particularly
insisted on, though a complete cessation of exports to Germany should, be asked for.
(3) Norway should be asked to stop all exports of metals, ores,;fish and canned goods.
(I) Denmark and Holland should stop the export of fish and agricultural produce,
and the latter should stop the transit trade between Germany and Belgium; (5) The
British Government will be prepared to buy up commodities which would-otherwise
have gone to Germany, if the United States will support the exchange withthe neutrals
concerned. (6) Each neutral to be asked to guarantee that no impediment should be
put in the way of exports to the Allies. (7) Replies to be asked for within a very
short time ; on their receipt the United States and the Allies could consider if the
original demands should be in any way modified. (.S) If the adoption of-this policy
is interfered with by any existing agreements these should be modified or terminated.
(9) Exports to a neutral as the price of a special service or concession may be
continued. - (10) A Joint Blockade Council of American and British representatives
to be formed immediately iu London to consider, more particularly, questions under
(7) and (S) above and to deal with exports to border neutrals from other neutrals such
as South America. (11) To help existing negotiations to secure shipping for Allied
services the United States might insist upon Sweden and Holland resuming sailings.
Commenting on this, Sir G. Spring Rice urged on the 12th that if, for reasons
given under (1) above, we cannot present an identical communication to neutrals, we
must at least allow the United States in their communication to state that their
1;

;
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-demands are made in full agreement with His Majesty's Government. The State
Department refuses to be put in the position, in which we allowed the French to put
us for the first two years of the war, of the " guilty partner " in blockade matters.
To " take the lead " was just what he feared the United States would not do. He
also expressed doubts as to the Presidents agreeing to the proposed Joint Blockade
Council. Meanwhile he had handed in an official communication which in general
terms stated the readiness of His Majesty's Government to act concurrently with the
United States in stopping exports, and to modify or terminateany existing agreements
interfering with the adoption of the proposed policy without special counterbalancing
advantages, and urged early action on the basis of full identity of policy and
responsibility with the United States Government.
Dealing with Sir C. Spring Rice's criticisms, the Foreign Office replied on the
13th that we were ready to refuse licenses on all goods on our export prohibition
list (which includes all the goods on the American list) pari passu with the United
States Government, - excepting only coal which is pledged for our tonnage
-arrangements, and those raw materials we send to be returned in finished shape,
e.g., margarine from Holland. We have few agreements which commit us to furnish
supplies to neutrals, and we are prepared to consider their modification or
abandonment. As regards the Joint Blockade Council, the British Government is
quite content that it should be in Washington. The great thing is that quick action
should be taken without long diplomatic correspondence. As for " taking the lead,"
it must in fact come from the United States, as America produces the bulk of the
products essential to the northern neutrals, and therefore is alone in a position to
apply effective pressure.
In a telegram of loth August Sir C. Spring Pice deals with the necessity for
expanding the existing Commercial Attached organisation into an effective Com
mercial Commission with large responsibility and a free hand. -Meanwhile the work
of preparation for this development should be carried on quietly in order to avoid
giving the impression that we are thinking too much of our after the war trade.
The question of drafting British subjects into the American Army has been raised
by the Secretary for War. There is strong feeling against British subjects in the
United States who are avoiding enlistment. Sir C. Spring Rice has replied that he
would not, without instructions from the Foreign Office, make representations if
British subjects who had not responded to our own call to the colours were drafted
into the American Army.
The Food Control Bill was signed on 13th August, and Mr. Hoover appointed
Food Controller.
The British railway companies will provide two ambulance trains for the American
forces in France.
THE SHIPPING SITUATION.
The new American Shipping Board, though friendlj', is apparently very much afraid
of Mr. Denman's organised press attacks; His line is that Britain will hold the
commercial control of all the seas after the war unless the United States retains for
its own use all ships building in American yards. If political pressure on the
Shipping Board proves too strong, and we cannot insist on retention of British
ownership, Sir C. Spring Rice suggests that we should press firstly for British
controlled ownership under the American flag, with the hope of transfer after the
war, and failing that, for a firm agreement that all ships originally built to our
account shotild be operated for war purposes only and after consultation leaving
ownership to be decided later.
With regard to the proposed transfer of six German vessels in Dutch East Indian,
ports to the Dutch flag as compensation fur the sinking of six Dutch vessels in the
* Channel, His Majesty's Government agree not to interfere with these ships provided
they are forthwith placed in the Belgian Relief Service and continue in it as long as
the Allies require. The transfer must be outright, no German interest being reserved,
and the cargoes now on board must be unloaded and full cargoes for Belgian relief
substituted. Similar conditions are to apply to the German steamer offered, in place
-of the torpedoed S.S. " Blommersdyk."
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On 8th August Mr. Clive sent.a telegram from Stockholm describing the general
attitude of the Swedish shipowners with regard to the proposed shipping agreement.
They hint that the Swedish Government will refuse to sanction any shipping agreement,
without a definite assurance as to imports, and may otherwise prefer to see Swedish
tonnage laid up. Mr. Clive thinks the chances of an agreement under the present
Government are problematical. Meanwhile he recommends that outward facilities
from Sweden should be freely given so that as many ships as possible should be away
from Sweden if we should eventually decide to requisition Swedish tonnage.
7

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
On 9th August Count de Sails telegraphed a summary of the Pope's appeal to the
belligerent Governments, the full text of which has now appeared in the Press. After
asking whether Europe is not tending to its own suicide, he proposes as the basis of
a " just and durable peace," the consideration of the following " Concrete practical
proposals," leaving, however, to the Governments the care of stating the points more
precisely. There is to be simultaneous and reciprocal reduction of armaments ;.
armies are to be replaced by arbitration. Once the supremacy of law is established
there should be no obstacle to communication between peoples, but a true liberty and
common enjoyment of the seas. The only solution in the matter of indemnities is a
general mutual condonation, though special cases might be weighed with equity and.
justice. There should be reciprocal restitution of territories actually occupied,
including the German Colonies. Germany should evacuate Belgium with a guarantee
of its complete political, military, and economic independence. Territorial questions
such as Alsace Lorraine and Italia Irredenta are to be examined by both parties in a
conciliatory spirit, bearing in mind the aspirations of the peoples. The same spirit
of eqruty and justice should direct the examination of such questions as Armenia, the
Balkan States, and the territories of the ancient Kingdom of Poland.
In a subsequent conversation with the Cardinal Secretary of State Count de Sails
ascertained that the " special case " as regards indemnities was meant to apply solely
to Belgium. The Cardinal, could not give any definite meaning to the phrase about
freedom of the seas, but said they had taken the w ords from President Wilson and
Mr. Churchill.
On 8th August M. Nabokoff sent a letter to Mr. Balfour stating that in view of the
impression in the Press here that " Russia ardently desired the Stockholm Conference "'
he had recently telegraphed to his Government a summary of the discussions on the
question in this country, concluding by expressing the view that it was essential, in
order to safeguard the closeness of the uniou with Great Britain, where the majority
of public opinion is opposed to the Conference, that he should be in a position to
declare to the British Government that the matter was one which the Russian Govern
ment regarded not as a matter of state but as a party concern, and that the decisions
of the Conference, if convened, would in no way be binding on Russian policy or
affect Russia's relations with her Allies. In response to this he had received a
telegram entirely approving a declaration in the sense suggested and authorising
him to inform the Foreign Secretary that, although the Russian Government do
not deem it possible to prevent Russian delegates taking part in the Stockholm
Conference, they look upon this Conference as a party affair and do not regard:
its decisions as in any way binding upon the freedom of action of the Government.
On 11th August, however, in consequence of a telephonic message from
M. Tseretelh. who is strongly in favour of the Stockholm Conference, M. Kerensky
and M. Terestchenko informed Sir G. Buchanan that though they would much rather
that the- Conference did not meet, they could not prevent Russian Socialists going if it
clid meet, and in that case would like Allied Socialists to go too. M. Kerensky
thought that the Allies should, send their Socialists to make a stand against theGermans and carry the Conference with them. Refusal on the part of the Allied
Governments to-allow their Socialists to attend would tend to create a movement of
opinion in favour of Germany and thus add to the difficulties of the Government.
In reply to a telegram sent to Paris, Rome, and Washington on 10th August, with
regard to the decision of His Majesty's Government to make an announcement that,
no passports will be granted for British subjects to attend the Stockholm Conference,,
asking if they could state simultaneously that the French, Italian, and American:
r

Governments were taking the same line, answers were received from all these
Governments authorising the statement that they would refuse passports.
The French Socialist Party, after two days' discussions, in the course of which it
received the news of the British Labour Party's decision, decided on 11th August to
participate in the Stockholm Conference, laying down the principles on which the
decision to accept the invitation was based in a long and wordy resolution indicative
of the internal divisions of the Party and of the knowledge that public opinion is
against them. The knowledge that passports are going to be refused in any case has
lent an air of unreality to the proceedings.
The " Vorwarts " in commenting on the British Labour Party's decision says that
" Germany welcomes British participation in Stockholm as the first step which is
hound to be followed by others in their logical sequence."
The British Labour Party's proposed peace terms which have recently appeared in
the Press, have been generally denounced in the German Press as intolerable and
preposterous.
It is rumoured in Germany that Dr. Helfferich will be placed at the head of a new
commission which is to be appointed for the purpose of working out peace conditions
with a view to the eventual Peace Conference.

GENERAL.
His Majesty's Government have instructed Sir H. Rumbold to propose to the
Turkish Government a meeting of delegates in Switzerland to discuss questions
relating to the exchange and treatment of combatant and civilian prisoners on the
lines of the recent discussion at The Hague, and to ascertain if the Swiss Government
would facilitate the meeting in the same way as was done, by the Dutch Government.
Lord Newton and General Belheld wotdd be the British delegates. The Swiss
Minister for Foreign Affairs has expressed his willingness to preside over the proposed
Conference and is asking the Turkish Minister to telegraph to his Government at
once.
The Dutch Internment Department proposes to billet the British and German
prisoners of war interned in Holland in private houses, and have asked for people
willing to offer accommodation to state number, rank and nationality they can
accommodate. Shipxjing companies have also been approached with a view to
accommodation, on board passenger vessels.
Sir W. Townley thinks these
arrangements preferable to the building of internment camps.
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IN T E R -I IIP E it IA L EXCHANGE.

The Canadian financial deadlock has been postponed over this month by
anticipating 20 out of 25 million dollars of the Dominion Governments September
appropriation. But it is no nearer solution. Meanwhile, Mauritius affords a neat
little illustration of the present state of inter-Imperial exchange. England needs
sugar from Mauritius ; Mauritius needs foodstuffs and other necessaries from India.
In the absence of a common medium of exchange, England cannot settle with
Mauritius by any form of payment that Mauritius can pass on to India ; England
cannot settle with India direct, the exchange situation being already stretched to the
utmost T Mauritius cannot afford to pay in actual rupees, which India insists upon.
So the only solution is to send to India Mauritius sugar, which. Englands needs and
India presumably does not need. In the same way England urgently needs shells
and foodstuffs from Canada : Canada is extremely anxious to provide both. But in
the absence of an inter-Imperial medium of exchange, the only alternative is to cut
down Canadian orders and increase our financial and political subjection to the
United States.
N E W F 0 U N T)L A N D .
With regard to the shipping facilities available for the export of Newfoundland
fish, the situation will, of course, be altered if the project for importing frozen fish on
a large scale for feeding the population of these islands is favourably reported on by
the Committee which is at present investigating the proposal. It is claimed in favour
of the idea that, over and above the saving in tonnage as between the journey from
Newfoundland and that from South America, a much greater amount of nourishment
can. be carried by the same tonnage in the shape of frozen fish than in the shape of
beef.
ITALY.

The more reasonable attitude of the Italian public towards Serbian aspirations
does not, unfortunately, appear to be matched hy the Italian attitude in Greece. The
continued occupation of Epirus and the attempt to play off Albanians against Greeks
in that region are undoubtedly increasing the difficulties of the Allies and of their
friends in Greece.
GEUMANY.

Dr. Michaelis's declaration that the fixation of nitrogen is likely to be one of "those
new forms of production to which the German Government will have to look for
revenue raises a problem, which will have to be considered in all countries after the
war. The German view is that the revenue required after the war cannot possibly
be raised by ordinary direct or indirect taxation, but that the State will have to " tap
production at the source " by directly ajjpropriating certain forms of production,
preferably those which are not already the subject of long-established industries with
large vested interests.

Si AM.
The suggestion that all Germans in Si am should he sent back to Germany rather
than interned in India, in order to make it more difficult for them to resume their
commercial activities after the war, brings out one very important aspect of the entry
of our various new Allies in outlying parts of the world, viz., the breaking up of the
whole network of German commercial and industrial agencies over the world.
UNITED STATES.

Sir W. Wiseman's warning as to the necessity of keeping in effective touch with
the American Autocracy, and of employing men of the highest rank and personal
capacity for the purpose, is worth noting.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Dr. Michaelis's comment on the Papal Note, sums up the situation very well from
the German point of view. Germany is not concerned to discuss the particular terms
of peace outlined, hut she entirely approves of anything that will create " peace
atmosphere," because she hopes that this will bring about a Peace Conference while
the military situation is still in her favour. No peace proposal can be too unpractical
for German purposes as long as it helps in any way to stimulate the desire for peace.
Any particular suggestion which does not suit German interests can always be
dismissed by a.rattle of the sword at the Conference itself. For the Allies, who have
so far got the worst of the war, at any rate in the military sphere, but who believe
that their superior resources wall enable them to wdn it in the end, it is a mistake to
encourage any peace atmosphere or discussion of terms.
L. S. A.
23rd August 1917.
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Portuguese East Africa.
Obstructions to recruiting of carriers for General Northey's force.
Jamaica.
Recruiting campaign to be undertaken among British subjects in Cuba.
Mauritius.
Trade with India and exchange problems.
Malta.
Maltese in Algeria and military service.

PART

II.—Foreign

Affairs.

Allied Common Affairs.
Proposed Naval Conference.
France.
The political situation : P a r i s and the provinces.
Belgium.
Ministerial changes. Relief Commission. British air raids over Belgian towns.
Italy.
Socialist propaganda. M. C a i l l a u x and the Freemasons. B r i t i s h financial agreement
modified.
Greece.
Ex-King Constantine and the Kaiser. The isolation of King-Alexander. Greek A r m y
and N a v y reorganisation. British Naval mission. The Italians in the J a n i n a
district, and at Corfu.
France and the " Republic of Koritza."
Great fire a t
Salonika.
Serbia.
Italy and Jugo-Slav aspirations. A memorial service a t Valona.
Enemy Allied Affairs.
Austrian-German relations. Austria opposed to economic war. Count Bernsdoff to
Constantinople.
German Affairs.
Pessimistic reports from various sources.
Austro-ITungarian Affairs.
Herr "Wekerle, Prime Minister of Hungary.
Holland.
German violations of Dutch territorial waters. German coal for Holland, hitch in
negotiations.
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Switzerland.
,
The Swiss loan to Germany. New German-Swiss Convention.
Sweden.
The proposed Neutrals' Conference. The blockade policy. Fish agreement; nego
tiations suspended.
Norway.
Imports of Russian hemp. Norway's food supply.
Denmark.
Coal supply : increased demands on England. The Danish bacon question.
Spain.
- Situation has become almost normal. The Cortina agreement: negotiations.
China.
Proposed large loans from Allies. The ex-enemy ships. The indemnity question.
Suggestion.of military assistance to Allies.
Siam.
Proposal to repatriate all Germans.
Brazil.
French purchases of Brazilian coffee".
Mexico.
Great expectations of a loan from the United States.
Honduras.
A proposed Union of Central.American Republics.
United States.
Lord Northcliffe interviews Colonel House. Prohibition of exports. W a r finance.
Rise in food prices.
The Panama Canal question.
The Shipping Situation.
Mr. Hughes protests against United States' confiscation of ships building' for Australia.
Norwegian shipbuilding .
German statistics of submarine results.
Japanese
tonnage.
Peace Discussions.
The Papal Note. The Stockholm Conference : Russia and the passport question.
Bulgarian Socialists : a separate peace move.
General.
Prisoners of war.
-
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AFRICA.

CANADA.
Ottawa telegrams of loth August describe the procedure by -which members of
the Dominions Overseas Forces (including Canadians in, the Aviation and Naval
Forces of Great Britain) will be enabled to vote under the Military Voters' Bill, which
is intended to replace legislation passed in 19.15. A general returning officer will be
appointed to receive all the returns of the soldiers' votes overseas, and the votes will
be counted in the High Commissioners office in London. The ballot boxes will be
in charge of special returning officers, who will be assigned, with credentials, to
Commissioners in France and the British Isles.
Questioned in the House of Commons with regard to Sir Edward Kempe's
statement that the Military Service Bill would be enforced without delay, Sir Robert
Borden replied that the statement had been correctly reported.
The Minister of Finance has agreed to provide 35 million dollars to meet the
August commitments on account of the Imperial Munitions Board in New York on
condition that the Bank of Montreal receives the 10 million dollars due to it on the
Board's account on 15th August. The Dominion Governments monthly appropriation
(of 25 millions) for September will thus be anticipated by 20 millions. With a view
to supporting the policy advocated by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the matter
of reducing commitments in Canada, the Minister of Finance now proposes to relieve
the War Office of contracts for oats and flour. For these, other markets are readily
to be found, but any diminution of the munitions output would seriously dislocate
industry and lead to discontent in labour circles with political consequences of an
undesirable kind. He therefore suggests that the funds supplied by the Canadian
Government should be earmarked for munitions. This question is being considered
by the Treasury, but the Chancellor of the Exchequer fears that in the absence of
other sources of supply it will not be possible to dispense with Canadian oats and
flour.
His Majesty's Government have suggested that the negotiations now proceeding
between the Canadian Government and certain Canadian Railways should be made
to provide an opportunity for obtaining the fullest possible powers over the telegraph
systems appertaining to these railways for use in connection with Imperial or
Dominion Pacific and Atlantic cable services.
Under the new Income Tax Bill, which has passed the House of Commons, 
unmarried persons are to pay tax on incomes above $1,500 and married persons on
incomes above $3,000.
The Hon. R. Rogers, Minister of Public Works, who came over in attendance
upon Sir R. Borden at the recent Imperial War Cabinet and Imperial War Conference
meetings, has resigned. It is understood that he objects to the continuance of
negotiations for the formation of a Union, AVar Ministry.

NEWFOUNDLAND.
The new session of the General Assembly was opened by the Governor on the
15th, and its proceedings were adjourned to the 20th. The Profits Bill will then be
reintroduced ; it is expected, that it wull be passed without further opposition.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies has expressed his regret that the exigencies;
of the shipping situation do not permit of the allocation of any British steamers to
Newfoundland for the purposes of the Newfoundland fish trade ; nor does he think
that the Governments of Italy or Greece could divert tonnage for that purpose unless
they decided that fish is essentially required for feeding their population. It is
suggested, how ever, that the Government of Newfoundland may be able to obtain
neutral tonnage for transport of fish; the Shipping Controller will not object to this
being done, and in order to assist to this end. he will make an exception in the
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procedure regularly applied to Spaiu, by asking trie Inter-Ally Chartering Executive to
agree to the chartering of steamers of any nationality, if they can be spared, to carry
Newfoundland fish to that country.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies, after consultation with the Army Council,
has replied to the Commonwealth Government concerning their proposals (vide Report
No. 27) for the better recognition of Australian national sentiment in the organisation
of the lighting formations and by the appointment of a senior Australian officer at the
War Office. He points out that the Australian Imperial force is organised in divisions
composed exclusively of Australian troops, and that most of the Staff appointments
are held by Australian officers. The Army Council expect that, as the number of
trained, officers increases, it will be possible to provide a representative proportion of
Australian officers for Staff appointments inside and outside the Australian force ; but
they hope that the Commonwealth Government do not wish to confine Staff appoint
ments on the Australian force to Australian officers, inasmuch as the Staff generally
is regarded as an Imperial organisation in which British and Dominion officers should
be interchangeable. As regards the proposed appobitment of a senior Australian
officer at the War Office, as Sir YV. Birdwood, appointed by the Commonwealth
Government, already performs administrative duties of the kind suggested, in close
touch with the War Office, it is suggested that no further appointment is required, but,
should the proposal be maintained, the Army Council, desires to be more fully informed
as to the duties which the proposed appointntent would carry.
On 17th August the Senate passed a resolution expressing approval and apprecia
tion of the statement made by the Secretary of State for the Colonies on 31st January,
emphatically declaring that none of the captured German possessionsshall be returned,
and furthermore resolving that any proposal to restore captured colonies in the
vicinity of Australia would be particularly distasteful and prejudicial to the interests
of the people of the Commonwealth and the future peace of the world.
Referring to the Australian Governments request (vide Report No. 26) that the
Treasury should authorise the issue of a loan of 6,84O,0Q0Z. to meet extraordinary
expenditure up to the end of the current year, the Colonial Office replied on
16th August that after the fullest consideration the Treasury is unable to sanction the
issue of so large an amount. With every desire to meet the wishes and needs of the
Comm on wealth, it is prepared to assent to a loan not exceeding 4,500,000Z. provided
that the terms of its issue are approved and that no further requests for financial
assistance are made before 1st April 1918. Authority has been given to New South
Wales to float another 3,000,OOOZ. on similar conditions.
The Governor-General has enquired whether arrangements can be made by the
United States Government for hospital accommodation at-Panama, for the benefit of
Australian troopships using the Canal route. If preferred, the Australian Government
is prepared to establish a hospital there. (Vide also under ." United States.")
There is further evidence of activity on the part of Japanese agents and financiers
in regard to the nickel mines of New Caledonia. The gist of this evidence was
telegraphed to the Colonial Office by the Governor-General on loth August, together
with a renewal of his suggestion (vide Report No. 26) that the matter should form
the subject of joint action by the British and French Governments to prevent the
transfer of these important mines to a Japanese Company.

NEW ZEALAND.
The Governor-General reported on 1.5th August that a question had been raised
as to the right of the New Zealand Government to exercise a system of postal and.
telegraphic censorship in war time. The censorship in New Zealand was established
at the outbreak of war, without legislation or regulation, at the request of His
Majesty's Government ; the Government therefore desired to be informed by what
statute, regulations or law the censorship. is exercised in Great Britain,
The
Secretary of State for the Colonies replied that the postal censorship in Great
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Britain is authorised by warrants issued under the general prerogative power of
the Crown, a power not created by Statute but recognised by Act of Parliament
(1908). . General warrants have been issued for the censorship of postal correspon
dence with foreign countries. For inland letters or telegrams special warrants, as
required, are occasionally issued.

SOUTH AFRICA.
An intercepted telegram having shown that the agent of a Dutch firm at Durban
has inspected and reported very favourably on certain mines in the Western Cape
Province containing - potassium nitrate, galena and asbestos, the Colonial Office has
brought the matter to the attention of the.South African Government and expressed
the opinion that it is highly undesirable that any but British firms should obtain
control over the output of any of these materials. The Minister of Munitions points
out that the control of asbestos is a particularly important matter, because, since
Russian supplies were cut off, His Majesty's Government is compelled to rely more
and more upon South Africa and Rhodesia.
The Union Government have appointed a Commission to inquire into prices on the
Witwatersrancl, and into the existence and extent of profiteering. In this connection,
and in view of the shortage of shipping, the Government are appealing for economy in
consumption and the use, whenever possible, of South African products.

LIBERIA.
On 18th August 98 German subjects, all men, w ere taken from Monrovia by the
French warship " Desaix " for internment in France.
r

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
Sir L. Carnegie has been directed to draw the attention of the Portuguese
Government once more to the obstructive policy adopted by the local authorities in
Portuguese East Africa in. preventing the recruiting of carriers for General NortheyV
force. The Governor of ISlyasaland recently reported that, since the columns crossed
the Rovuma river, 1,500 carriers previously recruited in Portuguese territory have
been refused permission to leave and all representations addressed to the local
officials have produced no effect. The authorities appear to be willing to allow
recruiting for General van Deventefs force.

JAMAICA.
The Foreign Office has informed His Majesty's representative at Havana that the
War Office consider it advisable that the Government of Jamaica should undertake
a recruiting campaign in Cuba, inviting white and Creole British subjects to register
for military service, "if required, in Europe. Black British subjects in Cuba should
be enlisted for service -with the Jamaica Labour Battalion now being raised for
service in France.

MAURITIUS.
The exchange problem between Mauritius and the United Kingdom (see Report
ISFo. 29) has its parallel in the exchange problem between Mauritius and India.
Mauritius imports annually about l,200,0O0Z. worth of essential supplies from India.
The sugar exports of Mauritius are, however, urgently needed in the United
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Kingdom, and there is, consequently, no return trade to India to keep up the
exchange, while the United Kingdom is apparently also in great straits to find means
of effecting its payments in India. On 9th August the Secretary of State for the
Colonies communicated to the Governor a proposal from the Government of India
to provide a loan of Rs. 1,500,000 a month, for August and September only, if
Mauritius could ship Rs. 500,000 a month in specie to India. This was the utmost
to which the Indian Government could afford to strain its currency resources. The
telegram suggested that the natural solution was for Mauritius to pay its debt to
India in sugar, the Government buying up as much as it required on the same terms
as the Sugar Commission. Sir Hesketh Bell replied on the 16th that the Colony Avas
quite unable to meet the situation by shipments of specie, and unless the Sugar
Commission could pay in India for part of the sugar received from Mauritius, he saw
no alternative but selling enough sugar in India to cover the imports. This might
incidentally require the provision of extra shipping by the Shipping Controller. In
conclusion, he urged that, the Government of India might recognise the necessity for
feeding the large Indian population of Mauritius, and the United Kingdorn's need for
sugar, by making a small extra allotment of Council Bills in order that the purchase
of Mauritius food supplies might be facilitated, and the whole of the Mauritius sugar
crop be sent to the Mother Country.

MALTA.
With reference to the entry under this heading in last Report, His Majesty's
representative at Algiers reports (18th August) that there are many persons of Maltese
extraction who are willing to serve in the French Army, provided that assurances are
given them (1) that such military service will not involve them in any permanent
liability to French nationality, and (2) that they will not be required to serve in the
Foreign Legion.

PART

II.—FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
At the suggestion of the United States Government, it is proposed that a Naval
Conference should be held in London on 4th September, at which the Governments
concerned will be represented by the naval officers whom they may appoint. The
United States Government have appointed Admiral Mayo and Vice-Admiral Sims.
The French, Italian and Russian Governments have been requested to appoint
representatives to this Conference/!
FRANCE.
A report to the Department of Information by Mr. W. A. Gill describes. the
political situation in the south of France generally as much healthier in the cities
than in Paris. There has been a great creation of new industries to take the place of
those destroyed or eliminated in the north and east. Lyons, for instance, has
increased its population by a third since 1914. The working classes are well paid
and the revolutionary movement has touched them far less than in Paris. If there is
restlessness it is more among the women than the men. In the rural districts ; on the
other hand, pacifist and revolutionary sentiments are freely expressed by the
women. Agriculture has been vety much neglected by the politicians ; the politically
unorganised peasant has had no chance of securing exemptions ; the women are
absolutely exhausted with the effort to keep the farms going, and their longing for
. peace gets communicated to their menfolk in the trenches, and might constitute a
real danger if the Germans were to ,make reasonably plausible proposals. Both in
town and country there is a general contempt for the Paris Government.
M. Albania Metin, Under Secretary for Finance, has been appointed Under
Secretary of State for Blockade. The various Departments and Committees dealing
with blockade questions wall henceforward be located in one building.
A conference to discuss the French Governments import prohibition lists has
been arranged to take place in Paris on 28th August.
BELGIUM.
As a sequel to the recent ministerial changes, a Committee of War and
Reorganisation has been constituted, comprising the Ministers for Foreign Affairs,
the Interior, Finance, Colonies, Intendance, and M. Hymans. The idea is that the
Committee should be in regular attendance upon the King, who will preside over
its meetings, remaining on Belgian territory, the rest of the Government remaining
at Havre. The Committee only has pow ers of initiative, the decisions being referred
to the full Cabinet before becoming effective. For this purpose the latter will
assemble at short inveryals, in Belgian territory, so that the King may preside.
No definite replies have yet been received by the United Exports Council from
the Norwegian, Swedish and Dutch Governments with regard to Mr. HooveFs
proposals for diverting a certain proportion of their respective cereals cargoes in
United ports to the purposes of the Belgian Relief Commission (vide Reports Nos. 28
and 29). Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Dutch are endeavouring to evade
Mr. HooveFs conditions by negotiating with the British Government. Mr. Hoover is
determined that no ships shall sail unless his terms are accepted ; Sir C. Spring Rice
considers that for the present it is advisable to leave the matter entirely in the hands
of the Americans, who are prepared to deal with it firmly and on lines calculated to
preserve a maximum of supplies indispensable to the Allies.
r

The "Deutsche Tageszeitung," of 14th August, states on the authority of its w a r
-correspondent, that there is much hostility to England in Belgium owing to Belgian
casualties caused by British air raids on Bruges, Ingelmunster, and other towns.
ITALY.
In a despatch dated 29th July, Sir R. Rodd says that, in spite of the absence of any
particularly striking evidence of mutiny against public order, he never remembers a
time when there was so much talk of the coming revolution, more particularly in those
prosperous circles where neglect of public duty has naturally created a guilty
conscience. On the whole Sir R. Rodd does not think the country is ripe for any
collective revolutionary movement, but he draws attention to the incessant propaganda
of the Socialists against the war, as supported only by the privileged classes, a n d to
the absence of any counteracting effort. The Minister of the Interior, Signor Orlando,,
is reported to think it more dangerous to check this propaganda than to leave it
tin contradicted.
In another recent despatch, Sir R. Rodd discusses the jDOsition f the two great
Masonic groups in Italy, the Grand Orient and the lodges of the Scottish Ritual.
The latter have throughout supported the war staunchly. The former at first was.
for the A v a r , possibly under French influence. But it is very much under Giolittian
influences, and more recently seems to have been used, as a medium of his intrigues,
by M. Caillaux, AVIIO was at the same moment also working away at its very
antipodes, the Vatican. The programme M. Caillaux is said to be adA ocating in Italy
is a Latin, i.e., Italo-Franco-Spanish alliance, opposed to Great Britain and leaning on
Germany.
On 16th August the Foreign Office communicated to Sir R. Rodd the summary of
a Note addressed to the Italian Ambassador containing a draft agreement which
modifies in certain particulars the financial agreement of 22nd March. These
modifications have been arrived at after careful consideration of a memorandum
handed to the Chancellor of the Exchequer by Baron Sonnino on 2nd August; they
affect (1) purchases by the Italian Treasury payable from British credits, and (2) the
sale of sterling exchange by the Bank of Italy. For the present, beginning from
1st August 1917, the British Treasury Avill discount Italian Government bills up to
8,000,0001. monthly for specified expenses (other than expenditure in America and.
for exchange), and 1,500,OOOL monthly to provide for the sale of sterling exchange hy
the Bank of Italy.
0
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GREECE.
The While Book issued by the Greek Government contains documents which
throw new light upon the relations betAveen the ex-King Constantine and the German
Ertiperor, and upon the surrender of Eastern Macedonia to the Bulgarians. On
7th August 1914, the ex-King telegraphed to the Kaiser regretting that the French
and British fleets prevented him from mobilising his army at once, and compelled
him to proclaim a neutrality at variance with all his sympathies and political views ;
this neutrality, howeA^er, " might be advantageous to the Emperor." This telegram
A v a s sent in reply to one in A v h i c h the Emperor had appealed to King Constantine to
mobilise against their common enemy, the Slav, and " to take all the steps which he
and the Emperor had so frequently discussed," or else be prepared for severance of
.all bonds between Germany and Greece. It is worthy of note that on 1st of May
this year King Constantine thought fit to send his Court Marshal to His Majesty's
Minister at Athens to express his injured surprise that Lord Hardinge should have
referred to his frequent correspondence Avith the German Emperor, from Avhoin he
had received only one letter (guaranteeing restitution of Greek territory by the
Bulgarians) since the A v a r begun.
With reference to Mr. Crackanthorpe's suggestion (vide last Report) as to the
desirability of bringing King Alexander out of his present isolation and into touch
with the Allied Legations, he considers that it is not advisable to postpone action in
the matter until the arrival and presentation of Lord Granville. The Minister for
Foreign Affairs has expressed a Avish that Mr. Crackanthorpe should take any early

-opportunity that may occur of seeing His Majesty formally. His idea is to induce
.His Majesty to emerge from his retirement, and possibly to entertain at his. summer
residence, which would be a means of bringing the rival political elements into contact.
Upon the advice of Mr. Crackanthorpe, M. Venizelos has had an interview with
the United States Minister (18th August), and has explained the financial position and
his urgent need of a loan for military purposes. The United States Minister has
expressed the opinion that his Government will entertain the proposal, provided that
London and Paris endorse it, and he is suggesting an Anglo-French-American loan.
The 1916 and 1917 classes have been called up for military training, to commence
in the first week of September. The classes designated include refugees in old and
new Greece, Jews in the new territories and Mussulmans.
The Greek General Staff estimates that when the mobilisation scheme has been
completely carried out the Navy will have a minimum strength of 8,000 men, of whom
2,500 will be employed on coast defences and as merchantmen gunners. As regards
the proposed British Naval Mission to Greece, the Admiralty understand that the
Greek Navy in commission will consist for the present only of destroyers, submarines
and other small craft; this being so, they propose not to send a substantive rank flag
officer as head of the Mission (unless required for political reasons), but to nominate
Captain Clifton Brown, assisted by two other officers. In addition, the Admiral in
command of the Eastern Mediterranean Squadron will be directed to afford all possible
assistance to Greek warships in training.
On 16th August Mr. Crackanthorpe
transmitted a communication to His Majesty's Government from the Minister of
Marine expressing the wish that the special knowledge of Commander R. Henderson
might be placed at the disposal of the Greek Navy ; the xVdmiralty have replied
regretting that it is not possible to spare this officer's services. On the 21st he
reported that the Minister attaches great importance to limiting the powers with
which the new Mission will be invested.
For the purpose of troop transport to Salonika via Itea-Bralo, the British military
authorities desire to establish a small British base at the Pineus, and Mr. Crackan
thorpe was instructed on 18th August to obtain the consent of the Greek Government
thereto, and to the use of the Itea-Bralo road. On the 21st he reported that the.
Greek Government have no objection to offer, but draw attention to the great shortage
of rolling stock on the Piraeus Plate line caused by Allied requisitions on the same.
The Greek Minister in London has drawn the attention of the Foreign Office to the
serious state of affairs in Janina and surrounding districts. The Italian promise of
evacuation, made at the Paris Conference, has not been fulfilled, on the ground that
there was still one French officer left in Thessaly. Meanwhile the local Albanian
population are being armed with rifles and bombs by the Italians, with the idea,
apparently, that they should rise immediately after the Italian evacuation to proclaim
annexation of this part of Epirus to Albania, and that a pretext might then be afforded
for Italian reoccupation.
The Italian Government, on its side, is concerned with, regard to French intentions
as to the Koritza district, where an Albanian autonomy or " republic " under French
" military protection " was proclaimed in December last. Reports have reached Rome,
firstly to the effect that the French mean to hand the district over to the Venizelists,
which Baron Sonnino considers contrary to existing agreements about Albania ; and
secondly, that they mean to give it to Essad, which would be particularly displeasing
to Italy.
The Greek Minister in London has complained to His Majesty's Government that
the number' of Italian troops at Corfu has been increased, notwithstanding the
decision recorded by the Paris Conference, Mr. Crackanthorpe reports that on
13th August there were 1,450' Italian and 1,250 French troops on. the island.
Two-thirds of the houses within the Avails of Salonika, including practically the
whole of the business quarter, were destroyed by fire on 18th and 19th August,
and about 80,000 people are left homeless and destitute. His Majesty's ConsulGeneral says that there AAUII be urgent need of provisions from abroad to replace the
stocks destroyed, and that it will be necessary to deport most of the population. An
expression of His Majesty's Governments deep sympathy and Avillingness to assist in.
relief measures, has been conveyed to the Hellenic Government.
SERBIA.
On 15th August representatives of the Serbian Crown Prince and of the Serbian
- Government proceeded to Valona, upon the invitation... of the Italian General Officer
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-Commanding in Albania, to assist at the consecration by the Archbishop of Belgrade
of a memorial to the Serbian soldiers who died at Valona during the retreat.
A noteworthy feature of recent weeks has been the growing recognition in Italy
of the need for an accommodation between Italian and Jugoslav aspirations, and. a
realization of the desirability for Italy of a strong Jugoslav State as a buffer against.
Germans and Magyars. The Intelligence Bureaids Weekly Report on Serbia and
Montenegro quotes significant passages from the " Corriere della Sera " and from the
"Unita " in support of this view. Even more effective in bringing about an under
standing between the two nations will have been the chivalrous action of General.
Ferrero mentioned above.
The fire at Salonika may effect the decision of the Serbian Government with
regard to establishing their quarters there.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
In. a recent interview with General Barnardiston the King of Spain expressed, the
opinion that, unless the union of the Central Powers can be broken up (perhaps by a
separate peace with Austria, which he seemed to. think possible) the war would go on
for a long time. The Austrian military and economic situation was, he believed,
very bad. But Germany, helped by the Rumanian harvest, might go on for another
two years. A report received by the State Department at Washington from a reliable
source states that there is no chance of Austria making a separate peace ; but that
she is bringing all possible pressure to bear on Germany to put an end to the war.
A report, forwarded from Berne, states that a conference of ministers and high
military officers was held at Vienna on 9th August under the presidency of the
Austrian Emperor. Germany's latest peace proposals were the chief topic of
discussion.
Another report from Austrian sources asserts that negotiations are proceeding
between Germany and Austria-Hungary for a mutual preferential tariff. According,
to this report Austria is opposed to the idea of an economic war, or to any treaty that
woidd prevent her from resuming trade relations with the Allies.
Switzerland is obtaining considerable supplies of mineral and lubricating oil from
the Central Powers, mostly from the Galician fields. The output of these is about
45 per cent. oE the peace production, but is apparently sufficient to leave a surplus,
for export alter supplying Austria's needs. The Rumanian output, estimated at
30,000 tons a month, goes mostly to Germany.
A report in the " Vossische Zeitung" of the 19th states that Count Bernsdorff has
been appointed Ambassador at Constantinople.

GERMAN AFFAIRS.
In last weelts Report reference was made to the falling off in Germany's milk and
meat production and to the bad harvest prospects. A further report from the same
source confirms this information and adds that one of the causes for the deterioration
of German crops has been the cultivation of comparatively worthless crops due to the
Governments inept fixing oE prices (the German genius for organisation appears to
have had. a disastrous effect upon agriculture). The report is consistently gloomy. It
asserts that there are only 12 million pairs of boots in Germany ; that 70,000 people
in Berlin are living on what they can steal from the countryside fields ; and. that the
trade unions are preparing for a general strike to commence without warning.
. An article in the " Berliner Tageblatt " of 14th August states that many cattle
will have to be slaughtered for want of fodder. It objects to the proposed raising of
the price of milk and butter, as this would induce farmers to feed more cows than are
required with food fit for human consumption. Milk, it says, should be reserved for
mothers, babies and invalids. A million cows would proAade enough for these, and
after providing for the butter supply 10 or 20 per cent, of the remaining cattle might
be killed for meat.
The German wireless of 18th August reports the appointment of General
Scheuech to be Chief of the War Bureau at Berlin, vice General Groener. who is-,
appointed to a Divisional command.

1.1
In the " Kolnische Volkszeitung " of 14-th August it is reported that, in a recent
interview given by Herr Michaelis to the editor of the " JSJeue Baclische Landeszeitung,"
the Chancellor declared fiscal exploitation to be unavoidable in the case of new
products, such as nitrogen. The State, he said, will not create monopolies in
industrial and commercial products except in the last resort, but will "be compelled to
find sources of revenue other than direct war taxes on incomes and property.
A report, received through diplomatic channels, states that at a dinner recently
given in Berlin, at which Count Bernsdorff was present, an officer named Hoffmann,
on Ludendorffs staff, asserted that Germany would have been compelled to make
peace months ago had she not received vaLuable help in war materials from Sweden.
If these supplies were uow cut off, lie thought that her defeat was inevitable within
the next four months. He did not believe in the possibility of the country being
reduced by starvation, but only by the wastage of human lives and war material.
An unconfirmed, report, forwarded from Rotterdam on the 20th, states that the
German railway workers have declared a general strike and are demanding a republic
and the abolition of German militarism.

AUSTR0-HUNGARIAN AFFAIRS.
A German wireless message of 21st August states that Herr Wekerle has been
appointed. Prime Minister of Hungary.
HOLLAND.
The Dutch Minister at Berlin has received instructions to lodge a formal protest
against the recent violation of Netherland territorial waters by two German aviators
and a German torpedo host.
The Dutch Minister for Foreign'Affairs has raised imobjection to the conditions
named by the British and French Governments with reference to the proposed
transfer to the Dutch flag of six German ships in Dutch East Indian ports. He
suggests, however, that in order to expedite transport for the Belgian Relief
Commission it would be well not to wait for the ex-German ships, wdiich are not
ready for sea, but to use equivalent Dutch tonnage.
Sir W. Townley reports (21st August) that in spite of prolonged negotiations, no
progress has been made with regard to the supply of coal to Holland by Germany.
The Germans insist that, if more than 100,000 tons are wanted, Dutch miners must
be sent to produce it from the German mines. The situation is serious for Holland.
SWITZERLAND.
His Majesty's Minister at Berne having conveyed a warning to friendly Swiss
banks as to the possibly unpleasant results of a Swiss loan to Germany (vi.de
Report No. 2S), the Minister for Foreign Affairs, greatly disturbed thereby, enquired
whether this warning had been given under instructions. He said that it might
result in wrecking the German-Swiss negotiations, and if it did, the Swiss Government
would be unable to obtain coal and might be compelled to refuse accommodation for
interned prisoners. He admitted that the proposed loan to Germany was under the
auspices of the Swiss Government. The gist of the transaction is, that instead of
paying 200 francs a ton for German coal, the Swiss will be able to pay 90 francs a ton
and lend Germany the balance of 110 francs for the period of the war. Sir H. Rumbold
suggests that, instead of incurring the resentment of the Swiss people by increasing
their difficulties in this emergency, it might be advisable to ask for equal facilities
in the shaj)e of a substantial loan. The French Ambassador understands that the Swiss
Government would entertain proposals, and he has therefore suggested to his
Government that the best solution of the question would be an Anglo-French loan to
support exchange and melt Allied commitments in Switzerland.
The new German Swiss Convention was signed on the 20th August, to remain in
force until 13th April 1-918.

SWEDEN.
The Swiss Minister for Foreign Affairs has informed the French Ambassador at
Berne that he understands the Swedish Government intend to raise the submarine
question at the Conference of neutrals. The Norwegian Minister for Foreign Affairs
states that discussion at the Conference (if it should be convened) will be strictly
confined to matters of international law, as indicated in the published programme,
and that the American blockade policy will not be discussed ; Norway declines to
consider proposals for common action in this matter. The Italian Minister at
Christiania has reported that the object of the Swedish Government is to secure this
common action. Questioned on the subject by Sir E. Howard on the 17th August,
the Swedish. Minister for Foreign Affairs said that His Government have abandoned
all idea of discussing any matters connected with the prosecution of the war, including
the submarine question. The Conference is intended to be merely preliminary and.
to discuss neutral rights and interests after the war. Sir A. Hardinge has been
confidentially informed that the Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs is opposed to
joining in any Conference likely to be obnoxious to the British or American
Governments.
On 17th August the Swedish Minister for Foreign. Affairs informed Sir E. Howard,
in reply to enquiries, that he had not yet received any communication from the United
States concerning American imports into Sweden. Sir E. Howard had advised the
Foreign Office two days before that the whole question of a general Allied policy of
embargoes on Swedish imports might, be seriously prejudiced, and the blockade
rendered ineffective, by independent action on the part of Russia. He instanced the
fact that the Russian Minister was endeavouring to make an agreement whereby
Russia would obtain certain munitions in return for sending 20,000 tons of oilcake to
Sweden. Other similar arrangements are also under discussion. Sir E. Howard and
his American colleague spoke to the Russian Minister on the subject on the 15th and
advised delay, pending consultation between the Allied Governments.
In this
connection it is to be noted that large quantities of Danish meat, eggs and butter are
being exported to Sweden. Sir E. Howard, advises that no meat should be allowed to
be thus exported unless Danish meat exports to Germany are correspondingly
reduced ; as regards eggs and butter, he thinks all Swedish imports of these articles
are locally consumed, so that Danish exports to Sweden would appear to be likely to
reduce the quantities that might otherwise go to Germany.
As regards the Fish agreement, the renewal of which has recently been under
negotiation with the Swedish Minister in London, the Swedish Government have
declined to agree to the immediate total cessation of all fish and fish products exports
to Germany and to give statistics of such exports since 1st June 19.17. This being
so, His Majesty's Government have intimated their' unwillingness to proceed with
negotiations for the renewal of this agreement, and have suggested to Sir E. Howard
that the facts should be made public in Sweden, so that the Governments responsi
bility for future shortage of food may be clearly recognised. Sir E. Howard advises
that steps should be taken to reduce the quantity of Norwegian herrings to be sold,
to Sweden.
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NORWAY.
Bearing on the general subject of Russian exports to Scandinavia, above noted,.
Sir M. Findlay, reports (21st August) that 127 tons of Russian hemp were recently
imported by Norway in one week. He has drawn the attention of the Russian
Charge d'Affaires to the matter, who concurs in recognising the importance of stopping
these imports, in conformity with the Allies' general blockade policy, and will advise
his Government accordingly .
Sir M. Findlay, reporting on the general position of Norway 's food supply
(17th August), states that the annual imports of nitrogenous foods (13,000 tons)
could be dispensed with if the Norwegians consumed more of their own fish and
milk. In the matter of edible fats, the country would be self-supporting if exports
of milk were stopped and fish oils more extensively used. The country, however,
needs large imports of cereals and fodder stuffs from overseas, and this fact places the
Allies in a position to exercise irresistible pressure, and to insist on the cessation
7
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of all food exports from Norway to the enemy. His Majesty's Minister advises,
therefore, that pressure be confined to commodities of the carbohydrate class.
In order to induce Norway to draw her supplies of imported meat from adjoining
Scandinavian countries, His Majesty's Government have instructed Sir M. Findlay to
denounce the Provision Merchants' Agreement and the corresponding arrangement
with the Food Commission, in so far as it relates to meat, at the same time explaining
that this step is necessitated by the complete change which has taken place in the
situation since the Agreement was made. The "denunciation of the Agreement will
take effect in three months, dating from 20th August : thereafter His Majesty's
Government will consider the question of future facilities in the light of the existing
situation. Sir R. Howard advises that to make this measure effective in the direction
desired it will be advisable to limit the facilities for sending Iceland mutton to
Norway.
DENMARK.
The delegates who went recently to Berlin to discuss the coal supply question
have returned to Copenhagen. They report that Germany is not in a position to
supply the quantities of coal originally promised, and they therefore expect that the
German Government will agree to give safe conducts for Danish ships to bring the
necessary supplies from Great Britain, which they estimate at 100,000 tons monthly.
The Da*nish Government points out that, as the stoppage of fodder imports into
Denmark is likely to increase the amount of Danish tonnage employed in the interests
of the Allies, they have a right to expect that the export of coal from Great Britain
should be increased to 150,000 tons a month, and that the supply of tonnage required
for carrying it should be authorised under the conditions applied, to vessels already
engaged in this traffic.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has handed to Mr. Gurney a memorandum
setting forth all the facts of Denmark's difficult position, and citing figures and
arguments to prove that His Majesty's Government are not justified in regarding
Denmark as a base of supplies- for the enemy, or in cutting off her imports of fodder
stuffs.
On 17th August Mr. Gurney reported that a notice to farmers had been issued by
the Victualling Committee, to the effect that, in the absence of maize for pig-feeding
and to preserve grain for human food, it is necessary for them, to slaughter three
quarters of their sows and not to breed from the rest. The immediate result of this
measure has been that Germany has arranged to purchase 15,000 tons of bacon and
pork, in addition to her regular quota, in return for supplying -100 tons of petroleum.
On receipt of this information, His Majesty's Government instructed Mr. Gurney that
every possible effort should be made to dissuade the Danish Government from
sanctioning exports on such a scale to Germany. With this object in view, His
Majesty's Government are prepared to guarantee a fixed price for Danish bacon of
the best quality, with a sliding scale for lower grades, on condition that the Danish
Government will guarantee delivery to Great Britain of a specified proportion of the
country's surplus produce for a definite period.

SPAIN.
The instigators of strikes and sabotage in Spain have proved themselves to be
lacking in staying power and organisation. After the arrest of the leading
revolutionaries at Madrid, the proclamation of martial law and the execution of four
persons implicated in train-wrecking at Bilbao, the miners, strikers, and agitators
appear to have been rapidly convinced that their position was untenable. The
Government were glad, on the whole, of an opportunity of putting an end to a state
of unrest which, had it been prolonged, might have become seriously dangerous.
On the 15th Sir A. flardinge, passing through Bilbao on his way from Santander to
Madrid, expressed the opinion that confidence and order were rapidly being restored.
There were general strikes at Santander, Carthagena, Rio Pinto, Corunna, and other
r
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places, but the large cities (including Barcelona and Saragossa) showed no inclination
to oppose the Governments military forces. On the IGth railways and factories had
resumed working. At Bilbao there were disorders and a number of casualties on the
night of the 16th, and one of the towits two blast furnaces was destroyed. On the
.19th His Majesty's Consul reported that conditions had become normal, and that the
miners wotdd return to work on the following day. On the 20th the military
authorities issued an order calling for the surrender of ail arms, under severe
penalties. His Majesty's Consul at Barcelona draws attention to the report, widely
circulated and commonly believed, that the Allied Governments have spent money in
fomenting these disturbances. At the same time Sir A. Hardinge states that there
is increasing evidence of German instigation of the troubles in Bilbao. For a.
different reason, there would also appear to have been a certain amount of French
sympathy with the Spanish revolutionists". An article by Herve has produced an
unfortunate effect on the Spanish Government ; furthermore, a French subject named
Breal, chief of the French propaganda service, has been arrested for addressing
strikers at Bilbao, and another French resident expelled from Corunna.
Negotiations are proceeding with the Spanish Ambassador in the matter of the
Cortina agreement. The Spanish Government contend that, in return for permitting
the free export of iron ore to Great Britain, His Majesty's Government should deliver
British coal in Spam. The British Governments position is that Spain should send
her own, cr chartered, ships to fetch the coal, just as England sends ships to fetch
the iron. It has been made clear to the Spanish Ambassador that it is for Spain to'
arrange the matter of transport for such supplies of coal as she requires.

CHINA.
According to a report forwarded by Mr. Alston on 14th August, the ChineseGovernment propose to embark upon considerable borrowing operations, including
the "Currency Reform" loan of 10,000,0001. and a further loan, of unspecified
amount, for "administrative" purposes.
His Majesty's Government consider
it highly undesirable that this tendency should be encouraged, and have
therefore suggested joint action with the United States at Peking, to induce the
Chinese Government to moderate their requirements. Sir C. Spring Rice has been
instructed to point out that, if the Chinese Government persist in their demands, the
only Allied country that can find the money is Japan, and the transaction would give
that Power a predominant influence, in Chinese affairs, unless a financial group were
organised in the United States to participate in such advances. (The Chinese Govern
ment are particularly anxious to secure American participation). As far as the actual
position in China is concerned, His Majesty's Government consider that the finances
of the Chinese Government should now be in a "more advantageous situation than for
many years past, owing to a,combination of favourable circumstances, e.g., the rise in
the value of silver, remission of indemnities, increase in import tariff, &c, and that,
borrowing on any large scale is therefore unnecessary.
With reference to the disposal of the ex-enemy shiyjs in Chinese ports, His MajestyV
Ambassador at Tokio has been instructed to ask the Japanese Government for the
present not to make or support any offers to purchase them; pending the Chinese
Governments reply to the British Governments offer to buy all the vessels, which
was communicated to Japan last April. It is the intention of His Majesty's Govern
ment, if and when this purchase is completed, to divide the vessels equally with
Japau and the United States, hut in that case they would propose that the Japanese
Government should agree to allow their share of the tonnage to be used during the
Avar for purposes of European trade. On the 20th August, however, Mr. Alston was
informed that the Chinese Government Government had decided not to sell the ships,
but to keep them and charter them to the Allies. Mr. Alston has urged the Cabinet
to reconsider this decision, pointing out the obvious advantages of an immediate sale
for cash.
Mr. Alston considers that there may be difficulties in the way of a general agree
ment betAveen all the Allies concerned in regard to the proposed postponement of
China's idemnity for five years Avithout interest. He and his Japanese colleague
jforesee that the Russian Government, and possibly the Italian, may not consent to this

arrangement. He suggests that, in the event of difficulties being raised, he be
authorised to inform the Chinese Government that Great Britain will in any case
waive payment. His Japanese colleague has ashed for similar instructions.
On 21st August a representative of the Premier and the Foreign Office asked
Mr. Alston whether His Majesty's Government would regard with favour an offer by
China to send troops to the war. The suggestion was confidential and unofficial.

SI AM.
The Siamese Minister for Foreign Affairs has unofficially suggested to His
Majesty's representative at Bangkok that, if feasible, it would be expedient to send ail
interned Germans back to Germany. There are about 200 of them ; the gain to
Germany of the males of military age among them, would be; unimportant, as
compared with the commercial injury which German interests would suffer by their
removal to Europe. Mr. Lyle enquires whether the idea can be entertained or
whether His Majesty's Government consider internment in India to be preferable.

BRAZIL.
The Brazilian Government having requested information (for the protection of
their merchant vessels) as to the areas patrolled by British warships in South. American
waters, Sir A. Peel has been directed to state in reply that the Admiralty offer no
objection, subject to the approval of the United States Government but they consider
that the risk of communicating secret route instructions to Brazilian vessels is not
justified so long as the pro-German Commandant Miilier dos Reis remains in any way
connected with the Brazilian Lloyd service.
Negotiations have been practically, although not definitely, concluded between the
Brazilian and French Governments whereby France will buy about a year's coffee
supply (between two and three million bags) from. Brazil on the understanding that
the ex-German ships carrying this coffee will subsequently be chartered to the United
States for the purpose of transporting troops to France. Sir A. Peel also understands
that the French Government have guaranteed the payment due to the State of Sao
Paolo for the 6,000,000Z. worth of coffee recjuisitioned by Germany at Hamburg.

MEXICO.
On 21st August Mr. Cummins reported the publication of statements in the Mexican
Press, to the effect that a United States loan of $250,000,000 is practically certain, as
President Wilson has assured American Bankers that such a loan will have his moral
support. Similar statements having appeared in the American Press, Sir O. SpringRice reports (22nd) that, while the State -Department does not wish to antagonise
Carranza by refusing him money, they are confident that no American Bank wall lend
him any unless assured of something more than mere acquiescence on the part of the
United States Government.

HONDURAS.
In reply to an invitation issued by the Government of Costa Rica to the Central
American Republics, for a Conference to re-consider the Washington Treaties of 1907,
the Government of Honduras has proposed that the Conference should first of all
consider the question of a Union of Central American Republics. At a public
meeting held on 14th August at Amapala to discuss this proposal, the tone of the
speeches delivered was distinctly hostile to the United States.

UNITED STATES.
In a memorandum on Anglo-American relations, Sir W. Wiseman declares that
the situation is not satisfactory and that we are drifting towards serious misunder
atandings which may even lead to deadlock between the Governments, due mainly to
lack of information. What is necessary, in his opinion, is that the Allied demands
for help should be presented in a co-ordinated form and their necessity for the purpose
of carrying on the war made intelligible to the public ; but it is even more particularly
necessary that the Autocrat-President should himself be kept more closely informed
of what is in our mind from day to day, and that the most capable and distinguished
naval and military officers should be sent over for that purpose.
In one of a series of interviews between Lord Northcliffe and Colonel House (10th
to 14th August), the latter laid stress on the necessity for placing Mr. McAdoo in a
position to make it perfectly clear to Congress that the money of the American people
is not being used to benefit Morgans, who, in the eyes of Democracy in the United
States, stand for Wall Street and the dominion of the almighty dollar. Colonel House
renewed his suggestion that a Liberal politician of distinction, e.g., Lord Reading,
should be sent on a general mission in connection with war finance. In military
matters also he thought that, as American soldiers in France write home only about
the French Army, more should be done to remove popular ignorance concerning what
Great Britain has really done and is doing. To this end British officers of high
distinction and war experience should be sent to Washington. He also urged that
General Smuts should come out and speak in the Western States.
One of the ex-German ships has been fitted with Edison's apparatus for making
vessels unsinkable, the efficacy of which is to be tested, by torpedoing the vessel, this
week.
Sir G. Spring Rice reported on 18th August that the President was considering
the question of a general embargo on exports to neutral European countries, and that
in the opinion of the Licensing Bureau, of the Department of Commerce he may be
" expected to take favourable action at any moment," but some weeks are likely to
elapse before any additions are made to the list of prohibited exports. Meanwhile, a
regular propaganda is being worked from Scandinavia, through the mails, giving a
harrowing account of the food conditions there, for the purpose of creating a public
opinion against any embargo on. foodstuffs.
On 15th August Mr. McAdoo informed, the party leaders in Congress that it will
be necessary to authorise an additional 6,000 million dollars for war expenditure
(including new loans to the Allies) to 30th June 1918. A Committee of the House
will discuss the situation on or about 25th August. It is expected that 4,000 millions
will be raised by a loan at a rate not exceeding 4- per cent.
Mr Royden reports, for the information of the Food Controller (16th August) that
the steady rise in the prices of food, especially sugar and packing-house products, is
causing grave dissatisfaction and anxiety in the United States, where public opinion
is tending to oppose loans to the Allies on the ground that they serve to put up prices
against home consumers. Mr. Hoover strongly urges that the operations of the
Wheat Commission should be extended to cover all food purchases in the United
States and West Indies, and that the other Allies should join the Anglo-American
purchasing association so as to check competition and control prices at the sources of
production.
The United States Governments policy in the matter of the neutrality of the
Panama Canal zone, as laid down by the Proclamation of 23rd May, has been further
explained in a Memorandum handed to His Majesty"s Ambassador by the State
Department. The Department regrets that it is unable to sanction the unlimited use
of the dry docks and . repair shops at Balboa by British warships, as this would
constitute an infringement of the peculiar status of the Canal which the United States
are bound to maintain. In the opinion of the Department, the Canal and its
approaches should not be made a rendezvous for belligerent ships or a base of naval
equipment and repairs. Sir C. Spring Rice has pointed out that if differentiation is
exercised in favour of United States vessels, it would be to the disadvantage of Great
Britain in a matter of vital importance to the war. . He is informed by the State
Department that instructions have been given to the Canal authorities to give all
possible facilities to British transports.

THE SHIPPING SITUATION.
Lord Northcliffe reports (loth August) that Mr. Hughes has protested vehemently
-against any seizure by the United States Government of the 14 ships now building in
the United Slates for Australia. These ships, he says, are the property of the
Commonwealth, and, if the United States confiscates them, it will be regarded as an
"unfriendly act.
Mr. Royden reported on. 18th August that the Shipping Board are considering the
advisability of assuming control over all chartering of neutral vessels, under conditions
similar to those adopted by the Inter-Allied' Chartering Committee in London ; at the
same time they propose to appoint representatives on that Committee, and to invite
the British Government to be represented on their Board. The question of the future
ownership of ships now under construction in United States yards is not yet settled.
The Board is well-disposed, but strong political influences are at work in the direction
of confiscation.
The Germans, have refused, to supply any more shipbuilding materials to Norwegian
yards, their object being to keep down the output of tonnage. This being so, Sir
M. Findlay again urges the expediency of offering to supply Norwegian builders with
materials from America in sufficient quantity to keep their yards fully employed.
Such an offer would do much to remove all ground for the idea that Norway, with a
better record than her neighbours, is being harshly treated by the Allies ; it would
also inflict permanent injury on Germany in the Norwegian market. The tonnage
required to carry these materials would probably only be a small part of the amount
saved by the restrictions placed on Norway's food imports.
An article in " Die Post, '' discussing the effect of the submarine campaign on the
shipping situation, places the monthly reduction of tonnage available for British, sea
- traffic at 950,000 ; after allowing for all. known losses and gains, it estimates that the
tonnage available on 1st February, exclusive of army transports and auxiliary cruisers,
was 10,750,000 tons, and that this had been reduced to 7,000,000 on 1st July. By
1st October, at this rate, there will be 5,500,000 tons left (counting American ships),
and on 1st January .1918, 4,000,000. It places the minimum required for
England's war needs at 6,000,000 to 7,000,000, and thus concludes that Germany's
goal is in sight. An official announcement, signed by the Chief of the Admiralty
Staff, was published on 21st, August, stating that " the total amount of enemy cargo
" space sunk by the military measures of the Central Powers during the first six months
" of unrestricted U-boat warfare," is 5,495,000 British register tons.
According to information given by a German naval officer to a member of the
United States Legation at Berne, Germany's submarine .losses have been heavy, but
have been balanced, by the rate of production. From Zeebrugge alone six submarines
were lost during the last three weeks of June.
Finding it impossible 1o supply Japan with shipbuilding materials, as stipulated
hy the Japanese Government in return for the allocation of tonnage for Allied
purposes, His Majesty's Government have decided to abandon further negotiations
for the acquisition, of Japanese vessels, and to leave the whole question to be dealt
with by the United States. Sir C. Spring Pice was informed of this decision on
21st August. It is hoped that, in return for raw materials for shipbuilding, the
United States Government may be able to secure Japanese tonnage for use not only
-during the war but afterwards, and that, having secured it, they will be in a position
to allocate an increased number of American vessels for use by the Allies in European
waters and to raise no objection to Allied re-chartering of the few Japanese vessels,
that are now in their service.
1

. . PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
The reception given to the Pope's peace programme has not been of a nature
to encourage his Holiness in looking for any immediately satisfactory result. Even
the " Vorwarts " damns it with faint praise. It admits that " there is nothing in the
Papal Note which the German Government can describe as absolutely impossible " ;
it thinks that in the end it will do good, because "Lloyd George and Ribot will not
" be able to conceal much longer from their peoples that Germany is ready to make
" peace, and because every refusal of mediation must weaken, their position in their

""own l a n d " ; but it concludes by the oracular declaration that Germ any's only
possible watchword is " strong in defence and ready for peace by agreement." The
Pan-German Press is naturally contemptuous of what it describes as an " Entente
intrigue." The " Tagliche Rundschau " "declares that the Pope's proposals amount
to asking Germany for self-sacrifice and renunciation; " tire, only suggestion
" favourable to Germany, i.e., that she should recover her Colonies, is impracticable,
" as the Japanese are not likely TO be influenced by the Pope." The Catholic organ,
" Germania," considers that his Holiness could not have acted as he has done without
previously consulting both groups of Powers, and that it affords, therefore, a striking
proof of the very strong and widespread craving for peace.
His Majesty's Government have instructed Count de Salis to choose a suitable
opportunity to point out to the Cardinal Secretaiw of State at the Vatican that, in
their opinion, no progress is likely to be made by any offers of mediation until theCentral Powers and their Allies have definitely stated the objects for which they are
fighting, the measure of restoration and reparation which they are prepared to
concede, and. the guarantees they are prepared to give for the future. Even as
regards Belgium, where they have admitted their guilt, they have given no clear
intimation of their intentions ; nor have they ever given any satisfactory reply to President Wilson's Note. At the same time His Majesty's representative at the
Vatican has been instructed to state that His Majesty the King fully appreciates the
lofty and benevolent intentions which have prompted his Holiness to make these
peace proposals, which will receive the closest attention, The State Department at
Washington recognises the need for careful consultation with the Allies in framing
a courteous reply to the Papal Note, which is considered to have been prompted by
Austria. Mr. Lansing expects that the United States Government will not participate
in any joint note of the Allies, but will reply independently on similar lines.
The President is annoyed that the Vatican should have published this peace
manifesto at a time when the United States Government are doing their utmost
to combat pacifist intrigues ; this annoyance is clearly reflected by the resolution
introduced in the Senate on 16th August which assumes that " the President is in
" possession of all reliable information upon which any practicable course for war or
" peace could be tmdertaken, when the time is appropriate for such, a move." At the
same time Americans connected with the Press and war propaganda consider it
advisable that the Papal Note shotild be countered by the publication of a clear
statement which the Administration could support, showing precisely the origin of
the war and the ideals of the Allies, without touching on their respective aims and
claims. The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs regards the Pope's overtures as
" purely pro-German." The Spanish Government are apparently annoyed at the
Vatican having taken action independently and without constiltation. The Italian
Government are reticent as to their views in the matter, pending preliminary
discussion of the Allies' reply. The Austria]!. Minister at The Hague is reported to
have declared that neither Berlin nor Vienna were consulted concerning the Papal
Note ; at the same time, he thinks it may prove useful if it should help to delude the
French and Italian peoples into the belief that they have attained their war aims
with regard to Alsace-Lorraine and the Trentino, &c, and so insist on peace.
With reference to the Stockholm Conference and the published correspondence
between the British Prime Minister and Mr. Henderson, the Russian Minister for
Foreign Affairs informed Sir G. Buchanan on the 15th that M. Nabokoff had never
been authorised to say that the Russian Government were opposed to the Conference:
The Prime Minister begged Sir G. Buchanan and his Allied colleagues to urge their
respective Governments not to refuse passports to Socialist Delegates for Stockholm.
His Majesty's Ambassador observes that while the Prime Minister and the Minister
for Foreign Affairs were opposed to the meeting of the Conference, the Russian
Government never intended that this attitude should be publicly declared. With a
view to removing the misunderstanding created by M. Nabokoffs unauthorised
statement, they issued a semi-official communication on 15th August, in which it is
stated that the Russian Government has never thought of refusing passports to Russian
Socialists, considering an International Socialist Conference on questions of war
and peace to be useful; at the same time they cannot recognise that such a Conference
can settle questions of state, decision in such matters being the sole prerogative of the
Allied Governments. In reply, the Foreign Office explained the British Governments
position, as set forth in the Henderson correspondence and in the House of Commons,
observing that the cables to Russia had evidently conveyed a false impression of the
Prime Ministers statements, M. Nabokoff had never said, nor had the Prime
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Minister, that the Russian Government were opposed to the Conference, but that they
regarded it " as a party concern and its decision as in no way binding upon their
liberty of action," a statement explicitly authorised by the Minister for Foreign
Affairs. Incidentally, Sir G. Buchanan was instructed so point out, if necessary, and
in the event of the Russian Government requesting that the Allied Governments
should allow Socialists to go to Stockholm, that public opinion in England, France,
Italy, and America is entitled to consideration as well as in Russia.
An Italian official communication published at Rome on 15th August announced
that passports would not be granted to Italian Socialists to go to Stockholm.
Writing in the "Social Demokraten " of 14th August, M. Branting expressed the
opinion that the refusal of the Allied Governments to allow Socialists to go to
Stockholm would have far-reaching consequences and might prove to be a political
mistake of the first order, placing the. Allied Governments in an unfavourable
position. Much will depend, be says, upon the results of the Allied Socialist
Conference which meets in London oii 2Sth August. l i e considers it certain that the
fundamental international ideal underlying the Stockholm Conference cannot be
overthrown by a refusal to issue passports. Mr. Huysmans, who has been invited by
the Independent Labour Party to attend the Allied Socialist Conference on 28th
August, has expressed great indignation at the British Governments refusal to issue
passports for Stockholm. In conversation with Sir E. Howard (to whom he has
applied for facilities to land in England), he stated that another winter of war would
prove disastrous to the people of Belgium, and that for this reason, if for no other, he
desired that some basis for peace negotiations should speedily be found.
Social democrats representing the Central Powers are to meet in Conference at
Vienna on 29th August.
Information has been received, coming from an official German source, that
Germany is prepared to discuss as peace terms the evacuation of Belgium and
Northern France, and a rectification of the Alsace-Lorraine frontier in favour of
France, receiving compensation from Russia in Courland. An intimation in this
sense has been communicated to a high official of a neutral country, probably as a
ballon cVessai.
Two leaders of Bulgarian Government Socialists, by name Sukezoff and Jubalief,
have lately been in Switzerland, en route for Berlin and Stockholm, conducting a
pro-German propaganda in favour of Germany amongst Swiss Socialists, and
advocating the policy of a peace without annexations or indemnities. Possibly as
the outcome of their activities and. discussions, an "authorised declaration on behalf
of the Bulgarian Committee of National Defence " has been indirectly conveyed to
His Majesty's Minister at Berne. After asserting Bulgaria's predominant role in the
Balkans, and her intention to institute a vigorous offensive to drive the Allies from
Salonika at a propitious moment, the declaration proceeds " to make a final effort at
reconciliation with the Allies " on behalf of Bulgarian patriots, and formulate a
number of proposals, the gist of which is that in return for the Allies recognising
Bulgarian aspirations in Macedonia and the Dobrudja, and in Thrace (as laid down
by the Treaties of San Stefano and London respectively) the Committee of National
Defence are prepared to dethrone the King, overthrow the Government, and detach
Bulgaria from the Central Powers for the purposes of a separate pjace. The
Committee propose that a secret meeting of Powers interested in Bulgarian questions
be held in Paris to meet their delegates and discuss these matters. The Committee
-consists apparently of four gentlemen of no particular authority.

GENERAL.
The Army Council have appointed Major-Genera] Sir John Hanbury Williams to
superintend arrangements for the accommodation in Holland of British prisoners of
war to be transferred from Germany. The exchange of prisoners under the
agreement recently concluded is still delayed by the action of the German
Government in refusing to allow Hull to be used as the port of shipment for
exchanged prisoners. The Admiralty have now suggested Boston, being opposed to
Lowestoft for military reasons, and considering Soutkwold quite unsuitable for
reasons that were fully explained at the Hague.
The Netherlands Minister at Constantinople has reported that the Turkish
Government are unwilling to agree to a general exchange of all British and French

civilian prisoners in Turkey against all Turkish civilian prisoners in England and
France. They add that unless Great Britain accedes to their demand for the release
of Sabri, the Porte will not consider the question of an exchange of civilian prisoners,
and will intern all British, subjects in Turkey (they are now at liberty) in concentration
camps. With a view to bringing increased pressure to bear upon the Turkish
Government in this matter, Sir R. Rodd has been instructed to request the Italian
Government to agree to the British Governments endeavouring to induce Idris el
Senussi to hand over his Turkish prisoners to British custody.
The Bulgarian Government have released 30 British and nine French prisoners
of war, who are due to reach Lyons on the 28th of August. They have done this in
confident expectation that certain Bulgarian prisoners in Egypt will be speedily
repatriated.
1
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AUSTRALIA.

The Australian Government evidently feel that Australia'^ national sentiment is
not sufficiently met by the existence of separate Australian Divisions, only three of
which are united in an Australian Corps, and wmdd like to see all their five divisions
grouped together in a single corps or small army of two corps. On the other hand,
they have hitherto maintained an exceptional position with regard to the death penalty
for desertion, which, in Sir D. Haig's opinion, has had unfortunate consequences on
their discipline. The difficulty might, perhaps, be met by mutual concession on the
basis of a single Australian force, with its discipline assimilated to that of the rest of
His Majesty's Forces, thus bringing Australia exactly into line with Canada in these
matters.
FRANCE.

The unpleasant revelations of the Duval-Almereyda affair have seriously shaken
the position of M. Malvy, the one Minister who has managed to stay in office throughout
all changes of government during the war. If M. Malvy goes it will be a triumph for
M. Clemenceau, who has laid himself out to drive him from office for his complaisance
in dealing with pacifist intrigues.
GERMAN AEEALUS.

Herr Michaelis's new " free Committee " is thoroughly typical of the lines upon
which German constitutional development is proceeding. The Reichstag, through
leading members of all parties, is being effectively brought into touch with the
intimate discussion of German Imperial policy. The Government hopes thereby to
have the advantage of knowing exactly what the Reichstag thinks, and to give the
party leaders the advantage of knowing exactly what it thinks. The object is
harmonious co-operation between Government and Reichstag, but always on the clear
understanding that it is the Government and not the Reichstag which governs.
SWEDEN.

The Swedish situation will need careful watching. Admiral Lindmaifs declaration
that Sweden will refuse to accept any demand for the cessation of her trade with the
Central Powers, indicates that the Conservatives mean to make all the use they can
for the purposes of the coming election of Swedish resentment at anything resembling
dictation. The trouble in Finland may also be of great assistance to them, as it will
tend to throw discredit on the liberals and Socialists, who have backed the Russian
Revolution, even if it does not actually raise a clamour for intervention against
Russia.
CHINA.

The attitude of the Russian and Italian Ministers at Peking in attempting to evade
the pledges given to China last May, if she entered the war, is unfortunate.

URUGUAY.

The attitude of the United States in declining to assist in securing facilities for
French and British warships in Uruguayan ports, and their similar attitude over the
question of Panama Canal facilities, show that the State Department at Washington
is not yet sufficiently whole-hearted about the war to place the success of the Allies as
a whole before its own aspirations to an American hegemony in Central and South
America.
Tut:

SHJITINC; SITUATION.

Unless the appeal to the Presidents fairmindedness and generosity prevails the
confiscation of all. the British ships now building in America is imminent. The
effects of this, both during and after the Avar, may be very serious. The only
practical conclusion is that we should order nothing in the United States that we
can by any chance secure within the British Empire, even at a higher cost and with
greater difficulty . This is imperative, no less in the interest of Anglo-American
friendship than in that of our own independence.
7

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

President Wilson's reply to the Papal Note exactly meets the situation. It
restates the case against Germany in vigorous language suited to the American taste.
It gives a useful handle for agitation to the elements of discontent with the existing
system of government in Germany itself. Above all, it puts a definite stopper on all
detailed discussion of peace terms till Germany is really beaten—for only complete
defeat can bring about that change of system in Germany to which the President
looks for his effective guarantees of a lasting peace.
L. S . A.
7
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PART I.-BRITISH

E M P I R E AND

AFRICA.

CANADA.
In deference to the views of the Canadian Minister of Finance, the Chancellor of'
the Exchequer has now agreed that after September the Canadian Governments
monthly advance of 825,000,000 will be reserved in its entirety for munitions
payments. He points out, however, that this arrangement will leave no funds with
which to pay for cheese and other essential foodstuffs. It will therefore be necessary
to devote to these food requirements the 315,000,000 from New York funds, which
the Chancellor of the Exchequer had previously hoped to be able to use to supplement
the sums supplied by the Canadian Government for munitions. It is suggested that
the Canadian Government may be able to provide further funds for the purchase of
essential foodstuffs, after exhaustion of the 850,000,000 note issue.
The Royal Assent was given to the Conscription Act on 28th August 1917. The
Dominion Government have made preparations for establishing one thousand local
tribunals, and regulations to govern their methods of work are ready to be printed.
A Military Service Council of five Members will be created to assist the Minister of
Justice in the administration of the Act. Mr. Justice Duff, of the Canadian Supreme
Court, will be the Central Appeal Judge under the Act.
At a mass meeting of the Liberals, of South Winnipeg the attitude of the recent
Liberal Convention was repudiated, and a Resolution was passed opposing the
leadership of Sir Wilfrid Laurier unless he consented to the principle of Compulsory
Military Service. The meeting declared itself as unreservedly in favour of compulsion
for military service, and compulsory contribution of wealth ; and it expressed itself in
favour of a National Government. The Premier of Manitoba (Mr. T. C. Norris) stated
at the meeting that every Member of the Manitoba Government was in favour of
conscription.
At the Annual Meeting of the General Liberal Association of Toronto, a Resolution
of confidence in Sir Wilfrid Lauriers leadership was unanimously adopted.
In a letter to the Secretary of " The Win-the-War League," Sir Wilfrid Laurier
has announced his adherence to the policy of a National Non-partisan Government.
He further stated that it would be the duty of the Leader in the next Parliament to
ascertain from Great Britain and the Allies the extent to which the participation of
Canada could be used to the best advantage. In this letter he declares himself in
favour of a vigorous system of voluntary enlistment, the more adequate taxation of
wealth, and the safeguarding of the people from the war profiteers. As to conscription,
he adheres to the Referendum and a General Election.
The majority of the clauses in the Soldiers' Voting Bill have now been dealt with
by the House of Commons in Committee. As amended, the Bill enfranchises all the
oversea soldiers who enlisted in Canada, and those who are not regularly domiciled
in the Dominion can vote as if they were living in the constituency in which they
enlisted. Under the Bill, as amended, Canadians serving with the British or Allied
armies will be entitled to vote. The right to vote is also conferred on Hindus from
British Columbia and on Canadian-Indians serving oversea.
AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
Referring to the reply of the Secretary of State for the Colonies on the subject of
the organisation of the Australian fighting formations (vide last Report), the Common-,
wealth Government have expressed disappointment that the Army Council is not in
sympathy with their desire that the five Australian Divisions should be grouped
together in one or more Australian Corps with Australian Staff Officers. They
consider this would be more acceptable to Australian sentiment than a statement that
Australian and British Staff Officers are regarded as interchangeable, a principle
which, they suggest, has not hitherto been actually carried out in practice.
Finally, they hold that the services of a senior Australian officer in close touch
with the War Office would facilitate decisions in many matters that do not come
directly within the purview of Sir William Bird wood, who is responsible for the
fighting efficiency of the Australian Imperial Force.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies has informed the Government of the
Commonwealth (23rd August) that the Commander-in-Chief in France has again
drawn urgent attention to the serious consequenpes (for which he cannot be'
responsible) which may ensue unless the Government of the Commonwealth can
render their troops subject to the Army Act without such restrictions as exist at
present. With the exception of the Australian Divisions, all His Majesty's Forces in
France (including the New Zealand Division) are subject to the Army Act -without
reservation ; the average number of cases of desertion in the Australian Divisions is
four times higher than in the rest of the Army, and Sir Douglas Haig ascribes this
fact entirely to the present state of the law. Moreover, the fact that the Australian
Force is exempt from the discipline of the Army Act, where it gives power to inflict
the death penalty for desertion, places that Force in an invidious and privileged
position, and creates bad feeling among the troops. In forwarding the Commander
in-Chiefs representations on this subject, the Army Council lay stress on the very
grave nature of the situation thus created, and His Majesty's Government therefore
earnestly trust that the Government of the Commonwealth will give urgent attention to
the question of remedying this serious position. It is pointed out that the power of
inflicting the death penalty is very sparingly used, and that such sentences are only
confirmed when the offence is very deliberate and an. example urgently required.
Mr. Groom has stated in the House of Representatives, in reply to a question,
that there is no truth in the statement that an additional Australian Division is being
formed.
A Bill authorising the Commonwealth to raise 8,000,000Z. for advances to the
States (excepting New South Wales) has passed the Federal Parliament.
Mr. Hughes has stated in the House of Representatives that it is impracticable
to enforce the policy of restricting the sale of enemy goods purchased before the war.
Trading in goods, however, bearing enemy trade marks or belonging to prescribed
firms is still prohibited.
The Colonial. Office has communicated to the Commonwealth Government
(24th August) a full statement of the tonnage situation, with particular reference to
ocean-going steamers (a resume of which will be found under " The Shipping
Situation," infra) and has emphasised the necessity for general co-operation in the
policy laid down by the Shipping Controller. That policj calls for the observance
of two guiding principles : (1) that the first object to be sought in the employment of"
tonnage is the maintenance of supplies essential to the prosecution of the war, and
(2) that, for the most economical use of tonnage, these supplies must be taken from
the sources nearest at hand. Thus, so long as flour and wheat (for example) are
obtainable from the United States or other nearer countries, it is not possible to allot
tonnage to convey it from Australia, except incidentally in liners. Similarly, meat is
brought from the Argentine, this being the nearest source of supply. Bearing this
principle in mind, the Shipping Controller observes that the Commonwealth Govern
ment would greatly assist the polic) of His Majesty's Government if they would agree
to allow vessels which they own or control to trade with the United Kingdom
from nearer points. If, however, they desire that these vessels should in all circum
stances visit an Australian terminal port, the Shipping Controller gives facts and
figures to show that (except in the case of sailing vessels or neutral steamers, which
will not enter the danger zone) the policy of using tonnage to carry Australian
w heat to American or Canadian Pacific ports is not as economical as direct
trade with the United Kingdom via the Panama Canal, which route is already
followed by Australian meat boats. Speaking generally, the Shipping Controller does
not hold out any hope that Australian trade conditions can be improved until means
are found to replace the tonnage lost. Subject to the paramount purposes connected
with the prosecution of the war, His Majesty's Government will do everything
possible to relieve the trade situation; at the. same time they emphasise the
importance of the shipping problem, and trust that the Commonwealth Government
may be able and willing to place a certain amount of Australian coastal tonnage at
the disposal of the Shipping Controller.
On 23rd August the Governor General forwarded for the information of His
"-Majesty's Government a full and detailed account of the causes, extent, and effects of
the serious strikes which, commencing in New South Wales on 2nd August, have
spread throughout the various States of the Commonwealth. On the 15th the Federal
Government intervened, and issued a proclamation declaring their resolute determina
tion to check what is evidently an organised attempt to hold up traffic by land and sea,
and to prevent the transport of supplies vital to the welfare of the Empire and the
Allies. Under severe penalties all persons were warned against inciting to disorder
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or interfering with transport work, and arrangements were made for carrying on with
free labour reinforced by volunteers. The Prime Minister is of opinion that the
upheaval is one of the most serious with which Australia has,.ever been confronted,
and that a section of the strikers is seeking to put a stop to all work throughout the
Commonwealth. He believes that this section is led by those who at the last election
tried to gain control of the Government. The fight is likely to be a bitter one, but it
is a hopeful sign that in New South Wales, where the trouble began, the authorities
have been able to keep the public services running. There has been no serious
trouble in South Australia.
The Minister for Home Affairs and Territories (Mr. Glynn) has presented a Report
to Parliament on the Northern Territory. This shows some progress towards
settlement, and states that the Commonwealth has spent 8,945,000i. upon the
Territory. The Minister considers that development is likely to be on pastoral and
mineral lines as the heat would interfere with agricultural operations.
The
Administrator has, however, reported that if white labour had to be employed at
current rates of wages, no farmer would be able to make ends meet.
The Governor of South Australia reported on the 27th August that he had
approved a- Coalition Ministry under the Premiership of Mr. Peake. The Press gives
the composition of the Ministry as follows :—
Mr. Peake : Premier, Chief Secretary, and Attorney-General.
Mr. Butler : Treasurer and Minister of Railways.
- Mr. Bice : Public Works and Mines.
Mr. Blundell: Repatriation, Agriculture and Industry.
Mr. Jackson : Crown Lands and Immigration.
Mr. Styles : Education.
NEW ZEALAND. The Prime Minister of New Zealand referred in the House of Representatives on
3rd July 1917 to the future of the German Pacific Colonies. He said Members knew
perfectly well that outside of Australia and New Zealand there was considerable
difference of opinion in regard to the German Colonies. There was no difference of
opinion in this matter in New Zealand or Atistralia. If these Colonies were to go
back to Germany at the end of the war, it would mean that they would be occupied
hy our present enemies, who might use them as naval bases and headquarters for
submarines and aeroplanes. We should emphasise on every suitable occasion our
opposition to the return of these Colonies to an unscrupulous rival who might use
them to attack us more successfully on some future occasion than at the present time.
Sir Joseph Ward also dealt with the subject, and said it would be a crime if these
Colonies were ever allowed to revert to Germany or to any other foreign country.
If they went back to Germany they would always be a menace, like a watch-dog ready
to put its fangs into us.
The Prime Minister has inquired whether the Committee which is being set up by
the Secretary of State for the Colonies to consider the question of Imperial Preference
will deal in this connection with the question of overseas shipping.
SOUTH AFRICA.
The Government of South Africa have drawn attention to the undesirable results
which follow- from the omission of all reference, in official communiques, to engage
ments in which British arms have been unsuccessful. They point out that information
in regard to such incidents (they cite, for example, two recent engagements in East
Africa in which certain units suffered heavily) is bound to reach South Africa sooner
or later, and they therefore consider that it is advisable that the facts should be stated,
both to avoid the appearance of a policy of concealment and to prevent the spread of
exaggerated and alarming accounts. Public opinion in the Union is inclined to
resent the omission of reference to such incidents.
With reference to the South African wool clip for 1917-18, His Majesty's
Government have replied expressing regret that they Cannot acquiesce in the proposal
(vide Report No. 29) that they should pay a higher price than for Australian and
New Zealand wools. Any large sales made to J a p a n or to the United States would
defeat the objects which His Majesty's Government had in view in offering to purchase
the entire clip. It is therefore hoped that the South African Government may be able
to confine sales to Japan and the United States to the balance of 1916-17 wool and
sell the entire new season's clip to His Majest3 's Government.
r
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PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
The Administrator of Southern Rhodesia reports (22nd August) that a native
messenger arrived recently at Salisbury from Makosa, one of the leading chiefs of the
Parue district. He came bearing a request from Makosa for assistance against the
Portuguese, who, he declared, are grievously ill-treating his people.
The
Administrator replied that if the natives came from Portuguese territory into Southern
Rhodesia they would be safe from pursuit or molestation. The messenger answered
that if the British would not take over the Portuguese territory and allow them to
live there in peace, they would cross over into British territory. It would appear
that a number of the native Chiefs and their followers, rebels against Portuguese
authority, intend to seek refuge in Rhodesia. The High Commissioner for South
Africa considers that, although likely to be resented by the Portuguese, the
Administrator^ attitude is justifiable on grounds of humanity and policy.
His Majesty's Minister at Lisbon has been instructed to make it clear to the
Portuguese Government that the action of their local authorities in East Africa, in
refusing permission to General Northey's recruited carriers to accompany his force
in pursuit of the retreating Germans, is calculated to jeopardise an important military
operation at a critical stage. His Majesty's Government cannot believe that the
Portuguese Government desire to prevent General Northey from consummating a
success which has been so useful to Portugal in clearing Portuguese Nyasaland of the
enemy.
With reference to the action of the Portuguese Government in prohibiting the
export of maize from Portuguese East Africa except to Portugal, His Majesty's Minister
at Lisbon, under instructions, has drawn their attention to the fact that the maize for
which export licences have recently been withheld at Beira, is Rhodesian grain in
transit, and that His Majesty's Government cannot consent to the imposition of
restrictions on the transport of British produce to the United Kingdom. The
Portuguese Government have therefore been requested to issue instructions that the
Rhodesian maize in question may be shipped without delay.
NIGERIA.
The Governor-General reported (20th August) in the matter of the Cameroons'
boundary, that the French were pressing for the Misselele plantation, which lies
entirely within the French sphere but was included in the British as the result of
Sir C. DobelTs proclamation of 17th March 1916. He proposed to hand it over at
once. In reply, the Colonial Office stated that it is desirable that the Mungo River
should be the permanent Anglo-French boundary, and that it is therefore undesirable
to hand over to the French any territory west of that river, if any other amicable
settlement is possible. Furthermore, Mr. Long suggests that the terms of Sir
C. DobelTs proclamation may be regarded as a minor modification of the Picot line,
justified by the French Note of 3rd March 1916. If not, do the French recognise
that the Elong country is in the British sphere, as laid down by the Picot line ? They
can hardly expect to have it both ways. The Colonial Office is at a loss to uncler
stand why the present question has been raised, and suggests that the GovernorGeneral should arrange to have it referred for discussion and settlement between the
Home Governments.
MALTA.
With reference to the conditions under which Maltese-born British subjects in
Algeria are willing to serve in the French Army, Lord Bertie has been instructed to
obtain assurances from the French Government on both the points specified (vide last
Report).
HONG KONG.
On 21st August the Governor of the Colony reported that he has introduced a Bill
before the Legislative Council which provides for compulsory service, on territorial
force lines, for all persons between the ages of 18 and 55, it being understood that the
age limit and length of period for training will be reconsidered six months after peace
is declared. The unofficial members of the Council unanimously urge that compulsion
shoukl only be applied for the period of the war ; the official members support the
Governor and the Bill as drafted.

PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

FRANCE.
With a view to strengthening the position of French exchange by a reduction of
the British trade balance against France, and by fostering French industries wherever
possible, special and temporary arrangements have been made by His Majesty's
Government for the imposition of drastic restrictions on British exports to France and
for the removal of restrictions on French exports to Great Britain. In view of the
special conditions attaching to the Portuguese wine trade and to the trade in silk from
Italy and Japan, His Majesty's Government have intimated their willingness to admit
Portuguese wine and Italian and Japanese silk into Great Britain without restriction ;
but the Governments concerned have been, informed that the specially favourable
treatment accorded to France cannot be extended, to them as regards other goods.
The Press has devoted increasing attention to the Duval-Almereycla affair since the
issue of a communique on the subject issued after a Cabinet Council on 24th August.
Therein it was stated that, after the enquiry before an investigating' Magistrate, the
charge against Duval had been shown to be one of treasonable intercourse with the
-enemy and the case had therefore been transferred from civil to military jurisdiction.
At the end of May, Duval was searched at the frontier of Switzerland and a cheque
found upon him was seized and sent to the second Bureau of the General Staff.
M. Ribot, having heard towards the end of June that this cheque had been restored
to Duval without the knowledge of either the Minister of War or the Minister of the
Interior, called for an immediate investigation of the matter by the Minister of
Justice.
The actual restitution of the cheque was made at the instigation of
M. Leymarie, Chef de Cabinet in the Ministry of the Interior, who, it seems, w as
subseq uently (on 7th July) appointed to be Director of Surete Generale. Following
upon the enquiry by the Minister of Justice (says the official communique) M. Leymarie
resigned the latter office. According to M. Clemenceau's paper ("' L'Homme enchaine"),
M. Leymarie still retains his position as M. Malvy's Chef de Cabinet ; the same paper
asserts that M. Ribot knew about M. Le3'inarie's having returned the checpue to Duval
and nevertheless approved of his appointment as Director of Surete. The " M a t i n "
of the 20th called on the Government to make an exhaustive and fearless enquiry
into all the facts of the case. M. Daudet, in " 1'Action Francaise," states that he
informed the Minister of the Colonies two months ago of the treason of Almereyda
and Duval. M. Clemenceau declares that M. Leymarie shares with M. Malvy the
responsibility for the death of Almereyda. On the 24th, Lord. Bertie expressed the
opinion that the affair may necessitate a reconstruction of the Cabinet and the
removal from office of M. Malvy. On the 27th, the Press published a telegram from
a member of the "Bonnet Rouge" Staff to M. Caillaux, showing that he was on
terms of friendship with Almereyda.
r

ITALY.
There was rioting in Turin, coincident with the declaration of a general strike, on
22nd August. The military authorities took charge on the 23rd, and order was
speedily restored. A private report received by Sir R. Rodd put the number of
persons killed at 60. The outbreak was without political significance, and solely due
to the failure of the bread supply brought about by the sinking of a grain ship—in
other w ords, to defects in the local system of food distribution.
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The French Government have agreed in principle with His Majesty's Government
to make a sixth joint loan to Belgium (provisionally fixed at 500,000.000 francs pending

information as to the amount of the United States loan) and to authorise immediate
payments being made therefrom. The French Minister of Finance, however, considers
it indispensable that an agreement should be reached at once as to the amount of
monthly expenditure to be met out of loan funds, and from which the amount of
America's contribution should be deducted.

GREECE.
For the purpose set forth in last week's Report, His Majesty's Government have
authorised. Mr. Crackanthorpe to take the first opportunity which may present itself
of having audience formally with His Majesty King Alexander.
There is evidence of increasing rivalry and friction between the Italians and the
French. At a recent interview with Lord Robert Cecil, the Italian Ambassador
spoke with great bitterness of the general attitude of France towards Italy and laid
especial stress on the action of the French at Koritza, which he described as a purely
Albanian town. He declared that the evacuation of Epirus by the Italian troops was
proceeding gradually, but that the French were not withdrawing their forces. On
23rd August Sir R. Rodd reported that the Greek Minister at Rome had suggested that
General Sarrail and the Italian General Commanding in Albania should be instructed
to devise a plan for the simultaneous evacuation of Greece. The Paris Conference
not having laid down any definite date or method of procedure, it is necessary that
some such plan of evacuation should be agreed upon, in consultation with the Greek
Government, so that the local Greek authorities may receive the requisite instructions
for taking over charge. Sir R. Rodd considers it advisable that the plan of
evacuation should be concerted on British initiative, as the French and Italian
Military Commanders are so distrustful that they may not believe each other's reports.
On 24th August he reported that the Minister for Foreign Affairs had telegraphed
instructions to the General Commanding at Valona to arrange the necessary
preliminaries for simultaneous evacuation with General Sarrail ; the Italians, he said,
could hardly retire from Janina so long as the French remain at Prevesa. On the
following day His Majesty'.s Government, acting upon Sir R. Rodd's proposal,
instructed him and Lord Bertie to suggest to the Italian and French Governments
respectively, that the representatives of the protecting Powers at Athens should draw
up a plan of evacuation in consultation Avith the Greek Government. On the 26th,
Mr. Crackanthorpe expressed doubts as to the advisability of this course, because of the
uncompromising attitude of the Italian Minister, his open hostility to the French, and
the fact that he is distrusted by the Greek Government. He would probably make
Italian evacuation conditional on an extension of Italian influence over port control.
On the 28th, Sir R. Rodd was instructed to discuss the matter with Baron Sonnino.
The finally revised text of an agreement as to the constitution of the Commission'
for the Assessment of Indemnity Claims has been submitted to those concerned by
the Greek Government. In a covering letter addressed to His Majesty's Charge
d'Affaires the Minister for Foreign Affairs expresses the opinion that, whereas the
Commission was originally international in character, it has now become, by virtue
of changes in the political situation, an organ of the Greek Government. Its duty is
no longer to compel the Government to pay indemnities to Venizelists, but to assist
the Greek Government to apportion their amount. M. Venizelos is extremely anxious
to avoid all appearance of foreign control or pressure in this matter. The members
of the Commission concur generally in the expediency of the proposed change in its
character.
The French Government have suggested the early convocation in Paris of the
Committee (agreed upon under Clause 7 of the recommendations of the Paris Con
ference) for the discussion of Greek finance. At the same time they haA^e proposed
that a special financial delegate should be sent to Athens forthwith to enquire locally
into the financial situation. His Majesty's Government are of opinion that the latter
proposal is unnecessary, pending receipt of the report of the proposed Committee.
Mr. Crackanthorpe reported on 24th August that now that the other Allied controls
have been abolished, the Italians and French have naturally become somewhat
jealous of the retention of the Avhole system of port control by the British. The
question of port control outside the Limits of the British naval zone is particularly
delicate, as it has always borne an inter-Allied character. Mr. Crackanthorpe

considers it advisable to come to *a friendly understanding on the subject before
communicating with the Greek Government. The Italians desire a larger share in
port control, especially at Patras and Prevesa ; the French have made proposals in
regard to control at Greek ports within the French naval zone, including Pineus.
Mr. Crackanthorpe considers it advisable not to obstruct the French claim to co
operation within' their own zone, provided that satisfactory arrangements are made
for the British zone and for safeguarding our naval responsibilities in the iEgean
Sea. The Greek Government, however, are also evidently disturbed by the apparently
permanent character of the British Port Control. The Greek Minister has lodged a
complaint On the subject at the Foreign Office (transmitted to Mr. Crackanthorpe on
27th August), stating that the increased rigour of control in the islands over pass
ports, posts and telegraphs is producing an unfortunate impression. Mr. Crackan
thorpe, in reply, states that he has received no complaints, and is addressing an
enquiry to the Minister for Foreign Affairs on the subject.
On the 2dth of August the King of Greece proceeded to Salonika to consider relief
measures for the distressed population. Mr. Crackanthorpe suggests that the High
Commissioner in Egjqot should be requested to furnish all or part of the supplies
urgently needed by the Greek Government, His Majesty's Government guaranteeing
to replace the same as soon as possible. A confidential report from Salonika states
that a large portion of the Jewish population objects to the idea of being sent to Old
Greece, and are thinking of emigrating to Tunis, being of opinion that Salonika is
unlikely to recover commercially. The French authorities appear to be facilitating
this emigration. " Mr. Crackanthorpe enqxures whether His Majesty's Government
desire to encourage it in the direction of British possessions, such as Egypt.
The French General Staff scheme for the organisation of a military mission in
Greece has been confidentially communicated to His Majesty's Charge d'Affaires at
Athens. It contemplates the organisation of nine or ten Greek divisions by the
1st of January 1918, of which the three Venizelist divisions already mobilised would
be completed before 1st October. There will be training centres at Athens, Larissa,
ancl Janina. The French Mission under General Braquet is to consist of 83 officers
and 37 non-commissioned officers exclusive of the members of the Salonika Mission,
which is to be merged in it:
General Braquet's position (as confidentially communicated to Mr. Crackanthorpe
by the Minister of War) will be that of an intermediary between the Greek Chief of
the General Staff and the Minister of War, directing matters under the latters
authority and invested with such powers as the Minister may consider advisable. He
will represent the Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies at Salonika, and at the
same time the Chief of the French General Staff at Paris. Mr. Crackanthorpe uncler
stands that the trench are by no means satisfied with this arrangement and with
the limitation of General Braquets powers.
Having learned that General Sarrail has declared his inability for the present to
take over any part of the Salonika front held by General Milne, and being also'
informed that the several contingents along that front are very unequally distributed,
wdth the result that the British forces are holding a length of line quite disproportionate
to their strength, His Majesty's Government have requested the French Government
to instruct General Sarrail to make a more equable division of the line among the
Allied contingents. At the same time Lord Bertie has been instructed to point out
that the Serbian Divisions cannot possibly be expected to hold the length of front now
allotted to them (see also under Serbia).
The Intelligence Bureair's report for the week ending 22nd August draws attention
to an important omission in the English Press reports of the speech from the Throne
at the opening of the Greek Chamber. These reports conclude the second paragraph
of the speech with the words " We have repealed the Decree which, by a violation of
" the Constitution, dissolved the Chamber, and have convoked this Chamber for its
" regular second session." They omit the important addition, " in order that it should
be succeeded before long by the convocation of the Revisionist Assembly." Com
menting on this promise, the influential Venizelist organ "Nea Hellas" observes
that the duty of the Assembly will not be to discuss the continuance of the Monarchy,
but " to revise the Constitution, founded on the people's sovereignty ; to consolidate it,
' and wdth it the Throne." The new Assembly, it declares, is to be a revisionist and
not a constituent body, that is to say, it will merely revise the Constitution with the
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object of limiting the powers of the King in- matters wherein heretofore his pre
rogatives have been left undefined. This is stuietly in accordance wdth the whol e
course of the policy of M. Venizelos.
The question of the provisioning of Greece threatens to be one of permanent and
increasing difficulty. M. Venizelos estimates that the local supplies of wheM will be
exhausted by 5th October, and he therefore makes an urgent request for 5,000 tons
to reach Greece before that date. The needs of the situation have been increased by
the destruction of stocks at Salonika and by the rate of consumption in the Army.
Mr. Crackanthorpe states that the present bread ration (under balf-a-pouncl per head)
cannot be reduced and that the partial failure of the maize crop must entail
correspondingly increased imports of food supplies.

SERBIA.
During the Prince Regent's recent visit to the Serbian Army on the Salonika front
His Royal Highness was greatly impressed by their jaded and depressed condition,
resulting from their need of rest. It has been suggested to General Sarrail
that the necessary relief might be obtained by a reduction of the length of front
held by the Serbian Army, but he seems unwilling to accept the suggestion.
This information has been confidentially communicated to His Majesty's representative
at Corfu, but will probably be transmitted to His Majesty's Government, with a request
for assistance, by the Serbian Minister in London.

ALLIED ENEMY AFFAIRS.
In au interview granted to a representative of the Budapest " A z Est," the
Bulgarian Premier, M. Radoslavoff, is quoted as having said : '! The unity of the
" Quadruple Alliance is perfect. Central Europe will shortly form one gigantic
" Empire, whose different countries will retain their freedom. They will, as it were,
" melt into each other." The " Vorwarts " wonders wdrether the German Government
are at one with Radoslavoff in this opinion.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
The stress and turmoil of public opinion in Germany have been clearly reflected
in the proceedings of the Reichstag aud the utterances of the Chancellor and the
Foreign Secretary during the past w eek. In his speech before the main Committee of
the Reichstag on 21st August Herr Michaelis reviewed the political and military
situation to his own satisfaction ;'incidentally, he warned the latest recruits to the
ranks of Germany's enemies (China, Siam, and Liberia) that they would be
brought to account under International Law (notwithstanding the KaiseFs dictum
as to its abolition) for damage done to German interests. At the secret session
of the 23rd, the Chancellor was challenged to state definitely his position towards
the Reichstag Majority's Peace Resolution, and to explain the precise significance
of the qualifying words " as I understand them," used by him in accepting
the terms of that Resolution.
His rhetorical explanation served merely to
confuse the issue still further. The "Vorwarts," referring to this incident,
admits that the " b r e a k " between Herr Michaelis and the Reichstag majority
has been temporarily mended by his conciliatory attitude, but declares that
the German people's distrust of the new Chancellor has been thereby increased.
The Press generally recognises the fact that nothing can be gleaned from the
prablic utterances of Germany's leader, nor does anyone know whether his views
on the subject of the Peace Resolution are those of Hindenburg or those of Scheide
manji, or a mixture of both. Herr Wolff in the " Berliner Tageblatt " declares that
the Chancellor lacks the authority and prestige necessary for his position, that he
stands confessed as a type of the absolute bureaucracy, which must be abolished.
" Der Tag " (23rd August) sees in the incident a prospect of renewed friction between
Government and Parliament.
r

On Saturday, the 25th, the Chancellor discussed home affairs in the main
Committee of the Reichstag, - and. outlined his new scheme "for bringing about
closer co-operation between the Government and the parties"—his "free Committee"
—to dealwdth single, defined questions, and, in the first place, with the reply to the
Papal Peace Note. The Committee will consist of seven members representing the
five large parties in the Reichstag and of seven delegates from -the Bundesrath, the
whole under the Presidency of the Chancellor. As a body it will be completely free,
unfettered by any order of business, not directly representative either of the Bundesrath,
the Government, or of any political parties, but a body of political experts, enjoying
public confidence. The Chancellor professed to regard it as means to the end of
attaining " the necessary modifications and improvements in our inner political life,"
which cculd not be completely changed, during war time. He added that the
Prussian Electoral Reform Bill, now "being prepared, would become law in due course,
as promised by his Majesty, but even more immediate are the questions of peace
conditions and financial reform.
,
Baron von Kuhlmann enjoys a- far better press than the Chancellor ; indeed a
number of papers, applauding his maiden speech as Foreign Secretary, express regret
that he was not selected to fill Bethmann-Hollweg's place. A s a matter of fact, the
speech which has won him such golden opinions resembles the ChancelloFs in the
matter of elusive hedging. His mental reservations are the same, but somewhat less
clumsify obvious. After declaring to the satisfaction of the Reichstag Majority that
" a policy that is founded on might alone is fore-doomed to failure," and avowing the
Governments intention of respecting the rights of neutrals, he softly adds " as far as
our military requirements wall permit," thus leaving open the same door as that which
Herr Michaelis seeks with the phrase " as I understand them."
Judging by the latest statements in the German press on the subject of AlsaceLorraine, the scheme for the incorporation of the greater part of the Reiclisland with
the Bavarian Palatinate and of the rest with the Prussian Rhine Province would appear
to have been dropped. On the 23rd the " Weser " announced that the provinces were
to be transformed into a Duchy, under a Regent. On the 25th it was officially denied
that any definite solution of the question had been reached. According to " Die Post "
of the 24th, the Alsace-Lorraine members of the Reichstag were received by the
Chancellor on the 23rd, and asked that the provinces might become a Federal State.
The German wireless of the 27th states, on the authority of Herr Midler, the new
Under-Secretary of the Imperial Food Bureau, that according to present reports the
cereal harvest will be amply sufficient for the country's needs ; the potato crop is
good, but the fodder crops onhy fair. It is hoped to maintain the bread ration, and
the meat ration may possibly be increased for a time. With great care Germany can
hop^e to hold out to the harvest of 1918. This statement is very different from that
supplied from reliable unofficial sources and recorded in Reports Nos. 29 and 30.
The " Vossische" of 22nd August repiorts a rumour to the effect that the
authorities in Berlin propose to prohibit the use of baths in private dwellings and
that there will be no heating of water in the public bathing establishments, owing
to lack of coke ; only for sick people certain hot water facilities will be provided.
The paper blames the municipal authorities for their want of foresight and
organisation.
According to a report quoted in the last " Summary of Blockade Information,"
there is enough copper in Germany to meet the requirements of the essential war
industries, but the monthly deliveries of steel are short by more than 100,000 tons a
month, and the shortage of nickel constitutes a very grave problem. The colliery
output, except in Westphalia, seldom rises above 60 per cent, of the normal, although
Russian, Serbian, and Polish prisoners are extensively used for mine labour. This
report does not anticipate any serious lack of essential materials in Germany's war
industries for the next six months.

AUSTRO-HUNG ARIAN AFFAIRS.
Concerning the personality and previous record of Herr Wekerle, the new
Hungarian Premier, Sir W. Townley reports that he lias the advantage of being a
bourgeois, wdiich confers a sort of prestige upon a statesman in Hungary. His
1
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Herr Wekerie has been Premier twice before ; first at the end of 1892 and again from 1906-1909.

reputation has been made chiefly as an economist and financier. He was one of the
original founders of the Central-Europe Economic Association. His policy as regardsGermany and the Zollverein has always been to make Austria-Hungary so strong
economically that she may stand on her own feet and prevent Germany from becoming
the predominant partner, at A.ustria'.s expense, in the Mittel-Europa combination.
Nevertheless,.he favours the German Alliance and a long-term commercial treaty with
Germany. He is widely identified with agricultural interests. In the matter of untruth
fulness he is said to be able to hold his own with any German.
Hungarian feeling has been deeply stirred by the disclosure of the fact that Count
Czernin, the joint Austro-Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs, recently protested
against the appointment of Count Andrassy as Hungarian Prime Minister. This is
treated as an unjustifiable intervention in Hungarian domestic affairs, and Count
Andrassy's political opponents, Tisza's Party of Work, are themselves taking the
initiative in bringing the matter before Parliament. As Tisza's fall was brought
about by Czernin, this will give them an opportunity for pajnng off old scores, while
posing as the champions of Hungarian independence. Incidentally, Sir W. Townley
thinksj this may strengthen German intrigues against Czernin, who has never been
popular in Berlin.
HOLLAND.
The Restriction of Enemy Supplies Department have pointed out to their
representative at the Hague (Mr. Laming) that the Landbouw Export Bureau
statistics for June and July show that Holland has exported to Germany in these
two months 5,851 tons of cheese in excess of the amount (in proportion to that
supplied to Great Britain) which the agreement allows. His Majesty's Government
are profoundly dissatisfied at this, and anxiously await assurances that no further
exports to Germany will take place until the quantity due to Great Britain has been
made good.
The position of cattle owners and meat exporters is not a pleasant one. In the
absence of fodder, it has become a matter of imperative necessity for farmers to get
rid of a considerable proportion of their stock. If the Landbouw Export Bureau are
unable to conclude arrangements with the British authorities for the export of meat
to Great Britain, and possibly France, they will be compelled either to terminate the
existing agreement or to violate it by exporting to Germany all their surplus meat.
A despatch from Sir W. Townley (23rd August) emphasises the importance of rendering
assistance to the Landbouw Export Bureau, especially in the allotment of tonnage,
because the Germans, and a certain group of pro-German Dutch officials and others,
are playing a waiting game, hoping that the agreement with Great Britain will fall,
through and that they will then be able to impose their own terms on the Dutch
exporters. The difficulty of the Bureau's position is aggravated by the fact that they
are afraid to come to England to negotiate lest, in their absence, the pro-German
group on the Commission of Advice should conclude arrangements favourable to
Germany, as they did in the case of the potato export.
In view of the fact that Germany is demanding excessive compensation for the
small amount of coal she is able to offer Holland., His Majesty's Government consider
it advisable to make new proposals to the Dutch, embodying the two questions of
coal and tonnage in a manner calculated to be acceptable to them. The proposed
arrangements have been drafted in detail, but before communicating them to the
Netherlands Government, the Foreign Office has directed Sir C. Spring Rice
(28th August) to submit them for the approval of the Government of the United
States.
SWITZERLAND.
It appears that the new Swiss-German Convention was not signed on 20th August
(as stated in last Report, upon the authority of an official despatch), but only initialled
Try its negotiators. On the 22nd His Majesty's Minister reported that ratification of
the Convention has been suspended for the reason that the Swiss Banks are unwilling
to execute the German loan undertakings, unless assured that the reprisals threatened
by the Allies will not be carried out. The Minister for Foreign Affairs has therefore
requested Sir H. Rum bold to give him an assurance that the Swiss Banks co-operating
in the agreement will not be deprived of their postal, cable and other facilities. The

Swiss Government, it seems, are quite prepared to make with the Allies financial
arrangements similar to those concluded with Germany.
SWEDEN.
At a recent interview with Lord Robert Cecil at the Foreign Office, the Swedish
Minister enquired whether His Majesty's Government were really considering the
question of denouncing the most-favoured-nation clause in the Anglo-Swedish
Commercial Treaties. Lord Robert Cecil admitted the difficulty of denouncing any
single clause in a treaty, but said it would be possible for His Majesty's Government
to propose the renewal of the commercial treaty, omitting this particular clause,
which a considerable section of public opinion in Great Britain regarded as working
unfairly from the British point of view. The Swedish Minister asked whether the
change in British commercial policy was regarded as imminent. Lord Robert Cecil
replied that the question was under consideration. A. Committee on Imperial
Preference is to be convened by the Colonial Office to deal with questions closely
connected with this subject, and some action would undoubtedly be taken, but its
ultimate results could not be foretold.
Discussing the food situation in Sweden with His Majesty's Minister on 22nd August,
the Minister for Foreign Affairs said that, in the absence of cattle fodder and cereals
for live stock, it would be necessary to slaughter a large number of cattle this winter.
He did not think it would be possible for Russia to take many animals (as suggested
by Sir E. Howard) in return for oil-cake, as transport difficulties would prevent
Russia from exporting this article on a large scale. Also, he thought, Sweden must
have something to send to Germany in exchange for coal. The arrangement in force
between Sweden and Germany up to July had been that Sweden was to receive
150,000 tons of coal a month against certain quantities of meat, and that any coal
supplied in excess of this quantity was in a general way regarded as compensation for
iron ore. Sir E. Howard points out that this amounts to an admission that when (as
in the first four months of 1917) Germany was sending Sweden less than 150,000 tons
-of coal a month, Sweden was supplying iron ore without compensation.
Discussing the foreign policy of Sweden before a large audience on 22nd August,
the Minister for Foreign Affairs said, inter alia, that if the United States were to
make a demand for the complete cessation of Sweden's commercial relations with the
Central Powers, it would be refused. He reiterated the statement that Sweden would
make no agreement with any belligerent Power that would entail severance of her
commercial relations with the other belligerents. Sir E. Howard observes that the
speech was primarily for election purposes.
It is rumoured in financial circles at Stockholm that the Government intend to
issue a decree prohibiting Swedish banking institutions from making any loans to
foreigners or foreign countries and ordering that current loans shall not be renewed
upon expiry.
Under strong pressure of instructions from his Government, the Russian Minister
at Stockholm has concluded the arrangement (referred to in last week's Report) for
the export of 20,000 tons of Russian oil-cake to Sweden against a consignment of steel
shell casings.
With a view to removing the existing congestion of goods from England in transit
for Russia (of which there were over 23,000 tons on 1st August), His Majesty's
Minister was authorised last month to agree in particular cases that the Swedish
authorities might retain 15 per cent, of such transit goods in return for forwarding
the remainder to Russia. The Swedish Government, however, demanded that 30 per
cent, of the goods should remain in Sweden; they were prepared to accept 15 per
cent, only in the case of fatty acids. Anticipating that acceptance of this demand
might hamper the United States Government in their negotiations with Sweden, His
Majesty's Government thought it best to refuse it, and Sir C. Spring Rice was
informed accordingly ; at the same time Sir E. Howard was directed to intimate to
' the Swedish Government that tactics of this kind are likely to involve them in severe
economic losses in the future. The Russian Government pointed out that the
deduction of a percentage of goods presents serious difficulties, as in each case the
consent of individual owners has to be obtained ; they suggested that it would be
preferable, if possible, to give Sweden certain import facilities in return for transit.
: Sir E. Howard stated on the 24th that traffic could easily be increased but for the
" difficulty of obtaining transit licences.
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NORWAY.
The Norwegian delegates at Washington are endeavouring to come to an.
arrangement with the United States Government for imports of meat. At the
same time steps are being taken to make contracts, if possible, for supplies from
Denmark.
The Norwegian Press (25th August) states that the United States Government
have,offered to issue licences for 50,000 tons of grain to replace the quantity diverted
from Norwegian cargoes to Belgian Relief purposes. Sir M. Findlay observes that if
(as is asserted in certain official quarters) the Norwegian Government intend to prove
their neutrality and to establish a plea of force majeure by resistance to United States
pressure up to the point of real or simulated starvation, the sooner this point is
reached the better for all concerned. For this reason, and because every ton of grain
received by Norway postpones the complete cessation of Norwegian exports to the
enemy, he considers that no grain or flour should be sent to Norway from the United
States. Sir M. Findlay suggests that, with a view to checking the requirements of
neutrals and for the general purposes of blockade negotiations, the United States
Government should be urged to insist that weekly statistics of all exports should
be regularly supplied to Allied representatives in Scandinavia.
Even should
Scandinavian exports to the enemy be entirely stopped, such statistics would still be
necessary in order to enable the Allies to keep track of exports to other neutral
countries adjoining Germany.
SPAIN.
His Majesty's Ambassador at Madrid has been instructed to urge the Spanish
Government to institute regular patrols of their territorial waters, between the
northern ports, where iron-ore is shipped, and the French frontier, and between the
southern ports and Gibraltar, for the protection of merchant shipping. Between
1st April and the end of July there were 27 cases in which all the evidence proved,
that attacks by German submarines had been committed in Spanish territorial
waters. His Majesty's Government point out that as they have recently agreed to
provide Spain with an increased supply of coal for the-naval patrol service, they have a
right to ask that the Spanish Government shall provide the requisite protection for
shipping within their territorial waters.
The Intelligence Bureaifs Report of 21st August ascribes the failure of the recent
anarchist and revolutionary movement to several causes. In the first place to the
fact that the noisy agitators and extremists are in no sense representative of the great
body of the people, the inarticulate, politically unconscious masses, who know and
care so little about politics that they will not take the trouble to vote. Secondly, the
army has shown itself to be loyal and the politicians are not inclined to go to
extremes. The army succeeded in attaining its immediate and professional objects
in its recent trial of strength with the Government, and having done so, reverted to
the anti-revolutionary position naturally to be expected from its class traditions and
bias. It gave no support to the revolutionaries, but on the contrary, maintained law
and order. The Catalan Senators and Deputies adopted a similar attitude, being
influenced rather by regionalist than by revolutionary motives, and confident of
ultimately attaining their objects by constitutional methods. The Maximalist policj
is therefore relegated to the background and the way lies open for a constitutional
reform of the existing regime, if the King so will, which wdll make a reality of the
present make-believe system. For the present, failing a dissolution, Senior Dato
must be dependent on the support of Count Romanones, a position not likely to last
long. He is bound to choose before long between genuine democratic reform and.
maintenance of the rotativist party system. The British Ambassador thinks that the
best opinion in. Spain is in favour of postponing constitutional questions till after the
war, but a strong section, of pro-Ally opinion is undoubtedly disposed to urge the
immediate introduction of a genuine Parliamentary system on British lines. The
difficulty with which Sehor Dato and the Marquis Lema are confronted lies in the
fact that they have to work with a hierarchy of officials who are mostly pro-German,
and that genuine constitutional reform would be opposed by the aristocratic, clerical
and pro-German circles in close touch with the Court. If the King decides to adhere
to the existing system, the result may be that Sehor Besada, an inveterate pro-German,,
7

-will succeed Sefior Dato as Prime Minister. The wiser policy would seem to be for
him to form a National Cabinet, supported by Seilor Azcarrete and the Reformists.
Pending settlement of the question of the carriage of coal to Spain in Spanish
ships (vide"last Report), His Majesty's Government have complied with a request
made by the Spanish Ambassador and have sanctioned the export of grapes to the
United Kingdom up to 50 per cent, of the quantity shipped in 1916. Senor Merry
del Val has been informed that this concession is made in the expectation that the
Spanish Government will render all possible assistance in the economical use of
tonnage employed in the shipment of fruit.

CHINA.
With reference to the proposed postponement of the indemnity payments,
Mr. Alston reported on 25th August that the Russian and Italian Ministers now
consider that, as China has declared war against Germany without conditions, it is no
longer necessary to make such great concessions as were originally contemplated.
While anxious not to dissociate himself from the action of the Entente, the Russian
Minister feared the loss of revenue "would be a serious matter for his Government, to
whom he has therefore referred the question. . It will be remembered (vide Report
No. 16) that in May last the Italian and Russian Governments instructed their
Ministers at Peking to associate themselves with the British proposal to offer China,
not only a postponement, but a remission, of the indemnity for the period of the war
and five years thereafter, to enable the Premier to c a n y out his policy of declaring
war against Germany. Subsequently the Chinese, were advised by Japan that they
might confidently rely on the good faith and generosity of the Allies.
The Chinese Government have definitely decided not to sell the ex-enemy ships,
but to charter them to Chinese merchants, who will only be allowed to sub-charter to
the Allies.
JAPAN.
The results of the American embargo on the export of steel are rapidly becoming
manifest in shipbuilding- and industrial circles in Japan ; a significant feature of the
situation, reflecting the general agitation, has been the publication of two important
articles by the " J i j i Shimpo," upbraiding the Japanese people for being lukewarm
about the war and urging- the immediate provision of help for the Allies in the shape
of tonnage in the Atlantic. Sir C. Greene thinks that the pressure which political
parties of all shades are bringing to bear on the Japanese Government is likely to
result in a release of shipping for the war purposes of the Allies.
Discussing this question with the French Minister on 23rd August, the Minister
for Foreign Affairs attempted to justify the position of the Japanese Government by
referring to the shipbuilding programme which he had proposed to Great Britain
(vide Report No. 25) and to which he had received no reply. The French Minister
observed that what the Allies require is not construction schemes but ships in
-commission.
[SI AM.
Public opinion in Siam is strongly in favour of retention of the ex-enemy ships, to
form the nucleus of a Siamese mercantile fleet after the war. The Government
therefore propose not to sell the ships but to charter them, in accordance with the
alternative arrangements proposed by His Majesty's Government, a certain proportion
of the tonnage being allotted to France and Japan respectively. The Siamese
Government do not wish to bargain about the charter rate offered by His Majesty's
Government (15s. per gross'ton), but point out that it works out at $ 5 .85, whereas
the rate obtainable locally is about $28. They are prepared to regard the difference
"between any rate offered them and the market rate as SianTs contribution to the
Allies' cause.

- ARGENTINA.
The Budget Bill laid before Congress on 20th August provides for the imposition
of a tax of 50 cents per register ton on sea-going vessels leaving Argentine ports;
also for the abolition of free ports in the southern portion of the Republic and an
increase in Customs dues. It is proposed to levy a 2 per cent, ad valorem export
duty on general cargo and specific duties (in gold) on horses, frozen meat, hides, skins
and wool, wheat and other cereals, &c. The Bill leaves to the Executive considerable
discretion, in the imposition or remission of these duties under special circumstances.
Anticipating a shortage of over three million tons in the supplies of grain available,
exclusive of the Argentine crop, for the needs of allies and neutrals, the French
Government have submitted a scheme for joint purchase of the surplus grain in
Argentina, estimated at 2-1- to 3g- million tons. The scheme, as communicated to
His Majesty's Government, involves financial and. other arrangements with the
Government of Argentina' of a*nature not likely to be readily concluded by that
country except under blockade pressure more or less severe. Without the co-operation
of the United States it is confessedly impracticable. On the 23rd, Sir C. Spring Rice
was instructed to submit'the details of the scheme confidentially to Mr. Hoover and to
ask whether in his opinion there is any prospect of the United States Government
co-operating to make it effective. On the 28th, Mr. Hoovefs reply was communicated
by the Ambassador. He concurs in the opinion, that the maximum supply of grain
by the United States and Canada to the Allies will fall short of their requirements by
about the eqruvalent of the estimated surplus in the Argentine. He has therefore
recommended to the State Department that the Argentine Government should be
induced to reserve its surplus for the Allies, and that " coal, agricultural machinery,
and other products of: American labour " should only be allowed to go to Argentina
on this condition. Sir C. Spring Rice observes that the financial details of the scheme
will have to be submitted to Mr. McAdoo in order to ascertain whether the United
States Government will co-operate financially.

BRAZIL.
Sir A.. Peel reports (25th August) that considerable embarrassment is being
caused in political circles by the pressure which influential Brazilian firms are
exercising to have their names removed from the statutory list. His Majesty's
Minister suggests, as a measure likely to be popular and at the same time effective,
that the statutory list be revised, by a Commission consisting of representatives of
the Allied countries and of Brazil, and that this Commission should be consulted
before any new names are added to the list. In this way the Brazilian Government
would virtually become responsible for the prevention of trading with the enemy.
The Brazilian Government have decided not to charter the ex-German ships to
the French. Government, on the plea that they must hold them in. trust for Germany,
and return them after the war. Meanwhile, to demonstrate their community of
interests with the Allies, they propose to use these vessels, together with Brazilian
Lloyd ships, to establish a regular line of steamers to Europe. Sir A. Peel reports
that his French colleague is greatly annoyed by the Brazilian Governments concern
for German interests, and considers that, to be consistent, they should declare war
against Germany.
URUGUAY.
Early in August, His Majesty's Minister at Montevideo was directed, in concert
with his French colleague, to request that British and French, warships might be
granted facilities in visiting Uruguayan ports similar to those conceded to United
States vessels. Invited to join in this demarche, the State Department at Washington
has declined to do. so, on the ground that the attitude of the South American
Republics is to accord favourable treatment to the United States, based on the idea of
Pan-American unity and. sjnnpathy. There is evidently life left in the Monroe
Doctrine.

After considerable discussion, in the course of which much stress was laid on the
failure of the Entente Powers to treat the smaller States of South America with the
respect due to their sovereignty or to give solid proofs of unalterable friendship, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs has assured His Majesty's Minister that.he will use his
influence to induce his colleagues tc terminate Uruguay's neutrality in favour of the
Allies and to requisition the German ships, if England, France and Italy will enter
into an. arbitration treaty (as proposed by Mr. Mitchell limes in 1914) and will agree
to allow all outstanding questions to be settled, without further diplomatic interference,
by the local Courts.
VENEZUELA.
Two pro-Ally newspapers have been summarily suppressed, without reasons
assigned, by the President Elect, and one of their contributors has been imprisoned.
Mr. Beaumont observes that this exhibition of tyranny is calculated to increase the
general tendency to revolt induced by similar acts on the part of General Gomez.
Both papers had avoided all questions of internal politics ; their offence would appear
to lie in having published arguments in favour of Venezuela^ abandonment of
neutrality.
UNITED STATES.
The British and French Governments have discussed, the establishment of an 
Inter-Allied Military Council for the centralisation and control of Allied purchases in 
the United States, and have come to an agreement on lines following generally
Mr. McAdoo's proposals on the subject (vide Reports Nos. 26, 28 and 29). It is agreed
that, with a view to administrative efficiency, the Council will work chiefly through
sub-committees, utilising as far as possible the existing organisations in. London.
The British and French Governments are agreed that the Council should sit in
London, and hope that its Chairman may be nominated by the United States Govern
ment; each country concerned should be represented by at least two delegates.
Sir C. Spring Rice has been instructed (29th August) to communicate these con
clusions to the United States Government, and to urge that they should agree to be
represented on the Council, even if only by assessors. It is understood that the
French Governments assent to Mr. McAdoo's proposals is conditional on the UnitedStates being represented. The Italian and Russian Govezmments are also being
requested to assent to the proposed organisation of the Council.
Sir C. Spring Rice reported on the 24th that up till now the chief difficulty in the
matter of organising and emphasising the American Governments blockade policy
has lain in the aloofness of the President and the timidity of the Departments in
putting before him any facts that might conflict with his preconceptions. This
difficulty, however, has now been to a great extent eliminated because Mr. MacCormick,
who has great influence wdth the President, is gradually assuming the position of
Blockade Minister. He has begun preliminary discussions with neutral representatives
on lines that promise to be speedily effective. In the case of Sweden he has intimated,
inter alia, that the United States will take all her export of iron ore and that no more
must go to Germany. He is also taking up the subject of transit trade to Russia. It
is expected that the Government will entirely prohibit the export of cotton to
Scandinavia and Holland within the next fortnight.
Acting upon the recommendations of Mr. Hoover, steps have been taken, in concert
with the French, to set up an executive for the buying of meats and fats on behalf of
the Allies in America, under conditions similar to those applied to wheat. The Ministry
of Food have completed a provisional agreement with French delegates in the matter,
and have submitted it to the French and Italian Governments for approval. It is
proposed to appoint forthwith a single buying agenc3 for bacon, hams and lard in
the United States.
It is understood that the Japanese Mission to the United States will confine itself
to the discussion of matters arising directly out of the war, e.g., the tonnage question
and blockade policy. It has been mutually agreed, says Sir C. Spring Rice, that
outstanding questions, such as the situation in China and the Californian problem, will
not be raised.
r
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His Majesty's Ambassador reports a general stiffening of public opinion against
the recrudescence of pacifist agitation, and particularly against the defiant and openly
treasonable attitude of the German-American Press. The pacifists, who have been
prevented from going to Stockholm by the Governments veto, are organising a
Conference at Minneapolis in September under the leadership of Senator La Follette.
Patriotic societies are being formed to oppose these pernicious activities.
THE SHIPPING SITUATION.
In placing before the Australian Commonwealth Government the general, principles
on which the shipping policy of His Majesty's Government is based (vide supra), the
following facts and figures were cited :—From August to December 1916 imports
into the United'Kingdom averaged 31 million tons a month. The essential require
in ents (allowing for large increase of munitions) still exceed 3 million tons monthly.
The importing capacity for the last five months averages only 2f- million tons.
Between, the 1st of January and the end of June the net losses of British tonnage due
to war risks amounted to 1-g- million tons. At the end of July the number of steamers
over 1,600 tons register, available for bringing cargo to the United Kingdom, was
about 1,200. The total losses, including marine risks, may be reckoned at 5 million
tons for the year, against which the augmented rate of new tonnage production may
be placed at 21 million tons, leaving a net loss of 21 million tons for the year. With
all possible economy in the use of tonnage, this represents a loss of importing power
of 15 million tons, or about the equivalent of all foodstuffs imported during 19.16.
A German wireless of the 24th states that the present number of effective German
submarines is 10 per cent, higher than at the beginning of unrestricted warfare in
February. The amount of Allied tonnage sunk during the past six months is stated
to be 5s- million tons, gross register, or 920,000 tons a month. According to the
Secretary of the Navy, the figures quoted by Mr. Llo)-d George in regard to English
losses (and those in " The Times " of 4th August) bear out the statements of. the
German Admiralty staff if allowance be made for the difference between gross and
net registered tonnage. In the opinion, of many U-boat commanders, submarine
warfare is waged under most favourable conditions when the weather is not too fine
and when the nights are long.
On 26th August Sir C. Spring Rice reported that Mr. Denman (ex-Chairman of
the Shipping Board) is carrying on a vigorous propaganda to induce the Government
to take over the British ships under construction in American yards. He takes the
line that as in. May last the British Government generously offered to turn over these
building contracts to the United States, it is absurd for United States officials now to
suggest releasing them. In this connection, a letter was addressed by Mr. Balfour
to the American. Ambassador on 16th August recapitulating the course of his
negotiations on the subject in America and especially with Mr. Denman. After
clearly defining the British Governments position and the unassailable reasons which
justified the placing of large British orders with American shipbuilders before A.merica's
entry into the war, Mr. Balfour had stated at Washington that under no circumstances
would the British Government enter into controversy with the State Department on
the question of ownership, but that they would rely implicitly upon the goodwill and
justice of the United States authorities. Mr. Balfour, in his letter to Mr. Page,
states that Great Britain will adhere to this policy. He points out, however, that
if Great Britahts policy towards her Allies in this matter were to be taken as a
precedent, the United States cotild not lay claim to Ownership in the British ships
now building in American yards; for Great Britain, while requisitioning ships
building in British yards to the order of neutrals, has made no claim to ownership in
the case of vessels building for Allies. Upon Great Britain has fallen the brunt of
the submarine campaign ; she has provided the bulk of sea-borne traffic since the
beginning of the war. Without the ships now building to British orders in America,
it must be difficult for England to tide over the critical period now approaching, and
it would therefore be a matter for gratification if the United States Government were
to find it consistent with the claims of their own national interests to leave these
vessels in their present ownership.
In transmitting this letter by telegraph to Sir C. Spring Rice on 22nd August,
the Foreign Office observed that the pledge given by Mr. Balfour must be strictly
observed in all negotiations on the subject. At the same time, it must be made clear
to the United States Government that, if they insist on claiming these vessels, it will

not be possible for Great Britain to replace them from her own resources, and that
their loss will seriously embarrass the country's naval and military activities.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
The Intelligence Bureau's Weekly Report on Poland for 24th August draws
attention to the motives which may have underlain the wording of the Pope's reference
to Poland in his Note. " The territories forming part of the ancient Kingdom of
Poland " would include the non-Polish, but Roman Catholic territories of Lithuania
and White Russia, and also the largely Ornate Ukrainian territories of Volhynia and
Galicia. Over a year ago Count Ledochowski, General of the Jesuits, in a private
conversation, said that the most desirable thing in his view, and, he hinted, in that of
the Vatican, was the detachment from Russia of all her Catholic territories. No
doubt, too, Germany is encouraging Polish Imperialism in this direction in order to
diminish Polish disappointment at Prussia's determination to make no concession in
respect of Posen. The Report also draws attention to the use Austria is making of
the Poles for the purposes of her peace campaign and describes Switzerland as
" humming with Polish intrigues."
Information received from reliable sources in Scandinavia points to the conclusion
that if the Allied Socialists, especially the French and British, are not represented at
Stockholm, the Conference is not likely to take place and that in any case it will not
be possible for it to meet on 9th September. Although Mr. Branting has announced
his intention of taking part in the Conference, even if only Russians, Germans and
neutrals are represented, it appears probable that he will abandon this intention,
for the reason that the Swedish and Norwegian Socialists have no desire to promote
a discussion dominated by the Germans. According to the account of an interview
with the Russian delegate Axelrod, published in the " Politiken ", on 28th August,
the Sovyet desires that the resolutions of the Conference should be binding, but
shordd this prove to be impossible they would like to hold a consultative Conference
on this occasion, to be followed by one whose resolutions should be binding.
The Germans in Belgium have for some time past been urging Belgian Socialists
to attend the Stockholm Conference. M. Bertrand, their leader, replied that this
could not be clone without a mandate from the party, which could not be given unless
a meeting were held free from German supervision. The Germans finally allowed
this meeting to take place, with the result that by a practically unanimous vote (two
-dissentients in a meeting of nearly 500 delegates) it was decided that even if the
British, French and Italian. Socialists go to Stockholm, the Belgians decline to be
present at the Conference. This decision was recorded as a protest against
Germany's treatment of Belgium and in order to maintain the determination of the
Belgian Army in the field.
Mr. Huysmans' request for facilities to land in England (vide last Report.) was
evidently put forward in the hope that it might be refused and provide him with an
opportunity for denouncing the British CTOvernments injustice. On 24th August
Sir E. Howard was instructed to viser his passport and give him a passage in the
official boat, wdiich he declined, on the ground that it was too late for him to attend
the Conference in London. In applying to goto England, M. Huysmans had stated
that his presence was required at the Havre, where the Belgian Government desired
his advice in framing the Bill on the Flemish educational question. Enqruries at
Havre elicited the fact that the Belgian Government did not desire his presence either
at the Havre or in England.
The Papal Peace Note continues to elicit various opinions from the Allied Powers.
The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs regards it as an attempt on the part of the
Central Powers to make peace with the Allies at Russia's expense, and considers that
the Entente's reply should take the form of a collective Note. The Italian Government
desire to stipulate that the Allies' reply should contain some reference to Italian
claims against Austria. The Spanish Government, while expressing academic
sympathy with the Pope's proposals, consider them impracticable and will therefore
not support them. The Spanish Government were not formally consulted by the
Vatican on the subject, but there are grounds for believing that the German and
Austrian Ambassadors had foreshadowed the Pope's proposals in conversation with
His Majesty the King and the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The " Temps" of
,26th August called upon the French Government to reply publicly to the
Vatican's proposals, and to declare that- the German Governments attitude

of silence or ambiguity on essential questions of restitution and reparation
makes it impossible for the Allies to open any discussion with them. No
Frenchman, it declares, can accept as a basis of discussion any formula
which leaves any doubt whatsoever as to the future of Alsace-Lorraine.
All these questions have now been simplified, and the situation, generally cleared,,
by the publication of President Wilsons reply to His Holiness, transmitted through
His Majesty's representative at the Vatican on 29th' August, a document which
emphasises the fundamental fact that it is useless to discuss peace with the present
rulers of Germany, inasmuch as their word cannot be accepted as " a guarantee of
" anything that is to endure, unless supported by such conclusive evidence of the
" will and purpose of the German people themselves as the other peoples of the
" world would be justified in accepting." The general tenour of Mr. Wilson's pro
posed reply formed the subject of communications between the White House and the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs between 20th and 26th. August.
Passports to the official Italian Socialists proceeding to the London Conference
were issued by the Minister of the Interior ; among them, as Sir R. Rodd points out,
are some extreme opponents of the war, including the Editor of " Avanti." Baron.
Sonnino was personally opposed to the issue of their passports. Similarly, in Paris,
two Ivienthalist Socialists, to whom M. Ribot refused passports, were recommended to
the Permit Office by the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
GENERAL.
Being convinced that another winter of captivity in Austria-Hungary, under the
same conditions as the last, will mean death for thousands of Serbian prisoners, the
Serbian Government have asked for the support of His Majesty's Government with a
view to obtaining the consent of the Swiss Government to the internment of these
prisoners in Switzerland. The assistance of the French and United States Govern
ments has also been invoked. The Serbian Government have good reason to believe
that the Swiss Government are prepared to do what is required provided that the
Allies wdl undertake to supply food for the Serbian prisoners in question. Sir
H. Rumbold was instructed (24th August) to ascertain the views of the Swiss Govern
ment on the subject. In the meanwhile, being greatly concerned at the shortage of
flour required for the Serbian section of the Bureau de Secours at Berne, His Majesty'.s
Government have directed Lord Bertie to say that the 100 tons a week now sent from
General Headquarters in France to the British and Serbian sections will be increased to
175 tons if the French Government will grant the necessary transport facilities.
At a Conference between Austrian and Russian delegates at Stockholm on 4th and
6th August, it was stated (and subsequently announced in the Press) that an
agreement has been reached between the two countries' Governments for the
immediate exchange of aged or sick prisoners of war, and that negotiations would be
continued for the exchange of all prisoners captured before a certain date (to be fixed
later) and of all civilians and hostages. The Austrian, delegate was commissioned to
obtain from the German authorities the necessary guarantees for the safety of vessels
which the Swedish Red Cross proposed to employ in the transport by sea of
exchanged prisoners, to the number of 4,000 a month. General Ludendorff replied
that it was not possible to guarantee the absolute safety of such vessels, or to agree
to exchanges being effected by sea ; he therefore proposed that a little neutral
exchange zone should be established in the district of Pinsk, where good railway
connections are available. This proposal was laid before the Russian Red Cross
delegates at Stockholm and by them transmitted for the approval of the Russian
General Staff at Pettograd. Sir G. Buchanan has been instructed" to make every
effort to dissuade the Russian Government from entering into negotiations with
Austria for the exchange of able-bodied prisoners of war. (Vide Report No. 25,
under this heading.)
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A new aspect of this problem is presented by the American suggestion that if the
United States give us credit for goods they send to England, the British Government
should arrange to provide them with credit for goods they buy from India and
Australia.
FRANCE.

The political situation is evidently very unstable. But the recent revelations may
have helped to clear the air, and have, at any rate, made some nasty rents in the web
of M. Caillaux's intrigues.
Serbia.

M. Pashitch's urgent appeal for help, the Emperor Charles's remarks about a
Serbian Kingdom in an Austrian Confederation, and the indications of a more
conciliatory attitude to Serbia on the part of Bulgaria, should be studied together.
Unless the Allies are willing to make some effort to relieve the exhausted, Serbian
Army, and treat the Serbian Government as in the fullest sense one of themselves,
they must be prepared not only for desertion on a large scale this winter, but even
for the possibility of the Serbian Government listening to the enemy's terms.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.

The Emperor Charles's declarations in favour of a renovated Austrian confederation
on democratic and nationalist lines, free from subserviency to Prussian militarism, do
not, when allowance is made for the distorting medium of Professor Eorster's
description, probably mean much more than we already know as to his federalist
leanings and his eagerness to be less completely under German control. They do
not imply any breach with Germany or any real abandonment of the Middle Europe
policy, but only a desire to give Middle Europe a more Austrian and nationalist and a
less Prussian-Magyar complexion, and to increase Austrian influence in it by directly
incorporating Rumania and Serbia in a new Austrian body politic.
Meanwhile in Germany the annexationist, as against the Middle Europe, tendency
has no doubt been greatly strengthened, by the capture of Riga, which will probably
also be further exploited as a warning against the disastrous con sequences.of democracy.
The revelations as to Sukhomlinon"s and l anushkevitch's part in forcing mobilisation
upon the Tsar are also being worked for all they are worth as a retort to President
Wilson's message, and in confirmation of -the theory that the Central Powers are
waging a defensive war.
r

CHINA.

If the Allied Governments concur in the decision of the French Government that
the increase of China's import tariff to 5 per cent, must be conditional upon the
abolition of lekin dues, China is not likely to receive any increase of Customs revenue
in the immediate future. Many foreigners hoped that lekin would have been abolished
by the Mackay Treaty (190.1), but the fact remains that the Central Government has
neither sufficient authority to abolish these inland levies on trade nor atnything to offer
the provinces in return for the revenues involved.
UNITED STATICS.

The need for the education of American public opinion on the subject of the
German colonies is obvious. But till America is more whole-heartedly in the war
than at present the process of education will have to be quiet and confined, hi the
first instance, to making Americans realise the impossibility of restitution to
Germany.
L. S. A.
6th September 1917.
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CANADA.
At a meeting of the Conservative party held at Ottawa on 29th August, Sir
Robert Borden reviewed the course of his negotiations after the failure of his overtures
to Sir Wilfrid Laurier for the formation of a Union or National Government.
The Western liberals, with whom he had lately been in communication, were in
favour of a National Government, but they considered a change of leadership
essential and submitted four names for the Premiership, of which the first was that
of Sir George Foster. Sir R. Borden declared that the need for a united National
Government left no room for private or personal considerations, and he was therefore
prepared, to secure that end, either to retire or to serve under Sir George Foster.
The latter expressed his belief that the Union Government which, they desired could
only be satisfactorily achieved under the leadership of Sir Robert Borden. The
resolution finally adopted by the meeting concurred in the opinion that Sir Robert
Borden's continuance in the Premiership is indispensable to the nation and
unanimously recorded " profound admiration for his great work and splendid
leadership.' The meeting " endorsed the earnest and patient efforts of the Prime
" Minister to give the Dominion the advantage of an Administration which would
" typifj the union of all the war forces of Canada and speak to the world of the
" unswerving resolution of our people to see this war through to victory."
Sir Robert Borden. has announced the Governments intention to grant increased
pensions to soldiers, on a percentage basis, to compensate for the increased cost of
living.
The new Franchise Bill has been prepared ; it is understood that it will restrict
the franchise in the case of persons of alien enemy nationality. Sir Wilfrid Laurier
is opposed to the Bill. Parliament will probably not be prorogued for three or four
weeks.
The Governor-General signed the Military Service Bill at Toronto on 29th
August. It became law on the following day. Some weeks must elapse before
-measures, including the appointment of local tribunals, are completed for calling out the
first-class. With regard to the composition of the Board of Selection (wdiich, under the
Act, has to appoint one member to each local tribunal) Sir Robert Borden, in the House
of Commons, invited Sir Wilfrid Laurier to nominate half of its members. Sir
Wilfrid replied that he considered it his duty to accept the invitation, for the reason
that, the Measure having become law, " it behoves all good citizens to see that it is
carried out as harmoniously as possible."
The Canadian Food Controller has informed Lord Rhondda that the result of the
prohibition to import Canadian apples into the United Kingdom is producing serious
results, particularly in Nova Scotia. In order that the Canadian A\ithorities may
proceed to make arrangements for the distribution of food supplies throughout
Canada, they require to be definitely informed whether this prohibit/ion will be
relaxed and, if so, to what extent ? The Canadian Government are informed by fruit
shippers that there is frequently unused space available in steamers sailing from
Halifax and St. Johns to the United Kingdom, and if this is the case they fail to
understand the necessity for an absolute embargo.
1
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AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
The Australian Government have urged the Colonial Office to cancel the
arrangements made (and communicated by despatch to the High Commissioner for
the Western Pacific in February last) to license the owner of Fanning Island and
Washington Island to establish and operate wireless telegraph stations in those
islands. The Commonwealth Government point out that a small receiving plant was'
installed by the Commonwealth Naval Board at Fanning Island in December 1914 ;
-that the cable station at this island is-of great importance to the protection of British
7

interests in the Pacific; that therefore the control of tlie island and everyone residing;
therein should he vested in the Pacific Cable Board ; and. that no wireless station
should be erected on the island unless it be controlled by that Board. The Australian
Government regard the erection of a wireless station by a private individual as a
matter of urgent concern to Australia.
The Governor-General strongly urges upon the Imperial Government that they
should purchase, upon the terms which he has previously recommended, the copper
produced by the Electrolytic. Company, which, in accordance with the expressed
wishes of the Commonwealth Government, is endeavouring to foster the copper
mining and producing industry for purposes of the Empire's trade. He points out
that Australian mining and smelting companies have expended a large amount of
capital since the war began in the extension of their plant and installation of new
works, and that they have curtailed their profitable business in the East to meet the
demands of the Ministry of Munitions. If, after these efforts and sacrifices, the
Imperial Government now refuse to purchase that portion of the copper output which
is produced by small companies and pioneering prospectors, it will be a serious blow
to the development of mining in Australia.
Referring to the communication of the Secretary of State for the Colonies on the
subject of the unrestricted application of the Army Act to the Australian Imperial.
Force (vide last Report), the Australian Government urge that it would be most
unwise to endeavour to make the desired change, under existing domestic conditions,
for the reason that it could not fail to. have an immediate and serious effect
upon recruiting,, and would compel the Government once again to take a popular
vote upon the question of conscription. This, in the opinion of the Australian
Government, might render it impossible to maintain the present stream of rein for ce
ments. For this reason they are convinced that, until matters settle down, it is.
imperative that the question of the application of the Army Act to the Australian
Imperial Force should not be raised. They ask that the question be left in abeyance
for the time being, on the understanding that it will be dealt with at the earliest
convenient moment.
Complying with the request of His Majesty's Government (vide last Report) the
Government of the Commonwealth have made arrangements which enable them to
offer five cargo steamers and two combined passenger-and-cargo vessels, diverted
from the coastal trade, for Imperial purposes connected with the prosecution of the
war. They point out that this result has only been achieved after long negotiations,
and that the coastal trade will thereby be seriously dislocated. If His Majesty's
Government accept the offer of these vessels, the Commonwealth Authorities propose,
to load them with full cargoes of wheat, flour and wool for the United Kingdom.
The Australian Government have submitted an offer for the consideration of the
Food Controller, to sell to His Majesty's Government 30,000 tons of their surplus.,
produce of butter during the next nine months, at a price of 149s. 4d. per cwt.
for the highest quality. They also offer all the surplus of Australian cheese
produced during the same period at Qld. per lb., this price to be dependent, however,.,
on the prices paid for similar New Zealand and Canadian produce.
-

NEW ZEALAND.
The 12,000,000L War Loan issued at par at 4^- per cent, interest, free of taxation,,
has been locally over-subscribed by 3,500,000L
The Government have sanctioned the arrangements giving six months' leave from
the front, including Egypt, (which will allow two months in New Zealand) to all
members of the Expeditionary Force who have completed three years' service. Those
who do not wish to return to New Zealand will be granted two months' leave of
absence in England or France. The number of men now entitled to benefit by this
measure is 1,500. Reinforcements are being provided to replace them at the front.
The New Zealand Government hope that the Imperial authorities will raise no
objection.
Replying to the enquiry of the New Zealand Government, the Secretary of State
for the Colonies has informed the Governor-General that the Committee appointed to
consider the question of an Imperial trade policy (which is not a Parliamentary
Committee, but a Committee of Ministers), wdll be authorised to deal with questions
relating to overseas shipping. The Dominion Government have asked to be kept
informed of the progress of the Committee.

Serious difficulty lias arisen with regard to the exportation of butter. The Prime
Minister is of opinion that unless His Majesty's Government can take steps to
requisition it in the same way as they have requisitioned cheese, the industry will be
ruined.
SOUTH AFRICA.
The Wool GroweFs Conference at De Aar passed a resolution on 30th August
against the purchase of the clip by the Imperial Government, on the ground that
farming implements have risen 100 per cent, in price, and that the wool farmer will
be subjected to an unfair special and indirect tax. The resolution demanded " free
and unmolested trade." The Minister of Agriculture, Mr. van Heerden, said that the
,Union Government was endeavouring to obtain better terms, but he declined on
behalf of the Cabinet to accept responsibility for advising farmers one way or the
other. Another conference would be held at Bloemfontein, when the farmers would
decide for themselves. According to Press reports, the agitation against acceptance
of the terms offered by the Imperial Government (see last Report) is being largely
worked up by the Nationalist Party from political motives.
The Union Government reports that some 180 out of 400 convicts who have
volunteered for service overseas are physically fit, but considers that it would create
the worst possible impression in South Africa if they were accepted for military
service. It suggests that they might be engaged for munition work, but that even
then they should be sent to England in different ships from those carrying military
reinforcements.
BRITISH EAST AFRICA.
In view of the unsettled state of affairs in Abyssinia, the War Office have sanctioned
the despatch of part of the 1st Battalion, 6th Kings African Rifles, to the Turkana
country to check any disturbances likely to arise from incursions over the Abyssinian
border. The battalion in question consists mainly of ex-G5erman Askaris.
G ERMAN EAST AFRICA.
In view of the proximity of German raiding columns to Wilhelmstal, the civil
administrative headquarters of the occupied territory, the Administrator has pointed
out to General van Deventer the detrimental effect upon the native population, as
well as upon the enemy, of the capture or isolation of Wilhelmstal, or of its
evacuation by the civilian authorities. General van Deventer is consequently
increasing the forces stationed at Wilhelmstal and is taking steps to clear the whole
Tanga-Moshi area of enemy columns.
HONG KONG.
In view of the exceptional rise in the value of silver, the unofficial Members of the
Council have requested the Governor to recommend to His M.ajesty's Government.that
the pay of naval and military establishments should be converted into dollars at a
fixed rate of 2s., to take effect from 1st July last. The expenditure involved would
be at the rate of about 30,000 dollars monthly. The unofficial Members of the
Council suggest that, if the Admiralty and War Office are not prepared to sanction
this expenditure, the Colony will defray it during the period of the war. The
Governor, while supporting their recommendation, points out that if the principle is
adopted the naval and military authorities must be prepared to maintain it after
the war.
LIBERIA.
The Liberian Government have offered Liberia as a naval base during the war in
return for the protection promised them by His Majesty's Government against
German aggression.
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AFFAIRS.

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
Sir G. Buchanan reported on 1 st September that M. Kerensky is of opinion that
the Allies should accelerate the meeting of the Allied Conference originally proposed
to be held in September (vide Report No. 26). He thinks it advisable that representa
tives of the Allies should meet to discuss the general situation without making any
public announcement of their convocation, or of the purposes for which the meeting is 
convened. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, who had previously held the opinion
that it would be well to postpone the Conference until Russi.a's position became one
of more authority, now concurs in thinking that a Conference might be held early in
October ; it should have the character of one of the ordinary Allied Conferences, at
which Russia would be represented. Sir G. Buchanan has been instructed
( I-th September) to state that His Majesty's Government agree to the proposal and
will be ready, to join in a discussion whenever the Russian Government can send
representative Ministers to take part therein.
With reference to the agreement recently concluded by the Russian Government
at Stockholm, whereby Sweden receives 20,000 tons of oil cake, His Majesty's
Government have directed Sir G. Buchanan (31st August) to impress upon the
Russian Government the extreme importance of restricting as far as possible all
exports to Scandinavia and Holland, or, in other words, of nothing being done by
any of the Allies to diminish the effect of the blockade policy now being enforced
upon neutrals by the United States. As regards Sweden, in particular, the need for
a common policy and united action is clearly indicated, in view of the Swedish
Governments expressed determination to maintain commercial relations with Germany,
and because, by making American pressure effective, it is hoped to obtain full and
free transit for Russian-owned goods through Sw eden. In this connection, His
Majesty's Government have notified their representatives in Scandinavia, Holland,
Russia, Italy and Portugal of the scope and intentions of the United States prohibition
of exports, which makes the export of all kinds of goods subject to licence, and
intimated that there will probably be no licences issued for Scandinavia or Holland.
Referring to the proposed joint action by the Allies to bring pressure to bear on
neutral banks and financial institutions to deter them from rendering financial
services to the enemy (vide Report No. 29), Sir E. Howard has expressed the opinion,
in a letter to Lord Hardinge, that the procedure outlined by His Majesty's Government
should prove extremely efficacious in solving the Allies' blockade difficulties. He
considers that in financial pressure of the kind proposed lies the key to the entire
European situation, and that the fear of a financial, boycott to be imposed by a league
of nations would go far towards preventing Avar in the future.
The Italian Government have appointed Vice-Admiral Cusani and Captain
Lovatelli to attend the Naval Conference, convened at the suggestion of the United
States Government, to meet in London on the 4th of September. The Russian
Governments representatives are Admiral. Kedrov and Captain ' Schultz. The
Japanese Government were invited on 30th August to appoint delegates to the
Conference.
z
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FRANCE.
The French Press continues to discuss the Duval-Almereyda affairs, and to
publish further disclosures concerning Germany's methods of corrupt penetration
in connection therewith. The Liberte " asserts that an enquiry instituted by
M. Brianchs Ministry revealed the fact that large sums of money had been paid into
a well-known Paris Bank through a Gerihanophil Bank in America, and that other
funds were passed through France to Italy for the purposes of Germany's propaganda.
M. Herve in " La Victoire " calls on the Government to publish the memorandum
of funds received by Almereyda, which he handed over to the authorities before
his imprisonment. Public opinion generally realises the danger arising from the
li

corrupt schemes of. Germany's friends and agents in France, which aim at creating
internal dissensions, and precipitating a political crisis. M. Herve has definitely
stated in " La Victoire " that M. Caillaux's name figures in the list of subscribers to
the " Bonnet Rouge," for an amount of 40,000 francs.
On 1st September M. Malvy, Minister of the Interior, resigned. In a letter to
M. Ribot he announced his decision to resume the liberty of a private citizen in order
to face and confound his calumniators. The comments of the French Press upon
his resignation reflected the nervous restlessness of party politics in France, but,
generally speaking, the fallen Minister received full credit for disinterested services
rendered to. the State during the past three years. The " Figaro " observed that he
was the dupe, not the accomplice, of those who " in the dark, close beside him, took
" advantage of his blindness and betrayed France. His successor must not be
" be representative of that system." M. Herve said, that M. Malvy had paid the
penalty for the weakness which he displayed towards the Paciiist propaganda, but
- his services at the Ministry of the Interior deserve to be gratefully remembered. To
this he added the characteristic touch : " Clemenceau has deprived us of the services
" of Malvy. That does not matter, provided the Lord or the devil preserves us from
" the services of Clemeiicean."
After the resignation of the Minister of the Interior, a member of the French
Cabinet told Lord Bertie that the position of the Government haddoeen irretrievably
damaged by the Duval-Almereyda disclosures, that M. Maginot and Viviani would
have to retire, and that a reconstruction of the Cabinet would be extremely difficult.
On the same day the Minister of War, in the course of a confidential conversation,
expressed the opinion that the only result of M. Clemenceau's campaign would be to
-unsettle the public mind and disturb the political, atmosphere; he was a purely
destructive force and incapable of succeeding M. Ribot as President of the Council
without precipitating a crisis.
On 4th September Lord Bertie reported that M. Malvy might be succeeded as
Minister of the Interior by M. Pams, an honest, straightforward man who was a
candidate for the Presidency when M. Poincare was elected.
Meanwhile the
"Bonnet Rouge" plot continues to thicken. A former President of the Council,
M. Combes, is reported to have contributed 1,G00L to the funds of this paper, and,
as he is a poor man, people are asking where the money came from. In " La Victoire,"
of the 4th September, M. Herve enquires why Bolo Pasha (the intimate friend of
M. Caillaux) who has long been accused of intercourse with the enemy, is still at
large, and who are his protectors ? He declares that Bolo put 51- million, francs into
the " J o u r n a l " by an agreement made in January 1916; and he calls upon the
Government to prevent German propaganda from making of France another Russia.
M. Humbert, of the Journal," admits having accepted Bolo's money (giving him a
share in the profits but no voice in the control of the paper) on the assurance of " a
person highly qualified by his functions to serve as guarantor." He also admits that
in February last Bolo was accused of intercourse with the enemy, on the ground that
he had cashed three cheques, of 750,000 francs each, delivered by the Kaiser to the
ex-Khedive for the organisation of pacifist propaganda in. Allied countries.
- M. Humbert now blames the authorities for not investigating the charges against
Bolo who, in his opinion", ought to have been absolved or shot months ago.
BELGIUM.
Concurring in the view of the French Government, that it is desirable to determine
forthwith a basis of monthly expenditure for fixing the duration, of the sixth joint
loan to Belgium, the Treasury have now suggested that the monthly figure should be
70 million francs, subject to a revision of their estimate if the French Government so
desire. As the fifth joint loan of 500 million francs covered Belgian expenditure for
nearly six months, besides providing 112,500,000 francs for relief purposes, the
Treasury consider their estimate, if anything, too high, especially as the United States
Government may be expected, to provide Belgium with credits sufficient to cover
Belgian expenditure in America.
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ITALY.
Sir R. Rodd has pointed out that the measures adopted last year by the Italian
Government, to prohibit the free export of oranges to Switzerland, were only rendered
possible by the fact that His Majesty's Government assumed financial liability as

regards the disposal of the surplus crop. In framing their prohibition (whereby the
whole machinery of the regular export trade has been suspended), the Italian
authorities have assumed that this would hold good for the duration of the war. His
Majesty's Ambassador advises that if His Majesty's Government are unable to assist
in the disposal of the surplus of the crop this season, notice of the fact should be
given without delay, in winch case he regards the resumption of free export as
inevitable. Last year's export of oranges from Italy amounted to about "2,000,000
cases, containing on. an average 300 oranges each ; this year's exportable surplus is
estimated to be smaller, and the Italian Ministry of Commerce is organising an
association of commercial firms to dispose of as much of the fruit as possible for
consumption, by their workmen.
GREECE.
The Greek Government are uneasy concerning the attitude of King Alexander,
whose general behaviour lends colour to the belief that he still regards himself
merely as a locum tenons for his father, believing in. the ultimate victory of Germany.
During his recent visit to Salonika he declined an invitation to meet the Prince
Regent of Serbia and the British and French Commanders-in-Chief at dinner, and
upon his return to Athens announced, to his Council of Ministers that he washed to
marry Miss Manos (vide Report No. 29). The Council of Ministers declined to
sanction this proposal.
His Majesty's Government have authorised Mr. Crackanthorpe to assent to the
revised agreement , drafted by the Greek Minister for Foreign Affairs, with regard
to the constitution of the Indemnities Commission (vide last Report), on the
understanding that Mr. Crackanthorpe and his French colleague are agreed as to its
acceptability. Judge Thorne was therefore instructed to take up his duties, and
the Commission held its first official sitting on the 3rd of September.
The evacuation of Epirus by the Italian and French forces appears to be in
procees of satisfactory arrangement. On 29th August the Italian Minister informed
M. Venizelos that the Italian troops were about to withdraw, and that the reinstatement
of the Greek civil authorities would take place simultaneously with the military
evacuation. At the same time General Sarrail announced that Thessaly had been
completely evacuated by French troops, and that the small garrison at Prevesa was
about to be withdrawn. On 31st August Sir It. Rodd. reported that Baron Sonnino
had telegraphed instructions to the Italian Minister at Athens to the effect that, if
General Sarrail was unwilling to agree to the plan for joint evacuation proposed by
the Italian General at Valeria, the representatives of the protecting Powers should
draw up a plan in concert with the Greek Government. He was anxious for a speedy
solution of the question, apprehending the danger of friction between local military
authorities. The French troops, it seems, have occupied a post within the Epirus
triangle, where the Italians control the road ; Baron Sounino desires to see this post
withdrawn.as soon as possible, but has no objection to the French remaining in control
of the line from Itea. On 4th September the Italian Consul at Janina telegraphed
to the Minister at Athens that the Italian troops, with the exception of two battalions,,
had already evacuated the town. On the same day His Majesty's Consul at Janina con
firmed this report and added that all French troops had been withdrawn from Prevesa
and from all posts between Prevesa and Janina. The Greek Governor-General of Epirus
had arrived at Prevesa. The Greek Government are still perturbed, however, by the
presence of the large Italian garrison in Corfu, and by their continued activities, as
displayed in placing a guard at the Post and Telegraph Office.
Mr. Crackanthorpe reports that the powers to be assigned by the Greek Goverment
to the British Naval Mission will be on the same footing as those to be conferred on
the French Military Mission. Captain Clifton Brown, the designated head of the
British Mission, is now in the Aegean, and will visit Athens about the middle of
September before returning to England to complete the composition of his
mission.
With reference to the impending modifications in Port Control (vide last Report), theItalian Minister at Athens has received instructions to claim the control at Patras and
Prevesa for Italy, together with co-operation in control, at other ports (e.g., Syra)
where the Italian Government may' consider it necessary. Mr. Crackanthorpe,
approached on the subject by the Italian Minister, suggested that the question should
be reserved for discussion with the newly arrived French Minister, who (on

3rd September) expressed the opinion that all political controls had been abolished,
that the existing port control was a naval and not a political arrangement, and there
fore a matter for-discussion, in case of need, between the Greek Government and the
British and French Navaf Authorities.
Upon the advice of Sir R. Wingate, who reports that the Egyptian authorities are
opposed to the immigration of Salonika Jews (vide last Report) His Majesty's
Government have instructed Mr. Crackanthorpe that any tendency in this direction
is to be discouraged.
M. Venizelos has drawn the attention of Mr. Crackanthorpe to the critical
-situation of the wheat supply, pointing out that the success of his military
plans depends chiefly on the satisfactory solution of this urgent problem and
upon the possibility of increasing the bread ration from $ to -f lb. For an army
of 200,000 men, the monthly quota of wdieat required is 2,500 tons, besides
which stocks for military purposes must be provided at various, places, and to
create a reserve against inevitable losses of steamer-cargoes. The present supply, on
the existing ration basis, will last only to 5th October, and the next three cargoes due
cannot arrive before the end of October. To tide over this interval, arrangements
must be made for 7,000 tons of wheat to reach Greece before 5th October and two
more cargoes before the 18th, The Allied Board at Athens estimate that the normal
requirements of Greece must be raised to 310,000 tons, more or less, depending on
the yield of the maize crops, in other words, supplies must reach Greece at the rate
of 800 tons a day, not including provision of the necessary reserve stocks. The
Greek Governments tonnage available for transport of these supplies is quite
inadequate. M. Venizelos points out that Greece, as an Ally, deserves more liberal
treatment than she is receiving in this matter, especially in view of the fact that a
large portion of Greek tonnage has been requisitioned for the service of the Allies.

ALBANIA.
Information from Albanian sources has been received through Berne to the effect
that the Greeks intend to seize Moslem property in Southern Albania as reprisal for
the destruction of Greek property by the Turks in Asia Minor. His Majesty's repre
sentative at Athens has been instructed to mention these reports to the Greek
Minister for Foreign Affairs, and to point out that, if such action were taken, it could
not fail to complicate the question, of Italy's evacuation of Albania. It would leave
the Turks indifferent, while providing them with a pretext for further reprisals.

SERBIA.
In a Memorandum dated 14th August, the Serbian Prime Minister, M. Pashitch.
urges the immediate shortening of the Serbian Front at Salonika, pointing out that it
i is already the longest in proportion to the strength of the Serbian Army, and that
owing to the continual exertions of the Serbian Army since they reached Salonika,
numerous cases of heart trouble, suicide, and other signs of demoralisation have
begun to occur. Further, in order to reinforce the Serbian Army, the Serbian
Government have requested : —
(a) The Russian Government to send to the Salonika front the Serbian Volunteer
Corps, 20,000 men strong, which is at present at the Russian front in
Rumania ;
(b) The Government of the United States to send to the Salonika front an Army
Corps, composed of Southern Slavs living in the United States, which would
be under American command ;
(c) The Italian Government to liberate those Southern Slav prisoners of Avar, who
are anxious to join the Serbian Army.
The Serbian Government appeal to His Majesty's Government to support these
requests, the fulfilment of which would reinforce the Serbian Armv by 50,000 to
60,000 men.
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M. Pashitch considers tliat, in order to achieve better accord between different,
armies on the Salonika Front and the General Headquarters of the Allied Forces,
there, an Allied General Staff should be created, to which representatives of all the
armies should be attached. With regard to the Serbian prisoners of war, Avhose
condition is reported to be desperate, M. Pasliitch requests the Allied Governments
to take over their maintenance, and to help them as they would their own prisoners ;
otherwise they will be exterminated. He points out that the credit of seven and a
half million francs granted a year ago by the Allied Governments for clothing and
food for Serbian prisoners of war has not yet been used, owing to differences of
opinion between the members of the Commission to which its disbursement has been
confided. Lastly, M. Pashitch requests that Serbia.be invited to take part in any
negotiations for peace which may hereafter-arise with the Central Powers.
With reference to these requests, the Foreign Office note that arrangements for trans
ferring the Serbian troops in Russia are already in progress. With regard to the Southern
Slavs in the United States, the main difficulty is one of tonnage. On the other hand,
with regard to the Southern Slav prisoners in Austria, the Italian Government have
shown no readiness to further the project. The Foreign' Office consider that the
constitution of a joint Military Council for the Salonika Army might offer an
opportunity for approaching the French again with regard to the whole position of
General Sarrail. It would be difficult for the French to refuse such a suo-gestion if
put forward by.ail the Allies, and the institution of such a Council would probably
carry with it the automatic resignation of General Sarrail.
As to the condition of the Serbian prisoners, the Foreign Office admit that the
arrangements which were made to share the responsibility for the provision of their
food and clothing between us and the French have not worked satisfactorily, and
consider that the Treasury might be induced to increase the sum now being paid
to the Serbian Relief Fund, the French Government on their side increasing the
responsibility lor one half of the total of Serbian prisoners now in enemy countries.
With regard to the Serbian demand to be allowed to take part in Peace Negotiations,
the Foreign Office suggest that it might be possible for the Allies to join in some
such formula as follows : —" The Allied Governments desire to assure Serbia that in
" any negotiations which may be entered into with the enemy powers, they will not
" commit themselves to any decision with regard to Serbian interests, until the
" Serbian Government have been consulted and have been given an opportunity of
" expressing their views."
In this connection the Serbian Government, through their Minister in London,
have also proposed that the facts be investigated by an Allied Commission, and.
requested the Allied Governments to take immediate steps to that end, as a matter of
urgency.
On 5th September the Foreign Office telegraphed to Sir C. Spring Rice for his
views as to whether the United States would assist in the formation of the proposed
American Jugoslav contingent, and as to the numbers likely to be available. A
telegram was also sent on the same date to Sir R. Rodd requesting him to approach
the Italian Government officially and urge them to give immediate and favourable
attention to the proposal for releasing Jugoslav prisoners for service in the Serbian
Army.
Sir C. des Graz reports (4th September) that the Acting Minister for Foreign
Affairs has observed a conciliatory change of attitude on the part of the Bulgarian
Government towards Serbia, and the Bulgarian Red Cross have intimated their
readiness to recognise the Serbian Red Cross.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
In the " Vorwarts " of 2nd September, Herr David declares that the only chance
for the Anexationists to get their way would be for a dissolution of the Reichstag and
an election in which, the majority of the people supported them. If such, an election
resulted in the return of the present Reichstag majority, the course upon which the
ship of state is to be guided would be finally decided. In such an election the parties
which compose the majority would have to come together as one, in order to be able
to prove that the bulk of the people is behind them in favour of " A i^eace by
understanding" and a new system of liberty at home. He further urges that,
soldiers in the field should be allowed to vote.

AUSTRIAN AFFAIRS.
I
The Acting British Consul-General at Zurich reports the substance of conversa
tions between the Emperor Charles and a free-lance German Professor called Forster
which took place in July. According to Professor Forster the Emperor expressed his
conviction that the Monarchy could only be saved by radical measures on the lines of
democracy and federation. A great confederation, based on the right of the con
stituent peoples to decide upon their own fate, must be setup, freed from subserviency
to Prussian military ideals, and serving as a counterpoise to Germany. The historic
boundaries must fall, both within and without the frontiers of the Monarchy, so as to
enable a united Serbia, a united Roumania, and a satisfied Bohemia to come into
existence—the idea being apparently that the existing Serbian and Roumanian
kingdoms should enter the new federation much as Bavaria and Saxony entered the
German Empire. Polish autonomy must be secured while, apparently, the Trentino
and Gorizia, but not Trieste or Dalmatia, might be ceded to Italy. The pressure of
the Entente, by helping to bring about these readjustments, might, in the end, prove a
blessing in disguise.
SWITZERLAND.
His Majesty's Government have instructed Sir H. Rumbold to obtain immediate
and explicit assurances from the Swiss Government on the subject of the export of
Swiss munitions, so that His Majesty's Government may be definitely satisfied that
the Allies are receiving [treatment in all respects as favourable as that accorded to
Germany. If such assurances are not forthcoming without delay, His Majesty's
Government will take a very grave view of the situation and proceed to discuss with
the Allies such steps as may be considered necessary.
As recorded in last week's Report, the German-Swiss Convention is held up,
owing to the unwillingness of the Swiss Banks to handle the proposed German loan
in connection therewith, unless assured that they will not be deprived of cable and
postal facilities by the Allies. Sir H. Rumbold was authorised on 30th August to
intimate to the Swiss Government and Banks that no such retaliatory measures will
be adopted, provided that facilities are given for leans to the Allies, at least equal to
their aggregate to the amount of the loan to Germany. The British and French
Governments will require such facilities, and are now consulting as to the best
methods of procedure for floating loans. In this connection, His Majesty's Minister
has been instructed to remind the Swiss Authorities that German credit does not
stand on the same footing as British, and that ecpiality of treatment cannot be
regarded as implying equality of interest charges, &c.
SWEDEN.
In a recent despatch Sir E. Howard referred to the increasing bitterness of the
electoral campaign. The chief issues before the electors are (1) the economic
situation, and (2) the struggle for constitutional and genuine Parliamentary Govern
ment. The Conservatives' principal argument is that if Mr. Branting is returned to
power this will mean war with Germany, which the Socialists energetically deny.
It is expected that the Socialist majority' will be considerably increased, but the
Conservatives hope that, if so, their gains will be at the expense of the Liberals.
The King is reported to have said that he would sooner abdicate than see Mr. Branting
Prime Minister. Sir E. Howard thinks that the eventual result of the elections may
he a Coalition Government in which the Socialists will be represented.
On 29th August the Prime Minister made a speech dealing with the economic
situation as regards foodstuffs, and incidentally defending the agricultural policy of
the Government, w-hich has aroused much hostility among farmers. He said,
amongst other things, that owing to the lack of fodder it would be necessary to export
a large number of cattle and horses. A licence to export 5,000 beef carcases to
Finland and Norway was granted to the Farmers' Association on the 28th August.
The question of prohibiting the export of live stock from Sweden is under discussion
between His Majesty's Government and the Russian Government. The Russian
1

Minister at, Stockholm has been negotiating with a view to securing their prohibition,
in return for supplies of oil cake and fuel oil, but on 3rd September His Majesty's
Government instructed Sir E. Howard that further action in the matter should be
deferred pending the conclusion of the negotiations now proceeding between Sweden
and the United States. With regard to these, Sir C . Spring Rice reported on 30th
August that "the Swedish delegate had informed the United States Government that
Sweden is bound by her commercial treaty of 1 9 1 1 to export iron ore to Germany, as
well as by contracts entered into by mines under the direct control of the Swedish
Government. The Foreign Office, in reply, have pointed out that this argument is
obviously a subterfuge (inasmuch as it would apply equally to many other articles
whose export Sweden has prohibited) and hope that the United State's Government
will treat it as such.
The Swedish Government have applied to His Majesty's Minister for facilities to
import a quantity of cork for the construction of public refrigerators. In view of the
fact that Germany is in no present need of meat, His Majesty's Government are of
opinion that an3' cold storage depot constructed in Sweden might be used to preserve
meat for the time wdien Germany requires it hereafter. They therefore propose to
refuse the facilities for importing cork. The matter has been under discussion with
the United States Government, wdio have expressed concurrence with, the policy of
His Majesty's Government.
According to information from a trustworthy source, Sweden's stocks of mineral
oils are at present exhausted ; a certain quantity is reported to have been imported
from Russia, but the Swedish Government refuse to supply statistics of such imports.
His Majesty's Government have directed Sir C. Spring Rice to suggest that the
United States Government should continue to refuse licences for oil shipments to
Sweden unless these statistics are forthcoming, and unless Sweden concedes certain
compensating advantages (e.g., tonnage) to the Allies.
r

NORWAY.
Anticipating the possibility that Norway may be forced, either by the blockade
pressure of the Allies or by impossible demands from Germany, to enter the war on
the side of the Allies, His Majesty's Government have directed Sir C. Spring Rice to
inform the United States Government of the facts of the situation, and to ask them
whether they are prepared to give a general assurance that they wdll render naval
assistance to Norway in the event of her being attacked by Germany. The British
Naval Staff, who have made plans to meet the eventuality, are anxious to know the
nature and extent of the assistance which the United States naval authorities are
prepared tc give, and the Naval Conference now sitting should afford an opportunity
for discussing the wdiole question. Sir C. Spring Rice, replying on the 4th, states on
the authority of Mr. Lansing that the President is distinctly in favour of United States
Naval co-operation.
Sir M. Findlay, regarding the question of the Allied blockade in the light of the
situation as it exists in Norway and with a view of inflicting the maximum of injury
upon the enemy, reiterates his opinion, that Norway cannot possibly continue to
supply Germany unless she receives grain, oil, and materials from America. l i e
therefore considers that the only possible policy for the United States to adopt, with
a view to shortening the war, is a policy of " no imports for Norway unless all exports
to Germany cease."
DENMARK.
The prospects of Denmark's coming to any satisfactory arrangement with the
United States Exports' Board, as therestdt of the special Danish Mission's negotiations
at Washington, have been seriously jeopardised by the intractable attitude of the
Danish delegates, which has caused no little irritation. They have antagonised the
United States authorities from the outset by declining to give any information in
regard to existing stocks in Denmark or exports to Germany.
Two Representatives of the Ministry of Food have been instructed to proceed to
Copenhagen to negotiate a comprehensive agreement for the purchase of Danish
bacon and butter on behalf of His Majesty's Government. The prices which they
will be authorised to offer will be partly payable in the form of a bonus, to be deposited
in London until the end of the war.

An official report of the recent naval affair between British destroyers and German
trawlers off Bjerregaard, communicated to Mr. Gurney on 1st September by the Under
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs appeared to the latter to justify the conclusion
that shots had been fired within territorial waters. The Danish Government have
instructed their Minister in London to lodge a formal protest against the violation of
"territory. An official communique sent to Mr. Gurney by the Danish Foreign Office
on 4th September states that an enquiry is proceeding to ascertain whether the
Germans, by continuing to fight in. territorial waters, also violated Danish territory.
It adds that all persons belonging to the German Navy who have landed will be
interned.
SPAIN.
On 1st September the Foreign Office informed Sir A. Hardinge that their negotiations
with the Spanish Ambassador in the matter of the Cortina agreement had made
satisfactory progress, the Spanish Government having agreed to use Spanish ships for
the transport of coal from the United Kingdom to Spain. As the arrangement
concluded on this basis allows Spain to import a quantity of British coal sufficient for
all her requirements,.His Majesty's Government have proposed that no coal shall be
exported from Spain except with their consent. The question of allowing a fixed
maximum of Spanish coal to be exported for the use of Spanish ships remains for
further discussion. The basis on which the fruit exports to Great Britain are to be
regulated has been referred to the Board of Trade. As regards the export of iron ore,
pyrites, and other metals, the Spanish Government will allow these to continue under
the conditions at present in force, in accordance with actual legislation and the
procedure obtaining in 1914.
PORTUGAL.
A strike of postal and telegraph employes was declared at Lisbon on 1st September,
despite the fact that a decree, published on the previous day, had increased their pay.
The Government have declared the strikers mobilised under martial law. Most of the
employes refused to work, and have been arrested. The strike extends to Oporto
and Coimbra, and the inland telegraph, service is practically at a standstill.
CHINA.
The British and French Governments are agreed that, although, the Japanese
proposals (vide Report No. 29) in regard to the advantages to be conceded to China
in consideration of her entering the war are less favourable than those originally
contemplated, they offer a sound basis for discussion. The French Government
have authorised their Minister at Peking to open negotiations with his Allied colleagues
so as to arrive at a common draft agreement; they wish it to be understood at the
outset that any increase in China's import tariff must be conditional upon the
abolition of lekin dues. As to the changes which the Japanese Government desire to
introduce into the classification of goods for payment of duties, the French Govern
in erit reserve their attitude and consider that the question should be dealt with
separately, after an exchange of views between the Allied Governments interested.
A meeting of the Allied representatives was held at Peking on 1st September,
and it was decided to reply to the Chinese Government (who had expressed a desire
to resume negotiations), setting forth the Allies' general proposals in regard to the
tariff, &c, and describing ceitain measures which the Chinese Government should
take, in their own interest, with regard to the ex-German ships and settlements.
Mr. Alston reported that the Russian and Italian Ministers had not y et received
instructions on the subject of the proposed suspension of the Boxer indemnity
payments. His Majesty's Government have instructed their Ambassadors at Petrograd
and Rome (4th September) to emphasise.the advisability of expediting these negotia
tions, and to express the hope that the Russian and Italian Ministers at Peking may
speedily be instructed to adhere to the terms agreed to by their British, French, and
Japanese colleagues.
The Japanese Ambassador, having communicated to the Foreign Office a
Memorandum on the internal situation in China advocating support of the Central
Government and the withholding of assistance from its opponents, His Majesty's
7
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Government have expressed their concurrence in this policy as the best means of
restoring order in China, and have notified the French, Italian, Russian and United
States Governments accordingly.
The Chinese Cabinet having definitely decided, to charter the ex-German and
Austrian vessels to Chinese subjects, who will be allowed to sub-charter them to the
Allies, His Majesty's Government propose, subject to agreement with the United
States, to endeavour to arrange that one-third of the-ex-enemy tonnage shall be sub
chartered to Great Britain ; as for the remaining two-thirds, they propose to leave it
to the United States Government to consider and determine how it should be sub
chartered, and what proposal for a share should be made to the Japanese Government
and upon what terms. His Majesty's Government have instructed Sir C. Spring Rice
to suggest to the State Department that they should direct their representatives at
Peking and Tokio to take immediate action in accordance with any decision arrived
at by the United States Government. His Majesty's Government trust that, in
deciding as to the employment of these vessels, the urgency of the tonnage situation
in European waters may be borne in mind.
In this connection His Majesty's
Ambassador at Tokio reported on the 2nd September that the Japanese Government
(regarding it as certain that China will not agree to sell these vessels, but will only
charter them) are prepared to accept one-third of the ships thus chartered, but
refuse, here as in Siam, to admit any restrictions as to the uses to which they will put
the tonnage thus chartered.
His Majesty's Government learn that the Chinese Ministry of War is seriously
considering the question of employing Chinese troops in Europe, and has unofficially
expressed a desire to know whether the idea is practicable and would meet with the
approval of the Allied Governments. The attitude of the Japanese Military represen
tative at Peking appears to be favourable to this scheme, provided that the money and
munitions required are supplied by the Allies.
Mr. Alston reported on the 3rd September that the Chinese Government have
requested that safe-conducts be granted not only to German and Austrian Consular
officials but to merchants and other civilians who .may wish to return home or to
proceed to neutral countries. The United States Minister at Peking thinks that not
more than one shipload of enemy subjects, in addition to the official party, will be
sanctioned by the American Government. It is the opinion of the Allied represen
tatives at Peking that the more enemy subjects are deported from China, the
better. His Majesty's Consul-General at Shanghai reports that a considerable number of
enemy subjects have recently transferred their accounts from the German Bank to
the Netherland Trading Society, the only neutral Bank in Shanghai since China's
declaration of war. He recommends that he be authorised to notify the manager of
this Dutch Bank that, unless he closes these enemy accounts within a reasonable
time, his branches in China will be placed on the Black List. The Bank could not
afford to incur this penalty, and would therefore be compelled to withdraw facilities
from enemy subjects, to their serious inconvenience.
JAPAN.
As further evidence of the results of the American embargo on the export of steel,
His Majesty's representative at Tokio reported on the 31st August, that the Japanese
Government are seriously considering the question of controlling freight rates and
charters and appear disposed to undertake a general control of shipping. Japanese
shipowners are much alarmed at the prospect and, as their influence in political
circles is very great, Sir C. Greene considers that the United States Government
will need to display insistent firmness in this matter, so as to support the movement
of public opinion in Japan and the Japanese Government in initiating the necessary
legislation.
Sir E. Howard reported on the 1st September that a considerable -number of
Japanese in Sweden were busily buying tip pig iron and steel in large quantities.
Commenting on the pessimistic reports forwarded to Tokio by the Japanese
Ambassador at Petrograd, in regard to the condition of affairs in Russia, the Minister
for Foreign Affairs has expressed to Sir C. Greene his opinion that, for the present,
the only help which the Allies can give Russia is financial, and in this direction
Japan is doing, and will continue to do, her best in the way of giving Russia credit
for further supplies.

Referring to the proposals recently put forward by his Government (vide Report
"No. 25) the Japanese Ambassador in London has enquired whether His Majesty's
Government are prepared to supply the quantities of shipbuilding material required
or, failing this, to support the Japauese Governments applications at Washington to
have it exported from the United States. In reply, His Excellency has been informed
that the exigencies of construction in British yards and the shortage of
supplies, make it impossible for His Majesty's Government to give any assurance
as regards the export of shipbuilding materials as specified by the Japanese Govern
ment, and they are therefore unable to avail themselves of the offer, contained in the
Japanese Note, for the future construction of tonnage for the Allies. His Majesty's
Government hope that the United States may be able to sanction the export of
materials to Japan, but it is advisable that negotiations on this subject should be
carried on between the Japanese and the United States Governments. His Majesty's
Ambassador at Washington, duly informed of the position, will be glad to render all
possible assistance to his Japanese colleague. In notifying Sir G. Greene of the
above, His Majesty's- Government instructed him to let it be understood at Tokio that
His Majesty's Government are not in a position to give unconditional support to
Japanese applications for the export of shipbuilding materials from the United States,
inasmuch as they are equally bound' to support the United States application for
Japanese tonnage.
SIAM.
With reference to the Siamese Governments proposal to charter the ex-enemy
ehips at Bangkok in certain proportions to Great Britain, France and Japan (vide
last Report), His Majesty's Ambassador at Tokio has reported that the Japanese
Government are quite willing to profit by the proposed arrangement, but show no
readiness to allow any corresponding advantage to the Allies in the way of allotting
.an equivalent amount of Japanese tonnage for the purpose of the w ar. His Majesty's
representative at Bangkok reports, however, that the Siamese Government would be
unwilling to charter any ships to Japan unless due assurances were given that such
vessels would be used for the relief of the war situation in Europe,
r

ARGENTINA.
The German Minister at Buenos Aires has officially notified the Argentine Govern
ment that Germany will indemnify them for "the sinking of the S.S. "Toro." His
note declares that Germany, fighting for the freedom of the seas, is restricted in her
recognition of international law by the illegal acts of her enemies, but will strive
nevertheless to conform thereto. The Argentine Minister at Berlin is convinced, as
the result of this graceful concession, that Argentine vessels will be immune from
submarine warfare, and the officially inspired Argentine press regards the incident as
a signal triumph for Argentine diplomacy. Speaking in Congress on 31st August,
the Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs declared that " so important a Power as
" Germany had bowed before the Argentine Republic, recognising her claim to free
" navigation of the seas, and had made such reparation as to place our country in a
" highly enviable position." Sir R. Tower notes, however, that amongst the more
thoughtful section of the community the prevalent feeling is one of mortification at.
the position occupied by their country.
Questioned by His Majesty's Minister as to the treatment which would be accorded
to one of His Majesty's ships if she were to pay a visit of courtesy to Buenos Aires,
the Argentine Government have replied that the visit of a vessel of Great Britain, a
"friendly power," would be received with the greatest pleasure, and that she would
be accorded the same treatment as that which w as given to the United States squadron
in July.
The Commission on Wheat Supplies are in possession of absolute evidence that the
German Naval Attache at Buenos Aires has received large quantities of a certain
fungus, together -with instructions to have it, pilaced in wdieat, so as to destroy the
..grain. Sir R, Tower has been duly informed.
r

PERU.
With reference to the proposed transfer of six German steamers to the Peruvian
flag (under the conditions stated in Report No. 29) His Majesty's Government have
informed their representative at Lima, that until they have ascertained the views
of the United States Government in the matter, they cannot give a definite reply.
In the meanwhile, however, Mr. Renuie is authorised to inform the President that His
Majesty's Government will in any case require satisfactory assurances that the
proposed transfer is intended to he absolute; that the vessels will! not be returned
to Germany till five years after the war ; and that they (or equivalent tonnage) will,
be used during the war in some particular war service in the interests of the Allies.
ECUADOR.
His Majesty's Minister at Quito is confidential^ informed that the Foreign
Relations Committee are to meet on 8th December to decide the future foreign policy
of Ecuador. The Minister for Foreign Affairs intends to advocate that the Republic
should throw in its lot with the Allies ; he has suggested to Mr. Wilson that it
would greatly strengthen his position in so doing if he could give the Committee a
formal assurance by His Majesty's Legation that in the event of her joining the Allies,.
Ecuador might expect reasonable facilities for; the importation of cocoa into Great
Britain and of coal, jute, &c, into Ecuador.
VENEZUELA.
The action of President Gomez in suppressing the pro-Ally newspaper, the
"Fonografo," seems to have filled to overflowing the cup of his tyrannical misdeeds.
Mr. Beaumont reports (31st August) that the United States Minister is submitting
proposals to his Government for dealing with a situation which has come to be
generally recognised as impossible. The Diplomatic Body at Caracas are convinced
that nothing but the forcible removal of General Gomez will meet the case. The
Italian Government, who have serious claims outstanding against Venezuela, have
instructed their Ambassador at Washington to discuss with the State Department and
with his Allied Colleagues, the means to. be adopted for their satisfaction. In this
connection His Majesty's Government have intimated to Sir C. Spring Rice that,
while willing to co-operate in preventing the ill-treatment of friendly journalists, they
would prefer to leave to the United States Government the responsibility for adopting
any such rigorous policy as that which would involve the removal of the President of
a South American Republic.
MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins reports that Congress reopened on 1st September. Sehor Carranza's
speech was colourless; he declared that Mexico's relations with all foreign,Powers
are extremely cordial. He also announced his Governments intention of instituting
military operations against the rebels in the region of the oil-fields, " notwithstanding
the assistance which the rebels receive from the petroleum companies."
PANAMA.
Sir C. Mallet telegraphed on 2nd September that four Australian troopships bound
for Europe, having been ordered by the Admiralty to await the arrival of the United
States warship to act as escort, have thereby been detained at Colon beyond the period
prescribed in the proclamation of neutrality.
The Canal authorities, having no
confirmation of the United States warship arrangement, ordered them to leave, and
the difficulty was only obviated by the Governor's willingness to interpret'the rule in
a liberal spirit. In this connection Sir C. Mallet observes that any British infringe
ment of the terms of the Play-Pauncefote treaty is likely hereafter to serve the
purposes of those in the United States who desire to abolish the uniform Canal tolls,,
the retention of which is a vital matter for British trade.
The United States Government require that applications for hospital accommo
dation, on behalf-of Australian troopships passing through the Canal, should be made
through His Majesty's Minister at Panama and the Embassy at Washington.

UNITED STATES.
Lord Northcliffe having found it difficult to devote sufficient time and attention to
the several urgent problems of finance under discussion with Mr. McAdoo, expressed
the opinion that Iiis Majesty's Government would be well advised to appoint
Lord Reading to go on a special mission to the United States for that purpose.
Concurring in this opinion, His Majesty's Government have accordingly requested
Lord Reading to undertake this mission, which he has accepted. He will have
full powers to negotiate with the United States Government and to decide any
questions that may be raised. His mission will be primarily financial, but he is
authorised to deal with any other questions which, in his judgment, are involved in
the proper discharge of his duties. On 30th August Sir G. Spring Rice, informed of
this decision, expressed the opinion that Mr. McAdoo and his colleagues would be
highly gratified at the selection of Lord Reading, which he regarded as excellent.
On the 5th, he reported that one of the troopships was held up at Colon for repairs
to machinery, but that all difficulties had been overcome by the friendly attitude of
the Governor of the Canal.
On the recommendation of Lord Northcliffe, the Ministry of Food have appointed
Mr. Gledhill to act provisionally as buyer in the United States of all civilian and
military requirements of bacon, hams and lard for the United Kingdom. Mr.
Gledhilfs functions in this capacity commenced on 3rd September; imports of all
bacon, hams and lard into Great Britain, except under licence, were prohibited by a
proclamation issued on the 31st August.
On 30th August Lord Northcliffe communicated, for the information of the
Cabinet, his opinion that there has been a very notable growth of enthusiasm for the
war throughout the United States. The Opposition leaders continue to describe the
public as apathetic, but even in the Middle West the recruiting results have been
excellent. The President has greatly strengthened his position by his reply to the
Pope's Peace Note and by the embargo proclamation ; in neither case has he had to
deal -with any serious force of hostile criticism. Lord Northcliffe foresees that the
American people, slow to enter the war, will be equally slow to stop it. At the same
time, they do not yet understand why it should be necessary to fight in Africa,
Palestine and Mesopotamia, and it will therefore be necessary to organise an
educational propaganda in order to convince public opinion in the United States that
the annexation of enemy territory in Africa and. elsewhere is necessary.
For the information of the War Cabinet, Lord Northcliffe on the 30th August,
communicated the opinion of an English journalist, as the result of very careful
observation, that public opinion in America would fiercely resent any announcement,
on the part of Great Britain, of her intention to retain the German Colonies in
South Africa (sic).
Very few Americans believe that England entered the war
from disinterested motives of altruism, aud any refusal to discuss the retrocession
of Germany's South African Colonies would be construed as proof that England was
seeking selfish advantages, and that American money and American lives are being
sacrificed in order to enable her to do so. In order to counteract this feeling (which
Irish-xVmericaus and German Agents are doing their best to develop), Lord Northcliffe
recommends that His Majesty's Government should adopt the suggestion put forward
by Colonel House, namely, that they should send General Smuts on a special mission
to the United States, for the purpose of explaining that the vast majority of the
real Colonials and of the native population of Germany's Colonies in South Africa,
desire to throw in their lot with the great self-governing British democracies. By
this means, public opinion in America might be rapidly converted to the idea of
supporting the Colonials and natives in their desire for self-government and in
their opposition to Prussian domination and tyranny.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the British Military Mission which returned to
Washington from its recruiting tour in the Western States on 3rd September, met
with a most cordial reception everywhere. There is evidence on all sides of a growing
determination to see the war through and to recognise the extent of the services
rendered by Great Britain. Irish agitators and pro-Germans are walking delicately
in consequence. The latest effort of the German propagandists (including Mr. Hearst)
has been to spread rumours of new peace offers by Germany, including general
restitution and compensation, the money for which will be obtained by the sale of
Germany's colonies to Great Britain.
Sir C. Spring Rice reported on 30th August that the State Department were about
to renew their pressing demand (vide Reports Nos. 25 and 27) for the release of
m
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American-owned goods of German origin lying at Rotterdam, in all cases where
payment has been made. The State Department maintain that the only consideration
at present pertinent to this question is whether the release of these goods can be
shown to be of any benefit to Germany. Congress is frequently impressing upon the
State Department that when payment is proved to have been properly completed,
Germany has nothing to gain by the release of the goods, an opinion in which His
Majesty's Ambassador concurs. He considers that this long-standing cause of
irritation (which the State Department have described as a "running sore ") will not
be removed unless and until His Majesty's Government permit the release of all goods
now lying in neutral territory that are neutral property in the sense that they were
paid for before the United States entered into the war.
In a despatch of 3rd August, His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington described
the great difference which has been effected in the" attitude of the Shipping
Board since the departure of Mr. Denman. Mr. Royclen's relations with the
Board are at present extremely cordial. At the same time, Sir C. Spring Rice
points out that it w ill be necessary for Great Britain and the United States
to come to an amicable arrangement with regard to the disposal of available
shipping, for if this is not done he apprehends great difficulties in the future.
The manner of Mr. Denma.tt's dismissal affords an interesting example of the
Presidents silent,. autocratic methods. For five months, as. Chairman of the
Shipping Board, Mr. Denman had carried matters with a high hand, frankly
exhibiting his German sympathies and behaving with extreme insolence to all
those with -whom he came in contact. He and. his friends apparently thought
that the President, desiring to retain the support of California and the West generally,
would be unable to dispense with Mr. Denman, who accordingly made use of his
position to appoint German Agents to positions of trust in the Shipping Board, and
gave out contracts to his political friends. Up to the last moment, the President
gave no sign, and Mr. Denman remained confident of his security of tenure, openly
boasting that Goethals would have to go, and that he himself would, remain in office.
He was, then, summarily dismissed without warning or opportunity for discussion,
and it is not known that President Wilson discussed his action in advance with
anybody. The nett result is that the Board is now working admirably.
Referring to the Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the subject
of exchange (vide Report No. 28), the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury has
unofficially pointed out certain features of the situation to Lord Northcliffe and
Mr. Bayley and requested an expression of opinion thereon. He suggests that if the
United States continue to incur heavy liabilities in addition to affording extensive
credits to the Allies, and if imports from India and Australia continue to be large,
a considerable British gold trade will result. He considers that' if the United States
Treasury agree to grant credits for British purchases of cotton and Canadian wheat,
Great Britain should reciprocate in giving (for example) credits for United States
wool purchases in Australia and jute purchases in India.
The Japanese Special Mission to the United States will not confine its negotiations
(as originally reported by Sir C. Spring Rice) to questions arising directly out of the
war. The Special Envoy has now informed His Majesty's Ambassador that amongst
other subjects he will discuss with the United States Government the status of"
Japanese residents in California and the policy of the Allies in China.
Early in August Sir C. Spring Rice was instructed by the Foreign Office to suggest
to the United States Government that they should, send instructions to their repre
tentative at Monrovia to join with his British and French colleagues in requesting the
Liberian Government to deport a certain Austrian doctor to France. Sir C. SpringRice reports (2nd September) that the United States Government are unable to take any
action in the matter, because the Liberian Government have not asked them to do so
and also because there has been no declaration of a state of war between Austria and
the United States.
Referring to recent requests by the United States Government for the provision of
additional tonnage to carry Spanish pyrites to America, the Foreign Office have
instructed Sir Spring Rice to suggest that if some form of Government control were
instituted and enforced upon companies producing sulphur, the United States cotdd
in a short time render themselves independent of Spanish pyrites for Avar purposes
and thus effect a very considerable economy in the use of tonnage. His Majesty's
Government haA e reason to believe that the sulphur deposits in the United States are
capable of considerable deA elopmentv
r
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THE SHIPPING SITUATION.
On .30th August His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington reported that, after
-consultation with the Exports Board, he had arranged to refer to them henceforward
all application for letters of assurance. The United States Government, he says, have
not yet finally decided as to the machinery to be set up for bringing their export
policy into conformity with Great Britain^ blockade policy, but for the-present no
licences will be issued for Scandinavia or Holland. Sir 0. Spring Rice has handed
to the Chairman of the Board a memorandum which will indirectly raise the question
of creating a Blockade Council in London, as desired by His Majesty's Government.
The Chairman has inquired as to the conditions upon wdiich. Great Britain, could
dispense with the examination of vessels at Halifax ; he points out that, by clearing
as many ships as possible (subject to naval and military considerations) from United
-States ports direct, a considerable saving in tonnage would be effected, and it might
lead to increased efficiency of inspection. The Board has discussed- the matter in
detail with Mr. MacCornrick. The naval authorities at Halifax are understood to be
in favour of the change, and Sir C. Spring Rice therefore suggests that His Majesty's
Government should seriously consider the advisability of transferring examination of
vessels to United States ports.
The Chairman of the United States Shipping Board informed Mr. Royden on
31st August that, subject to the military requirements of the United States Army in
France, British ships building in American yards would be handed over as and when
-completed; the United States Government will not, however, give any official
assurances on the subject.
According to information supplied by a Stockholm shipowner, the Swedish
Government are telling shipowners that Germany will regard it as a provocative
breach of neutrality if any Swedish vessels are chartered to the Allies. Sir E. Howard
thinks that the German Government may possibly have threatened reprisals, but
nothing more. German agents are busy at Stockholm endeavouring to arrange long
term freight contracts for coal, & c One leading shipowner has received an offer to
-time charter any of his vessels for 10 years after the war to carry ferro-manganese
from the Black Sea and return cargoes of coal.
Sir C. Spring Rice reported on 2nd September that the Swiss Government have
eight Spanish ships, sent to load grain, at United States ports. The Exports Board
have licensed three cargoes of malt and barley but decline to license wheat shipments
and have advised the Swiss Minister that the remaining five ships should seek wheat
-cargoes in Australia. The Swiss Minister has inquired whether His Majesty's
Government would, consent to their doing so.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
On 3rd September the Organization Committee at Stockholm announced that, in
consequence of the results of the Allied Conference in London, they had decided not
to summon the Stockholm Conferenee on 9th September, but to defer it to a date to
be determined so soon as the Russian delegation arrives in Sweden. Two days
previously, the Russian Prime Minister had requested Sir G. Buchanan to urge His
Majesty's Government to grant passports to the British Socialist delegates to attend
the conference at Stockholm. The Prime Minister fully recognised the fact that the
British Seamen's Union might refuse to allow the delegates to proceed to Sweden, but
he regarded this as unimportant, so long as His Majesty's Government did not refuse
to issue passports.
On the 30th August the Foreign Office communicated to His Majesty's Represen
tatives at Paris, Rome, Petrograd, Havre, and Tokio, the decision of His Majesty's
Government, that, in view of President Wilson's reply to the Papal Peace Note, it was
not necessary for the Allied Powers to address any^ further communication to the
"Vatican In connection with this communication, Lord Bertie reported on the
following day- that M. Ribot'was of opinion that a communique should be addressed
to the Press by the British and French Governments jointly, and he was therefore
forwarding a draft communique for the consideration of His Majesty's Govern
ment. In reply, Lord Bertie was instructed to state that His Majesty's Government
"were not in favour of publishing any communique on the subject or at most
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a bare statement to the effect that, in view ctf President Wilsoifs Note,,
the Allies do not consider it necessary to make any further reply to the Papal
message.
In any case His Majesty's Government considered it inadvisable to
publish a statement until all the Allied Governments had expressed their views on
the subject, lest anything should lead the enemy to think that the Allies are not of
one mind. Furthermore, His Majesty's Government consider it of great importance
that all the Allies should unite in endorsing President Wilson's attitude, not only
because this would please the American people, but also because it would avoid
raising amongst the Allies such differences of opinion as have already been manifested
in certain directions, differences which might necessitate a general discussion and
definite statement of all the Allies' war aims. In connection with the Presidents,
reply to the Holy See, it is of interest to note that a confidential communication on
the subject, addressed to Mr. JBalfour from Washington on 1st September, observes
that the Presidents message should provide the Allies with the means of showing a.
united front. The writer added that it is unnecessary to attach too much importance
to the Presidents expressions relating to peace terms, for these are subject to
modification from day to day, and will eventually be determined by the march of
events.
The Belgian Government have received assurances from the Belgian Minister to
the Vatican that the German Government knows and accepts the Pope's interpretation,
of his reference to Belgium as meaning " complete restoration and indemnities."
Further, Baron de Broqueville has declared that Belgium will not consider peace
conditions until the demands of France and Italy are fully satisfied.
The " New Rotterdam Courant " has recently discussed the question as to whether'
negotiations have actually taken place for a separate peace between Rumania and
the Central Powers. The German Press indignantly denies the rumour as well as.
the statements made by M. Kerensky at Moscow. Sir W. Townley reported on the
31st August, that reliable information which he has received goes to show that peace
proposals were actually made, on the initiative of the King of Rumania and Bratiano,.
and that the negotiations were finally broken off at Rumanian Headquarters, chiefly
because of the exhorbitaut nature of' Bulgaria's demands upon Rumania. Writing
on this subject, the " Vorwarts " of 28th August, declares with reference to Kerensky's
reference to the attempt at a separate peace, that the German people can only breathe
freely if the Government now declares'that the whole thing is untrue. It is necessary
that they should give an immediate explicit and definite reply on the subject, for the
""general peace " whose principles are laid down in the Reichstag resolution will not
be advanced, but only damaged by this secret peace hawking, which goes from back
door to backdoor to ask if there is nothing doing.
The "Vorwarts" of 29th August states that on. the previous day the main
Committee of the Reichstag discussed the question of occupied territories. Belgium
was not mentioned, but after a lively discussion the following motion w as adopted with
regard to Lithuania :—
" The Committee resolves that the Reichstag should request the Chancellor to set.
up for the peoples of the occupied territories of Lithuania and Courland
representation which would have the confidence of all classes of people, and
to create civil government, so far as military considerations will permit."
r

GENERAL.

The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs has assured Sir G. Buchanan that there
is absolutely no truth in the report that the Russian and Austrian Governments have
been in telegraphic communication respecting the exchange of invalided prisoners of
war; all negotiations have been conducted through Stockholm. Nor has there been,
any question of the exchange of able-bodied prisoners with Austria, or of a neutral
exchange zone, which would afford the enemy an opportunity of obtaining
military information.
His Majesty's Government have requested the Dutch authorities to ascertain whether,,
pending the provision of suitable accommodation in Holland, the German Government
will agree to an arrangement for the repatriation via Holland of the various categories^
of exchanged prisoners, in the following order : (1) invalided combatants ; (2) invalided.

civilians ; (3) civilians over 45. When accommodation has been provided, they
propose that the order of repatriation shall be as follows :—
Incapacitated combatants for repatriation.
Invalid combatants for internment.
Officers and non-commissioned officers over 18 months in captivity, for internment.
Invalid civilians for repatriation.
Invalid civilians for internment.
Civilians over 45.
The German Government have agreed to the use of Boston as the harbour for the
landing and embarkation of exchanged prisoners, but insist that as the use of this
port cannot be unlimited, the largest possible number of ships, both screw and paddle,
must be used. Further, the only guaranteed mine-free route will be that between
Flushing and South wold. The Zeeland Company, however, state that their vessels
are too large to use the inner harbour ; they presume that it will therefore be
necessary for them to lie in the roadstead for embarkation, and they enquire whether
the anchorage is a safe and suitable one. They suggest that Lowestoft might be
generally more convenient. His Majesty's Government have directed Sir W. Townley
to state, in reply, that Boston is in every respect a more suitable harbour than
Lowestoft.
Sir W. Townley strongly recommends that, with a view to efficient co-ordination
and co-operation and to facilitate relations with the Dutch G overnment, General Hanbury
Williams should be appointed the nominal head of all departments (including the
Y.M.C.A. and the Red Cross) dealing with prisoners of war from Germany in Holland.
He proposes to locate the three services in one suitable building, which would become
the recognised centre for British prisoners in Holland. The representatives of the
Y.M.C. A. and of the Red Cross at The Hague coucur in this proposal. Sir W. Townley
also reports, in this connection, that the question has arisen as to whether the Dutch
Red Cross should take any initiative in these matters ; he is strongly of opinion that
if the British Authorities and Red Cross do not assume full control from the start,
there is sure to be friction.
A scheme has been laid before the Foreign Office by Mr. Harte, of the Y.M.C.A.
(lately from Copenhagen), to charter a ship and purchase food in the United States for
Allied and Enemy prisoners. In informing Sir C. Spring Rice of this proposal
His Majesty's Government mention, amongst other conditions which it would
impose, that the supplies should be carried in a German ship manned by neutrals.
The Swiss Minister for Foreign Affairs has expressed doubts as to the possibility
of complying with the request of the Serbian Government for the internment in
Switzerland of Serbian prisoners now in Austria-Hungary. He states that there is a
growing feeling in the country against taking in any more. He has promised to
consider the matter before communicating a definite decision to Sir H. Rumbold.
The Turkish Government continue to meet all enquiries and proposals on the
subject of prisoners of war by reiterating their demand for the release of Ayoub
Sabri (vide Report No. 30). They have now declined to allow prisoners' internment
camps to be visited until this demand is conceded. On 1st September Sir W. Townley
was instructed to request the Dutch Government to point out that His Majesty's
Government have already offered to send delegates to meet Turkish delegates in
Switzerland to discuss the exchange of Ayoub Sabri and other questions.
In accordance with a proposal put forward by the German Minister at Berne, His
Majesty's Government have agreed that the repatriation of invalid prisoners under
clauses 2 and 5 of the Hague Agreement shall be left entirely in the hands of the
Swiss Commissions. On 31st August Colonel Picot reported that 8G British officers
and 774 of other ranks had thus been selected for repatriation; the number of
Germans selected was under 400.
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FRANCE.

M. Clemeneeaifs attack upon the Government has proved successful, and the
Almere3'da-Malvy affair has produced a crisis which has made the most profound
impression throughout France. Among AfmereyckTs papers were found documents
presumably from German sources giving suggestions for " strengthening " the Entente
forces at Salonica. The inference is interesting.
ITALY.

The Italian section of. this-week's Report contains several important points. Apart
from the Italian jealousy of France and the almost incurable suspicion that we are
doing more to help France than to help Italy, there would seem to be very serious
anxiety regarding coal, food, and the economic position of the country.
SWEDEN.

The exposure of the action of the Swedish Foreign Office in facilitating the trans
mission of German code telegrams, although previously known to a limited number of
people, has had a considerable effect upon public opinion. The moment chosen
in Washington for the publication of the documents of the case supports the theory
that it has been so timed as to affect the course of the Swedish elections, and the
revelations are undoubtedly calculated to militate against the prospects of the
Conservative party in Sweden.
Extreme measures, such as might be called for by angry Democracies against so
biassed an interpreter of neutrality, are, however, deprecated by His Majesty's Govern
ment and by official circles in Washington, and it is to be remembered that when the
winter has closed down on the north, the only route to Russia lies through Sweden,
and the desirability of securing free transit of food supplies is to be pointed out to the
United States.
BRAZIL.

The desire of the United States to preserve harmonious relations with the South
American Republics, based on the idea of Pan-American unity and concord, is
evidently at the back of the State Departments reluctance to put pressure on Brazil,
and its suggestion that Great Britain should do whatever may be required in that
direction. The Pan-American idea has hitherto derived much of its vitality from
association with the principles of the Monroe doctrine; but this suggestion of the
State Department would appear to recognise the necessity for important modifications
of that doctrine in the near future.

MEXICO.

The policy of the United States Government in Mexico, chiefly inspired oy their
Ambassador and his persistent belief in the possibility of softening the heart of
Carranza with graceful concessions, is not likely to remove the difficulties created by
the new Constitution. Recognition of Carranza's position, however ambiguously
worded, is calculated to encourage him in his predatory activities, and, sooner or
later, to precipitate the crisis which the State Department seeks to avoid.
;

CHINA.

As Sun Yat-sen and others of the so-called Southern Party have hitherto been
financed in their revolutionary activities, both under the Monarchy and the Republic,
by or from Japan, it is reasonable to hope that if their present activities are sternly
discouraged by the Japanese Government, they may decide that the game of rebellion
against Peking is not worth the candle ; and if, as now seems probable, the Central
Governments financial position becomes greatly strengthened by means of an increased
Customs tariff, remission of indemnity payments, &c, it may safely be predicted that
Sun Yat-sen, Tang Shao-yi, and other malcontents will be offered, and will accept,
appointments in the public service.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Considerable interest attaches to Sir C. Spring Rice's report dated 11th September
given on page 19 of the report, and also to the two succeeding paragraphs.
M. Caillaux's denial oh a visit to Switzerland (page 20) is remarkable in view of
the numerous rumours received to the contrary.
13th September 1917.
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P A R T I . — B R I T I S H E M P I R E AND

AFRICA.

CANADA.
The first reading of the War Time Election Act took place in the House of
Commons at Ottawa on 5th September. In concluding his introductory speech,
Mr. Meighen, the Secretary of State, declared the central principle of the Bill to be
that war service should be the basis of war franchise. The vote has been given to the
nearest female relative of overseas soldiers because it affords the only means of giving
to soldiers, alive or dead, or prisoners, " an adequate voice in the decision of a great
electoral contest, which is fraught with consequences peculiarly vital to themselves."
The Bill contains drastic provisions for disenfranchising all alien enemies naturalised
within the past fifteen years (their number is estimated at 25,000), excepting those
who have sons, grandsons or brothers serving with the Allied armies at the front.
Immigrants from European countries, whose mother tongue is that of one of the
-enemy nations, are also disenfranchised. Assyrians and Armenians are not included
in the category of alien enemies. Conscientious objectors are disqualified for the
vote.
The Second Reading of the Bill was carried under the closure rule on 10th
September. It is expected that the final reading will take place on Saturday next
and that the Bill will go to the Senate on Monday. During the debate on the second
reading Sir Wilfrid Laurier characterised the disenfranchising of aliens as a Prussian
measure and a violation of the pledge of citizenship given to them by the country.
He also contended that the provincial enfranchisement of women automatically gave
them the Federal franchise, a statement which Sir R. Borden. challenged. The
Premier defended the measure and added that if it had been possible to introduce a
general measure of woman suffrage it would have been clone, but under existing
conditions it was not practicable.
The Government of Canada have been informed of the steps taken, in pursuance
of the agreement now concluded between the British, French, and. Italian Governments,
to establish a permanent buying organisation for meats, fats, and other foods, ex
cluding cereals, in New York (vide last week's Report under the heading " United
States ".). It is hoped that this organisation may be extended to Canada, whenever it
becomes possible to resume Government purchases on a large scale there. In the
meanwhile shipments of these foodstuffs from Canada on private account will be
allowed under licence.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies has notified the Canadian Government that
the Wheat Commission, buying on account of France and Italy, as well as for the
United Kingdom, are prepared to purchase the whole of Canada's exportable surplus,
provided finance is available, but it is of the utmost importance that the price to be
fixed by the Canadian authorities should not be higher in parity than the American
price, viz., $2.20 the bushel, for there would be no prospect of obtaining the necessary
financial assistance from the United States if the Canadian price were higher than
the American. Furthermore it is extremely desirable that a loan by Canadian Banks,
now under negotiation, should be completed at once so that purchases, urgently
needed, may be made without awaiting the conclusion of negotiations with the United
States Treasury. Owing to the diversion of shipments to France, Italy, and
Belgium, shipments to the United Kingdom must be very short and the position
dangerous ; it is therefore most advisable that the financial arrangements should be
concluded without delay.
The Canadian Government have been informed that Lord. Reacling's special
mission to the LTnited States will include financial and other negotiations in Canada
.and that His Lordship will take an early opportunity of visiting the Dominion. The
-Colonial Office have requested the Governor-General to render him all possible
-assistance.

The inauguration of the National Press Service has elicited warm congratulations-,
from Sir R. Borden and the Premiers of the provinces. The enterprise, which has
been actively assisted by Sir R. Borden, and by a Federal grant of 10,0001., will, make
Canadian newspapers in the Atlantic and Western provinces independent of American
news agencies ; the news which the National Press Service will collect and distribute
under a co-operative publishing system, will be made available for publication in the
United States through the Associated Press. From the Imperial point of view the
utility of the new service is likely to be of no small importance.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

-

The Italian Government Commission in London have informed His Majesty s
Government that two steamers have been allocated to carry Newfoundland fish, toItaly.
The Government have reason to believe that the Spauish schooners loading fish
for Spain at St. John's have been provided with safe-conducts by German Agencies
in Seville. Communications between the principals in Spain and their agents in
Newfoundland are under control. The Newfoundland Government do not apprehend
any danger of valuable information being communicated to the enemy through these 
vessels, and recommend therefore that their trade should not be interfered with.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH".
The Federal Treasurer has announced that the Governments liability on account of
pensions now amounts to almost 6,000,OOOZ. a year. Of this 33,- millions consist of old
age pensions ; maternity bonuses absorb 600,O00Z. ; war pensions are just under
two millions, but they are expected to reach three millions before the end of the
financial year.
The Government have introduced a Bill for the raising of a war loan of
80,000,OOOZ., of which 20,000,000Z. will be floated in Australia forthwith. The loan
will be repayable in ten years and will bear interest at 4-g- per cent., free of income
tax.
The Commonwealth Government have agreed to receive foreign coin or gold
bullion on behalf of the Government of India, and in exchange for them either to
ship to India ready sovereigns in anticipation of the arrival of such gold in Australia
wherever practicable, or to have them converted, into sovereigns without delay and
shipped to India. On the 12th of August the Australian Government undertook to
make a first shipment up to l,50O,00OZ. on receipt of advice that bullion had been
shipped to Australia. In. order to avoid any possible breach of the Currency Law,,
and for accounting purposes, the Indian Government have asked to be, and have been,
assured that gold for coinage held on their behalf in Australia, and sovereigns in
transit from Australia to India, will be treated as the property of the IndianGovernment. It is understood that some of the gold on Indian Government account
will be sent to Australia from Japan and the Pacific Coast of America ; the Australian.
Government point out that if it is intended to ship it from other countries, the
question of sending sovereigns to India in anticipation of its arrival in Australia,,
would have to be reconsidered.
His Majesty's Government have enquired whether the Commonwealth Government,
would be prepared to intern in Australia enemy subjects from China, in the event of
the Chinese Government deciding to deport them. Their number is roughly
estimated at 3,000.
The Minister of Railways expects that the Trans-Continental Railway will be
completed early next month; there only remain 36 miles to be laid. A luxurious
fast train service will be provided, and it is thought, that, as a result, the mail
steamer companies may decide not to run their vessels beyond Fremantle.
The Premier of Western Australia has announced the intention of the Government
to lev3 a tax on wages beginning at 2cZ. in the pound, and rising to 2s. The
tax will be leviable on bachelors receiving over 100Z. a year and on married men
receiving over 150?.
r

NEW ZEALAND.
The war loan of 12,000,0001. has been over-subscribed by 4.000.000Z. The issue
is at par, with interest at 44- per cent, free of taxation. The Governor-General has
reported that the 16 millions subscribed is all new money, and that, as the only
large subscription is the 5,O00,00OZ. underwritten by the banks, there will be no need
to invoke the mandatory clause of the Finance Act for the first portion of the loan.
The Minister of Finance is confident that he will find all the money he requires, up"
to and including the additional issue next March, without having recourse to the
home market.
The Dominion Government have pointed out that the financial strain which must
arise, in the event of there not being sufficient shipping space available for the export
of New Zealand butter, and the consequent collapse of this industry, will not be
averted by the British. Governments undertaking to take as much butter as can be
shipped. They therefore suggest that His Majesty's Government should agree to
take over the entire output, at a price to be mutually arranged ; but if this should
not be feasible, they ask that the Imperial Government should temporarily advance
funds sufficient to enable the New Zealand Governmenc to do so. The amount of
such advances is not expected to exceed about 1,500,000Z. at any one time, and
arrangements would be made for repayment as and when the butter is sold in the
English market. The New Zealand Government earnestly hope that the Imperial
Government will recognise the gravity of the situation arising from this problem in
view of the steadily increasing obligations incurred by the Dominion on account of
the war.
In the report made to Parliament (on a day specially set apart for the purpose) by
Mr. Massey and Sir Joseph Ward as delegates to the Imperial Conference, both
Ministers expressed their complete confidence in the readiness of the people and
statesmen of Great Britain to give the Dominions a fair share in the control of the
Empire's foreign policy. As to the means to be adopted hereafter for creating an
organisation representative of the Empire as a whole, neither Minister had any
definite suggestions to offer. It is generally thought, however, that New Zealand will
eventually do as Canada has done and appoint a Minister to reside in London.
Acceptance of the principle of annual Imperial Conferences practically involves this
arrangement as far as New Zealand is concerned.

SOUTH AFRICA.
The question of the purchase of the wool clip by the Imperial Government is still
under consideration. On the 10th September, the Governor-General telegraphed
strongly advising that before the final offer of His Majesty's Government is submitted
by the Union Government to the Conference of farmers at Bloemfontein, they should be
fully informed as to the actual position of Japan in competing with the British authorities
for the purchase of the wool clip. Without further information on the subject, the
Union Government are not in a position to answer the question raised by the farmers
as to the reasons which have led His Majesty's Government to endeavour to prevent
the sale of wool to an allied nation, and the fact that they cannot answer it has lent
much weight to the contention of their political opponents, who assert that His
Majesty's Government are trying to drive a hard bargain at the expense of the South
African farmers. The Union Government desire to be clearly informed concerning
the relations between Great Britain and Japan in this matter and to know whether
the action of Japanese wool buyers in South Africa is opposed to any understanding
between the two Governments ?

BRITISH EAST AFRICA.
In view of the suspicious land-purchasing activities of certain Swedes within the
territory of the Protectorate, the Secretary of State for the Colonies suggested to the
Officer Administering the Government in July that, subject to the opinion of his
Attorney-General, it might be advisable to issue an Ordinance prohibiting transfers
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or grants of land to any but British subjects during the war. The Officer Adminis
tering the Government, while fully concurring in the expediency of the proposed
measure, reported that legal objections might be raised, because Article 5 of-the
Berlin Act of 1885 gives foreign subjects the right to acquire land in the " Con
ventional Congo basin." After consultation with the Board of Trade and the Foreign
Office, the Secretary of State for the Colonies concurs in the opinion that the proposed
Ordinance conflicts with the provisions of the Berlin Act and other commercial treaties,
and that it would be well, therefore, if possible, to achieve the desired purpose by
"other means. The Board of Trade suggests that, if the prospective land buyers could
be shown to be suspect, it might be possible to warn intending vendors of the
penalties attaching to trading with the' enemy. But should this be considered
insufficient as a deterrent, the Foreign Office holds that the only alternative is to
ignore Treaty provisions, and, in the event of complaints, to defend the Ordinance on
the ground of its transient character. The Colonial Office is, therefore, prepared to
sanction the enactment of the proposed Ordinance if the Officer Administering the
Government considers it advisable to do so.

JAMAICA AND WEST INDIES.
In connection with the Indian Governments projected scheme of emigration, the
Secretary of State for the Colonies has communicated certain instructions for the
guidance of the Government of Jamaica and the Governors of Trinidad and British
Guiana, bearing on the apportionment of the expense of immigration, if and wdien
necessary, between general revenue and the employers of labour. The Colonial Office
is of opinion that the whole cost of the introduction of workers should continue to
be borne by employers, but w ould be prepared to consider grants from revenue to
the Immigration Fund for settlement on land and possibly some assistance towards
bringing out families. A subsidy to a shipping line, providing a regular service with
agreed rates of passage, might also be considered. To conform to the conditions laid
down by the Indian Emigration Conference (vide Eastern Report, No. 32) it is
necessary to avoid any appearance of ear-marking individual immigrants to individual
employers.
T

LIBERIA.
The thanks of His Majesty's Government have been conveyed to the Liberian
Government for their offer of a naval base. In view, however, of the facilities available
at Sierra Leone, His Majesty's Government, do not desire to avail themselves of that
offer ; but in order to reassure the Liberian Government concerning their safety from
German attacks, they will arrange that British warships shall visit Monrovia from
time to time.

PART

II.—FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
The question of an Allied Conference is still being thrashed out, and it is possible
that it may take place in October at Paris, and that' the United States will be
represented. The further despatch of munitions and war material to Russia by her
Allies is to be discussed in the light of the Russian proposals for making use of the
same. The Italian Foreign Minister is of the opinion that the question of the
revision of agreements might be discussed without the Western Allies committing
themselves too deeply in view of the present conditions in Russia.
The French Government have urged the advisability of endeavouring to obtain
the assistance of Japanese troops in Russia, and have instructed their Ambassador at
Petrograd to ascertain whether the Russian Government; -would welcome such
assistance. If they approve of the proposal, it is suggested that the British, French,
and Japanese Governments should confer as to the best means of transporting the
Japanese troops to the Russian front.
Referring to the proj)osed joint action by the Allies to bring pressure to bear on
neutral banks to induce them to refrain from assisting the enemy [vide Reports
Nos. 29 and 32) Sir M. Findlay suggests measures for circumventing the international
financiers, and. advocates that the time limit for consideration accorded to the banks
should be curtailed.
Sir 0. Spring Rice advises that opinion in competent quarters in the United
States realises the absolute necessity of closer co-operation with'the Allies. This
would take the form of the appointment of representatives to take part in Allied
Conferences, on the proposed Blockade Council, and on various economic bodies
in Paris and London. Representations to this effect have been strongly urged upon
President Wilson, but for the moment the President is influenced by a fear of
being committed to war aims which may prove unpopular in the United States,
and in particular to a policy of trade war with Germany after the restoration of
peace.
Action has already been taken by the United States in placing an embargo on the
export of goods to Scandinavia, and His Majesty's Government has invited the
co-operation of the Far Eastern Allies to prevent rice from being imported to militate
against the effect of the American embargo. Furthermore, a cessation of British
licences in many cases has been ordered in conformity with the conditions of the
embargo.
Lord Bertie telegraphs that, while the French Government is in complete accord
with the policy of Great Britain and the United States on the subject of a general
embargo on goods for Scandinavia and Holland, no action has as yet been taken.
FRANCE.
M. Ribot's Ministry resigned on 7th September. The outgoing Prime Minister^
attempt to form a new Administration at the request of the President of the Republic
failed, partly owing to the refusal of M. Pams (the unsuccessful rival of M. Poincare
for the Presidency) to accept the Ministry of the Interior, partly to the attacks of
M. Clemenceau in the Press, but chiefly owing to the defection of the Socialists who,
while affirming their continued willingness to co-operate with the Government in
National Defence, declined to accept office under M. Ribot.
As a result of this defection of the Socialists, M. Ribot at first endeavoured to form
:a Ministry in which they would not be represented, but M. Painleve declined to
accept office in an Administration which did not enjoy the support of the Socialists.
M. Ribot thereupon abandoned his efforts at reconstruction, and shortly before noon
on 10th September M. Painleve accepted the commission of the President of the
Republic to form a Cabinet.
M. Painleve has announced that if he is able to form an Administration he proposes
to prosecute the war with increased vigour. The Radical Socialist group has offered

M. Painleve its unconditional support, but owing to the abstention of the main body
of the Socialists his first attempt at forming a Ministry, in which his former chief,
M. Ribot, was to have retained the portfolio of Foreign Affairs, came to nothing and
the failure was announced in the Press on the morning of 12th September. The
President of the Republic has, however, requested M. Painleve to renew his efforts.
The Socialists have published a political programme under five' heads in the
Press, and Lord Bertie reports on 12th September their decision to abstain from
M. Painleve's Ministry while promising him their support.
The affaire of" Le Bonnet Rouge," after having led to the resignation of M. Malvy,
has been rather overshadowed by its own developments, but it is only fair to
M. Caillaux to record the fact that his contribution of 40,000 francs to its funds
was paid by instalments during the earlier part of .1914, and that since the outbreak
of war he has furnished no subsidies towards the expenses of this dangerous journal.
ITALY.
The visit of the Iving of Italy to the French front has been postponed.
In a private letter to Lord Hardinge Sir Rennell Rodd says that Baron Sonnino
has expressed his confidence in carrying Italy through another winter of war'
as the successes on the Carso have greatly encouraged the nation, although the Papal
Peace proposals are generally considered to have been launched, at the moment of an
important offensive with the intention of weakening its martial spirit. In spite of the
Foreign MinisteFs confidence there are difficulties enumerated by the Ambassador, the
removal of which would greatly ease public opinion which is.at present irritated by a
suspicion that France enjoys a preferential treatment at the hands of Great Britain
over that accorded to Italy in these matters. The points cited, by the Ambassador are
the coal supply, and the trade restrictions imposed by the exigencies of the blockade
on the export of citrous fruits from Southern Italy.
Sir R. Rodd telegraphs that the Italian Minister of Agriculture received his news
of the inability of Great Britain to co-operate in the disposal of the orange crop with
consternation and. expressed his opinion that a failure to export oranges would
produce a revolution in Sicily. The lemon scheme (which is considered as more
important by the Foreign Office in its relation to the blockade) was of less interest as
affecting a smaller area. The Ambassador is anxious that the question should be
considered, not only from the point of view of the blockade, but as affecting the
internal tranquillity of the south and the maintenance of pro-Ally sentiment among
the Italian public. He points out further that, in view of the nature of the situation
in the south, Germany is quite likely to veto the alternative scheme of reopening the
German market to Italian oranges, with the intention of provoking a revolutionary
movement in Sicily.
"With reference to the revolutionary tendencies mentioned above, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs, in conversation with the Ambassador, was understood to express his
dissatisfaction with the action of the Minister of the Interior for having allowed too
free a hand to pacifists and agitators, and to advocate a change of policy in that
direction, or of persons.
The Ambassador, with reference to the balance of trade between Italy and Great
Britain, further pointed out that certain import prohibitions hitherto invariably
waived in favour of British goods will now probably be enforced with a view to the
improvement of the present depressed state of exchange on London. The Italian
Government also urge that as the grain cargoes allotted to Italy for September by the
Wheat Executive in London are quite inadequate they cannot consent to make over
any of their vessels to Greece.
In reply to the representations made on behalf of M. Pashitch's proposals that
Southern Slav prisoners of war held by Italy should be released in order to join the
Serbian Army in Macedonia, the Italian Foreign Office points out that such action, if
officially taken, might expose the numerous Italian prisoners in Austria to reprisals as well
as the Southern Slavs themselves, who would undoubtedlybe shot under international law
if captured by the Austrians when fighting as Serbian soldiers. While prepared to permit
Czech prisoners to enjoy preferential treatment and undergo a form of training in
captivity, he was unable to allow them to go to France to join Bohemian units in that
country. A few southern Slavs, how ever, have been quietly allowed to leave Italy
and join the Serbians.
r

BELGIUM.
The amount of the advances made to Belgium by France and Great Britain up to
24th August is announced by the French Minister of Finance to exceed three milliards
of francs (3,010,636,000 frs.), of which France had contributed a slightly greater
share (1,519,636,000 frs.) than Great Britain (1,491,000,000 frs.). The new loan
will run as from 25th August.
The " Deutsche Tageszeitung' " of 8th September, in a leading article, asserts that
the only way to save Belgium from being made the battle-ground oL Europe is by taking
her under German protection. The King and the former Government of Belgium, as
having been the agents of the oppression exercised by the Entente upon Belgium,
must be ejected as there will be no room for these symbols of the Entente in Flanders
or Wallonia after the war.
:

GREECE.
With regard to the various proposals made in connection with the transfer of men
to the Allied front in Macedonia, Lord Bertie telegraphs the observations of the
French Government on the shortage of men at General Sarraihs disposal and their
request that Great Britain should urge Italy to arrange for that extension of the
Italian front in Macedonia for which General Sarrail has several times asked in
vain.
The Hellenic Government are anxious to escape from the control over the issue of
passports exercised by France and Great Britain within their respective naval zones
on the ground that such control is derogatory from the national dignity and that its
continuance is likely to undermine the prestige and influence of M. Venizelos. At
the same time the British Charge d'Affaires in Athens puts forward a suggestion that
a Greek representative should be attached to the Allied Board which sits at the Pirasus
to control the importation of foodstuffs and the allocation of tonnage. lie also
points out that the dearth of coal in Greece is causing much anxiety. Special arange
ments have had to be made for feeding the homeless population of Salonika.
The-Foreign Office emphasises the necessity for the retention of an efficient
censorship at Syra, and informs Mr. Crackanthorpe that as a purely Greek control
would be dangerous, British co-operation in such matters is to be suggested to the
Greek Government, remembering that the substance of the control, as distinct from
the form, must remain in British hands.
While on the one hand Greece is resuming her international relationships
interrupted by the events of December last, in that the parcels post and money
order service with the United Kingdom have been re-established, on the other
internal conditions have necessitated the proclamation of martial law in the north
and north-west of the Peloponnese.
Arrangements for the withdrawal of Italian troops from Epirus appear to be
proceeding smoothly. His Britannic Majesty's Consul at Janina reports that while
Metzovo was to be evacuated on 10th September, Janina, where all is quiet, will
probably not be occupied by the Greeks for a few days to come.
Reports are current that King Constantino is anxious to open amicable relations
with the British Legation in Berne as indicative of his opinion that his deposition
was the act of France, and that he has no animus against Great Britain. Sir IT.
Rum bold has been instructed to evade the Royal overtures.

ALBANIA.
The Hellenic Government suggest that the Albanian assertions as to the seizure
of Moslem property in Southern Albania (vide Report No. 32) are based upon action
taken with regard to property of Moslems who have opted for Ottoman nationality
under the provisions of the Treaty of Athens. This action is in accordance with
law so far as Greek Epirus is concerned, but it is open to doubt as to its legality as
well as its advisability should it have been taken anywhere within the area allotted
by the Conference of Ambassadors to the Principality of Albania.
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GERMAN AFFAIRS.
It would appear that the position of Dr. Michaelis is again being threatened by
the extreme Pan-Germans, who more than make up for the paucity of their numbers,
by t h e energy of their political warfare. The " Vorwaerts," on the other hand, VIEAVS
the action of Dr. Michaelis with suspicion. He was enthusiastically approved by the
Pan- Germans when first appointed, and he has avoided committing himself in public
as to the line of policy he means to follow. He failed s o m e A v h a t conspicuously on
19th July, when he equivocated about his attitude to the Majority Resolution, and he
has so far failed to reply to the questions about the future of Belgium asked by
Mr. Asquith in the House of Commons.
The Reichstag is to meet on 26th September, and by that time Dr. Michaelis, in
h i s reply to the Papal Note, can scarcely fail to have antagonized further one or both'
of the parties who have expressed their displeasure with his lack of poficy. So far the
most definite item in the GhancelloFs political future is his reiterated undertaking to
introduce the promised reform in the Prussian franchise.
The Main Committee of the Reichstag has passed a resolution demanding a
-considerable limitation in the power of the military over the censorship, and has gone
.so far as to postulate that the discussion of Avar aims and of constitutional questions
must not be subject to the censorship, and that NEAVSPAPERS must be safeguarded from
a r b i t r a l suspension by making the Chancellor a party to the suspension, a n d
obliging him to give his reasons to the publishers beforehand.
The occupation of Riga which has been trumpeted as a mighty victory and an
etape towards the complete realisation of Pan-German aims in the East is less pleasing
to the mass of German opinion. In some quarters it is feared that it may lead to the
dissolution of Russia into a number of independent Republics which might react
unfavourably upon German internal affairs.
The energies of the lower classes in Germany appear for the time being to be
^entirely taken UP with the task of existing, and their mental depression is remarkable.
Mr. Maxse, in a letter from Rotterdam to the Foreign Office, refers to the highly
satisfactory and progressive decrease of physical efficiency and the spread of
intestinal troubles owing to malnutrition and monotony of diet. While this all tends
to decrease the fighting value of the German nation as a whole, it cannot be said AVITH
any confidence that it will produce an explosion of popular dissatisfaction of sufficient
magnitude to affect the outcome of the Avar directly. The governing class is running
the nation purely for military purposes, and is not dismayed in any w&y by the in
comvenience to AVHICH the masses are put in the process. Matters are so arranged
that persons AVHOSE labour is required for the AVELL-being of the military machine Avill
be kept alive but no. more, and an official statement assures the hungry that the
-supply of grain for bread for a whole year is now assured.
The milk and butter supply will be permanently reduced to make up for the brief
increase of the meat ration due to the autumn killing necessitated by lack of fodder.
Apart from food, even the Government is oppressed by the shortage of woollen fabrics,
and military uniforms are known to have been mended, reshaped and pressed more
t h a n half-a-dozen times during the course o f a FEAV months.
On the other hand, the
Go\ ernment, w i t h an eye to the post helium economic future, is believed to have
accumulated a considerable stock of raw cotton.
Railway rolling stock is deteriorating, and it is probable that by now EVEN that
appropriated for the requirements of the Army is suffering from strain and lack alike
of lubricating oil and repair facilities.
A report, not without corroboration, is telegraphed by Sir II. Rumbold that an
attempt to assassinate the Kaiser at Homburg during the first week of September was.
so nearly successful that the Imperial chauffeur AVAS killed.
T

AUSTRIAN AFFAIRS.
The Intelligence Bureau comments upon the inclusion, for the first time in
Austrian history, of a Slovene and an Ukrainian in the Cabinet, a step Avhich is
regarded Avith suspicion by Poles and Magyars as being indicative of a friendly spirit
towards the Jugoslavs and the Ruthenians.
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Reports as to the internal condition of Austria-Hungary are satisfactory from an.
Allied point of view. The Hungarian potato crop is very short owing to drought,
and available supplies from the south are reduced owing to a lack of other food in
Bulgaria where, in consequence, the amount for export is correspondingly reduced.
In Austria the national moral appears to be sustained by hopes of a speedy peace,
hopes which may be nourished by publication of reports of victories in Galicia, and
by suppression of the news of defeats in the Carso. The population is, on the other
hand, reported to be plunged in an extraordinary state of moral and physical apathy
in consequence of its privations.
Hunger-typhus has begun to appear again.
Official estimates are confident that the supply of flour, bread and potatoes for the
fourth year of the war will be adequate. The harvest is, however, stated to be a total
failure in Bohemia, Moravia and Galicia ; it is bad in Northern Hungary, and only
fair in the south ; though in places the wheat crops are expected to show a 10 or
20 per cent, increase over the harvest of last year ; barley and oats are very poor.
The Rumanian harvest is likely to prove smaller than the public has been given
to understand, but there will probably be a surplus from the Serbian crop for
distribution among the populations of the Central Empires.

NETHERLANDS.
The Foreign Office has had occasion to draw the attention of the Dutch Government
to the continued despatch of sand and gravel (used for German military purposes on
the West Front) to Belgium, and to demand an explanation.
On the other hand, Sir W. Townley reports that Germany, after supplying the
Netherlands with only' 110,000 tons of coal last month, has now refused to send any
-coal at all across the frontier as A result of our assistance to the Dutch Government in
the coal negotiations.
The Dutch Mission to the United States has made public statements to the Press
to the effect that the Netherlands will refuse to be drawn into the AVAR unless actually
invaded.
The Foreisrn Office draws the attention of the United States Government to the
unsatisfactory nature of the Dutch official trade statistics which giver rise to suspicion,
.and suggests action.
The Dutch Foreign Minister in conversation with Sir W. Townley, confessed that
owing to German pressure Avith a VIEAV to the obtaining of A loan in connection AVITH
the export into Holland of coal, cement, and steel, relations between the Netherlands
and Germany were by no means good. One form of this pressure appears to have
been the artificial creation of a war scare.
As the Dutch requirements of oils and fats for home consumption l w e been
calculated at 9,000 tons a quarter, the British Government have unofficially requested,
the United States to require that all oils and fats imported into Holland in excess of
this amount shall be used for the manufacture of margarine for the Allies.
SWITZERLAND.
As a result of the representations made by the Allies to Switzerland in order to
:secure au equality of treatment in financial facilities between the Powers of the
Entente and the Central Empires by the Swiss Banks, the necessary assurances have
been given and the Swiss Economic Department is able to announce that the GermanSwiss Economic Agreement has been ratified by both Governments. It is understood,
that the advances will, be for three years at 7 per cent., and the German Government
Bills are secured on the mortgage bonds/of one German Bank and endorsed by
another. The amount to be lent to Germany is to be governed by the amount of
-coal to be supplied in return to Switzerland, a stead3' supply of 200,000 tons of coal
per month for nine months, entitling the Germans to borrow 20,000,000 francs per
month during the same period. It is improbable that this supply will be maintained,
. in AVHICH case the loan will be proportionately reduced. The loan to the Entente to

Toe granted as a counterpoise to tlie Economic Agreement will probably be taken up'
equally by Great Britain and France, and probably upon equal terms. Owing to the
Allied action with regard to the export of aluminium to Germany, by which that-.
export had to be suspended until the aluminium factories could prove that no mineral
oil imported under Allied licence was used in the preparation of this aluminium, the
German Government was obliged to impose a similar restriction with regard to the
preparation of Swiss munitions for Allied use. Thus the Swiss may not rise German
coal for the benefit of the Allies, nor Allied oil for the.benefit of the Germans.
In view of the arrival of a truck of cocoa consigned from Holland through
Germany to Switzerland with its seals broken and., part of its contents missing, Sir
W. Townley has been instructed to suspend the through traffic in cocoa and to apply
the same treatment to the transit of sugar and malt as well.

SWEDEN.
The sensation caused by the diplomatic disclosures is reported by Sir E. Howard
to have had considerable effect. An explanation, which has been published in full in
the Press, put out by the Swedish Foreign Office, is characterised as a very weak
attempt to excuse an inexcusable action, and-in some Stockholm newspapers is referred
to as absurd.
The Foreign Office instructed Sir E. Howard to protest to the Swedish Government,
about the action of the Swedish Minister in Buenos Aires.
Sir E. Howard learns that there was a Cabinet crisis on 10th September and that a
number of Ministers wished the Government to resign, but the opposition parties
declined to form an Administration.
In a long conversation with the Swedish Foreign Minister, Sir E. Howard
stigmatised the transmission of cypher telegrams for a belligerent as an unneutral act,
and maintained that the publication of the facts was fully justified in view of previous
Swedish assurances on this point. His Britannic Majesty's Minister disclaimed any
intention on the part of Great Britain to change the existing form cf government in
Sweden, but pointed out that the action of the Swedish Government and many of its
officials in the past had in numerous cases been directed to help the Germans as much
as possible to make difficulties for the Allies.
The amazing part of this conversation was that the Minister for Foreign Affairs
tendered no apology for the transmission of German telegrams, but merely expressed
profound regrets at their contents. He stated that he had sent a vigorous protest to
Berlin, asking for explanations and describing the German action in Buenos Aires as
a gross breach of faith.
The desirability of obtaining permission from the Swedish Government for the
free transit of food supplies for Russia in view of the approach of winter is pointed
out in a Foreign Office telegram to His Majesty's Ambassador in Washington.
Sir E. Howard, appreciates Sir M. Findlay's remarks as to the danger of allowing
a Swedish warship, equipped with wireless, to patrol anywhere near an Allied trade
route ; but points out that the attacks by Germans on Swedish fishing boats had
a marked effect in producing anti-German sentiment on the West coast of Sweden,,
and that it is desirable that coaling facilities be given to the Swedish warship detailed
for the protection of these people. The British Government has, however, decided not
to grant the required facilities.
Sir E, Howard has received information from the French Legation in Stockholm
that the amount of iron, ore exported from Sweden to Germany during 1917 is less
than half the amount, pro rata, exported during 1916, and may be further reduced.

NORWAY.
The Foreign Office having, on' 3rd September (vldo Report No. 32), invited the-.
United States to consider the question of naval co-operation in the event of Norway's.

entering the war, and having communicated a copy to Sir M. Findlay the latter
referred to the statement that "the staff at the Admiralty recognise disadvantages "
from'such a policy and asks for instructions as this appears to indicate a change of
policy towards Norway.
In reply to this the Foreign Office explained to Sir M. Findlay the change in
circumstances which for the time being made Norway's entry into the war undesirable
from the Naval point of view, but instructed him not to discourage the Cabinet of
Christiania from going to war if they exhibited any wish to stand firm against German
pressure.
Sir M. Findlay points out that as Norway is now beginning to feel the pinch of the
United States embargo the time is ripe for the first step towards getting the
Norwegian Government to prohibit the export .of all goods to Holland unless
consigned to and accepted by the Trust.

DENMARK.
Mr. Gurney reports that the Swedish diplomatic disclosures are expected, in
influential Danish circles, to lead to a change of Government at Stockholm and a
curtailment of the political activities of King Gustavus. This would make co-operation
easier between Denmark and Sweden with a view to resisting German pressure.

SPAIN.
The Government of Madrid has extended the Regulations for the navigation of
Spanish territorial waters by submarines to the territorial waters of Spanish Morocco.
Sir A. Hardinge reports that the effervescence in Spain has now for the most
part subsided, although arrests are still made and courts-martial still sit.
A German submarine which is understood to have been damaged in action near
Cadiz on 7th September, put into that port on 9th September, and has been
interned.
The Spanish Government, now that the import of British coal into the peninsula
is permitted, provided that Spanish bottoms be used, are anxious to export native coal
for bunkering Spanish steamers abroad. As this would be a direct interference with
the Allied control of the bunkering of shipping at large, the Foreign Office is only
prepared to permit this under supervision.

PORTUGAL.
No solution of the dispute which, in spite of concessions on the part of the
Government, has brought about a complete paralysis of the Portuguese postal and
telegraphic services has as yet been found.
The postal strike developed on 10th September into a general strike. This led to
the non-appearance of newspapers and a general cessation of business which had
already been somewhat disorganised during the previous 10 days owing to the lack of
postal deliveries.

SERBIA.
In spite of various difficulties and the representations made by Sir G. Barclay, it
is probable that the Serbian and Czech troops in South Russia will be despatched on
the way to Macedonia before the northern ports are closed by ice.
The Serbian Minister in Washington has informed His Britannic Majesty's
Ambassador that some 2,000 Serbians Rave enrolled for service in the Serbian Army,
the United States Authorities having no objections to such action on the part of those
not subject to the United States Draft.
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CHINA.
. The Japanese Foreign Minister has stated that he strongly advised emissaries of
the Southern Party in China not to embark upon open opposition to the Government
of Peking, the only danger to which was, in his opinion, the differences of opinion
between General Tuan and General Feng and their respective adherents.
He
professed himself assured that the Government of Washington was prepared to
welcome Japan as an ally, as shown by the reception of the mission of Viscount Ishii
in the United States, and was anxious that that statesman should dispel the unfounded
suspicions (based on accusations sedulously fostered by the enemy propaganda in
North America) that Japan wishes to " grab " China.
The French Government has notified Japan that it accepts the proposals for
ameliorating the internal condition of China contained in the Japanese Memorandum.
These proposals have already been concurred in by Great Britain, and it is under
stood that the attitude of Washington is also favourable.
The tension which was at one time reported in the Press to exist between China
and the Netherlands owing to the action of the Dutch Minister in taking over the
arms of the German and Austrian Legation Guards just before the declaration of w-ar
by China, is now declared by the Dutch Foreign Office to have been greatly
exaggerated.
Mr. Alston refers to the difficulties of getting rid of the enemy subjects from China ;
as they number 4,000 souls it is impossible to send them in one party as was originally
desired. SpeciaFsafe conducts reserving right of search and of limited duration have
been accorded by the Allied Ministers in Peking to the Austrian Minister and his staff,
10 persons in all.
The postponed discussion of the settlement of the relief to be accorded to the
Chinese Government in the matter of the payment of the indemnity led to reservations
on the part of the Italian and Russian Ministers. The former could give no definite
answer, while the latter was prepared to accord a proportional postponement in view of
the greater amount affected in the case of Russia.

JAPAN.
The Japanese Government are understood to be on the point of establishing a
control of shipping, shipbuilding'and freights, and expects to negotiate about building
ships for the United States in Japanese yards.

ARGENTINA.
The Foreign Office has requested the United States Government to stop all coal
cargoes for the River Plate as neutrals are arranging to ship American coal to the
Plate ports and await grain cargoes for the return voyage, thereby at once weakening
the United States coal control over the Argentine and enhancing the price of grain
against the Allies. The Government of Washington, however, according to a message
from Sir C. Spring Rice, has already adopted a policy of licensing the export to South
America at large of binder twine, sisal and hemp for the sacking of the coming
harvest only in exchange for guarantees that no grain is to be sold to European
Neutrals without the express approval of the United States.
Sir R. Tower has been assured by the Argentine Minister for Agriculture that the
proposed requisitioning of jute will only be used to prevent speculation and not in
a manner to injure private interests. His Britannic Majesty's Minister, however,
suggests that the jute which will shortly be required for the sacks to contain Allied
purchases of Argentine wheat had better be consigned to the British Legation in
Uruguay whence there will be no difficulty in exporting^ when needed.
Sir It. Tower reports that the publication of the telegrams sent by the German
Minister in Buenos Aires through the Swedish Legation to Berlin has caused an
immense sensation, but the present indication is that the Argentine Government
desire to make the matter a personal question involving the departure of the German
Minister rather than a political question leading to a rupture of diplomatic relations.

' BRAZIL.
The voyages of ex-German ships from Brazil are causing difficulties. The Chilean
Government has declared that.it will not detain one such vessel, but the Argentine
Government has disclaimed responsibility for the action of the Argentine Judicial
authorities should the ship come within their jurisdiction, and it is suggested that
British patrols should pass this craft in order to avoid any necessity for the British
Government to come tolTaecTsion at present on the principle involved. Meanwhile
the Brazilian Government has not given the necessary assurances with regard to
the employment of other ex-enemy ships and the question arises are such ships to
be repaired in Allied yards failing such assurances ?
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United States are unwilling to put pressure on
Brazil in the matter of the non-recognition of transfer of flag in the case of these
ex-enemy ships on the ground that Brazil might be held responsible for the German
ships after the war and become liable to an indemnity. The State Department proposes
tentatively that the United States might buy the ships and hold the purchase-money
till after the war for account of whom it may concern, using the ships in the South
American trade meanwhile. The State Department prefers that Great Britain should
exert such pressure as may be necessary.
Sir A. Peel reports that the Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs is prepared to
direct that cargo space be in future refused in Brazilian ships to firms on the Statutory
List in return for the notification of the names of Brazilian firms or persons proposed
for inclusion in that list. The Minister does not stipulate for a revision of the list.

PERU.
Mr. Rennie reports that the Peruvian Government warned Germany on 9th
September that the German attitude in sending no reply to the two Peruvian Notes
on the subject of the sinking of the " Lorton " was considered unfriendly. The
proposal of the German Minister that the question should be submitted to arbitration
was met with assurance that Peru, must insist upon the indemnity and guarantees
already demanded.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs is reported to have stated in the secret session of
Congress on 7th September that the Peruvian Government intended to break off
relations with Germany should the answer of the German Government to the two
Notes be unsatisfactory.
MEXICO.
In view of Senior Garranza's speech at the re-opening of the Mexican Congress on
1st September (vide Report No. 32), the State Department in Washington assured Sir
C. Spring Rice that no interference with the oil-fields will be permitted by the
United States.
With regard to the ambiguous official recognition of Sehor Carranza as President of
Mexico by the United States, the State Department explained that while the letter
of recognition was not drawn up according to precedent, it was couched in a form
which was intended to give satisfaction to Carranza as it was desirable to keep on good
terms with him as long as possible. The head of the Mexican Department assured
His Britannic Majesty's Ambassador that the recognition would make little real
difference, as the fixed policy of Washington was to refuse to tolerate any retroactive
or confiscatory legislation in Mexico regardless of provisions to that effect in the new
constitution.
Mr. Cummins reports that the Mexican G overnment has obtained legal powers to
take over and work all textile factories that close down in connection with the
suspension of work at certain cotton factories.
*
The Inter-Departmental Committee on petroleum products has commended that a
regulation should be issued, to prevent Messrs. S. Pearson and SonsTrom disposing of
their Mexican oil properties to the Standard. Oil Company, and in general the sale of
interests of this character to foreigners wdiile the Defence of the Realm Act is in
force.

CHILE. '
The action of the United States Congress in appropriating a large sum for the
manufacture of artificial nitrate is being used as a lever to induce the Chilean
Government to requisition German steamers in Chilean ports and employ them for
the transport of natural nitrates. Should this be done it would be unnecessary to
produce the artificial variety and the prosperity of the Chilean industry would be
secured. The moment is favourable for the application of this economic pressure as
His Britannic Majesty's Minister in Santiago reports that the fear of Germany is now
waning among the Chileans. The Government is again in treaty for the acquisition
of. German-owned nitrate properties, and it is possible that this action has been
indirectly brought about by the United States Government, as the Chilean Govern
ment has expressed its willingness to complete the sale of the German owned nitrate
itself (200,000 tons) to the Dupont Powder Company, the nominees of the United
States Navy Department, provided that both Great Britain and the United States
consent. The Foreign Office was unwilling that so considerable a sum as that
involved should be paid to German interests, but the State Department insist upon
the necessity for the mOve owing to the urgent need for nitrate in the United States
and the fact that it would expose the Chilean Government to United States pressure
with regard to the control and use of German ships in Chilean waters. Mr. Bird
reports on 5th September from Antofagasta that the strikes in the nitrate fields are
now over.

VENEZUELA.
Mr. Beaumont announces that during the week President Gomez has dismissed
the Ministers of the Interior, and of Commerce, Colonies and Education for venturing
to oppose the arrest of members of the German spy organization, and has appointed
an elderly but inexperienced physician to direct the foreign relations of the State.
A Senator, of pro-Ally leanings, has been arrested, apparently for having read and
expressed approval of a Theosophical publication. The President'? " dossier," with
its record of arbitrary arrests, plunder of private property, and misappropriation of
public monies, has now been forwarded, to Washington by the United States Minister
at Caracas as a preliminary to that forcible removal which, in the opinion of the
Diplomatic Body, is the only remedy for the Gomez regime.

URUGUAY.
The Republic of Uruguay is bargaining with the Allies as to the disposal of the
German ships lying in her harbours. They are at present undamaged, and the
Republic was at first anxious to secure an Arbitration Treaty according to which
all disputes between the Republic and Great Britain are to be settled by arbitration.
The Foreign Office points out that this is manifestly impossible but that Great Britain
is disposed to accept a Treaty which allows of arbitration for questions other than
those of a justiciable nature, which are to be referred for investigation and report
by a Commission, and pending the discussion of these proposals, which have also been
submitted to France and Italy, suggests that the Republican Government should take
good care that the German ships remain undamaged.
The Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs informed Sir R. Rodd that he had been
obliged some time ago to disavow the action of the Italian Minister in Montevideo in
signing an Arbitration Treaty with" Uruguay in which all matters with which
Uruguayan Tribunals were competent to deal were excluded from arbitration, and was
in consequence not disposed to favour the British proposal that the three Allied
representatives in Uruguay should discuss the matter and report to their respective
Governments.
Mr. Mitchell Innes reports that the proposed British modification excites so much
suspicion that the Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs begs that it will not be
insisted upon.

It appears that the machinery of the ships has already heen damaged, but the
Uruguayan Government is disposed to prevent further damage being done provided
that an agreement be reached as to the terms of the Treaty.
ECUADOR.
While welcoming the prospect of a rupture between the Republic of Ecuador and
Germany (see last Report), His Majesty's Government has intimated that the price
demanded is too high. Coal can be given, but not the tonnage to convey it; the
importation of cocoa from Ecuador into Great Britain cannot be allowed, and a loan
to the Republican treasury is out of the question. But His Britannic Majesty's
Minister has been instructed to make what play he can with the Ecuadorean Foreign
Minister, who is to be placated, if possible, with the prospect of an unimpeded import
of jute. In any case the assistance to be rendered by Ecuador is considered as being
chiefly of a moral nature. UNITED STATES.
A number of documents proving that the Swedish Legation in Buenos Aires was
in the habit of transmitting telegrams in cypher from the German Minister to Berlin
were published as having been intercepted by the United States Intelligence. As
some of the messages contained information to enable commanders of submarines to
sink Argentine ships public opinion was roused. Efforts were made in official
quarters to direct public indignation against the Swedish Government as being alone
to blame, and not against the Swedish people at large, and the British Government
made representations as to the undesirability of a breach with Sweden at this
juncture.
German propaganda is known to be strong in the United States Army, but the
British Naval Attache who attended the Bar Association meeting at Saratoga reports
that the growth of anti-German sentiment was greatly helped by the speech of
M. Delaval, the Belgian delegate. On 5th September Lord Robert Cecil exchanged
views with the American Ambassador who referred to the impression prevalent in the
United States that the British were making use of the present international situation
in order to obtain trade advantages. Lord Robert Cecil mentioned the reports current
in South America, that American traders were taking advantage of the dislocation of
British trade throughout that Continent, in order to forward United States commercial
interests.
Lord Northcliffe has asked for the appointment of the best available scientist
possessing knowledge of chemistry and engineering to the British War Mission. He
is very anxious that that body should not come to be regarded in the United States
as a mere begging machine, and instances the superior equipment and greater success
of the French and other missions. He also points out that the wdiole force of the
German and Irish propaganda is directed solely against Great Britain, while the
vigorous activities o£ the French meet with no organised opposition.
It is suggested that the United States should earmark $200,000,000 in the forth
coming loan to France to be advanced to Great Britain. This may be partly due to
Congressional necessities, and is welcomed by His Majesty's Treasury as being in
accordance with its proposed policy and as enabling the Treasury to provide France
with funds to finance purchases within Great Britain or other parts of the Empire
other than Canada.
Direct loans to the amount of Sp 60,000,000 have been made during the week by
the United States Treasury to His Majesty's Government.
The British Coal Exports Committee is anxious to co-ordinate the control exercised
by Licensing Authorities severally responsible for the export of coal from Great
Britain and the United States, and has asked that a list may be furnished weekly of
all licences given for American shipments to Europe and South America these being
the areas where overlapping may otherwise occur.
The sulphur shortage in the United States is so marked that in spite of efforts on
the part of the Government to impove the home production, the importation of Spanish
pyrites is still essential. It will be remfembered that this generally entails shipment
from Hueiva (60 miles north-west of Cadiz), which is one of the most dangerous ports
in the peninsula.
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The Government of Gibraltar has announced that as no Treaty of Alliance exists
between Great Britain and the United States, the status of the citizens of that
Republic has had to be specially defined at Gibraltar, the term " Ally " is now taken
to mean the citizen or subject of any Power now at war with the German Empire or
with any State at war with Great Britain.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
The Brazilian Government are reluctant to permit the transfer from the Brazilian
flag of the fleet of the Commercial and Navigation Company which would naturally
ensue upon the proposed sale agreed between that company and Messrs. Arthur
Capel & Co., of London. The company, which rescinded its contract with the
Brazilian Government on 6th September, is, however, willing to charter its fleet of
28,U00 tons gross for a lump sum equivalent to 80,000Z. per month. The Holland
Steamboat Company is proposing to resume its service from the Netherlands to Great
Britain. The gross tonnage of its fleet exceeds 10,000 tons.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage, over 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships, reported
lost owing to the malice of the Iving's enemies during the period 31st August
6th September inclusive, is 123,355 tons, of which 82,905 was British.
The Shipping Controller, in considering the proposal that Great Britain should
relinquish control of all neutral tonnage now under charter to Americans, points out
that oldstanding agreements among the Allies are in existence, made while the
United States were still neutral, whereby all the tonnage available was to be
employed to secure the war operations of the Allies as allocated by the Inter-Allied
Chartering Committee in London. This control should not be abandoned if the
tonnage released were to pass under that of a Shipping Board, wdiich would naturally
tend to overestimate the importance of its own American interests in relation to the
general interests of the Allies. The Shipping Controller is anxious that American
representatives should be appointed on the Inter-Allied Chartering Committee.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United States Government are inclined to agree
to the equal division of the ex-enemy ships in China between Great Britain, Japan
and themselves, but except three ships as having been purchased by the American
Mohawk Company just before China abandoned her neutrality—which they desire to
retain. The State Department points out that if the third, parts will naturally be
\smaller the wdiole of the United States share as well as the three ships referred to will
fbe used in Allied interests, while the Japanese Government is unable to make use of
its share in that way.
Mr. Lyle reports that the Siamese ex-enemy ships are expected to be clear of the
Prize Court soon after 18th September, but that the Siamese Government is unwilling
to repair them until after their condemnation. The Foreign Office points out on
5th September that it is anxious to leave the negotiations with Japan as to the disposal
of these ships as much as possible in the hands of the United States, but Washington
on 11th September prefers to suggest that the Siamese should not hand the ships over
to Japan in order that other negotiations between the United States and Tokyo may
not be complicated by this fresh question.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that as a result of the [meeting of the Conference to
consider the question of the tightening of shipping control and export regulations
from the United States it has been decided to establish immediately an inspection
system for the adequate enforcement of the United States export prohibitions, and
that as the reasoned defence of the general inspection at Halifax by the British Govern
ment was appreciated there was no question of dispensing with the compulsory call at
Halifax in the immediate future.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Sir E. Howard reports that M . Huysmans, seeing that a general meeting of
belligerent and neutral Socialists is now impossible at Stockholm, is anxious to
arrange for one conference in London to be composed of Allied Socialists with some
neutrals, and another conference in Vienna for the benefit of the Socialists from the
Central Empires and other neutrals.

The Belgian Government have decided to refrain for the moment from replying to
the Papal Note, but, as a matter of courtesy, have instructed their Minister to explain
the reasons for this lack of action to the Cardinal Secretary of State. The Russian reply
will be in accordance with the sentiments already expressed by the Western Allies,
and a public announcement is to be made of the Governments approval of President
Wilsoirs Note to the Pope.
The French Ambassador, in a conversation at the Foreign Office shortly after the
despatch of the Papal Note, deplored the want of action on the part of the Pope
during the war, and expressed the opinion that the indecision of the Vatican would
tend to widen the politico-religious breach in France.
On 7th September Lord Bertie reported that the French Government concurred in.
the opinion of His Majesty's Government that it is not necessary for the Allied Powers,
after President Wilsoits Note, to send any further reply to the. Pope's peace proposals,
and that it is for the Central Powers to reply thereto. In this connection, a German
correspondent of " De Tyd " (8th September), reports that the Commission of the
Federal Council and Reichstag engaged in drafting Germany's reply, is in favour of
restoring independence to Belgium within certain limitations. Belgium would be
debarred from concluding with one or more of the Entente Powers any separate
agreements affecting her independence ; she would only be allowed to maintain a
defensive force sufficient for the maintenance of internal order ; and the principle of
"administrative separation," already introduced, would have to be maintained. Her
independence, in fact, would be limited to conform to the exigencies of German
policy.
The French Ambassador, at an audience with President Wilson, took exception to
certain passages in his reply to the Papal peace note, as likely to give rise to
difficulties and clangers in the future. The President explained that he was
compelled to have regard for public opinion, which, in some respects, was lukewarm
about the war. Sir 0. Spring Rice observes, in this connection, that recent elections
have not been favoxirable for the Democratic Party and President AVilson is evidently
impressed with the necessity for preventing any serious change in public opinion.
In a conversation which took place between Sir Percy Loraine and the Marquis of
Lema at Santander last month on the subject of the Pope's peace proposals, the
Marquis conveyed an impression that he saw no prospect of the Vatlcan's proposals
being accej)ted as a basis of peace negotiations by the belligerents, but that Spain was
naturally bound to express in general terms her sympathy for so high a religious
authority as Plis Holiness. The Minister told Sir Percy Loraine that he had not seen
the full text of the Pope's proposals until, after they had been made public ; neverthe
less, Sir A. Plardinge has reason to believe that the Marquis was fully informed of
their purport in advance, and had even told a member of the Diplomatic Body that
Germany w ould be prepared to restore Alsace Lorraine to France in return for the
retrocession of all the German Colonies. In conversation with this same diplomat,
Plis Majesty the King expressed the opinion that the Allies would do well to accept a
compromise ; when assured of the absolute determination of all classes in England
and France to break Prussian militarism, he is reported to have replied, " That is no
longer necessary ; I can assure you that it is already broken."
r

On the 11th of September Sir C. Spring Rice reported that the American Press
had published a new peace offer- received through the Dutch Legation. Mr. Lansing,
referring thereto, has expressed the opinion that the actual terms of this offer are not
a matter of importance. The essential feature of the situation is that German Agents
in the United States are making every effort to create a peace atmosphere and above
all to inculcate the idea that the President should impose terms on both sides. They
are exploiting the fall of M. Ribots Ministry as evidence that France is weary of the
Avar. His Majesty's Ambassador observes that there still exists a wide difference of
opinions about the war in various parts of the country, but the general feeling in
Congress is satisfactory. Mr. Denman, ex-Chairman of the Shipping Board, continues
active in the manipulation of public opinion in directions antagonistic to Great
Britain.
The American Secretary of State denies having made the remarks attributed to
him in the Press, according to which he advocated the overthrow of the House of
Hohenzollern as a necessary preliminary to Peace. A " change of character " i n the
German Government is all that is required.
According to the " Neue Politische Correspondenz," Dr. Solf, the Colonial Secretary,
adheres to his opinion that the restoration of Germany's Colonies is an essential
7
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condition of peace. The fact that Dr. Solf, holding this opinion, retains his office
under Michaelis, is regarded as proof that the future of German Colonial development
is assured.
The " Vorwarts " of 9th September published an interview between Herr
Scheiclemann and a representative of the American Associated Press. Scheidemann
professes to regard President WilsoiTs reply to the Papal Note as essentially in
agreement with the fundamental principles of the Reiclistag s peace resolution, both
being equally opposed to annexations, political coercion, and economic barriers. If
President Wilson does not regard as acceptable the present German Governments
guarantees for future peace, it is, he thinks, because he underestimates the strength
of the Reichstag and of the movement towards democracy in Germany. Apart from
the prospects of peace by agreement, he considers that, after the present struggle, no
nation will be able to make war for at least a generation ; thus peace is assured by
exhaustion', and the forms of guarantees should be found in the peace negotiations.
On 6th September, Sir E. Howard reported that delegates for the Zimmerwald
Conference had arrived at Stockholm, namely, four Germans (including Haase and
Ledebour), two Roumanians; and four Russians. The Swiss are sending two
delegates. Sir H. Rumbold understands that the Zimmerwald gathering will boycott
the official Stockholm Conference. The lack of peace amongst the peacemakers
becomes daily more remarkable.
Referring to the rumours which have lately appeared in the British and French
Press on the subject of an alleged meeting between German and Allied financiers in
Switzerland, Sir H. Rumbold has reported that the rumour in so far as it suggested
peace manoeuvres was deliberately fastened on. to a purely financial business by the
"Vorwarts." The truth, it seems, is that Austrian and German financiers were
anxious to sell foreign securities in Switzerland, and the Swiss, unwilling to give cash,
endeavoured to get German and Austrian securities, to exchange for them, from the
Entente. M. Caillaux and other French financiers, with an Englishman and certain
Americans, are said to have come from Paris to discuss the business at Zurich, but
without meeting the enemy financiers. In this connection it is to be noted that
M. Caillaiix has published a statement declaring that he has not been in Switzerland
for seven years.
;

GENERAL.
The respectful thanks of His Majesty's Government have been conveyed to His
Majesty the King of Spain for his successful intervention in the matter of German
submarine attacks upon hospital ships in the Mediterranean. An agreement has now
been reached whereby Germany undertakes that these vessels will not be attacked.
The German Government have made representations, through the Swiss Charge
d'Alfaires in London, on the subject of the transfer of German interned prisoners in
Canada from Kingston Fort to Kapuskasing; they consider that the latter place, on
account of its rigorous climate, is not suited for unacclimatised prisoners, and they
therefore request that it be abolished as a place of internment. If they do not receive
a satisfactory reply within four weeks, an equal number of English civilian prisoners
will be transferred to occupied Russian territory. His Majesty's Government have
referred the matter to the Canadian Government for enquiry and report.
As a reprisal for the detention of Ayoub Sabri, the Turkish authorities have
arrested two British subjects, Messrs. Maclean and Wigram. They threaten to
imprison the entire British Colony unless Ayoub Sabri is released before 25th
September, their contention being that his detention is illegal (in view of the manner
of his arrest on board a neutral vessel), and that as his case has nothing in common
with ordinary prisoners of war, it cannot be discussed, for purposes of exchange, as
proposed by His Majesty's Government. The Turkish Government are evidently
temporising with regard to the proposed general Conference on the prisoners question,
but Sir fi. Rumbold learns that they have appointed as their representatives Tewfik
Bey, of the Turkish Foreign Office, and Tewfik Hadi Bey, of the Political Section of
Police.
In spite of the formal assurances to the contrary given by the Russian Government,
it appears that negotiations have been carried on by Russian delegates, acting
independently of the Cabinet of Petrograd, for the mutual repatriation by Russia and
Austria-Hungary across the battle-frqnt of able-bodied unwounded prisoners of war.

Whether or no this is an example of extreme decentralisation, due to democratic
development, is a matter of small moment compared with the extremely dangerous
possibilities of the policy of exchanging fit prisoners of war who, on the one side will
become amenable to German-directed discipline, while on the other they will merely
become members of the Russian Army.
His Majesty'? Government concur in the recommendation of Sir W. Townley that
General Williams should exercise general supervision over all Departments and
Societies dealing with British prisoners of war in Holland, and that the British Red
Cross (and not the Dutch) should have the care of these prisoners.
His Majesty's Government have authorised Sir M. Findlay to give a letter to the
Norwegian Red Cross, agreeing to their sending parcels to prisoners of war in
Germany, Austria, and Russia, on the understanding that the Society shall furnish
His Majesty's Legation with a monthly statement of the quantities of articles thus
exported.
Following upon the decision recorded at the recent Conference at The Hague on
the subject of prisoners of war, His Majesty's Government submitted to the German
authorities, through the Dutch, the text of a notification which they proposed to issue
in the British and neutral Press ; simultaneously with a similar notification by the
Germans, warning all senders of parcels addressed to prisoners of war against the
inclusion in such parcels of articles intended for the destruction of life or property.
The agreed purpose of this notification is to enable the authorities in both countries
to relax the rigorous censorship) and consequent delay in the delivery of parcels. The
text of the notification proposed by the German Government (forwarded by Sir W.
Townley on 8th September) proves, however, to be entirely one-sided and open to
misconstruction that His Majesty's Government have been unable to agree to it, and
the date of publication is therefore postponed pending its reconsideration.
On 12th September the Lord High Chancellor and the Speaker of the House of
-Commons communicated with the Vice-President of the United States and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, inviting as many members of both blouses
of Congress as may be willing to come to visit Great Britain and the British front
as guests of the British people.
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INTER-IMPERIAL EXCHANGE.

The absence of any financial unity in the British Empire, repeatedly dwelt on in
these appreciations, is the first point emphasised by Lord heading on his arrival in
America. As things stand, the wool and jute which Australia and India send to the
United Stares are, apparently, not available to create credits to set off against
American advances to the British Government. How far the problem, can be solved by
temporary expedients on existing lines, or how far the situation would be eased hy the
creation of a common medium of exchange within the Empire, in which Australia and
India could be repaid, by the British Government for the goods sent to America, is a
question for the financial experts. But, short of something in the nature of an
Imperial Financial Conference, it is not easy to see how a problem of such complexity
can be satisfactorily dealt with.
FRANCE.

The new French War Committee is evidently closely modelled on the British War
Cabinet, four of its eight members being Ministers without portfolio. The British
War Cabinet organisation has, for some time past, been the subject of careful study
by more than one competent observer deputed to this task by M. Ribot. Meanwhile
in the Chamber itself M. Painleve has not had too encouraging a reception, and has
an uphill task before him.
GREECE.

The friction between Greece and Italy over Epirus is subsiding. There are even
indications of a tendency on the part of Greece, under the new regime, as under the
old, to look to Italy to counterbalance French pretensions to too exclusive a
predominance in Greek affairs.
NETHERLANDS.

The "pull devil pull baker" between the Allies and Germany for the economic
control of Holland is reaching an acute stage. In matters of commerce the misfortune
of the Dutch, judging by the plaintive tone of the Queeids speech, is that from both
sides they are given too little and asked for too much.

CJ

SWEDEN.

The effect of the recent exposures upon the Swedish elections seems to have been
all that could be desired. The odious character of the messages themselves; and the
very inadequate German expression of regret to Sweden for the conduct of Count
Lux burg, have paralysed even the stoutest pro-Germans in the Swedish Press.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Judging by the agitation in the Pan-German Press, it is probable that.,the forth
coming reply of the Central Powers to the Papal Note will make more or less explicit
suggestions about Belgium, and will be a definite attempt to create a basis for
discussion. No doubt its issue will be timed to coincide, if possible,: with some
dramatic military effect, eg., an advance in force into Moldavia and Bessarabia and
the attack on Bagdad.
20tli September 1917.
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PART

I.-BRITISH

EMPIRE

AND

AFRICA.

IMPERIAL AFFAIRS.
The Colonial Office has communicated to the several self-governing Dominions the
text of the agreement signed between His Majesty's Government and the United
States Government with regard to purchases of supplies in the United States and the
establishment of an Inter-Allied Council for that purpose in London. The Secretary
of State for the Colonies desires to be informed whether the Governments of the
Dominions have any objection to the application of the Imperial Governments
agreement to any purchases which the Dominions may desire to make in the United
States involving the provision of credits in that country. It would appear that the
United States Government expect that the requirements on which purchases for
British Overseas Governments are based, should be endorsed by the Inter-Allied
Council, before being presented to the American Commission functioning under
the agreement.

CANADA.
The third reading of the War Time Elections Bill was carried, under the closure,
by a straight party majority, only four Liberals voting with the Government. In the
concluding debate Sir G. Foster said it was the Governments policy to give votes to
all women after the war, but that under present conditions that was impossible, and
the immediate situation was therefore best met by giving the vote to the female
next of kin of soldiers serving oversea. Men of alien enemy birth could not
complain if they were disfranchised for the period of the war, inasmuch as they were
also exempted from service at the front.
Confessions made to the police by one Joseph Tremblay, arrested in connection
with the attempt to blow up Lord Atholstaifs house, indicate the existence of an
extensive plot to blow up Sir R. Borden, Sir J . Flavelle, and a number of other leading
public men.
As the result of the representations of the Wheat Export Commission, the
Canadian Minister of Finance and the Canadian Banks recognise that a loan will be
necessary to finance the wheat crop to the seaboard, but they do not see their way to
carrying the grain further than the coast. A meeting of the Banking Association is
discussing the matter this week.
The Dominion Board of Grain Supervisors have fixed the prices of the new wheat
crop on a basis uniform with that recently established by the United States
Government.
The revenue of the Dominion for the last five months of the fiscal y^ear ending
31st August amounted to $112,000,000. During the same period war expenditure
within the Dominion came to $57,000,000, and ordinary expenditure (including
interest' on war loans) was $13,000,000. The revenue was therefore more than
sufficient to cover all expenditure within the Dominion.
The Dominion Government on 8th September issued an Order in Council
prohibiting the exportation to Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Holland of all articles
whose export to these countries was prohibited by the United States proclamation of
27th August.
AUSTRALIAN

COMMON WEALTH:

With further reference to the question of the organisation of the Australian
fighting formations (vide Report No. 31), the Secretary of State for the Colonies has

informed the Commonwealth Government that the Army Council must leave the
grouping of divisions in the field to the discretion of the Commander-in-Chief. While
sympathising wilh the desire of the Commonwealth Government to have the five
Australian Divisions grouped in one Corps, the Army Council point out that, both for
administrative and tactical purposes, such a Corps woidd be unwieldy. The present
arrangement whereby the five Australian Divisions and one New Zealand Division are
organised in two Corps affords, in their opinion, the simplest and most effective means
of giving effect to the wishes of the Australian Government.
As regards the question of Staff Officers, the Army Council observe that the
principle of interchange between Australian and British officers has not been observed
in the past because of the lack of Australian officers with the necessary training and
experience. It is expected, however, that for the future there should be little difficulty
in providing a representative proportion of Australian officers for Staff appointments,
both inside and outside the Australian Imperial Force. The Army Council consider
it essential that the Imperial character of the Staff be maintained, and that, to this
end, British officers should serve on the staffs of Dominion formations, and
vice versa.
The final figures, now published, of the voting of the Australian soldiers oversea
on the question of compulsory service were :—For, 72,399 ; against, 58,894.

SOUTH AFRICA.
Replying to the enqiuries of the Union Government (vide last Report) the
Secretary of State for the Colonies has stated that, beyond a promise to Japan of
43,000 bales of Australian wool for Government use, no definite arrangements have
been made between the British and Japanese Governments. It is believed that the
quantity of wool actually purchased by Japanese buyers up to the present in South
Africa and South America is more than is required for the purposes of Japanese
manufacturers, and that these purchases are therefore speculative.
Generally
speaking, and bearing in mind the fact that Japan does not require wool for war
purposes as the Allies require it, her position is as favourable as that of any of the
belligerent nations. As regards the United States, there remain to be supplied to
that country, under unfulfilled arrangements, 50,000 bales of Australian wool for
civilian purposes and 8,000,000 lbs. for naval uniforms, but His Majesty's Government
are pledged to give most favourable consideration to their wool requirements for
military purposes.
The Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs has informed Sir L . Carnegie that
the reason why Maritz and his companions were transferred from Africa to Lisbon
was that they were suspected of relations with rebellious natives. Some of them
have asked for permission to go to Holland, and the Portuguese Government wish to
know what view the British Government take of the matter.

RHODESIA.
There is evidence of considerable opposition to the proposal to place Northern and
Southern Rhodesia under one administrator, unless and until the matter is referred to
the people of both territories. Mr. Coghlan, on behalf of the elected members of the
Government, who voted against amalgamation, has addressed a letter on the subject
to the High Commissioner. He points out that administrative union is likely to lead
to undesirable consequences, administrative, political, and financial; that were it
effected, it would, be impossible for the elected members to prevent the British South
Africa Company from exploiting the revenues and the services of officials in Southern
Rhodesia to the detriment of that territory, lie maintains that a constitutional change
of the kind suggested cannot be carried out without reference to the wishes of those
concerned. Should the people not be consulted, and should steps be taken to
establish the proposed administrative union, it might become quite impossible to
maintain co-operation between the -people's representatives and the Company.

BRITISH EAST AFRICA.
The Government of the East Africa Protectorate have offered to undertake the care"
and maintenance of military graves within the territory of the Protectorate. This
proposal will be submitted to the Imperial War Graves Commission, but for the
present it is considered that, under existing conditions, it is desirable that the work
of marking and maintaining graves should be performed by the Graves Registration
Unit, recently established by the War Office.
With reference to the proposed emplojunent of a detachment of the 1/Gth King's
African Rifles (ex-German A ska r is) in the Turkana country on the Abyssinian border
(see Report No. 32, p. 5), the officer administering the East Africa Protectorate
proposes to employ only 200 for this purpose, in accordance with the advice of the
Commandant of the King's African Rifles, and in view of the fact that co-operation
from the Sudan is in any case required for dealing with the Turkana. The Sudan
Government have already promised the assistance of a force of 200 rifles, some
mounted infantry, and two machine guns. The rest of the 1/Gth Battalion Mr. Monson
proposes to use on the Juba River, in view of the Commandants opinion that there
is no danger of the men being affected by Somali intrigues. The proportion of British
officers and non-commissioned officers with the battalion will be kept, as far as possible,
at full strength.
SOM ALILAND PROTECTORATE.
Mr. Archer, Commissioner of the Somaliland Protectorate, has secured from the
Somali Chiefs a guarantee to sell 5,000 camels on condition of a road being con
, structed from Berbera to Burao. The Chiefs have also offered an additional 1,000
camels as a free gift to His Majesty's Government. Mr. Archer is accepting this
offer, and strongly urges the building of the road, the chief difficulty with regard to
which is the securing of the necessary labour. Egyptian labour not being available,
Mr. Archer suggests the possibility of securing labourers from Assam.
PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
The Governor of Nyasaland reported on 13th September that the local Portuguese
officials had received satisfactory instructions from Lorenzo Marques, as the result of
which the recruiting of carriers for service in German East Africa was making good
progress.
LIBERIA.
The Liberian Government have offered to sell to the Governments of Great
Britain, France and the United States all the German-owned stocks of palm kernels and
oil, in Liberia, so as to prevent all possibility of such produce reaching the enemy
through the agency of local (e.g., Spanish) traders.
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PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs on 14th September informed Sir G.
Buchanan that the Russian Government were anxious that the proposed Conference
of Allies should not discuss the conditions of peace or the revision of existing
agreements, but the conditions of the war and the general situation.
The French Government have decided to co-operate in the proposed embargo on
goods for Scandinavia and the Netherlands provided that the Allies can do without
the exports from these countries, and have asked for a Conference at an early date
between the French and British Ministers of Blockade and a representative of the
United States to adjust the details. In connection with this M. Metin, the Under
Secretary for Blockade in the new French Administration, has already arrived in
London.
FRANCE.
The new French Administration which came into office on 12th September is
composed as follows :—President of the Council and Minister for
M. P A I N L E V E .
War
'
Under Secretaries :—
for Health
M . GOD ART.
for
Aeronautics
M. DQMESNIL.
for General Administration
M.
MoURIER.
for Military Justice, Litigation, and
M . MASSE.
Pensions
for Inventions
M . BRETON.
M.
R
IBOT.
Minister for Foreign
Affairs
M.
R
E
RET.
Minister of Justice
M.
ST
REG.
Minister of the Interior
M . PFATRAL.
Under Secretary Minister of Public
Instruction
M. V I N C E N T .
Minister of Ma,rine
M. C H A U M E T .
Minister of Public Works
M. C L A V E I L L E .
Under Secretary for Fine Arts
M. DALIMIER.
Minister of
Agriculture
M. D A V I D .
Minister of Labour
M. R E N A R D .
Minister of
Eavitaillement
M. L O N G .
Minister of Commerce
M. C L E M E N T E L .
Under Secretaries :—
for
Commerce
M . MOREL.
for Merchant Marine and Maritime
M. DE MONZIE.
Transport
M. METIN.
for Blockade Minister of the Colonies
m. b o s n a r d .
Minister of Armaments
M. LOUCliEUR.
Minister of Finance
M. KLOTZ.
Under Secretary of Finance
M. BORELY.
Minister of
Propaganda
M. FRANKLIN-BOUILLON.
Ministers
[Secretaries
of State
without
Portfolios)
M. BOURGEOIS.
M. DOUMER.
M. BARTHOU.
M. JEAN DUPUY.
Lord Bertie understands that the War Committee, which will sit under the
presidency o f President Poincare, is composed of the Prime Minister (Minister f o r
War) and MM. Ribot (Foreign Affairs), Chaumet (Marine), Loucheur (Armament),

Bourgeois, Doumer, Barthou, and Jean Dupuy, witli the assistance of the Military
and Naval Chiefs of Staff, in a consultative capacity^ and of the Minister of Finance,
when required.
M. Painleve has made a Ministerial Declaration, in which the recovery of
Alsace-Lorraine and the exaction of reparation for damage done by enemy are laid
down as the French war aims. The Declaration, according to Lord Bertie, aroused
no great enthusiasm in the Chamber.
Another scandal is feared in France. The deputy Tunnel is suspected of having
sold to the Germans details about the secret session of the French Chamber in June
last. 25,000 francs in Swiss paper money was found in his locker in the cloakroom of
the Chamber and while attempting to reach Switzerland in order, as he said, to
obtain evidence to clear his character, he was turned back at the frontier and. refused
permission to leave France.
Lord Bertie understands that Tunnel is connected with the Duval cheque in the
Affaire of the Bonnet Rouge, and the suspicious transactions of a firm in a neutral
country for forwarding cattle into Germany. The Ambassador reports that a Corn
mission of the Chamber will examine the accused Deputy on 20th September to decide
whether or no to grant the application for suspension of privilege in his case made by
the Procureur General.
ITALY.
Sir R. E:odd had a conversation on 3rd September with Signor Bissolati on the
return of the latter from the Italian front. The Ambassador gathered that the Papal
Peace Proposals had done no harm in the Army, where the spirit was magnificent; on
the contrary, the reason for their publication at the moment of the biggest Italian
offensive was fully understood, and. even Catholics were indignant at the action of the
Pope. Signor Bissolati, referring to the possibility of internal trouble advocated a
firm policy. (This may be compared with the Foreign Minister's declaration referred
to on page 8 of Report No. 33.)
The mission of Lord Derby to the Italian front was warmly welcomed, and the
Secretary of State for War had an audience of the King of Italy, and a long
conversation with General Caclorna. Lord Derby visited the Carso front, and
returned by way of Venice, after exchanging cordial telegrams with the Italian
-Commander-in-Chief from the frontier.
In view of the Italian representations as to the imminence of revolution in Sicily
if the orange crops should not be sold, His Majesty'H Government have decided to
proceed with the scheme for purchase proposed by Sir R. Rodd, up to a total of
1,000,0007.., but insist upon the immediate and effective prohibition of export of
lemons and lemon-jibce. Purchases have begun.
The Ambassador learns that the grain question is now serious in Italy, as the
Minister for War has had to draw on Army stocks to supply the needs of the civil
population, and considers that this must be taken into account in calculating the
resisting power of the Italians.
On 1.9th September martial law was extended to the provinces of Turin, Alessandria,
and Genoa.
GREECE.
The Italian evacuation of Epirus enabled the Greeks to re-occupy Parga on
10th September, and Metzovo on 12th September. Mr. Crackanthorpe has been
informed that the Hellenic Government has objected to the proposed establishment of
Italian Vice-Consulates at Samarina, Metzovo, Paramythia, and Margariti, as the
presence of Italians in those particular districts might tend to undermine Greek
authority.
Martial law has been extended to the nomarchy of Messenia, the great centre of
German influence in the Peloponnese, as from 8th September.
A mixed Anglo-French and Greek Commission has reported on the munitions
required by the Greek Army, and has apportioned their supply between France and
Great Britain. The Foreign Office, however, has had to approach, the United States
on behalf of the Commission to supply certain munitions and foodstuffs, whiclr cannot
be obtained in Europe, to a total value' of 80,000,000 francs, and is urging the
favourable consideration of the Greek request for a loan upon the Government, a task
in which the co-operation of France has been invited.
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Mr. Crackanthorpe reports that the French Military Mission, which is to consist of
some 80 French officers, will he ready to get to work on the training of the Hellenic
Army in October. General Braquet expects to be able to arrange for 10 divisions of
the Greek Army to be ready early next year.
In view of the numerous facilities which exist in Greece for smuggling, the Foreign
Office has asked the French Government to concur in the maintenance of the navicert
system in connection with the shipment of United States exports to Greece, and in
the appointment of a Greek Delegate on the Allied Board at the Pi rams as a concession
to Hellenic sentiment.
SERBIA.
On returning to the temporary seat of part of the Serbian Government at Corfu,
M. Pashitch has sent a telegram reporting that the moral of the Serbian troops has
been increased by the news of his reception in England, and of the manifestations
of British sympathy with Serbia, for all of which the Serbian Prime Minister again
expresses his gratitude.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
Sir W. Townley reports that Duke Johann Albrecht of Mecklenburg and Grand
Admiral von Tirpitz have circularised the German nation to the effect that they have
accepted the leadership of the " German Patriotic Party."
According to a German Press report, the Saxon Diet has rejected a proposal for
the reform of the electoral law.
The " Germauia" has been permitted by the Censorship to draw attention to the
increase in the cost of the production of raw sugar, and to the expected shortage of
beets this winter in explanation of the advance in the price of sugar.
The "Vorwarts" criticises the Pan-German enthusiasm of the Lignite Industry
Union, which it says has done so well out of the war as to be naturalky most indignant
with people "who whine about peace.
The " Vorwarts" quotes the KaiseFs telegram of August 1905 to the Tsar
(urging him to secure the support of the Duma in making peace with Japan) against
the Pan-Germans, of 1917 who oppose a peace by negotiation on the lines of the
resolution of the Reichstag, and hints that that body should insist on making its
wishes heard.
"

NETHERLANDS.

The new session of the States-General of the Netherlands was opened on 18th
September. The Speech from the Throne, wdiich, apart from references to the
difficulty in securing a supply of food and coal and in communicating with the
Colonies, was colourless, w as read by the Prime Minister in the absence of Her
Majesty the Queen.
The Foreign Office advises Sir C. Spring Rice that Great Britain can no longer
afford her extensive purchases of Dutch fish for the purpose of diverting the supply
from Germany and proposes to restrict Dutch fishing by Naval action, but hopes that
the United States will make the grant of supplies to Holland conditional upon the
total cessation of the export of fish and shell fish to the Central Empires.
The fishing interest has been notified that no further British coal is available for
fishing boats while the present facilities exist for the export of Dutch fish toGerman y .
The explanation furnished by the Dutch Government in reply to the demand of
the Foreign Office (referred to in Report No. 33 page 11) with regard to the passage
of sand and gravel through Dutch waters is unsatisfactory as Sir W. Townley points
out that there has been no cessation of this traffic in spite of the assurances given by
the Minister for Foreign Affairs. In consequence of this, the British Government has
intimated that all facilities' for the transmission of Dutch cable messages will be
withdrawn unless a definite assurance be furnished by the Netherlands Government
without delay that the sand and gravel traffic and the transit of metals into Germany
or German occupied territory wall cease immediately and completely.
Sir W. Townley understands that Germany is negotiating with the Netherlands.
Government for the purchase of meat in large quantities, half the price to be paid in
r

-coal and lialf in credit. The Dutch desire cash instead of credit, but Sir W. Townley
points out that Kuhlmann who now directs German Foreign policy knows that
unlimited pressure may be applied to the Dutch with impunity (vide page 11 of
Report No. 33).
Sir W. Townley learns that the position of "the friendly Minister of Finance,
Mr. Treub, is endangered by the fresh German loan proposals. The Finance
Minister is opposed to the granting of a loan to Germany, but great pressure is being
brought to bear on the Netherlands Government. The most recent terms suggested
are that Germany should supply a much needed 350,000 tons of coal per month (at
36 florins per ton) for three months on condition that Holland gives a monthly loan
-of at least 16,000,000 florins (approximately 1,400,000Z.). If these credits are given
the Dutch requirements of iron, steel, cement, and.salt will be guaranteed. Sir W.
Townley suggests that if 100,000 tons of British coal were to be sent immediately—
-on account of future deliveries under the new proposals—Mr. Treub's position would
be strengthened. In reply to this suggestion the Foreign Office has agreed to secure
100,000 tons of coal for Holland if the Dutch fetch it, and has offered to black list
Dutch banks lending money or giving credits to Germany.
One form of German pressure is reported by Sir- W. Townley to be a demand that
Holland should pay gold at the nominal rate of exchange, viz., GO cents to the mark
instead of the quoted rate of 32, for ad German coal, salt, cement, steel, or other
materials imported from Germany. The Dutch Government is much exercised at
the possibility of having- to accept the German terms when the British offers are much
more favourable, and are anxious that the Press should not hear of this.
In view of the danger that Germany may get too strong an economic grip on the
Netherlands during the war His Britannic Majesty's Minister took occasion to
deliver a warning as to the possibility that Holland might, in that case, have to be
included in the after the war trade war. This greatly impressed the Dutch Minister
for Foreign Affairs.
The Foreign Office has become alarmed at the amount of smuggling from Holland
into Germany and proposes to refuse facilities for the import of tobacco into the
Netherlands until the smuggling be effectively stopped.
The Dutch Minister for Foreign Affairs has declined to permit the Netherlands
Minister in Stockholm to take part in any conference of Neutrals.
SWITZERLAND.
The Foreign Office has urged upon the United States Government the desirability
of permitting the import of oil cake into Switzerland as the supply of tinned milk for
the Allied Armies depends upon the proper feeding of Swiss cattle, but unexpected
difficulties have arisen, as owing to a shortage of fertilisers in the United States one
of the principal ingredients of oil cake—cotton-seed meal—is being used as a
substitute. Sir C. Spring Rice is informed that the Exports Board do not wish to
license exports of this commodity until the new cotton-seed crop comes into use, but
he hopes to be able to,secure the release of 6,000 tons already bought by the Swiss.
Sir H. Rum bold, in reply to Foreign Office inquiries, states that the Swiss stocks
of oil-cake are very low, and. that failure to obtain supply asked for will lead to
increase in. export of cattle to Germany, and decrease in supply of condensed milk for
the British Army.
Sir H. Rumbold has been informed that, provided the total amount of the
loan to Great Britain and France is equal to that accorded to Germany, the, division
as between the two Allies is immaterial.
In return for this concession it is possible that the United States may press for the
stoppage of exports into Germany of leather, condensed milk, cheese and aluminium.
The Swiss Government has denounced the Silk Agreement of 9th August, as the
Agreement of 4th September has not yet been accepted, by France and Italy. Lord
Bertie understands that the latter will accept if the seat of the purchasing bureau be
.at Milan, and to this the French are expected to agree. The Foreign Office is urging
the Italian Government to ratify the agreement without further delay.
In view of the imposition of the United States embargo upon allgoods for Sweden,.
-Sir IT. Rumbold suggests that a similar policy should be adopted with regard to
-Swiss goods for transit through -Germany to Sweden. His Britannic Majesty's
Minister points out that this right of transit is the result of a concession on the part
--of the Allies to Switzerland, and not to Sweden.
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The Foreign Office animadverts upon the evasive attitude of the Swiss Govern
ment in the matter of equality of treatment of the rival groups of belligerents and
instructs Sir FT. Rumbold to inform the Swiss Government that if there be any
further delay in establishing a prox^er supervifdon over the exports of war material toGermany no further benevolence during the coming winter need be looked for by the
Swiss from London.
SWEDEN.
One result of the recent diplomatic exposure is that Mr. Everlof, the Foreign Office
official responsible for the transmission of German telegrams, has been removed from
that employment and appointed to another department, but Sir E. Howard under
stands that the King gave audience to all p a i ^ leaders including Mr. Branting on
11th September, and impressed upon them the necessity for commenting very
cautiously on this incident. The Swedish Press, however, characterises as meagre
and unsatisfactory the bald apology offered by Germany to the Swedish Government
for the "inconvenience " caused by the Buenos Aires affair.
Part of the Swedish Press insists that certain telegrams sent by the Swedish
Minister in Constantinople on behalf of the American Ambassador, were equally in
cypher with those sent for Count Luxburg from Buenos Aires. In consequence of
this, Sir E. Howard urged the necessity for the publication of an official dementi on
this point by the United States Government, and a statement has been published in
which it is pointed out that, while certain messages had been transmitted in cypher
from the Swedish Legation in Constantinople on behalf of the United States
Ambassador, the Swedish Minister was, at the time, in possession of the American
cypher-book.
Referring to the publication of the letter of the German Charge d'Affaires in
Mexico Sir E. Howard reports that Swedish public opinion is somewhat exasperated
at the way in which Swedish diplomatists have allowed themselves to be made the
tool of German intrigues, and learns that ihe Swedish Minister in Buenos Aires is to
be given six months' leave. His Britannic Majesty's Minister, however, deprecates
further British Press criticism of the affair as this is beginning to excite Swedish
resentment.
In commenting on the Swedish elections Sir E. Howard refers to the ministerial
losses, and understands that the resignation of the Conservative Cabinet which is
generally expected at the close of the elections will be followed by the formation of a
Li beral Admin i strati on.
Sir C. Spring Rice recently discussed the Swedish situation with the United States
Export Board and was informed that the Swedish Government had stated that the
stoppage of the export of iron ore to Germany could not be considered and that a
complete cessation of imports from the United States was preferable. The Exports
Board was unwilling to press the blockade cjuestion at this juncture thinking that the
diplomatic exposure was the more likely of the two to affect the elections favourably
for the Allies.
Sir E. Howard quotes the Swedish Press as to the tremendous growth of
smuggling offences in Malmo, Landskrona and Relsingborg, where 1,300 summonses
haA e been already issued in 1917, against a total of some 300 for 1916.
i
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NORWAY.
In view of the possible further co-operation of the United States in the blockade
of Norway which, has been invited by His Majesty's Government in order to secure
the complete stoppage of all exports from Norway to Germany, the Foreign Office
proposes to denounce a number of temrjorary agreements referring chiefly to food
stuffs, fodders, paper, motor cars and soap. Sir C. Spring Rice advises that theUnited States Authorities entirely acquiesce in the necessity for effecting such
stoppage of exports.
With regard to the proposed French co-operation in the embargo on goods for
Scandinavia and Holland, the French Minister in Christiania has advised his
Government that the Scandinavian countries are contemplating close union to supply

each others needs, and thus free themselves from the necessity of trading with either
group of belligerents.
Under certain conditions the Foreign Office has agreed with Sir M . Findlay's
proposal that Norway be asked to prohibit exports to the Netherlands unless
consigned to and accepted by the Netherland Oversea Trust, and has instructed him
to act accordingly. (Vide Report No. 33, p. 13.)
In view of the prohibition of the export of wool issued by the Norwegian Govern
ment, the Foreign Office has notified Sir M.- Findlay that the existing embargo on
wool for Norway has been raised.
The Foreign Office on 12th September instructed Sir M. Findlay to inform the
Norwegian Government verbally that the Allies and the United States are prepared
to meet Norwegian wheat requirements, estimated at 300,000 tons per annum, out of
the ostensible surplus of the North American crop, provided that the pending
negotiations with Norway respecting Norwegian trade with Germany are settled
satisfactorilj' to the Allies.
It is, however, pointed out for the guidance of His Majesty's Minister that
as the Allied wheat requirements are greater than the North American surplus,
arrangements are being made for the purchase of the Argentine crop to make up the
deficit. Should this be carried through, the Allies will get North and South American
wheat with its short sea transit, wdiile the neutrals will he permitted to draw their
wheat from Australia. Sir 0. Spring Rice reports that the United States Wheat
Commission particularly wishes to avoid being called upon to divert any part of the
North American wheat to neutrals, and is anxious that these should be warned as
soon as possible after the Argentine purchase is completed, about fetching their
wheat from Australia as the return voyage takes four months.
DENMARK.
Mr. Dunn informs the Ministry of Food that the Danish Authorities have warned
him that unless the import of fodders is permitted there will be no bacon and very
little butter for export at the end of this year. Until then the Danes propose to
divide their exports of these foodstuffs equally between Germany and Great Britain,
and also allot to Germany and Great Britain up to 2,000 head of cattle apiece per
week.
Mr. Gurney reports that in the present conditions the export of Danish bacon
must cease in about ten weeks' time, but if the maintenance of the supply be con
sidered essential, and the importation of a limited amount of maize authorised, enough
of the present stock of pigs could be preserved, to ensure the continuance of the
bacon supply to the United Kingdom. The supply could be regulated in an exact
proportion to the maize imported under the proposed authorisation, but an immediate
decision is required. . The Foreign Office is considering this question, but has
informed Mr. Gurney that it can only entertain the proposal on condition that no
bacon be sent to Germany^ at the same time.
Difficulties have arisen with regard to the British action in requesting the United
States to make the export of mineral oil into Denmark conditional iipon the complete
cessation of the supply of Danish fish to Germany, as Mr. Gurney points out that this
conflicts with an existing Anglo-Danish Agreement and, if the prohibition comes into
effect, it may counteract the result of the British propaganda in Denmark.
PORTUGAL.
According to Sir L. Carnegie the general strike in Lisbon came to an end on the
morning of 12th September, whereupon the newspapers began to reappear. The
jpostal strike lasted until 15th September.
CHINA.
The French Government have requested China to send 20,000 Chinese troops to
France for engineering duties, and the request has been supported by the Japanese
Minister in Peking.

The Foreign Office has approached the Chinese Government to learn whether the
latter would be prepared to hand over for internment in British territory enemy 
subjects capable of military service who have no good claim to be repatriated.
JAPAN.
Owing to the temporary diversion of labour in British shipbuilding yards from
work on battle cruisers to the preparation of smaller warships and cargo vessels, the
Admiralty is anxious to purchase two Japanese battle cruisers in order to maintain our
position with regard to that arm in comparison with the enemy, and Sir C. Greene
has been instructed to sound the Japanese Government on this point.
With reference to the rumours that have been in circulation about the employment
of Japanese troops in France, Lord Bertie telegraphs that, while he is assured that
France would welcome such assistance, he cannot find any trustworthy grounds for
believing that Japan would be willing to furnish the troops.
In view of,the unwillingness of the Japanese to use their proposed share of the
ex-enemy ships in China in Allied trade, Sir C. Spring Rice suggests that Japan
might still be induced to agree so to employ her proposed share of the ex-enemy ships
in Si am.
The export of gold and silver coin and bullion from Japan has been prohibited by
Ordinances, dated 12th and 6th September respectively, but Sir C. Greene expects
that licences to export will be obtainable, and that this is a measure directed against
Chinese speculators. His Britannic Majesty's Minister understands that the export
of coal from. Japan may shortly be prohibited.
ARGENTINA.
On 12th September the German Minister was given his passports, but, according
to Press reports, Count Luxburg had not left Buenos Aires by 19th September, and he
is supposed to be awaiting a safe-conduct on board a Spanish ship.
Sir C. Spring Rice understands that the new bunker regulations about to be put
in force by the United States will compel neutrals sailing for the River Plate and
other South American destinations to load return cargoes for United States ports,
and expects this will discourage neutral purchases of Argentine wheat.
MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins has received from a confidential source, information, as yet uncon
firmed, that the Germans have come to an arrangement with Pelaez to destroy the
oil-wells in October or November and to declare that Mexico sides with Germany.
This information has been communicated to the State Department in Washington, but
Sir C. Spring Rice thinks that Pelaez, who is reported to be anti-German, stands to lose
too much by such action.
Mr. Cummins learns that the Belgian Government is on the point of recognizing
General Carranza. Lie suggests that as the downfall of that personage is by no means
improbable, the Belgian and French Governments may see lit to defer any recognition
for the time being.
The Italian Minister has been directed by his Government to present his letters
of credence as Minister, but has received no instructions as to the recognizing of
General Carranza.
It appears that an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate General Carranza was made
on 12th September.
PANAMA.
Sir C. Mallet reports that the ex-German Consul at Colon has been interned.
The Foreign Office informs Sir C. Spring Rice that the local United States
authorities in Panama appear to hope -that the British demands for facilities in the
Canal may lead to a faA^ourable opportunity for the abrogation of the llay-Pauncefote
Treaty.

URUGUAY.
The Italian Government object to the terms of the proposed Arbitration Treaty
with Uruguay which Great Britain and France are prepared to accept on the ground
that it contains provisions which are not included in the Arbitration Treaties in
existence between Italy and other South American Republics, and that the Italian
interests affected are very much larger than those of France. The Foreign Office, in
view of the question of the ex-German ships and the Uruguayan determination to get
the Arbitration Treaties as a price for their employment in Allied interests, is anxious
that Italy should concede the disputed point, and Sir R. Rodd has been informed by
Baron Sonnino that he is prepared to meet the demands of the Republic to the extent
of agreeing to cases being in the first instance submitted to the Uruguayan Courts,
the right to arbitration being maintained in reserve.
Mr. Mitchell Inn.es does not think the Republic will consent to use the ships in the
exclusive interest of the Allies, and the Brazilian Ambassador in Washington has told
Sir C. Spring Rice that Uruguay is aggrieved against Great Britain and France on the
ground that these Powers slight the national dignity of the Republic by refusing to
regard its courts as trustworthy and derogate from its sovereignty by declining to
accept it as a partner in an Arbitration Treaty.
CHILE.
The Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs on 13th September assured the American
Ambassador that his Government would break off relations with Germany if the
Argentine were to do so.
Sir F. Stronge reports that the purchase of the German-owned nitrate by the
Dupont Powder Company (vide Report No. 33, p. 16) has now been arranged.
UNITED STATES.
Lord Beading arrived in Washington on 14th September and had interviews with
the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of State, the Allied Ambassadors, and
M. Tardieu.
Lord Reading has telegraphed to the Chancellor of the Exchequer urging the
importance of being able to grant the United States some reciprocity of treatment in
all matters in which they furnish us wdth assistance. More particularly he urges that
we ought to arrange that the United States should be furnished by us with credits for
their purchases within the British Empire, outside of Canada, to set off against the
advances which they furnish us for purchases in the United States. Americans naturally
look upon the British Empire as a single unit, and cannot understand why their pur
chases of wool from Australia and of jute from India must be paid for in gold instead
of being set off against their advances to the British Empire. There will, in any case,
he points out, be a great reluctance to license any more gold to India, though silver
may possibly" still be furnished. Similarly in regard to munitions and equipment,
where France seems largely to have captured the orders, he urges that we should
show readiness to give material assistance wdierever we can, e.g., in the matter of
cloth, and asks for a full list of all the supplies in which the War Office considers it
might be able to assist. The constant publication of large advances to us creates an
impression that the United States do everything and that we do nothing, and it will
help our diplomacy greatly if we have favours to offer as well as to accept, and if we
can secure that those favours, when asked for, are granted throughout the Empire.
Pending the preparation of conventions for reciprocal compulsory military service,
the Senate has passed a resolution making all male persons resident in the United
States for over a year liable unless exempted by treaty. Sir C. Spring Rice is trying
to arrange that this shall not apply to subjects of countries with which conventions
may be concluded by the United States.
The Senate has strengthened the hands of the President in the administration of
the Trading with the Enemy Act,. by vesting the power of dispensing with the
provisions of this Act in the hands of the President alone, who may, however, delegate
it as he may see fit, and Sir C. Spring Rice hopes that this will lead to the taking of
"vigorous action against enemy firms.
7
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The President has prohibited the importation into the United States of sugar,
syrup, and molasses after 1st October except under licence, and Sir C. Spring Rice
understands that the questions of the prohibition of other imports and of the export
of gold will be co-ordinated with that of the exchange by the creation of Boards of
Imports and of Exchange which, together with the Board of Exports, will be put
under one head.
Sir 0. Spring Rice reports that as the result of an informal intimation from the
Department of Justice, all New York Banks have broken off relations with German
Banks.
The United States Exports Board has invited the regular, but informal, co-operation
of British and French representatives.
An embargo has been placed on the export of paper excepting that consigned to
approved destinations.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report the total tonnage, OA^er 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships, reported
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 7th September
to 13th September inclusive, is 70,027 tons, of Avhich 37,128 tons were British, as
compared with 123,355 tons of which 82,905 tons Avere British, reported last Aveek.
The German Naval Authorities informed, the Grand Committee of the Reichstag in
July that 40 submarines had been lost since 1st February of this year, Avhile the
output varied from 8 to 12 per month.
Sir W. Townley reports that certain Germans are very closely connected Avith, and
are freely buying the shares of the Dutch Holland-Amerika Line which is using its
great commercial ascendancy gained during the neutrality of the United States to the
detriment of the Allies after the Avar, and suggests that the United States Government
should select the ships of this Company before all others, if any Dutch shipping is to
be requisitioned.
The United States Government are pressing for a settlement in the matter of the
ex-enemy ships taken over by China, as they learn that failing a proximate decision
the Japanese may secure them all, in which case there is no guarantee that they will
be used for benefit of Allies. The delay is largely caused by the unacceptability of
the United States proposal that the ex-Austrian ships should be handed over to an
American firm, which purchased them before the declaration of war hj China, and
that the United States should, in addition, have an equal share of the ex-German ships
together with Great Britain and Japan.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
The unfounded assertion, A v h i c h was met last Aveek with an official denial, that
Great Britain had made overtures of peace to Germany, is reported by Sir H.
Rum bold to have originated in a Stock Exchange manoeuvre of the Austrian bankers
Bettlheim and Rosenberg.
Sir W. Townley learns that fears are entertained in Avell-informed Austrian official
circles that Austria will be compelled to send an answer to the Papal peace proposals
which will not be in accordance with her real vieAvs, inasmuch as it will have to be so
worded as to contain no opening of Avhich the Entente might make use to initiate
peace negotiations, as Germany declines to permit peace to be made until treaties of
commerce have been made with her three Allies which will make them her economic
slaves after the war. It is also thought that Germany may buy off Italy Avith Austrian
territory, as, if Italy makes peace, France might be expected to follow suit, and as
Russia is of no more account, only Great Britain and the United. States would remain
to be dealt with by Germany. It is possible that these views represent the opinion of
Count Czernin who has just returned from Berlin. The question of Belgium was not
referred to.
Count de Saiis understands that the Nuncio in Munich has learnt that the German
reply to the Pope's Note will be sent within a week and will be favourable.
The Belgian Minister in Paris understands that the reply will offer autonomy
within the German Empire to Alsace-Lorraine, the evacuation of France and
Belgium, A v h e r e the division into Flanders and Wallonia is, hoAA eA er, to be maintained,
and will give assurances about Poland.
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Sir W. Townley reports that members of the Austrian Legation in The Hague have
received letters from Kiihlmann confidently anticipating peace by Christmas and
remarking that the Entente would have to " eat its soup cooler than it was cooked." At
the same time the unchangeable intention of Germany to retain her entire Colonial
Empire is officially trumpeted in selected organs of the German Press as an irreducible
basis for possible peace negotiations.
Addressing the National Safety Council in New York on 12th SeptemberPresident Lowell, of Harvard University, declared that the oppression of one race by
another must, as far as possible, be removed. " For that reason we cannot consider
" the return to Germany of her former Colonies that their people may be exploited as
" they have been in the past." This declaration is reported to have been received
with a storm of cheering. In view of President Lowelks great influence as the
leader of American University thought, it is likely to give rise to considerable
discussion.
In a speech delivered in New York on 19th September by Mr. Holman, Premier of
New South Wales, the statement that Australia, having taken German New Guinea,
proposed to keep it and not let the Germans' return to establish a base of operations
there, was received with cheers.
According to a Budapest Press telegram, the Hungarian Catholics, supported by the
Conservative nobles and the Christian Socialists, have arranged a great peace meeting
in Budapest for 23rd September at which Erzberger of the German Centre Party will
be present. Thej propose to start a peace movement on the lines of the Papal
proposals.
M. Ribot, in conversation with Lord Bertie, has suggested that the Allied Conference
should be held soon, so as to settle the best means for dealing with German peace
manoeuvres.
The Organising Committee of the Stockholm Conference on 18th September
published a manifesto protesting that the proposal to hold the Conference has not
been abandoned and urging the organised proletariat to take " To Stockholm" as its
watchword, as the "brutal refusal" of passports cannot deprive the working classes
of their elementary right.
r

GENERAL.
The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs entirely denies that his Government has
agreed to effect the repatriation of prisoners across the Austro-Russian front, but in
effect this is not a denial of the statement made last week in Stockholm to the effect
that an agreement for the wholesale exchange of combatant prisoners of war had been
come to between the two Powers.
In view of. the report of the visiting Commission of Dutch doctors upon the
condition of the British prisoners of war in Germany, His Britannic Majesty's Govern
ment have been obliged to point out that the sanitation of the camps at Brandenburg,
Schwarmstadt, and Hameln is bad, that the camps are overcrowded, and that they will
take a serious view of any delay in remedying this state of affairs.
Having learned from a former member of the American Embassy in Berlin that
the Germans are more impressed by the observations of doctors than by those.of
diplomatists, Sir W. Townley is trying to arrange for the appointment of two more
Dutch doctors for the visiting of British prisoners of war in Germany, and at the
same time to make arrangements for the reception of exchanged British prisoners in
Holland.
The German Government have agreed again to permit the distribution of parcels
for British prisoners of war.
Representations have been made pointing out to the Ottoman Government the
steps they wall have to take in order to secure the release of Ayoub Sabri. The latter
has been informed who is responsible for the delaying of his liberation. The conditions
laid down are inspection of camps for prisoners of war, exchange of civilians, reasonable
exchange of combatants, a guarantee as to the treatment of the Hadkinsons.
The German Government has undertaken not to attack British hospital ships
in the Mediterranean, provided that all hospital ships carry Spanish Commissioners,
wdio will guarantee observance of the terms of the Hague Convention, and provided
that they are unescorted and unaccompanied. His Majesty the King of Spain having
guaranteed the fulfilment of the stipulations named by Germany, all possible care is
to be taken to avoid giving such cause of complaint as might imperil the continuance
of the agreement, and all possible courtesy is to be shown to the Spanislx
Commissioners.
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CANADA.

The session which has just closed has been remarkable, not only for its length,
but also for the importance of the issues discussed and the measures passed into law,
chief among which are the Military Service Act, the War Time Elections Act, and the
purchase of the Canadian Northern Railway.
The Labour Congress has wisely and patriotically accmiesced in the Military
Service Act, while putting in a strong caveat against any development of the measure
which might make for industrial conscription. The line taken is, in fact, identical
with that taken by organised labour in this country, after similar initial opposition.
The importance of the War Time Elections Act is strikingly indicated by an
article in "The Times" of 26th September, which, points out that in 1911 the
English-speaking vote polled was 706,000, or 51- per cent, of the whole electorate.
To-day at least a third of that vote is actually in the trenches or in hospital, and
probably nearly half in uniform, if the soldiers were not enfranchised, the nonEnglish speaking elements would constitute a decisive majoiaty of the electors.
AUSTRALIA.

According to this morning's press telegrams the attempt of the Extremist section
of Labour to make Mr. Hughes' Government impossible by wholesale strikes (see
Report No. 31) has ended in complete failure.
ITALY.

Italy is becoming increasingly more difficult to humour. She is excessively sore
at the idea that France should secure more attention to her demands for coal and other
necessaries. There may be some reason in her complaint. But she weakens her case
by her own reluctance to help herself or to face sacrifices in any degree comparable to
those made by France. Unless England is prepared to buy her oranges at a loss she
threatens to send them to Germany. If she is asked to help escorting the coal cargoes
for which she has been incessantly clamouring she at once discovers that she cannot
spare her destroyers. Similarly in the military sphere her own immediate con
venience appears to count for more than the concerted strategy of the Alliance. She
cannot have it both ways, and unless she plays up more whole-heartedly, she is not
unlikely to find her claims treated with scant consideration in the final settlement.
GREECE.

The Arsenal incident shows the anxiety of the French to secure control over the
Greek Navy as well as over the Greek Army.

HOLLAND.

Sir YT. Townley's prompt offer of British coal seems to have been just in time to
prevent Holland putting her neck in the noose of a peculiarly objectionable economic
agreement with Germany. It remains to be seen if we and the Americans can now
keep Holland running straight.
SWEDEN.

The final result of the elections, just to hand, places the Liberal Socialist victory
beyond dispute, and makes the continuance of the present regime very difficult. The
Conservatives.only hold 58 seats to 62 held by the Liberals, and 86 by the official
Socialists.
A HO KNTJNA.

Germany is evidently desperately anxious to keep the peace with. Argentina.
Apart from the loss of the large stocks of supplies of various kinds which she has
bought up and holds there with a view to the return of peace, she dreads a still
further loss of territory on that economic war map which has changed so terribly to
her disadvantage in the last few months. Since the beginning of the year nearly
11,000,000 square miles of the world's richest regions have been transferred by
Germany's blunders from the neutral to the Allied zone; the former, in. fact, now
only consist of the European neutrals and of such South and Central American States
as have not yet broken off relations with her.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

- The Imperial replies to the Papal Note look as if the Central Powers meant to
show their determination to be as whole-hearted in the domain of unctuous rectitude as
in that of frightfulness. They are, apparently, by way of a pious preface to the
actual terms of which the first instalment is contained in Herr von Iviihlmann's
interview- with the Papal Nuncio in Munich, outlining German views as to Belgium.
The offer to restore and partially compensate Belgium, asking only for a guarantee
against the " m e n a c e " of 191-1, and for commercial, facilities, and disclaiming all
desire to interfere with Belgian domestic affairs beyond insisting on the maintenance
of the new division between Flanders and Wallonia, is no doubt meant to satisfy the
Reichstag majority, and, possibly, to affect opinion in Belgium itself. It is clearly
unacceptable as it stands.
27th September 1917.

L. S. A.
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PART I.-BRITISH

EMPIRE

AND

AFRICA.

CANADA.
The prorogation of the Dominion Parliament on 21st September brought to
an end the longest session of the longest Parliament in the history of the Dominion.
In the course of the ceremony of prorogation, which took place in the Senate, the
Governor-General reviewed the measures to which the Royal Assent had been given
during the past eight months, and stated that the people of Canada had never
faltered in the supreme purpose of securing an abiding peace through victory.
The War-Time Elections Bill was passed by the Senate, with certain amendments,
the day before the rising of Parliament.
Considerable discussion took place at the annual Convention of the Trades and
Labour Congress upon the subject of conscription. A number of Resolutions were
submitted and. a Special Committee was appointed to consider them. This Committee
recommended the adoption of the following :—
Under the present form of Government we do not deem it right, patriotic, or in
the interests of the Labour movement of the Dominion to say anything that
might prevent the Government from obtaining the results anticipated in
raising reinforcements for the Expeditionary Force by the enforcement of
the law.
The Congress emphatically opposes any development in the enforcement of this
legislation which will make for industrial conscription or interfere with the
trade union movement in taking care of the interests of the organised workers
of the Dominion.
A message was read from Mr. Gompers, President of the American Federation of
Labour, regretting that he could not be present—especially at a time when the
workers of the two countries were drawn close together in the struggle for the great
common cause. After a long debate the Congress decided to adopt the above
Resolution by 113 to 106.
The Trades and Labour Congress re-elected Mr. J . C. -Waiters as President,
A Conference took place at Ottawa on 10th September between the Prime Minister,
the Minister of Justice, and the Members of the Military Service Council to consider
the course of action necessary to put the Military Service Act into operation without
delay.
The Department of Justice has issued a statement for the information of men
liable to military service. This indicates that exemption is determined by civil
tribunals whose members are familiar with local conditions. Of this tribunal, one
member is the local County Court Judge, or some person selected by him, and the
other is appointed by the Board of Selection. The last-named body is composed of
members of whom the Government Leader nominates one-half and the Leader of the
Opposition the other half. It is pointed out in the statement that those composing
the Local Tribunals will generally have a personal knowledge of the economic and
family reasons why those who come before them have not voluntarily enlisted and will
be able sympathetically to estimate the weight and importance of such reasons.
There will be an appeal from the Local Tribunals to Provincial Appellate Tribunals ;
while a Central Appeal Tribunal will be constituted in order to ensure the application
of identical principles throughout the Dominion. Meantime, those liable to
conscription are being urged to go before the Medical Boards without delay, as a
certificate of uniitness from the Board will obviate the necessity of going before the
exemption tribunals, wdiile a certificate of fitness will not prevent an appeal for
exemption being made on other grounds.
The Recruiting Authorities claim that with the assistance of the civil and military
police it will be very difficult for men to ignore the forthcoming Proclamation calling
them up for military service. It is proposed that badges shall be worn by men
-affected by the Act for purposes of identification. During the first two weeks of the
present month 610 men were attested in Toronto under the Act.
Lord Reading has telegraphed that he and Lord Northcliffe have accepted, an
invitation to visit Ottawa from 4th to 6th of October.
As a result of a Conference between the Minister of Finance and the Executive of
the Canadian Bankers' Association on the question of financing the exportable surplus
-of the wheat crop (vide Reports No. 33 and No. 34), arrangements have been concluded
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lor the Banks to supply a credit of $ SO,000,000. The wheat will be held as security
till it reaches the seaboard, when the Banks will be paid by the British Government.
Owing to the fact that the United States Government have not sufficient training
camps in readiness for all the men who have been already called to the Colours, it
has been arranged that 10,000 United States troops shall cross to Canada at once in
order to undergo training at Niagara Camp.
An Order in Council has been passed prohibiting any person embarking at any
Canadian port for a destination outside the Dominion or the United States without,
a passport. Infringement of the Order renders the person liable to a fine of f 1,000
or imprisonment for two years, or both. The master or officer in charge of a vessel
permitting a passenger to sail without a passport is made liable to the same
punishment.
AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
The Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes) has announced that the British Government
have expressed their approval of the Commonwealth policy in relation to the German,
possessions in the Pacific, but that they consider the present time inopportune for
making a public pronouncement on the subject.
Sir John Forrest introduced a motion in the House of Representatives last week
providing for a special surtax on single men and childless widowers between the
ages of 21 and 45, eligible for military service. The money raised would be used
for the purposes of repatriation. In response to criticism made in the House, the
Government decided to reduce the tax to 51. or 5 per cent, and to widen the scope
of the Bill in order to include all single men and childless widowers over 21. The
Bill has now passed the House of Representatives. The Senate have amended theBill, with the approval of the Government, exempting men over 60 whose gross income
is under 100L and also incapacitated single men receiving under 1501.
The strike of the employees of the railway workshops in Sydney last month which
was followed later by other Railway and Tramway Unions, coal-miners, &c, in New
South Wales and other States (vide Report No. 31), has resulted in complete failureThousands of the strikers, for the most part New South Wales railwaymen, have had
their places filled by voluntary workers employed by the Government. It is estimated
that there are some 50,000 unemployed in Sydney in consequence of the strike, and the
number is considerable in other States. Several important Unions have been removed
from the register by the Arbitration Courts.
Replying to a question in the House of Representatives, Mr. Hughes stated that,
the Clovermnent did net intend to build wooden ships.
NEW ZEALAND.
With regard to the arrangements approved, by the Dominion Government for
granting leave to members of the Expeditionary Force who have completed three years'
service (vide Report No. 32), the Army Council have conveyed their grave apprehension
as to the proposed conditions. It is pointed out that if these are to apply to theNew Zealand Forces they must equally apply to all Imperial and Colonial troops,,
wdierever situated, irrespective of military necessities, and this might seriously
compromise the conduct- of operations.
The proposal that those who do
not wish to proceed to New Zealand should receive two months' leave in
the United Kingdom or France is regarded by the Army Council as open to
still greater objection from the standpoint of the impression created upon other
troops. The New Zealand, troops have, it is stated, received the same leave and
facilities as other troops and preferential treatment could not be justified. Further
more the Admiralty point out that as the proposed privileges would have to be
extended to all oversea troops if granted to those from New Zealand, it would be
practically impossible to provide the necessary shipping and escort, and that the
employment of more ships as transports for this purpose would increase the difficulties
connected with the shortage of mercantile shipping. In the interests of'the men
themselves, it is added, the submarine menace renders it advisable that there should
be no more troops at sea than is absolutely necessary. The British Government,
therefore consider that leave facilities beyond those now granted w-ould be very
undesirable and they express the hope that the Dominion Government wdll not press
their proposals.

SOUTH AFRICA.
The action in which General Botha claimed 5,0007. damages against Senator
Wohnarans for alleged libel, contained in statements connected with, the rebellion
and the South-West African campaign, concluded on 20th September. An important
feature of the case was the question whether the German attack on Nakob
constituted an attack on Union territory; the contention of Mr. Wolmarans and
the Nationalists being that Nakob was in German territory. The evidence showed
that when the Railway Board was reporting on the railway from Prieska to Upington
and Kalkfontein, an official map was secured showing Nakob as being on the Gel-man
side of the border. The Board learned that a police post on the Union side was also
named Nakob, and authorised an alteration of the map accordingly. In the course of
his evidence, General Botha stated that the German South-West African campaign was
not undertaken with a view to the annexation or eventual possession of the country,
which entirely depended on the terms of peace. If the Germans had immediately
surrendered the Southern ports and the wireless statious, he did not think he would
have moved any further, as these objectives were all that the Imperial Government
asked him to take. The Presiding Judge said that he could not accept the statement
that there had been any falsification of the map with regard to the position of-Nakob,
although perhaps the alteration had occasioned a good deal of irritation. The
explanation given, he added, w as quite an acceptable one. In the result, the
defendant unconditionally withdrew all his allegations against General Botha, for
whom, therefore, judgment was given with costs.
The Governor-General and Lack/ Buxton have returned to Pretoria from a brief
visit to Swaziland, where they met officials and European residents and a large and
representative gathering of native chiefs.
The Union Government have expressed their regret that they c*annot supply any
tugs or barges for use on Lake Nyasa. They suggest that powerful motor or steam
launches, capable of carrying from four to six tons of stores and 40 to 60 passengers,
and of towing small boats, might be used, and they express the belief that 14- to 25
of these could be obtained at Durban. In lieu of barges, the Ministers suggest the
employment of small dhows, which could be purchased on the East African coast.
r

BASUTOLAND.
A further sum of 10,026L has been forwarded by the Basuto nation to His Majesty
the Ring as a contribution to various war funds. This brings their total gifts up to
52,887Z.^
BRITISH EAST AFRICA.
In reply to the suggestion of the Government of the East Africa Protectorate as to
the employment of part of the l/6th Battalion King's African Rifles on the JubaRiver
(vide Report No. 34), the Secretary of State has sanctioned this and the proposed
distribution of the Forces.
GERMAN EAST AFRICA.
The Administrator of German East Africa reports that the supply of imported,
foodstuffs for the civil population is becoming a serious matter. Export has been
prohibited by the East Africa Protectorate and Zanzibar on account of shortage, and
there are no direct shipments to German East African ports from overseas. Further
the British India Steam Navigation Company cannot afford space, as that already
allotted to British ports in East Africa will, not meet the requirements. It is therefore
suggested that the Government of India might arrange for accommodation for foodstuffs
in transit to Tanga or Dar-es-Salaam via Zanzibar or Kilindini.
In view of the demand for silver in India, the suggestion has been put before the
Administrator of German East Africa, by His Majesty's Government that the surplus
German local currenc.y might be sold to the Indian Government at bullion value. At
the present price of silver (50 pence an ounce) it is pointed out that this could be
-done with profit to the Administration.
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LIBERIA.
The British Consul at Monrovia reports that the Spanish steamer " Cataluna " left
Monrovia on 20th September with the ex-German Consul on board. The intention
of the ex-Consul, it is stated, is to travel to Spain in order to evade the conditions of
his safe-conduct, and it is reported that he is carrying with him to that country both
mails and money in gold.
STRAITS SETTLEMLNTS.
The Governor states that, on account of the rise in the price of silver and the high
rate of exchange wfth Hong Kong, there is a great demand for subsidiary coinage.
A. Commission of Enquiry appointed by the Governor has recommended the
reduction in the fineness of small silver coins to 400, and the Governor has
enquired from the Indian Government whether this can be done, and to what extent
the output could be increased. The Commission also recommended that 10 and
25 cent notes should be printed locally at once. The sanction of His Majesty's
Government is therefore sought for the debasement of the subsidiary coinage if India
can arrange it, and for the immediate preparation of the notes locally.

PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED COMMON AFFAIRS.
The Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs is anxious that the proposed Allied
Conference should be held in Paris in October, even if the' Russian Foreign Minister
cannot attend, as he is anxious that the policy to he pursued in the event of the total
collapse of Russia should be discussed, as well as the reply to be given to the Papal
Peace Note.
The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs has informed Sir G. Buchanan that- he
could not consent to the proposed representation of Poland, as a State, in the Allied
Conference. He had, however, offered to include a Russian Pole, who enjoyed the
confidence of his compatriots, in the Russian Delegation to the Conference, and
considered that the Conference would have to ^iliscuss the measure of financial
assistance to be given to Poland by the Allies in order to launch her on her career as
an independent State, as well as the-territorial limits of the future State.
On 22nd September the Foreign Office informed the Danish Charge d'Affaires
that export licences to the Scandinavian countries and Holland were now being
temporarily suspended in conformity with the embargo placed upon exports by the
Allies of Great Britain. As a result of the visit to London of M. Metin, the French
Under Secretary for Blockade, the United States Government has been informed that
Great Britain and France are anxious to co-operate as closely as possible with the
United States in order to obtain, from neutral States contiguous with Germany the
cessation of essential exports to the enemy. Further, France has agreed to the
establishment of an inter-Allied Board for the joint administration of the blockade,
to have its seat in London, and both Great Britain and France have approached the
United States Government suggesting that an American delegate should be appointed
to join the Board as a channel for communications with the Exports Board in
Washington.
.
Mr. Lyle, in reply to the proposal that Siam, by putting an embargo on the export
of rice, should co-operate in the application of economic pressure to the Scandinavian
States and Holland, states that the Siamese Government cannot do this without
violating Treaty rights and thereby rendering the country liable for damages under a
decision of the Court of Arbitration at The Hague.
FRANCE.
The new French War Committee has followed the British example, not only in
its general composition, but also in the creation of a secretarial staff, charged with
the summoning of its meetings, the preparation of agenda and minutes, and the

t
transmission of its decisions to the departments affected. The new " chef de
secretariat" is M. Helbronner, The War Committee, however, differs from the
British War Cabinet in this respect, that the final responsibility is still vested in
the larger Cabinet.
The vote of confidence in the new Administration was actually unopposed in the
Chamber, but there were some 170 abstentions which may or may not be reckoned
against the 368 Deputies who voted. M. Renaudel, who maintains that the question
of deserrion in the face of the enemy is a matter solely of individual opinion,-criticised
the War Committee as being composed of men who were too old, and gave reasons
why the Socialists had for the most part abstained from joining the new AdministrationLord Bertie understands, however, that a large section of the Socialist Party is likely
to vote for the Government in future, and that one or more Socialists will shortly be
taken into the Ministry.
Speaking on 23rd September before the Socialist Federation of the Seine, which is
preparatory for the National Socialist Congress, to be held at Bordeaux in the second
week of October, M. Thomas expressed himself in favour of participation in the
Ministry, subject to the conditions laid down by the Socialist Party during the recent
-crisis, and M. Longuet advocated the voting of Government credits until the
Government should have refused a possible peace, a question which had not yet
arisen.
Lord Bertie telegraphs that.after an attempt to rush a surprise election of
M. Caillaux to the Budget Commission had failed, M. Lebrun, a former Minister for
the Colonies and of War, who belongs to the Democratic Left, was elected in
succession to M. Klotz, the Minister of Finance in the new Cabinet.
M. Caillaux in a letter to a provincial newspaper asserts that he subsidised
" Le Bonnet Rouge " between March and July 1914 solely in order to have a vehicle
for his replies to the attacks of the Paris evening Press, which was at the time almost
united in vehemently assailing him. Meanwhile two former members of the staff of
" Le Bonnet Rouge " have been arrested on the charge of having intercourse with
the enemy.
ITALY.
In a letter to Lord Plardinge Sir R. Rodd relates that the Minister of Agriculture,
in view of the unsatisfactory grain outlook and the complaints as to the neglect of
Italy by Great Britain in favour of France, has expressed the opinion that the battle
in Italy itself, with all the elements of opposition, will be as severe during the winter
as the battle with the enemy on the front.
The British Government have made arrangements whereby the average of coal sup
plied to Italy for August and September will amount to 600,000 tons apart from shipments
from America. - The Foreign Office points out that it is only by putting traffic through
the Mediterranean that the requisite supply of tonnage for Italian requirements can
be secured, and to ensure the safety of this route the Italians must furnish eleven
destroyers to form part of the anti-submarine patrol under the Commander-in-Chief
of the Mediterranean. Mr. Erskine, now acting as British Charge d'Affaires in Rome
during the AmbassadoFs absence at home, understands, however, that this demand
will be opposed by the Italian naval authorities, who fear that the detachment of
such craft, which must come from the Northern Adriatic, would unduly expose
Venice.
ALBANIA.
The Italian Government lias intimated to the Foreign Office that there was reason
to believe that the French and Greeks were anxious to instal Essad Pasha as
Governor of Koritza, and that such an appointment would be greatly resented by
Italy.
GREECE.
The executive control of the Hellenic Fleet, under the Minister of Marine, has
been secured to the Rear-Admiral in command of the British Mission for the training
of the Greek Navy in virtue of understandings arrived at between M. Venizelos,
the Minister of Marine and Captain Clifton Brown.
The French Vice-Admiral at Salamls, who has expressed the opinion that the
British Naval Mission should not be allowed to oust the French from the control o£
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the Greek Meet and from the Arsenal at Salamis, which he needed for the French
Fleet, has asked the Greek Minister of Marine to sign a new agreement with the
French on the subject of this Arsenal. According to this the Arsenal is to be at the
disposal of the French and to be used for the repair of French and Greek ships,
while Greece is to control the police of the Arsenal and pay the staff, all tugs and
lighters, and all repairs are to be under the French who will decide what repairs are
to be done to Greek ships. A mixed Franco-Greek Commission is to decide what
purchases of material are necessary. What the Greeks cannot buy locally must be
provided by the French who have the right to requisition local, supplies.
The Hellenic Minister of Marine has agreed not to sign, this agreement, (which is
prejudicial to the position of the British Naval Mission) for the moment, and
Mr. Crackanthorpe hopes that the Foreign Office will notify the French Government
of the fact that the British Naval Mission has been accepted by Greece and the terms
of the contract already settled.
The British Consul at Janina, telegraphing on 17th September, reported that some
200 persons declared for local autonomy in the Kutzovlach centre of Samariiia,
and that Greek gendarmes wdio were attacked by the Kutzovlachs of one of the
neighbouring villages, had to be rescued by Italians. Greek troops have been sent
up, and the agitation, which was apparently short lived, is ascribed to the effect of
the propaganda maintained by the Italian Consul-General in Janina.
The same Officer refers to the creation of Italian Vice-Consulates in Northern
Epirus (vide Report No. 3-1, page 7), as being..expressly destined to protect persons
and communities who sympathised with the Italian occupation and are now
exposed to Greek reprisals. They will be manned by agents of the Military Political
Department, which aims at fostering ignorance and weakness. in Greece with a view
to Italian expansion.
The Greek Government, however, are not disposed to acquiesce in this manifesta
tion of Italian policy and before the evacuation of Janina by the Italians, the Officer
Commanding the Greek troops in Epirus intimated that he would be unable to
recognise the new Italian Consular officers in that district, in that as they are really
military officers, their presence is for that reason incompatible with the existing
arrangements for an evacuation by Italian troops.
Meanwhile, the Italians insist on maintaining their occupation of Konitaa and the
villages of Molitsa and Kastanieh to the north of it so long as there are French
officers in the Sarandaporos valley, as well as on the retention of certain military
posts above the Santi Quaranta road. Mr. Crackanthorpe has been informed that
Greece is prepared to accept the latter contention, subject to the condition that it does
not interfere with the proper exercise of Greek civil authority.
The occupation of Janina by Greek troops took place on 22nd September, and that
of Philiates on loth September, when the Italian and Greek flags.were mutually
salutad and an appearance of perfect goodwill maintained, both at that ceremony a-nd
at the subsequent reception given by the outgoing Italian military authorities who
withdrew next morning.
The British Government have informed AVashington that, in view of tonnage
difficulties and the unsafety of the Mediterranean route,- it is preferable that Greece
should be provisioned from the East, and have suggested that trade between the
United States might with advantage be discouraged by the withholding of export
licences. The American Minister in Athens is, however, unlikely to support these
representations, as Mr. Crackanthorpe understands that it is probably due to his
suggestion that the Hellenic Government recently proposed the abolition of the
navicert system. Mr. Crackanthorpe urges the importance of the retention of this
system as without it, or some equivalent procedure on the part of the United States,
the whole control of Greek imports under the present rationing S3'Stem will collapse.
The Foreign Office advises Mr. Erskine that the Wheat Executive has agreed to
assume the responsibility of supplying Greece with the necessary grain, as it is
considered that any failure of supplies might lead to an irresistible demand for
tonnage—possibly at a more inconvenient moment.
Mr. Orackanthorpe announces that a daily import of 1,025 tons of sugar into
Greece will be required for rationing purposes on the basis worked out by the Allied
Board at the Piraeus, but this will only be necessary after December, - until when
800 tons daily will supplement local resources. The cpuestion of rationing food and
fuel is-becoming so important that M. Venizelos has temporarily left the Ministry of
W a r in order to supervise the Ministry of Supplies.

SERBIA.
The British Government have invited the united States to assume the expense
-and responsibility o£ sending Yugo-Slav volunteers for the Serbian Army to Salonika,
while Great Britain and France will arrange for the transport of such volunteers from
the rest of. the world. This arrangement supersedes the proposals for sending
Yugo-Slavs who volunteered in the United States to Canada in the first place, which
were under consideration while the United States were still neutral.
Sir C. Spring Rice, however, points out that the United States are not at war
with Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, or Turkey, and can hardly take active steps to
facilitate the formation of an army destined to fight against these countries.
Sir C. des Graz learns that certain Serbian deserters now under Austrian influence
have evolved the idea of a Yugo-Slav Republican Federation. They are said to be
in contact with Bulgarian revolutionaries in Switzerland.
On the other hand, the Serbian Minister in London has been informed that the
Jugo - Slav Socialist delegates sent to Stockholm by permission of the Austrian
Government, have declined to return to Austria, and have asked for assistance to
-enable them to come to England.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
The launching of the Seventh German War Loan has been heralded by patriotic
announcements signed by the Prussian and Bavarian Crown Princes which appeared
in " Der Tag " of 21st Sentember.
The Intelligence Bureau's Weekly Report for 19th September states that the
economic situation in Germany, apart from the sufferings of the masses from scarcity
and bad quality of food and from clothing difficulties, and apart from the terribly
adverse foreign exchange rates, appears to be not unsatisfactory. The subscription
for the new loan, which is the seventh, was opened on Monday, 17th September,
and will close on or about .19th October. There is plenty of money available for the
subscription. Enormous fortunes have been, made by Government contractors. The
commercial classes have not been able to spend in the lavish way that was customary
before the war. Agriculture has been paying well. Capital has been accumulating
and is so plentiful that the banks are paying only some 2 per cent, on deposits. The
new 5 per cent, loan—the s e v e n t h - i s being issued at 98. The Government is
making it more popular by an express declaration to the effect that it will never
reduce the interest without simultaneously offering to redeem the loan at par. A new
series of Exchequer 4-,- per cent, bonds is being issued at the same time as the new
loan, also at 9S. These bonds are redeemable after 60 years, but the chance of a
.good premium is held out by drawings at stated intervals, the bonds so drawn being
redeemed at 115.
At a meeting in Berlin of the German. Patriotic Party (vide Report No. 34, page 8)
Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, in discussing the Belgian question, stated that a really
neutral Belgium had never existed. Belgium had always been the bridgehead of
England, and that Germans must therefore wish that in future Germany and not
England should be the protecting power of Belgium, as on that point turned the
cpuestion of German economic and military existence.
Sir W. Townley reports that the career of Dr. Michaelis as Chancellor is,
according to opinions expressed to a neutral by members of the German Legation
.at The Hague, unlikely to be prolonged until Christmas. Von Payer, the Radical
Leader, is suggested as his successor.
The " Germauia," which was subsequently suppressed for another indiscretion,
on 19th September protested vigorously against the Pan-German agitation, saying
that a bottomless pit which cannot be bridged separates the views of these people from,
its own, as indeed from those of the Imperial Government as well.
AUSTRIA.
According to a Press report the Hungarian Minister of Finance estimates the
expenditure for this year at three milliards of kroner (approximately 126,000,000£. at.
normal rates of exchange) and hopes to meet the increase of 260,000,000 kroner
(10,900,000L) on last year by new taxes on income, oil. petrol, war profits and
-commercial combinations.
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The new session of the Hungarian Parliament has opened, and it will now he
seen whether the new Prime Minister, Dr. Wekerle, was in earnest about his
declaration in favour of electoral reform.
NETHERLANDS.
Sir W. Townley conveyed the British offer of 100,000 tons of coal to the DutchGovernment just before the meeting of the Conference which was considering the
German coal proposals. As a result the pro-German elements in the Conference
suffered defeat and it was decided that' the Netherlands Government should
immediately requisition tonnage to bring the coal' It is understood that the coal
wall be consigned directly to the Government Coal Distribution Office and will be
insured and transported by the Dutch Government. Some 25,000 tons of shipping
have been commandeered for the purpose, and the Foreign Office has agreed to allow
Black List ships, to be used for these shipments under certain conditions. The
prices quoted for the coal to be supplied to the Netherlands Government, f.o.b., vary
from 23s. to 28s. Gd. per ton according to quality.
This will do much to counteract the German pressure which has been brought to
bear upon the Netherlands. Sir W. Townley considers that the question of the coal
supply is the chief form of this pressure, and is further of opinion that the pressure is
more a manifestation of economic necessity and commercial foresight rather than due
to some new and obscure political scheme. At present no German coal is available,,
and the Germans have fixed an absurd cash price for purposes of negotiation only,,
hoping thereby to frighten the Dutch to agree to pay a lower price partly in cash and
partly in credits. The British Minister has, however, reminded the Dutch unofficially
that they have themselves decided that to grant credits to one belligerent only is
unneutral, and consequently that if credits be granted by Holland to Germany similar
accommodation will be looked for by Great Britain.
The Foreign Office is anxious to reduce Dutch exports to Germany as far as
possible, and to that end the German pressure which is exerted in the opposite
direction must be combated, but while the progress of our negotiations has been
helped by the grant of coal to the Dutch it is still hindered by the difficulty of
inducing Holland to permit the transit of foodstuffs for Belgium relief while she is her
self prevented from importing similar supplies for her own population from overseas.
SWITZERLAND.
Representations have had to be made again to the Swiss Government, protesting
against the partiality shown by Switzerland towards the Central Empires in the
supply of munitions, and the Foreign Office has directed Sir H. Rumbold to indicate
to the Swiss what will be the consequences unless evidence be forthcoming that this
attitude has been abandoned.
The ^Swiss Government have protested strongly against that suspension of the
transit of goods for Switzerland from Netherlands through Germany which was
brought about by the seizure of cocoa en route through Germany, referred to in
Report No. 33, page 12.
In view of the difficulty of securing an adequate supply of oil-cake for Swiss
requirements in the United States, Sir H. Rumbold has been instructed to find out
whether the large quantities of cotton-seed cake which are available in Egypt,,
possibly as much as 20,000 tons, would meet the needs of Switzerland.
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SWEDEN.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Swedish Charge d'Affaires in Washington has
complained to the United States Government of the seizure by the British authorities
at Halifax of four diplomatic bags addressed to the Swedish Legation, and that the
Secretary of State hopes that the bags will not be retained in view of the effect of
such action on the result of the elections in Sweden. The Foreign Office, however,
has been led to believe' that one of the bags has been tampered with en route, and
maintains that diplomatic immunities cannot be considered to cover such a caseShould delay be inconvenient, it is proposed that the bags should be forwarded to

Washington under guard, and there opened in the presence of a member of the
Swedish Legation and of British and American officials.
The United States Government, which is anxious as to the attitude of Sweden,
and wishes to avoid any incident which might arouse Swedish national spirit against,
the Allies during the elections, have asked that the bags should, be allowed to proceed
with their bearers to New York, and that they should there be lauded without
examination, provided that the bearers give their word of honour that nothing is
contained, in the bags contrary to strict neutrality. As, however, on a previous,
instance in which Diplomatic bags, when opened in the presence of an official of the
Swedish Legation to which they were consigned, were found to contain u.uneutral
matter, the "Foreign Office insists upon the necessity for opening the bags in the
manner i^reviously suggested.
In view of -the attitude of the Swedish Government, which may either stop the
export of iron ore to the Allies and divert the present Allied share to Germany, or
stop the transit of Allied goods to Russia, Sir E. Howard suggests that it would be
impolitic to press for the total prohibition of the export of iron ore and other metals
to Germany. He would prefer to negotiate with a view to the reduction of the
exports to Germany in order that the balance may come to the Allies, on the ground
that a total prohibition of export to Germany on the part of Sweden would be
construed as an unneutral act.
Sir E. Howard has been informed that the Foreign Office is unwilling to agree to
the release for Sweden of goods stored in other parts of Scandinavia, chiefly
because the United States are negotiating for full and free transit through Sweden
to Russia, and the acceptance by Great Britain of such temporary arrangements
might weaken their position. At the same time, the Foreign Office points out that
the Russian Government object to the release of portions of transit goods for sale in
Sweden, which, moreover, affords an opportunity for illegitimate profiteering.
Sir E. Howard understands that the Swiss Consul in Stockholm has obtained a
Russian licence to import into Sweden 30,000 tons of oil-cake and 10,000 casks of
linseed oil from Russia, and that the First Secretary of the Russian Legation in
Stockholm is the prime mover in this matter. Further, the Minister has information
that quantities of oil-cake are being smuggled into Sweden from Finland ports.
In an election speech delivered on 18th September, Mr. Trygger, leader of: the
Conservatives in the Swedish Upper House, declared that the Swedish, love of justice
and honour, as well as Swedish interests, which demand neutrality, would prevent
Sweden from associating herself with those who sought to crush the great culture
bearing German nation.
The final results of the Swedish elections show that the new Lower House, which
is to meet on 15th January 1918, is composed as follows :—
Brantingite Socialists
- 86, a gain of 14 seats.
Socialists of the Left 12, a loss of 2 seats.
Liberals
- 62, a gain of 5 seats.
Conservatives
- 58, a loss of 28 seats.
National Association
3
Peasants' Association 9
The United States Minister in Stockholm learns that opinion is growing in favour
of the formation of a new Administration from among the Parties of the Left in
view of the results of the election. Efforts are being made to persuade the l u n g in
this direction, in opposition to the influence of the Queen who desires the retention
of the present Ministry. The French Minister, after a conversation with the Minister
for Foreign Affairs, is inclined to the opinion that the present Cabinet will hold
office at least until the opening of Parliament.
Sir E. Howard deprecates the action proposed to his Government by the Italian
Minister in Stockholm and tentatively approved by the Russian Government in
accordance with which a joint Allied protest is to be delivered to Sweden against the
unneutral acts of its officials, in order to prevent the King of Sweden from appointing
another pro-German Ministry after the elections. The United States Minister has
associated himself with his British colleague in this objection, considering that the
course proposed would excite resentment in Sweden.
The French Minister has advised his Government in a similar sense and is of
opinion that the best way of bringing these matters to the knowledge of the Swedish

public is by means of a question and answer in one of the Allied Parliaments. On
this, Sir E. Howard's comment is that it would be better not to use the British
Parliament for this purpose.
NORWAY.
Sir C. Spring Rice states that owing to a shortage of flour in New York the United
States authorities have taken over 8,000 tons of flour of the stock of 18,000 tons
bought there by Norway, and that part of the price is the release for shipment of the
remainder. This action is understood to be exceptional. It is, however, according to
Sir M. Eindlay, being trumpeted in Norway as a diplomatic victory, and "has
apparently prompted the Government to take steps to increase the native production
of copper a commodity at present imported from Great Britain.in order, as the British
Minister believes, to prepare for as long a resistance as possible to any pressure
which Great Britain may bring to stop all Norwegian exports to Germany
(vide Report No. 33, page 13).
Sir M. Findlay again emphasises the disastrous effect of a policy of making small
concessions upon our prospects of striking a heavy economic blow at Germany, but in
spite of this it appears that a Norwegian merchant, having bought a further
18,000 tons of flour in New York has received an export licence for 9,000 tons from
the United States Government in return for the sale of the remainder to the Belgian
Relief Organisation. In view of this the Foreign OfEce urges Sir C. Spring Rice
to impress upon the authorities in Washington the exceedingly difficult position in
which the British Government have now been placed owing to the action of the
United States in allowing Norway to obtain a six months' supply of grain in spite
of the embargo and the measures taken by the Allies to conform with it.
DENMARK.
His Majesty's Government have apologised for the violation of Danish neutrality
and offered reparation for any damage which may have been caused to Denmark by
British. naA^al forces off the coast of Jutland on 1st September.
Sir G. Spring Rice reports that the United States Export Board, in the matter of
bacon, fish, and mineral oil (Vide Report, No. 34, page 11), considers that the best policy
is to maintain the embargo and refuse petroleum. The bacon question will settle itself
shortly, and it is better that Denmark should confine her energies to being self
supporting rather than build up a food reserve which might at any moment be seized
'by Germany. The shortage of mineral oil for home consumption in the United States
is a plausible excuse for refusing export permits, wffiile the control of coal by the
Allies will prevent the Danes from, drawing other supplies from the Argentine or
elsewhere.
Mr. Gurney notes the reduction of the Danish stock of pigs and suggests that
the bacon if not wanted in the United Kingdom might be diverted to Norwa3*in order
to decrease the amount available for Germany. Sir M. Findlay, however, states that
the Danes are asking for compensation, failing which they threaten to stop the export
of pork to Norway, although it is being sold freely to Sweden without compensation.
Mr. Gurney tmderstands that the Danes dare not entirely close down the export of
bacon to Germany so long as any may be going to Great Britain.
In connection with the proposals now under discussion that American oil should
be supplied in return for a limitation of fish export to 25,000 tons per annum, the
Foreign Office draws the attention of Washington to the apparent probability that
Germany will be able to supply mineral oil to the Danish Fishing Fleet wherebj^ a
supply of at least 100,000 tons of fish per annum would be secured for Germany.
Mr. Gurney hopes that the export of nitrates from Norway to Denmark may be
stopped unless the supply to Germany be reduced by a corresponding amount or
special concessions obtained from the Danes in return.
A Danish newspaper published a tenclencious article in connection with an
espionage trial in Germany in which thinly veiled accusations are made against
certain British officials in Denmark. Mr. Gurney, considering the article to be
inspired by Germans as a set-off against the American disclosures, has protested to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs against the publication of such articles, and was
assured that the Minister considered that it was incorrect that attacks should be made

on members of foreign missions. The Minister for Foreign Affairs also promised to
approach the editor of the " Folitiken " with a view to the prevention of the recurrence
of such incidents.
SPAIN.
The Foreign Office has asked for assurances that the German submarine at Cadiz
(vide Report No. 33, page 13) shall be kept interned, and has invited the co-operation
of France in this matter.
The Spanish Government have intimated their readiness to accept unlimited supply
of British coal which is to be fetched, in Spanish bottoms in return for unrestricted
facilities for the export of iron ore, pyrites; lead, and other minerals from Spain toGreat Britain. The British Government, while prepared to give bunker facilities to
Spanish shipping outside Spain as before, insist upon the export of coal from Spain
being prohibited by the Spanish Government. In view of the possibility of a change
of Cabinet in Spain the Foreign Office proposes to conclude an agreement on these
lines as soon as one or two minor points have been settled.
Sir C. Spring Rice considers that it is unlikely that the Spanish Government will
be able to obtain any coal from the United States owing to the acute existing shortage
in that country.
The British Consul in Bilbao reports that local bankers consider that if the export
of gold from the United States to Spain be prohibited the exchange will fall to
10 pesetas. According to Press reports the prohibition came into force on 24th
September when the Spanish exchange against sterling was 20'50 to 11.
PORTUGAL.
Field Marshal Sir D. Haig has intimated that the proposed visit of the President of
the Portuguese Republic to the West Front would most conveniently be timed if it
were to take place on or about 8th October or 15th October.
SIAM.
In view of the fact that the British Charge d'Affaires has applied to the Indian
Government to secure accommodation for the 296 alien enemies at present interned
in Siam and to the Admiral at Singapore for the necessary-transport, the Siamese
Government have asked to be supplied with a precedent for such a transfer.
ARGENTINA.
On 19th September the Senate of the Argentine Republic passed a Resolution in
favour of the suspension of diplomatic relations with Germany by 23 votes to one,
but Sir R. Tower reports that the Chamber of Deputies adjourned on 22nd September
on learning of the official disavowal by Germany of Count Luxburg's acts.
Sir R. Tower, on 24th September, was told by two Argentine Ministers of State
that the President of the Republic would be unable to refuse to declare Avar upon
Germany if the country were to insist on such a course, as he could not steer a course
between neutrality and Avar.
Count Luxbwrg now wishes to leave Buenos Aires by a Spanish steamer leaving
on 2nd October, and has requested the Argentine Minister for Foreign Affairs to
obtain a safe conduct for him. The Foreign Office, however, has instructed
Sir R. Tower to explain that a safe conduct will only be granted for an unbroken
voyage direct to a neutral country contiguous with Germany.
Pending more satisfactory arrangements which are now under' discussion with
various British authorities, the United States Exports Board is unlikely to grant
licences or bunkers to neutral ships bound for the Plate, unless they undertake to
return thence in cargo for the United States, but will permit the export of. binder
twine, Avhich is needed for sacking the xVrgentine grain crop.
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H.M.S. " Glasgow " arrived off Buenos Aires on 20th September. The Captain
was received by the President of the Argentine Republic, and official entertainments
were given in honour of the visit, which was also well received by the public. After a
highly successful visit, H.M. Ship left on 25th September.
MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins understands that General Carranza is now in communication with
Pelaez (vide Report No. 34, page 12). A Rebel Conference has been held where the
representatives of several factions are believed to have plotted concerted action
against General Carranza.
PERU.
Mr. Rennie learns that the Peruvian Minister in Berlin has advised his Government
that the German Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs appears well disposed over the
" Lorton " case, and has promised preferential attention to the Peruvian repre
sentations.. The British Minister has also noticed that public opinion is becoming
less interested in the affair.
CUBA.
The Foreign Office has informed Mr. Leech that for the present no more coloured
British subjects will' be required as recruits for service in the West India Regiment
in France.
COSTA RICA.
Sir C. Mallet announces from Panama that the Republic of Costa Rica has broken
off relations with Germany, and that the German Charge d? Affaires in San Jose, who
had been suspected of plotting to foment internal trouble, has now applied for his
passports and a safe conduct to Berlin for himself, his family and his staff.
URUGUAY.
Mr. Mitchell Lines reports that a popular demonstration of sympathy with the
Argentine Republic and the Allies took place on 19th September, and urges that as
the moment for a rupture between Uruguay and Germany is now favourable a decision
to accept the Arbitration Treaty should be no longer postponed, the more so as the
Minister for Foreign Affairs has again pressed for a decision.
UNITED STATES.
Lord Reading, who was received by the President of the United States on
21st September, has arranged to visit Canada on the invitation of His Grace the
Governor-General with Lady Reading and Lord Northcliffe, and will be at Ottawa on
October 4th, 5th and 6th.
Lord Reading reports that President Wilson was inclined to agree to the proposals
put forward by his Lordship on behalf of the War Cabinet, that United States troops
should be sent to France as quickly as possible, and should take their -place on some
part of the line as and when ready without waiting for the completion of the Army to
take over a portion of the Front. Lord Reading explained that French moral needed
encouragement and there would be disappointment in France if no active American
co-operation were to be looked for from American troops before next spring.
The President was eager for details about the present developments of submarine
warfare, and Lord Reading, who offered to supply any required particulars, is con
vinced that as everything depends upon the President, it is of the first importance
that he should be kept as fully informed as possible, and that he should be satisfied
that nothing is being withheld from him by the British Government.

Lord Reading assured the President that the War Cabinet was anxious to co
operate closely and wholeheartedly with the United States and, with that end in view,
to supply every information. The President entertained fears that American repre
sentatives on British or Allied Boards might lose their independent judgment, as had
already happened in some cases. The conversation is to be resumed later.
Sir W. Wiseman, telegraphing from. New York on 21st September, considers that
the situation had improved during the last two months. Mr. McAdoo is more
inclined to be helpful as he now realises his responsibility were Allied finance to
collapse owing to niggardliness on his part. The action of Lord Reading, who
is a persona
grata with all the administration, has helped to bring this
about. There is as yet little public enthusiasm for the war, but the British are
becoming less unpopular while the Government is growing impatient with the French.
The President has confidential information about the depression of French moral and
is prepared to do anything in reason to remedy this, such as the sending up of United
States troops into the fighting line earlier than would otherwise have been clone.
It may be possible to persuade the President to send either Colonel House or
Mr. Baker, the Secretary for War, to Europe to confer with the military authorities
in London and Paris.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the American Press is not much interested in the
invitation sent to members of both Hoitses of Congress by the Lord High Chancellor
and the Speaker of the House of Commons to visit Great Britain and the British front
(vide Report No. 33, page 21), and it appears that the invitation w*as issued prematurely
owing to a misunderstanding. The President, however, seems to have formed the
opinion that the British invitation to Members of both Houses of Congress, to visit
London and the British sectors of the West Front was in some way connected with
the proposals put forward by M. Franklin-Bouillon suggesting American co-operation
with the Inter-Allied Parliament. In any case, according to the "Times," the
Foreign Relations Committee, after consultation with the President, has decided to
decline both invitations.
The proposed Convention between Great Britain and the United States on the
subject of compulsory military service for British subjects in that country enables
either party to call up for service its nationals resident within the territory of the
other. Both parties will assist in this operation and give facilities for transport.
Those who do not return to their respective countries, either freely or under arrest,
will become liable for service in the country of their residence, provided that they
be not exempted upon the formal request of their Diplomatic Representative. The
oath to be taken by any person entering the military service of a foreign country will
not be considered as an oath of allegiance involving his expatriation under the laws of
his own country. Deserters will be arrested and returned to their own Armies.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships, reported
iost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 14th September
20th September inclusive, is 81,914 tons, of which 56,628 tons were British, as
compared with 70,027 tons of which 37,128 tons were British, reported last week.
The German wireless announces an enemy claim to have destroyed 808,000 tons of
merchant shipping during August. This appears to be an exaggeration of some
51 per cent.,-the actual figures, according to the War Trade Intelligence Reports,
for the first 30 days of August and the last five clays of July (five weekly returns)
being 542,140 tons.
Sir C. Spring Rice has been informed by the Foreign Office that 15 ships,
averaging 9,000 tons gross, are being built in Japan for the British Government.
The Portuguese Government are willing to employ four of their ex-German ships
in trade between British, French and Portuguese ports, and Sir L. Carnegie has been
instructed to press them to do so without delay.
In the matter of the ex-enemy ships in China the British Government now propose
that if Japan will agree to employ her share of the nine ex-enemy ships in Siam,
which have now been condemned by the Prize Court and are under repair, on war
work, they will no longer press for such employment for the Japanese share of the
ships in China.
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The British proposals for the allocation of the ex-enemy ships in China have now
been made in detail:—
To the United States
- 2 ships of a total of 11,200 tons.
To Japan
- 0 ships of a total of 11,661 tons.
To Great Britain
- 6 ships of a total of 12,037 tons.
To China
- 2 ships suitable only for river work.
The British share would be handed over to the Inter-Allied Chartering Executive
to be chartered equally between Great Britain, France and Italy.
The Uruguayan Government, provided that they be relieved of any financial obli
gation which might cause them to become liable for heavy compensation in the event
of loss of the ex-enemy ships in Montevideo, are prepared to use them for trade to
Europe. Otherwise they will be employed between American ports.
The question of obtaining leave from the Swedish Government for the free use of
the Kogrund Channel for the passage of eight Russian ships of some 2,000 tons apiece
and over, now in Russian waters, depends upon the result of the Swedish elections,
and Bis Majesty's Government are unwilling to press the Russians to release them
unless the Kogrund passage is free.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS..
According to the German Press, the German and Austrian replies to the Papal
Peace Note were handed, to the Nuncios at Munich and Vienna respectively, on
20th September, but at noon on 22nd September the Cardinal Secretary of State
informed Count de Salis that he had received neither reply, and on 23rd September
the Vatican semi-official journal, while publishing texts of the replies furnished by a
news agency, stated that no official communication had then been received by the
Holy See.
The German reply refers to the prolonged efforts of the German Emperor towards
averting the present war, and welcomes with special sympathy the suggestion put
forward, by His Holiness that in future the material power of arms must be superseded
by the moral power of Right. It accepts in consecpuence the theory of regulated
simultaneous disarmament by sea, land and air, aud of compulsory arbitration.
The Austrian reply supports the Papal proposals for a limitation of armaments
under appropriate guarantees, for the liberation of the high seas from domination or
paramountcy, and for compulsory arbitration in international disputes.
Part of the German Press praises the replies as contrasted with the violence of
President WilsoiTs " tirade," and finds that they are in harmony with the wishes of
the Pope and. the Reichstag peace resolution. Other sections, on the other hand,
deplore the wording of the later paragraphs which tend to convey an impression that
Germany finds herself in so unfavourable a position that she sees in peace the only
possible solution of her difficulties.
The "Vorwarts" of 19th September foresees an officially engineered publicity
campaign, of which the Chancellor is supposed to be ignorant, directed against a
"lukewarm peace" and against'the attachment of importance to Parliamentary
resolutions ; on the other hand, the " Tageszeitung" considers that the Erzberger
agitation which culminated in his speech at Biberach. has borne fruit in the speech of
Dr. Pieper, who denies that Germany has any interest in the destruction of British
tonnage, or in the national bankruptcy of Russia or France, and the Austrian Govern
ment is understood to have instructed their Minister in The Hague to emphasise their
desire for peace in any conversations he may have.
Sir W. Townley has private information to the effect that Herr Dernburgon behalf
of the Majority group in the Reichstag has asked Mr. Heemskerk, a former Dutch
Prime Minister, to address members of that group on the subject of Belgium,
as the German official reply to the Pope is considered non-committal and unsatisfactory,
and as a final fight has now become necessary in the Reichstag. According to a
later telegram Mr. fieemskerk has already left for Berlin on this mission. The British
Minister believes that he will urge the unconditional evacuation and. restoration, of
Belgium on the grounds that no conditional German offer concerning that country
will be entertained by the Allies, and that Belgium cannot be made an object o£
barter.
.
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The attention of Sir F. Villiers has been drawn by the Belgian Under Secretary
of State for.Foreign Affairs to the communication forwarded by the French Govern
ment with reference to the special peace terms which the Germans propose to
offer to Belgium through the Vatican as a sequel to their reply to the Papal Note.
These terms have been detailed by Herr von Kuhlmanu in conversation with the
Papal Nuncio in Munich and provide for the restoration and independence of Belgium.
Germany would pay a share of the compensation due for war-damages, but Belgium
must guarantee that Germany be never again menaced as in 1914. Germany must
enjoy the right freely to develop her commercial enterprises in. Belgium, particularly
at Antwerp, and the administrative division of the country into Flanders and Wallonia
must be maintained as Germany wishes it for reasons of racial sympathy.
The Japanese Government, fully sharing the views of the British Government
with regard to the Papal Note of 1st August, have requested. Great Britain to acknow
-ledge the receipt of that Note on their behalf to the Holy See, to which no Japanese
representative is accredited.
Lord Bertie in a despatch to the Foreign Office reports that French public; opinion
still hopes to obtain the French desiderata in the question of peace, which, are
enumerated below, but considers that so soon as the British offensive be brought to
an end for the winter a great deal of French front should be taken over by the British
so as to let the French troops rest, and thereby enable the French Army to hold on
until the arrival of the Americans. In spite of disappointment, France is staunch in
her belief in ultimate victory and, relying on the assistance of Great Britain and the
United States, is prepared to face another winter of war, but if there are signs of
weakening on the part of Great Britain we must not be surprised if these are
reproduced in France. .
The French desiderata in the question of peace : - 
(a) Evacuation and rehabilitation by Germany of the occupied, parts of France
and Belgium, with guarantees against further aggression.
(b) The recovery of Alsace-Lorraine.
(c) A slight rectification in favour of France of the frontier of Luxemburg, the
rest of which should be ceded to Belgium.
(cZ) The cession to France of the valley of the Saar, i.e., the frontier of 1814.
le) The payment to France of a war indemnity.
The French. Government realises that no part of the German Colonies conquered
by troops of the Dominions can be retrocecled, and is prepared to come to an agree
ment with Great Britain as to the disposal of the West African Colonies. It is hoped
.and expected that Great Britain will insist upon resuming possession of Heligoland.
Sir W. Townley understands that Herr von Kiihlmann has sent his brother-in-law
Herr von Stumin to Holland in order to find out the intentions of the British Government
with regard to peace, and Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Netherlands Minister is
"talking peace" in conversations -with American, journalists," but will not permit the
Associated. Press to quote him on the subject. The German secretary of" the Papal
Delegate in the United States is also in communication with the Hearst Agency on
the same topic, but is equally guarded. The Netherlands Minister gives December as
the date when peace may be looked for.
According to Press reports Sir H. Rumbold understands that the Municipality of
Berne proposes to entertain the delegates who Avill attend the forthcoming Inter
national Peace Congress at Berne. Sir W. Townley believes that the Congress will
open on 15th October, and hears that the Central Empires will be very fully repre
sented, some dozen names of well-known personages, including several notable
pacifists, being already mentioned in that connection.
GENERAL.
Considerable difficulties are being experienced by General Hanbury Williams in
finding suitable accommodation for the British prisoners of war to be sent to Holland
from Germany in virtue of the recent Hague Agreement, and Sir W. Townley reports
that the General has so far received little practical assistance from the Netherlands
Government and has been hampered by the dishonesty of house agents.
Escaped officers have given detailed accounts of the atrocious treatment to which
British officers at Strohen have been subjected by German non-commissioned officers
and sentries. The British Government are gravely concerned and indignant at this
news and have asked for a report on the subject from the Netherlands Minister in
Berlin.

The Spanish Ambassador in Vienna understands that the suspension of the
parcel post to prisoners in Turkey which has given rise to a protest from the British
Government is due to extensive troop movements. The suspension does not affect
prisoners in the Vilayet of Aidin. The seriousness of this hardship must be
considered in the light of Sir H. Rumbold's telegram reporting the opinion expressed
by a Germanxloctor, who has returned from Turkey, that conditions are unbelievably
bad and that hardly any prisoners of war would come out of Turkey alive. The
Minister, however, has been informed by the International Red Gross at Geneva that
49 gravely disabled prisoners of war, of whom the majority are British, may be
expected to arrive shortly in Vienna from Constantinople. Sir W. Townley is informed
that the Sublime Port while declining to permit representatives of the Netherlands
Government to inspect prisoners' camps has agreed to allow an official to the
Legation in Constantinople to visit the camps for the purpose of investigating the
needs of the prisoners for the coming winter.
The Netherlands Minister in Constantinople was informed by Talaat Pasha that
he had irrevocably decided to deport all British subjects other than women and
children from Constantinople and Smyrna if Ayoub Sabri be not released shortly. The
Minister has, however, succeeded in delaying the internment of British subjects until
the end of the month.
The Netherlands Minister in Berlin has been informed by the Ministry of War
that officer-prisoners are to be transferred to Hoi zm in den camp from Schwarmstadt
which was reported by the visiting Commission of Dutch doctors to be overcrowded
and insanitary [vide Report No. 34, p. 15).
The Danish Minister for Foreign Affairs has proposed the repatriation of equivalent
numbers of British and German combatants of corresponding ranks now interned in
Denmark. The British Naval Attache favours the suggestion, as there are at present
one officer and 12 naval ratings of the crew of the submarine E 13 at present
interned in Denmark.
Mr. Gurney learns that the Russian Government have directed General Ivalishevski
to'proceed to Copenhagen with two representatives of the Russian Red Cross to
attend a Conference to be summoned by the Danish Red Gross at which Allied and
enemy delegates will be present to discuss the question of sending food supplies to
the Russian prisoners held by the Central Empires.
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SECRET.

APPRECIATION OE THE ATTACHED WESTERN AND GENERAL
REPORT, No. 36.
THE EMPIRE AND THE WAR.

This week's budget of Imperial news, comprising the speeches of Mr. Hughes and
General Botha against an inconclusive peace—further evidence of the firm attitude of
the Canadian Government over the carrying into effect of compulsory service, and the
patriotic resolve of the New Zealand Parliament to waive their proposals for leave to
the troops in the interests of military efficiency—certainly shows no signs of any
flagging of the spirit in which the British Empire is euteriug upon the fourth winter
:

of the Avar.
IMPERIAL PREFERENCE.

Sir C. Spring Rice's suggestion that the existing system of Imperial preference in
the West Indies should be suspended in view of the American food economy campaign
opens up an alarming vista of similar proposals for upsetting the domestic financial
and fiscal arrangements of the British Empire as a testimony of our appreciation of
the efforts of our Allies. To accede to it will be to make the absurd admission that
any terms of internal preference within the Empire constitute ipso facto an unfriendly
act against our Allies. It is not suggested, apparently, that the American preference
in the Philippines should be suspended, in appreciation of the services of Australia
and Japan to the common cause.
CANADA.

The retirement of Sir W . Laurier from, the Liberal leadership, if confirmed,
will not only mark the end of an era in Canadian politics, but may have a decisive
effect upon the whole complexion of political events in the immediate future.
THE " AFFAIRE BOLO."

The Bolo " Pasha " affair becomes more mysterious and more inconsequent with
each fresh, revelation. It is difficult to decide at present whether the facts throw a
more unfavourable light on the internal situation in France where such a humbug
could Uourish, or on the German secret service which could squander its money—and
depreciate the mark—on so egregious a pantomime villain. His connection with
Caillaux and Giolifti, if confirmed, shows how far the ramifications of German bribery
have spread in Allied countries, and suggests that, even in this country, pacifist and
revolutionary movements may have their stimulus in something more directly practical
than mere doctrinaire crankiness. No doubt even an East End air raid panic can be
improved by a little judicious expenditure and organisation.

JAPAN AND CHINA.

Viscount Ishirs proclamation at Washington of a Japanese " Monroe doctrine " for
China, is immeusely significant, not only as regards Japanese policy in the Far East,
but as regards the whole trend of world policy towards the division of the world into
a limited number of large groups or protected areas. Such a division, if each area is
substantially self-contained and affords room "for the national and economic aspirations
of the peoples comprised, with in it, is in itself a substantial guarantee of stability and
peace in the future. The process is, consequently, one to be encouraged and kept
in view in the eventual settlement at the close of the war.
PEAC E DISCUSSIONS.

Count Czcrniifs last speech shows the characteristic defects of Teutonic cookery;
the millennium custard is almost too luscious to be really palatable. In substance his
proposal is that Austria will refrain from territorial annexations if we will agree to
disband the British Navy.
4th October 1917.

L. S. A.
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PART

I.-BRITISH

EMPIRE

AND

AFRICA.

CANADA.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in addressing a gathering of the Liberal. Party at Ottawa on
3rd October, announced his intention of resigning from the Leadership of the Liberal
Party. It is understood that a party convention will be held shortly to consider the
the choice of a successor.
From a speech delivered this week by the Minister of Trade and Commerce (Sir
George Foster) it is concluded that the General Election will not take place before
January or February of next year. " We shall take up four months, and may be five,"
Sir George Foster declared, " in making the necessary arrangements for carrying on
the war both before and. during the election in Canada."
Comparing the casualties at the Front with the enlistments in the Dominion for
the first tw o weeks of September, Sir George Foster stated in the above-mentioned
speech that they showed conclusively the need for the immediate enforcement of
conscription whether the, election was delayed or not, " I t would only take eight
months of that kind of action, or rather inaction," he added, '' to wipe out every
Division we have at the Front."
The issue of the Proclamation calling up men under the Military Service Act will
not take place before the middle of October. It is anticipated that only unmarried
men between the ages of 20 and 34, who are fit for combatant service, will be affected
by the first Proclamation. The Board of Selection, which was established for the
purpose of choosing one member on each of the Local Tribunals, has adjourned till
9th October without selecting all the nominees. The postponement and consequent
delay has arisen through the absence of the Saskatchewan members of tho Board, but
many of the appointments of other Provinces have been practically completed. Mean
time 90 Medical Boards are at work in different centres in the country, examining men
who are desirous of ascertaining their medical category before being called to the
Colours. The Military Service Council has issued a statement upon arrangements
for exemption. Employers may ask for exemption of men who are physically fit on the
ground (I) that the national interest demands that the man should, be left at his work ;
(2) that, the man should be placed on work for which, he has special qualifications ;
(3) that it is expedient in the national interest that the man should continue to be
educated or trained for any work. Relatives may apply for exemption on the same
grounds, or for some special domestic reason. It has been decided not to exempt
certain listed occupations, as originally proposed, and each individual case for
exemption, therefore, will be considered solely on its merits.
A further Conference of Western Liberals has been called in order to consider the
attitude to be adopted in view of the forthcoming General Election.
The stonework of the new Parliament Buildings has been almost finished, and it
is expected that the whole building will, be completed in two years.
The Dominion Marine and Fisheries Department is considering jointly with the
Shipping Board of the United States the matter of transferring vessels engaged on
the Great Lakes to oversea service.
r

NEWFOUNDLAND.
His Majesty the King has approved of the appointment of Mr. Charles Alexander
Harris, of the Colonial Office, to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Newfound
land, in succession to Sir Walter Davidson. His Majesty has given directions for the
promotion of Mr. Harris to be a Knight'Commander of the Order of St. Michael and
St. George.
The Government have announced that if sufficient men are not forthcoming under
the present voluntary recruiting methods, selective conscription will be enforced.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
The Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes), in a speech at Bendigo, said that without the
British Navy liberty would have been lost to Australia. With reference to peace
prospects, he said there could be no permanent peace, and no peace of any sort,
except that which would prevent the recurrence of such a war. It was as senseless,
wrong, and immoral, he added, to urge a premature peace as to urge peace between
good and evil.
The Prime Minister has given an assurance to the Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Tudor) that the Government have no intention of introducing conscription by
means of a Government Regulation.
On the motion for adjournment of the Federal Parliament, which took place on
27th September, the Prime Minister announced that the House of Representatives
would probably reassemble in the third week of November.
Before the adjournment, the Federal Parliament passed the Bill taxing bachelors
and childless, widowers 57,. or 5 per cent, of their incomes, whichever should' be
greater (vide Report No. 35). Men permanently incapacitated with incomes below
I50L and men over 60 receiving below 100L are exempted.
. A Bill was also passed appointing, a salaried Minister of Repatriation. The
Minister will be assisted by an honorary Commission of six, including two returned
soldiers or sailors. Senator Millen has been sworn in as Minister of Repatriation..
The Prime Minister in addressing the W'omen's National League referred to the
great need of increased population in the Commonwealth. .He said it would he
necessary to devise a policy which would attract tens of thousands of British soldiers
and other persons from overseas.
The coal strike in New South Wales is practically at an end, as the Southern and
Western Miners' Lodges have decided, almost unanimously, to accept the Govern
menfs terms.
The Commonwealth Government have expressed their readiness to receive, if
required, enemy deportees from China for internment, providing that the Chinese
Government bear all expenses, including the cost of transport.

NEW ZEALAND.
With reference to the proposals of the New Zealand Government for extended
leave to members of the original New Zealand Expeditionary Force, and to the
objections raised by the War Office (vide Reports Nos. 32 and 35), the House of
Representatives in Secret Session have passed the following resolution :—
" The Members of the New Zealand House of Representatives at this Conference
assembled,. with all the information which has been supplied to them,
unanimously, but most regretfully, agree that the proposals for giving
- furlough to the main body so that they might be able to visit their homes in
New Zealand cannot under existing circumstances be given effect to."
The Governor-General, in forwarding this resolution, adds that Ministers loyally
accept the judgment of the Army Council, and have informed the General Officer
Commanding the New Zealand Forces accordingly. The disappointment to the
troops themselves and to the people of New Zealand will be great, but will be borne
with fortitude.
SOUTH AFRICA.
At the meeting of the South African Party Congress at Pretoria, the Prime
Minister (General Botha) delivered an address in which he emphasised the fact that
the war had been forced upon the Allies and that the only thing to do now was to
fight to a finish. An-inconclusive peace, he stated, would only mean another and
perhaps greater war in the future, which would constitute a serious menace to South
Africa, and he therefore declared that the peace must be " one which will be beneficial
" to the whole world and will enable every country to shape its future on a sound
*' basis." With reference to the Republican propaganda of the Nationalist Party, the

Premier said that the members of this Party were not in earnest and only wished to
gain a few votes. He repeated his previous declaration that the people in South
Africa lived under a Constitution which granted every kind of liberty. As to the
rumours of a Coalition with the Unionist Party, General Botha, in giving a denial,
stated that it would be dangerous to swop horses in the middle of a fast-running
stream and to go in for new ventures when the main object should be to see the war
brought to a successful issue.
At the first meeting of the South African Party Congress, the Minister for Agri
culture (Mr. van Heerden) discussed the industrial situation and congratulated the
country on its great progress and unprecedented prosperity, notwithstanding
the war.
A discussion took place at the Congress upon the question of reunion with the
Nationalists, and a Resolution was passed expressing willingness to secure a better
understanding on the basis of maintaining the Union Constitution, and carrying out
the obligations connected with it, and also of recognising the principles of the South
African Party. A Resolution was, however, unanimously passed emphatically re
pudiating the propaganda in favour of Republicanism and endorsing Mr. Merrimahs
anti-Republican Resolution, which was passed by the House of Assembly during the
last session of Parliament.
A. further Resolution, unanimously passed' hy the Congress of the South African
Party, thanked General Smuts for his services and expressed a hope for his safe
return. Another Resolution, which was carried unanimously, gave support to the
policy of settling returned soldiers on the land.
His Majesty's Government have informed the Portuguese Government that they
agree with their proposal that Maritz and his companions should be kept in Portugal,
and consider it most undesirable that permission to go to Holland shoidd be given to
any of these men.
RHODESIA.
At a large and representative meeting held at Bulawayo on 29th September i n
support of the movement""for responsible Government, a Resolution was carried
unanimously stating that a continuance of the present form of Government, by which
the administrative authority is vested in the Chartered Company, is opposed to the
best interests of Southern Rhodesia. The meeting further unanimously declared
itself in favour of approaching the British Government with the object of obtaining
responsible Government, in terms supplemental to the Company's Charter, immediately
after the war.
WEST INDIES.
The British Ambassador in Washington has suggested that, in view of the food
economy campaign in the United States in the interests of the Allies, the existing
preference granted to Canadian flour against United States flour in British Guiana.
Trinidad, Grenada, Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Kitts, Barbados, and Antigua shoidd be
suspended during the war.
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PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

FRANCE.
Bolo Pasha has been arrested as being implicated in a pacifist plot arranged by
the ex-Khedive of Egypt, the former German Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
a former German Ambassador in Rome, and Sadik Pasha for the corruption of the
French Press. The scheme was to be financed by German money. Meanwhile,
M. Bonnefous has asserted in the Chamber that M. Malvy admitted to the Radical
Socialist group that he had made a monthly subvention of 8,000 francs to confirm the
wavering patriotism of the late M. Almereyda, of " Le Bonnet Rouge." Sadik Pasha,
from. Geneva, protests that in all his dealings with Bolo he was only the agent of the
ex-Khedive, to whom Bolo had promised restoration and revenge in Cairo.
Lord Bertie learns that documents implicating M. Caillaux with the Bolo intrigues
have been seized. They are said to establish his connexion with Bolo's Italian agent
Cavallini, and Lord Bertie understands that the Government which has found its position
strengthened by the recent arrests and won the applause of " LTntransigeant," intends
to sift the scandals of this " affaire" without consideration of persons.
The " Matin " states that Bolo at one time entertained the late Marchese Delia
Chiesa, the brother of Pope Benedict XV., at his villa at Biarritz (vide Italy).
According to another Press report the " Affaire Bolo " appears; to be connected with
the " Affaire Turmel," which in turn is thought to be a part of the " Affaire du Bonnet
Rouge." In any case the defence of Bolo has been entrusted to Turmefs advocate.
- Sir II. Rumbold has ascertained that the proceedings of the Secret Session of the
French Chamber are given away by the Kienthal Socialist fraction who met after each
session, and. drew up a proces verbal which.they sent to a certain Guilbeaux in Geneva
who forwards it to Germany.
At the meeting of the Socialist Federation of the Seine held on 30th September
M. Thomas was loudly applauded when he urged all Socialists to aid National
Defence by military and diplomatic action. The Majority Socialists carried their
resolution in favour of voting for war credits in Parliament by 5,005 votes to 2,867,
and will send 22 delegates to the Socialist Congress at Bordeaux next Saturday
ffith October), while the two groups of the Minority will send 2d delegates between
them.
According to the report of the Intelligence Bureau on France for 27th September,
observers in touch, with the French working classes report that they are in no
way anxious to stop the war but in general agree with M. Thomas in demanding a
more vigorous prosecution, of the war as tending to establish labour in a more
favourable position for enforcing its demands than could readily be attained in time
of peace.
Lord Bertie understands that the question of the Parliamentary control of the armies
has been shelved for the present owdng to General Petahfs opposition, although the
Press still devotes space to the discussion of the proposals.
Lord Bertie learns that the French Government desire to be represented on the
United States Shipping Board and hope that the British Government will make
suggestions in this sense in Washington.
The French Government, having learned from M. Tardieu that Lord Reading was
proposing to make use of certain private agreements between Great Britain and
France in his American negotiations, point out that they have not been advised
officially of his intention to do so or even consulted as to the desirability of such a
procedure, and conclude by asking for information as to the status of Lord Reading
while employed, as at present, in the United States.
The Commission of the French Chamber for Foreign Affairs has recommended
that Wallis Island (in the Pacific, about 400 miles, north-east of Suva in Fiji and about
200 miles west of Savaii in the Samoa group) should be constituted as a French colony.
The Island has been reckoned as a French dependency for many years.
Lord Bertie reports that a serious strike, of which no mention is permitted in the
Press, has begun among the operatives at the Renault aviation works.
1

ITALY.
The ramifications of the Bolo plot (vide France) have become international in their
scope. The French Secret Service has discovered that Bolo has supplied 20,000,000
lire to the Giolittist Party in Italy to be used for pacifist purposes. It appears that
this money has been deftly applied, and while on the one hand the Italian Government
find themselves faced with. Signor Giolil,ti's threat to bring about a pacifist revolution
if they do not make peace, on the other hand they fear that the investigation of Bolo's
affairs may reveal that many prominent Italians have benefited, by Bolo's distribution
of German funds.
In a despatch of 13th September, Sir R. Rodd gives details as to the manner in
which the recent ministerial crisis was solved. The crisis arose out of the strong
attacks made upon Signor Orlando, the Minister of the Interior, for weakness in
dealing with, seditious elements, a weakness generally believed to have been due to
the Socialist leanings of his chef de Cabinet, Commendatore Corradiui, and to the want
of energy of the Chief of the Secret Police, Commendatore Vigliani, who has been
suspected of sympathies with his former patron, Signor Giolitti. By consenting to
the resignation of these two officials, Signor Orlando has given guarantees that a
more vigorous direction will be given to his office in dealing with the anti-patriotic
agitation which is believed to be directly supported by the Central Powers, and has
apparently satisfied his colleagues as to his own attitude. This compromise may
involve new difficulties when the Chamber meets, but meanwhile Signor Orlando will
have had a month's grace in which to make good his professed, intention of exercising,
a more vigorous control over the pacifist agitation.
In a despatch of 15th September Sir R. Rodd quoted Baron Sonnino as saying
that the previous policy of the Ministry of the Interior could not be maintained in
view of the fact that the official Socialists, who had hitherto avowedly refrained from
sabotage and deliberate interference with the prosecution of the war, had now, with a
few exceptions—which included, however, their leader, Turati—openly announced
their intention of using every means to stop the war before the winter.
Sir R. Rodcl, in the same despatch, adds that the Turin riots on 1st September
were evidently more serious than, he had at first reported. So far from being merely
due to an accidental shortage of the bread supply they were due to deliberate and
careful organisation, supported by funds from abroad. ' Barricades were skilfully
constructed, and parts of machine guns had been abstracted from the F.I.A.T.
Works to be put together outside. Turin and Florence are, in fact, the danger
spots in Italy, more particularly the former, which is full of Italian " Leninists."
Sir R. Rodd, however, still repeats his conviction that as long as the grain and coal
supply can be assured, Italy as a whole will not fail.
Mr. Erskine reports that the liabilities of the British Government in connection
with the purchase of the orange crop in Italy and Sicily have been reduced " to
l,5OO,O0OL, and the cost of transport. Great Britain is to take over the surplus of
the orange crop, and bear the loss thereon, while the Italian Government undertakes
to dispose of the surplus lemons, converting them into citric acid and essential oil, and
bear the loss on them. No oranges or lemons, or by-products of the same, are to
be exported to neutral countries except under consignment or rationing. In view of
this arrangement the desirability of denouncing the Spanish orange agreement in
part, so as to avoid the swamping of the orange market, is under consideration.
GREECE.
Mr. Crackanthorpe has been informed that M. Venizelos proposes to visit Rome,
Paris, and London at the end of this month.
The Foreign Office has advised Mr. Crackanthorpe of the official communication
to the French Government of the appointment of the British Naval Mission to Greece
and the signature of the contract.
M. Venizelos has undertaken that no fresh agreement with France about the
Arsenal at Salamis will be entered into before the arrival of the British Naval Mission
(vide Report No. 35, pages 7, 8).
In spite of the presentation of the British proposals for closer co-operation with
the Greek authorities in conducting the censorshrp at Syra, the Hellenic Chief Censor
in that island has endeavoured to oust the British officers concerned from the
censorship of telegrams. In conformity with views expressed by the Foreign Office'

(vide Report No. 33, page 9), Mr. Crackanthorpe has pressed for instructions that the
Greek official in question should be withdrawn pending the settlement of the question
of reorganisation now under consideration.
Mr. Crackanthorpe reports that the regulations respecting the movements of aliens
which have hitherto only been applied to the Nomarchy of Attica and Boeotia have
been extended over the whole kingdom. Martial law was proclaimed in the
Nomarchies of Arcadia, Laconia, and Larissa as from 21st September, and in that of
Argolis and Corinthia as from 29th September. These additions to the various areas
already proclaimed (vide Reports No. 33, page 9, and No. 34, page 7) extend martial
law over the wdiole of the Peloponnese, as well as the most important district of
Thessaly.
The British Consul at Janina reports that the Italian occupation of Ivonitza and
the neighbouring villages (vide Report No. 35, page 8) is being maintained on the
ground that French detachments have not yet been withdrawn from Izvor and other
villages to the east of the Liaskovik-Hersek line.
The High Commissioner for Egypt is prepared to advise the Egyptian Government
to recognise as of Hellenic nationality any person who recently enrolled himself as a
Venizelist adherent (under the proclamation of the Commancler-in-Chief in Egypt)
who now volunteers lor the Greek Army. This would facilitate the recruiting for
the Greek Army in Egypt, where regular Hellenic subjects are being called up for
military service in the ordinary way by the Greek Government.
The High Commissioner for Egypt has advised the Foreign Office that no part of
the new crop of cotton seed can be promised to Greece.
SERBIA.
In answer to the objections raised by the Italian Government against the return
of Southern Slav prisoners in their hands for service with the Serbian Army, the
Foreign Office points to the fact that the Italians themselves have endeavoured to
secure for their forces the services of Italian-speaking Austrian and Hungarian
subjects who were prisoners of war in Russia, and to the existence of a considerable
volunteer force of Southern Slavs on the Roumanian front, and has instructed Sir
R. Rocld to continue pressing the Italian Government to accede to the request made
by the Serbian Government (vide Report No. 33, page 8), that southern Slav prisoners
in Italian hands might be sent to Salonika, to join the Serbian Army there and be
employed for reaping. Mr. Erskine, however, found that the Italian Minister for
Foreign Affairs, while prepared to release individual prisoners, even in hundreds,
could not consider the question of wholesale release, as in the first place it would
cause the enemy to send Italian prisoners to work in Turkey, and in the second place
because these Southern Slavs were the most bitter enemies of Italy. He feared that they
would carry on anti-Italian propaganda in the Serbian Army, and might even be
used eventually against Italy. Mr. Erskine remarks upon the bitterness of the
Foreign Ministers language with regard to the Southern Slav agitation, which is
inimical to Italian ambitions in Dalmatia.
Sir G. Buchanan reports that the Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs has agreed
that the credit of 2,000,000 francs" for reconstruction should be shared equally
between Great Britain and France as an advance to the charge of Russia against the
joint loans to Serbia.
Sir C. des Graz understands that the present visit, of M. Pashitch and other
Serbian Ministers to Salonika is in connection with the proposed removal of the
-remainder of the Serbian Government from Corfu to Macedonia.
GERMANY.
The suppression of " Germania " (vide Report No. 35, p. 9) for giving too much
prominence to the views of Herr Erzberger is expected to give rise to recriminations
in the Reichstag, for it is in defiance of the resolution of the Main Committee passed
in August to the effect that the discussion of peace aims should not be subject to
censorship, and that newspapers should only be suspended if their action directly
imperilled military operations. Further, such suspension was to be approved by the
Chancellor. In this case Dr. Michaelis will doubtless overcome the difficulty, but
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from the point of view of the Majority Group he has become more open to the
suspicion of being the partisan of the Pan-Germans. In point of fact, Dr. Michaelis
is only a figurehead put up to shelter Plerr von Kuhlmann, much in the same way that
Prince Lichnowski was imported from Germany to act as an Ambassadorial mask to
the activities of von Kuhlmann when the latter was his nominal subordinate in
London. The way in which the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs is causing
himself to be boomed in the German Press leaves little room for doubt as to his real
position behind the Chancellor. Meanwhile the German Patriotic Party (vide Reports
No. 34, p. 8, No. 35, p. 9) is asserting itself, and Grand Admiral von Tirpitz as its
chief appeals for contributions to the War Loan which is to bring about the over
whelming victory of Germany.
The Pan-Germans are leaving to the Centre Party the duty of attacking the
Erzberger propaganda, and GO members of that body have issued a declaration
deploring the discouragement and division produced among the public by his
speeches, and reasserting the necessity for a peace which is to guarantee the
political security and economic development of Germany.

AUSTRIAN AFFAIRS.
In a recent despatch Sir H. Rumbold, in referring to the peace intrigues emanating
from the Austrian Court and carried on through various clerical channels in
Switzerland, draws special attention to the position of Prince Fiirstenburg, who, while
closely connected with the Austrian Court, and holding all the strings of German
speaking clericalism in Austria in his hands, through his control of clerical
newspapers and. social and educational, organisations, is also so intimately associated
with the German Emperor as to be known as the EmperoFs spy at the Hofburg.
Prince Furstenburg enjoys the peculiar position/of being a member both of the
Prussian and Austrian Upper Houses. Sir H. Rumbold points out that it is
improbable that any Austrian manoeuvres for a separate peace could be concealed from
Germany. If they are winked at it is, he suggests, to leave the door open for
conversations. If these lead up to a peace without victory the blame could all the
more easily be thrown upon Austria.
Sir R. Rodd, in a despatch of 14th. September, summarises a conversation with
M. Gryparis, the late Greek Minister in Vienna. M. Gryparis considers the economic
situation in Austria to be very bad, but not critical enough to preclude-resistance for
some time to come. The new Emperor is convinced of the absolute necessity of
peace, and genuinely anxious to emancipate himself from German influence. Count
Czernin is in agreement with him on these points, but how to secure liberation
from Germany, whose domination alone holds the shaky Austrian fabric together, is
an insoluble problem. Failing its solution, the new Emperors efforts are concentrated
on pressing Germany to accept peace.
SWITZERLAND.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the Swiss Minister in Washington has protested
against some of the terms of the Draft Agreement embodying the conditions imposed
upon the supply of various commodities from the United States. It is stipulated
that if Switzerland obtain any of the articles named from elsewhere the amount so
imported will be reckoned in reduction of the ration granted by the Exports Board. A
general condition prevents the Swiss from re-exporting any article imported under the
Agreement to an enemy or northern neutral country either directly or as a component
part of any other form of goods. Grain and fodders imported, are not to operate to
release similar articles of Swiss origin to the above-named destinations ; the importa
tion of maize, oats and barley is to stop the export of preserved meats, and that of
oil cake and oil. seed meal to depend upon the contract supply of tinned milk to the
French and British Armies. No imported mineral oil, machines, forgings or machine
parts are to be used in any factory working for export to enemy or neutral countries.
Leather and cotton imports will close-down exports as above of leather or rubber
boots and shoes, saddles, hides, and tanned leather, as well as cotton goods of all
;-sorts, or in which cotton is used. Facilities are to be given for United States
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representatives to supervise the proper execution ,of the conditions laid down in this
Agreement which is to run for a year and a day from 1st October 1917.
NETHERLANDS.
The Dutch Mission in the United States has proposed to the Exports Board
a comprehensive division of Dutch ships and cargoes dn United States ports
between Holland and the Belgian Relief Service, Sir G. Spring Rice has urged that
the United States Government should remember the main question of the conditions,
on which Holland is to be allowed to get grain and feeding stuffs and not allow
themselves to be led away into some partial agreement as was done in the case of
Norway (vide Report No. 35, p. 12). At present the Exports Board incline to fix the
amount of bread stuffs required by Holland at 300,000 tons, that of oils and fats at
40,000 tons, while no feeding stuffs will be needed if the number of cattle is to be
reduced, and the Ambassador points out that the unwillingness of the Board to
increase this ration is not in accordance with the recommendations of Sir W. Townley.
An authoritative communique, issued apparently by the German Legation at The
Hague to the Dutch Press, states that as Germany can only supply 250,000 tons of
coai per month, an inadequate amount for the needs of Holland, no special efforts will
be made to prevent the arrival of coal from Great Britain, but before free passage can
be guaranteed for British coal an agreement covering the supply of German coal must,
be entered into, as' Germany cannot admit that the Netherlands should first secure a
British supply and thus need German coal less urgently when they come to bargaining
with Germany.
The British Government has decided that the Navy is not to provide convoy for
the Dutch ships engaged in the coal trade to Holland.
Sir W. Townley reports that the Netherlands Oversea Trust has agreed not to.
allow any exports to Scandinavia.
A British. Order in Council of 29th September prohibits, as from 8th October,,
all exports to Holland except printed matter and personal effects accompanied by
their owner. The Order applies to the parcels post, but it is possible that applications
for licences to export goods hitherto free but now prohibited may be considered for
a short time.
r

SWEDEN.
Professor Eden, the Leader of the Liberal Party, and Mr. Brauting, the Leader of
the Socialist. Party in the new Chamber, were received in audience by the King of
Sweden on 2.8th September, and the Conservative Administration resigned on 1st
October. The King of Sweden sent for two leaders of each of the three main parties,
in the new Chamber (vide Report No. 35, p. 11) and invited them to form, a Coalition
Ministry and to report to him on his return from the manoeuvres on 7th October.
Mr. Branting is of the opinion that a Liberal-Socialist Coalition will be formed
under Professor Eden, the Leader of the Liberal Party, and according to information
furnished to the British Minister by a leading Socialist the Liberal Socialist Coalition
has agreed upon a common programme and four Socialists will enter the Cabinet.
Sir E. Howard reports that there is a possibility that Mr. Branting may join this new
Cabinet as Minister of the Interior, while Mr. Hellner is spoken of as Foreign Minister.
Mr. Branting is willing to take office if his presence in the Cabinet would cause the
Allied Governments to have greater confidence in the new Coalition than in the
existing Conservative Administration, and, while personal assurances have been given
to this effect, Sir E. Howard has caused a warning to be communicated to the
Socialist Leader that the present blockade policy cannot be altered. Baron Palmstierna,.
a Socialist leader, in representing the difficulties of Mr. Branting's position if. the
Allies refused to grant any accommodation to Sweden, was informed that the remedy
lay with Sweden herself ; other neutrals had entered into shipping agreements, and
even in the matter of the export of iron ore the difficulties dreaded by Mr. Branting
might not prove insuperable.
According to a Press report a Swedish regiment stationed at Vesteras rioted on
28th September as a protest against short rations. This ma3 be of importance owing;
to the fact that the Swedish Autumn Manoeuvres are impending.
r

The American Legation in Stockholm, understands that for some time past
30 telegrams daily have been transmitted by the Swedish Government on behalf of
Germany, and that repayment of 1,300,000 kr. (94,500L at present rates of sterling
exchange) has recently been made on this account.
Owing to the recent revelations as to the action of the Swedish diplomatic officials
in the Argentine and Mexico with regard to German messages, the British Govern
ment has stopped all Swedish cipher telegrams over British controlled cables, but
Sir C. Spring Bice has been instructed to inform the United States Government that
it will always be open for them to send the Swedish messages from Washington
through the State Department and the American Minister in Stockholm.
The State Department has asked that the Swedish diplomatic bags detained at
Halifax may be forwarded to the British Embassy in Washington, and is prepared to
have them opened either in the Embassy or in the State Department (vide Report
No. 35, pages 10-11), and to this the Foreign Office has agreed.
In a letter to Lord Hardinge of 18th September Sir E. Howard says that the
publication of the transmitted German telegrams produced a tremendous impression
with the public and greatly shook the position of the Government. The only
unfortunate feature had beeu the attitude of the English and American Press which,
in its insistence of a change of Government in Sw eden, had provoked a strong
reaction. He lavs stress on the intense pride and obstinacy of the Swedes, who are
prepared at the slightest suggestion of outside dictation to mount their high horse
and refuse to listen to reason. This applies to the whole nation, but Sir E. Howard
thinks that when Sweden is no longer governed by junkers and courtiers it wull be a
A ery good country to deal with and to live in.
The Russian Minister has informed Sir E. Howard that only 10,000 tons of oil
cake are available in Russia for export to Sweden, and not 30,000 as was at first
stated (vide Report No. 35, page 11).
With reference to the invitation to co-operate in the joint Allied embargo upon
exports to Sweden, Mr. Nordman, the head of the Economic section of the Russian
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, expressed a fear that such an announcement on the part
of Russia might precipitate Sweden into the arms of the Central Powers, or at the
least provoke a suspension of transit facilities for Russian imports through Sweden.
While reassured on the former point by Sir E. Howard, Mr. Nordman explained that
no more oil-cake was available for exportation to Sw eden, and it was suggested
that a pretence of exportation might be kept up, care, however, being taken
that no mineral oil or lubricants should be allowed to cross the frontier. Such a
solution of the difficulties envisaged in the second point might prove acceptable in
London where these questions are being discussed between the Allies.
According to Sir E. Howard the Swedish Minister for Agriculture on 25th September
declared that Sweden had only 50 per cent, of the amount of bread-corn, and 40 per
cent, of that of fodder required for normal, consumption. The potato harvest was
good, but in view of the lack of other foodstuffs there would probably be a shortage
by the spring.
Sir E. Howard reports that he has had to refuse permission to a Swedish
Co-operative Society to buy rice in transit for Russia, and indicates that repeated
attempts are likely to be made to obtain such goods in Sweden while the existing
arrangements remain in force.
r
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NORWAY.
The British Government have instructed Sir M. Findlay to notify to the parties
concerned that all agreements regarding the importation of grain, flour, maize and
other feeding stuffs into Norway have been denounced as from 27th September.
A British Order in Council of 29th September prohibits, as from 8th October, all
exports to Scandinavian countries except printed matter and personal effects accom
panied by their owner. The order applies to the parcels post, but it is possible
that applications for licences to export goods hitherto free but now prohibited may be
considered for a short time.
Sir M. Findlay announces that a further 8,000 tons of rye have been granted by
the United States to Norway (vide Report No. 35, p. 12), which appears to raise the
total of grain and flour shipped or promised to some 77,000 tons, or more than two
months' rations for Norway. Sir C. Spring Rice refers to the difficulty of guiding

the Exports Board in its negotiations with Dr. Nansen, who lias been unofficially
informed of the imminence of an American demand for a complete cessation of exports
to Germany.
Sir M. Findlay points out in connection with the suggested cessation of Norwegian
exports to Germany that Sweden enjoys Treaty rights whereby she can continue to
export Swedish ore from Norwegian ports even if similar Norwegian exports to an
enemy destination, are prohibited. Further, the Minister is of opinion that if
Norway were induced to interfere with Swedish ore in transit from Norwegian ports
to Germany it would strengthen the Swedish contention that conditions can be
attached to the Allied transit trade with Russia. The only method of escape appears
to lie in the possibility that the United States will be able to perstrade Sweden to stop
exporting either directly or indirectly to Germany and to export to Holland only such
goods as may be consigned to the Netherlands Oversea Trust.

PORTUGAL.
The President of the Portuguese Republic has fixed loth October for his visit to
the British front in France.
Sir L. Carnegie reports that the proposals respecting the future of the Portuguese
African Colonies made by representatives of the British Labour Party at the recent
inter-Allied Socialist Conference in London have aroused considerable resentment in
Portugal where a Press campaign directed alike against Groat Britain for having
made the proposals and the Portuguese Government for not having protested against
them is in progress. The Minister for Foreign Affairs suggests that the effects of this
slight to the national amour propre may be mitigated if His Majesty the King were to
meet the Portuguese President during the visit of the latter to the West Front. (The
proposals in question contemplated the surrender of the tropical African colonies of
all the Powers to an international authority.)

SPAIN.
Lord Bertie learns that a certain French journalist, by name Gaston Routier, now
in Spain, is accused of having been furnished with funds by the German Naval
Attache in Madrid for the express purpose of founding a Germanophil pacifist news
paper to be published in French as " La Paix " and in Spanish as " El Heraldo de la Paz."
This maj- be connected with the newspaper activities of Bolo Pasha [vide France
and Italy).
The British Viee-Consul at Laraiche in the Spanish, zone of Morocco reports that
a German has been entrusted with examination of the mggage of all persons passing
the Customs, and the Foreign Office has asked that the Germau may he employed
elsewhere.
The Spanish Government, in spite of the supplies of coal which Spain can now
obtain from. Great Britain, approached the American Ambassador in Madrid with view
to getting more from the United States. Sir A. Hardinge understands, hoAvever, that
a reply Avas returned explaining that the supply of American coal would depend upon
the views and prior requirements of the Allies.
JAPAN.
Sir C. Greene communicates details of the new Imperial Ordinance establishing a
Shipping Control (vide Report No. 33, p. 14). According to this the chartering or sale
of Japanese shipping to aliens, or the building of ships for aliens is in future prohibited,
but licences may be obtained to legalise existing agreements or contracts of this
nature. Japanese ships are forbidden to ply only between foreign ports, and may be
expropriated or requisitioned, together with their crews, at the discretion of the
Minister of Communications, Avho may also fix routes to be folloAved and order the
transport of specific persons or cargo.

Viscount Ishii, speaking at a banquet held in New York on 29th September, in
honour of the Imperial Japanese Mission to the United States, defined the. Japanese
policy towards China in order to checkmate the machinations of the enemy's
propaganda against Japan among the American public, lie laid clown the principle
that Japan does not seek territorial aggrandisement at the expense of China for
herself and will not tolerate such action on the part of other Powers. This has
been hailed as a Japanese " Monroe Doctrine " for China, but Viscount Ishii points
out that the Japanese policy is one of self-denial, while the real Monroe Doctrine is
not qualified in that way.
SLAM.
Mr. I .y 1 o reports that the Siamese Government are anxious to adopt a policy of
restricting the privilege of' telegraphing in cypher to Allies and hope that cypher
privileges may be allowed to Siamese representatives and attaches in Europe when
telegraphing to the Ministry of War in Bangkok. This will be necessary in connection
with the proposed despatch of an aviation and motor detachment to the Western
Front.
In spite of her Treaty obligations the Siamese Government are prepared to
consider the question of imposing an. embargo on the export of rice on the ground
that it may be constituted contraband, and have asked to be supplied with the texts
of the embargoes issued by the United States and Great Britain.

ARGENTINA.Both Sir R, Tower and the French Minister in Buenos Aires are of the opinion
that President Irigoyen is supported in his attitude of maintaining neutrality in
spite of the strong advice of the Argentine Congress by Roman - Catholic clerical
influence.
The Foreign Office has proposed to the United States that an offer should be made
to the Argentine Government to purchase at an early date the surplus of the Argentine
crop for a fair price, in return for which facilities would be given for the supply of
coal required by the Argentine, It is pointed out that delay is dangerous, and that
if the necessity were explained which compels the Allies to draw their own grain from
nearer sources, and leave the most distant sources for the neutrals, there would be no
opening for German propaganda in the Argentine or any injury to that country. The
delay is caused owing to the fact that the United States are relying upon the
establishment of a bunker control, which would divert cargoes from the Argentine
to United States ports, as a means of solving the present difficulty. At the same time
the British Government are now ready to act under the declaration of April 1916, and
remove German coal from ships trading to the Argentine if the United. States cannot
agree to the milder course proposed by Great Britain.
The United States authorities are unwilling to purchase the whole of the surplus
fodder-cereals as owing to tonnage difficulties the whole surplus could; not be
transported to the Northern neutrals, but agree that the Argentine Government
should be informed that the purchase of the surplus crops is under consideration,
and suggest that in view of the political situation in the Argentine it would be better
not to restrict jute or coal imports into the Republic at present.
In view of the proposed imposition of export duties, Sir R. Tower has been
instructed to inform the Argentine Government that as the proposed duties will cause
an extra expense of 50O,00OL to the British Government on their purchases of hides
and quebracho alone, every' effort will be made to divert British orders for these
commodities elsewhere.
T

URUGUAY.

Mr. Mitchell Times has been informed by the Minister for Foreign. Affairs that
Uruguay will repeal her neutrality regulations when Great Britain, France, and Italy
agree to sign the Arbitration treaties, and that no move will be made until then. Much
7
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of the delay is caused by the Italian opinion that the expression " denial of justice "
must be interpreted in accordance with Italian legal practice, in which the meaning
is so narrow and technical that it would be impossible for interested parties' ever to
have recourse to arbitration. (Vide Report No. 33, p. 16). It is suggested that this
difficulty may be overcome by exchanging notes to the effect that the term is to be
used in accordance with its meaning in International, and not Italian, law.
As the British Minister is afraid that the favourable moment for securing a rupture
between Uruguay and Germany may shortly pass if action be not taken, he is
endeavouring to persuade the Government to accept the signature of the Arbitration
Treaty by Great Britain and France as a sufficient fulfilment of the required
conditions.
The Foreign Office, however, is pressing both France and Italy to come to an
agreement on the subject of the Arbitration Treaty, and has enumerated the verbal
alterations which must be effected in the present draft to make the Treaty acceptable
to Great Britain. Further, it is suggested that the joint negotiations on behalf of the
three Allies should be confided to the French Minister, as being the senior, and that
he shotdd be instructed to warn the Uruguayan Government that a definite agreement
as to the number of the ex-enemy ships to be handed over to the Allies must be made
as an indispensable preliminary to the signature of the Arbitration Treaty.
COLOMBIA.
Mr. Wyndham reports that a motion condemning the German submarine campaign,
as far as is consistent with the maintenance of strict neutrality, has been introduced
into the Colombian Senate in Bogota by General Holguin.
COSTA RICA.
The Foreign. Office has agreed to grant a safe conduct, valid for two months, to
the German Charge d'Altai res at San Jose, and. the German Consular Officers de
carriere with their families. The party mast proceed together direct to some neutral
country contiguous with Germany, and are liable to be searched as required.
NICARAGUA.
Mr. Young reports that the replies of the Central American Republics to the
proposals of Honduras for the restoration of the Union of Central America betray no
great enthusiasm for the idea. Nicaragua suggests that Washington or Panama
should be the scene of the discussions, and that the Republic of Panama be invited
to take rank as a Central American Republic. Guatemala suggests that the existing
Delegates to the Central American Bureau in Guatemala should be entrusted with the
arrangement of preliminaries. San Salvador proposes that the discussions should be
under the auspices of the United States, Mexico, and certain South American
Republics. Costa Rica has not replied, and as Washington has not yet recognised
President Tinoco of that State, and has, moreover, intimated that Central American
recognition of his position would be regarded with disfavour, the negotiations will
probably be delayed.
MEXICO.
The Belgian Charge d'Affaires on 28th September recognised General Carranza
on behalf of his Government as President of Mexico.
Mr. Cummins reports the outbreak of another strike at the Mexican Eagle
Company's works at Tampico. Other oil companies are affected.
CUBA.
Mr. Leech reports that one Paul Burger, a former clerk in the German Legation
in Havana, has been arrested. He has been employed' by the Spanish Minister who
is in charge of German interests in Cuba, and is accused of having issued Spanish
passports to Germans which have enabled them to go to the United States and Mexico.

PERU.
On 25th September the Peruvian Minister in Berlin was instructed to demand a
satisfactory reply to his previous representations on the subject of the " Lorton " case
within eight days, failing which the Peruvian Republic will break off diplomatic
relations with Germany.
Mr. Rennie learns that the German Minister in Lima came to an understanding
with the late Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs, in virtue of which Germany
acquired an important position with regard to the Peruvian oil-fields, and offered to
provide the capital required for the expropriation of existing oil interests in Peru,
while the Republic agreed to grant no fresh oil concessions during the war.

UNITED STATES.
In accordance with orders issued by the War Office, all members of the Military
Forces of the Crown in the United States must report their arrival to the Military
Attache, wear uniform on all occasions, and produce their passports at any time on
demand.
Lord Reading, who is much impressed by the lack of co-ordination between
Government Departments in Washington proposes to visit New York in order to
confer with-Colonel House. The Counsellor of the State Department has called on
Lord Reading to discuss this question of co-ordination which in his opinion is one of
pressing urgency.
At present there is no control except in the hands of the
President.
Sir C. Spring Rice believes there is some anxiety as to whether the total amount
of the new issue of Bonds will be taken up, and the Secretary of the Treasury is
undertaking a three weeks' campaign in order to popidarise the loan.
The Foreign Office has Informed the States Department unofficially that the Chinese
Labour Corps employed by the British Government in France has proved an
unqualified success, but points out that if the United States cannot find adequate
reserves of labour in America, and wish also to employ Chinese coolies, some
arrangement between the two Governments as to recruiting areas and equality of pay
will be necessary.
The following extracts from a letter dated 7th September, from Sir C. Spring
Rice to Mr. Balfour, are of interest:—
" The indications are that the President is absolutely determined to carry on the
Avar, but he is also absolutely determined to maintain his full and complete
independence. . He retains his original idea, when he thought of being mediator, even
now that he is a belligerent. He is not a belligerent among other belligerents, but
something apart. It does not mean that he will not give every possible help, and
make every possible sacrifice, but he will not be bound by any sort of agreement, nor
will he incur even the possibility of being supposed to have an agreement. Both to
the Committee of the Senate and M. Bouillon he expressed himself very positively as
to his intention to go on with what he had begun. But he impressed on both of them
that he was not bound to any particular course of action, tie has clearly before him
the ideal of a reformed Germany, over whom there will be more joy than over ninety
nine just nations. With this Germany no measures of reprisal or repression or
even of defence will be necessary. With no other Germany will he treat.
Rumours are current, chiefly among the extreme Republicans, that the
President, although anxious to make the weight of the United States felt in the war,
is bent on peace, and there are indications in certain quarters of the Press, although
probably these are without official inspiration, that an idea prevails that the President
should use the power which he now possesses over the Allies to force them to accept
any terms acceptable to himself and to Germany. It would no doubt be an immense
advantage to this Administration to bring the war to an end, if this could be done
with any appearance of success. The Democratic Party is liable to the accusation that
the President obtained his power by saying that he had kept the country out of war,
and used it by bringing the country into war. It would relieve them from this
accusation if the President could also bring them out of the war. Germany, however,
at least official Germany, has shown no tendency whatever to offer the President a
7
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helping hand. There are the usual professions and promises of an unofficial kind.But I think you ought to hear in mind that if the President could be convinced that
his ideals are secured and his mind is satisfied with any proposal made to him he
would undoubtedly insist on the Allies accepting it without consulting them before
hand. The movements of his mind are mysterious and rapid. He does not hear
anybody or consrdt them, and nobody knows beforehand wdiat his decisions are likely
to be . . . . One of the reasons why the President objects to having responsible
agents abroad to keep him informed of military and naval and other matters is that
he has a rooted distrust of military and naval advisers, and that he has had an
extremely disagreeable experience with various special commissioners. House turns
out to be the only one that he can really trust to, and I suspect that he gets all his
information of an unofficial character through House as General Intelligence Officer
and editor of news. House is absolutely unselfish and quite devoted to the President.
He has no political aim of his own, he is endlessly patient as a listener, and very clear
as an informant. The President trusts him to give him what he hears without any
colour of personal interest, But the strain on House, who is almost without assistance,
is becoming intolerable, and I don't know how long the present system will be able
to last. You ought, however, to know one of the reasons why the President was
reluctant to accede to our perfectly natural wishes that he should have a direct
representative on the Allied Council."
SHIPPING SITUATION.
Sir A. Peel learns that the Brazilian Government have decided not to sell or
charter any of the ex-German ships, which are to sail under the Brazilian flag, and do
not wish to enter into separate negotiations with any one of the Allies, but are willing
to place them at the disposal of all the Allies "who will prescribe the courses to be set
after mutual discussion
The question of British recognition of this transfer of German shipping to the
Brazilian flag has now again been raised in connection with the sailing of the exGertrude Wizenmann " from Rio, bound for New York.
The Chilean Government propose to purchase the German ships now lying in
Chilean harbours, and hope that the British Government will raise no objection, as
the ships are to be used for the transport of Chilean grain to Europe.
Mr. Rennie reports that all ex-German ships in Caliao and Mollendo now occupied
by the Peruvian Authorities have been seriously damaged.
The Portuguese Government have informed SirL. Carnegie that they are prepared
to use half the ex-enemy tonnage not yet handed over to Great Britain, in trade
between British or French and Portuguese ports, but the ships must remain in the
possession of the Portuguese Government. While Portugal cannot hand, over four of
these vessels to Great Britain, as was at one time thought possible, owing to popular
disapproval of the suggestion the Government is willing to charter to Great Britain
any of them which may not, be required for the Portuguese trade. (Vide Report
No. 35, p. 15.)
Sir C. Greene reports that five steamers are being built in Japan for the French
Government. (Vide Report No. 35, p. 15.)
In connection with these shipbuilding activities, the Japanese Government have
proposed that the United States should license the export of 450,000 tons of material
before the end of 1918 in return for the transfer of 600,000 tons of existing shipping
before the end of September 1919. Sir C. Spring Rice is of opinion that these terms
will not prove acceptable in Washington, as he understands that the United States
Exports Board is anxious rather to purchase than to charter Japanese tonnage, and is
not interested in deliveries of shipping made after July 1918.
Sir M. Findlay suggests that a number of Norwegian ships newly built in Holland
under engagement not to carry cargoes for the Allies might profitably be employed in
carrydng coal from Great Britain to Holland under the new arrangement with that
country. This would release Dutch ships for ordinary trade.
In view of the urgency of the need for guns with which to arm merchantmen,
the British Government have invited the principal maritime Allied States to supply
4-inch and 0-inch guns removed from old ships or modern warships laid up for
long refit.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships, reported

lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 21st. September
27th September inclusive, is 54,310 tons, of which 28,298 tons were British, as
compared with 81,914 tons, of which 56,628 tons were British, reported last week.
Lord Northcliffe has drawn attention in the American Press to the official statement
made by Sir Joseph Maclay to the effect that " unless the United States faces the
" shipping problem and constructs 6,000,000 tons of shipping annually, the military
" efforts of the United States will be crippled from the start."

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Sir W. Townley understands that the Austrian Government is displeased with
those paragraphs in the Brdgarian reply to the Papal Note which emphasise the
national unity of the Bulgarian people, and that the Austro-Hungarian Minister has
been summoned from Sofia to give explanations.
With reference to the alleged special Peace terms for Belgium (vide Report No. 35,
p. 17), a " Wolff " telegram to a Dutch newspaper denies that such proposals were
ever made to the Papal Nuncio in Munich. This may be taken as a German
official denial of the report.
Sir W. Townley draws attention to German Press reports and privately expressed
opinions to the effect that the King of the Belgians has lately made repeated efforts to
hurry on the opening of peace negotiations, and to embark on pourparlers on this
subject with the Prussian Hohenzollerns through Madrid..
Count Czernin, speaking at a banquet in his honour at Budapest, is reported in
the Dutch Press as having favoured a scheme for obligatory international arbitration
and. general disarmament on land, coupled with the freedom of the high seas, but not
of the narrow seas. In these circumstances, if the enemy completely evacuates
Austro-Hungarian territory, the Dual Monarchy will be prepared to forego any
territorial aggrandisement.
Sir H. Rumbold describes the highly interesting views itpon the Pan-German idea
for an ultimate settlement furnished by Professor Jaffe, editor of journals and author
of books dealing with Political Economy, and described as " one of Helfferich's right
hand men." It will be noticed that these do not tally at all with those put forward
by the Austro-Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Germany will decline to give up Alsace-Lorraine, which is shortly to be erected
into a Federal State of the Empire under a Roman Catholic Prince of the House of
Wurttemberg, but a readjustment of the frontier near, and including, Metz might be
made in return for central African compensation.
Germany will recognise Poland as independent, but will not cede her own Polish
provinces. An independent Lithuania will be erected comprising Courland and Riga,
which is to be a Free Port, in order to allow the new Poland to have access to it.
France and Belgium, will-be evacuated, but Belgium is only to get 150,000,OOOZ.
in compensation for damage done, of which Great Britain is to pay half. Further,
Belgium, must have no standing army, and must dismantle all fortifications on the
German frontier.
In Africa Germany recognises the finality of the loss of German South-West Africa,
for which compensation must be found elsewhere, but opinion is divided as to the
disposal of the rest of the Continent. Some want all Central Africa—others prefer a
concentration on the Atlantic Coast, leaving the East Coast to Gireat Britain.
Austria-Hungary is understood to be willing to surrender the Trentino and Trieste
provided the latter be made a free port if in exchange Serbia and Rumania enter the
Monarchy. In that case a Southern Slav State would be formed uniting Serbia,
Montenegro, Dalmatia, and Croatia, and Transylvania would be added to Rumania,
but both these enlarged kingdoms would be subordinate members of the Hapsburg
Empire.
The Central Empires, if their wishes are met in this way, are prepared to abandon
Turkey and join hands with Great Britain and France in the development of that
country while agreeing to the internationalisation of the Straits.
Professor Jaffe thinks any policy of refusal to treat with the Uohenzollerns would
irritate and estrange many Germans otherwise disposed to consider peace on these
terms, and suggests that if the Imperial Chancellor were made responsible to the
Reichstag the Imperial wings-would thereby be adequately clipped.

Sir H. Rumbold understands that the Syndicalist International Peace Congress in
Berne [vide Report No. 36, p. 17), is being attended by Austrian, Bulgarian, German
and Hungarian delegates, and by Italian representatives from local workmen's clubs.
While it is reported in the Press that the French Government will not issue passports
for French delegates, Sir H. Rumbold is informed that perhaps two representatives of
the Confederation Generale du Travail who are strongly opposed to pacifism and
Zirnmerwaldism have been deputed to attend. The Swiss Delegates are supposed to
be anxious to restrict the discussions strictly to the motion for transferring the
Central Secretariat of the organisation from Berlin to Berne or The Hague.
GENERAL.
The Porte appears to be basing its action in threatening to intern all British
subjects in Turkey on a letter from Ayoub Sabri complaining of ill-treatment at the
hands of the British authorities. The Foreign Office declares this letter to be a
case either of forgery or perjury, as its supposed writer has denied on oath all
knowledge of it, and has requested the Netherlands Minister in Constantinople again
to press for a general exchange of British and French civilians in Turkey for Ottoman
civilians in Great Britain and France.
Proposals have also been made' to the Porte, through the good offices of the
Netherlands Government and Minister at Constantinople, for a mutual exchange of
British and Turkish invalid prisoners of war.
The Hellenic Government having been notified by the Porte that four Greek
Consular Officers were being detained in Turkey pending the release of Suleiman
Bey, a former Ottoman Consular Officer, now in Egypt, the Foreign Office has
informed the Swedish Charge cFAffaires that the Egyptian Government will repatriate
him.
Sir W. Townley has been instructed to intimate to the Dutch Government that if
250 British civilians interned in Germany be sent to England in the " Sindoro " and
other steamers now ready 1,050 German civilians interned in this country will be sent,
back on the return voyage. All the civilians referred to are over 45 years of age.
The Foreign Office draws the attention of Sir G. Buchanan to the curious reports
as to the existence of an Austro-Russian Agreement for the exchange of prisoners
which has already been denied by the Petrograd Government (vide Report No. 33,
pp. 20-21). The British Minister in Berne learns that Mr. Kerensky has expressed
himself in writing as being much in favour of such an exchange, and the Bureau
Ukrainien has published details of the alleged Agreement.
Sir W. Townley draws attention to the astonishing mendacity of a Dutch traveller
in England who has telegraphed from Rotterdam to a German newspaper a detailed
description of the partial destruction of the Tower of London, the Bank of England,
Westminster Bridge, and. the Houses of Parliament, by aeroplane bombs and the
indescribable panic which accompanied these incidents, and suggests the advisability
of restricting the travelling facilities of so-called neutrals.
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It. is satisfactory to note that progress is being made with the organisation of the
Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau. The more progress is made during the war with
this and kindred organisations for effective common action in economic matters, both
within the Empire anil among the Allies, the more- rapid will be our recovery after
the war, and the greater will be the anxiety of the Germans to make peace quickly
before the world outside is so completely organised as to allow them no opportunity
for reorganising their system of economic penetration and control of vital materials
and key industries. Mr. Hughes states the strength of-our position bluntly but
correctly when he says that Australia can get on quite well without Geriuany's high
class goods, but that Germany cannot get on without wool and metals.
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SOUTH AFRICA.

The settlement of the tiresome controversy over the wool clip will help the
political situation by depriving I lie Nationalists of a grievance which Chey have been
exploiting as an argument against the Imperial connection. It, does not seem to
have occurred to them that in these sort of bargains the position of a neutral, subject
to the whole pressure of our highly organised blockade system, is far less favourable
than that of a British Dominion where the sense of partnership and common interest
predominates over all other considerations.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.

The Chancellors excommunication of the Minority Socialists as enemies of thei
country may recall old memories to many of the Majority Socialists, and help to shake
their allegiance to the Government, whose attitude seems to be swinging more towards
the Right again. The revelations about the mutiny at Wilhelnishafen will accentuate
the reaction and so intensify the estrangement with the Socialists.
r
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AUSTRIAN AFFAIRS.

The Emperor and the ingenious Dr. Wckerle seem to have hit on a new solution
of the problem of unifying the South Slavs within the Austin-Hungarian Empire.
This is to incorporate the whole of the South Slavs except the Slovenes in. an enlarged
Croatia. Magyar pride and constitutional prejudices would thus be reconciled by the
fact that the domain of the Hungarian Crown was enlarged and not diminished, and
that the Dual system was maintained intact. Austria, freed from holes, Dalmatians,
and the Italians of the Treutino, might then reorganise itself on Hungarian lines,
putting Bohemia in. the same position as the enlarged Croatia. The Dual system
would thus eventually, in fact if not in. name, be converted into a Quadruple
system.

SOUTH AMERICA.

From the point of view of I lie economic future the rupture ol relations with
Germany by fern, Uruguay, ami apparently also Ecuador, marks a further important
contraction (not far off a million square miles in mere area) of the ever-narrowing
neutral zone.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

The fear of the economic future is becoming more and more the donrinahl note in
the discussion of peace by thinking Germans, and betrays itself at every turn in. the
utterances of Government spokesmen. But it is a mistake to imagine that it will make
the enemy pliable beyond a certain point. There are certain irreducible minima which
Germany will not yield except to the sword, even if site has to starve for a generation.
Tlerr you Kiihlmaiin seems to lay down -Alsace-Lorraine as one of these. But one
may fairly suspect a mental reservation with regard to Metz and French Lorraine.
11th October 1917
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P A R T I.—BRITISH E M P I R E AND

AFRICA.

IMPERIAL AFFAIRS.
Following upon the Resolution passed at the Imperial War Conference on
23rd April in favour of establishing an Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau in
London, the War Cabinet have considered" a Memorandum from the Ministry of
Munitions and a Report by the Committee appointed by Dr. Addison, upon which
representatives of the Dominions, Colonial Office, India Office and other Departments
served. The Minister of Reconstruction, has been authorised by the War Cabinet to
proceed with a scheme for the establishment of the Bureau, subject to further
consideration.
1

CANADA.
With regard to Sir Wilfrid LaurieFs intimation of his desire to relinquish the
leadership of the Liberal Party, a final decision has not yet been, reached. Sir
Wilfrid has, however, been consulting with his supporters in Montreal and: Toronto.
Meantime the matter of a possible successor is being considered, and Liberal
opinion appears generally to favour the choice of Mr. F. B. Carvell.
Sir Robert Borden. is - proceeding with the formation of a Union Government.
The first step was the appointment of a Liberal, Mr. C. G Ballantyne, to the position
of Minister of Public Works, while Mr. Hugh Guthrie, a prominent Liberal member
of the House of Commons, who was one of the first to support conscription from the
Liberal Benches, has since been sworn in as Solicitor-General.
Dr. W. .J. Roche has resigned the position of Minister of the Interior in the
Dominion Government, and has been appointed Chairman of the Civil Service
Commission.
It is estimated that there are 493,187 unmarried men in Canada between the ages
of 20 and. 34, and if, as is expected, the first Proclamation, calling up 100,000 men for
military service, is confined to men of that class, only one bachelor in five betv-een the
ages named will be affected.
Up to 29th September last, 12,658 men in the Dominion submitted themselves for
voluntary medical examination in anticipation of the issue of the Proclamation
calling up the first class for military service. Of those examined, 7,491 were passed
fit for general oversea service.
With reference to the Labour attitude towards conscription, the Secretary-Treasurer
of the Dominion Trades and Labour Congress (Mr. Draper) stated officially in a speech
last month that though organised labour had opposed the passing of conscription
while it was still in the stages of agitation and discussion, their opposition ceased the
moment the Bill became law. The opposition that organised labour had offered to a
Conscription Act, Mr. Draper explained, was due to their knowledge that Labour had
already given a larger proportion of men to the Army than any other element in
Canada. Out of the 160,000 members of the various Labour Unions in Canada, he
stated, there have been 22,500 enlistments.
Lord Reading, Lord Northcliffe, and members of the British War Mission to the
United States held their first Conference at Gttawa on 5th October, when the Prime
Minister, the Minister of Finance, and other members of the Cabinet were present.
The subjects of discussion included the creation of further credits, the full use of
Canadian natural resources, and increased shipbuilding.
Before the prorogation of Parliament, a discussion took place in the House of
Commons last month, upon a motion to adjourn the House, when it was alleged by
the mover that the supply of munitions to Great Britain was being decreased, and
that stoppage was threatened. In reply, the Minister of Finance (Sir Thomas White)
pointed out that Great Britain was continuing to order inr Canada, the shells which
she specially required. lustead of the Dominion Government decreasing the amount

y
supplied to the British Government for the production of shells in Canada, the amount
during July and August, Sir Thomas stated, had been greatly increased, and much
more than $25,000,000 per month had been paid out. (Vide Report No. 31.)
The Keystone Transportation Company have declined to co-operate with the
Dominion Government for the purpose of transferring steamers on the Great Lakes to
oversea service, and the Canadian Ministers suggest that, as the vessels are registered
in Great Britain, the British Government should requisition them if they are urgently
required.
Lord Northcliffe in a speech to the Canadian Club of Montreal on 9th October
stated that unless the food question were taken up as vigorously in Canada as it had
been in Great Britain, there must be a cutting down of the rations of the soldier at
the front. There must be not only an elimination of all waste, but farmers must also
be stimulated to increase the production of beef, pork, cheese, butter, and condensed
milk.
AUSTRALIAN COMMON WEALTH.
Deferring to the economic boycott of Germany, the Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes)
has declared that if the Allies stand fast by the terms of the Paris Economic
Conference, Germany will, find that the means of inflicting punishment are prac
ticable and effective. In. outlining the policy of the Commonwealth, Mr. Hughes
continued :—
" l i r e foolish assertion that after the war Australia is not going to give up
German markets, nor those of German, goods that had once such a high
reputation, may be answered in a few words. Whatever other nations or
parts of the British Empire may do, Australia has neither the desire nor the
intention of resuming her relations with Germany. Australia can get on
quite well without Germany's goods of high reputation, but Germany cannot
get on without wool and metals. Australia can sell her raw material,
wool, metals, &c, to Great Britain and her Allies, and she will most certainly
do so."
Though, the New South Wales seamen and firemen declared last week that they
were determined to remain out on strike indefinitely, they have now followed the
example of the coal miners (vide Report No. 36) and returned to work.
The results of the General Election for the Legislative Assembly of Western
Australia show a substantial majority for the Nationalists. Mr. Lefroy therefore
returns to power as Premier with 32 followers, as against a Labour representation
of 16.
The New South Wales Government, while providing for the repatriation of
Australian soldiers, are also making provision for at least 5,000 British ex-soldiers.
A Repatriation Bill providing for the settlement of 15,000 soldiers on the land is
under consideration by the Parliament of South. Australia.
The Army Council have exxdainecl to the Commonwealth Government that their
non-acceptance of the offer of further flying officer pilots was due to the fact that the
training at the Melbourne Central Flying School was inadequate to provide pilots
suitable, for conditions of modern war, and that it was not intended to discourage
candidates from volunteering for the Royal Flying Corps. The Army Council,
strongly recommend that a training organisation should be established, in. Australia,
similar to that in England, involving courses of training of Flying Corps Cadets and
a School of Military Aeronautics with training squadrous for instruction. It is
suggested that a Royal Flying Corps officer should proceed to Australia to advise
the Government.
With regard to suggestions put forward by the Commonwealth Government for
granting leave to members of the Australian. Imperial Forces, the Army Council
have sent a reply in practically the same terms as that sent in response to the similar
request from New Zealand (vide Reports Nos. 32, 35 and 36). The hope is expressed
that the Commonwealth Government will not press their suggestions, and it is added
that on the considerations outlined being put, before the New Zealand Government,
the Ministers of that Dominion abandoned their proposals.
The Prime Minister has announced that arrangements have been made for the sale
to the British Government of 30,000 tons of butter, representing 4,500,000i.
1

NEW ZEALAND.
The Governor-General reports that the numbers in training in the Dominion on
30th September amounted to 12,000, including .172 Maoris.
The Food Controller has stated his preparedness to buj exportable New Zealand
butter for the period September 19.1 7 to June 1918 inclusive, up to the amount of
15,000 tons. In reply the Prime Minister has expressed his intention of submitting
the offer to a Conference of butter producers this week. As, however, cheese and
butter are intimately connected, the Prime Minister has pointed out the great importance
of knowing the price at which the British Government will purchase the cheese output.
The New Zealand producers, it is added, would be content with a price equivalent to
that paid to the Canadian Government.
r

SOUTH AFRICA.
At the termination of the sittings of the South African Party Congress, the Prime
Minister (General Botha) made a strong appeal for unity throughout the country. He
said that unfortunately their differences were accentuated owing to the smallness of
the population. He added : " Let them welcome every man making South Africa his
home, and thus build up a great and noble nation.',' In conclusion General Botha paid,
a warm tribute to General Smuts and asked the Congress not to be impatient if he
remained away for some time longer. " General Smuts in England," he stated, " was
" working for the benefit of South Africa because South Africa also desired to see a
" lasting peace." A. cable from General Smuts was read to the Congress in which he
said : " Only necessity and the insistence of the Government keep i n e here, where the
"future of South Africa is being decided. I shall return to my land and people as
" soon as circumstances permit."
The South African Party Congress passed a Resolution thanking the British
Government for the manner in which they had met South Africa regarding the wool
dip-,
The Union Ministers have telegraphed to the British Government their warm
appreciation of the offer to purchase the whole of the 1917 wool clip and wooled
sheepskins at a rate which the Ministers considered to be fair. In the same telegram
the Ministers express their regret that on account of the opposition raised by certain
farmers for political reasons, and to the enhanced prices realised and anticipated for
purchases by Japanese merchants, it has been impossible to carry through the original
scheme of purchasing the whole clip. The Ministers, however, confirm their
acceptance of the terms of the British Governments latest telegram, and are
ascertaining the total quantity of wool and wooled sheepskins, and the proportions of
different qualities, available. A Central Board will be appointed with whom the Army
Contracts' Department will arrange details direct. A Technical Committee, which
was appointed, as the result of a Conference at Pretoria last July, recommended that
the Central Board should consist of a Government official as Chairman, two producers,
one wool buyer and one wool broker, and that the Board should be assisted by a
technical advisory Committee and appraising Boards. The detailed suggestions of
the Committee were made with due regard to the views of the Army Contracts
Department and to local conditions, but in submitting the recommendations the Union
Ministers state that they are somewhat hampered by absence of knowledge concerning
the amounts paid by the British Government for the Australian clip. They therefore
wish that the proposals may be considered as tentative and subject to possible
modifications in accordance with the information which may reach them as to the
Australian practice.
The Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Van Heerden) has announced that the offer of the
British Government to purchase the South African wool clip does not include the
mohair clip.
At the Bloemfontein Congress of Free State Nationalists, General Hertzog referred
to Republican propaganda and stated that ultimate independence was desirable and
inevitable. He observed that the policy of the Government, in assisting Great Britain
in the prosecution of the war, had resulted in " a spirit of dissatisfaction that was
-almost revolutionary." He expressed his disbelief in the possibility of another
4073--2
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rebellion, the idea of which-he-said originated with people not well-disposed to the
Nationalists. They had a free constitution, he added, under which they could work
out their destiny, but he complained that the Onion Ministers had acted as agents of
the Imperial Government instead of giving effect to the wishes of their own people,
and he therefore contended that self-government was only nominal. General Hertzog
was supported in his views generally by Dr. Malan, editor of " De Burger." who
stated that though the time was not ripe for carrying on Republican propaganda, that
time must inevitably come. The wool and maize questions were quoted by General
Hertzog and Dr. Malan as examples of what was termed by the Nationalist Leader
"the dire consequences of Imperialism."
The Transvaal Provincial. Council, has had tinder discussion, the motion, of a
Nationalist member which approved the declaration of the British Government that
no peace is possible before the independence of small nations is recognised, and
expressed confidence that this principle would be- applied to South Africa. An
amendment was carried by 17 votes to 12 substituting for the latter part of the
Resolution the words: " The Council expresses its confidence that the Union
" Government will continue to support the Allies in the maintenance and carrying out
" of the said, principle, and further expresses its sincere thanks and appreciation, to the
" Prime Minister and the Government for the policy hitherto pursued."
With reference to the offer of the Union Government to supply motor launches,
instead of tugs or barges, for use on Lake Nyasa (vide Report No. 35), the British.
Government have expressed a doubt as to whether such craft would be suitable in
view of the fact that they would have to be transported to Lake Nyasa in sections.
If, however, the launches are of steel and can be dismantled for transport overland,
they could be used, and a naval officer is being sent from Lake Nyasa to inspect the
vessels at Durban.
:

GERMAN EAST AFRICA.
The Administration reports that a letter from the German doctor of the German
Hospital at Dar-es-Salaam to the German Governor has been sent to him by the
military authorities. This letter states that considering tropical conditions the present
health of the community is passably good, and that food, is satisfactory. He draws
attention, however, to the number of cases of organic ailment, most of which began
before the British occupation, and which should be sent to Europe. Anticipating an
increase of sickness during the approaching hot season, he suggests that, failing
removal, to Europe, the women and children on the coast should be sent to Usumbura.
The Administrator, however, points out that the available accommodation does not
make this possible, and in view of the responsibility incurred if the women and
children remain indefinite!) in an unhealthy climate, he urges the desirability of
early repatriation.
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PART

II.—FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
With reference to the proposed joint Allied economic action against the Scandi
navian states, in which Russia was invited to participate, the Russian Minister for
Foreign Affairs points out that such action would he disastrous to Russia. He fears
that Russia would find herself unable to obtain various necessaries, that her exchange
would fall, and that Sweden would put a stop to the transit trade to and from Russia.
The Russian Minister hopes that action on this point may be deferred until the whole
question can be discussed by an Allied Conference at which the United States would
be represented. M. Tereschenko would prefer that such, a Conference should be
convoked by the British Government, and. that it should sit in London. Sir G.
Buchanan reports that the Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs relies more for
support upon Great Britain than on any other nation.
FRANCE,
Lord Bertie has been advised that the French. Minister of Finance, M. Ivlctz,
shortly visit London in order to discuss questions in connection with the Swiss
Loan, in France and Great Britain, and ihe granting of credits to the Allies by the
Northern Neutrals.
Mr. Cave, in Algiers, has been, informed by the Foreign Office that under the
Military Service Agreement with. France, British subjects who enlist in. the French
Army will not be compelled to join the Foreign Legion, and will not be deprived of
their right to repudiate French nationality, as such repudiation, according to law,
must be made within three months of reaching the age of 18—or before being called
up for military service, or in the case of men between the ages of 18 and 22, it shotdd
have been done before 3rd October just past.
M. Daudet, Director of the " Action Francaise," having formally accused M. Malvy,
until recently Minister of the Interior, of treason, in a letter to the President of the
Republic, the ex-Minis ter defended himself at some length in the Chamber. In course
of his speech, M. Malvy referred to the fact that during the three years that he had
been in office, he had defended not only France, but the Republic as well. M. Painleve
stated that justice would in all cases take its course, and would be no respecter of
persons, but deplored the attitude of the Press, which devoted so much space to
scandals that there was but little left in which to record the deeds of heroes and the
progress of the war.
M. Daudet u as attacked, and was informed by the Prime Minister that he must
substantiate his accusations or take the consequences. Legislation is to be introduced
to render irresponsible accusations impossible in future, and M. Caillaux came forward
as a champion of such measures against calumny and slander.
Lord Bertie learns that the position of the Government was not improved by the
course of the debate, and it is interesting to note that M. Laval referred to the main
tenance of the regime, that is the Republic itself:, as being menaced in his speech.
The position may have been improved by the arrest of the Deputy Tunnel, which
was effected on 6th October (vide Report No. 3d, p. 7) as the result of the enquiry.
According to Press reports Mme. Tunnel has now also been arrested.
The Socialist Congress at Bordeaux defeated the proposal of the Kienthal group
that one of its members, M. Raffin Dugens, should preside over the Congress for a
session by 1,493 votes to 1,369, this being the first actual trial of strength between
the two groups, and the Majority Socialist, M. Milhaud, attacked the Minority
extremists for having misunderstood the national sentiment of France, M. Brizon
having declared for immediate peace without annexations or indemnities. After
:a number of sessions, in which the debates were conducted amid scenes almost
Russian in their disorderliness, the Conference declared, for a Conference at
Stockholm, for participation in the present Administration, for support of the war
credits and for a revision of the Allied war aims. This resolution, which was
supported by the Majority Socialists with 1,552 votes, was opposed by the Minority
Avill
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Socialists who polled 831 votes, by the Ivienthal fraction with 385, and by an ultraKienthal sab-fraction which has just appeared under the leadership of a modern
Tricoteuse with .118 votes. There were 85 abstentions. Thus the Majority of 1,552'
was either opposed or not supported by 1,419 votes.
M. Humbert continues to exculpate himself and his newspaper, the "Journal,"'
from the suspicion of having been suborned by Bolo.
ITALY.
In a conversation with, the Hellenic Minister for Foreign Affairs (vide Greece), the
Italian Minister in Athens alluded to the strength of the Socialist peace movement in
Italy as being so strong that his Government might be unable to resist it. He also
asserted that Italy had been discouraged of late by a lack of sympathy on the part of
her Allies. Mr. Crackanthorpe suggests that these statements may have been made
in order to further the immediate interests of Italy in Greece, and it is not certain
that they are a true description of the existing situation. Mr. Erskine, our Charge
d'Affaires in Rome, suggests that the conversation may have been purposely distorted
by the Hellenic Minister for Foreign. Affairs in order to embroil the Italian Minister ;
with his chief and thus secure his recall.
Owing to the inflammatory action of the Deputy Felice who has invited all his
Sicilian colleagues to meet at "Palermo (where Martial Law has not yet been declared)
and protest against the failure of the Italian Government to secure the export of
Sicilian citrus fruits, the Italian Government has become alarmed. Idle Minister of
Commerce in consequence begged the British Treasury to waive its condition of
paying for the proposed purchase of oranges out of sterling credits, but the Treasury
has declined to submit to this further imposition. The British Government, however,
are prepared to grant sulphate of ammonia to Italy for her lemons if the Italians will
make satisfactory arrangements for the supply of tonnage for the export of the oranges
to be taken over by Great Britain.
In view of this decision, Mr. Erskine has suggested that Mr. Dottridge, who was
in charge of the orange negotiations, be invited to assist in the private financing of
the purchase, a scheme for which he prepared before leaving Italy. Mr. Erskine
points out that an abandonment of the rmoject at this stage would produce very grave
political consequences.
Sir P.. Rodd, in a telegram to Baron Sonnino, refers to the reported decision of the
Italian Government; to prohibit the further transit of Indian or Egyptian labour
companies en route for France through Taranto. He points out that no more
Egyptians will, be imported, but that some 3,000 Indians per month will be coining
for the next four months, and of these 1,300 are actually upon, the sea bound for
Egypt. The alternative port of Gallipoli proposed by the Italians is unsuited for the
debarkation of the men as it is undefended against submarines, and has no proper
camps or water supply. If Taranto can still be used every precaution will be taken
to prevent jdanger of infection, from the Indians.
A decree has been issued calling in all silver two-lire and. one-lira xoieces, which
wdll be demonetised after a specified date.
-

BELGIUM.
Mr. Maxse, in Rotterdam, has received information to the effect that the Flemish,
movement, as engineered by the Germans, is becoming an active danger in Belgium
-which is likely to cause trouble even after the Germans shall have left the country.
GREECE.
The Foreign Office has asked whether the reported extension of the area of Italian
occupation, over and above the Konitza district, has in fact taken place. Mr. Erskine,.
in reply, reports that the Italians propose to retain Konitza until the French evacuate
two of the four villages in the Sarandaporon valley which dominate the road between
Santi Quaranta and Macedonia. The French decline to evacuate unless the Italians
agree not to occupy any of the four villages. " The Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs
asserts that as the road in question forms the sole line of retreat for the Italian Army
in the event of a disaster in Macedonia, it is essential, that it should be properly
guarded, and that any difficulties "which may have arisen with the Hellenic Government
on this subject are due to the action of General Sarrail.

Sir H. Rumbold learns that M. Streit, a former Germatiophil Greek Minister for'
Foreign Affairs, has gone to Munich to arrange for a visit of Queeu Sophie to
Germany.
Mr. Crackanthorpe draws attention to the gravity of the food situation in Greece,
and suggests that if there is any further reduction on the existing minimum estimate
(allowing f- lb. per head daily), not only will Greek military plans come to nothing,
hut the very existence of the present Administration will be threatened. As it is, the
labours of the Food Controllership, which was recently taken over by the Prime
Minister, have graveh over-taxed his strength to such an extent that the state of his
health gives cause for anxiety.
Lord Bertie reports that France concurs with the British proposals for the
maintenance of the Navicert system of Greece (vide Report -No. 34, p. 8), and that the
French Ambassador in Washington has been instructed to support Sir C. Spring-Rice
in his representations to the State Department on this subject.
Mr. Crackanthorpe reports that the Italian Minister in Athens represented the
internal situation in Italy in such terms to the Greek Minister for Foreign Affairs as
to give colour to the suggestion that Italy was unwilling that Greece should
participate in the war (vide under Italy). The British Charge d'Affaires, to whom this
conversation was repeated by the Cabinet Minister, suggests that Italy is anxious to
prevent a successful mobilisation in Greece, as it is to her interest to keep that
country in a state of weakness and perpetual internal agitation. According to other
informants, it is probable that France also is pursuing a similar policy in Greece. .
Lord Granvilie reports that the Hellenic authorities have re-established the
censorship at Syra (vide Report No. 30, p. 7) on its former footing, pending the
definite settlement of the question, and has received Notes from the Hellenic Govern
ment accex^ting tire British proposals for the maintenance and modification of the
Passport Control in Greece (vide Report No. 33, p. 9).
r

SERBIA.
With reference to the proposed transfer of Southern Slavs from Italy and South
Russia to Macedonia (vide Reports No. 33, p. 8, No. 35, p. 9, and No. 36, p. 8),
Sir G. Barclay is informed that definite orders have now been received in Jassy
to send, the Serbian troops serving on the Galatz front to Salonika. He suggests that,
if carried out, this movement may dangerously weaken that front, where the moral of
the Russian troops leaves very much to be desired. So strongly is this felt that the
King of Rumania has personally urged the British Minister to endeavour to secure
the retention of these troops in Rumania. In this connection the Press report that an
entire Bosnian regiment, with its officers and arms, deserted to the Rumanian lines
at Ocna is interesting.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Sir W. Townley has information tending to confirm the report that the four enemy
Emperors are to meet, probably in Bulgaria, at an early date.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
Sir W. Townley reports that there is reason to believe that the incident which gave
rise to heated debate in the Reichstag to-day was the following :—The crews of four
vessels of the line, among which were the " Kaiser " and the " Westphalen," lying at
Wilhelmshaven, recently mutinied and left their ships. The crew of the " Westphalen "
before forsaking the ship seized the Captain and threw him overboard, his body irot
being'recovered for eight days. A regiment of Marines was ordered to "quell the
mutiny but refused to obey orders. An Oldenburg regiment was then summoned
which surrounded the mutineers, who surrendered. The " Nurnberg " was cruising
at the time outside the port. Her crew also mutinied, and having arrested their officers,
steered for the coast of Norway with the intention of getting the vessel interned. She
was, however, met by a flotilla of torpedo-boats, the Commodore of which was
surprised that the " Nurnberg " did not reply to his signals. He wirelessed to
Wilhemshaven to ask for instructions and was ordered to stop the " Nurnberg " or to
sink her. He surrounded the ship with his flotilla, and the crew surrendered when
they saw that the vessel would be sunk if they did not do so. As soon as the mutiny
had been quelled the Kaiser went to Wilhemshaven with the Chancellor and ordered
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that one in every seven of the mutineers should he shot. Michaelis, however,
protested, and in the end only three men were executed, but severe punishments of
penal servitude were inflicted upon the other offenders. Bad food rations and disgust
at the continual inactivity of the Fleet are given as reasons for the mutiny.
This mutiny was referred to in the Reichstag. The Independent Socialist Deputy
Dittman accused the Government of considering his party to be traitors, and of being
the slaves of the Militarists and Pan-Germans. Upon this Admiral von Capelle, the
Secretary of Marine, asserted that the chief ringleader of the mutiny had laid his plans
before the leader of the Independent Socialists and had received his promise of full
support. The Chancellor, speaking later, said that papers had been found on the
mutineers in which they agreed to recognise the principles of the Independent
Socialists, and proving that the party had carried on an extensive propaganda in
the Fleet.
Sir M. Findlay learns from the Scandinavian wife of a German officer in the
Submarine Supply Department that several German seamen have recently been shot
for refusing to go to sea in submarines. This news was communicated before that
about the German naval mutiny was known.
Sir W. Townley reports that an angry debate took place in the Reichstag on. 6th
October when the Socialist Deputy Lanclsberg interpellated the Government on the
subject of Pan-German propaganda in the Army, lie was supported in his attack on
the present system by the whole " Majority " Party, and it was apparent that members
-were much exercised by the increasing realisation of the economic dangers which lie
ahead if Germany continues to defy the world in obedience to the Pan-German policy.
Even the submarine campaign fails'to inspire confidence and the Deputy Gotheiu, in
a speech at a party meeting, emphasised the ridiculous miscalculations of its advocates
who had. predicted the collapse of Great Britain if 5,000,000 tons of shipping were
sunk, when in point of fact the British Government had not found it necessary even to
ration food when 7,000,000 tons had been sunk.
In view of this gathering dissatisfaction, it is thought possible that both the
Chancellor and Herr von Helfferich will havo to retire, and considerable interest lies
in. the statements of Professor Jarre (vide Report No. 36, p. 17), who suggests that
if Germany could be made to believe that there is a serious intention on the part of
the Allies to put an embargo on German shipping in Allied ports for a term of years,
or wage an economic war against Germany in the future, it is possible that public
opinion would realise the danger of such a situation. In that case the schemes of the
Pan-Germans and the politicians would be upset and much, less stringent terras than
those indicated last week would be offered by Germany in order to secure economic
as well as political peace. That this view is shared by others is shown by the
uneasiness caused to the " Kolnische Zeitung ',' by the formation of a British Commercial
Intelligence Department, as it sees in this step an indication of the determination of
the Allies to wage economic war after the conclusion, of peace, and. goes on to demand
that Germany must be protected from such aggression in the future by a clause in
the Treaty of Peace.
According to the " Frankfurter Zeitung " a bitter and apparently unjust attack
was made upon the Reichstag, with Hindenburg's approval, at his birthday party,
and the Deputy Waldstein has drawn official attention to it as imperilling the Party
truce. The " Vossische Zeitung," on the other hand, publishes a considered attack
upon Herr von Helfferich in which the Reichstag is urged to refuse the credits asked
for the new post created for that official who is stigmatised as incompetent, misguided,
and ill-mannered. In spite of everything, however, the Main Committee of the
Reichstag, as was to be expected, passed the third reading of the supplementary
Budget, wffiich was opposed by the Social Democrats.
The German Patriotic Party, however, has chosen this moment to come out with a
full-blooded Pan-German programme of wholesale annexations both, in the West and
in the East, and won support in the Reichstag debate in the natural revulsion among
more moderate men caused by the exposure of the part played in the naval mutiny by
the pacifist intrigues of the Independent Socialists.
In a letter to Mr. Campbell, at the Foreign Office, Mr. Maxse reports from Rotterdam
that the mediatized House of Hoheulohe and other leading German families have
recently been buying properties in Holland in order to preserve some at least of their
fortunes in the event of a revolution in Germany. Considerable sums of German
money have also been sent into the country for the same purpose.
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Tlie " Neue Freie Presse" is reported by Sir W. Townley to be reflecting the
views of certain organs of the German Press when it suggests that perhaps Herr von
Kuhlmahn is now trying to set himself up against the Chancellor. Mr. Maxse learns
that the Foreign Secretary is, and has been, opposed to unlimited submarine warfare,,
and is looked upon in many quarters as almost Anglophil.
In view of the rise in the price of silver and with the intention of counteracting
the hoarding propensities of the peasantry, steps have been taken to call in all silver
two-mark pieces which are to be demonetised as from 1st January .1918.

AUSTRIAN AFFAIRS.
According to Press reports, the Emperor, in a recent interview with a Croatian
deputation which advocated the inclusion in Croatia not only of Dalmatia, but also
of Posnia-Herzegovina, and if the Austrians occupied part of Serbia, expressed himself
in general terras favourable to Croation aspirations for expansion. The inclusion of
Dalmatia was suggested by Dr. Wekerle, in the Hungarian Parliament last month,
and it looks as if a plan were on foot for solving the Southern Slav question on these
lines, the only solution, which the Magyars would look at, as it involves an extension,
and not a diminution, of the "Lands of the Crown of Saint Stephen."
Writing on 18th September to Mr. Balfour, Sir E. Howard states that a
neutral lately returned from travelling in the Central Empires asserts that the position
as regards food in Austria was then not' so bad as it had been. Well-to-do people
could get all that was necessary in. Vienna where social life and racing went on much
as before. In Berlin there was a greater shortage of food than in the southern capital,
but there were many more well-dressed men to be seen in the streets.
The Emperor Charles has made himself exceedingly popular among the Viennese
working classes by his personal, efforts to - help the poor and his unassuming abandon
ment of tire rigours of etiquette. He is personally far from being pro-German, but is
much under the influence of his Foreign Minister, Count Czernin, who is more
German than the Germans. The latter is, however, very unpopular, as, indeed, are
the Germans themselves, owing, in both cases, to overbearing and dictatorial habits.
The Austrians have hitherto consistently declined German offers to send troops to
the Carso front, as they have no wish to be beholden, to them for assistance against
the Italians, but Sir E. Howard"s informant believes that the Germans will insist on
coming to the help of Austria if Trieste be seriously endangered, as Austria would
probably make a separate peace after so heavy a loss, if reasonable terms were to be
offered to her.
Sir H. Rumbold, on the other hand, telegraphing- on 3rd October, reports the
opinion of a merchant just-returned from Budapest. This informant considers that
the Dual Monarchy is completely exhausted and cannot lust over the winter. Her grain
supply will fail before March. Feeling jn Austria is bitter against Bavaria and
Hungary who decline to export their foodstuffs to her. lie hears that very little oil is
coming from Rumania, and understands that Hamburg merchants, from fear of
competition, are strongly opposed.to the annexation of Antwerp by Germany.
The Viennese Press draAvs attention to the drought during the past summer, which
Avas the driest for 72 years, the rainfall having been only about one-third of the
normal.
BULGARIAN AFFAIRS.
M. Radoslavoff, the Bulgarian Prime Minister, in conversation with a journalist,
laid down, the minimum Bulgarian peace terms as the recovery of all territories
" annexed " from Bulgaria, to which Bulgaria has the same rights as those of Germany
to Alsace-Lorraine. These territories comprise the Dobruja, both Bulgarian and
Rumanian as far as the mouth of the Danube, Serbia up to the " Bulgarian "
Moravia, and all Macedonia as far as the district south, of Mouastir. In Anew of this
principle that the territories occupied. ,or desired, by Bulgaria only involve legitimate
recovery of what has been lost, Bulgaria is in no way opposed to a peace without
annexations, and, in point of fact, does not desire to annex anything. 'The Prime
Minister also scouted the idea that there was any likelihood of a change of Gwernment
in Bulgaria.

NETHERLANDS.
Sir C. Spring Rice has been informed of the details of the British, policy towards
i;he Netherlands. According to this, the Dutch are to agree to import nothing except
what is controlled by the Netherlands Overseas Trust, to grant a loan to the Allies
and make a satisfactory tonnage arrangement. All transit of sand, gravel, cement,
minerals and metals for Germany is to be stopped, and all exports of food, fodders,
fish, fish products, horses' hides, dead or alive, and leather to the Central Empires are
to be prohibited. Exports to the Allies and Belgian Relief to continue as at present.
Further trustworthy statistics of all exports are to be furnished monthly. In. return
Holland will be granted wheat and flour in proportion to the grants made for Belgian
Relief, rationed imports of other goods, except fodders and fertilizers, bunker
facilities abroad, and coal to be put at the disposal of the Dutch, to be fetched by
them, in Great Britain. In view of the continued leakage of sand and gravel into
Germany in spite of repeated protests to the Dutch Government, the Foreign Office
has suspended facilities for Dutch commercial cables, and has notified the Netherlands
Minister in London to that effect.
The importance of this traffic to the enemy is shown by the fact that the British
Legation reports that nearly 4,000,000 tons of these materials (used by the Germans
for the * making of roads, gun-emplacements, and " pill-boxes" at the front) have
passed through or out of Holland this year.
Dr. Kuyper, a former Dutch Cabinet Minister and well known for his pro-German
views, has published an article in a Netherlands newspaper drawing attention to the
danger of an Entente victory to those districts of the Province of Zeeland which lie
on the south side of the Scheldt.
SWITZERLAND.
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir C. Spring Rice to suggest to the State
Department that it is of the highest importance that the United States should not
commit themselves to the proposed Swiss Agreement (vide Report No. 36, p. 9)
without previous consultation with the French Government. It would be unfortunate
if Great Britain and France, having found it desirable to put further pressure upon
Switzerland with a view to the stoppage of important exports to the enemy, were to
find the United States unable to co-operate on account of the hampering provisions of
an ill-considered Agreement. The British Minister is reminded that the Swiss in the
proposed Agreement have affected to grant concessions to the United States by
offering to forbid the export of commodities which they have for some time past been
under obligation to other Allies not to export, and that the control, over transit of
goods to Switzerland is very complete both in France and Italy.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the United States Minister in Berne has discovered
that "very important" commercial letters, if presented by reputable native-born
Switzers, are sometimes smuggled through the Allied censorship controls by being
forwarded in Swdss diplomatic bags.
SWEDEN.
Sir E. Howard learns that the King of Sweden on the 8th October received the
representatives of the three parties in the new Chamber on his return from the
Autumn Manoeuvres. The Conservatives and the Liberals favour a Coalition Ministry
pledged to neutrality, but the demand of the Socialists, who also desire the
maintenance of a strict neutrality, for immediate reform of the Municipal Franchise
is not supported by either of the other parties. In consequence of this the Press
considers that the attempt to form a Coalition Ministry has failed and the King has
sent for the Speakers of the two Houses to confer with him.
The Foreign Office has informed Sir C. Spring Rice that the details of its policy
toward Sweden are that Sweden should agree very materially to reduce the export of
iron ore to Germany, and should totally prohibit the export of all food, fish, fish
products, metals, hides, leather, manufactured metal and leather, and ores other than
iron ore. Further, Sweden should, continue to export to Allied countries as at present,
and furnish satisfactory monthly returns of all exports ; grant a loan to the Allies ;
facilitate the transit trade to and from Russia; come to a satisfactory Shipping
Agreement, and compel Swedish iishing vessels to land their catch in Swedish ports
only. In return, the British Government will provide as much coal as may be called

lor by Swedish ships, will permit a limited import of grain, and will grant the sale
of 300,000 barrels of herrings to Sweden, and allow reasonable imports of other
commodities. The whole negotiation on this subject is to be one of bargaining; there
is no cjuestion of attempting to arrive at the desired result by means of ultimatum.
Sir R. Howard has had conversations with Messrs. Branting and Lofgren, who may
possibly be members of the new Cabinet, and both agree that there are no objections
in principle to the arrangement of a Shipping Agreement, or to a very large reduction
in the export of iron ore and steel to Germany, as there is considerable public
dissatisfaction with the terms of certain of the more important existing contracts with
Germany. Nor would there be any great difficulty in giving guarantees against the
re-export of imported goods or their products to Germany, or against the corresponding
release of similar commodities of home production for export. But neither of the two
leaders thought that it would be possible for Sweden to agree to a total prohibition
of iron ore or steel exports to Germany, as such a proceeding would amount to a
breach of neutrality.
Mr. Branting informed the British Minister that Germany was offering to supply
Sweden with lubricants, mineral oil, and even grain, as well as coal and other goods,
and Sir E. Howard suggests that tire best way to secure the reduction of the export
of iron ore would be to induce Sweden to put it on the export prohibition list, annul
the contracts made with Germany, raise the price considerably, and in addition exact
large compensation in other goods, so that Germany could not afford to buy as much
as she does at present. This procedure would enable the Swedish Government to
justify their action to the public at large, and would in any case win the support of
the dissatisfied shareholders in particular, as it would enable the latter to benefit by
the sale of the iron, ore either to the Allies or to Germany at the current prices,
instead of, as at present, to Germany alone at pre-war contract prices.
In. the matter of the Swedish diplomatic bags detained, at Halifax (vide Reports
No. 35, pp. 10-11, No. 30, p. .1.1), the State Department has now suggested that the
bags should be opened at the British Embassy in the presence of the Swedish Minister
to Washington, and that no American representative should attend.
Sir G. Buchanan learns that the Russian authorities in order to prevent a large
stock of wine, now stored in Petrograd, from falling into the hands of rioters, wish
to export it to Sweden. As there is an embargo laid upon the import of: wine exceeding
14 per cent, alcoholic strength instructions are asked for, in case the wine, which,
exceeds that strength shoidd. be re-exported to Germany.
Sir E. Howard enumerates some of the disadvantages which will have to be
weighed against the advantages to be gained from stopping the issue of coal licences
for Sweden. Among the more important of these are the cessation of shipping
between Sweden and the United Kingdom owing to the lack of return freights which
would entail a great rise in freights and a possible prohibition on the part of the
Swedish Government to license exports or grant war insurance, the refusal of the
railways to carry goods for shipment to the United Kingdom, as there is already great
difficulty on this score, or transit goods for Russia, and the cessation of the manu
facture of goods for the Allies in works making use of coal for this purpose. The
railways and works could of course be rationed with licensed coal, but this would not
be enough to furnish return freights for the bottoms at present employed on the
voyage to and from Great Britain.
The Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs (the Conservative Ministers are still
transacting the business of their respective departments pending the formation of a
new Cabinet) has protested against the seizure of: Swedish ships carrying coal of
German origin from Rotterdam to Sweden. Sir E. Howard reminded the Minister
that this action, if looked at in the light of a reprisal, was mild when compared, with,
the behaviour of the Germans who sank at sight ships engaged on carrying goods of
British origin.
NORWAY. .
The Foreign Office has informed. Sir C. Spring Rice that its policy towards
Norway is that Norway should agree to suspend all exports to enemy countries, while
continuing to export, as at present, to Allied countries, and to furnish a trustworthy
return monthly of all exports, both to Allies and neutrals. In return for this, an
adequate supply of cereals for home requirements will be granted. To a certain
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extent the value of this return has been depreciated by the rashness of the Exports
Board in granting cereals to Norway, which, as is pointed out, lias enabled that
country to obtain promises of 70,000 tons of grain from the United States in place
of the 28,000 tons allowed under the British rationing scheme, and this in spite of
the much vaunted, intention of the United States to increase the stringency of the
blockade. The Foreign Office, however, suggests that much of the damage may be
repaired if Navicerts be issued only for the original ration, and this weapon is in the
hands of the British Government, who propose to make use of it if the action of the
Exports Board in licensing 70,000 tons be recognised as a mistake and not as a
deliberate policy. Further, over and above the rationing of cereals, Norway can also
be affected by rationing, or even stopping the supply of petroleum, meat, fat, oils and
seeds. That this latter weapon is of great value is proved by Sir M. Findlay's
despatch, in which, he draws attention to the present serious shortage of lubricants
in Norway, and asks that arrangements may be made whereby an adequate supply
may.be secured for firms working on Allied munition, contracts. - The Minister points
out that the Norwegian Government, in approaching him on this subject, referred to
a possibility that the shortage might affect Great Britain, and this may mean that
the Government intend to requisition lubricants in the possession of the firms in
question.
Under the rationing scheme which is still in force until the expiry of three
months from 27th September, the date of the denunciation by the British Government
of the Grain, Flour and Feeding Stuffs Agreement, the Norwegian grain import
requirements are estimated at 300,000 tons for the
17-18. As stocks of
185,000 tons were in hand in August last the importation necessary for the rest of the
year is 115,000 tons, consequently the 70,000 tons already granted to Norway is more
than the allowance required for the unexpired three months under the denounced
Agreement. This will relieve the British Government of any obligation, to allow
further grain supplies into Norway during the remainder of the validity of that
instrument. Sir M. Findlay, however, considers that it would be better to act upon
the contention that as Norway is able to export foodstuffs to Germany it cannot be
necessary for her to import so much as she has hitherto clone. In any case the
proposed action will inevitably compel the Norwegian Government to reduce the
supply of milk to Great Britain owing to the decrease in production due to absence'
of imported fodders and the increase in home consumption due to the reduction in
quantity of imported foodstuffs.
With respect to the possibility of inducing Norway to suspend all exports to
enemy countries. Sir M. Findlay reports that a German Press correspondent confessed
to a Norwegian, editor that the Germans were beginning to realize that Norway
could not be expected to submit to starvation in order to maintain the privilege of
exporting goods to Germany.
The British Government have decided to denounce the wholesale GroceFs
Agreement and Sir M. Findlay has been instructed to advise the Norwegian
Association accordingly.

DENMARK.
The Foreign Office has informed Sir C. Spring Pice that its policy towards
Denmark is that the Danes should agree not to export more than 2,100 tons of fish
per month to Crermany, Avhile continuing to export, as at present, agricultural
produce, cryolite, and other articles of importance to the Allies; that a loan be
granted to the Allies, and that the export of hides and leather, alive, or manufactured,
into Germany be entirely prohibited. No imports into Denmark of food, fodders, oils,
oil seed, or artificial manure to be permitted so long as any food, cattle, or horses
are being exported into Germany. In return for this enough petroleum for the fishing
industry will be granted to Denmark, and the import of a ration of other articles will
be permitted. Mr. Gurney proposes that these articles should comprise limited
quantities of raw materials, in order to prevent general unemployment, which would
enable Germany to recruit skilled neutral labour, goods which the Central Empires
can still export in order to enable Denmark to evade German demands for compensation,,
goods required by firms working for the Allies, necessaries of life, and materials
required by Danish public Departments.

In view of the heavy losses sustained by the Danish egg exporters in trading
with Great Britain this year, Mr. Gurney has asked the Foreign Office whether
their request for the fixture of a minimum price for future shipments of pickled eggs
can be entertained.
SPAIN.
Sir A. Hard in ge reports that the German submarine which put into Cadiz on
9th September, and was subsequently interned, escaped to sea on 6th October. In
the opinion of the British Consul at that port, this was only possible with the
connivance of the local Spanish authorities, and both Sir A. Hardinge and the Italian
Ambassador think that the Madrid Government is in no way responsible.
The British and Italian Ambassadors both sent identic notes asking what steps
the Spanish Government propose to take to vindicate its neutrality and obtain
satisfaction for the violation of Spanish law by-the Captain of the interned submarine.
The Spanish Government ordered a Court ol Enquiry to be held, in consequence
of which two Generals commanding the Arsenal and Dockyard at Cadiz and. other
high officials and Engineer officers have been dismissed, and orders have been given
that the German submarine interned at Ferrol should he partially dismantled.
Sir A. Hardinge has been informed that the Spanish Government has addressed a
vigorous Note to Berlin demanding that the submarine should be returned to Cadiz.
The state of siege which was in force throughout Spain since the August
disturbances was terminated, on 7th October.
Mr. Garnett reports from Tangier that the Spanish authorities have removed the
German Customs employee at Laraiche, and also another German employee in the
harbour service at that port from the positions they held under the Spanish
Government. [Vide Report No. 36, page 12.]
PORTUGAL.
Senhor Machado, the President of the Portuguese Republic, attended by his
Prime Minister and his Minister for Foreign Affairs left Lisbon on 8th October for
his visit to the West front. On 9th October the President was entertained by the
King of Spain at San Sebastian, and shortly after lunch left for- France by car.
President Machado has been received by the President of the French Republic near
Verclun and arrangements have been made for him to meet the King of the Belgians.
The Portuguese Government had hoped that it would be possible for His Majesty the
King to receive the President in some part of the British front, but this could not be
done, consequently President Machado will pay a short visit incognito to the Portuguese
troops training in England and will then be received by His Majesty.
The Foreign Office has invited the co-operation of Portugal in the Allied embargo
against the Netherlands and the Scandinavian States.
Sir I.;. Carnegie has been instructed to approach the Portuguese Government with
a view to increasing the efficiency of the censorship of the line of communication
between Europe and South America by the employment of British and French censors
in Lisbon and the Azores, a step to which the Government is at present opposed.
r

CHINA.
Sir C. Greene has been informed in Tokyo that according to a report sent Iry the
-Japanese Minister in Peking of a confidential interview with the Chinese Prime
Minister, Tuan, the situation in China was favourable for the time being. The
President of the Chinese Republic and the Prime Minister are working in harmony
.as to the appointment of Governors in the south and other political appointments.
JAPAN.
The Japanese Government has notified its inability to comply with the request of
the British Government for the sale of two battle cruisers (vide Report No. 34,,
page 12) to be added to the British Navy.

The Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs in conversation with Sir C. Greene
stated that he had every reason to hope that Viscount Ishii had come to an under
standing with the United States on the subject'of securing American recognition of
the special situation of Japan with regard to China. It is hoped that the under
standing will be embodied, in Notes to be exchanged between the two Governments
and subsequently communicated to Great Britain before being made public.
The Japanese Mission found a very different atmosphere in the United States from
-what had been expected, and the favourable reception is recognised as having been
due parti)- to the entry of the United States iuto the war. The Foreign Minister
believes that the rapprochement between Japan, and the United States will have a
steadying effect on. Chinese party politics, as the various leaders will soon realise that
there is nothing to be gained by further attempts to play off one Power against the
other.
ARGENTINA.
Sir R. Tower reports that the general.railway strike throughout the Argentine
Republic has caused much unrest, and the Foreign. Office has requested that adequate
protection might be assured to the premises of the various meat companies which
are engaged on British or Allied Army contract work. This action had already been,
anticipated by that of the American Minister in Buenos Aires.
. Sir R. Tower understands that the Germanophiles are uniting with the political
supporters of President Irigoyen to convert the .Columbus Day celebrations on
12th. October into a great anti-Ally demonstration in favour of Spain. In view of the
existence of a general railway strike and of the disturbed condition of the country
the Ministers of Finance, Marine, and Agriculture are urging the President to forbid
the celebration, and unless this be' done Sir R. Tower and the other Allied
Representatives are of the opinion that trouble will ensue.
- The Foreign Office, in addition to the remarks made last, week on the proposed
export duties (vide Report No. 36, page 13), has now directed Sir R. Tower to point
out to the Argentine Government that the proposed tax on steamers will inequitably
affect Great Britain.
With regard to the American suggestion that the purchase of the Argentine wheat
crop should be limited, the Foreign Office, supported by the Wheat Commission, is
anxious that the Allies should control all Argentine food grains, even if the whole
crop be not immediately required, and has instructed Sir C. Spring Rice to advise the
United States Export Board accordingly.
According to a Press report Count Lux burg has left the Argentine on board a
Spanish ship, and presumably without a safe conduct, as the grant of such a
document was made conditional upon the ex-German. MmisteFs journey being direct
to a neutral country contiguous with Germany (vide Report No. 35, page 13).

URUGUAY.
The Uruguayan Government, fortified, by a favourable vote of the General
Assembly of Parliament, broke off diplomatic and commercial relations with Germany
on 7th October. No specific reason for this was given, but the Minister for Foreign
Affairs has intimated that tire neutrality decrees in favour of Great Britain, France
or Italy will not be repealed until the signature of the Arbitration Treaty. Mr.
Michell Lines had pointed out that the Minister had agreed to accept French and
British signatures alone to the Arbitration Treaty as sufficient justification to induce
him to ask Parliament to vote a rupture, but that the Minister was embarrassed both
by the refusal of Italy to sign the Arbitration Treaty and by the invitation sent by the
Argentine Government to attend a conference of South and Central American
Republics for the purpose of exerting pressure on the belligerent Powers in favour
of peace.
The present action in declaring a rupture before the signature of the Arbitration
Treaty is undoubtedly a friendly action on the part of the Uruguayan Government,
and the British Minister emphasises the intention of that Government to help the

Allies if we avoid as far as possible interference with Uruguay's determination,
to defend its independence of action, and make allowances for the existence of a
national pride similar to that which we have already recognised as influencing our
own Dominions.

PERU.
On the motion of the Minister for Foreign Affairs the Peruvian Congress in Joint
Session on 5th October broke off diplomatic relations with Germany by 105 votes to 6.
Mr. Ronnie reports that the President of the Peruvian Republic informed him that
tile reasons for the diplomatic rupture with. Germany were two in number ; one was
the procrastination of the German Foreign Office with regard to the Peruvian repre
sentations in the " Lortou " case. The other was the action of the German Minister
in Lima in giving secret orders for the disablement of the German ships lying in
Peruvian harbours (vide Report No. 36, p. 16) while engaged in negotiations for their
transfer from, the German to the Peruvian flag.
The President offered the hospitality of Peruvian ports to His Majesty's ships of
war, and stated that they might remain in harbour as long as they liked. The British
Government have expressed their appreciation of, and warm thanks for, this offer,
which is interpreted as a token, of sympathy for the Allied cause.
The Peruvian Government have asked for a safe conduct on behalf of the outgoing
German Minister who was presented with his passports at noon, on 8th October.
Mr. Rennie urges that he should not be allowed to go by ship touching at Guayaquil
as the Ecuadorean Minister has explained, unofficially, that his Government would be
much embarrassed if the German ex-Minister appeared in Ecuador.

ECUADOR,
Mr. Jerome advises the Foreign Office that the Minister for Foreign Affairs has
intimated to the former German. Minister to Lima that, owing to the rupture of
diplomatic relations between Peru and. Germany, he cannot now he received if lie
come to Quito, although, he be officially accredited as German Minister to Ecuador as
well as to Peru.

CHILE.
Sir F. Stronge has been informed that while the Chilean Government cannot
legally prohibit Count Luxburg from coming to Chile they are anxious to prevent it,
and have caused a hint to that effect to be conveyed to him.

MEXICO.
The Foreign Office agrees that pressure must be applied to induce British subjects
in Mexico to come forward for military service. Owing, however, to the national
value of the employment of Messrs. Pearson's staff in the oil industry, none of them,
will be accepted for service.
Mr. Cummins understands that the Tampico strike is less formidable than was at.
first feared, and that it is unlikely to last long.
Lord Bertie reports that the Mexican Minister in Paris has got into touch with a
British subject named William. Fresco with a view to inducing the latter to proceed
to Mexico for the purpose of establishing munition works and a machine-gun factory
in Mexico. Mr. Fresco would have to become a naturalised Mexican and recruit
skilled workmen in France and Great Britain, but not the United States. He has
asked, the Ambassador what attitude lie should adopt.

CUBA.
The President of the Cuban Republic has informed Mr. Leech that while no proofs
Trad as yet been forthcoming he had suspicions that the strike of sugar-mill operatives
in the Santa Clara Province had been caused by Germans. A number of agitators
with Spanish passports have been arrested and will be expelled from the Republic,
and investigations are being carried out. The President considers that he now has'
control, of the situation.
COSTA RICA.
The Minister of Costa Rica -in Paris Iras informed Lord Bertie, there being no
Costa Rican representative in London, that the French Government have asked,
whether the United States have any objection to the recognition of the present
Government in Costa Rica. If the . United States are willing to do so, France also
will recognise President Tinoco, and the Minister has asked that Great Britain will
instruct Sir C. Spring Rice in a similar sense. It should, be remembered that
President Tinoco's Government broke off diplomatic relations with Germany in
September (vide Report No. 35, p. 14).

UNITED STATES.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the new regulations enforced by the United States
Exports Board with regard to the granting of bunkers to neutral vessels are actuated
solely by the desire of the Board to prevent goods from reaching Germany. Thus, a
neutral ship may carry a neutral cargo to a neutral state contiguous with Germany.
Hitherto there has been no direct control over this. Now, however, that neutral, if it
touches at an United States port on its homeward voyage, will be refused bunkers
unless it agree in future also to touch at an United States port on the outward
voyage as well, when her cargo must be approved by the Exports Board if destined
for a " Border Neutral" before she is given bunkers to proceed.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case.of sailing ships, reported
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 28th September to
4th October inclusive is 66,474 tons, of which 44,180 tons were British, as compared
with 54,310 tons, of which 2S,298 tons were British, reported last week. The losses
shown in the five weekly returns covering September amount to 396,009 tons, of
which 249,139 were British, as against 542.000 tons, of which. 365,450 were British,
for the five weeks covering August. Against these figures may be reckoned the fact
that, according to the Returns of the Ministry of Shipping, newly-constructed steamers,
built either at home or abroad, have been brought into the Merchant Service under
the British flag to the number of 22 of 106,300 tons for August, and 18 of 88,370 tons
for September.
The British Government have informed Sir C. Spring Rice that they have no
objection to the purchase of Austrian ships in Spanish ports by an American syndicate,
provided that the ships, when bought, be controlled and run by the United States
Shipping Board and that the purchase money, against which no third party claim is
to be made, be impounded and retained by the United States authorities until after
the war.
Sir L. Carnegie is informed that the British Government accepts the proposals
made by the Portuguese Government for the employment of ex^enemy ships in
Portuguese ports [vide Report No. 36, p. 10), and trusts that they will be put into
service as soon as possible.

The British Government has approved of the proposed purchase by the Committee
for the Belief of Belgium in the United States of three German ships in Chile and one
in the American. Virgin Islands (formerly Danish West Indies). The proposal has
the support, of the United States Government. The conditions of the British approval
are that the ships, if not required, at any time for the service of Belgian relief, will
engage in Allied European trade from the United States, and that they shall be
brought into account as regards distribution of tonnage if at any time enemy ships
in South American ports be bought on behalf of the Allies jointly.
Great Britain has agreed to the proposed di vision of the Siamese ex-enemy ships
proposed by the United States, in virtue of which Japan gets one-quarter. The
French and American Minister in Tokyo are supporting Sir 0. Greene in his request
that this share will be used in trade with the European Allies.
Sir C. Spring Rice has been advised that Great Britain cannot agree to the
proposed participation of Japan in any share of ex-enemy ships in South American
ports, nor can any division into six equal shares be accepted now with regard either
to the Chinese or the Siamese ex-enemy ships.
Mr. Michel! Lines has been informed of the willingness of the British Government
to purchase the eight ex-enemy ships in Uruguay, the gross tonnage of which amounts
to 42,658 tons, for 2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 1 . payable in London, but the Uruguayan Government
appear unwilling to part with what they consider to be a valuable lever with which
to obtain, the signature of the Arbitration Treaty by Italy. At present the best
proposal which has emanated from Monte Video as to their disposal is that four
bottoms should be used in the direct European trade, two in the direct American trade,
and two in trade with Europe by way of New York. A. Bill has been introduced
empowering the Government to requisition the ships and form a native company to
run them. The Italian Government has been informed by Great Britain, that Italy
cannot expect to obtain any share in these ex-enemy ships unless she is prepared to
sign the Arbitration Treaty.
Sir M. Findlay is advised that Norwegian ships built in Holland will be treated as
Dutch ships while under bond to the Netherlands Government. Afterwards, if they
come under bond to the German Government (not, to be used for Allied purposes
during the war) they will be allowed to carry necessaries to Norway.
Sir A. Peel learns that the Commercial and Navigation Company, trading under
the Brazilian flag (vide Report No. 33, p. 18), declines to sell its ships, and states
that with regard to its charter it is bound to do nothing by agreement with the
United States Government until a counter proposal to its offer to charter its ships at
the rate of 120,000Z. per month be made by that Government.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Sir H. Rumbold on finding that the enemy delegates to the Berne Conference
(vide Reports No. 35, p. 17, and No. 30, p. 18) are mostly " approved " and
patriotic Trades Unionists, and that even among the neutral delegates there is only
one Zimmerw aldian, inclines to the opinion that only Trades Union matters will after
all be discussed.
The International Peace Congress which is to follow the Trades Union Conference
in Berne on 15th October will be attended, according to present arrangements, by
Herren Erzberger, Gothein, Dernburg, and Bernstein. A certain number of Austrian,
pacifist priests have also been furnished with passports.
The French and Italian Governments have been notified that Great Britain has
decided to refuse passports to British subjects wishing to attend this Congress.
A Hamburg merchant criticises the Erzberger peace proposals as a " renunciation
of victory," and considers that such a peace would involve the abandonment of the
economic struggle with Great Britain. He emphasises the comparison between the
military position of Germany, however brilliant that may be, and the gloomy economic
future of that Empire owing to the destruction of German world commerce, shipping,
and Colonies as part of the British war aims. He dreads a future economic war as
being certain to stifle German overseas trade and her internal industries, and asserts
that the only hope for Germany now lies in the utter defeat of Great Britain, as that
alone will induce the British, to abandon their schemes for the commercial exclusion
of Germany. He points out that this last hope will be thrown away if the Majority
r

Group are able to bring about a peace of renunciation, and calls for more furious and
less restricted warfare. A mediatised Prince also attacks the idea of a peace by
renunciation, drawing a gloomy picture of the present and future economic position
of Germany in comparison with her neighbours, and pointing out that the Empire
will be unable to make both ends meet without a war indemnity. On the other hand,
the " Vorwaerts," while asserting that German Social.Democrats desire to see Belgium,
free in any circumstances, asks that they may be assured that the path to peace runs
through a free Belgium, as German public opinion at large fears lest a German
declaration of willingness to renounce Belgium would be interpreted solely as a sign
of military inability to hold it any longer.
Mr. Maxse, in a private letter to Mr. Campbell from Rotterdam, reports that he has
information that the Germans are more war-weary than is generally thought and that
they are putting up a great peace bluff in hopes of making pacifist trouble with the
masses in one or more of the Allied countries and, with a view to sowing trouble
among the Entente, are talking loudly of British prowess and decrying the acbieve
ments of the other Allies. He suggests that the appointment of Herr von Kuhlmann
to his present position is due to a desire on the part of the Kaiser to reverse the
policy of unrestricted submarine warfare, and make use of him, as having been
consistently opposed to that policy, in that direction. Mr. Cremer, a former Dutch
Cabinet Minister, informed Mr. Maxse in conversation that German financial interests
are relying upon the assistance of Germanophils in Great Britain to produce a strong
peace movement as the result of which they would, before the end of this year, obtain
favourable terms by negotiation, and thus retrieve the fortune of the Avar wdiich they
consider to have been lost in the field. Mr. Cremer's own opinion, however, is that
the Germans arc hard hit and are now merely trying to see who will hold out longest
and stand the financial strain best.
Lord Bertie has been assured that no proposals for a separate peace with France
have been put forward by any reputable agent of Germany.
Sir W. Townley understands that the German Reichstag will again debate on the
German reply to the Papal Note.
GENERAL.
The Foreign Office have made enquiries as to the new wireless station, at
Willemstaclt on the island of Curacoa in the Dutch West Indies, which is reported to
be in communication with Nauen, near Berlin. At the same time, Sir E. Howard
draws attention to the completion of another new A v i r e l e s s station of great power at
Karlsborg, in Sweden, which has a radius of over 3,000 miles.
The British Government has declined to send a representative to the Red Cross
Conference at Copenhagen (vide Report No. 35, page 18) where Allied and enemy
,delegates are to meet.
Sir W. Townley has been instructed to find out through the Dutch Government
whether the Porte will consent to a Conference on the subject of the exchange of
prisoners (vide Report No. 36, page 18). The Porte has, indeed, suggested that its
representatives at the proposed Conference should be Mahmud Mukhtar Pasha and
Senator Bosdani Effendi, but so far has gone no further. The Ottoman, excuse for
the delay is that their Government is engaged in studying the articles of the Hague
Agreement concerning prisoners of war, an agreement of which the Porte is a
signatory.
Sir AV. Townley learns that the Porte, on the pretext that a reprisal is necessary,
has limited the amount of correspondence for prisoners of Avar to four lines of writing
per letter or card.
The Prussian War Office has advised the Netherlands Minister in Berlin that ail.
British prisoners of Avar have HOAV been transferred from Ronn en-burg to another
camp.
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CANADA.

The appointment of a Canadian High Commissioner in Washington is a significant
indication of the volume and importance of the financial and commercial transactions
which the Canadian Government now has to deal with in the United States. There
should be no difficulty in associating the new High Commissionership so closely with
the British Embassy as to prevent any possibilitj- of confusion or overlapping of work.
But the step also emphasises the growing necessity of Imperialising the Diplomatic
Service. Our Embassies are, after all, the Canadian or Australian Embassies as well
as the Embassies of the United Kingdom, and it is a constitutional anachronism that
they are still staffed almost exclusively from the United Kingdom. The time wall no
doubt come when it will be the natural and obvious thing that the British Ambassador
in Washington should be a Canadian.
The Coalition Ministry is now complete, and the Liberal element in it, including
men like Mr. Carvel!, who was recently discussed as the possible successor to
Sir W. Laurier as the Party leader, Mr. Sifton, Premier of Alberta, and Mr. Rowell,
Liberal leader in Ontario, should be strong enough to secure its success at the elections
and its power to carry through its programme.
FUANUE.

M. Painleve's handling of the charges brought against M. iUalvy by M. Leon
Daudet, does not appear to have been skilful, and, according to this morning's
Press, a reshuffling of the Ministry, possibly under another Prime Minister, is
imminent. It is not clear how far the attitude of the Chamber towards the Govern
ment was influenced by the discussion, in secret session, of the " whispers of peace "
which M. Ribot hinted last week had reached him from Germany.
ENEMY AFFAIRS.

The KaiseFs tour to Sofia and Constantinople is no doubt connected with im
pending enemy operations both in the military and diplomatic sphere. The occupation
of Moldavia, and the recapture of Bagdad, or invasion of Trans-Caucasia, would, of
course, admirably reinforce a determined peace, offensive in the AVest, and so Bulgars
and Turks are being well flattered by the All-Highest in person to spur them on to
fresh efforts, wdiile von Kuhlmann is busy making preparations for his great winter
peace campaign.

GERMANY.

The growing reaction against the relatively moderate tendencies embodied in the
Reichstag Majority resolution seems to have been checked by Admiral von Capelle's
blundering attempt to fasten the responsibility of the recent naval mutiny on the
Minority Socialists, and by Dr. von Helfferich's no less clumsy treatment of the
interpellation about the anti-Reichstag propaganda in the Army. Tactlessness is the
Achilles' heel of the German bureaucrat at home, as it is of his equally painstaking
and efficient diplomatic confrere abroad.
HOLLAND.

The Dutch Government has by its official communique appealed to the public to
support, it over the sand and gravel question. If Dutch obstinacy is once roused the
question will not be easy to settle.
SWEDEN.

The composition of the new Cabinet seems satisfactory from the Allied point of
view. But it would not be wise to build, too great hopes on this of the future
tractability of Sweden. No Government can afford to make concessions if Swedish
pride and obstinacy are once thoroughly roused. Meanwhile, Germany's credit has
probably risen again in Sweden by the capture of Oesel, and by her bluffing offer to
supply potatoes and even wheat.
18th October 1917.

L. S. A.
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CANADA.
After lengthj conferences with leading Liberals from different parts of Canada,
Sir Robert Borden has succeeded in the formation of a Union Government.
According to the official announcement the conferences were " characterised by the
'" very earnest, sincere purpose on the part of all concerned to bring about the
formation of a Union or National Government."
The following form the new Ministry : —
Prime Minister and Secretary of State for
External Affairs
.
.
.
g j R. Borden (Con.).
President of the Privy Council .- Mr. N. W. Rowell (Lib.).
Minister of Finance
Sir Thomas White (Con.),
Minister of Militia
- Major-General S. 0. Mewburn (Lib.).
Minister of Overseas Military Forces
- Sir Edward Kemp (Con.).
Minister of Trade and Commerce
- Sir George Foster (Con.).
Minister of Agriculture
- Mr. T. A. Crerar (Lib.).
Minister of Justice
Mr. C. J . Doherty (Con.).
Solicitor-General
- Mr. Hugh Guthrie (Lib.).
Minister of Railways and Canals - Dr. J . D. Reid (Con.).
Minister of the Interior- Mr. A. Meighen (Con.).
Minister of Customs
Mr. A. L. Sifton (Lib.).
Secretary of State
- Mr. M. Barrel! (Con.).
Minister of Colonisation and Immigration Mr. J . A. Calder (Lib.),
Postmaster-General
- Mr. P. E. Blondin (Con.).
Minister of Inland Revenue
- Mr. A. Sevigny (Con.).
Minister of Marine, Fisheries and Naval
Service - Mr. C. G. Ballantvne (Lib.).
Minister of Public Works- Mr. F. B. Carvelf (Lib.).
.Ministers
. . , without
- , i , portfolios
, v
( S i r J . Lougheed
(Con.)
-1(Mr.
*?
)r\
\ and
I . Oochrane
(Con.).
Miaister'of Labour (Not yet appointed.)
4i
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Of the Liberals wdio have accepted office, it is to be noted that only two,
Mr. F. B. Carvell (Member for Carleton, N.B.), and Air. Hugh Guthrie (Member for
-S. Wellington, Out.), are members of the present House of Commons. Mr. N. W.
Rowell is a member of the Ontario Legislative Assembly, and has been Leader of
the Liberal Party in the Province since .191], while Mr. A. L. Sifton is Premier of
Alberta. Mr. T. A. Crerar is President of the Manitoba Grain Growers' Association,
Major-General Mewburn joined the Militia as a Private and during the war has been
General Officer Commanding and Adjutant-General of the Militia, Mr. Ballantyne has
been Harbour Commissioner of Montreal, and Mr, J . A. Calder has held the offices
of Minister of Railways and Minister of Education in the Saskatchewan Provincial
Government. There is unfortunately an absence of representation in the Cabinet of
French-speaking Liberals ; but Mr. P. E. Blondin and Mr. A. Sevigny, who both
served in Sir R. Borden's previous administration, represent the French-speaking
-Conservatives of Quebec Province.
Mr. N. W. Rowell presided at the first meeting of the new Cabinet. It has been
proposed that four Conservatives and three Liberals should form an Inner War
-Cabinet for the conduct of war matters.
The Dominion Government have decided to arjpoint a representative at Washington,
: and the office will probably be known as that of High Commissioner in the United
States. Mr. J . D. IIa/.en (late Minister of Marine, Fisheries and Naval Service) has
been offered and has accepted the post.
Sir George Perley has been offered and has accepted the office of Permanent High
Commissioner for the Dominion in London, and this has involved his retirement from
Parliament and also from the Cabinet. While Acting-High Commissioner, Sir George

Peiiey has also been Minister for Overseas Military Forces, and he will no doubt
continue to discharge the duties of the latter office until the arrival of Sir Edward
Kemp in London. The date of the last-named event must necessarily depend largely
upon the course of political events in Canada, but the new Canadian Minister is not
expected before 1st December.
A Proclamation under the Military Service Act calling up Class I., being unmarried
men and childless widowers between the ages of 20 and 34, was issued on 13th October.
Though the men are required to report themselves on or before 10th NoA'ember, unless
they have applied for exemption, the first draft will not be called to the colours, under
present arrangements, till 10th December.
The personnel of the exemption tribunals is now complete, and the tribunals will
commence their sittings on 8th November. All men exempted from service in the
Overseas Forces will be drafted for service in the Home Defence Forces unless they are
physically unfit or are employed on national work of vital importance. Men serving in
the Home Defence Army must put in. at least 14 hours' drill per week and must serve
without pay.
Up to 6th October last 28,609 men in the Dominion had submitted themselves to
voluntary medical examination, and of these 12,597 were placed in category A as fit
for general military service.
According to figures issued by the Militia Department for the eight months from
January to August inclusive, Hie total enlistments in the Overseas Forces were 49,179,
while the wastage during the same period (including casualties and men discharged)
amounted to 91,804.
In reply to the suggestion of the British Government that the Dominion Govern
ment should make use.of the opportunity afforded b3 the negotiations with certain
Canadian railways to obtain the fullest powers possible over the telegraph systems
associated with the railways (vide Report No. 30), the Canadian Ministers point out
that they have statutory povVers to take over any electric telegraph in the Dominion
on payment of reasonable compensation. During last Session a statute authorised the
Dominion Government to buy the outstanding stock of the Canadian Northern
Railway, and this carried the control of the Canadian Northern Telegraph and Great
North-Western Telegraph Companies. In short, the Government have control over
one-half of the telegraph lines of Canada ; and, in view of their rights of acquisition
in regard to all lines, the Dominion Government could enter into any arrangement in
connection with Pacific and Atlantic Cables, &c.
It is reported from Ottawa that 65 representatives of workers have formed a
Committee to draw up a constitution and choose a designation for an Independent
Labour Party.
In the Report of the Executive Council of the Trades and Labour Congress
presented last month to the delegates assembled at Ottawa, the following recommen
dation was made :—"Let no obstacle be placed in the way of reaching the German
" people through the medium of a Stockholm Conference, or otherwise, for the purpose
" of conveying to them our intentions, and on what basis permanent peace is likely to
" be established/'
Twenty-two steel vessels of from 3,400 to 8,800 tons, which are being constructed
in Canada for the British. Government, are expected to be launched this year or early
in 1918. It is intended that the vessels shall carry supplies from the Dominion to
the United Kingdom.
The Dominion Government have undertaken to give the British authorities the
refusal of any ocean-going tugs, registered in Canada, before transfer to a foreign flag
is permitted.
The Dominion Government have enquired whether it is desired that the defences
at Esquimalt should continue to be manned as at present, in view of the existing naval,
situation in the Pacific.
r

AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH.

The allegations of corruption against the Prime Minister -which were made bySenator Watson in connection with appointments to the Senate, and which had an
important bearing upon the last General Election (vide Report No. 6) have been
withdrawn, and the libel action brought by Mr. Hughes against Senator Watson has
therefore been settled. 

The Honorary Minister (Mr. L. E. Groom) is comnmnicatiug with the Australian
Universities with regard to co-operation in teaching Japanese and the languages
of the Pacific Islands in the Commonwealth.
The Minister for Home and Territories (Mr. Glynn) has announced that there are
good prospects of Papua becoming self-supporting in the near future.
The Premier of New South Wales (Mr. Holman), in the course of his visit to
Canada, cabled to the Attorney-General of the State (Mr. Hall) and to Mr. Vaughaii
(ex-Premier of South Australia) suggesting, in view of the forthcoming General
Election, that they should visit the Dominion on behalf of the National Service
-Committee and address meetings in favour of conscription. Both these gentlemen
have accepted the invitation. Sir C. Spring Pice in a despatch mentions that
Mr. Holman made a great impression in the United States.
The transcontinental railway, connecting Port Augusta in South Australia with
Kalgooadie in. Western Australia (vide Report No. 17) has been completed, and the
first passenger train will run on 22nd October. The line is 1,051 miles in length and
has taken, five years to construct at a cost of 6,O00,000Z.
NEW ZEALAND.
The Dominion Government suggest that the United States should be approached,
with a view to co-ordinating the methods of censorship of news of naval or military
importance. The New Zealand Ministers point out that with regard to the recent
capture in Fiji of the occupants of a launch belonging to the German raider in the
Pacific, the news was censored in the Dominion but published in. full in the American
newspapers.
The Ministers further express their opinion that it is very undesirable that the
sailings of New Zealand vessels from San Francisco should continue to be published
in the American Press, and they ask for an assurance that this publication shall
-cease.
SOUTH AFRICA.
The Union Ministers have suggested that, in view of the earnest representations
made by the South African Mohair Growers' Association, and many other producers, in
favour of the inclusion of mohair in the offer made for wool and wooled sheepskins,
the British Government might reconsider their decision and purchase such portions
of the forthcoming clip as the growers may desire to offer. The value of the clip is
not expected to exceed 1,000,OOOZ.
The LJnion Government have pointed out the inequality which exists between the
Native Labour Contingent serving in France and the Native Labour Corps serving in
German East Africa in respect of compensation payable to those dying- of disease
whilst on service. For natives serving in France, the scale ranges from 30Z. to 501.,
while for those in East Africa from 101. to 15Z. The Ministers consider the latter
scale altogether inadequate and urge that it shoidd be raised to the former, the higher
scale being already in operation in the East African unit in respect of deaths resulting
from accident or injury. The additional expense involved in unifying the awards of
compensation, would be about 20.000Z.
The Union Ministers have been considering a proposal to permit Native prisoners,
other than those undergoing sentences for the more serious crimes, to volunteer for
service in France in separate formed companies of the Native Labour Contingent.
For this purpose the sentences would be remitted and the prisoners would, be attested
-on release and serve for the duration of the war. It is estimated that 4,000 labourers
could be secured in this way, and. the views of the Army Council are sought upon the
proposal.
SOUTH-WEST AFRICAN

PROTECTORATE.

An interesting report upon the South-West African Protectorate has been given
to the Capetown Chamber of Commerce by Mr. L. Woodhead, M.L.A., a member of
the Parliamentary Delegation which recently toured the country. In the course of
his observations the lecturer said : "The diamond industry at Kolmanskop is in full
-"swing. Up-to-date machinery has been installed, costing some 150,OOOZ., all of
German make . . . . The Union is starving for marble ; at Karibib, alongside the
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" railway, are unequalled marble quarries ; some blocks shown to us exceeded 16 tons.
" in weight . . . . Mealies are grown to perfection at Grootfontein, and the Adminis
" tration are buying them direct from the farmer for local use at 16s. per bag, free
" bag, free station." As to general prospects, Mr. Wood head says : "The more one
" sees of the country the more one is impressed with its possibilities. Anyone with
" I,000L or 2,00OL, and getting the land reasonably, must do well. Land is said to
" be sold at from Is. to Is. (id. per hectare—a hectare being equal to about one
" morgen. The land tenure presents difficulties, as most of the land is held by
" German and British companies, and little remains for disposal by the Government."
The report further states that the country is rich in mineral wealth, diamonds, copper,
lead, tin, iron, marble, wolfram, and galena ; it carries all kinds of stock, cattle, sheep,,
goats, horses, pigs ; and wheat and mealies grow well. The rainfall varies from
14 inches in the south to as much as 24 inches at Grootfontein. Native labour is
stated'to be scarce as the original'population of 80,000 Hereros has been reduced
through brutal slaughter, &c. to 18,000. There is, however, a, small Republic of
4,000 Bastards, owning each from 7,000 to 10,000 hectares of land, recognised by the
Germans, and having their own Parliament of .10 members. Mr. Woodhead
emphasises that the country is not suitable for settlement by poor whites.
WEST INDIES.
The Secretary of State has requested that the exportation of sea island cotton
shall be forthwith prohibited, except by Government, and notification prrblished that
owing to the difficulty in obtaining sufficient supplies for aeronautical purposes, the
British Government have found it necessary, in Imperial interests, to acquire all the
sea island cotton produced in the British West Indies for munition purposes. The
Secretary of State observes that he relies on the patriotic co-operation of the "planters,
and states that the commodity will he bought, ginned, baled and delivered at the port
of shipment, and the planters therefore will be relieved of all difficulties as to the
provision of tonnage.
1
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Telegrams sent to Governors of Leeward and Windward Islands, and Barbados.

PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS;
Arrangements have been made for the closer co-operation between, the United
States and the Allied Powers in military affairs and in the control of supplies from
the United States. Colonel House will shortly arrive in London as the United States
representative to attend a specially convened War Conference of the Allies.
Sir G. Buchanan reports that for some time past the Russian Socialists have
insisted that the Russian Democracy should be represented at the forthcoming Allied
Conference by someone who enjoyed their entire confidence. The Foreign Minister,
while prepared to accept a Socialist like M. Skobeleff, the former Minister of Labour,
as his colleague, has informed a Socialist Deputation that as Head of the Mission to
be accredited to the Conference, he will reserve to himself the sole right to initiate
any discussion or to speak in the name of Russia. Furthermore, while the Conference
lasted, all subordinate members of the Mission will have to conform their attitude with
his and take their instructions from him as Head of the Mission.
The Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs lias suggested that the Conference should
not meet before the middle of November as he could not arrange to leave Petrograd
before the beginning of that month.
FRANCE.
According to the Intelligence Bureau's Report on France for the week ending
11th October, the question of Civil Control of the Army (vide Report No. 36, page 6)
has been settled by what seems to be an almost complete surrender to the demands.
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of the Chamber. Parliamentary control of the Army has been incessantly demanded,
especially by the Radical and Socialist Left, and they have now got substantially
what they asked. The control is officially announced as " general and permanent,"
but the Parliamentary delegates are forbidden to touch military operations in any
way. No officers are to accompany them except at their own request. It must be
supposed that General Retain found that h e could not resist, and therefore- accepted,
with so good a grace that the Grand Quartier General has won the applause of
" Le Pays " for its active assistance in smoothing over difficulties.
This concession is among the Party aims laid down in the Socialist Programme
adopted by the Bordeaux Conference. Lord Bertie enumerates the others, to wit, an
Inter-Allied Agreement about effectives, providing for the demobilisation of the older
French " classes " ; the reformation of the personnel of the French Diplomatic Service
so as to adapt it for the necessities of the war of democracies against autocracies, the
institution of open diplomacy which would inform Parliament fully and precisely of
Inter-Allied Agreements, the realisation of measures preparatory for the establishment
of a society of nations ; the rigorous application of the law against intercourse with
the enemy ; and the adoption, of a fiscal policy based on the impossibility of war
profits.
The Malvy communique has given rise to criticism in the Chamber, and the Prime
Minister was asked to fix a day for its discussion. l i e declined to do so until after
the conclusion of the judicial inquiry. Lord Bertie reports that a further refusal led
to a division in which the action of the Ministry w a s upheld by 246 votes to 189,
which shows a falling off of some 200 in its majority.
Many speakers at the Bordeaux Conference attacked the imperialistic war aims of
Italy, and M. Thomas declared for a Socialist Conference at Stockholm winch was
not to vote for an immediate peace, but to establish the responsibilities for war, and
especially those of the German Socialists who by their felony had betrayed the cause
of the International.
Replying to
These resolutions coloured the subsequent debate in the Chamber.
attacks on. the -political and diplomatic action of the Government MM. Briand
and Ribot defended French diplomacy in the past while recognising that it would
have to be reorganised for the future owing to the growth of the industrial and
economic factors in modern international relations. M. Ribot pointed out that
Germany had compromised herself all. over the world owing to the excessive zeal of
her diplomatic representatives, and referred to the united front shown by the Allies
in the face of the political manoeuvres upon which the Germans, beaten militarily and
economically, were now forced to rely. The order of the day declaring for the
vigorous political direction of the war based on a plan concerted with the Allies, and
for the initiation of reforms in the Foreign Office and Diplomatic Service, as well as
in the methods of recruiting, was adopted by 362 votes to 112. The Socialists
opposed the Government.
Lord Bertie reports that an official communique has been issued stating that the
charges of treason preferred against M. Malvy, the former . Minister of the Interior,
have been shown, by enquiry to be groundless. The Ambassador learns that this
communique was issued in obedience to political pressure exercised by the Radical
Socialist Party and was not supported by all members of the Cabinet, as it constitutes
an executive intervention in -a case still, sub judice and is calculated to hamper the
officials who are conducting the judicial inquiry.
Sir II. Rumbold learns that the former valet of the ex-Khedive is prepared to give
evidence, if required, about the meetings which took place between Bolo and his former
employer.
M. Loucheur, the Minister of Armaments, has dealt firmly and satisfactorily with
the workmen on strike at the Renault Aviation Works (vide Report No. 30, page 6).
He refused to examine their grievances so Jong as the strike lasted, and secured a
resumption of work and an expression of confidence on the part of the men in his
interpretation of the arbitration!

ITALY.
The question of the orange purchase (vide Reports Nos. 33, page 8, and 37, p a g e 8 )
is upon the eve of settlement. The quantity to be taken over is 70,000 tons, and in
return for this the Italian Government will undertake to stop the export of citrus
fruits and their products to enemy countries. The total liability, including expenses

of marketing, transport, and insurance, is not expected to exceed 1,300,000L, and may
be reduced to 300,0001. should adequate tonnage he available for the transport to
Great Britain of such oranges as cannot be absorbed in Egypt or by the Army in
France anrl Macedonia. France is being asked to share the risk, which is small in
comparison with the resiilts to be obtained in depriving the enemy of the citrus
fruits products, and avoiding political troubles in Sicily.
Lord Bertie learns that the French Government on the representations of M. Metin,
the Under Secretary for Blockade, have agreed to participate with Great Britain in
the orange risk.
The Italian Government have agreed to allow Indian labourers to be landed at
Taranto in transit for France, provided that at no time more than. 3,000 are in that town
at one time, and that the most stringent sanitary measures be enforced. (Vide
Report No. 37, page 8.)
In a recent interview with Mr. Capel Cure, General Cadorna said that if any French
artillery were sent him he hoped it would be without the French gunners. " Your
" men have w orkecl splendidly and never given me trouble. The French gunners, on
"" the other hand, do nothing but complain and preach republicanism in a monarchical
country."
r

BELGIUM.
According to " The Times," Baron Mongheur, formerly Belgian Minister in Mexico,
Washington, and Constantinople, has been appointed Minister in London vice M. Paul
Hymans.
GREECE.
Lord Granville has been informed by the Hellenic Minister for Foreign Affairs
that arrangements have been agreed to by the French and Italian authorities for the
mutual evacuation of the four villages of Sarandaporos, Izvor, Verbiani, and Denchiko
to the east of the Liaskovik-Hersek line in Northern Epirus (vide Reports No. 35, page 8,
No. 36, page 8, No. 37, page 8). In consequence of this, the Italians have consented
to evacuate Konitza, Molitsa, and Kastanieh, which they occupied byway of exercising
pressure on the French to secure simultaneous evacuation winch has now been
obtained.
The Italian military occupation is to be maintained in the triangle controlling the
Santi Quaranta road, but the reinstatement of the Hellenic civil administration is
imminent. Lord Granville has a low opinion of the Greek gendarmes in this particular
district, as they are Constantinist ragamuffins deeply implicated in the recent perse
cutions of Venizellsts, and recommends their removal in the interests of Hellenic
prestige, in Anew of the fact that their behaviour and appearance would contrast
most unfavourably with that of the Italians.
The French have offered Italy the sole control of Preveza as an Italian naval zone,
under the ultimate command of the French Commander-in-Chief, and Lord Granville
has been informed that the French believe this offer will.be accepted.
Lord Granville reports that, according to present arrangements, M. Venizelos will
leaA^e Athens oh 22nd October, and will arm-e in London about the end of the month,
after staying three or four days at each of the Allied capitals en route.
He expects to
remain in London for a week or ten days, and will stay longer in Paris and Rome
on his return journey.
Lord Granville's suggestion that M. Venizelos should be offered a passage onboard a
British warship, as this would have a good effect, and also spare him a tiresome journey
in a Greek destroyer from the Piraeus to Taranto, has been approved by the Foreign
Office.
"
'
SERBIA.
Sir C. des Graz reports that M. Pashitch, the Prime Minister, returned to Corfu on
13th October from his visit to Salonika, and that a decision has been reached to
transfer the rest of the Serbian Government from Corfu to Salonika during the next

few Aveeks.

MONTENEGRO.
Mr. Graham reports from Paris that as the the United States have agreed to accept
the diplomatic representation of Montenegro in Washington, King Nicholas has
announced his intention of proposing M. Plamenatz, one of his former Ministers for
Foreign Affairs, for the new post.
ALBANIA.
The British Liaison Officer at Corfu reports that the Italian authorities have
notified, the Inter-allied Passport Control that Albanians are to be considered as
Italian subjects requiring Italian passports for leaving Albania, lie has asked the
British Charge dAffaires in Rome to make a ruling as to whether Albanians are
Italian subjects or not. The Foreign Office has instructed Mr. Erskine to warn the
Liaison Officer that Albanians are not to be considered as Italian subjects as the
Italian Protectorate is construed in a dictionary and not in a diplomatic sense.
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Sir W. Townley forwards German and Bulgarian Press reports of the Emperor
William's cordial reception in Sofia where he was received by Tsar Ferdinand. This
appears to be the outcome of the arrangements for a meeting of the four Enemy
Emperors (vide Report No. 37, page 9), but the Emperor Charles was not present, and
as the Emperor William has been obliged to prolong his journey to Constantinople
in order to see the Sultan Mohammed Reshad, it is improbable that that Prince ever
visited. Sofia.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
Sir H. Rumbold learns that the inhabitants of Cologne and the adjacent towns of
Rhenish Prussia are much exercised in mind at the prospect of being visited by
Allied raiding aeroplanes.
Writing to Mr. Balfour on 1st October the British Minister at The Hague considers
that Germany is more set upon war now than was the case during the spring and
summer and refers to the apparent decline of Social Democracy in pttblic esteem.
This is partl,y due to a revulsion against the Russian Revolution which would appear
to have consolidated rather than undermined the power of the Throne in the Central
Empires, and partly to the strenuous propaganda of the German Patriotic Party.
According to extracts from the German Press telegraphed by Sir W. Townley, the
leader of this Party now has an opportunity for recovering an official position. Admiral
von Capelle lias resigned owing to his blunder in dealing with the Independent
Social Democrats over the Naval mutiny, and Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, in spite of
his untrustworthiness as a prophet in connexion with the submarine campaign,
is being talked of as his successor. On the other hand the Grand Admiral
may disdain the Secretaryship for the Navy when there is every prospect that the
Chancellorship itself will shortly be vacant as a result of the widespread agitation
against its present incumbent. Dr. Michaelis is considered to be compromised in the
Mutiny Affair which has already overthrown von Capelle, and while Herr von
Kuhlmann enjoys a great deal of well-organised Press support it is possible that so
faithful and uncompromising a Pan-German annexationist as the Grand Admiral may
be preferred by the advocates of a German Peace to a diplomatist who is reputed to
he tainted with Anglophilisin. and is considered by many to be dangerously "clever,"
while he is notoriously unsound on the question of annexations. Another candidate
for the succession to the Chancellorship is Prince von Bulow. The Socialist Press
calls not only for the dismissal of Dr. Michaelis, but for the recognition of the position
of the Reichstag in connection with the support it may accord to the Chancellor, and
for the appointment of a new Cabinet.
According to the Berlin correspondent of the " Tyd," the appointment of Herr von
Jviihlmann in place of Dr. Michaelis is imminent. This would indicate a desire on

lie part of the German Government to escape from the excessive ambitions of the
Pan-Germans, and endeavour to steer a middle course involving the abandonment of
Belgium, but the maintenance of the territorial integrity of the Empire. Count
Reventlow strongly criticises von Ku him ami and his policy as " short-sighted,
superficial, and bound to have fatal results." That this policy can, however, command
Socialist support is shown from the speech of Herr Scheidemann, who, when speaking
at the Conference of the Social -Democratic Party, declared amid general applause
that "Alsace is German territory, and the integrity of the Empire is our peace
condition."
Even before the Mutiny Affair the Chancellor had lost the support of the PanGermans as is apparent from the reports of the meeting of the Pan-German League at
Cassel. The President, Herr Claas, animadverted, strongly upon the lack of determi
nation shown by Dr. Michaelis, particularly in handling the Polish question and in his
reply to the Papal Peace Note. He wound up by expressing joy at the attitude of the
Entente statesmen which made the continuation of the war necessary and thus enabled
Pan-Germans to enlighten the people as to the necessity for a " German Peace," gave
time for Glermany to win fresh victories, and allowed the idea to grow that the
political results of the Avar must be made to correspond, with its military successes.
In a recent Press interview Herr Gwinner of the Deutsche Bank declared
that the finances of Germany had been established on an unshakable basis by
the blockade, owing to the compulsory saving on luxuries which could no longer be
imported, and the voluntary saving on clothes, lighting and food. He drew attention
to the great growth in the savings banks deposits during the war in spite of the
large subscriptions to War Loans.
The Reichstag after voting the supplementary Budget was prorogued, until the
middle of December. The Chancellor was strongly attacked by Herr Ledebour and
accused of having perpetrated a knavish trick in trying to fasten the responsibility
for the Naval Mutiny upon the Independent Socialists, and the appointment of
Herr von Hellferich as Yice-Chancellor was criticised on the ground, that it was idle
to call iu a failure to make up for the uselessuess and incapacity of Dr. Michaelis.
In conformity with the Hindenburg policy- of ascribing German disasters at home
and abroad to the malignity or niggardliness of the Reichstag, the Pan-German Press
express pleasure at the prorogation, which excites the indignation of the advocates of
Parliamentary control. The Reichstag is, however, strongly criticised by the Socialist
Press for. not having overthrown Dr. Michaelis, whose removal from office is now
generally demanded as having allowed a situation, to arise which enables the enemies
of Germany to look forward to a collapse in German) comparable with that in
Russia.
Baron von Hording, the Bavarian Prime Minister, -who has just returned from a
visit to Berlin, speaking in the Bavarian Lower House, emphasised the necessity for
obtaining political and economic safeguards against any danger from Belgium in the
future. He advocated the incorporation of Alsace and Lorraine in South Germany
and Prussia respectively, and denied that any settlement had been reached, as to the
future of the Reichsland (vide Report No. 36, page 17).
The " Vorwaerts " of .13th October protests against the policy of the German
Patriotic Party as laid down in the new appeal circulated over the signatures of Duke
Johann Albrecht of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Grand Admiral von Tirpitz and Herr
Ivapp. This policy, according to the Socialist journal, is one of fear lest the growing
popular movement may develop into one of political significance and affect the power
of the classes which now enjoy it. The journal, criticises the Government for
permitting the new Party so openly to attack its foreign policy in newspapers
subsidised by war-profiteers.
D.r Riesser, President of the Hanseatic League, took the chair at a meeting in
Berlin on 8th October of mercantile and shipping interests, at which it was decided
that all State interference with business, while admittedly necessary during the period
of reconstruction, must be severely restricted during that period, and completely
abolished after it had. come to an end. This refers also to the compulsory syndicates
set up during the war which constitute far-reaching usurpations of the rights of
members of the syndicates, irreconcilable with the protection of medium-sized and
small industries. All stoppages and amalgamations of concerns must come to an end,
as the expected advantages of this policy have, even under war conditions, been heavily
outweighed by the disadvantages in the loss of efficiency. After the war trade must
recover its former freedom, and every effort must be made that raw materials should
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be obtained and distributed, in the interests of commerce and industry. The principle
of monopolies must be abolished. These resolutions were passed unanimously.
AUSTRIAN AFFAIRS.
The Hungarian Prime Minister, Dr. Wekerle, has announced that he has obtained
King Charles' " express assurance" that the introduction of autonomy for racial
areas in Austria would have no effect either direct or indirect upon the integrity of
Hungarian territory, and the Austrian Prime Minister, Dr. Seidler, in order
to soothe the indignation of the Magyars, has had to repudiate any designs
against the existing system of Dualism in the Monarchy. This means that for the
time being, officially at any rate, any idea of securing the support of the Southern
Slavs at the price of Trialism or offering them an equal share in the Monarchy with
the Magyars has been abandoned. The activities of the Southern Slavs in Austria
have, however, by no means abated, and in Croatia which is subject to Hungary, they
have at least been able to extrude from office the nominees of Budapest in favour of
reputable Croatian patriots who have a free hand in the preparation of internal reforms.
The fact that the Southern' Slavs in the lands of the Austrian Crown are so openly
working for an independent state-unit, under the sceptre of the Habsburgs, which is
incompatible with the maintenance of the Dual system, is largely due to the
parliamentary position of the Seidler Cabinet which cannot rely on securing a
majority for its Budget in the face of opposition of the Slav Bloc. In Hungary proper
there is no such opportunity for racial self-assertion as exists in Austria and (to a
lesser degree) in autonomous Croatia. The Wekerle policy is to exalt and maintain
intact the Magyar domination at the expense of the " nationalities," or non-Magyar
majority, which are to be again politically gerrymandered into submission to the
Magyar oligarchy, and the Government has now embarked upon an attempt to
" capture " the hierarchical machinery of the Serb Orthodox and Rumanian Orthodox
Churches in Hungary in order to add ecclesiastical pressure to that already exercised
in political matters.
Sir W. Townley reports a conversation with a M. de Sincay, who has come out of
Belgium with the permission of the Germans, apparently iu connection with possible
future peace overtures, in which reference was made to the attitude of the Emperor
Charles.
M. de Sincay states that the Emperor, when recently in Brussels,
made it clear that he was intent upon bringing about peace at any price. He had
been determined to do this when he first ascended the throne, but had been diverted
from his purpose by the Russian Revolution and the fears, fostered in Berlin, that it
would spread to Austria. He had now overcome this fear and was again set upon peace.
In view of the outbreak of mutiny reported last week in the German Navy it, is
interesting to note that an Austrian torpedo-boat voluntarily surrendered herself to
the Italians.
B U LGARI AN AFFA IRS.
Sir W. Townley learns that the Emperor William's visit to Sofia (vide Enemy
Allied Affairs) has greatly strengthened the position of the Prime Minister, M.
Radoslavoff, to the detriment of the Russophiles. The Bulgarian Press claims that
this visit definitely raises Bulgaria to the rank of a Great Power, an ambition more
modestly stated by M, Daneff at the time of the London Conference, when he claimed
that the country had become, as a result of the First Balkan. War, "tin petit Grand.
Puissance."
NETHERLANDS.
In reply to the intimation of the British Government that commercial cable
communication had been suspended (vide Report No. 37, page 12), the Netherlands
Government have issued an elaborate defence of their action in allowing the transit of
sand, gravel and metal through Dutch territory for the convenience of the Germans.
This document emphasises the Treaty, obligations binding the Dutch to allow
"unimpeded navigation of the Rhine waterways, and of the permission accorded to a
neutral to permit the transit even of munitions to a belligerent, The Dutch

Government claim to Lave satisfied themselves that in point of fact the material in
question has not been used for warlike purposes, and take credit for having stopped
the transit of requisitioned metals from Belgium to Germany. They also claim that
even if the materials have been used, for road repair in Belgium, a road is really a
thing of peace though doubtless useful to belligerents in war.
Sir W. Townley points out that the Dutch officers sent into Belgium to report on
the application of the materials in question were not allowed into the area of immediate *
hostilities, and that their inspection was limited to that extent. On the other hand,,
he learns that certain Belgian experts contend that if the concrete of the " pill
boxes " were to be analysed the component parts would be found to be of German
origin.
It appears that Governmental pressure has been applied in Holland in order to
secure a " good Press " for the official defence of the Dutch attitude, and the British
Minister is anxious that the British reply should be published as early as possible, the
more so as popular opinion is by no means as yet unanimous in support of the Dutch
official exculpation.
Sir W. Townley also reports that he has information to the effect that theGermans intend to resume the export of coal to Scandinavian ports by way of
Rotterdam.
SWITZERLAND.
Sir H. Rumbold reports that the prolonged suspension of transit rights for Swiss
goods from. Holland through Germany is causing annoyance in Switzerland, which
is quite out of proportion to any advantage which may thereby be gained by
the Allies. As the cause of the suspension was a minor incident beyond Swiss control,
the British Minister suggests that the suspension may without danger be reversed
(vide Report No. 33, page 12). The Swiss Government, who are grateful for the
offer of Egyptian oil-cake (vide Report No. 35, page 10), are asking for additional
facilities for importing this commoditw as their present command of tonnage does not
enable them to deal with so large an amount.
Sir H. Rumbold announces the appointment as head of the service for the
controlling of exports of war material from Switzerland of M. Gqnriet the candidate
favoured by the Allies for the post.

SWEDEN.
The Cabinet crisis in Sweden appears to have been settled.
After Professor
Eden had experienced a preliminary failure to adjust the conditions of co-operation
between the Liberals and the Socialists, Mr. Widen, Speaker of the Lower House, was
invited by the King on 11th October to form a Ministry. Lie failed, whereupon theKing again sent for Professor Eden on 14th October, and charged him to try again.
Difficulties had been experienced in persuading the Socialists to forego their claim to
a majority of seats in the Cabinet in view of their numerical preponderance over the
Liberals in the House (80 to G2), as Baron Marks von Wurtenberg declined to take
the Foreign Office if there were a Socialist majority in the Cabinet. There was
at one time a possibility that the pro-German Baron Ramel, at present Swedish
Minister in Christiania, might have been appointed in his stead, but a hint was
conveyed that such a nomination could hardly be expected to make a good
impression in the Allied capitals. The success of Professor Eden in at last
reconciling the conflicting interests of the two parties in his Coalition is the more
important in that his continued failure in that direction would probably have
led to a continuance of the pro-German policy of the late Administration under a
Conservative Foreign Minister in- a patched-up Cabinet of Royal nominees. This
danger was at one time so pressing that Sir E. Howard, in company with his Allied,
colleagues, found it advisable to prepare a Note enumerating instances of the failure
of the two last Administrations to preserve the impartial neutrality of Sweden, and
hoping that the future actions of the country would be in conformity wdth its repeated
declarations of loyalty to this principle.

As far as is at present known, according to Swedish Press reports the Coalition
Ministry, which commands 148 votes in a Mouse of 230 members, includes the
following :—
Prime Minister
.
.
.
Professor Eden (Liberal).
Minister of Finance
- Mr. Branding (Socialist).
Minister of War
- Mr. Niisson (Liberal).
Minister of Marine Baron Palmstjerna (Socialist).
The Swedish. Government has officially announced the conclusion of an Agreement
with Germany for the export to Sweden of large quantities of grain and potatoes.
Sir R. Pa get is of opinion that this is partly bluff to impress the world with the
futility of the blockade, and partly in order to enable Sweden to resist the demands
of the United States to cease exporting certain goods to Germany. This view finds
confirmation in the reported offer of similar facilities by Germany to Norway [vide
General). Sir E. Howard understands that the wheat for export to Sweden is to he
obtained by a 5 per cent, economy on the rations given to the inhabitants of the
occupied territories.
Sir W. Townley learns that the supplies of Swedish iron ore received, in Germany,
which amount to 2,400,000 tons, are so ample that in view of transit and labour
shortage the Germans have given instructions that the consignments should be as
much reduced, as possible during the winter.
Sir C.Spring Pice reports the arrival of the suspected Swedish diplomatic bags
from Halifax (vide Report No. 35, page 10), and that the State Department, which is
anxious that we should not be too hard on Sweden at the present moment, advocates
their being given up to the Swedish Minister in Washington unopened. Lord Reading
-strongly supports the proposal of the State Department, and urges that the bags be
released.
The Swedish Government has published the text of the German apology for the
Luxburg affair, in which regret is expressed that the telegrams complained of were
^ever sent.
Sir E. Howard reports that numbers of revolvers are said to have been stolen
lately from Swedish regiments in the North, and that a motor launch manned by
armed Finns and loaded with ammunition successfully beat off Swedish Customs
officers at Holmsund, near Umea, i-u the Gulf of Bothnia. The launch, when subse
quently captured; was found to contain rifles of the German Army model. It is
thought that these Finns have a depot of arms near Umea, as the launch left that
port empty. This depot may have been stocked partly with weapons stolen as above,
but the Minister thinks the greater part of the supposed store must have been land d
from enemy submarines.
Sir E. Howard reports that Swedish public opinion has taken the news of the
requisition of Swedish shipping.very quietly.
According to Press reports the Conference of Scandinavian Ministers which was
deferred owing to the change of Cabinet in Sweden will now take place next month.
NORWAY.
The British Government has denounced its Agreements with the Paper and PulpMakers and Mechanical Pulp-Makers, Soap Makers, Oil and Colour Merchants, Candle
and Match Makers, Chocolate Makers.
The denunciations in the case of the first four will, take effect in three months from
13th October. The last-mentioned denunciation was ordered on IGth October, and
the denunciation of the Fish and Margarine Agreements is foreshadowed in further
telegrams to Sir M. Findlay of 12th and 13th October respectively.
The British Minister has been informed by his French colleague that he has
-certain information to the effect that the Norwegian Government have informed the
German Minister that they cannot avoid reducing exports to Germany, and that the
latter has asked for time to enable his Government to consider whether they cannot
supply Norway's requirements. The French Minister also asserts that the Norwegian
Cabinet has decided not to make common cause with Sweden and Denmark in
resisting the pressure of the Allies. Sir M. Findlay considers that the Norwegian Government -is bluffing when it
-assured the French Minister cn 13th October that a total cessation of.exports to
Clermany could not be considered, and Sir C. Spring Rice reports that Dr. Nansen,
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fhe Norwegian representative in the United States, expressed anxiety as to the attitude
of the Scandinavian countries in case the United States Government persisted in its
present demands, which had, however, not yet taken the form of an ultimatum.
Sir C. Spring Rice indicates that the State Department, in view of Dr. Nan sen's
assurances that it is impossible for Norway entirely to stop the export of fish toGermany, is unwilling to insist upon its demand in writing. The British Government,,
however, are most anxious that this traffic should be totally stopped.
DENMARK.
Sir R. Pages reports that the Danes have decided to slaughter for their own
consumption, in addition to the normal slaughterings, a large number of pigs for
salting purposes, consequently the quantities available for export will after five
months be insignificant. Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the Danes intend to devote
the stock of fodders to the maintenance of their cattle, and. reports the tentative
decision of the United States Export Board, in view of this action. It is proposed
to share Danish exports of dairy produce and live and dead meat equally between
Germany and the Allies, and to limit the export of cattle to Germany to a maximum
of 2,000 head in any one week. 4,000. tons of hides per quarter are to be exported
to approved destinations, and an arrangement is to be made about pork in addition to
the 20,000 tons which are to be exported to the Allies before the end of the year
without corresponding export to Germany.
Sir It. Paget draws attention to the import of German paper into Denmark for the
use of journals favourable to the German propaganda, and suggests that an embargo
on paper from Allied sources would, in consequence of this, play into the hands of
the enemy.
SPAIN.
The United States Ambassador found the Prime Minister greatly exasperated with
Germany over the submarine episode and has advised the State Department to make
the most of this opportunity in its dealings with Spain. The Prime Minister informed
Sir A. Hardinge that the action of the German commander of the submarine in
breaking his word of honour has created a bitter feeling against Germany among the
Gerrnanopb.il military circles, and if the German Government declines to return the
submarine or quibbles about the commanding officers parole the best friends of
Germany in Spain will be estranged.
in a conversation with the British Ambassador the Marquis de Lema, the Spanish
Minister for foreign Affairs, again suggested that a manifestation of goodwill on the
part of the Allies towards Spain might take the form of arranging for the inclusion of
Tangier in the Spanish zone in Morocco.
Sir A. Hardinge reports on 29th September that M. Geoffray had recently had an
audience of the King of Spain who spoke with him on the subject of the encourage
rnent given in Prance to the revolutionary movement against the Throne in Spain.
The King mentioned the complicity of M. Breal in this movement and the supply of
" French gold" to the strikers, but the Ambassador pointed out that the French
Government had given no countenance to the intrigues in question, that no evidence
had been produced of any French money being furnished to the revolutionaries, and
that the military Court which had tried. M. Breal had discharged him on the grounds
that the accusations brought against him were unfounded. The Ambassador declined
to accejot the King's suggestion that the Court had received orders to suppress
incriminating evidence against the prisoner in the interests of international friendship.
Lord Bertie learns that M. Geoffray, the French Ambassador in Madrid, has been
recalled and that he is to be succeeded by Mr. Joseph Thierry, a former Minister of
Finance.
The new Belgian Minister, Baron van der Elst, has arriwed in Madrid.
PORTUGAL.
The President of the Portuguese Republic, after visiting certain sectors of theWest Front, arrived in London on 17th October.

CHINA.
The Chinese Prime Minister has advised Sir J . Jordan that over 30,000 Chinese
troops are to be sent to France. The United States have arranged to provide funds
for the equipment and despatch of this force, and France will ask the Allied Shipping
Commission to furnish the necessary transport.
Sir J . Jordan has been instructed to report as to what steps have been taken to
protect British interests in the Province of Kwangsi in view of the French claim
advanced recently that France holds exclusive rights to all mining and railway develop
in en ts in that area, which marches with French Inclo-Ohiiia.
According to a Press report quoted by Sir J . Jordan, the Japanese Government
have sanctioned the negotiation of a contract between a Japanese syndicate and the
Chinese Government for the supply of- arms in twelve months' time to the value of
about 3,0OO,000Z.
JAPAN.
During his visit to London the Prime Minister, M. Painleve, discussed the
possibility of obtaining Japanese military assistance. The British Ambassador in
Washington is instructed to ascertain the views of the United States Government on
the question of the principle involved, but Sir C. Spring Pice is warned that no
decision has as yet been arrived at as to the area where such assistance, should it
he forthcoming, is to be applied.
Sir C. Greene sends details of the typhoon of 1st October, which is the worst
known in Japan for half a century. A thousand lives are reported lost and 4-5,030
houses have been damaged or destroyed, while 200,000 more have been flooded. The
British Ambassador suggests that a message of sympathy from His" Majesty's
Government would he much appreciated.
The British. Government, acting upon the advice tendered by Sir C. Greene,
have instructed him to express their sincere sympathy with the Japanese Govern
merit and people as well as with the victims of the typhoon-.

SIAM.
The Foreign Office has directed Sir H. Deriiig to reassure the Siamese Government
on the subject of the proposed deportation of enemy subjects for internment in India,
and quotes the case of a similar procedure in Liberia, whence enemy subjects were
deported and interned in France. Siam is also assured that her declaration of war
terminated the extra-territorial privileges of Germans and Austrians. and their
internment, with or without preliminary deportation, can give rise to no valid protest
on the part of either Empire. Further, the Siamese Government is informed that the
belligerent rights acquired by Siam in virtue of her declaration of war over-ride any
obligations to which she may previously have been pledged by Treaty with either
enemy State. In view of this, the British Government hope that Siam will now be
able to co-operate with Great Britain and the United States in the economic policy
adopted against the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands, at any rate as far as
foodstuffs, minerals, rubber, and exotic woods are concerned.

ARGENTINE,
The Argentine Government have applied for Count Luxburg's safe-conduct to be
made available for passage ^ by a Dutch vessel leaving at the beginning of November.
The former German Minister was brought back from an unauthorised journey
southwards, and is at present interned on an Argentine island.
The celebrations on Columbus Day, which were rather dreaded as having been
organised by the pro-German party (vide Report No. 37, p. 16), passed off without
serious trouble, possibly in virtue of the cooling effect of a fall of rain.

The British Government has stopped certain proposed shipments of grain direct
from the Argentine to Norway, as the latter country will temporarily draw her supplies
from the United States in virtue of the recent blunder of the Exports Board, but has
been obliged to give facilities for the transport of a quantity of oil cake.
In reply to British representations urging the desirability of opening negotiations
for the purchase of the Argentine cereal and fodder crop as soon as possible, Sir C.
Spring Rice informs the Foreign Office that the United States are not likely to share
in the purchase of the whole available surplus, as the Department of Agriculture and
the United States Food Controller still think it will only be necessary to buy a
quantity equivalent to that normally slnqopecl to the Northern neutrals.
The British Ambassador considers that the bunkering regulations promulgated
in connection with the Plate trade will be enforced in a manner compatible with
British and Allied interests, and asks that west-bound northern neutral ships may
only be so limited in their bunkering by Great Britain as to enable them to reach a
United States port and no more.
URUGUAY.
The British Government has assured the Government of Uruguay of their pleasure
at the rupture of relations with Germany and at the yjopular manifestations of
sympathy with the Allies.
The Uruguayan Government repealed their former declarations of neutrality on
loth October in favour of all the Allies. This has been done before the signature of
any Arbitration Treaty, although last week the Minister for Foreign Affairs had
declared that such signature by Great Britain, France, and Italy was an indispensible
preliminary to the revocation of the decrees of neutrality.
CHILE.
Sir F. Stronge has been informed by the President of the Republic that after the
payments in Germany for the German-owned nitrate properties in Chile (purchased
by the Dupont Powder Company, with the approval of Great Britain and the United
States) the Chilean balances in Germany would only just meet the coupon payments
on German-owned Chilean bonds for the next six months, and that there would be no
surplus available for the purchase of ships. (Vide Report No. 33, page 16.)
According to a Press report the portfolios in the new Chilean Cabinet have been
allocated as follows : —
Don Eleodoro Yanez - Interior.
Don Ed ward o Suarez Mujica
- Foreign Affairs.
Don Ricardo Salas Edwards
- Finance.
Don Art tiro Alenparte
- Justice.
Don Oscar Viel
- War.
Don Malacpuias Concha
- Public Works and Industry.
:

PERU.
The President of the French Republic has sent a personal message of congratu
lation to the President of Peru on the rupture of Peruvian diplomatic relations with
Germany, and Mr. Ronnie suggests that a message of a similar nature from His
Majesty the King would have a very good effect, and help to secure the use of
Peruvian wireless stations for His Majesty's ships of war. The British Government
have intimated that the German Minister with his dixdomatic staff and German
Consular officers de carriere may be given a safe-conduct for return to Germany by
way of a contiguous neutral country. They must travel in a single party and must
proceed by way of Chile and Rio de Janeiro. They will have to call at an approved
British port where they will be subject to examination and search.
Against this decision the German diplomatist urges the state of his health and
asks leave to go via Panama, whence, he could take ship for Spain or proceed to
Curacoa to catch a Dutch steamer.

ECUADOR.
The Ecuadorean Government have based their refusal to receive the former German
Minister to Peru, who was also accredited to Ecuador, on their recent declaration of
adhesion to the principle of American solidarity. From this it would appear that
a diplomatic rupture lias in fact' taken place between Ecuador and the German
Empire (vide Report No. -33, page 17).
MEXICO.
The Foreign Office has communicated certain information concerning Mexican
designs against the United States to the American Ambassador in London, and has
advised Sir C. Spring Rice that in view of the effect this may have on the attitude of
the United States towards the present regime in Mexico, recognition of General
Carranza is being deferred. The information has not been communicated to the
French, but the French Government have been asked to defer their recognition for the
time being.
Meanwhile Mr. Cummins announces that revolutionary manifestos have been
placarded over Mexico City, torn down by the authorities, and again posted up, and
that Congress is discussing the question of declaring martial law as Government
troops are reported to have been defeated by revolutionaries in small engagements.
The l^arnpico strike has come to an end.
CUBA.
Mr. Leech reports that a semi-official notice in the local Press to the effect that the
Spanish Minister in Havana is a persona grata, has put an end to the rumours that the
Cuban Government intended to ask for his recall in connection with the Paul Burger
case (vide Report No. 36, page 14).

UNITED STATES.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that President Wilson signed the Trading with the
Enemy Bill on 6th October. Amendments have strengthened the Presidents hands
by giving him powers, enforced by heavy penalties, to establish censorship over all
communications passing between the United States and any foreign country. An
Executive Order issued on 15th October under the Prevention of Espionage and the
Trading with the Enemy Acts provides for the establishment of a War Trade
Board, which absorbs the former Exports Board and is strengthened by the
addition of members representing the Treasury and the Shipping Board.
The new Board, in addition to the functions of the old Exports Board, will
control restricted imports and regulate trade with enemies and allies of enemies, and
of enemy, or ally of enemy, persons or firms in the United States other than insurance
companies. It will also license changes of name by enemy subjects or their allies.
The Exports Council becomes the War Trade Council, and the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Chairman of the Shipping Board, become additional, members. The
Secretary of the Treasury is empowered to regulate exchange and the export of bullion
and control enemy insurance companies. The Censorship Board will control outward
and inward communications of all sorts. The Federal Trade Commission receives
additional powers for the regulation and control of patents. The Postmaster-General is
given control over newspapers published in foreign languages, and a Custodian is
appointed to receive monies due to or held for the benefit of an enemy subject or his
ally.

.

.

Sir H. Rumbold learns that President Wilsoids remark on the subject of possible
future commercial restrictions against Germany have caused much concern among the
classes likely to be affected in Germany.
Count Horodyski, a prominent pro-Ally Pole, telegraphing to Sir E. Drummond,
describes pro-war enthusiasm as growing in the West. The East, however^ is much,
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plagued by pacifists who gossip pessimistically. He draws attention to the constant
belittling of British efforts by the French representatives in the United States and
urges the British Government notTOallow France to run everything. Jewish influence
is on the whole pacifist.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case.of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the Iving's enemies during the period 5th October to
11th October inclusive is 73,250 tons, of which 4-5,541 tons were British, as compared
with 60,47-1 tons, of which 44,180 tons were British, reported last week.
According to the figures supplied by the Admiralty and the Shipping Controller
the British losses by enemy action (including 20 per cent, of ships damaged but not
s u n k w h i c h h a v e t o . b e laid up for repairs) for the third quarter of 1917 amount to
892,881 tons, against which 242,773 tons of new construction must be reckoned as
having passed into service under the British (lag. This shows a net loss of 650,108
tons, if the total losses be counted due to enemy action, marine risks, transfer or
sale to a foreign flag, or other causes, the amount is 927,903 tons—but this does not
include ships laid up for repair owing to the attacks of submarines. The total gains,
allowing for transfers and purchase from foreign flags and other causes, amount to
497,861 tons, so that the net loss for the quarter to shipping under the Red Ensign is
4-30,042 tons. It is difficult from these figures to strike an exact balance for the
amount of shipping which from one cause or another has ceased to be available for
use at sea under the British flag, but in any case it appears to be very considerably
less than the Admiralty forecast of probable losses for the quarter, which was 744,000
tons.
In view of the reported activity on the part of the Germans to secure neutral
tonnage for their own use after the war, the British Government have proposed joint
Allied action in this matter. The business of chartering neutral tonnage after the
war would be undertaken solely bythe lnter-Ailied Chartering Committee, with such
alterations in its powers and modifications in the present financial arrangements that
may be necessary. These proposals have been made to. France and Italy with a view
to securing their co-operation in joint representations to the United States, and the
British' diplomatic representatives at the Courts of the maritime European neutrals
have been instructed to advise on the best methods for applying persuasion or pressure
to achieve the desired results.
In the hope of securing Allied recognition of their position with regard to
ex-eneiny ships, the Brazilian Government have officially intimated their intention to
form an international service with these vessels for the benefit of Brazilian and Allied
interests. Sir A. Peel wishes to know whether he may assure the Brazilian Govern
nlent that no stipulations will be made as to the nationality of ships bringing coffee
to the United Kingdom.
In any case the British Government have decided not to interfere with the present
voyage of the ox-German "Gertrude Wizemann," now flying tho Brazilian flag as
the " Curvelle," but do not as yet consider that this forbearance forms a precedent
for future treatment of Brazilian ex-enemy ships.
According to advices from Mr. Cummins, the United States Ambassador in Mexico
is anxious that such forbearance should not he practised in the case of the " Antoniiia "
at Tampico, which the Mexican Government proposes to purchase.
Mr. Rennie reports that the ex-German ships in Peruvian ports have been very
sqriously damaged, so much so, indeed, that repairs cannot be executed locally, and
the Peruvian Government are ready to hand over all except one to the Allies in return
for three or four seaworthy ships of smaller tonnage.
Mr. Haggard learns in La Paz (Bolivia) that local Germans assert that Chile is
likely to claim possession of the Peruvian. ex-German ships as having been acquired
by her in virtue of an arrangement with Germany.
Tho President of the Chilean Republic has advised Sir F. Stronge that owing to
lack of funds deposited in Germany (vide Chile) lie did not propose to buy the three
German ships in Chilean ports, but only to charter them for use in the American
trade under the Chilean flags.

Mr. Erskine reports that the Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs prefers that Italy
should forego any share in the proposed Inter-Allied allocation of Uruguayan ex-euem.
ships rather than submit to the demands of the Uruguayan Government. In con
sequence of this the Foreign Office has advised Sir C. Spring Rice that Great
-Britain is prepared to divide the Uruguayan ex-enemy tonnage, which is to he
-chartered and not sold, in the proportions of one-third apiece to France, the United
States and Great Britain.
In view of the declaration of the Siamese Government that in chartering their
ex-enemy ships they are influenced, chiefly by a desire to relieve the war situation in
Europe, Sir II. Bering has urged the Japanese Minister in Bangkok to represent to
his Government the desirability of coming into line with the other Allies as to the
-employment of the proposed Japanese share of these ships for the general interests of
all the Allies, and not for purely Japanese purposes.
In answer to the British request for second-hand guns to be used for arming
merchantmen (vide Report No. 3G, page 16) the Japanese Admiralty has offered to
supply at the usual price twenty 6-inch, twelve 4" 7-inch, and eight 3-inch guns.
The Chinese Government, which is much embarrassed by the fact that those ships
of the Chinese Navy which are at Canton have not yet returned to their allegiance
to the authority of the Peking Government, have only been able to offer four 4"7 inch
guns from the Shanghai Arsenal in reply to the request of the British Admiralty.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Sir W. Townley was informed by the Dutch Minister for Foreign Affairs that Herr
von Kuhlmanu, in conversation with the Netherlands Minister in Berlin, had said
that while Germany could not tell Great Britain through a neutral that she was
prepared to evacuate Belgium unconditionally, she would make that answer direct to
;an Englishman empowered to ask the question.
At the peace demonstration made in Vienna on 7th October by the Christian
Socialist Party, Prince Lichteustein opened the meeting with a speech in which he
said the Party desired peace by agreement, and, if possible, a general disarmament
and the establishment of a permanent Court of Arbitration. It also desired an
honourable peace, which would lastingly protect Austria-Hungary against the
frivolous attacks of wicked neighbours. Herr Kunschak, a member of the Land
Committee, was loudly applauded when he referred to the ardent desire for peace which
was making itself felt in ail belligerent and neutral European countries, and was
progressing in spite of the efforts of Governments and mercenary journalists. The
Party had gathered to applaud the Pope's efforts for a peace based on the elimination
of force of arms and the substitution of moral right and international law as the forces
controlling the new order of affairs in the world,
Count Julius Andrassy has published an article deriding the idea of a peace
without annexations or indemnities, and maintaining that Poland must enter the
Habsburg Monarchy. He considers that any attempt to reconstitute Serbia or to oust
Bulgaria from Macedonia would only be the prelude to another war.
The " Humanite " welcomes Herr von Kuhlmann's uncompromising declaration as
to the inevitable retention of Alsace-Lorraine by Germany as having cleared the issue
and shown up the insinceritjr of previous German proposals, of holding a plebiscite in
the Provinces. The Central Empires must be utterly defeated or France must
abandon all. hope of recovering Alsace-Lorraine with Peace.
Sir W. Townley, in conversation on 27th September with M. do Sincay, a uianu
facturer who has come out of Belgium with the permission of the Germans, apparently in
connection with possible future peace overtures, was informed that the Emperor William
is most anxious to find a way of making peace. M. de Sincay considers that the Papal
peace proposals were drafted in Berlin and imposed upon the Pope by means of pressure
exercised through Vienna as a means of enabling the Emperor to put forward new
peace proposals without incurring the odium of his own Germans by so doing over
his own name. The EmperoFs desire for peace is reported to be opposed both by the
Empress and by the Crown Prince.
Sir H. Rum bold reports that the International Peace Conference in Berne has had
to be postponed as only five Allied delegates have appeared to meet Dr. Erzberger
and. 6.4 other representatives of the enemy empires.
According to a German Press report-, Dr. Erzberger has succeeded in getting in
touch with British peace" agents.
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GENERAL.
The Austro-LIungariaii Foreign Office has "suggested that the Swiss Government
should bring about a meeting between Austro-Hungarian, French, and Italian
delegates to discuss the question of an exchange of iimvounded-prisoners of war. The
Italian Government urged France to refuse to send delegates, but M. Ribot was
unwilling to comply with their request owing to the state of public opinion in France.
He was, however, prepared to instruct the French-delegates to wreck the negotiations.
Great Britain is supporting the further Italian, representations on. this subject, and
Lord Bertie has been instructed to point out that such proposals are only calculated
to prolong the war, and should not even be discussed in view of the effect they cannot
fail to produce on the Russian and Serbian Governments (vide Reports No. 33,
page 20, and No. 34, page 15). The Anglo-German arrangement for the internment
in neutral countries of officers and non-commissioned officers who have been eighteen
months in captivity does not affect the present proposals which are for the exchange
of unwounded combatants. In spite of the action of Great Gritain and Italy,'M. Ribot
considers that the scheme must be prosecuted, but guarantees that no convention
shall be signed.
Sir M. Findlay learns that, the Germans are trying to arrange an exchange of
unwounded prisoners of war with R-ussia with the express object of increasing their
man power in the field (vide Report No. 33, page 21).
As arrangements have been made for the exchange of a number of Russian and
enemy prisoners of war through. Sweden, Sir M. Findlay is informed that the Swedish
Railway Administration has demanded 191 tons of coal and a large quantity of
lubricants as the price of facilitating this transaction.
Sir. W. Townley reports that by exercise of continued pressure he has induced the
Netherlands Government to collect military doctors for the inspection of prisoners in
Great Britain and Germany. In order to facilitate his efforts in getting the necessary
doctors sent to Germany, the British Minister is anxious that those detailed for the
British inspections should be brought to this country at once.
Sir W. Townley reports, on the authority of Dr. Snouck Hurgronje, who is at
Hanover, that all British, officers who were prisoners at Schwarmstedt have now been
transferred to the new camp at Holzminden (vide Reports, No. 34, page 15, and No. 35,,
page IS).
The Dutch. Minister in Berlin reports that, 05 British officers of the Merchant
Service were transferred, from, the prisoners' camp at Brandenburg on. 3rd October,
11 more on 14th and loth October, and that the remaining 78, who have been unable
to produce documentary evidence as to their rank, will be transferred to an officers'
camp as soon as possible on their giving an undertaking to obtain a Board of Trade
certificate of rank within a month of their transfer.
The Dutch Inspecting Doctor Romer reports that no improvements have been
effected in the prisoners' camp at Ronneburg since the date of the last inspection.
All British prisoners have, however, been transferred elsewhere. The conditions at.
Stroehen Camp have improved since the departure of the former Commandant.
In view of the conclusion of an Agreement between Germany and Sweden (videSweden), whereby the former undertakes to supply the latter with foodstuffs, the
American Minister in Copenhagen has suggested, to his Government that the Allies
should immediately demand that prisoners of war in Germany should now be properly
fed, otherwise German prisoners of war will be put on rations similar to those issued
to Allied prisoners in Germany. He urges that everything should be done to stir up
discontent against the German Government in Germany for exporting food instead of
increasing the poptdar rations.
The Netherlands Government has advised Sir W. Townley that Germany, after a
last effort to resuscitate the . South wold Bay proposal, has now definitely agreed that
Boston should be used as the port of. transhipment for returned prisoners.
The Dutch Consul at Aleppo reports that the British prisoners of war working
on. the Baghdad Railway continue to ask for more food than they are getting. He
suggests that £T 15,000 monthly would'be necessary for providing for their immediate
needs, and points out that the prisoners prefer to be supplied with actual food
rather than with paper money.
The Papal Agent in Berne has applied for permission to export two truck loads of
Swiss condensed milk which are to form part -of a gift to be sent by the Pope to
Italian prisoners of war in Austria. Sir H. Rumbold suggests that the Papal Agent,

who has been advised to send this consignment through a Committee approved b y the
British Government, should be allowed.-to forward half a truck load while awaiting
the Vatican s approval of this course. The Foreign Office, however,-in view of the
absence of satisfactory guarantees that the milk in question will ever reach the Italian
prisoners is not inclined to agree to the proposal. The French and Italian Govern
ments are also being consulted.
The Russian Government have notified Sir G. Buchanan of their intention to
accept the Danish invitation for the Red Cross Conference in Copenhagen, where the
Russians will meet enemy delegates. The proposals to he discussed refer only to
the exchange of wounded prisoners of Avar AAdiich, if agreed to, Avill be effected
exclusively by way of SAveden. According to the German wireless report the
Conference began its sittings on 17th October Avhen delegates from the following
countries were present:—Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey among the Central
Empires, Denmark and Sweden among the Neutrals, and. Russia and Rumania among
the Allies.
Sir G-. Buchanan has been advised that the United States Government has delined
the invitation to be represented at the Copenhagen Red Cross Conference (vide Reports
No. 35, page 18, and No. 37, page 20).
Reports have reached this country that typhus has broken out among prisoners of
Avar waiting at Constance for transfer to SAvitzerlaucl or repatriation, but the SAviss
authorities are not disposed to put much faith, in the reports.
The Hellenic Government has been warned of the outbreak of an epidemic of
cholera in Asia Minor, and has invited the co-operation of the Allies Avith the local
authorities in order to isolate the iEgean Islands from possible infection.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Secretary, of State wishes to know whether
His Majesty's Government approve of Mr. T. P. 0'Connor's proposal that the 69th
New York Regiment should be landed at Queenstown en route for France and taken
on a short tour in the neighbourhood as was done in the case of the Irish Canadian
Regiment. Mr. T. P. 0'Connor, M.P., considers that wholesale and happy influences
would in this way be exerted both in Ireland and in England.
!
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CANADA.

The declaration of policy by the new Union Government, outlines a bold and far
reaching progratnine of reconstruction.. Instead,.however, of com mi; ring the subject
of reconstruction to a separate Ministry, Sir R. Don leu lias divided his Government
into two main Committees, one for carrying on the war and the other for development
and reconstruction.
ITALY.

The Germans are, apparently, attempting to accentuate the Italian domestic
crisis by their attack on the Isoiizo front.
ENKM V AfTAIliS.

Von Iviihlmaiiu's declaration at Budapest that Germany is against a trade war
after the war is no doubt sincere. Germany is confident that sire can organise her
economic control over Central Europe quite sufficiently by railway rates and canal
developments, and is therefore only too anxious to avert any organisation or eoiu
bi nation among the Allies wd.iic.li may prevent hot" recapturing her trade position
in the outer world. The proposal for diverting the Danube to Oonstanza is typical
of the direction in which German thought is working most actively.
MKKIOO.

The situation seems to be approaching a critical phase. If President Carranza
takes an openly pro-German line, the rebel General, Pelaez, can, however, be trusted
to espouse the Allied, cause. If Carranza can be squared, Pelaez will regretfully
become a pro-German.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

The Peace Formula issued by the Scandinavian, Dutch and Spanish delegates to
the Stockholm Socialist Conference bears many obvious marks of German inspiration,
e.g., the suggestion, that Flanders and Wallonia are to remain separate, that a
referendum in Alsace-Lorraine should be by districts, that, Prussia and Austria should
retain their Polish territories, &c. On the other hand, the proposals to create a Greater
Bohemia embracing the Slovak regions of Hungary, and to restore the independence of
Serbia, show a certain indifference to Magyar and Bulgar ideas which the German
Government - itself cannot, officially avow. Tho Sovyet instructions to their
delegate to the forthcoming Allied Conference follow this formula sufficiently closely
to warrant the claim, of the Stockholm Committee that the Russian delegates were in
agreement with them. It remains to be seen whether the Belgian delegates will
disclaim the similar statement made with reference to thcmyelves.

The 1'ope's- suggestion that peace can be secured by abolishing compulsory
military service is based on the assumption that fundamental causes can be got rid of
by suppressing some particular manifestation of their effects. The natural con
sequence of suppressing compulsory service, as long as the underlying causes of
national rivalry still existed, would be to accentuate the tendency of modern Avar to
concentrate more and more on mechanical and technical devices, which are, in any
case, produced by voluntary paid industrial effort, and mostly worked by skilled
volunteers. The rich, and highly industrialized States would benefit at the expense of
their neighbours. Germany would have little to fear f r o m Russia and could con
cetitrate freely on building her battleships, submarines and aeroplanes againet
England.
It would be interesting to know, too, how voluntary service is to be defined.
Would it be voluntary service if everyone who had failed to offer himself for military
service wore disfranchised, disqualified for any other Slate service, debarred f r o m the
benefits of national insurance or pension schemes, and subjected to special taxation ?
Would it also conduce to the world's peace if in lieu of compulsory service, which is
national and carries an element of responsibility with it, the Governments of Europe
in future devoted themselves to hiring volunteer Chinese and negro armies?
;

25th October .1917.

L. S. A.

Captain Amery J
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AND

AFRICA.

CANADA.
An important declaration of policy of the new Union Government has been
issued. As to the representation of various interests, it is stated : —
" The present National, or Union, Government has been formed with a desire to
give representation to all elements of the population who support the purpose
and effort of Canada in this war. Representative men of both political parties
are included in its personnel, and it is intended forthwith to give Labour
special representation on. the principle already followed with regard to
agriculture."
The non-party character of the Administration is emphasised in the following
words :—
" Impressed, by the urgent necessity of putting aside all minor considerations, of
sinking all party differences, and of presenting a united front at this solemn
and momentous juncture in the nation's history, the members of the Union
Government have come together in the duty of service to the national interest."
In outlining the measures to be undertaken by the Cabinet, the vigorous
prosecution of the war in co-operation with the rest of the Empire, involving the
immediate enforcement of the Military Service Act, is placed first. Other items of
policy mentioned are adequate taxation of war profits and increased taxation of
incomes ; a strong and progressive immigration and colonisation policy accompanied
by suitable provisions to induce settlement on the land; effective arrangements
for demobilisation and the care and training of returned soldiers ; development
of transportation facilities (including the co-operative management of the various
railwa,ys in order to ensure economy and avoid unnecessary construction) ; develop
ment of the shipbuilding industry and the establishment of steamship lines on.
both the oceans and the Great Lakes ; investigation of the possibilities of the air
service for national purposes ; encouragement of co-operation amongst those engaged
in. agricultural production ; the extension of the franchise to women, with provisions
enabling married women to determine their nationality ; reform of the Civil Service,
involving the abolition of patronage ; and adequate consideration of the needs of the
industrial, population.
It is further stated that the Government will aim at a truer
understanding between the various communities both East and West and the
development of a national spirit and united effort among the people.
Orders in Council are being prepared establishing a permanent Committee of the
Cabinet for the effective prosecution f the Avar, and another Committee for the
purpose of carrying out other lines of policy mentioned above. The functions of the
War Committee will'be to co-ordinate the efforts of all Government Departments "for
the prosecution of the war and to ensure that the full power of Canada is thrown into
the national endeavour in dealing with such matters as the maintenance of the military
forces, the enforcement of the Military Service Act, the defence of the coasts, the
training and equipment of troops, regulation of exports, &c. The Members of this
Committee will be the Prime Minister (Sir R. Borden). the President of the
Privy Council (Mr. Rowell), the, Ministers of Militia (General Mewburn), Finance
(Sir T. White), Marine and. Naval Service (Mr. Ballantyne), Justice (Mr. Doherty),
Public Works (Mr. Carvell), Customs (Mr. Sifton), Overseas Military Forces (Sir E.
Kemp or his representative), and Postmaster-General. (Mr. Blondin). The functions of
the Second Committee will be those of Reconstruction and Development, and will
include the investigation of the resources of the Dominion, the formation of a scheme,
of immigration and colonisation, demobilisation and settlement of soldiers on the land,
transportation, investigations regarding air service and labour conditions, &c. The
Committee will be presided over by Mr. A. K. Maclean, assisted by Senator Robertson
(see announcement below) and the other Members will be the Prime Minister, the
Ministers of Trade (Sir George Foster), Railways (Dr. Reid), Colonisation (Mr. Calder),
Interior (Mr. Meighen), Agriculture (Mr. Crerar) and the Chairman of the Military
Hospitals Commission.
The first public meeting of the election campaign in support of the new Union.
GoA^ernment Avas held at Winnipeg on 22nd October, when declarations were made
as to the necessity of the Coalition in order to ensure the energetic prosecution of the
0

-war. The Liberal Minister of Colonisation and Immigration in the new Government
(Mr. J . A. Calder) stated that from the first he was impressed by the sincerity of
Sir R. Borden, and the early attempts at union failed because there were too many
intermediaries. " There is only one thing before us all," he said, " and that is the
wanning of the war." He continued, "Apart from the war, the Union Govern
ment meant better administration, more energy, and less waste." He gave it as
his belief that they would cut the very heart out of the patronage evil in
Canada, and place the Civil Service on a higher plane and outside politics. The
Conservative Minister of the Interior (Mr. A. Meighen) asserted that the return to
power of the forces behind Sir Wilfrid Laurier would mean that Canada would desert
the Allies and shrink from the field of battle. He added : " The Government on whose
behalf we speak is built upon the rock of compulsory service, and on that rock we stand
or fall." The Minister of Agriculture (Mr. T. A. Crerar, Independent Liberal) stated
that the farmers favoured the Union Government from the first and during the war
they were content to lay, aside all differences on the tariff issue in order to unite with
the rest of the Dominion in the vigorous prosecution of the war.
Two further additions have been made to the Union Cabinet by the appointment
of Mr. A..K. Maclean (ex.-Attorney General for Halifax and Liberal Member for that
City in the Dominion House of Commons), and Senator Robertson, of Wellanci, Ontario
(who lias long been prominent in the ranks of organised labour and is Vice-President
of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers) as Ministers without Portfolio. The last-named
will be the first direct representative of Labour occupying a seat in a Cauadian Cabinet.
Up to 13th October the Medical Boards had secured by voluntary examination
one-fourth of the 100,000 men required for oversea service. The figures to that date
were as follows : —
Passed into Category A
- 24,980
Passed into other categories
.
.
.
28,634
Total examined - 53,61:1Mr. Rodolphe Lemieux (ex-Liberal Minister of Marine and Fisheries under Sir
W. Laurier), in a speech at Longueil, urged men to go before the Examining Boards so
as not to lose their votes, as they might be disfranchised if they did not do so. He
stated he had brought a message from Sir Wilfrid Laurier asking them to obey the
Military Service Act.
Regulations defining the duties of employers are shortly to be issued under the
Military Service Act. Employers will be required to ascertain whether any of their
employees are included in the first list called up, and they will also be compelled to
notify the authorities of any emplo3 ee wdio fails either to report or to claim exemption.
Failure to comply with the regulations will render the employer liable to a line not
exceeding $100, and. not less than $50 for each, employee, or 8 months' imprisonment,
or both. An employer who knowingly retains in his service a deserter or absentee
will be liable to six months' imprisonment or a fine of from $100 to $500.
Shortly before the rising of the Dominion Parliament, the Prime Minister called
attention to the extensive collection of trophies of the war which had been presented
to the Government of Canada by the President of the French Republic and by the
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. Sir R. Borden expressed the waim
appreciation of the people of Canada for the generosity of the French Republic in
sending the articles and in assuming the heavy charges incidental to conveying them
to Canada. The larger trophies from the British naval and military authorities had
not, at the time the Prime Minister spoke, arrived in Canada.
Mr. Charles Stewart has become Premier of Alberta in succession to Mr. A. L.
Sifton on the latter taking office as Minister of Customs in the Dominion Government.
The Dominion Government have been informed that a large number of vessels
had been bought by the British Government in the United States before the entry of
that country into the war and it had been hoped that delivery would be made. As,
however, the United States authorities have decided to requisition the ships for urgent
military requirements, it has become necessary to replace the serious loss entailed by
other tounage. The hope is therefore expressed that the Dominion Ministers will
agree to withhold their consent to the delivery of vessels which are being built in
Canada for the United States. It is added that the French Government desire
permission to be given for one of the vessels building at the Thor Iron Works to be
transferred, to the French flag, and the Shipping Controller earnestly hopes that such
permission will not be given.
r
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AUSTRALIAN COMM ON WE A LTH.
The Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes) is suffering from nervous prostration, clue to
overwork, and he has been ordered away.for a short rest. Meantime the Minister for
the Navy (Mr. Joseph Cook) will act as Prime Minister, and one of the Honorary
Ministers (Senator Russell) will take charge of shipping matters.
L i reply to the suggestions of the Army Council regarding the establishment in
Australia of a School of Military Aeronautics, &c. (oide Report No.37), the Prime Minister
of the Commonwealth admits that the standard of training in the Australian Central
Flying School is hot high, but he points out that this is due to the impossibility of
obtaining fast machines of the latest type from the War Office. There are only
available a few slow machines (some of which have been built in Australia) suitable
for elementary training. Mr. Hughes states that the advice received from England
as to faster types has been extremely contradictory, and when machines have been
ordered the supply has been refused. The reason given, for this has been the
difficulty of transport, but it is pointed out that this is not correct as some Australian
transports have returned in ballast. Arrangements are being made for an officer now
commanding an Australian Squadron in Europe to return to the Commonwealth in
order to replace the present Chief Instructor at the Central Flying School. It is
proposed, to continue the elementary training of pilots as reinforcements for Australian
squadrons in France and Egypt. The higher training, it is added, will be absolutely
contingent upon the British authorities allowing a small, supply of faster machines.
In view of the representations of the Army Council upon, the suggestions for
granting leave to members of the Australian Imperial Forces (vide Report No. 37), the
Commonwealth Government have telegraphed that they do not now press their request.
They, however, strongly urge that the 1914 medal, which they understand is about to
be given to men who left England in the original Expeditionary Force, should he
extended, to Australians who formed, the original contingents. In this event those
who took part in the Anzac landing of 25th April would, be included, and. it is added
that the recognition would be greatly appreciated in Australia.
The Commonwealth Government are establishing a National War Museum. This
will be located temporarily in the Melbourne Exhibition Building.
Instructions for the further protection of shipping in Australian ports have been
issued by the Commonwealth Government. All doubtful aliens are to be excluded
from wharves and ships. Aliens are to be considered as doubtful unless vouched for
by some responsible person ; but it is to be noted that the last condition does not
apply to alien enemies and naturalised subjects of enemy origin, who are prohibited
from wharves and ships under the Aliens Restriction Order.
The moratorium regulations for soldiers have been extended, and various
restrictions have been placed on landlords. For example, house rents are not to be
increased except where improvements have been made, and then only an increase of
8 per cent, on the amount expended is permissible.
The shipping trouble appears to have ended. The Melbourne Branch, of the
Federal Seamen" s Union declined for some time to resume work with volunteer non
unionists, but the steamship owners decided to employ all seamen willing to work
with volunteers, irrespective of whether the Melbourne seamen resumed or not, and
this action improved the prospects of settlement The Victorian seamen decided to
return to work on 22nd October; and large numbers of the Sydney seamen are now
returning. The President of the Sydney Wharf Labourers' Union, speaking after the
ballot had shown that the men voted for resumption, said " We admit we have for
once been beaten."
Mr. Hampson (ex-M.P.) who unsuccessfully contested Bendigo at the last election
as the opponent of Mr. Hughes, and who strongly criticised the war policy of the
Government, has enlisted in a railway unit with the rank of Corporal.
NEW ZEALAND.
The Minister of Defence and Minister of Public Health have notified, to the Army
Council the willingness of the Dominion Government to take about 20 officers of
the Imperial Forces for electrical and bath treatment at Rotorua. It is pointed out
that the officers would only have to find board and lodging at about 21 10s. per week,
and the more serious cases could travel free on hospital ships, while others could
utilise returning transports. The,sea voyage, it is added, has proved an invaluable
restorative to New Zealand wounded, and the treatment at Itotorua has been especially
beneficial in cases of shell-shock, neurasthenia, and stiff limbs:
4073-4-
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The Chinese Consul at Samoa having complain.ed that unrest is being caused by
the Administrator compelling Samoan women to leave Chinese subjects with whom
they have been living for years, and by;whom they have children, the Dominion
Government have been asked to report upon the matter.
-

:

LEEWARD ISLANDS.
'. AYith regard to the prohibition of the exportation of sea island cotton (vide
Report No. 38), the Cotton - Growers' Association of the Leeward Islands have repre
sented that large quantities of clean cotton have been purchased locally at 4-2 pence
per lb., and they urge strongly that this price per lb. should be paid locally after
inspection by the Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies officers.
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AFFAIRS.

The French Government are anxious that the Allied War Conference should
meet in Paris about 15th November. - The Russian Government have suggested
London as the meeting place, and the latest advices date the probable arrival of
Colonel House on 20th November. In view of this the British Government are now
advocating a postponement of the informal discussions between the Allied statesmen
until then. The British offer to provide a ship to bring Colonel House has been,
gratefully received by the United States Government, which has, however, decided,
to send him under his OAVU flag.
Mr. Erskine reports that Baron Sonnino favours the British suggestion for
informal discussions of Allied interests among the various representatives sent to
attend the Allied Conference, and is opposed to set meetings-with definite Agenda,
the more so now that it has become known that a member of the Sovyet is to be
accredited as a Russian representative.
Great Britain and France have intimated to the Russian Government that while
their representatives in the Allied Conference will be pleased to hear the views of
the delegate of the Sovyet, who is to accompany the Russian Minister for Foreign
Affairs, in private conversation, they cannot permit him to take part in any of the
official proceedings as he is neither a member of an Allied Government nor responsible
to any Head of a State, as will be the. case with the United States representative.
In reply to this the Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs explained to Sir G.
Buchanan that he did not think the Germans would take Petrograd. for another two or
three months, consequently their advance would not interfere'with his departure for
London on or about 3rd November as already arranged. He lias intimated that unless
the Peace Programme put forward by the Sovyet (vide Peace Discussions) be with
drawn he will not take IVI. Skobeleff, the delegate of the Sovyet, to London with him.
In any case he proposed to explain to the Pre-Parlianient the exact position to be
occupied, at the Allied Conference by any- unofficial representative who might
accompany the Russian. Mission.
Lord Bertie reports that the French Government have proposed that the AngloFrench Conference, which is not to be confused with the Allied War Conference,
should take place next week at Boulogne.
The British. Government have appointed Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Lord
Biickmaster, and General Smuts to represent Great Britain on the Inter-Ally Council,
the first task of which will be to endorse and present to the United States Government
a programme of the Allies' requirements in munitions, food, and other supplies over
as long a period as circumstances will allow.
The French Government on I8th October decided to co-operate with Great Britain
and the United States in the imposition of an embargo on all exports to the
Scandinavian States and Holland, and commercial cable facilities have been refused
over French wires, in the case of Dutch telegrams, in conformity with the British
policy.
Italy and China have now been invited to join in the embargo against the
Northern Neutrals.

FRANCE.
- Since his majority of 57 in the Chamber referred to last week (vide Report No. 38,.
page 7), M.-Painleve improved his position by securing majorities of 119 on 18th
October, and 272 on the. following day. He felt, however, that his position was less
secure than these later figures seemed to indicate, and on 22nd October, after a
Cabinet Council, presented the collective resignation of his Ministry to the President
of the Republic. The resignation was not accepted as President Poiucare pointed
out that the last division in the Chamber had given the Ministry a substantial majority.
On this, all Ministers placed their resignations in the hands of M. Painleve in order
to facilitate the task of reconstruction. In spite of the ambitions of M. Thomas to
be put in charge either of the Quai cPOrsay or of the Ministry of War, the only
change made was to substitute M. Barthou, who previously had. held no portfolio, for
the aged M. Ribot as Minister for Foreign Affairs. All the other Ministers have
resumed the offices they had resigned.
Lord. Bertie points out that it was M. Barthou., when Prime Minister in 1913, who
restored the term of military service from two years to three. He was also one of the
principal witnesses detrimental to the Caillaux interest in the Calmette murder trial, and
is in favour of continuing the Avar and of preventing French Socialists from going to
Stockholm. Tire Socialists and a section of the Radical Socialists are hostile to him.
The Chamber adjourned until. 25th October, when, Lord Bertie is informed, it will
consider the Franco-British Military Service Agreement, and M. Renaudel has
summoned a meeting of the Socialist Party to consider the advisability of refusing
support to any Ministry which will not accept in their entirety the resolutions of the
Socialist Congress at Bordeaux (vide Report No. 38, page 7).
On 24th October, Messieurs Pierre Lenoir and Desouches, two of the co-proprietors
of " Le Journal " A v h o s e trustworthiness has long been suspected, by Senator Humbert,
were arrested, as accomplices of Bolo, for commerce with the enemy.
ITALY.
The Italian Chamber re-assembled on. 16th October. Mr. Erskine reports that
although a hostile motion was defeated by a very large majority, the position of the
Cabinet is critical owing to the general dissatisfaction with the Prime Minister,
Signor Boselli, who is considered to be too old and to lack energy. The British
Charge d'Affaires considers it probable that Baron Sonnino, who does ail he can to
support his Chief, will continue to be Minister for Foreign Affairs in the event of any
reconstruction or change of Administration.
Mr. Erskine reports that in. view of this year's crop shortage, the Italian
Government have considered it advisable to divert 374,000 tons of shipping to
the service of the grain trade in order to increase the monthly imports of grain
by 120,000 tons. Against this the import of coal will be reduced by at least 100,000
tons, and possibl\ more, as the supply of ore to Great Britain, in. return for which
coal was allowed to Italy, has also been diminished.
r

SERBIA.

In view of the beneficial effect upon the moral of the Serbian Army which is
expected from the arrival in Macedonia of the First Serbian Division from the
Bessarabian Front, the War Office considers that the transfer should be continued in
spite of the Rumanian representations made in a contrary sense (vide Report No. 37,.
page 9).
GREECE.
Lord Granville considers that the Note of 1st September promising the same
powers to the British Naval Mission as to the French Military Mission is not enough
in itself, and that care must be taken that the promises given be actually carried out
in the Contract. Further, the Minister is of opinion that if the British Government
Avish the British Mission to have the same status in and authority and control over
the Greek Navy as the French Mission has over the Greek Army it will be necessaiy
to increase the numbers of the Mission considerably.
It appears from Lord Granville's telegram referring to the opinions expressed by
the Naval and Commercial Attaches on the subject that his action in tacitly assenting
to the claim advanced by Fiance that she should have exclusive Port Control within
her naval zone, may affect the liberty of action of the British Naval Mission, and is

not entirely in accordance with the instructions sent by the Foreign Office. Repre
sentations made privately in Athens tend to show that the French Government,
regard the affair as settled.
Lord Granville learns that M. Venizelos will he obliged to postpone his departure
from Athens as the food situation is most serious, and the complete lack of flour
which is expected may easily lead to disturbances.
Lord Granville is informed by the British Consul at Janina that on 21st October
the Italian Civil and Military authorities were still being maintained at, Konitza,
pending the evacuation by the Greeks, in favour of the Italians, of the village of
Presoyani. The Greek officer commanding in this district asserts that the Italians
have pmt forward new proposals for the modification of the Gra3c0-I.tal.ian spheres in
Epirus on lines unfavourable to Greece,
Greek civil authorities and gendarmes have been established, in the Santi Quarauta
triangle, which, is still under the accepted military occupation of the Italians, and
new Greek gendarmes have been sent into the district (vide Report No. 38, page 8).
ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Sir W. Townley refers to the proposals of Dr. Kohler, a German official in. the
Ottoman Ministry of Public Works, for the construction of a Rasovo-Constanza Canal
from the Danube to the Black Sea, through what he hopes will, be Bulgarian territory
after the war. This would enable submarines, destroyers, and other craft to pass
unnoticed and unchallenged from the North Sea to the Black Sea, and even further,
and would thus make Germany independent of the Mediterranean. Dr. Kohler
calculates that water-borne traffic for Constantinople passing down the Danube would
save 30 hours and 400 kilometres by the construction of this canal.
Herr von Kuhlmann, when speaking at Budapest, was emphatic in asserting that
he would not be party to an economic Avar to be waged after the conclusion of actual
hostilities.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
The progressive deterioration of the political position of Dr. Michaelis is indicated
partly by the vigour of the Parliamentary and Press campaign in Germany against
his retention in office and partly by the storm signals successively hoisted by the
Government as a result of that campaign. The editor of a Danish newspaper who has
now returned, to Copenhagen, reports that when in Berlin he attended a debate in. the
Reichstag, during which Herr Ledebour threatened the Government in a most
uncompromising manner and asserted that the people wanted bread and peace at any
cost, The report of this was suppressed by the censorship, but the " Vorwarts "
stated that in order to save the Chancellor, Dr. llelfferich, as well as Admiral von
Capelle was to be thrown to the wolves. This was on 17th October. Three days
later Sir FI. Rumbold heard from a diplomatic source that this sacrifice was not
considered adequate to stay the appetite of the wolves and that the Chancellor
himself was destined for the same fate as his subordinates. Should this actually be
the case, Prince von Billow is again to become Chancellor, while Herr von Kuhlmann
is expected to succeed Dr. von Helfferich, and Herr von Stumin wdll step into the
Secretaryship of State for Foreign Affairs, vacant, through Herr von Kuh!mann's
promotion. It is thought that this combination may, perhaps, simultaneously satisfy
both the Pan-Germans and the Majority Party in the Reichstag.
The Prussian Chambers met on 18th October, and in the opening speech in the
Upper House Count Arnim von Boitzenburg animadverted strongly on American
attempts to break the ties between the Prussian people and its ruling dynasty. He
asserted that such attempts were doomed to failure and that the German people will
not allow Bismarck's work of unity to be undone, but will reject angrily and
energetically this attempt at outside interference in her internal affairs.
Sir II. Rumbold reports that in conversation Mgr. Marchetti, the Papal Nuncio
to Munich, told him that while Germany for the most part had by now given up
hope of keeping Belgium, the line taken by President Wilson in refusing to make
peace with the Hohenzollerns was only calculated to make the Germans more stubborn,
as they are strongly opposed to submitting to foreign dictation in their own affairs.
The Nuncio even suggested that if outside attacks on the dynasty were to be
abandoned the non-military elements in Germany would be greatly strengthened and
the Pan-Germans would be no longer able to resist their pressure.
Sir M. Findlay, however, reports in a directly contrary sense on the authority of a
Norwegian General who has first-hand information from what he considers a sure

source. According to these advices there is a strong and rapidly growing feeling
both among civilians and among the rank and fde of the Army, that the Allies will
refuse to treat with the present regime, and that the only chance for the future of
Germany is a democratic peace with disarmament and without annexations as
advocated by Seheidemann. This feeling is increased by the estrangement which in.
many cases lias sprung up between the German officers and men, which, has been
intensified by the preferential treatment accorded to officers during the prolonged
stationary warfare. This tension is expected to increase until the civil and military
population, break loose and force the Government, to which the majority of the
officers still adhere in. their hopes of securing a " German Peace," to give the true
representation of national, feeling. That the Government will have to do this is
inevitable unless it Avishes to run the risk of a revolution possibly even this winter.
The comments and explanations of the German Press make it clear that the
Seventh German War Loan, in spite of the apparently favourable financial position
of the country (vide Report No. 38, page 10) is not likely to be a triumphant
success.
The recent Socialist Conferences have adopted a new programme of party aims for
the future. The Socialists have decided to abandon their negative attitude in German
political life, and Herr Scheidemann's speech at Wurzburg indicates that the Party
intends to seek power in order to put in force a constructive policy for the rebuilding
of the German Empire after the war.
He demands the parliamentarization and
democratization of government, and for this purpose advocates the application of the
Reichstag electoral law for elections in Federal States. He calls for the reduction of
taxation and a fundamental duty on the wealth, and monopolies of Germany. Herr
Landsberg asserted that the hatred felt by the world for Germany could only be
conjured if the German people took upon itself to decide as to its own fate in the
future.
BULGARIAN AFFAIRS.
The Intelligence Bureau's Weekly Report on Bulgaria for .19th October draws
attention to the manner in which the Bulgarian Government makes use of its leading
men in the formerly pro-Ally Opposition camp in order to keep in touch with Allied
sentiment, especially in America, and create an. impression that a reconciliation
between the Allies and Bulgaria might be possible. It sums up these manoeuvres as
folhnvs : - 
"None of these Opposition leaders, politicians or agents are, in fact, to be trusted.
They are neither Germanophil nor Ententophil in policy, whatever their
sentiments are. They are frankly in favour of a greater Bulgaria dictating
the policy of their diminished and exhausted neighbours, and that policy will
be based, they ho]pe, on the situation in which Bulgarian friendship will be
sought by, both great groups of Powers in. Europe. A separate peace
engineered by them, in fact, would not be a peace which separated Bulgaria
from the Central Powers, but merely a xoeace which separated the Entente
Powers from, their three Balkan Allies, leaving Bulgaria in the happy position
of being able to dictate her own policy and to play one group of Powers
against the other."
NETHERLANDS.
The Dutch Government are considerably exercised by the suspension of com
mercial cable facilities, and have offered to stop the export of sand and gravel
after Germany's requirements have been satisfied. They have, however, been informed
that the stoppage must be not only absolute but immediate, and Lord Robert Cecil
hinted that Holland might be subjected to post-war economic reprisals. Sir W.
Townley reports that there is a hitch in the negotiations with Germany, and that
Holland has declined at present to ratify the recent Coal Agreement with that
country. He has been confidentially informed that the Dutch are trying to introduce
a clause providing for the stoppage of the sand and gravel export into this agreement,
and that this action has caused the delay.

Sir \V. Townley reports that on 23rd October the Dutch Minister for Foreign
Affairs made a statement in the Lower House in which lie contrived to mix up the
questions of the metal transit and that of sand and gravel so as to get a vote of
confidence for the action of the Government, Everyone supports the Government in
their attitude on the metal question, while general opinion is in favour of Great
Britain in her demand for the stoppage of sand and gravel. The British Minister,
in support of his suggestion that the Foreign Office should' issue a statement clearly
defining the facts of the case, desires to point out that the question is one of very
long standing, and that the Minister for Foreign Affairs, after stating in August 1916
that 75,000 tons would be maximum of gravel and sand to be exported monthly,
suddenly raised the figure to 420,000 tons a mouth after consultation with a German
official, and omitted to mention the increase either to the British or the French Minister.
Sir 0, Spring Bice reports that the War Trade Board, the new and enlarged
-edition of the old United States Exports Board, has intimated to the Netherlands
Mission in Washington that it cannot license the export of foodstuffs, fodders, or
other commodities wdien such articles are to be used for export to theCeutral Empires,
or for the release of similar articles to be so exported, or for the production of any
articles for export to the Central Empires, or for the transport through or across
Holland of war materials of enemy origin or ownership being sent directly to the
enemy in the field. The Board has pointed out that if Holland continues to supply
the equivalent of a large part of the ration of the German Army the United States
cannot be expected to supply Holland with what she wants or help her to obtain it.
Further, as there is no guarantee as to the destination of their cargoes after arrival in
Dutch ports, no bunkers will be granted to Dutch ships now in United States ports.

SWITZERLAND.
In view of the irritation caused among the Swiss at the suspension, by order of the
Allies, of their transit facilities from Holland through Germany (vide Reports No. 33,
page 11, and No. 38, page 12), Sir II. Rumbold suggests that his negotiations for
securing a loan from the Swiss Government would be materially facilitated if he were
to be empowered to announce the repeal of the suspension order as a preliminary
douceur.
Sir M. Findlay announces that since the application of the Allied embargo,
preparations have been made very largely to increase the imports into Norway from
Switzerland through Germany. He asks that immediate attention may be given to
this striking development of Swdss transit trade.
NORWAY.
Sir M, Findlay reports that great indignation has been aroused by the news of the
destruction of the Scandinavian Convoy by German surface-ships. At first the British
Government was as much abused in the local Press for having neglected to provide
an adequate escort for the Convoy, as were the Germans for having sunk Norwegian
ships and murdered neutral seamen even after they had taken to their boats. Even
after consideration of the unofficial representations made indirectly by the British
Minister the Press continues to regard British prestige as having been greatly
diminished by the incident.
Sir M. Findlay reports that the Minister for Foreign Affairs expressed, his
gratitude for the gallant action of H.M.S. " Strongbow " and I1.M.S. " Mary Rose "
in their defence of the Scandinavian convoy, and stated that the German Charge
d'A'ffaires had just protested against the indignant criticisms of German brutality in
that action which are now.appearing in the whole of the Norwegian Press.
According to " T h e Times " an order has been issued establishing heavy penalties
for all kinds of illegal communication of news for the benefit of a belligerent Power.
This is generally approved as public opinion is convinced that the German attack on
the Scandinavian convoy was in consequence of information furnished by spies in
Norway.
Sir M. Findlay and the United States Minister to Christiania are both unfavourably
impressed by the weakness in negotiation shown by the American authorities in

dealing with Dr. Nansen on the subject of the stoppage of Norwegian fish exports to
Germany and the rationing of Norway in cereals. Both deplore the facility with
which the official negotiators allow themselves to be side-tracked into the consideration
of details leading to the conclusion of piece-meal agreements. The British Minister
is convinced that Dr. Nansen is bluffing the United States Government, and contends,
that the stoppage of all fish imports to Germany, so far from being "impossible," as
the Norwegians pretend, is actually essential to the salvation of the native fisheries if
the United States will but demand, it and refuse to supply oil or other commodities
until the demand be accepted and the export be effectively stopped. The Minister
disposes of the laboured arguments put forward by the Norwegians in hopes of
preserving their lucrative traffic with the Central Empires, and again points out that
in the oil supply lies the weapon which will enable the United States to induce
Norway to refuse exports of all. kinds to the Enemy Empires.
Sir M. Eindlay understands that Dr. Nansen, who. finds difficulty in negotiating in
Washington, is anxious to bring his mission to" a close, and suggests that total
prohibition of exports to Germany may be secured if, in dealing with Dr. Nansen,
proper use be made of the recent attack upon the Scandinavian convoy. The Minister
knows that Dr. Nansen personally considers that the supply to Germany of food and.
munition stuffs which-are used for the murder of Norwegians is incompatible with
the honour of his country. Further, in view of German machinations immediate
action by the United States on lines already indicated, is essential.
Sir ;\i. Findlay makes suggestions, which, if adopted, will enable Norway to save
her face before the world, and at the same time yield to the pressure of the Allied
embargo, and prohibit all exports to Germany. lie proposes that a Decree should
be published when Norway has agreed to bow to the Allied demands, prohibiting
all exports of whatever kind from. Norway, except for reasons of compensation.
Agreements would then be signed with the Allies and the United States, granting
them dispensations from the Prohibition of Export for certain, articles required by
them in return for commodities essential, for Norway's existence. This would
facilitate the regulation of the difficult problem of the control of Norwegian exports to
other neutral countries.
Sir M. Findlay, in reply to the inquiry of the Foreign Office, considers that the
most desirable moment for the termination of the Fish Agreement is the earliest
possible moment.
SWEDEN.

The Coalition Cabinet has now finally been constituted, and the following Ministers
were sworn, in. on 19th October : —
Professor EDEN (Liberal).
Prime Minister
Minister of Finance
Mr. BRANTING (Socialist).
Minister for Foreign. Affairs
Mr. ITELLNER (Liberal).
Minister of War
Mr. E . A. NILSSON (Liberal).
Minister of Marine
Baron PALMSTIERNA (Socialist).
Minister of the Interior
Mr. SCHOTTE (Liberal).
Minister of Justice
IVIr. Lore;;EX (Liberal).
Minister of Education
Mr. RYDES (Socialist).
Minister of Agriculture Mr. PETERSSON (Peasant Party).
In order to qualify under the existing law for his office in the new Cabinet, Mr.
Branting had to satisfy the Ecclesiastical authorities of his parish that he is not a
dissenter from the Established Church of Sweden.
The new Prime Minister, on taking office, made a statement to the King on the
subject of the Coalition programme. This comprises the maintenance of unswerving
and impartial neutrality and a commercial policy in accordance therewith, the
development of special co-operation between the Scandinavian Kingdoms, approval
of all efforts towards the establishment after the war of an International Judicial
Organisation calculated to safeguard peace and lead to gradual disarmament. In
internal politics the Coalition proposes to reform the Communal Franchise and
introduce a measure of Female Suffrage.

Sir E. Howard reports that the composition of the new Administration is approved
wholeheartedly only by the Socialists. The Liberals are rather afraid of their four
colleagues in the Cabinet and the Conservative Press is, somewhat naturally, openly
hostile.
Sir E. Howard, on learning that Mr. Hellner is unlikely to retain M.r. Westman as
Secretary-General at the Foreign Office, hinted that Baron Ramel, the pro-German
Swedish Minister in Christiania, would not be a persona grata to the Allies as his
successor.
The British Yice-Cousul at llaparanda reports that smuggling from Finland into
Sweden is on the increase and that those interested in this traffic make no attempt at
any concealment of their activities which are carried on apparently with the
connivance of tho well-bribed. Russian frontier guards at Torhea.
Sir E. Howard reports that the fate of the Scandinavian Convoy has provoked
hostile comment against Germany only in Socialist journals and considers that the
disaster may reduce the confidence in our patrols which had been growing of late
among Swedish shipowners.
According to Sir E. Howard, Germany is anxious to sell her aniline dyes to Great
Britain through Sweden, and an attempt is likely to be made to unload these upon,
the United Kingdom by falsely representing that they had been sold to Swedish
purchasers before the war.
I)i view of the request of the United States Government the Swedish diplomatic
bags (vide Reports No. 38, page 13, and No. 35, page 1.0) have been handed
over"unopened to the Swedish Minister in Washington. The Swedish Minister has,
however, beeu advised that this surrender does not constitute a precedent, and that the
British Government do not bind themselves to abstain from seizing and opening his
bags if considered suspicious. The bags have been surrendered solely out of
consideration for the convenience of the United States Government, and the British
Government, in so doing, has been influenced by the change of Ministry in Sweden.

DENMARK.
Difficulties and. complications continue to delay the arrival at a satisfactory
settlement between.Denmark and the All ies. The Danes are under agreement with
Germany" to export 5,000 head of live cattle per week, and this export is necessary
in view of the shortage of fodders and absence of other outlets. Germany declines
to take dead meat, consequently Denmark cannot export 4,000 hides per quarter to
approved destinations. In view of this the Foreign Office has communicated certain
final proposals to Sir C. Spring Rice for the consideration of the United States
authorities. According to these, Denmark may export 5,000 head of cattle, or
equivalent cattle meat, weekly to Germany, but no other exports of agricultural,,
animal, or dairy produce, or horses may be made to the Central Empires ; all surplus
of dairy and pig products must be exported to the Allies, and all surplus of hides,
including those now in stock in Denmark, must be exported to approved destinations.
It is thought that the Danish Government may be able to accept these terms, although
further difficulties on the subject of the horses are possible.
Sir R. Paget reports that in virtue of the new arrangements for rationing butter
in Denmark, which works out at about half a pound per head weekly, the home
consumption will be limited to some 40,000 tons per annum, thus leaving 40,000 tons
available for export.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has asked Sir R. Paget whether Denmark will be
allowed to have any additional coal she can fetch over and above her present
allowance of 100,000 tons monthly if a loan be granted to the British Government.

SPAIN. .
The British Ambassador draws attention to the publication of the message sent by
the Military Juntas to the King of Spain on 17th June last. The message attacks the
rotativist political system and is of the nature of an ultimatum to the King dictated
by political forces, hostile not only to' tho existing Spanish Administration, but to the

Constitution itself. The British Ambassador learns that the Catalan Home Ruler,
Senor Cambu, is the power behind Colonel Marquez anil the Military Juntas.
The British Ambassador has received unofficial information that the German reply
to the Spanish Note demanding the return of the German submarine which, escaped
from her internment at Cadi/, is evasive and unsatisfactory, but that the Spanish
Government, have intimated further that it the submarine be not returned to Cadiz, the
German Ambassador will be returned to Berlin.
According to Sir A. Ilardingc the Minister of War, who resigned on 1.7th October
on account of age, has boon succeeded by General Marina.
Lord Bertie reports that Signer Bonin, the Italian Ambassador in Madrid, will,
shortly leave in order to succeed Signor Salvage Raggi as Ambassador in Paris.

JAPAN.
Sir G. Buchanan suggests that a small Japanese force, to act as a "disciplined
nucleus, would be of value on the Russian front, and in that position no great
dislocation of tonnage would be required for its transport and maintenance.
Sir 0. Spring Rice advises the Foreign Office that, after consultation with the
French. Ambassador in Washington, he is of opinion that the price likely to be
demanded by public opinion in Japan in return for Japanese military assistance to
the Allies would, probably take the shape of a demand for formal, recognition of
Japanese claims in China and the Par Past. These, in the opinion of the two
Ambassadors, would not meet with public approval in the United States, and the
American Government might have to decline to grant recognition.

CHINA.

Sir J . Jordan reports that the Russian Minister has formally reserved the right to
protest to the Chinese Government against any increase of the Chinese Tariff along
the land frontier with. Russia. This amounts in principle to a Russian disclaimer of
participation in the increased tariff burden, as the Russian sea-borne trade is negligible.
In view of the change in conditions of transit the British Minister suggests that the
special, tariffs which have been established by various treaties in the past should now
be,put on the new tariff basis. With'.this view- the French and Japanese Ministers
concur so far as their personal opinion is concerned.
The United Stales Minister in Peking believes that several members of the present
Chinese Administration are entirely under Japanese influence, and considers that the
"Arms Alliance" between Japan and China will greatly increase Japanese
influence. The contract placed in Japan is for 40,000 rifles and 300 held
and machine guns, continues the appointment of Japanese Military Advisers,
and grants a concession for the working of a valuable iron mine near Nanking.
According to the Chinese Vice-Minister for War the Government had no option in
the matter as a refusal to grant, tire contract would, have meant the transfer of
Japanese sympathy and support to the Cantonese Party in the South,

ARGENTINA,
Sir R. Tower has notified the Argentine Government that the British safe-conduct
for Count Lux burg will be available by the Dutch steamer " Holland ia," which is due
to leave Buenos Aires for New York and Halifax about 20th November.,
Sir C. Spring .1 lice reports that the War Trade Board in the United States has
information showing that the Germans have prepared plans for the wholesale
consolidation of German commercial, interests in the Argentine, Chile, and Uruguay
after the war. The present economic policy of the United Slates is directed towards
the destruction of the German control of these interests, which the War Trade Board
hopes to get taken over by the Governments of the Republics concerned.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the War Trade Board has recommended the
purchase by the United States of P3,U00,O()O bushels of maize and oats, and 40,000,000
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bushels of wheat in the Argentine. This proposal has been made on account of the
action of the United States Government in preventing the sale of Argentine grain to
the Northern Neutrals, and by way of compensation for ibis compulsory loss of
custom. Mr. MaeOoriniok is opposed to the purchase of maize and oats, as the
United States already have a surplus of these grains.

URUGUAY.
The British Government has informed Uruguay that a safe-conduct, subject to the
usual conditions as to route, destination and light of search, will be granted to the
former German Minister and German Consular officers de carriere, together with those
members of their families who arc not males of military age.
BRAZIL.

.

Sir A. Peel draws attention to the political position of the Minister for Foreign
Affairs who, as a strong Anglophil, has been instrumental in securing the use of
Brazilian ports to the British Navy, I lie use of ex-German ships in. Allied trade, and
the refusal of the officially controlled Brazilian Lloyd to handle cargo from firms on.
the Statutory List. According to Sir A. Peel the Minister is encountering great
opposition from prO-Geriuau interests and from, the State Governments of Para, Bahia,
and Amazon as, and there is reason to fear that a cabal has been formed against him. in
Government circles. The Minister himself is greatly depressed, and fears that the
action of Great Britain in. confining the carriage of Brazilian coffee; to ex-German
ships will so undermine his prestige when, communicated to the Chamber that his
political opponents will. be. able to force him to resign. Sir A. Feel urges the
importance to the Allied cause of enabling the Minister to retain his present position
and asks the Foreign Office to consider the question.

01 JILL,
The Foreign Office complains to Sir 0. Spring Rice thai, the Dupont Powder
Company proposes to pay one-third of the purchase price of the nitrate properties in
Chile direct to the German interests in Valparaiso, which procedure is entirely
contrary to the proposals for which. British approval was obtained (vide Reports
No. 33, page 1.6,'.and No. 34, page 13).

PERU.
The Foreign Office has instructed Mr. Ronnie to convey official assurances to the
Peruvian Government that Great Britain cordially welcomes the adhesion of Peru to
the ever increasing number of States which, have openly manifested their sympathy
with the Allied cause by breaking off diplomatic relations with Germany. At the
same time it has been decided that as Pis Majesty the King did not publicly send, any
personal message of congratulation to the President, either of Brazil or of Uruguay
on the occasion of rupture with. Germany, it would be invidious to make an exception
ill the case of Peru. The pleasure felt by His Majesty at the course taken by Peru is,
however, to be communicated privately by Mr. Ronnie to the President.

MEXICO,
The American Ambassador has applied to Air. Cummins, whose long residence in
Mexico lias provided him with better sources of information, for particulars about the
activities in Mexico of the " Independent Workers of the World " who are generally
understood to be inspired by German agents. According to a telegram sent by

1
"Mr. Cummins on 19th October there is every reason to believe that German agents
have arranged for this organisation to bring about a general, strike throughout Mexico
towards the end of the month in order to paralyse the railways. At meetings of the
" Independent Workers of the World " German propaganda is preached, and by other
means the Germans are impressing upon General Carranza that Mexico can save
Germany fry declaring war on the Allies, and, notably, the United States. The
General has obtained authorisation from Congress to suspend the constitutional
guarantees and has appointed a violent pro-German as Minister for War. Lord
-Cowdray's representative in Mexico considers that there is every indication of a
coming movement for seizing Allied interests in the country under the provisions of
the new Constitution, and the British Minister points out that the suspension of the
constitutional guarantees which came into force on 20th October exposes persons
and corporations to malevolent persecution, on the mere suspicion of not being in
-accord with the Mexican Government,
Mr. Cummins learns that General Carranza is preparing to abandon Mexico City,
and that there is every probability of his withdrawing his capital and administration
to Tampico. This move is probably inspired by the Germans, as the position is
reported to be defensible on the landward side, while the control of the oil wells and
the taxes from the same would be secured, and the wells themselves menaced with
immediate destruction were a naval attack imminent, Representations on this
subject have been made to Washington by the Foreign Office as the greatest
importance is attached to the oil supply from the Tampico district.
: Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the State Department is confident that Carranza
will be unable to occupy the Tampico area in sufficient force to be dangerous. It is
recognised, however, that the lower class Mexicans are pro-German on account of
their dislike for the United States. The State Department has information that one
of the lieutenants of Relaez is working to undermine the authority- of his chief with
the party, and that Pelaez, in consequence of this, may make terms'with Carranza.
The position of Pelaez appears to be that he has every intention of remaining
hostile to Carranza. If the latter receives American subsidies Pelaez has announced
his intention of regretfully becoming a pro-German.
If, on the other hand,
Carranza sides with Germany, Pelaez is prepared to embrace the Allied cause.
Mr. Cummins learns that the Mexican Government intend to raise a boundary
dispute as to the frontier of British Honduras and projiose to appoint a commission
to examine the question.
The Minister considers that this may be deliberate
preparation of a bone of contention to be produced when required for ulterior
diplomatic motives. Mr. Cummins reports that military measures are being concerted
by the Government against Pelaez (vide Reports No. 34-, page 1.2, and No. 35, page 14),
and against the rebels in San Luis de Potosi.
The British Minister refers to the effect of pio-German propaganda among the men
of the Mexican Army, who now openly assert that the pre-ocenpations of the United
States in Europe will give Mexico her opportunity for recovering the territories lost
in 1849. They also express the opinion that Great Britain robbed Mexico of British
Honduras. This, taken in conjunction with the new-born official interest in the
common boundary between the Republic and the Colony, is worthy of remark. At the
same time pro-Ally speeches are being made to the Mexican Congress. The United
States Ambassador considers that this is indicative of the urgent need, of a loan from
the United States, but Mr. Cummins suggests that it is due to Carranza's desire to
play for time, as he is convinced that the anti-American and pro-German interests
have united to precipitate events.
According to Mr. Cummins, Sehor Iturbide has been arrested, and British
intervention, on his behalf is suggested as Mexican detestation, of the United States
would probably be visited upon the prisoner were Washington to make representations
on the subject. It may be remembered that a large section of the native Indian
population of Mexico consider that the Iturbide family- now represents the former
Royal House of the Aztec sovereigns, and that less than a century ago Augustin
Iturbide actually became Emperor of Mexico for a few months on the strength of that
representation, while the Emperor Maximilian recognised an Iturbide as the heir to
his Crown in 1860.
UNITED STATES.
Legal difficulties have arisen which prevent the British Government from accepting
the draft of the Military Service Agreement with the United States, as it conflicts with
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the Act of Parliament which governs the making of Conventions with Allied StatesIn view of this the Foreign Office has submitted to the Ambassador in London a new
draft for an Agreement, which enables the British Government to remain within,
the provisions of the Act.

SEHPPIN G SIT CATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total, tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 12th October to
18th October inclusive is 103,903 tons, of which 46,857 tons were British, as compared
with 73,256 tons, of which 45,541 tons were British, reported last week.
The proposals for the further employment of Japanese shipping in the interests
of the Allies and the United States are momentarily delayed on the cjuestion of what
charter money is to be paid. The position at present is that of 70 steamers of about
250,000 tons available, 20 steamers of 100,000 tons are already chartered to the
Allies. The United States are negotiating for the remaining 50 ships of 150,000 tons
and have offered 11. 2s. as a charter rate. The Japanese shipowners ask for 21.
Discussions are in progress on this point between the shipowners and the Japanese
Minister of Communications, who has power under the recently published Imperial
Ordinance to requisition ships and fix charter rates.
Sir F. Stronge reports that the Chilean Government are ready to undertake not to
pay any charter money to Germany until after the war, and to release an equivalent
number of ships now employed on the American trade for use in the European trade
if Great Britain will agree to allow Chile to make use of the German ships IIOAV in.
Chilean, harbours. Great Britain is prepared to approve of the proposal provided
that the employment be of sufficient benefit to the Allies or the United States.
Sir R. Paget reports that Danish shipowners would on no account be willing to"
agree to bind themselves to prolong charters after the war (vide Report No. 38,
page 18). In view of this the British Minister suggests that the Danish Government
be approached with offers of shipbuilding materials in return for post-war charters of
some of the 900,000 tons of shipping under the Danish Hag.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
The delegates to the Stockholm. Socialist Conference from the Scandinavian States,...
Netherlands and Spain, have put forward a Peace Formula with which they claim the
delegates from Russia and Belgium agree. The formula which, has been communicated,
to an American Journalist demands —
(a) Evacuation of European and Colonial territories and their restoration to
previous owners. Complete restablishment of the political liberty and
independence, and territorial integrity which any nation may have lost
in whole or in part during the war. Friendly agreements as to rectifica
tions of frontiers will, however, be permitted where the populations
concerned desire the change.
(6) No indemnities, but impositions and taxes raised in conquered territory
contrary to the provisions of the Hague Conventions may be refunded.
(c) Restoration of devastated territories at international expense.
(cl) Solution of national questions, liberty of nationalities, political national
autonomies in which extra national minorities will enjoy cultural liberty,,
all to be regulated by an international tribunal.
(e) General amnesty for all crimes and political offences provoked by the events
of the war.
Special provisions have been approved in the following cases :—
(i) The cultural autonomy .of Flanders and Wallonia is to be preserved in
Belgium, and Germany is to repay illegal requisitions and exactions as
valued by the Hague Tribunal.
(ii) A referendum is to be held in Alsace-Lorraine on the pre-war register, either
for the whole of the Reichsland or district by district.

(iii) Independent Serbia is to be re-established.
(iv) An independent Poland is to be created, while Prussian and Austrian Poland
will be granted autonomy,
(v) The nationalities of Pussia are to enjoy autonomy under the general frame
work of the Russian Republic with which an independent Finland is to
be united.
fyi) due Czechs of Bohemia and the Slovak districts of Hungary are to be formed
into a State federated with Austria-Hungary.
'(vii) Italian-speaking districts, not transferred to Italy, are to enjoy cultural
autonomy.
(viii) Ireland is to enjoy political independence and. economic equality within the
British Empire.
(ix) AYishes of inhabitants are to he consulted as to the demarcation of the
German frontier in North Schleswig.
(x) Turkish Armenia is to be territorially re established with guarantees for its
development.
(xi) Personal autonomy is to be accorded to the Jewish colonies in Russia,
Austria, Poland, and Rumania, and. Jewish colonisation in. Palestine is to
be protected.
All contracting parties to these Articles must declare themselves ready to create
a society of nations on the basis of obligator)' arbitration, general disarmament,
suppression of economic warfare, and extension of Parliamentary control over foreign
policy.
The Peace terms advocated by the Sovyet sitting in Petrograd, in the form of
"instructions" to its delegate who is to accompany the Russian Foreign Minister
to the Allied Conference, and published in the Press, are not widely dissimilar
from those enumerated above. The chief points of difference lie in the absence of
wholesale introduction of autonomies from the Russian terms which also are clearer
as to the future of Armenia and omit reference to Ireland. The Russians also advocate
the neutralisation of ail straits leading to inner seas, and of the Suez and Panama
Canals, and demand the abolition of the " right " to torpedo merchant vessels in time
of war. In addition to these general instructions the delegate is ordered to use
all possible means to facilitate the meeting of the Socialist Conference in Stockholm
and obtain the immediate issue of passports to all. persons anxious to attend it.
In conversation with a British diplomatist in Berne, Mgr.. Marchetti, the Papal
Nuncio to Bavaria, stated, that the Germans intended that Lithuania and Courland
should be erected into an independent State at the expense of Russia. He was of
opinion that Poland would be satisfied with being left without a seaboard if Bantzic
were to be made a Free Port, and the Vistula, along which communication between
.Poland and the Free Port would pass, neutralised.
The Cardinal. Secretary of State, in a letter dated 28th September to Mr. Lloyd.
George, explains the reason of the delay which occurred in the arrival at the Vatican
of the replies of the Central Empires to the Papal Peace Note. He goes on to
point out that as the Holy Father was a Mediator he. did not take upon himself to
suggest means or methods but left it to the heads of States to decide how
simultaneous disarmament could be effected. The Cardinal, however, declares it
must be by the suppression of compulsory military service, by the appointment of
an Arbitration Tribunal for International questions, and hy the boycott of any nation
desiring to re-establish compulsory military service or refusing to submit an
International question to the Arbitration Tribunal or to accept its decision. The example
of England and America proves that the voluntary system gives the necessary contingent
to maintain order but does not supply the enormous armies required by modern war.
By substituting voluntary for compulsory service amongst all civilised nations
disarmament would automatically be obtained and an opportunity afforded for the
various States concerned to restore their exhausted finances. For more than a
century conscription has been the real cause of the multitudinous evils afflicting society.
Once abolished it could only be re-established by law, and that law would require,
even according to the present constitution of Central Empires, Parliamentary consent.
Thus the guarantee of the peoples would be assured. The right of peace or war
should, moreover, be reserved to the people by referendum or at least to Parliament.
According to Lord Bertie a very similar letter sent to the Archbishop of Sens has
been published in the French Press.

The Foreign Office has informed Sir H. Rumbold that no passports will be granted
to enable British subjects to attend the forthcoming International Peace Conference
in Berne which is being promoted by the Central Committee of the International
Organisation for Promoting a Lasting Peace, as it is contrary to law for British
subjects in war time to hold any intercourse with enemies. Hopes have also been
expressed to Lord Bertie that the French Government will take a similar course of
action.
Sir H. Rumbold warns the Foreign Office that he has trustworthy information
that this Conference has been arranged in order to enable the Germans to work on
the Pacifists and Socialists in Italy.

GENERAL.
The Italian Government are prepared to consent to the export of tinned milk from
Switzerland for the benefit of Italian prisoners in Austria as proposed by the Papal
Agent in Berne (vide Report No. 38, page 20), provided, that the distribution of the
Pope's gift be controlled by the Papal Nuncio in Vienna. Sir IT. Rumbold suggests
that in these circumstances British consent to the proposed export should, also be
given, and under the same conditions.
The British Government have informed Denmark that while they fully appreciate the
inconvenience caused to the Danish Government by the continued detention of British
and German prisoners of war in "Denmark they cannot consent to an exchange of
able-bodied prisoners, as to do so would, merely tend to prolong the war.
Sir W, Townley learns that the Dutch Inspector considers that the conditions of
the Officers' Prison Camp at Freiburg have been much improved, and that officers,
other than those undergoing punishment, are now allowed to talce walks for three
and a half hours three times a week.
The Russian Government have declined to recognise the Australian naturalisation
of certain. Russians as having in any way derogated from their status as Russian
subjects, and insists that those Australian Russians who wish to return to Russia
must be provided with Russian passports.
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CANADA.

Mr. Fielding's adhesion, to the new Onion Government ought to ensure its success
in the Maritime Provinces, the only portion of English. speaking-Canada where
Sir W. Laurier still had some hope of retaining his old ascendency.
SOUTH AFRICA.

General Botha's last speech is noteworthy both for its reiteration of the unity of
the South African nation against the racial mischief makers, and for its insistence on
the importance of South Africa having a say in the terms of peace.
THE ALLIED CONFERENCE.

The participation of the United States at the forthcoming Allied Conference is a
great step in advance. As, however, the participation is on the understanding that
it is a Conference to discuss the conduct of the war ami not the terms of peace, and
as the Sovyet delegate, on. his side, has been sent to discuss terms of peace rather
than the conduct of the war, the situation will require some tactful handling. The
presence of a Sovyet delegate has, incidentally, created, the most acute anxiety in
Rumania, whose territorial claims, as accepted by the Allies, have been consistently
denounced by the Sovyet, not without some justification, as the most striking instance
of " Imperialist " aggression on the Allied side.
FRANCE.

The reconstructed Government scorns to have shown a certain lack of balance both
in its zeal to exculpate Maiyy and in its exaggeration of the so-called " Royalist plot,"
and cannot yet be said to be firmly in the saddle. The main danger ahead of it is,
however, not so much the revival of old political animosities as the shortage of food
wdiose full seriousness is only now beginning to be realised in Government quarters.
ITALY.

The immediate effect of the disaster on the Isonzo has been steadying. The
resignation of the lioselli Administration was made easy by its own dignified
acceptance of the situation and by the sympathetic attitude of the Chamber. In
rallying the nation to stop the rout Siguor Orlando has behind him every section in
politics except the extreme Socialists. Here again the real danger is not the
immediate effect upon public opinion of a lost battle, but the after effect of an uphill
military situation complicated by a serious food crisis.

ENEMY AFFAIRS.

Now that the last independent Austrian front has been taken over by the Germans,
nominally under the supreme command of the Emperor Charles, and taken over with
such brilliant success, the German domination of Central Europe may be regarded as
complete, and we are not likely to hear much, more of Austrian hankerings after
independent action. Meanwhile, the appointment, if confirmed, of a Bavarian and a
Catholic to the German Imperial Chancellorship, instead of a dour North-German
Protestant, and the separation of the Imperial Chancellorship from the Prussian
Premiership, will help to give that domination a less Prussian and, consequently, more
acceptable flavour. It must be admitted that, as against its blundering tactlessness in
dealing with enemies and neutrals whose mentality it cannot follow, German higher
policy 1ms been both farseeing and tactful, in. the way in which it has identified itself
with the point of view of its Allies while steadily extending its control over them.
HOLLAND.

If the Dutch really mean, as the latest reports suggest, to try economic counter
reprisals by cutting oil Java sugar and refusing cable facilities in the East Indies, we
may find ourselves in a stale of acute economic warfare wdth a Power with which we
are otherwise at peace. Such a situation will be awkward and possibly even dangerous.
It will, in any case, detract from the amenities of Holland as a place of internment for
our prisoners in Germany.
SPAIN.

No Government, has replaced the Dato Administration so far. It will be difficult
to find another so friendly to ourselves, and a Government formed under the impression
of German victories on the lsonzo may easily start with something of a pro-German
bias.
1st November 1917.

L. S. A.
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I.-BRITISH

E M P I R E AND

AFRICA.

CANADA.
Mr. W. S. Fielding, ex-Liberal Minister of Finance and. hitherto one of Sir VV.
LauriePs most prominent supporters, has decided to support the new. Union Govern
ment and will contest the Shelburne and Queen's constituency in their interests at the
forthcoming elections. Mr. Fielding has issued a manifesto to the Liberals of Nova
Scotia in which he appeals to Canadians to support the Union Government as the
most effective way of winning the war, and states that the national peril and the
" Quebec attitude " make the union of the Parties imperative. The adhesion of
Mr. Fielding'will involve support for the National Government from other Liberal
Leaders in the Maritime Provinces, and it is to be noted that the Premier of Nova
Scotia, has already made a strong appeal to the electors to support the Union
Government.
One of the duties of the Prime Minister under the Military Voters Act is to
designate a candidate for each riding as a Government candidate in order that soldiers
may know for whom to vote if they desire to support the Government. Sir .R. Borden
has therefore stated that it is the earnest desire of the Government that in each
constituency supporters of the Union Government, whether Liberal, Conservative,
Labour, or Independent, should confer and endeavour to agree upon a candidate who
may be treated as the Government supporter.
Besides occupying the Vice-Chairmanship (which will mean in. practice the
Presidency in the absence of the Prime Minister) of the Reconstruction and -Develop
in ent Committee of the Cabinet, Mr. A. K. MacLean has been appointed Vice-Chairman
of the Treasury Board, and will act as Minister of Finance in the absence of Sir
Thomas White. Mr. MacLean has been in the past one of the most prominent
financial experts upon the Opposition Benches.
Mr. Rodolphe Lemieux (formerly Liberal Minister of Marine and Fisheries under
Sir W. Laurier) has declared his belief that conscription is a camouflage under
which "Rule Britannia" can be sung and Quebec insulted as a Province of shirkers.
He added this was a libel on Quebec as there were 25,000 French-Canadian troops
abroad.
Mr. F. B. Car veil (Liberal Minister for Public Works in the new Government) has
stated that those who joined the Union Government through disagreement with
Sir W. Laurier on compulsory military service were still Liberals. lie made an
appeal to all to drop their political prejudices at this election and to aid in winning
the war.
The position of Canadians of military age resident in France is occupying
attention. The Anglo-French agreement recently concluded refers to men between
18 and -11, whereas - up to the present the Canadians affected under the Military
Service Act are men between 18 and 34.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
On account of the feeling that has'been manifested in the Commonwealth in favour
of the conscription issue being again submitted to a Referendum, the anti-con
scriptionists of Sydney have commenced an active campaign against those who are
endeavouring to influence the Federal Parliament to submit the question to the people
for the second time.
At the bye-election for the Grampians Division of Victoria the Nationalist
candidate for the Federal Parliament (Mr. Jowett) obtained a majority of 2,000 over
his Labour opponent.
With regard to the discontinuance of the practice of accommodating totally
incapacitated members of the Australian Imperial Forces, who'have received their
discharge, on Hospital ships on account of the technical difficulty of their being

merely passengers, the Commonwealth Government have pointed out that the safety
of these men is affected by their incapacity when travelling on transports liable to
attack. The fact of this incapacity, combined with, their unfitness for further active
service, is submitted as a valid answer to any technical objection by the enemy to
these men travelling on Hospital ships to the United Kingdom.
In order to provide an area for the settlement of returned soldiers, the New South
Wales Government have determined to extend the Murrumbidgee irrigation, settle
ment, oue of the most important irrigation schemes in Australia. For tins purpose a
Bill has been introduced into the House of Assembly providing for the widening of
the main canal at a cost of 500,OOOL, spread over four years. The sum of 25O,000Z,
will be spent in opening up good land.
The Commonwealth Government have been informed that owing to the transport
difficulties on the Rhodesian Railways a serious shortage in the delivery of chrome
ore, urgently required for munition purposes, has arisen. The situation has been
brought about by increased traffic, delay in the delivery of new- locomotives and lack
of repairing facilities, and as it is impossible to transfer suitable engines from the
United. Kingdom, the Australian Government are asked whether they could arrange
for a loan to the Rhodesian Railways of ten 3-ft. 6-in. gauge engines, and if so on
what terms.

NEW ZEALAND.
On account of the reduction in percentage of reinforcements and to arrangements
having been made for the periodical return of officers who have seen active service,
the Dominion Government have a surplus of from 30 to 75 officers who were undergoing
training for reinforcements. It is therefore asked if these officers could be absorbed
in the Imperial or Indian Army for the period of the war, after a short course of
training in England or India. It is believed that the experience gained by such
officers would be of gieat ultimate value to the New Zealand Territorial forces.
The Dominion Government have urged that arrangements should be made as soon
as possible for the transport of oil from the United States in suitable vessels, as it is
expected that the supply of case oil in New Zealand will be exhausted by the end of
December.

SOUTH AFRICA.
General Botha, in the course of a speech in his constituency, referred, to the
necessity of the Union having a voice in the negotiations for peace. . He said that it
appeared to him that the war would continue for a long time, but it was better to.
light it to a finish than to conclude peace to-day and restart the war to-morrow.
" When peace is made," he added, " it is important that South Africa shall have a
say in the decision." With regard to the racial question in the Union, the Prime
Minister denounced the mischief makers who. were trying to separate the two white
races. He added, " Those who love South Africa will help me to build up a great
South African race and a great nation."
The Union Government have, pointed, out that the advance made by the British
Government to 31st March 1917, in order to meet the expenses of the Imperial Service
Contingents and the campaign in German East Africa, closely approximates to the
expenditure incurred to that date. Up to 31st December next, it is estimated that
expenditure will amount to 2,650,0007. The latter figure can be met to the extent of
1,000,0007'.--representing the Union grant of 1,000,0001. and 900,0007,, which wall
be then due for excess pay. The Union Ministers therefore request that the balance
of 750,0001. may be advanced by the British. Government.
With reference to the suggestions that have been made from time to time for a
Union or Coalition between the South African Party under General Botha and the
Unionists under Sir Thomas Smartt, with a new Party designation, one of the members
of the Union Government, Sir Thomas Watt, made an interesting public pronounce
in en t in a recent speech. Instead of a new Party, he said, " What objection can
" Unionists have to joining the South African Party V The aims of the two parties

" are practically the same. Both adhere to the Constitution and wish to win the war.
" Both wish to see the agricultural and mineral resources of the country developed,
and industries established, and both want to encourage education, while both have
" the same desire to make the natives better and more useful members of society."
The Governor-General announced in a speech to the Congress of Chambers of
Commerce at Johannesburg, that a Conference will be held at Pretoria, at which the
Naval Authorities will be present, in order to co-ordinate land and sea transportLord Buxton also foreshadowed, a great reduction in passenger traffic with a view to
economy.
A. great mass meeting was held in the City Mall, Cape Town, to celebrate Trafalgar
Bay. Mr. Merriman, in, addressing the gathering, referred to the deeds of the
present day Navy, which he said had given so many glorious examples of the true
Nelson touch.
Ail the stocks of petrol in the Union have been temporarily commandeered by the
Union Defence Force.
With reference to the suggestion of the Union Ministers that the.British Govern
ment should purchase such portions of the mohair clip as tire growers may desire to
offer (vide Report No. 38), it has been pointed out to them that, owing to the necessity
of adjusting purchases in proper proportions of different qualities, it would be
difficult to purchase only a portion of the clip. The Union Government have
therefore been asked if they can. offer the whole of the mohair clip.
The Union Government have been informed' that the recommendations of the
Technical Committee regarding wool purchases (vide Report No. 37) are being
carefully considered and a further reply will be sent in the light of experience
gained with regard to the purchase of the Australian and New Zealand clips together
with other information likely to be of value.
The South African railways are finding it extremely difficult to deal with the heavy
traffic connected with the shipment of coal and with such commodities for export as
maize, meat, and wool. The Union Ministers have pointed out that everything has
been done to maintain the traffic, but the resources of the railways are rapidly n earing
exhaustion, and unless early delivery of the urgently required material can be made, a
large number of engines and trucks will have to be removed from service within the
next few months. The requirements are either spare parts, such as steel boiler tubes
and plates, or new rolling stock. The traffic is far greater now than before the war,
and the mileage recorded in 1.91.6 was 5,250,000 miles greater than in 1915. The
request of the Ministers for the above supplies is very strongly supported in a telegram
from the Governor-General.
RHODESIA.
e

The wages and running staff of the Rhodesian Railways, involving most of the
drivers and stokers, gave notice a short time ago of their intention to strike if their
demand for a 25 per cent, increase in wages was not granted. The Resident
Commissioner at Salisbury reported, however, on 26th October that the labour position
on the railways was more hopeful. The notices had been withdrawn by the men,
and the General Manager had agreed to discuss arbitration with them.

SOUTH-WEST AFRICAN PROTECTORATE.

-

The export of cattle and sheep from the' South-West Protectorate has been
prohibited (except by special permit) on account of the serious shortage arising from
the slaughter of breeding stock.

PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED AFFAIRS.
In view of the proposals put forward that a delegate of the Retrograd Sovyet
should attend the forthcoming Allied Conference in Paris in order to air extreme
Russian views about Peace, the British Government have circularised the Major Allies
reminding them that the meeting in Paris is to be a War Conference, as the United
States representative has been specially accredited for the purpose of discussing"
means for prosecuting the war to a victorious conclusion, and is empowered to attend
no other Conference than a War Conference.
On 25th October, M. Skobeleff, the delegate of the Sovyet, waited upon the British
Ambassador in Petrograd with a view to ascertaining how his presence at the
Conference would be viewed in Great Britain. l i e was unofficially informed that
while his presence in London might help to secure a better understanding between
the British and Russian peoples, his interference in Paris would have no sort of effect
upon the opinions or decisions of Members of the War Conference. Sir G. Buchanan
also had an opportunity of expressing his opinion of the SovyeFs Peace terms to
M. Skobeleff. Sir G. Buchanan describes the delegate of the Sovyet as a weak and
insignificant man of no personality, who, although, he can only speak German in
addition to his native language, is not pro-German or an active Pacifist.
The Journal des Debats ascribes the disaster on the Italian front to the action of
Russian Revolutionaries and the inaction of the Russian Government ; it advocates
the assumption of executive control, backed, by armed force, over Russia by the
United States, as being the sole method of enabling Russia to reconstitute her forces,
save her existence and keep her word, and finally calls for the exclusion of M. Skob eleff
from Allied territory, as being the suspect advocate of a ridiculous programme.
Sir G. Barclay reports that the Rumanian Prime Minister is greatly exercised in
mind about the proposed attendance of a delegate of the Petrograd Sovyet at the
Allied War Conference, and considers that any talk of peace such as the Sovyet is
determined to start would adversely affect Rumanian moral. The Rumanian Govern
ment are anxious that the Allies should summon up sufficient energy to reject the
proposals of the Sovyet in the manner which they deserve.
As it is of importance that, the meeting of the W a r Conference should not be delayed
beyond the middle of November, the British Government have suggested that Japan
might arrange to be represented by one of her Ambassadors in Europe. Both Great
Britain and the United States are anxious that a Japanese representative should be
present. '
Sir G-. Buchanan reports that the Russian Delegation to the Allied War Conference,
consisting of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, two Generals, an Admiral, and a
representative of the Ministry of Finance, will leave Petrograd for Bergen at the
same time as himself.
In view of the difficulties which have arisen in connection with the Russian transit
trade through Sweden, and the Allied embargo on exports to the Northern Neutrals,
the Foreign Office is anxious that advantage be taken of the presence of Mr. Nord
mann, head of the Russian Department for the Restriction of Enemy Supplies, in
London, and suggests that an Inter-Allied Conference to discuss the Swedish situation
should meet in London. At this Conference it is hoped Swedish representatives
would discuss a comprehensive agreement with delegates of the Allies and the United
States. Sir C. Spring Rice is directed to invite the State Department to send a
competent representative to London to attend this Conference and to use every effort
to persuade it to agree to do so.
FRANCE.
M. Bar thou, the new Minister of Foreign Affairs in M. Painleve's reconstituted
Ministry, speaking in the Chamber for the first time after a three j^ears' silence,
declared that France would never abandon Russia, and insisted upon the return of
Alsace-Lorraine to France as being on the same footing as the evacuation of her
other occupied departments by the Germans. Lord Bertie reports that the Minister for

Foreign Affairs was well received by the majority of the Chamber in spite of the
great hostility shown towards him by the Socialists and the extreme Radical
Socialists on the question of the guarantees for the future safety of France to
which Ire referred without defining their nature or extent. M. Renaudel, in the
Humanite, considers that M. Barthou failed to adapt his conception of war aud peace
to that which the Democratic and Socialist spirit begins to formulate forcibly in
all countries. At its first division on 25th October the reconstituted Ministry was
supported by 288 votes to 137, a majority of 151 to be compared with that of 272,
which was its last majority (on 19th October) before being reconstituted.
The Radical Socialist Congress ou 27th October passed resolutions affirming the
necessity of reconquering Alsace-Lorraine and binding members to the Party to
decline office in any Ministry except with the consent of the Executive Committee of
the Party and the Deputies of the Party in the Chamber. M. Caillaux spoke at the
meeting, supporting M. Malvy against the attacks of M. Daudet and emphasising the
fact that while France when led by democracy had always been victorious, democracy
was always exposed to the attacks of reactionary calumniators.
This Conference has not called upon the Radical-Socialist members of the Ministry
to resign, but Lord Bertie considers that there is no longer any possibility of a
Barthou Administration with Socialist participation, and reports that the Left is
contemplating another Viviani Cabinet.
The French Chamber has adjourned until 6th November. This will effectively
prevent any ministerial crisis before that date.
Following the official and prejudicial exculpation of M. Malvy, the offices of the
Action Frangaise, which is conducted by M. Daudet, his accuser, and other Royalist
centres in Paris and the provinces, were raided and searched by the police.
The action of the Government in accusing MM. Daudet and Maurras of being
implicated in a plot to provoke civil war in hopes of bringing about a Royalist
Restoration is approved only by Le Pans. Other journals refer to it as a most serious
blunder, or as a clumsy attempt to save M. Malvy and shelve the Bolo scandal,
M. Sembat in the Humanite fears that the Prime Minister has made himself ridiculous
and Lord Bertie reports that public opinion entirely declines to take the " Royalist Plot "
seriously. Attention is drawn to the fact that it was M. Daudet who called upon the
Government to arrest and break up the Bonnet Rouge gang, which was trying to buy
La Journal for the Germans, aud Le Figaro maintains that no efforts of the Govern
ment will make it possible for an "Affaire Daudet" to smother the " Affaire Bolo."
M. Thomas, in a speech at Commentry on 28th October, referred to the " Affaire Daudet "
as an attempt on the part of the Government to strike a political balance between the
Parties of the Right and those of the Left. He further criticised the Government for
its lax methods of waging war, and emphasised the community between the war-aims
of the Socialist Party and French traditions.
BELGIUM.
Sir W. Townley learns that the German authorities in the occupied area of
Belgium have made the Decree of 9th August, enforcing the sole use of Flemish in
Flanders, applicable to the correspondence of the Belgians employed by the Comite
National and the Comite des Pays Bas Espagnols. This measure is expected to
cause the resignation of some 30,000 Belgians, and thus bring to a close the beneficial
activities of the Belgian Relief Commission. Representations are being made by the
Dutch and Spanish Ministers in Brussels to their respective Governments, and Sir
Walter Townley urges the Foreign Office to intimate the intention of the British
Government to suspend ail measures of relief in the affected provinces of Belgium, as
the action of the German authorities is contrary to undertakings given on the subject
by the German Government.
ITALY.
Assurances have been giA^en to the Italian Government by Great Britain as well
as by France that assistance will be forthcoming to enable Italy to deal with the
military situation. The Italian Government have expressed their sincere gratitude
to His Majesty's Government for their cordial sentiments and for. their military
assistance.

As was anticipated, the Administration of Signor Boselli, which came into being
in June 1916, resigned office after being defeated in the Chamber on 25th October
by 314 votes to 96, on a question of confidence. The King of Italy returned to
Rome from the Isonzo front in order to deal personally with the political situation.
His Majesty gave audience to Senator Manfredi, the President of the Senate, and
Signor Marcora, the President of the Chamber of Deputies. There are two alternatives
to be. faced, even though a temporary Orlando Ministry may act as a stop-gap
pending the readjustment of the military situation. The first of these, in the opinion
of the Intelligence Bureau, is a Ministry pledged to a policy of " Thorough " both on
the external and internal fronts, a policy which may precipitate a revolution. The
other alternative is an Administration either openly directed or secretly inspired
by Signor Giolitti, which, relying for support on the Pacifist and Socialist vote, would
advocate -a policy of peace by negotiation on pro-German and anti-Allied- lines, and
of restoration as soon as possible of economic relations with Germany.
Mr. Erskine reported that the King of Italy on 27th October asked Signor Orlando
to form a Ministry, and considered that the retention of Baron Sonnino at the Foreign
Office was certain. Signor Carcano, owing to ill-health, was expected to "leave the
Treasury. Signor Orlando is considered to have been handicapped in the execution
of his duties as Minister of the Interior in the late Administration, owing to his not
being, as has hitherto been usual in Italian Cabinets, Prime Minister as well. Signor
Orlando was successful and the new Italian Cabinet, which was, sworn in on 30th
October, at 6 pan., is constituted, as follows : ' Prime Minister and Minister of the
Signor "V. E. ORLANDO.
Interior
Baron SONNINO.
Minister for Foreign Affairs
General ALFIERT.
Minister of War Minister of Marine Admiral DEL BUONO.
Minister of Finance
*Signor F. MEDA.
Minister of the Treasury
Signor NITTT.
Minister of Munitions
General DALL' OLLIO.
Minister of Transport
Signor BIANCHI.
Minister of Justice
*'Signor E. SACCHI. '
Minister of Education
Signor BERENJNI.
Minister of Public Assistance and PenSignor L. B l S S O L A T I - B ERG A l l E S O O .
Sibils
Signer CH.TFFEI.LI.
Minister of Trade and Labour Minister of Colonies
-'
- "Signor G. COLDSiMO.
*Signor L. FERA.
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs
Signor DAUI.
Minister of Public Works
Signer MILIANI.
Minister of Agriculture Ministers who held the same Office in the Administration of Signor Boselli are
indicated by an asterisk. The Prime Minister retains in his own Cabinet the
portfolio of the Interior which he held before.
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GREECE.
Lord Granville reports that M. Serjent, the French Financial Commissioner., has
completed his mission to Athens without awaiting the arrival of his British colleague.
The Foreign Office considers this to be unfortunate, as it holds that a-co-ordination
of financial policy between the two Allies must necessarily be a preliminary to success
fill co-ordination of financial action, and suggests to Sir C. Spring Rice that the
Committee of Two be enlarged by the addition of a representative of the United
States in order to undertake a joint preliminary enquiry into the financial resources
of Greece and into the financial policy to be adopted by the Allies towards her. The
French Government are also being pressed to agree with this suggestion.
Lord Granville reports that M. Venizelos, on leaving Athens on 29th October,
proceeded to Corfu in order to converse with M. Pashiteh, the Serbian Prime
Minister, and thence left by way of Taranto for Borne, where he now is.
Mr. Erskine learns that the Italian Government deny having put forward
proposals for the modification of the Grteco-Italian arrangements in Epirus (vide
Report No. 39, page 8). They explain that the evacuation of Konitza has only been,
postponed pending the evacuation by Greek troops of certain specified villages.

According to a despatch from Mr. Craekanthorpe, the Peloponnese, including
Corinth, is almost enemy territory. There has been boycotting of Venizelists at
Sparta and rioting about Kalamata. A gang of former submarine agents under one
Michael Kouremetis is reported to have taken up its quarters at Gythion. Similar
suspicious persons have proceeded to Kardamili, Kalamata and. Monemvasia. The
German organisers who lay hidden for a time at Kalavryta are now coming out again
and returning to their posts. Detachments of loyal troops are kept, moving about
almost as if they were in an enemy's country.
The Charge d'Aft'aires, after reviewing the situation in Greece, considers that it
should not be viewed with undue optimism and emphasises the necessity for finding
a remedy for the food, shortage. Should this be omitted the position of the Prime
Minister will be undermined by his political opponents and the present apathy with
regard, to participation in the war may develop into something more serious.
' ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.
Sir W, Townley reports that Herr von Kiihlmann met Dr. Wekerle, the Hungarian
Prime Minister, and Count Michael Karolyi at Budapest, where an after dinner
discussion as to peace terms was conducted with some freedom, and subsequently
had a political conference in Vienna, with the result of which he is understood to have
been well satisfied.
GERMAN AFFAIRS.
As far as it is possible to gather from the somewhat confused remarks of
the German Press, the Ministerial crisis is upon the point of solution, but
on lines different from those recently predicted. It seems that on 23rd October
the leaders of the Majority Parties had interviews with Herr Valentini, the
EmperoFs Private Secretary, to whose advice the actual selection of Dr. Michaelis
for the post of Chancellor is popularly ascribed. Later in the day the
Chancellor was received in audience hy the Emperor, and next morning the
leaders of the Majority Parties waited upon the Chancellor and invited him to
resign. The Vomoarts believes that Dr. Michaelis advised the Emperor that
there was no necessity for any change, and considers that his supposed action
in so doing has put the Emperor into a difficult situation, as his retention
of Dr. Michaelis in face of the disapproval of that functionary felt by the Reichstag
would be a serious blow for the Reichstag.
Sir H. Rumbold learns from an
intimate friend of Herr von KuhlmaniPs, a certain Herr Said Ruete, a ZanzibariGerman malcontent who lives in Zurich, that the Military Party, led hy von Luden
dorif and backed by the Pan-Germans and the great industrial interests, have great
influence with the Emperor through Admiral von Mailer, Chief of the Emperors
Naval Cabinet, and Herr Valentini. The Admiral is reputed to hold spiritualistic
prayer meetings for the EmperoFs edification, and his Party is almost as strong as at
the beginning of war and quite confident as to the result. The other Party regards
von Kuhlniann as its leader. He realises the peril to which German commerce wull
be exposed by any international policy of economic ostracism, but Herr Ruete thinks
A-OII Kuhlmann has not been clever in choosing his moment for coming forward.
In
his opinion Herr Erzberger is discredited, the Socialists will,do nothing, and the
prevalent current of opinion favours the Militarist Party, and is undermining the
position of Dr. Michaelis.
"Whether this has indeed been the case is uncertain, but Sir W. Townley quotes a
German Press Agency to the effect that the Chancellor and Baron von Hertling, the
Bavarian Prime Minister, had been simultaneously received in audience by the
Emperor on 29th October and that Dr. Michaelis had then resigned and immediately
been succeeded by the Bavarian. Another report maintains that Baron von Hertling
had not yet accepted the Imperial offer of promotion. Telegraphing on 31st October,
Sir W. Townley quotes the Deutsche Tageszeibung to the effect that while Baron von
Hertling, the Prime Minister of Bavaria, becomes Chancellor of the Empire, Dr.
Michaelis remains Prime Minister of Prussia. Herr AVahnschaffe, wdio was an Under
Secretary of State in the days of Prince von Biilow, succeeds Herr von Gravenitz in
the Chancery of the Chancellor.
The Christian National Labour Congress opened in Berlin on 28th October under
official auspices. Allusion was made in the opening speech to the alleged intention
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of the Allies to force a republican form of Government upon the Germans and. to
deprive them of all territory west of the Rhine. The President, Herr Stegerwald,
asserted that Germans entirely refused to accept foreign dictation as to their internal
affairs and, not being Russians, were loyal to their Emperor and their Princely Houses.
Later he inveighed against the privileges of property, and. other speakers, while
advocating the maintenance of a strong monarchy, decried the caste spirit and
political privileges, and called for free public education. Speaking at the meeting on
29th October of the same Congress the Briefer Secretary of State, Herr von Braun, said
that while the bread and potato ration could be maintained at the present figure,
the latter could not be increased to 10 lbs. per week per head, and the meat ration
would, have to be reduced.
According to information furnished by Mr. Flaes, until lately Dutch ConsulGeneral at Hamburg, there is little left to eat at Hamburg and other places in. North
Germany, where small-pox and other diseases are rife. He considers that Germany
cannot hold out after the end of January.
Sir Esme Howard, in a despatch, draws attention to statements in the Swedish
Press as to the prevalence of " night-blindness " among the Germans. This malady,
which causes complete loss of the power of vision not only in darkness but also in
twilight, is known to have occurred epidemically in time of famine, and is now rife
throughout Germany as a consequence of the under-nonrishment of the population.
Dr. Nordenson considers that it may be connected with a lack of fat in the dietary,
as he has observed that the condition rapidly improves in response to a diet of
unusually rich and greasy food.
NETHERLANDS.
Speaking in the Lower House on 23rd October, the Dutch Minister for Foreign
Affairs offered to lay before the House the diplomatic correspondence with both Great
Britain and Germany on the subject of the transit of sand and gravel through Holland
to Germany. Lie stated that the Netherlands Government were prepared to go to
arbitration on the matter, but that as Great Britain had not proposed such a course,
he did not feel justified in doing so. He quoted the Treaties of 1839 and 1868, by
which Holland considered herself bound to permit the export of such quantities of
sand. and. gravel as were not to be put to military uses, and expressed his willingness
to examine carefully all evidence which might be adduced to prove that the gravel
and sand, conveyed in transit had, in fact, been put to military use, but during the
past two years the Dutch Government had already done all they could to ascertain for
what purposes the material in question had been tised. The Minister also referred, to
the transit of metals, and was highly indignant with the British Government for having
suspended cable facilities.
Sir W. Townley, commenting upon this, suggests that if papers are to be published
it should be stipulated that the entire correspondence should be so treated, as the
Minister for Foreign Affairs sometimes forgets to insert despatches which do not tell
in. his favour (vide Report No. 39, page 10).
The Foreign Office has received confidential information from Singapore that the
Government of the Dutch Fast Indies are contemplating certain reprisals on account
of the British embargo on commercial telegrams. The forms of reprisal indicated
are (a) prohibition of transmission of British telegrams to and from Australia by way
of Banjuwangi in Java, and (b) the prohibition of the export of sugar or petroleum.
It is pointed out to Sir YV. Townley that the first would only lead to a considerable
loss of cable revenue, as the Banjuwangi line is only an alternative route ; and the
second, though more serious as a threat, could be countered by refusing bunkers to
Dutch ships and requisitioning all those in British ports.
The Foreign Office, in reference to the proposed export of horses, from the
Netherlands to Germany, has informed Sir W. Townley that such export cannot be
recognised as it would constitute a breach of the Hides Agreement. If persisted in,
facilities for the import of hides and skins into Holland will be withdrawn.
Sir W. Townley has been instructed to inform the Netherlands Oversea Trust that
the British Government insist upon the cessation of the free import of coffee, tobacco,
and chinchona as from 1st January 1918.
Mr. Flaes, until lately Dutch Cousul-General at Hamburg, has privately given
information, transmitted by Sir YY. Townley, that the Dutch Minister in Berlin is so
pro-German that he will neither believe nor forward any official report detrimental to

the Germans. He is in the hah it of telling Hutch Consular officers who send such
reports that the statements cannot be true, as, had they been so, the "German Foreign
Office would already have advised him of the matter.
SWITZERLAND.
Sir II. Rumbold suggests that the Swiss loan to Great Britain might be arranged
in return for a grant of tonnage facilities to the Swiss Government on a basis of
1,000,000 francs per 5,000 tons monthly. British expenses in Switzerland in
connection with interned men and munition purchases amount to about 6,000,000 francs
monthly, consequently on the proposed basis, as the Swiss want 55,000 tons of
shipping monthly, the British minimum requirement of 1.0,000,000 francs monthly
would leave an ample margin. An arrangement on these lines would, in Sir hi.
RumbohTs opinion, be preferable to a joint loan secured as a result of joint AngloFrench negotiations.
Sir II. Rumbold supports the proposal of his French colleague that France should,
press tire Swiss for certain categories'of munitions of which there are plentiful
supplies pending the placing of United States contracts in January, in order to
prevent these supplies from becoming available for the Germans.
The President of the Swiss Confederation has indicated to the United States
Charge d'Affaires in Berne three of the American, demands (vide Report No. 36,
page 9), which he says it will be very difficult for Switzerland to grant. These deal
wdth tire export of preserved meat to the Central Empires, the prohibition of cotton
exports, as tending to limit Swiss powers of bargaining with Germany, and the
prohibition of the export of articles manufactured, from American machines, as
tending to provoke retaliation from Germany, which might produce confusion in
Swiss factories and hamper the output of munitions to Allied orders.
NORWAY.
The Norwegian Parliament re-opened on 29th October.
The Foreign Office informs Sir M. Findlay that British commercial interests are
uneasy at the complete cessation, of British export trade to Scandinavia, and expresses
fears that the cessation of Norwegian exports to Germany may lead to an extension
of the war to Norway, which is apparently undesirable from a naval and military
point of view. Sir M. Findlay, in reply, does not think the present Administration,
will ever abandon neutrality, but thinks that as public opinion, on account of the
sinking of the Scandinavian convoy, is very bitter against the Germans at the present
moment Germany may fear action on the part of Norway and strike first. In view of
this possibility he suggests that the necessary precautions be taken to enable the
Allies to co-operate with Norway at short notice should the necessity arise.
Sir M. Findlay draws attention to the importance attached by the fish preserving
industry to the import of tin plates and suggests that a threat of interference in the
supply of this commodity would be an admirable lever in negotiation with the
Norwegian Government.
Sir C. Spring Rice indicates that the negotiations of the War Trade Board with
Dr. Nansen have broken down and understands that the United States Govern
ment might now accept a British proposal for an immediate simultaneous declaration
by the British and United States Ministers in Christiania that the countries at war
with. Germany will supply Norway with all. her requirements in return for a complete
cessation of her exports to Germany. To this proposal the Foreign Office agrees, but
considers that a guarantee to supply Norway with what she needs would commit
Great Britain too far. The Foreign Office wishes the negotiations to be transferred
to Christiania and is urging France and Russia to advocate this change in
AVashington.
Sir M. Findlay advises the Foreign Office that on 25th October a Royal Resolution
came into force prohibiting the sale to persons other than the Norwegian Government
of vegetable and animal oils and fats of every kind, including all sorts of train and.
fish oils.
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SAVEDEN.
Mr. Hellner, the Minister for Foreign Affairs in the new Administration, on
24th October received all the Allied Ministers in Stockholm for the first time after
taking office. Sir E. Howard reports that the Minister was quite emphatic about the

absolute cessation under his regime of the practice of sending German cypher
telegrams through Swedish diplomatic channels. Trie then, referred to the possibility
of Allied representations being made for the purpose of putting pressure on Sweden
to induce her to cut off all commercial relations with Germany, and announced that
as it would be quite impossible for Sweden to adopt such a policy, he hoped the
representations in question would not be made.
Sir E. Howard learns from other sources that the new Swedish Government are
disposed to suggest an equal division of the iron-ore exports between the two groups
of belligerents. At present Germany is taking all the iron-ore she can get, and
obtained some 3,500,000 tons in 1916. It is probable that i n consequence of this
- policy Germany now has at least a yeaFs supply in reserve, and the Swedes are
afraid that failure to accommodate Germany with a full supply will not really affect
her seriously, but will unfailingly provoke retaliation in the shape of a stoppage of
the coal supply. As this amounts to 174,000 tons for September, the threat is one
which inspires respectful attention to the wishes of Germany.
The Russian Minister in Stockholm has been informed by Mr. Helluer that the
right of free transit through Sweden might be accorded to Russia in return for a
supply of benzine. This commodity is now so scarce that the West Coast fishermen
find that fishing in benzine-burning motor craft often is unremunerative. An
agitation is consequently on foot to demand an agreement with the Allies whereby
the export of fish to Germany be suspended in return for benzine, failing which
benzine would be obtained from Germany in return for fish.
SPAIN.
The Administration of Sehor Date resigned office on 27th October, Spain thus
becoming the third Latin nation to experience a Cabinet crisis within the same seven
days. Immediately after the Minister's resignation Don Alfonso received consecutively
in audience the Presidents of the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies. This action
had been foreshadowed to Senor Dato by His Majesty, and had been taken as an
indication that the Minister no longer enjoyed the King's confidence. Don Alfonso
appears to have been unwilling to deal -with the situation which has arisen owing to
the action of the Military Juntas (vide Report 39, page 12) without consulting the
Presidents of the two Houses as to the advisability of dissolving the Cortes. Sir A.
Hardinge understands that the demands formulated by the Military Jtmtas deal
chiefly with arrangements as to the procedure of military promotion.
Sir A. Hardinge reports that King Alfonso has received a number of political
leaders. Of these Count Romanones and the Marquess of Alhucemas (Prieto)
-advocated the formation of a Coalition Ministry under a Liberal Prime Minister.
Others suggested that a non-political soldier who is in touch with the Military Juntas.
General Marina, who became Minister for War on 17th October, was put forward as
being politically preferable to General the Marquess of Tenerife (Weyler).
The King, however, appears at first to have been guided by the advice of those
former Prime Ministers who advocated the formation of a Coalition Ministry, and Sir A .
Hardinge reported that His Majesty on 28th October had entrusted Senor Sanchez de
Toca with the duty of forming an Administration. This statesman is President of the
Senate, and has the reputation of being a pro-British Conservative. Count Romanones, a
former Liberal Prime Minister, even informed Sir A. Hardinge that he was disposed
to accept Senor de Toca's invitation to-join the Coalition Ministry. Sehor Maura and
the members of the Reformist Party declined, however, to co-operate, and on 30th
October Sehor Sanchez de Toca abandoned his attempts to form a Ministry owing
apparently to lack of support among the Liberals. It is believed that the King will
now call upon the Marquess of Alhucemas to return to power.
The British
Ambassador pointed, out that while a Conservative-Liberal Ministry on coalition lines
would be favourable to the interests of the Allies, an undesirable alternative would be
another Maura administration which would have to lean for support on the ultra
Catholic elements in the country, which are strongly pro-German. The evil effects
of this upon future interpretations of Spanish neutrality would only partially be
mitigated if Sehor Osnra were to be SenorMaura's Minister for Foreign Affairs.
King Alfonso is not anxious to change the foreign policy of Spain and told the
Italian Ambassador that whatever Ministry came into office there would be no altera
tion in that respect, It is interesting to record the opinion expressed by Count
Romanones that the fall of Senor Dato has closed the career of the last Rotativist
Administration to hold office in Spain.
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The Intelligence Bureau commenting in anticipation upon the Ministerial crisis in
Spain refers to the fact that Seiior Dato refused to yield to the. Mditary Juntas in the
matter of the trial of Sehor Domingo, the Republican Deputy, who is unpopular in the
Army. There was an irregularity in his arrest, and the Prime Minister declined to
countenance a further breach of Parliamentary privilege by submitting his case for trial
by a court-martial which would probably have ordered him to be shot. Count Roman ones
considers that this action on the part of Sehor Dato has not been forgiven by the
Military, and this has probably conduced to his fall. It is to be remembered that the
cause of the Allies does not stand to gain in any way by the departure of . So nor Dato,
whose neutrality was more friendly than that of his predecessors, and undoubtedly
exposed him to the hostility of German interests throughout the country.
On. 3rd October the High Commissioner of the Spanish Zone in Morocco prohibited
the export of foodstuffs except to Spain. This at first caused dismay in the Inter
national Zone of Tangier and unrest along the frontier between the two zones. On
27th October, however, Mr. Garnett reported that the situation had been improved by
the decision of the Anjera tribes, supported by Raisuli, to disregard the prohibition
which the Spanish High Commissioner has small means for enforcing.
JAPAN.
Sir C. Greene learns that Baron Kato, the leader of the Opposition, speaking on
25th October, asserted that the dispatch of troops to take an effective part in European
battles was impossible.
The British Ambassador reports that the negotiations between Japan and the
United States are proceeding favourably. He is informed that the United States are
likely to propose a mutual self-denying ordinance providing for an embargo on the
supply of arms or money to China under certain specified conditions.
The United States Minister in Peking is anxious that the Chino-Japanese Arms
Agreement (vide Report No. 39, page 15) should be made the subject of an exchange
of views between the United States, Great Britain and Japan. The Foreign Office,
however, deprecates the suggestion, and points out to Sir C. Spring Rice that no
amount of views exchanged will lead to any modification of Japanese aims in China.
It could, only result either in the withdrawal by the two Christian Powers of their
objections to Japanese action or to the precipitation of a crisis in which they would
appear as the avowed opponents of Japanese aspirations, a most unhappy result at a
moment such as this.
CHINA.
Sir J . Jordan learns that the Military Governor of Canton, Chen-Ping-Kun, was
dismissed by Presidential edict on 27th October, and the Civil Governor Li, with
whom is associated General Mo of Swatow, appointed in his place. This involves a
complete breach with Lu-Yung-Ting and may lead to fighting at Canton between the
KuaUg-Si.troops adhering to the deposed Chen and the Cantonese under Li and Mo.
Consequently the Peking Government have invited the co-operation, of the Allied
Consuls in Canton to persuade Chen to withdraw peaceably to Kuang Si.
The Foreign Office is inclined to oppose any advance being made to the Chinese
Treasury-, which has asked for 2,O00,O00Z. on account out of the projected loan for
currency reform, and points out that there will be plenty of money available from the
Customs receipts at the end of the year. The British Government are, however,
prepared to consider the advisability of sanctioning an advance if Japan considers it
to be desirable or necessary.
Sir J . Jordan learns that the United States are offering China a loan of $25,000,000
(gold) to be applied for general war purposes, the programme of expenditure being
first submitted to the United States Minister in Peking.
BRAZIL.
On 26th October Brazil declared war on Germany. Sir A. Peel reports that the
President of the Republic in a message to Congress explained that the last straw in
-1
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this case was the sinking of the ex-German Palata] renamed Macau, by an enemy
submarine. Sir A. Peel has been instructed to express to the Brazilian Government
the great pleasure felt by the British Government on their action in declaring war on
the side of liberty and justice.
The crew of the German gunboat Eber at Baiiia, before being captured, were able
seriously to damage their ship.
The Brazilian Ambassador in Washington has drawn the attention of the United
States Government to the reported military activity of the Argentine Republic which,
he contends, can only be directed against Brazil. Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the
AmbassadoPs views are not shared by the State Department.

UNITED STATES.
Considerable interest attaches to the fact that the United States army in France
has now, as was foreshadowed in dispatches referred to in Report No. 35, page 14,
taken over a sector of the Western Front.
Lord Reading has advised the Prime Minister that he is trying to arrange that for
the next three months the British requirements from the United States Treasury will
be limited to a monthly maximum of $235,000,000, or rather more than 35,OO0,OO0Z.
Sir 0. Spring Rice reports that in the opinion of experts there will be a severe
exhaustion, of the supply of American cotton by September 191.8. In consequence of
this the War Trade Board is anxious for information as to the amount, of cotton
required for British and Allied domestic needs, both civil and military, during the
coming year in order that the cotton supply may be controlled and allocated for
export according to the needs of the Allies in the first place, and, secondly, those of
Neutrals.
SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 19th October—
25th October inclusive, is 124,767 tons, of which 87,819 tons were British, as compared
with 103.903 tons, of which. 46,857 tons were British, reported last week.
The Trade Division of the Naval. Staff, Admiralty, estimates that the destruction
of British, Allied and Neutral shipping of all sorts eifected by the malice of the
Iving's enemies throughout the war up to the end of September 1917, is as
follows :—
No. of Ships.
Tonnage.
British
Allied
Neutral
Total

2,254
1,040
1,224

5,387,996
1,705,197
1,873,082

4,518

8,966,275

In addition to this 1,169 British ships of 5,207,333 tons have been attacked by
the enemy, but not actually sunk. In some cases however, ships have had to be
beached on account of their injuries, or have been laid up for long periods pending
repair. Of the British ships 693 were sunk by torpedoes fired without warning
from submarines, and 405 others were attacked in the same way. The total number
of lives lost on British ships sunk or damaged by the enemy is 8,957, but no
figures are given for similar losses in the case of Allied or Neutral ships. These
figures show- that Allied losses have been slightly less than those of Neutrals.
According to German claims 672,000 tons of British, Allied and Neutral shipping
were sunk by submarines during the month of September, as against 808,000 tons in
August. The actual amount, according to British official, figures, would appear to be
309,217 tons for September as against 401,223 tons for August. The German

^exaggeration for September therefore seems to rise to 116 per cent, above actuality,
as against an exaggeration of 101'4 per cent, in the case of the total for August.
The fact that during September three ships of j 6,793 tons, while not actually sunk,
had to be beached in order to save them from foundering may perhaps account for the
rise in the percentage.
in connection with the difficulties which have arisen as to the chartering of neutral
tonnage and possible competition therein between, the United States and. the Allies,
the Foreign Office points out to Sir 0. Spring Rice that Great Britain, France, and
Italy require for the carriage of essential foodstuffs and of material necessary for the
-armies now in the field, not only all. the national tonnage in existence, but also every
neutral ship over which British control is sufficient to compel her to ply in the war
zone. Even, with these additional ships there appears to be no prospect of meeting
all the needs of the three Allies.
The Japanese Government have informed Sir 0. Greene that their desire to obtain
a share of ex-enemy tonnage both in China and Siam was due to the necessity for
supplying the deficiency in their means of transportation occasioned by the sale and
charter of Japanese ships. They are, however, prepared to make over the Japanese
share in the Siamese ex-enemy ships to Great Britain provided that British approval
be given, to their proposals for the division of the Chinese e\-enemy ships on a basis
which would allot four ships of 11,418 tons to Japan, four ships of 9,152 tons to
Great Britain, and two ships of 11,200 tons to the.United States. (Vide Report
No. 35, page 16.) If two other ships do in fact exist, they may be added to the
British share. Sir C. Greene learns privately that any ships acquired by Japan will
be used by the Government and not handed over to private firms.
Mr. Barclay learns in Washington that the Japanese Government have offered
150,000 tons of shipping to the United States for immediate delivery and a further
250,000 tons to be delivered before September 1918, in return for supply of
175,000 tons of steel (vide Report No. 39, page 16).

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
Lord Bertie and Mr. Erskine report respectively that France and Italy have
decided to refuse passports to persons wishing to attend the International. Peace
Conference in Berne (vide Report No. 39, page 18), and the Italian Minister in that
capital is endeavouring to dissuade certain. Italians already in Switzerland from
complying with their invitations to attend.
Sir 11. Rumbold has been informed by a Zanzibari-German gentleman that there
is great hope in Germany that some bargaining at the expense of Russia may be done
with regard, to '.Pdland and Courland as pawns in the Peace negotiations.
Marshal llindenburg has emphasised to a supporter in Dresden that the recovery
of the German Colonies is essential, as " Our Colonial Possessions must first and
" foremost secure to us those raw materials which are necessary for the maintenance
" of our people and for war munitions which we cannot produce at home, and. thus
" render us independent of the will of foreign countries."
The proposals of the Stockholm Socialist Conference (vide Report No. 39, page 16)
have excited the displeasure of Bulgarians who are not disposed to have their
ambitions sacrificed just after the German Emperor has repeated his assurances that
Bulgaria is to receive her national unity as a reward for her hard and willing fight.
The Press in general condemns the proposals, so far as they affect Bulgarian ideals,
as absolutely" unacceptable.
GENERAL.
The recent Dutch Oonsul-General in Hamburg, Mr. Flaes, has privately informed
the British Legation at The Hague that the German authorities frequently took
portions of the food from prisonePs parcels, and in some cases the whole parcel Avas
-confiscated and the food sold at a high price:
The British Government have asked the Dutch Minister in Berlin to find out whether
the bayonetting of prisoners of war at Strohen Camp (vide Report No. 35, page 17)
ceased with the dismissal of the Commandant.

Lord Grairville has received a letter from Rahmi Bey, the Yali of Aidin, in which
he-presses for the release of Eyoub Sabri, and personally guarantees the definite
exchange of all British non-combatants in Turkey, other than the two Hadkinsoifs and
those who decline to be exchanged, against all Turkish civilians in the British Empire?
with a few exceptions ; the exchange to be effected regardless of relative numbers.
Sir H. limn bold reports that the Swiss Government are prepared to take in invalid
prisoners of war selected by the Medical Commissions in Great Britain and Germany
without any limit, provided that the total number of interned to be lodged in Swiss
hospitals does not at any time exceed 35,000. The Minister for Foreign Affairs
understands that there are now some 32,000 interned in Switzerland, but as soon as
the Franco-German Agreement for the repatriation of certain categories of prisoners
be ratified, he expects that 10,000 French and Germans will be affected, in which
case Switzerland will be able to accommodate a corresponding number of fresh invalid
prisoners.
Owing to tonnage and other difficulties, the British Government have advised
Sir W. Townley and Sir E. Howard that the)'' are unable to accept the offer conveyed'
through Prince Charles of Sweden to accommodate British and.German prisoners of
war in Sweden.
Sir E. Howard points out that the suspension of the Agreement with the Swedish
Medical Board will result in-the cessation of the transit facilities for lied Cross and
Medical Stores destined for Russia and Rumania, and suggests that, in view of this
and of the fact that Sweden will not be affected by the embargo on such items, the
Agreement should be maintained pending the arrangement of a General Agreement
with the Swedish Government.
Sir li. Paget learns on the authority of the United States Charge d'Affaires that the
Red Cross Conference in Copenhagen (vide Report No. 35, p. 18, and No. 39, p. 21)
has agreed to recommend that the nationals of the belligerents represented (Russia,
Rumania, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Turkey), now interned in Denmark,
should be repatriated without delay. Large numbers of Russian and German
invalids in extensive categories are also recommended for exchange. The British
Naval Attache has information to the effect that the result of the Conference is
considered as a great success b3 the Germans, who pressed for corn to be specially
imported from America for the benefit of German prisoners in Russia, but rejected
the principle that the rations issued to prisoners should be proportionate to the food
supplies in the country, asserting that they had every right to accumulate a reserve
for their own purposes. It is interesting to compare this German anxiety to be
generous to their prisoners in Russia at the expense of the Allies wdth the German
offer recorded last week to export grain and potatoes to Sweden in return for an
-undiminished supply of raw materials for munitions.
r
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AUSTRALIA.

The decision of the Commonwealth Government to take a second referendum on
the question Of compulsory military service is characteristic of Mr. Hughes' refusal
ever to take an adverse verdict " lying down." It is also a most significant instance
of the working of the referendum principle. - At the last general election the
Australian electorate voted for the National Government on its general merits, the
question of conscription having, by consent, been ruled out. It is now free to
reaffirm or reconsider its views on conscription without prejudice to the general
conduct of Australian, affairs.
:

THE ALLIED WAR CONFERENCE.

The military situation in Italy, and the political crisis in Russia, have both
contributed to complicate the arrangements for the long planned. Conference on the
conduct of the war. My the time it assembles it will have been largely superseded by
the recognition of the need of some much more intimate and permanent method of
co-ordination, of military policy. Its main task, in fact, will lie not to frame policy but to
ratify decisions already taken in an emergency, and to approve of the new machinery
of the Allied Supreme Council. That Council is, it appears, to Lie. set up to deal with
military policy only in its broadest sense, and. not with the strategy of the individual
fronts, fts task will presumably be to decide as to the main functions of the different
armies and fronts in the general scheme of the war ; the responsibility and authority
of each general staff for the operations of its own forces on the front; allotted to it are
to remain unimpaired.
FRANCE.

The continued revelations as to the under-world of German-fed intrigue are
unpleasant, like the unexpected discovery that one's kitchen is.crawling with black
beetles. But there is nothing to suggest that the moral of France, as a whole, is
otherwise than sound and determined to sweep out all these unsavoury elements in her
midst.
.

.

ITALY.

Public opinion continues to show itself admirably united and steady in face of the
military disaster. Everything during the next few weeks depends on the whole
heartedness with which the Allies throw themselves into the open breach, and the
tact with which they handle an ally who, for the moment, has become a dependent.

ENEMY AFFAIRS.

There are increasingly strong rumours pointing to an Austro-German deal, by
which the Emperor Charles is to become Xing of Poland, which would then include
Galicia, while Germany is to get her share by the protectorate over a nominally
independent Courland and Lithuania, effectively dominated by the direct German,
retention of the islands commanding the Gulf of Biga.
GERMANY.

Count von Uertling seems to have rallied all but the extreme Conservatives and
Socialists in his support as a parliamentarian who has taken oflice by parliamentary
methods, but is staunchly opposed to parliamentarism. The more advanced wing of
his supporters rejoice at the manner of his talcing office, the more conservative
console themselves with extracts from his past speeches. Meanwhile, his task is
made easier at the outset: by the atmosphere of victory in which he will make his
opening speech.
JAPAN.

The Japanese-American exchange of notes, recognising Japan's special interest in
China, is a landmark in international affairs which may stand out some day as one of
the chief events of the world war. What is of interest for us is to know what will be
the interpretation of the new Japanese Monroe doctrine as applied to Tibet, where
India is directly concerned.
BRAZIL.

The Presidents promptitude in tackling German financial and industrial control
in Brazil augurs well ; it is by far the most effective help Brazil can give the common
cause at this moment.
8th November 1917.

L. S.
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CANADA.
Writs have been issued for the General. Election to be held on. 17th December next.
The date of the closing of the nominations is 1.9th November, except in the Yukon,
where nominations close on 31st December. The soldiers who are serving oversea
will begin voting on 20th November, and will continue tip to and including
17th December. Votes cast at the front will he counted at the office of the Canadian
Commissioner in Paris. All writs are returnable by 27th February, and the new
Parliament is summoned for 28th February. It is anticipated that five weeks will
elapse between the final polling clay and the announcement of the definite result.
Owing to the grant of the franchise to soldiers and sailors and their female relatives,
.and the disfranchisement of aliens, a great deal of new election machinery has had to
be created, requiring the services of 20,000 enumerators.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in the course of his election address, states that he regards
the introduction of conscription as a grave error. The fundamental objection to the
Government policy is. he says, " that it is the conscription of human life only, and it
" does not attempt to conscript the wealth resources or services of any persons other
" than those who come within the age limit 5)1-630111)0(1 by the Military Service Act."
Sir Wilfrid announces that if returned to power his first duty would be to find the
men, money, and resources to enable Canada to continue to the very end to do her
splendid part in the war. l i e would, however, suspend the operation of the Military
Service Act until the people should have an opportunity of pronouncing ,upon it by
way of Referendum. Regarding the disfranehisement of aliens, the liberal Leader
describes the Wartime Election Act as vicious in principle. As to the economic
question, Sir Wilfrid would remove the two war increases in the tariff, viz.,
71- per cent, on all commodities coming into Canada from countries other than
Great Britain and 5 per cent, on goods from Great Britain. Lie would also remove
the duties on agricultural implements, Sec, as demanded by the Western farmers.
Sir Wilfrid declares himself in favour of bringing under Government control all food
producing factories in order to reduce the cost of Jiving, while he would, if necessary,
place the Government in control, of factories engaged in the supply of war material in
order to prevent profiteering on war supplies.
it now appears that liberal candidates who support the attitude of Sir Wilfrid
Laurier will contest most of the Ontario seats.
There is close co-operation in the Province of Quebec in relation to the coming
elections between the Liberals following Sir W. Laurier and the Nationalists under
Mr. Bourassa. The latter has been adversely criticising the motives of Great Britain
and the United States in entering the war.
Mr. A. L. Sifton, the Minister of Customs in the Union Government, has declared
that there has been no political, bargaining between the Liberals who have entered
the Cabinet and Sir Robert Borden. lie said.: " The Liberals in the Cabinet are not
" holding out for tariff or other concessions, nor have we made any stipulation as to
" the division of portfolios. We simply went into the Government to serve Canada
" and the Empire in the time of crisis."
It has been practically decided that Mr. Pardee, who was Sir W. LaurieLs Chief
Liberal Whip, will be the new Leader of the Ontario Liberals who support conscription,
in succession to Mr. N. W. RowelJ.
Major Talbot M. Papineau, M.C., the great-grandson of Louis Joseph Papineau
(leader of the French-Canadian rebellion of 1837), and a nephew of Mr. Bourassa
(the leader of the French-Canadian Nationalists), has been killed in action. Major
Papineau was known as a brilliant speaker, and it was expected that'he would take a
prominent part in Dominion politics. Lie was a man of independent views, and
wdiile anxious to see Canada as a free nation within the Empire, he was entirely
opposed to the more restricted Nationalism, of his distinguished uncle.
' The Admiralty have arranged, to transfer the old French Scutcheon, which was
taken on 18th September 1.759, and has been hitherto preserved in the Navigation
School at Portsmouth, to the Canadian War Museum. The Admiralty express the
hope that its presentation to the Dominion archives will be regarded as an appropriate
commemoration of the present association in arms of Canada, France and Great
Britain.

The returns received by the Military Service Council relating to the period from
the issue of the Proclamation to 1st November show that the number of men who
have registered under the Military Service Act is 157,608. Of these, 144,628 claimed
exemption.
Owing to the Admiralty having forbidden the use of the steamship " Corsican "
for the purpose of transporting Poles to France, the Dominion Government have
represented that all arrangements had been made for 1,500 Poles to' embark, and
that serious international difficulties will arise if these arrangements are upset. The
Dominion Government have therefore requested that the steamship may be used for
the purpose named.

AUSTRALIAN COMMON "WEALTH.
The Commonwealth Government have decided that another referendum shall be
taken on. the subject of conscription.*
Public meetings are being organised, in all the States in favour of conscription.
The Minister for Defence (Mr. Pearce) stated in a speech last week that the Federal
Cabinet would deal at the next meeting with the general question of Australians part
in, the war, and he declared himself in favour of a measure of conscription being
submitted to the people. The Minister mentioned that Australia had. up to the
present sent 380,000 soldiers oversea.
The Parliament of the Commonwealth will meet again on 21st November next.
The'Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes) has now recovered from, his recent indisposition
and has announced an important scheme for the organisation of industry. This, he
said, was necessary in order to survive the economic struggle after the war. Produc
tion, lie declared, was a national function and it should proceed on business lines,
enlist the aid of science, receive adequate financial backing, and have the support of
the whqle weight of the community. In outlining the national organisation for
Australia lie said there should be, first, an association representing each primary and
secondary industry ; secondly, a general. Council of Commerce composed of repre
seutatives from the various associations ; thirdly, a Department of Commerce and
Industry with a Minister at the head ; fourthly, a Science and Industry Bureau.;
and fifthly, trade representatives for the principal oversea markets. Mr. Hughes
indicated that under the system he outlined, the expenditure would be between
250,0001. and 51)0,0001. annually, but that there would be no difficulty in finding the
money as the scheme was national and backed not only by the Commonwealth but by
every industry.
The subscriptions to: the Liberty Loan total over 20,200,0002., which thus ensure its
success, i n all. over .100,000,000?. have been, raised in Australia for war purposes.
A demonstration is being arranged by the Young Ireland Party (which is under
the control of Sinn. Feiners) m co-operation with the Roman Catholic Archbishop
Mannix of Victoria, in support of Mr. De Valera.
The Commonwealth Government have been asked by the British Government
whether L40U,OO0Z. in gold coin could be spared at an early date. Of this amount,
1,000,000/. is required for the Standard Bank of South Africa, where the position-in.
regard to specie holdings is causing the Union. Government much anxiety, and
400,000/.. is required for services connected with military operations. It is pointed
out that considerations of transport make it desirable that the gold should be provided
by Australia.
The Commonwealth Government have approved of the issue of a badge to the
wife, mother, or nearest female relative of members of the Australian. Imperial. Force
and the Naval and Military Expeditionary Force who left Australia since 4th August
191.4 on active service abroad. For those mothers who have more than one son on
active service, bars will be attached to the badges, a bar being issued for every
additional son serving. Each badge and bar will hear a registered number, and a
complete record will be kept at district headquarters in each State.
The Federal Ministers have called the attention of the home authorities to the
fact that certain mining companies who, prior to the war, sold their output to foreign
companies, and who now sell through authorised agents in London as a result of the
policy regarding the metal output adopted by the Commonwealth Government, are
faced with a serious position through the British Income Tax and War Profits Tax.
' Figures given up to 30th J u n e 1917 showed that there wore 140,000 single men and 280,000 married
men of military age in the Common wealth who had not enlisted.

1

A s the subject appears to the Ministers to be of vital importance in relation to
Imperial and Dominion trade, it is urgently requested that the assessments may be
delayed until the receipt of a despatch which is being sent by mail.
R e g a r d i n g the suggested loan of engines to the Rhodesian R a i l w a y s (vide Report
No. 10), the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth has offered an engine w h i c h i s
unsuitable for work on the Tasnianian Railways. Pie -also states that the Queens
land Railway Department is willing to sell six locomotives at 2,2001. each f.o.b.
Brisbane.

SOUTH

APRICA.

W i t h regard to applications from citizens of the United States for certificates of
naturalisation as British subjects under the South African Naturalisation of Aliens
Act, the Union Ministers have enquired whether such applications should be refused
in the absence of documentary evidence of the applicants having fulfilled or been
exempted from military service in America.
W i t h reference to the licence for manufacture, delivery, and shipment of goods
which are ordered in the United States for export to South Africa, but which are on
the list of conserved articles, the Union Controller of Imports has suggested that his
recommendations for the grant of shipping space should be taken to include a
recommendation for permission to manufacture and for the issue of an export licence.
In this event the Controller would undertake only to make recommendations in the case
of articles destined for war purposes.
In reply to the suggestion regarding the purchase of the whole of the mohair clip
(vide Report No. 40), the Union Ministers state that in view of assurances they h a v e
given to producers, they could not prohibit the export to Allied countries other than
the United Kingdom. Further, a l a r g e part of the wintePs clip of the 1 9 1 7 - 1 8
season lias already been sold. Under these circumstances the Union Government
cannot offer the whole of the mohair clip, but they believe that if an offer for mohair
is made on the same lines as that made for the wool clip, nearly the whole of. the
s u m m e r s clip of the season, and the unsold balance of last wintePs clip, will be
offered.
On. account of the agreements entered into on enlisting the Members of the South
African Native Labour Corps, the men are only available for about nine months in
France—after the time spent en route is deducted. The A d m i r a l t y consider that the
shortage of tonnage will render the conveyance of these labourers, and their
repatriation after so short a time, a matter of serious difficulty, and the Army
Council have therefore suggested that recruiting for the Corps should not continue
on the existing terms, but that it should be for the duration, of the war and six
months afterwards.

GOLD COAST.
The Native members of the Council serving upon the Select Committee on t h e .
Estimates for 1018 have strongly advocated the repeal or at least the reduction of the
export duty on cocoa. To meet the loss of revenue the Native members would, agree
to an. increase of the duty on spirits. The Governor and.his advisers, while believing
that the reduction of the tax will not materially improve the position for the farmers,
recommend as a matter of public policy that the cocoa t a x be reduced from I s . 3d. to
Is. per load of GO lbs., and that the import duties on all spbrits be increased hy Is. p e r
gallon.

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
Notwithstanding assurances of the Portuguese Government regarding facilities
for r e c r u i t i n g carriers for General Northey's forces, considerable difficulties a r e being
experienced. Recruiting has been stopped in. the Nyasa Company's territory east of
L a k e Nj'asa and the only permission that has been given is to recruit in Portuguese
4297-2
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Angoniland subject, to conditions. The British Consul at Lorenzo Marques reports
that much obstruction has been caused by the Portuguese authorities there and also
by district officials, who state that they are acting under the instructions of the
Governor-General. In Mozambique it is reported that an agitation is being fostered
amongst the settlers against recruiting. Only 1,200 carriers were recruited up to
2nd November last. A strongly worded message has been sent to the Portuguese
Government expressing the profound disappointment of His Majesty's Government at
the dilatory and half-hearted assistance given by the local Portuguese officials and
pointing out that the British authorities have a right to expect the whole-hearted
support of the Portuguese in connection with the operations. In reply the Portuguese
Government express their surprise at the information given and state that categorical
instructions have already been sent to the authorities in Africa.

PART

II.-FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED A F F A I R S .
A meeting of the Italian, British and French Prime Ministers and Military
Delegates took place on 5th November at Papallo, when proposals for the closer
co-operation of all Allies on the West Front, which now runs from the North Sea to
the Adriatic, were discussed. The scheme under consideration has been put forward
by Great Britain, and provides for the establishment of a Supreme Inter-Allied
Council. This is to consist of the Prime Ministers of the three European Allies,
each- with a colleague of Cabinet rank. The United States w i l l be specially repre
sented. To begin with, these Members, who will meet occasionally, will be assisted
by a Military Staff, which will sit permanently in an Allied capital, but later on it is
hoped that similar machinery may be set -up to enable the Supreme Council to deal
also with Naval, Diplomatic, Economic and Shipping questions. The formation of
this Military Staff will not impair the authority or -affect the responsibility of each
Chief of the General Staff to his own Government, but is expected materially to
facilitate the task of the Supreme Council in arranging for concerted military action
after weighing the information laid before it by the various Chiefs of General. Staffs
through the officers appointed to represent them on the permanent Military Staff.
Great Britain, France and Italy have appointed as their respective representatives
on this Staff General Wilson, General Foch and General Cadorna.
Owing to internal difficulties connected with Russian party politics the position of
M. Tereschenko, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, is less assured than it was, and
Sir G. Buchanan reports that he has suggested a further postponement of the Paris
War Conference to suit his convenience, partly because he affects to consider that in
the present circumstances Italy will hardly care to send a representative to the
Conference, partly because he fears that the authorities of the Republic of Finland
might arrest him on his w a y to Sweden. An attempt has, how ever, been made to
regularise the somewhat indeterminate position of M. Skobeleff, the delegate of the
Petrograd Sovyet, by giving him an official appointment as " Democratic Councillor "
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs. This would not entitle him to give public
expression to his views at the Conference. In view of the Ministers misgivings,as to
the attitude of the Philanders he was at one time disposed to leave by way of
Murmansk five days later than was originally proposed, and there was a possibility
that all questions as to the status of M. Skobeleff might be solved by the conclusion
of the Conference before the arrival of the Russian Mission. Later advices from
Petrograd show that the Mission considers Finland less dangerous than the longer sea
route from Murmansk, and S i r G-. Buchanan, telegraphing on 4th November, considered
that it might after all be in time for the Conference, but the unrest in Petrograd led
the Ambassador to retract this opinion in his telegram on 5th November. In any case
the Foreign Office has assured Sir G. Barclay that the British Government will not
accept any discussion of the SovyeFs peace programme at the Conference, which is to
be essentially a War Conference, and the French Government has intimated to the
Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs that no proposals for the revision of War Aims
will be tolerated".
r

The question has arisen as to whether the Minor Allies are to he represented at 
the Paris War Conference. Lord Bertie reports that the French Government does
not propose to invite any of the Minor Allies, an opinion shared in a modified, degree
by the Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs, but Lord Kilmarnock considers that the
Belgian Government will be seriously offended if ignored on this occasion as it always
-considers that the services of Belgium to the Allied cause at the beginning of the w a r
entitles her to a special position quite distinct from that of the other Minor Allies.
A suggestion made by M. Barthou that the Conference might be postponed on
account of Italian developments is not supported by the Foreign Office, which also
thinks that if M. Skobeleff comes in an. official capacity as a representative of the
Russian Government, it will Lie difficult to exclude him, although the French Minister
for Foreign Affairs appears to have,a poor opinion of his discretion and loyalty.
With reference to the possibility of establishing a financial blockade of Germany,
Sir M. Findlay mentions that a Norwegian Bank which has been acting as receiver of
-cargoes destined for the enemy has, in reply to a complaint, offered to sever all
-connection with Germans if officially requested to do so. In asking for permission to
make this request, Sir M. Findlay states that many Norwegian banks would abstain,
entirely from. German business on the slightest pretext.
FRANCE.
The tale of scandals in France does not appear as y e t to have been told ; the nine
million francs supplied to Lenoir have now been admitted by. Seholler, the Swiss go
between, to have been supplied from Germany ; an inquiry has been ordered into the
assertion that M. Paix-Seailles, editor of a Pacifist journal, Le Gour.rJ.er. LJvropeen, gave
to Almereyda of Le Bonnet Rouge a secret document concerning the Army of the
Orient which was communicated to the enemy ; M. Daudet in Id Action
Francaise
-accuses the French. Secret Service of having incited troops to mutiny last May, and calls
for the suppression, of the gambling rooms at Monte Carlo as being a nest of German
spies protected by M. Joly ; Bolo, as well as Lenoir, has now made an application to
the President of the Senate for the suspension of Senator HumbeiFs parliamentary
immunities in order that he m a y commence a prosecution for embezzlement against
him ; M. CaiJlaux was confronted with Bolo on 6th November, and on the results of
this meeting the question of suspending his parliamentary immunities also will be
decided.; Porchere, an expert accountant to the Civil Tribunal, of the Seine, was
arrested on 6th November for having had. intercourse with the enemy as an accomplice
of Bolo ; M. Monier, who has now resigned his position as President of the Court of
Appeal, is new under examination by the Court of Cassation ; lastly, Lord Bertie
reports that MM. Leymarie and Ladoux are upon the point of being arrested.
Lord Bertie learns that the charge against the Secret Service is probably unfounded,
but the situation was so serious that the Prime Minister was obliged to convoke
the editors of all the Paris newspapers on 3rd November and appeal to them
to call a truce over political " affaires " and such-like scandals. Lord Bertie was
also informed that the position of the Cabinet had been so undermined by
these constant disclosures that it would have collapsed had not the Prime Minister
left for Italy.
The partisans of M. Clemenceau assert that the only cure is a
Clemenceau Cabinet or one composed exclusively of former Prime Ministers and
pledged to probe the innumerable Bolo and cognate scandals to the bottom. Tele
graphing on 6th November, the British Ambassador reports that the action of
M. Painleve in accusing M. Daudet of being implicated in a Royalist plot (vide Report
No. 40, page 7) w a s taken in spite of the warnings of the Ministers of Finance and
Justice, and the decision of the Examining Magistrate in the subsequent judicial
proceedings has shaken the Ministry. Politicians a r e inclining towards a Clemenceau.
Coalition, but difficulties are expected in making adequate provision for the political
accommodation of M. Thomas.
Speaking at the Sorbonne on 2nd November M. Barthou enunciated his policy
towards Germany and insisted that only in complete victory with g u a r a n t e e s for
future German good behaviour and penalties for past German misdeeds w a s there any
hope for peace. He maintained that the crimes of Germany must not be forgotten,
nor allowed to pass unavenged, and that punishment must be meted out to the
criminals and their accomplices. His peroration, i n which the Minister for Foreign
Affairs swore not. to be faithless to the French dead, who required that France should
exact full vengeance and achieve complete victory, was loudly applauded.

s
On 3rd November the Congress of the: " L e a g u e of the flights of Man " passed a.
resolution advocating the recovery of Alsace-Lorraine, and the abolition of militarism
and secret treaties and alliances.
On 1 stNovember M. Reynauclel, at a workmen.'s meeting at La Seyne, declared
that the Socialists will continue to do their duly until Alsace-Lorraine and Trieste
have been liberated, and Belgium and Serbia restored to freedom. M. Thomas said
that democracy could not afford to let Germany triumph, as social democracy would
be reduced 1o impotence and the Russian Revolution compromised by the consequent
strengthening of autocracy.
BELGIUM. '
The Belgian Government deprecates the action proposed by Sir W. Townley as a.
means whereby the German Administration i n Belgium may be induced to modify
the L a n g u a g e Ordinance in Flanders as tending to make the Belgian population,
affected by the cessation of Belgian relief despair of their Allies and predispose them
to become a prey to German propaganda (vide Report No. 40, page 7).
Lord Kilniarnock conveys the request of the Belgian Government that Great
Britain should ratify the Paris Protocol of 9th October on the treatment of enemy
goods in occupied territory, and also support a similar request preferred by t h e
Belgians in Washington.
ITALY.
Sir B. Rodd, who has now returned to Rome, telegraphing on 31st October,
considered that the spirit of the country generally was admirable, and that the Isonzo
disasters h a d so fortified public ' opinion and drawn the nation together, that if the
Central Empires were counting on an outbreak of revolutionary agitation and panic,
they would, be disappointed. On 1st November Baron Sonnino expressed -the opinion
that the spirdt of the country was satisfactory, and had no doubt that the people would
stand firm, but dwelt upon the necessity of heartening public opinion by promising to
maintain the supplies required for the carrying on of the war. On 4-th November
the British. Ambassador was informed by Baron Sonnino that the temper of the
country was satisfactory except at Florence, being particularly good, in Milan, the
most important centre of all, and improving' in Piedmont. Baron Sonnino feels
confident that the country will hold firm if the military situation can be satisfactorily
readjusted. B e regards the Vatican as hostile, but does not believe that the Pope
will take any active anti-Italian action.
l i e has private information, that the
Clericals are continually preaching the modern doctrine of non-resistance, and that
foreign religious bodies are expressing fears of impending revolution.
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir R. Rodd to complain to the Italian Govern
meut that i n spite of the arrangements made, whereby Great Britain has accepted
the financial responsibility for the orange crop, no prohibition has as y e t been issued
of the export of lemons. If this necessary prohibition be not immediately issued,
Great Britain wdll withdraw from the Agreement (vide Report No. 38, page 7).

- SERBIA.
Sir 0. des Grass learns that at the interview at Corfu between the Prime Ministers
of Serbia and Greece (vide Report No. 40, page 8), which took place on 31st October,
all questions common to the two countries were discussed, and both Ministers found
themselves in complete agreement as to their policy and their common interests in the
Balkans.
The Serbian Government has asked to be allowed temporarily to administer
Podgradetz, an Albanian town near the south-western end of L a k e Ochrida, pending a
final settlement at the end of the war. Sir C. des Graz reports that one reason for
this request is the fear of the Serbian Government that trouble might arise between
the Serbs and Italians were the latter to occupy the place.
Difficulties have arisen with regard to the transhipment of Serbian troops from
Archangel en route from the Moldavian to the Macedonian front, a s the local authorities,

at the request of the French Government, have facilitated the.departure of Czechs,
Alsatians, and Italians in ships provided by the Admiralty for the accommodation of
Serbs only. Lord Bertie and Sir G. Buchanan have been instructed to make the
necessary representations to ensure the immediate cessation of this irregularity which
is contrary to the decisions arrived at on 9th August by the inter Allied Conference in
London.
GREECE.
According to the Intelligence Bureau's report on the economic situation in Greece
much of the difficulty due to food shortage in Athens was caused by the deliberate
action of the Lambros Government which distributed bread and other ration cards
freely to its own supporters, but ignored the needs of the rest of the. population.
Owing to the steps which have been taken b y the Ottoman authorities for the
extermination of the Greek population along the /Egean littoral and in other parts of
Anatolia, the Greeks of those districts of Asia Minor which, are occupied by the
Russians a r e greatly alarmed at the possibility of again coming into the power of the
Turks. Consequently Greeks from the Black Sea coast have formed a Committee
which has adopted a policy which advocates a loyal acquiescence in Russian rule if
Trebizonde is to be retained, by Russia, but provides for the establishment of an
independent Republic of Trebizondc for the protection of the Black Sea Greeks in
that city and Ordu, Kerasunde, and Samsun should. Russia decide to abide by her
expressed intention to annex,no new territory.
Lord Granville suggests that the eagerness of the Italians to be represented in the
Port Control at Syra is connected "with their propaganda in. the Cyclades, where they
have ousted the Austrians as the protectors of the fairly numerous Roman Catholic
islanders and are alleged to be co-operating with Constantinist leaders.
Lord Granville has been instructed to secure the adhesion of the Greek Govern
ment to the General Blockade Policy, and to the issue of. a list of prohibited exports
and the formation of a Licensing Commission similar to those now functioning i n the
Allied countries. On this the Commercial Attaches of the Allies could sit for the
purpose of keeping the Greek Government informed as to the Blockade Policy of
their respective Governments and as to the particular measures which, these desire to
see adopted in. Greece.

ENEMY ALLIED

AFFAIRS.

The Neueste Nacliriehten of Munich publishes reports from Vienna to the effect
that the Emperor Charles will proclaim himself King of Poland and King of a Serbia
composed of Bosnia, the Herzegovina and the parts of Serbia to the west of the
Morava in Austrian occupation. This proclamation was expected for 4th November
and the anticipated action excited the ire of the Vossische Zeitung, which saw in the
Polish part of the proposal a possible obstacle to a separate peace with Russia.
The Germans, according to Agents' reports referred to by Sir 11. Rumbold in. a
despatch of 8th October, are preparing to move in Moldavia during the winter. After
the Allies have been driven frem Rumanian soil, they propose to bold general
elections as a preliminary to the establishment of a Provisional Government which
wdll at once make peace with the Central Empires.
Lord Granville reports that the Greek Foreign Office has received assurances from
Switzerland to the effect that a German-Bulgarian offensive is being prepared in the
Balkans. This is to take place a month before the Greek mobilization is complete.
Sir E. Howard has learned from M. Ichas, the Under Secretary of the Russian
Ministry of Education and President of the Lithuanian Conference in Stockholm, that
the object of the Conference w a s to express the unanimous demand of all Lithuanians
that a Lithuanian State should be declared independent.
Its territories are to
comprise part of East Prussia, Courland and Suwalki, and the whole of the Russian
governments of Vilna, Kovno and Grodno. A. Provisional. Government for internal
administration of the country under German occupation has been elected, and a
decision arrived at to enter into some form of economic union with the Scandinavian.
States after the w a r in order to avoid the otherwise unavoidable dependence upon.
Germany. A joint Swedish-Lithuanian Commission has been formed in Stockholm to
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negotiate this Union, and M. Ichas has pressed for public Allied recognition of the
existence at least of a Lithuanian Question if not of the Lithuanian State. The'
Foreign Office has instructed Sir E. Howard to assure M. Ichas that Great Britain
is deeply interested in the aspirations of all the smaller nationalities, and that
Lithuanian representations w i l l be considered in a friendly spirit.

GERMAN A F F A I R S .
The appointment of Count von Hertling, the Bavarian Prime Minister, as Chancellor
of the Empire came into effect on 1st November, on which d a y Dr. Michaelis was
relieved of ail his offices and. retired into obscurity laden with the Collar of the hirst
Class of the Order of the R e d Eagle and the half-hearted encomia of a well-drilled Press.
The new Chancellor, in spite of angry protests from several quarters, in one of which
his appointment is stigmatised as " an an irreparable error," h a s after all been invested
with all the usual Prussian adjuncts to the office, and on becoming Prime Minister of
Prussia ceases to direct the Government of Bavaria. The Vorwarts asserts that the
new Chancellor submitted his person and his policy for the approval of the leaders of
the Majority Party in the Reichstag before accepting the-Emperor's oiler, and considers
that this fact, coupled with the fall of Dr. Michaelis, constitutes a distinct gain for the
Parliamentary Sj stem. It maintains that the change which has taken place in. the
last three months has gone so Far that there can be no return to the old Bureaucracy.
The Berliner Neuesten Nachrichten,
on the other hand, views with suspicion an appoint
ment which was only rendered possible by the -wholesale abandonment on the part of
the new Chancellor of political, convictions dear to him as Bavarian Prime Minister,
and deplores the parliamentarization of the Government. The Kteuz Zeitung takes
the same line, considering that the Imperial Constitution has now begun to crumble
for the sole benefit of the Social Democrats, but the Vossiscke Zeitung thinks that
Count von Hertling, as being one of the few representative Germans who have
occupied themselves with foreign politics, may perhaps restore the prestige of the
Chancellorship on the side of Foreign Affairs. Germania considers that the new
Chancellor is a declared opponent of a Parliamentary system on western lines. The
Berliner
Borsen Courier, wdiile calling attention to the fact that Count von Hertling
is the first Chancellor to make his acceptance of the appointment conditional on the
previously expressed goodwill of the majority in the lleichstag, points out that he will
enjoy the support of a majority larger than that upon which any other Chancellor has
been able to rely. The Swiss correspondent of Le Matin, however, reports on (3th
November that a rumour is now current in Germany to tire effect that Count von
Hertling only did lip-service in his interviews with the Parliamentary leaders, and
that as Chancellor he does not intend, necessarily to conform his policy with the
wishes of the Reichstag merely on account of opinions expressed or assurances given
before he took office.
With Dr. Michaelis it appears that Herr von Helfferich and ITerr von Waldowhave
also disappeared, but the Kolnische Zeitung reports that Admiral von Capelle either
recovers, or retains, the Secretaryship of the Navy from which he resigned, being
sacrificed in a vain attempt to save the fallen Chancellor.
Sir W. Townley quotes a German Press report to the effect that as a result of
visits exchanged between the new Chancellor a n d the President of the Reichstag that
body will meet on 22nd November, when Count von Hertling will present himself and
make a statement of policy.
Idle Intelligence Bureau, in commenting on the public moral of Germany, points
out that a victorious campaign against the Italians is far more likely to be popular
than one against the Russians, as the Italians are regarded a s traitors to the Triple
Alliance, but on the other hand too great a measure of success i n Italy might again
make the question of the Temporal Power of the Pope a living issue, on which opinion
in Germany would be much divided.
Dr. tlavenstein, the President of the German State Bank, speaking at a meeting of
the Central. Committee of that institution, is reported by the German Wireless to
have estimated, the amount of new money in the seventh. W a r Loan up to 27th
October as being 12,458,000,000 marks (normally about G22,900;000/,, but actually, at
the present international value of the mark, about 360,400,00OZ.)
Sir .11. Rumbold, telegraphing on 31st October, reports the opinions of a Swiss
Doctor,Who has just returned from, inspecting prison camps i n Germany. The Doctor
r

asserts that no uneasiness is felt as to the food supply, which is ample to last until
next harvest without reductions, but learns that Western Germany is greatly exercised
in mind at the prospect of being exposed to air raids, and thinks that the Rhineland
cities would certainly petition their Government for a cessation of raids in England
and France in order to save their own skins were they to be much damaged by this
means.
In a despatch dated .1.5th October, Sir II. Eurnbokl reports the opinions of a GermanAmerican who left Germany last month, who considers the food, supply to be' so
-exiguous that the Germans cannot have laid by enough reserves to last until next
y e a P s harvest, l i e considers that Pan-Germanism, though being much boomed at
present, is really on the wane and confirms the statements that mutinies have taken
place at Kiel, but understands that they were not on a large enough scale to
do much.
AUSTRIAN A F F A I R S .
The Intelligence Bureau, referring to the internal condition of Austria before the
recent invasion of Venetia, draws attention to two facts of very considerable
importance—the disintegration of the German political parties and the consolidation
of the Czechs. Enable to conciliate the divergent interests of all the Slav Parties,
the Government made concessions to the Poles and thus induced them to vote the
Budget, though this does not mean that the Poles have definitely abandoned the Slav
bloc. In tins w a y the position of the Government has been secured for another four
months, and it is probable that the victories in Italy may depress the Slavs in the
Reichsrath into the adoption of a policy of reserve for the present. B a d they come
earlier, the victories might even have abated the vehemence of the Parliamentary
demand for the abolition of the political censorship, to which, as it is, the Govern
nient has yielded. They are, however, unlikely materially to improve the shortage of
clothing of all sorts which is causing considerable inconvenience and contributing to
the spread of tubercular complaints in the Army. Unofficial financial magnates
consider that Austria can now only save her life at the price of her political
independence, and will be unable to exist without a foreign loan, the issues of paper
money being secured on less than a 2 A-per cent, reserve of bullion, while the loans
concluded in Germany for the purpose of keeping up the exchange exceed six times,
that reserve, as they amount to 80,000,000/-.
B ULGARIAN A F F A I R S .
According to information communicated by Sir II. Rumbold in a despatch of Sth
October there.is not the least likelihood, that Bulgaria will m a k e ' a separate peace with
the Allies. But she has now got most of what she wants and. is anxious to bring
pressure on Germany to make peace. She is displeased with her territorial agreement
with Turkey, by which she had agreed to cede Demotika and Gumuljina and to
allow Turkey to extend into Eastern Macedonia.
In return for this she was to
receive military aid from Turkey, while obtaining compensation for these territorial
sacrifices in. Western Macedonia. Being unwilling to retrocede her territory in the
Lower Maritza, Bulgaria tried to escape from this agreement, but the Turks
complained and German pressure was successfully exerted to bring her into line.
NETHERLANDS.
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Sir W. Townley re-ports that he h a s entirely failed to persuade the Dutch Minister
for Foreign Affairs that a seaplane, even when, incapacitated from flying,' it has
navigated the North Sea like any other ordinary water-borne craft, can be considered.
as a ship. In consequence of this failure the four British airmen who landed, at
Flushing have been refused the privileges accorded to ship-wrecked, seamen and
have been interned. The Minister for Foreign Affairs quotes in support of hie,
argument the internment of German airmen from an enemy hydroplane which came
into Dutch territorial, waters in August 191-1 ; but the action of the Dutch may
be compared with that of the Danes, who have treated as shipwrecked, seamen the
survivors from the German raider which was sunk recently by the British in the
Kattegat.

W i t h reference to the suggested reprisals on the part of the Government of the
Dutch East Indies (vide Report No. 40, page 11), Sir W. Townley learns privately from
the Minister for Foreign Affairs that the Colonial Office knows nothing about such
projected measures and is now cabling to J a v a on. the subject; furthermore, the
Cabinet is unanimous in deprecating any such policy.
A, correspondent of the Telegraaf
writes from the frontier station at Oldenzaal to
draw attention to the monstrous size of the German " d i p l o m a t i c " b a g s which pass
daily into Germany. He asserts that many of these bags weigh from 12 to 18 cwt.
each, and that one burst, and revealed the fact that it contained rice.
SWITZERLAND.
Sir H. Runrbold has been instructed to proceed with negotiations for a separateSwiss loan to Great Britain. T h e terms are to provide for advances of 12,500,000
francs monthly at 5 per cent., plus -1- per cent, commission, repayable in 10 years' time,
but it is considered inadvisable to establish, any precise relationship between the
monthly advances and the allocation, of tonnage for the benefit of Switzerland (vide
Report No. 40, page .11).
The British Minister learns that the deliveries of German coal during September
were some 20,000 tons short of the agreed amount, and that a further shortage of
60,000 tons will be found in. the October deliveries. In consequence of this there i s
a likelihood that Sunday train services will be suspended.
NORWAY.
France, at the request of Great Britain, has agreed to advocate in Washington
that the negotiations with Norway should be transferred to Christiania (vide Report
No. 40, page I I ) .
In view of the probable future restriction of the Norwegian. Fisheries, certain
proposals are being considered, having for their object the assistance of the fishing
industry during a trying period. These suggestions provide for alternative schemes
for using the Norwegian Fishing Fleet for the transport of fish from. Norway to the
United -Kingdom, or for patrol purposes under British charter, or for fishing in
British waters, with permission to land their catch i n British ports.
Sir M. Findlay learns that the Norwegian Minister for Foreign Affairs will shortly
make an announcement of the first importance, and suggests that this may be to the
effect that Germany has undertaken to supply Norway with necessaries. In view of
this, and of the possible danger of military pressure from Sweden, due to the revival,
of Activism in that country as a result of the German victories in Italy, he is anxious
that Norway should be informed as to the American terms before then. The British
Minister suggests that the best w a y of doing this would be to present an Identic Note
with-his United States colleague and other Allied Ministers, giving a definite written
statement to tbe effect that Norway will receive rations adequate for her legitimate
requirements provided that a satisfactory arrangement be concluded with Great.
Britain and the United States. This would be published in the Pa-ess the same clay.
SWEDEN.
Sir E. Howard reports that Swedish newspapers under German influence, in
commenting on Mr. Ingleby's question in the House of Commons about the wireless
station in Spitsbergen, assert that it was erected only to exchange messages with the
Norwegian Government station, and that there is no necessity or justification for
British intervention or concern.
Sir G. Buchanan has been instructed to press the Russian Government very
earnestly in order to secure their prohibition of any further export of tea to Sweden,
as there is a general Allied embargo on its export to Swedish destinations and Russia
iierself is entirely dependent on imported supplies.
DENMARK.
The Foreign Office has directed Sir R. Paget to investigate the statements made
by a Danish Socialist deputy in tbe Press to the effect that the whole carcases of pigs
have been exported to Germany containing an extra stuffing of fat, much i n the same
w a y that pork was illegally exported last winter to the same destination. '

Mr. Barclay considers that the negotiations with Denmaik have been muddled
in Washington, and reports that the French- representative has been instructed to
advise a postponement of the Danish settlement until an arrangement shall have been
reached with Norway on the basis of the proposed declaration in Christian]a.
Sir M. Findlay reports that the long-delayed meeting of Scandinavian Prime
Ministers is likely to take place in Copenhagen before the middle of November. Sir
E. Howard is informed that Mr. Branting, the Swedish Minister of Finance, will
attend the Conference, as questions connected with the gold supply and exchange
are to be discussed.
SPAIN.
On the failure of Senor Sanchez de Toca on 30th October to form an Ad minis tra
tion to succeed that of Sehor Dato, which resigned on 27th October, Sir A. Hardinge
reported that the King of Spain was expected to have recourse to the Marquess of
Alhucemas, and next clay it was understood that this statesman, having found the
Regionalists, the Reformists and the Republicans too exacting, had in turn abandoned
the . task in favour of Sehor Maura, who was consulted after Sehor Dato had been
found unwilling either to withdraw his resignation or reconstruct his Ministry. Late
on 3rd November, whatever may have passed in the interval, it was announced that
the Marquess of Alhucemas had. after all, succeeded in forming a Coalition Cabinet
in which all parties except the Conservatives, the Reformists and the Radical
Republicans are represented. This Administration, which has received assurances
of support from the Conservatives, although these latter have for the most part
declined to share office, is composed as follows :--Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign
- Affairs
Sehor Don GARCIA PIMETO, Marquess
Minister
Minister
Minister
Minister
Minister

of
of
of
of
of

the Interior
Finance
War
Marine
Education

Minister of Public Works
Minister of Justice
-

-

-

of ALHUCKMAS, Liberal.

J u d g e BAHAMONDE.
Sehor VENTOSA, Regionalist.
Senor LA CIEUVA, Conservative Right.
Sehor GTMENO, Romanonist Liberal.
Senor BODES, Regioualist (Rallied
Repjublican)
- Sehor Don ALCALA ZAMORA, Liberal.
- Sehor
Don
FERNANDEZ
PRTDA,
Conservative Right.

-

H i e Foreign Office was offered to the Marquess of Lema, who refused it, and to
Sehor Alvarado, who resigned shortly after having accepted the appointment.
Idle new Prime Minister, on the afternoon of 3rd November, assured the Italian
Ambassador, whom he met at the Palace, that his foreign policy, like that of Sehor
Dato, would be one of strict neutrality. In. effect, however, this was tempered by a
slight leaning towards the- Allies. Of the new Ministers, Sir A. Hardinge indicates
Senores La Cierva and Zamora as being pro-German, the latter more so than the
former, but the rest are more or less friendly to the Allies.
Before leaving office, Sehor Dato authorised, the signature of the Commercial
Agreement with Great Britain, which provides for the repeal of the Royal Decree
prohibiting the sale of foreign, securities, and' it is believed that the new Prime
Minister will have to accept this as an accomplished fact.
The German Wireless has circulated, statements to the effect that as the
Commanding Officer of the German submarine U. B. 49 gave no parole binding
himself not to escape, there has been no breach of faith in the matter.

JAPAN.
Sir G. Greene in a despatch dated 10th September refers to fears entertained by
the Department of the Japanese Imperial Household that the Russian Revolution might
undermine the loyalty of the people of Japan, in consequence of which the EuqDeror
had been persuaded to seclude himself in a manner reminiscent of the practice of the
Mikados in the days of the Shogunate. The Ambassador encloses a Memorandum by
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the British Commercial Attache on the same subject, in which the views of an
important Japanese official are recorded. The Japanese consider that die Kunaisho
are completely out of touch with the nation, at large, and . by trying to keep up the
idea th at His Majesty the Emperor is a Deity are in reality endangering his
position. The official war films showing how His Majesty the King moves about
among his people were a revelation to the Japanese public, and the official in question
thinks that it is a great pity that similar steps for b r i n g i n g Throne and People
together have not been taken in J a p a n .
He added that many of the Japanese
abroad, particularly in California, are imbued with revolutionary ideas, which they
attempt to propagate in J a p a n by means of the circulation of literature of a sidjversive
nature. The Japanese authorities do not appear to be particularly efficient in their
methods for stopping the influx of these papers.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has communicated the text of the declaration of
policy agreed upon between the United States and J a p a n as a result of the Mission of
: Viscount fshii to Washington :—
The Governments of the United States and J a p a n recognise that territorial
propinquity creates special relations between countries, and consequently the
United States Government recognises that J a p a n has special interests in China,
particularly in that part to which her possessions are contiguous. The territory
of Southern China nevertheless remains unimpaired and the United States
Government has every confidence in the repeated assurances of the Imperial
J a p a n e s e Government that while her geographical, position gives J a p a n such
special interests, it has no desire to discriminate against the trade of other
nations or to disregard commercial rights heretofore granted by China in
Treaties with other Powers.
The Governments of the United States and J a p a n deny that they have any
purpose to infringe in any w a y the independence or national integrity of.
China, and they declare furthermore that they will ahvays adhere to principle
of so-called open door or equal opportunity for commerce and industry in
China. Moreover, they mutually declare they are opposed to the acquisition
by any Government of any special rights or privileges that would affect the
independence or the territorial integrity of China or that would deny to the
citizens or subjects of any country full enj'03'inent of equal opportunity in the
commerce and industry of China.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs informed the British Ambassador that while the
Agreement was satisfactory to the Japanese Government he could not undertake to
predict what the attitude of the opposition would be.
CHINA.
Sir C. Greene reports that the opinion of the J a p a n e s e Government is favourable
to the advance of the 2,000,000L on account out of the projected loan for currency
reform asked for by the Chinese Treasury (vide Report No. 40, page 16).
ARGENTINA.
The Foreign Office h a s warned Sir R. Tower that instructions have been sent to
the German Naval Attache to do all he can to prevent the co-operation of Argentine
shipping in the transport of the harvest to Europe, and the British Ministerdnis been
directed to concert means with his French colleague for counteracting the manoeuvres
of the German.
URUGUAY.
Mr. Mitchell Tunes learns that the former German Charge d'A('faires in Montevideo
has been instructed to proceed to Chile. He was at one time Secretary of the
German Pegation i n Santiago.
BRAZIL.
The President of the United States of Brazil has submitted to the King his most
grateful thanks for the gracious message sent by His Majesty on the occasion of the

Brazilian declaration of war on Germany (vj.de Report No, 40, page 14). S i r A. Peel
reports that considerable uneasiness as to the intentions of the Argentine exist in
Brazil.
The President considers it to be very important that the naval and
military forces of the Republic should be placed in readiness to meet possible
unfriendly developments from that quarter.
In view of the continued activity of German submarines, which is understood to
be connected with the espionage now so prevalent in Brazil, the British Minister h a s
encouraged the President in his proposed action against enemy agents and has
pressed for it to he extended also to enemy banks and commercial houses. Pending
such action, however, the British Government hopes that the United. States will
refrain from extending premature support to any proposal put forward by Brazil for
the withdrawal of the Statutory List.
Moved possibly b y Sir A. PeePs advice, or by the outbreak of anti-German riots
in the Federal District and at Fetropolis, the President on 5th November invited
Congress to authorise him to rescind, all contracts for public works made with
German, individuals or firms, to forbid concessions of land to Germans, to control
German banks and commercial houses, to prevent the transfer of German property
during the war, and to intern German suspects. According to a Press telegram, the
proclamation of martial law in the Federal District, was expected for 7th November,
with. General Silva Faro as Military Governor of Rio de Janeiro.
Sir A. Peel, h a s been informed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs that President
Braz, iu order to mark his appreciation of the solidarity of Brazil with Great Britain
in the present war, is prepared to grant a concession to Messrs. Vickers Armstrong, or
any other similar firm, to establish an. arsenal for the manufacture of arms and
munitions ; at a n y point in Brazil convenient to the concessionuaires. Sir A. Peel
learns that the Brazilian Government would, place all its orders with the firm i n
question and would probably enlarge the concession if necessary, so as to include i n
it the working of ores.
MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins learns from a leader of the Catholic Party in Mexico that German
agents are particularly active among Roman Catholics and. offer to restore the political
position of the Church as well as the territories lost to the United States in 1 8 4 9 .
These promises have had effect among the more ignorant and fanatical, but the
Catholic Party is working to counteract this propaganda.
According to other reports Germain agents are active in stirring up hostility to the
United States among the garrisons and tribes of the State of Oaxaca.
The British Charge d'Affaires is informed that General Carranza may shortly be
superseded in the Presidency by Senor Iturbide (vide Report No. 39, page 15), who would
open negotiations with the United States as to the conditions under which be could
obtain recognition. Proof apiiears to have been obtained that General Carranza h a s
intrigued, with Germany, and that Pelaez is to seize Tampico where the necessary
authorities have been bribed to facilitate the operation. These two facts in com bin a
tion are expected to be enough to induce the existing President to abdicate a s he has
no powerful supporters, and German funds are beginning to dry up. Apparently
General Obregon was first approached a s a possible successor to General Carranza,
but he was found to be too pro-German and anti-American for the purposes of those
interested in this movement. It is expected that General Obregon may try t o p lay a
lone hand, and possibly the State of Sonora may make objections, but otherwise little
opposition, to the establishment of Sehor Iturbide is considered likely.

CUBA.
' Mr. Leech reports that all traffic on the system of the Cuban Railway Company
was suspended from 27th October to 31st October owing to labour troubles. In view,
however, of the refusal, of the President of the Republic to consider the strikers'
complaints until they had returned to work, the strike came to an end. There
remains a considerable amount of industrial intimidation in the districts of Cienfuegos
and Graces, and Mr. Leech suggests that some of the United States troops now being
trained in Cuba might be sent there to act as a sedative in these centres of political
and other intrigue.

UNITED " S T A T E S .
Mr. Hoover lias expressed l a s Iwpe to Colonel Buehan that statesmen and writers
in Great Britain should avoid optimism in public, as lie considers that a judicious
pessimism is necessary in order to save the situation in the United States.
President Wilson has informed Lord Reading that he had gathered from con
versation with Viscount Ishii a definite impression that J a p a n did not intend to send
troops into the Russian fighting l i n e ; he was, however, willing to support any
representations Great Britain might make on that subject. The President asked
whether there w a s any news as to military preparations in Sweden, apart from the
reported action of the Swedish Government in transferring its balances in United
States banks to other names. Lord Reading suggested that the President should
consider the question of sending United States troops to Russia.
Lord Reading reports that the question is now being debated in administrative
circles in Washington whether the s u p p l y of soldiers or of food and munitions is the
more important to the Allies, as sufficient tonnage cannot be provided to carry both
men and munitions to Europe, if the American Army on the west front is to be
maintained, properly at its intended numbers. His Lordship suggests that owing to
the political value of such a step throughout the United States, every effort should be
made to maintain the military programme, and apply tonnage to that end, even though
some supplies would have to be left in America as the result.
Great stress i s laid, i n a telegram to Mr. Barclay, on the desirability of securing
the adoption by the United States Government of a policy- similar to that elaborated
by the British Government in the establishment of the Statutory List, aud various
reasons are assigned. Mr. Balfour considers this policy to be so powerful a weapon
that the mere avowal by the United States Government of an intention to carry out a
vigorous economic offensive would go far to a l a r m the Germans and influence their
opinion.
SHIPPING
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According to the W a r Trade Intelligence Report the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross.in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the lving's enemies during the period 26th October to
1st November inclusive, is 88,669 tons, of which 08,882 were British, as compared
with 12rl,767 tons of which 87,819 were British reported last week.
Lord Granville gives details about a French attempt which has apparently been,
made with a certain.amount of official countenance by a certain M. Saienson, to buy
100,000 tons of Greek shipping, on which, a douceur of 200 francs per ton was to be
payable to the Greek Treasury in. order to obtain the consent of the Greek Government
for the transaction. The Greek Government has declined to entertain the proposition
as being contrary to what has been arranged, and h a s communicated w i t h M . Venizelos
on the subject of this attempt to secure Greek shipping for France behind the back
of the Inter-Allied Shipping Board in London.
Mr. Barclay reports that the United States Shipping Board is anxious to establish
the principle that all neutral tonnage, including Norwegian, should, be divided equally
between the Shipping Board and the Inter-Allied Chartering Executive, and asks for
the information necessary for him to advance counter proposals, a s the American
suggestions cannot be accepted.
Mr. Barclay, the Charge de Affaires in Washington, reports that the United States
have agreed that the negotiations as to the Chinese ex-enemy- ships should be con
ducted by the British Government as representing the Allies, and so sub-charter the
American share of this tonnage from the British Government.
The Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs has requested that all future orders
given to private shipbuilding y a r d s in Japan by the British Government will first
be submitted for the consideration of the Japanese Government.
The President of the Bergen Shipowners' Association having asked whether the
B r i t i s h Government will allow friendly shipowners to contract in England on an
equal basis with British shipowners for post-war deliveries of shipping, Sir M.
Findlay has been instructed to b a r g a i n for a post-war control of two y^ears over surplus
Norwegian tonnage in return for a grant of preferential building facilities.

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

Sir H. Rumbold learns that Germany will be represented at the International Peace
Conference in Borne by Berren Scheidemann anil David on behalf of the Majority
Socialists, and Bernstein on behalf of the Minority Socialists, also by Professor Forster
of Munich and Dr. Pried, but Herr Krzberger is not now expected. German agents are
now active in Zurich arranging for a Press campaign in favour of the Conference.
The Kdlnische Zeitung summarises an article by Dr. Lulves in which lie reviews
the historical development of war indemnities, and maintains that th.e territorial
pledges won by the heroism of the German Army during this war must be held in
order to secure from the Allies those indemnities which, will compensate Germany for
her vast sacrifices and enable her to support the burden of taxation which will come
after the war.
Mr. Gaisford, Charge d'Affaires in the British Legation to the Vatican, encloses in
a despatch the full texts of the Bavarian, Bulgarian, and Turkish replies to the Papal
Peace Note. The King of Bavaria conceived his letter much in the same spirit as did
the German Emperor, and refers to the former peaceful development of German
economic life before the war, when : —
Nothing lay further from the minds of the peacedoving German peoples and their
Government than the idea of an attack upon other nations or a striving after
territorial expansion by violence, since neither conquest nor acquisition of
territory could, i n their eyes, even in the remotest manner outbalance the
dreadful horrors of war and its necessary complement—the annihilation of
" c u l t u r a l " and economic values
It was only when Germany was
compelled to regard herself as vitally threatened and when the German peoples,
together with their loyal ally, saw themselves attacked on all sides, that there
remained no choice but to do battle for honour, freedom and existence . . . .
The Bulgarian Tsar appears to be particularly interested in providing for the
freedom of the Seas a s contributing to the commercial prosperity of his country, and
is ready to support a n y proposal which does not conflict with the economic interests
or the political ambitions of Bulgaria.
The Sultan, deeply touched, by the Papal concern for the sufferings of humanity,
is anxious to avoid, future catastrophes, and regrets that none of the Allies has as
yet offered to make peace on Turkey's terms, which would provide for the progress
of civilisation and the welfare of mankind.
GENERAL.
The Dutch Minister in Constantinople reports through Sir W. Townley that in
view of the fact that the relief granted monthly to British prisoners of w a r in Turkey,
£T 14, and to British Indian prisoners, £ T 2, does not enable them to cope with the
increased cost of living, applications have been received for an increase in the sums
granted, and authority is asked to increase the grants by £ T I or £T 2 per month.
It should be remembered that at the present rate of exchange some £T 7 ' 6 paper go
to £ 1 sterling, and that prices in Anatolia for foodstuffs are incredibly inflated. In
reply the British Government has sanctioned further expenditure for the relief of
prisoners of war in Turkey, hut suggests that it might be better to increase the
allowances of food and clothing instead of sending more money (vide Report No. 38,
page 20).
Lord Granville, with reference to the letter sent by Rahmi Bey, Vali of Aidin (vide
Report No. 40, page 16), points out that the position of M. Giraud and Mr. Waugh, as
negotiators for the proposed exchange of prisoners, would be greatly strengthened if
Eyoub Sabri were on board the same ship), as his friends in Constantinople would be
opposed to any refusal of the British demands which might lead to his being' sent
back from Foujes to Malta. M. GiraucPs mission i s , however, not confined exclusively
to negotiations concerning the exchange of prisoners.
The French Government, as a mark of sympathy with Italy, has agreed to allow the
Pope's milk (vide Report No. 38, page 20) to be sent from. Switzerland to Vienna. The
question of its distribution can be left to the Papal Nuncio in that capital, who should
only be asked to furnish details of the distribution actually affected to the Allied
representatives in Berne.
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The Dutch Legation in Berlin has been asked to ascertain whether or no all British
prisoners of war have now been withdrawn from Russian territory under German
occupation.
Sir R. Rodd has been informed that the Copenhagen Red Cross Conference decided
in favour of the exchange of 4,000 Russian officer prisoners against 1,000 German
officers—who are only to be used administratively—and all persons deported from
East Prussia. The British Ambassador reports that this agreement is considered in
Rome to be inconsistent with the engagements repeatedly given on behalf of the
Russian Government.

APPENDIX
TO

Western and General Report, No. 41.
N o m e n c l a t u r e of Political P a r t i e s in t h e D o m i n i o n s .
It has been frequently pointed out that many who endeavour to follow the course
of political affairs in the Dominions are confused by the fact that a Party designation
in one Dominion may be used in another Dominion to signify an entirely different set
of ideas.
In order, therefore, to assist readers of Part I. of the Western and
General Report, where the names of political Parties in the Dominions constantly
occur, a short explanation of the signification of similar Party names is given below.
O

CANADA,
The coalition between the Conservatives under Sir Robert Borden aud certain of
the Liberals has resulted in the formation of a Government which is now termed the
" Union " or " National " Government. The term " U n i o n " is here used to signify
a union between Parties in much the same way as Unionist denoted in England the
combination between Conservatives and Liberals.
Tho " Nationalists " of Canada form, the Party led by Mr, Bourassa aud they
consist of the extreme section of French Canadians who are strongly opposed to
closer Empire relationship, or indeed to any action which may involve Canada in any
sacrifice for the sake of the Empire. Their position in relation to the Empire
does not materially differ from that of the " N a t i o n a l i s t s " in South Africa (see
below), but their attitude is in striking contrast to the followers of the National
P a r t y in Australia who are now beginning to be termed " Nationalists."
AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH.

When Mr. Jrlughes, as Prime Miuister and Leader of the Labour Party, declared
himself in favour of the policy of conscription for the Commonwealth, the bulk of his
supporters in the Labour Party left him. On his subsequently forming a Coalition
Government with the Liberals, those who stood at the General Election in his support
were termed " National " candidates in contradistinction to their Labour opponents,
aud Mr. Hughes' Government is now termed the " National " Government. As above
pointed out, the members of this Party, which include in their ranks the strongest
patriotic elements in Australia, are now often referred to as "Nationalists."
N E W ZEALAND.
Mr. Massey, as Leader of the Conservative Party in iN!ew Zealand, on finding
himself, as the result of the General Election in 1915, unable to reby upon, an
independent majority in Parliament, formed a Coalition Government wdth S i r Joseph
Ward, the Leader of the Liberal Party, under the name of the " National " Govern
ment. This Government was remarkable in that, by agreement between the Leaders
of the two parties, it contained an exactly equal representation from both sides of
party politics. The supporters of the Labour Party only occupy a few seats in
Parliament.
SOUTH AFRICA.
The Government of South Africa is termed the " U n i o n " Government, not
because it consists of any combination of Parties as in Canada, for only the followers
of General Botha are represented, but because the " Union " of South Africa signifies

the constitutional combination of the various States or Provinces, whose agreement to
form a single Administration was embodied in the South Africa Act of 1909. In
short, the word " Union,." as applied to South Africa, corresponds to the word
" D o m i n i o n " as applied, to Canada and New Zealand, or " Commonwealth," as applied,
to Australia. While the followers of General Botha are termed the " South African. ".
Party, the members of the regular . Opposition are termed " U n i o n i s t s " (formerly
known as " P r o g r e s s i v e s " both in Cape Colony and the Transvaal).
Besides his
Dutch following, General Botha numbers amongst his supporters a fair number of
members of the English-speaking community, who are also represented in his
Cabinet; while the Unionists who follow Sir Thomas Smartt are recruited mainly
from the English section of the population.
The "Nationalist " Party, led by General Hertzog, consists of the extreme Dutch
element, which is anti-British in character, and takes up a hostile attitude towards
all Empire matters. The leaders of the Party are against the participation of South
Africa in the present war, and indeed have openly advocated Republicanism for
South Africa. The Party is gaining ground amongst the Dutch, as a comparison of the
votes cast at the General Election of 1.9.15 with those cast in the Provincial Council
Elections this year will serve to illustrate.
The Labour Party is only represented by six members in both Houses of
Parliament, but this representation is hardly commensurate with the strength of the
Party in the country, and particularly in the Transvaal.
NEWFOUNDLAND.
A coalition has lately taken place between the Conservatives (led by S i r E. Morris,
the present Prime Minister), the -Liberals, and the .Fishermen's' Union Party. The
last named corresponds to the Labour Party in other countries, a n d . before the
Coalition, acted with the Liberals in opposition to. the then Conservative Government.
The present combination is known as the " National " Government.
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The telegrams sent to the Dominions drawing their attention to the introduction,
of legislation in the House of Commons for the control of trade during the recon
struction period are of great significance. Inter-Imperial organisation and control of
the resources of the Empire must precede any inter-Allied organisation, and, even
failing the latter, would of itself be a most effective instrument of negotiation at the
Peace Conference and of defence against German economic aggression.
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

The events of the week have been the creation of the Supreme Inter-Allied Council
and Mr. Lloyd George's Paris speech. The scheme, as at present constituted,
represents both the minimum of what is requisite to bring about something
approaching a common military policy and the maximum of what the Allied nations
concerned can accept as Compatible with their full sovereignty and the responsibility
of their several general stalls. The demand, for a single -Commander-in-Chief, voiced,
so vigorously by the critics in the French Chamber, takes no account of practical
difficulties. It would be dropped in a moment if it were suggested that the
Commander-in-Chief should not be a Frenchman.
FRANCE.

M. Paiuleve's fall was inevitable before the Italian crisis. For a moment it looked
as if the interest created by the Supreme Inter-Allied Council would add. a few weeks
more to the life of his Administration, but the Chamber, thoroughly dissatisfied with
its handling of the domestic situation, was evidently impatient to be done with it and
to move on to the new solution, whatever that solution may be.
'
GREECE.

M. Venizelos' presence in London, is a reminder that, for various reasons, the
delay in securing funds and equipment, the reluctance of the population as a whole
to fight, and the continuing strength, of the Constant-mist movement in a great part of
the country, the reorganization of the Greek Army is not making the desired progress.
The Italian reverses will strengthen the Constantinists in their conviction that the
Germans cannot De beaten, and will please all. Greeks in so far as it is the Italians
who have been beaten. M. Venizelos will need all the support he can get, and has
earned by his services to the Allies, in this difficult situation,

ENEMY AFEAIES.

The Italian success has evidentally dissipated any hankerings after independence
of German control which the Emperor Charles may have indulged in and expressed
to sympathetic courtiers or gossiping professors. He is making the best of the
situation, and, in true Habsburg style, adding yet another crown, that of Poland, to
his many titles. Meanwhile herdmaud of Bulgaria and his Chief of Staff have also
been, invited to the scene of victory to keep up their spirits and encourage them to
rather more activity than they have shown for some time past. The victory will no
doubt have its effect on the T u r k s as well, and, for the moment, neutralise the advance
on Palestine, whose full significance is probably hardly gauged on either side.
GERMAN Aiy FAIRS;

By getting rid of Dr. Helfferieh, and replacing him by a South German Progressive,
Count, von tJertling has definitely given the new Imperial Government a moderate and
non-Prussian complexion.
But moderation, as understood in Germany, especially
after the Isonzo, is very remote from anything the Allies can deal with, and does not
bring us appreciably nearer the end of the war.
JAPAN.

The question of Japanese military co-operation is being raised again, and the
conclusion of the Japanese-American agreement may make it less improbable than it
has seeme dhitherto.
1.5th November 1917.

L. S. A.

Captain Amery
[ T h i s D o c u m e n t is t h e P r o p e r t y of H i s B r i t a n n i c M a j e s t y ' s G o v e r n m e n t .
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PART I.-BRITISH EMPIRE
IMPERIAL

AND

AFRICA.

AFFAIRS.

The attention of the Dominion Governments has been called to the discussions at
the Imperial War Conference upon, the subject of legislation for the general control of
imports and exports for a period after the war, at which resolutions bearing on the
prevention of (lumping from present enemy countries and, the control of spec!lie
commodities were passed. It is pointed, out that subsequent developments have
convinced the British Government that, without legislation on the lines proposed
by them at the Conference, the interests of the Empire and the Allies in respect of
essential requirements cannot, be safeguarded, during the period of reconstruction.
Under these circumstances it is announced, that a Bill in the terms set out on
pages 203-1- of the confidential print of the Conference Proceedings h a s been approved,
and notice of presentation given for 1.2th November. The hope of the British Govern
ment is expressed that, the Dominion Governments will co-operate by legislating on
similar lines.
The Dominion Governments have been, informed that in pursuance of
Resolution XIX. passed at tire Imperial War Conference, the British Government
propose to introduces a Bill into Parliament to secure the freedom of the non-ferrous
metal industry from German control. This will be accomplished by requiring all
persons engaged in the United Kingdom in the business of extracting, smelling,
dressing, refining, or dealing by way of wholesale trade with metal, or metallic ore
(zinc, copper, tin, lead, nickel and aluminium, and possibly other non-ferrous metals
ami ores approved by - the Board of Trade) to obtain an annual Board of Trade
licence. Businesses controlled or managed to a substantial extent by enemy subjects
will not lie entitled to a licence except for special reasons. The operation of the Bill
is limited to the period of the war and five years afterwards. The hope is expressed
that the Dominions may introduce similar legislation.
7

CANADA.
The Prime Minister (Sir Robert Borden) issued his election manifesto on the
12th instant. Referring to the commencement of the war, Sir R. Borden uses the
following pregnant words : '-' Canada, as became a partner nation in the British
Commonwealth, entered, the struggle by the decree of her -Parliament."
lie
continues: " B y voluntary enlistment an army of over 400,000 has been enrolled . . .
" There was no thought of compulsion until compulsion became imperative. There
" was no hesitation to seek authority for enrolment by selection -when the necessity
" for greater reinforcements was indubitably established." In enforcing the MilitaryService Act, the Prime Minister states that the Government will proceed upon the
principle that the service and sacrifice of a family which has already sent men to the,
front will be taken into account when, considering tho exemption of other members of
the family. Having dealt with the necessity of conscription, Sir R. Borden outlines
his domestic policy and refers to the revision of the old system of taxation in order
to meet the ever-increasing war expenditure and to ensure that all shall share in the
common service and sacrifice. " Wealth," he states, " will be conscripted 133- adequate
taxation, of war profits and increased taxation of income."
Sir R. Borclen has left Ottawa for Halifax where lie is standing as one of the
Government candidates.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in addressing the first meeting of his election campaign in
Quebec, East, said that the prosecution of the war was the one great domi nating question.
Referring to the " first hours of the war," Sir Wilfrid said, " I f Great Britain had
" stood aside, a general sentiment of regret and blame would, have been, current
" throughout our country and. especially throughout French Canada." On the
conscription issue, Sir Wilfrid declared " our duty is to continue, as we began, with

the voluntary s y s t e m " and that "conscription has been brutally forced on the people."
The Premier of Quebec (Sir Loiner Gouin) at the same meeting stated that if
conscription was approved by the people of Canada at large, he would accept and
support it.
The Leader- of the French-Canadian Nationalists (Mr; Henri Bourassa) in
announcing the support of the Nationalist Party for S i r W. Laurier at the comingGeneral Election, declares, " We ask nothing better than to assist Sir Wilfrid Laurier
in upsetting the Government of national treason."
The Minister of Marine, Fisheries and Naval Service (Mr. Ballantync), in referring
to the voluntary recruiting system, stated last week that when commanding the
245th. Grenadier Guards, eight months' efforts and the expenditure of large sums of
money only enabled, him to take 300 men overseas, the cost of each man being -$90.
" Sir W Laurier's manifesto," he added, " m e a n s no more reinforcements for the
" courageous men at the front."
The Minister of Inland Revenue (Mr. Sevigny) was prevented by a mob of anti
conscriptionists from addressing the electors of Dorchester County (Quebec) where
he is standing as a Union candidate. Many missiles were thrown accompanied by
the cry of " Down with Conscription" and several of Mr. Sevigny's supporters
were roughly handled.
* The Victory W a r Loan of $150,000,000 was launched on the 12th November.
The interest is at 51 per cent., payable half yearly, and denominations as low as ,$50
are being issued. The pa^-ment for bonds may be spread over a period, of five months
in monthly instalments, and a full six mouths' interest wdll be paid on bonds taken up
in. this way. Bonds are being issued for 5, 10 or 20 years at par.
The matter of the representation, of the Dominion at Washington (vide
Report No. 38) is standing over till after the General Election.
R e g a r d i n g the position of Canadians of military a g e resident in France (vide
Report No. 40), the British Ambassador in Paris has been informed that those who
before proceeding to France were ordinarily resident in Canada, and who are not
domiciled in France, are entitled, by the Military Service Convention with Allied
States to certificates of non-liability to military service.
The Dominion Government have made certain representations in r e g a r d to
arrangements for enforcing the provisions of compulsory military service in relation
to British subjects of Canadian, birth or domicile resident, in the United States, and
United States citizens resident i n Canada. The Dominion Ministers observe that,
though there is the utmost freedom of intercourse, residence, domicile, &c., between
the two countries, the domestic laws in regard to military service are essentially
different, and it is consequently very difficult to make reciprocal provisions
which will operate with justice. It is submitted that the Military Service
Convention with Allied States Act, 1 9 1 7 , will, not affect the power of the
British Government to conclude a convention limited in application to Canada
and the United States, such convention to be sanctioned for the Dominion by
Parliament or the Governor-General. The negotiations could, it is suggested, be most
conveniently conducted at Washington through the British Ambassador in consultation
with the Canadian authorities. The proposals provide that citizens of the United
States, resident or being in Canada, and British subjects of Canadian birth or domicile,
resident or being in the United States, should be subject to the law of the country in.
which they reside, if, or in so far as they are called up for service in. the country of
their allegiance. There would be a limited right of election whereby men might serve
in the military forces of the country of their allegiance rather than in those of the
country of their residence.
The Imperial Munitions Board have reported that Norwegian: owners are
negotiating for the future output of shipbuilding yards in the Dominion. The
British Government have therefore pointed out that on account of the shipping
position, their policy has been to prevent vessels being built for neutrals during the
war. As to post-war policy, they contemplate arrangements which will prevent the
completion of contracts for construction after the war unless they contain a clause
providing that the ship is not to be laid down without the approval of the
Government. Feeling certain that the Dominion Government wish, to co-operate,
the Shipping Controller has laid stress on the importance of devoting the shipbuilding
resources of the Empire to the construction of vessels likely to remain permanently
under the British flag, especially in view of the fact that the United States have
requisitioned the wdiole of the tonnage (about 800,000 tons) contracted for by the

British Government for Building in American yards before the entry of the United
States into the war. Though the British Government have not yet been able to
make full use of Dominion shipping yards, mainly for financial reasons, the
Shipping Controller expresses the hope that Canadian slips may now be taken up as
they become vacant, if previous contracts do not interfere.
The suggestion is
therefore made that Dominion Ministers should obtain powers to compel the builders
to obtain licences before commencing work on any new vessel.
With reference to the delivery of vessels building in Canadian y a r d s for the
United States (vide Report No. 39), tire Dominion Government point out that they
have power to requisition any ships in course of construction.
The Ministers
recognise that conditions have altered as the result of the attitude of the United
States regarding contracts entered into by the British Government in that country ,
but before they withdraw permission to deliver two ships which they agreed to
deliver for registry in the United States, they wish to know if the contracts for the
construction of ships which the British Government had in the United States
contained any stipulation that the. ships would be subject to requisition. As to the
application for the transfer of a steamship built by the Thor Iron Works to the
French, flag, the French Consul-General in Canada h a s been informed that the
application will not be entertained.
7
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AUSTRALIAN COMMON WEALTH.
The date of the Conscription. Referendum Poll h a s been fixed for 20th December.
The increased gravity of the military situation and the fact that the voluntary
system has proved inadequate to reinforce the Australian Army are officially given as
the reasons for the Government seeking the authority of the people to raise by
compulsory service the troops necessary to maintain live divisions at effective
strength.
The Prime Minister in his speech at Bendigo on 12th November outlined the
Referendum policy of the Government. He announced that voluntary enlistment
would continue, but in order to keep up the required supply of reinforcements at
70,000 per month, the Government would ask for the authority of the people to call
up compulsorily by ballot the reinforcements which voluntary enlistment failed to
supply-. Under the proposed scheme the ballot will apply to single men between
20 and 44, including widowers and divorced men without children dependent on
them. Exemptions will be given to the physically unfit, j u d g e s of Federal and State
Courts, police magistrates, ministers of religion, aud those employed, in industries
essential to the carrying on of the war or whose calling up would, for domestic reasons,
occasion undue hardship -upon their dependants.
Exemption from combatant
service will, also be given to those whose religious belief does not allow them to bear
arms. Dealing with cases where a family is or has been represented in the Australian
Imperial Force by the father, son or brother, Mr. Hughes stated that an eligible
son or brother will be exempt, and the eligible males of families which now*are, or
have been, represented at the front will not be balloted for until after the eligible
males of families not so represented have been called up. In no case will the sole
remaining eligible member of a family which is, or has been, represented at the
front be called up for service. Males under 20 will be exempted. Ballots will be
taken by the States on the basis of the proportional number of eligible persons in
each State. Tribunals for deciding exemption claims will consist of magistrates
specially appointed and appeals will lie to a judge of the Supreme Court. Mr. Hughes
estimated that after making due allow-ance for the medically unfit and those of enemy
birth and parentage, there would be 1.50,000 eligible men between 20 ami 44, and
45,000 between 18 ami 20.
d u e matter of the organisation of the Australian fighting formations (vide Report
No. 34), having now been considered b y the War Cabinet, a telegram has been sent
to the Commonwealth Government regretting the unavoidable delay in dealing with
the subject. It is pointed out that while the Australian divisions were engaged on the
offensive front in Flanders, it w a s not possible to consider the best method of meeting
the request that all the divisions should be grouped together in one command. The
Australian Prime Minister is, however, now informed that it has been arranged that
four divisions shall be included in an Australian Corps and the remaining division
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affiliated to that Corps—acting temporarily as a Depot Division until reinforcements
sufficient to bring it up to strength are available. All five divisions will thus be under
the command of General. Birdwood. The War Cabinet express', the hope that the
Commonwealth Government will find it possible to send sufficient reinforcements to
maintain the five divisions at full strength. With regard to the Staff question, the
A r m y Council urge adherence to the principle (which was agreed, to by the Dominions
at the time of the formation of the Imperial General Staff) of interchange between
British and Australian officers. Hitherto, it is added, the main difficulty has been
to obtain Australian officers for British Staffs, and. the Army Council would welcome
a largely increased number of Australian officers for this purpose.
W i t h regard to tbe suggestion that the 1914 decoration for men who left England
in the original Expeditionary Force, should be extended to men. forming the original
contingents from Australia (vide - Report No. 39), it has been pointed out. to the
Commonwealth Government that this decoration is. issuable only to the men who served
under Lord French, between 4th August and 22nd November 1914, and. who, by
helping to stem the first tide of German invasion, saved. Europe from a catastrophe.
The hope is, however, expressed that a clasp will be given for Gallipoli.
A J a p a n e s e firm having applied for a permit to trade with the Solomon Islands,
the Commonwealth Government have been asked whether they would e n t e r t a i n ' t h e
application so far as the occupied islands are concerned. It is pointed out that, as
r e g a r d s the German South Sea Islands occupied by J a p a n , the Japanese Government;
h a v e promised reciprocal treatment for British subjects so far as there is no military
impediment. It is submitted by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs that the
military impediment is the only ground upon which a refusal, to g r a n t a trading
licence should l)e based, and it is remarked that a refusal, based on this or any other
ground will, lead to retaliatory action. The Commonwealth Ministers are asked to
consider the relative advantages and disadvantages of the policy to be pursued.
1

N E W ZEALAND.
The Government of the Dominion having been urged in. Parliament to take action,
in regard to the control of the large phosphate deposits in the South Seas, the Prime
Minister (Mr. Massey) has stated that while in London, he impressed upon the Imperial
Authorities the importance to Australasia of Ocean Island and. Nauru Islands, and he
had received a promise that nothing would be done in the way of disposing of them
without; consulting the Dominions in the Pacific.
Shortly before the end of the Parliamentary Session on 1st November, the Prime
Minister announced that the Cabinet; was considering the advisability of taking a
Referendum on the continuance of the liquor traffic, or prohibition with compensation.
The Liquor Restriction Bill was passed b y the Legislative Council with amendments
providing that no liquor should be served at meals in hotels outside the prescribed
hours, and that the licences of chartered clubs might be revoked on mere suspicion.
With regard to the rumour that was widely current in the Dominion that the
Minister of Defence (Sir J a m e s Allen) was to be appointed High Commissioner in.
London, Sir J a m e s Allen has given an absolute denial to the report.
On account of strong opposition in Parliament, the Social Hygiene Bill, w h i c h is
intended to exercise control over venereal disease, lias been materially modified and
the clauses providing for compulsory notification have been eliminated.
The report of the Committee of the House of Representatives on the Meat Export
Trade has been presented and states that the Armour Company is operating in New
Zealand, but that; there is no evidence that it has actually acquired any packing works.
The Committee consider that it is most unsatisfactory and unfair that enormous profits
should be made by the sale of New Zealand meat which is released for the civil
population in Great Britain.
The first ballot of married men has been held in. the Dominion, when 5,000 of
Class A. were drawn for ensuing reinforcements.
SOUTH

AFRICA.

With regard to financing the wool purchases, the Union Ministers have telegraphed
that they assume that the funds - which are to be placed at their disposal in. London,

as and when required after appraisement, will be available on receipt of telegraphic
advices as to the amounts appraised iiora time to time. The Ministers point out that
owing to financing war expenditure, & c , it will not be possible to f i n a n c e the wool
purchases without obtaining remittances from London through the banks, and they
consider that any exchange expenses incurred should be regarded as expenses of the
scheme and refunded by the British Government.
An official announcement has been issued concerning the agreement with the British
Government for the purchase of: file Union, wool clip to the effect that .167,870 bales
have been offered, representing about three-eighths of the total clip.
The Governor-General has reported that the total number of men furnished in the
form of contingents with their reinforcements as at 1st'October 1917 amounted to a total
of L,655 officers and 61,872 other ranks, including those sent overseas and to Central
and East-Africa. It is stated that no troops were sent overseas during October as
reinforcements for the 1st South African Infantry Brigade owing to lack of shipping.
It is added that the outlook for infantry recruiting is very bad (a draft of only 377
men being now available) with very little prospect of improvement. Recruiting is,
however, being maintained for other overseas units, and everything possible is being
done to provide reinforcements for East and Central Africa.
The Transvaal Provincial Council has agreed by IS to 17 to impose a
provincial income tax. The majority was composed of members of the South African
Party and Nationalists, the minority consisting of Unionists and supporters of the
Labour Party. By this decision, the inhabitants of the Transvaal will for the first
time have to pay both a Union and Provincial income tax—the latter being equivalent
to 10 per cent, of the former.

PORTUGUESE

EAST

AFRICA.

Further representations are being made to the Portuguese Government to the
effect that as every difficulty is being put in the way of recruiting carriers by the local.
Portuguese officials, the British Government think that the instructions reaching
Lorenzo Marques cannot be the same a s those' which the Portuguese Government
state they have sent, for it is difficult to believe that the local authorities would entirely
disregard the categorical instructions of the Government. The surprise and
disappointment of the British Government are expressed, at the action, of their
Ally in ignoring the constant representations that have been made.
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The first meeting of the newly formed Supreme Council of the Allies took place on
Wednesday, 7th November at Rapallo, but it has been arranged that future meetings
are to be held at Versailles.
On 12th Nhrvember General Wilson reported that General Porro was to be the
Italian Military Adviser to the Supreme Council vice General Oadorna. The
Prime Minister at once intimated to Lord Bertie that as the appointment w a s
distasteful to the British and French Governments every effort must be made to have
it cancelled immediately, and on Pith November Sir R. Rodd telegraphed that
General Cadorna had accepted the appointment, and that Baron Sonnino was of the
opinion that General Porro h a d only been acting temporarily in order to assist the
investigations of the Allied. Generals.
French Press criticism of the Supreme Council is chiefly on. the ground that the
unification achieved is not adequate, and that a "Soviet of G e n e r a l s " is not an
effective substitute for a single—and presumably French—Commander-in-Chief of all
the Allied armies. In this connection Le Temps commends the action of the Allied
Governments in forming the Supreme Council, as Mr. Lloyd George has pointed out
that it was only a step along the road which they must go.
The Italian Government has emphasized the importance from a political standpoint
of British troops being with, the Italians in the front line when the enemy attacked
the Piave positions, a s this would do much to fortify the moral of the Italian
people.
Sir R. Rodd learns that Baron Sonnino in conversation with the American
Ambassador in Rome hinted at the desirability of sending United States troops to
Italy, as the presence of even a small number to show the flag would be of great
value in strengthening Italian, moral at the present moment.
J a p a n has decided to send the Japanese Ambassadors in London and Paris to
attend the War.Conference in Paris, to which it now appears probable that the Minor
Allies will be invited. The date of meeting has again been postponed until 19th or
perhaps 22nd November, but Sir P. Rodd indicates that Baron Sonnino is of the
opinion that the importance of the Conference must necessarily be diminished,
partly owing to the formation of the Supreme Council, and partly owing to the
presence of the representatives of the Minor Allies, l i e favours informal meetings of
the Cabinet Ministers of the Major Allies which can be arranged with preliminary
annou ncements.
Sir C. des Graz reports the departure of the Serbian Prime Minister from Corfu
in response to the French invitation to attend the War Conference.
M. Venizelos, the Prime Minister of Greece, arrived in London on l o t h November.

FRANCE.
Lord Bertie, telegraphing in the afternoon of 13th November, reported that
M. Painleve's friends were rejoicing over Mr. Lloyd G e o r g e s speech as being likely
to prolong the life of the French Administration for some weeks, but in the evening
the Ministry was defeated in the Chamber by 277 votes to 186. In an immediately
previous division the majority had fallen to 58, and upon the rising of the Chamber
the Prime Minister offered his resignation of office to the President of the Republic.
It will be remembered that M. Painleve last resigned on 22ud October and that his
predecessor, M. Ribot, resigned on 7th September.
Lord Bertie states that majority which turned out the Ministry contained 76
Socialists, 33 Radical Socialists, and 12 Republican Socialists; but that M. Caillaux,
as well as M. Briand, voted for the Ministry. There were 50 abstentions. It is
pointed out that this is the first time that the Chamber has refused a majority of
some sort to a Ministry since August 1914.

As a result of the collapse of the Painleve Administration, President Poincare on
14th November consulted with the Presidents of the two Chambers, and received a
number of former Prime Ministers, MM. bourgeois, Barthou, Donmer, Peret,
Clemenceau, Viviani, Briancl and Ribot. If is, however, unusually difficult on
this occasion for the political prophets to predict a successor -to the fallen Prime
Minister.
The decision, adopted by the Socialists in the Chandler on 9th November, to
abstain from any campaign in the lobbies which would, be likely to favour the advent
to power of a Ministry which would be a defiance to the working classes and. a danger
to National Defence, is considered to have diminished the prospects of M. Clemenceau
as a successor to M. Painleve. This impression w a s strengthened, before the fall of
the Cabinet, by the declaration made by the Secretary of the Confederation Generale
du Travail that the formation of any Ministry likely to be a danger to the working
classes would be resisted by them by force if necessary. Against this action of the
Extreme Socialists, which is considered to savour unduly of Russian methods, a section
of the Press has warmly protested.
M. Clemenceau himself accuses M. Caillaiix of having instigated the charges
against & Action Francaise
in hopes of diverting the public to a f r e s h scandal in
which he was himself not implicated, and calls for the trial of T u n n e l and ail others
accused of having intercourse with the enemy by court-martial. This is criticised by
.M. Ren an del who deplores excessive Press comment on the scandals which tends to
-submerge all France in the mud stirred up under the pretext of unearthing the guilty.
Indeed it is obvious that the Socialists as a whole appear, in spite of Senator BerengeFs
report on Boloism in Allied countries, to prefer the regime of scandals to the return
of M. CJemenceau to power.
On 1.0th November the Court of Cassation dismissed M. Monier from the presidency
of the Court of Appeal and deprived him of any right to a pension for having, by his
friendship for Bolo, served as a guarantee for the latter and thus facilitated his
schemes. On 13th November Senator Humbert's parliamentary immunities were
suspended by the Senate in order that he may be prosecuted by Bolo for embezzlement.

BELGIUM.
The Spanish Minister in Brussels reports that the German authorities have
promised to withdraw the Language Ordinance (vide Report No. -10. page 7) in
Flanders. This justifies the retaliatory measures taken by the British Government
for the express purpose of producing this result.

ITALY.
Mr. Capel Cure reports that public spirit in Milan now leaves nothing to be
desired. A strong deputation is coming to Rome to insist on more vigorous action
against espionage and disaffection.
Sir R. Rodd, on 11th November, reported that Sign or Giolitti had. conferred with
the Prime Minister and Signor Boselli, and was expected to support the Government
at the opening of Parliament on 14th'November after m a k i n g an appeal for national
unity. The two chief spokesmen of the Socialist Party have decided in favour of
resistance to the enemy now that Italy has been invaded, and it appears'that in this
case the leaders have been themselves led by the resolute attitude of their followers
at Milan.
In estimating the individual capacities of Signor Orlando's Cabinet colleagues the
Intelligence Bureau considers that Signor Nitti, the Apulian and Giolittist Minister
of the Treasury, is a weak and. somewhat unwelcome spot, and points out that nothing
much is known about the Prime Minister himself except that he h a s a reputation,
ability, ambition and eloquence. Sir R. Rodd learns that Baron Sonnino has remained
at the Foreign Office only from a sense of duty in a time of national danger,^and it
is understood that the proposed clerical attack upon him for having spoken
disrespectfully of the Papal Peace Note on. 25th October will in the circumstances
not be delivered.
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The British Ambassador reports that on 10th November a satisfactory decision as
to the export of lemons was taken by the Minister of Commerce, and that the
prohibition will shortly be enforced. Meantime no lemons will leave the- country.
SERBIA.
The Russian Government is supporting the Serbian request for permission
temporarily to administer Podgradetz (vide Report No. 4.1, page 8 ) , b u t S i r R. Rodd
reports that the Italian Government is opposed to this course on the ground that
it is a mistake to anticipate decisions in controversial issues which will have to be
examined at the end of the war.
. Sir C. des Grnz announces that the Prince Regent has postponed the transfer of
the remaining Serbian Ministries from Corfu to Salonika owing to the uncertainty of
the situation in Macedonia. The Ministers will therefore return to Corfu after their
visit to Salonika, where the Cabinet is to meet in the presence of the Prince Regent.
GREECE.
Proposals have been made in Athens for a solemn commemoration of the events of
1st December, and Lord Granville, who deprecates official participation, in any official
ceremonies on this occasion, has been instructed to discourage the suggestions aud
invite his French colleague to adopt a similar attitude i n the matter. .1 le, also points
out that the graves of the British victims of the outbreak are still, uncared for.
Lord Granville has been informed that the French will, ask to take over the Port
Control from British officers within the French Naval zone on l o t h November, and
the Foreign Office has telegraphed that all British controls in the French zone may
be handed over with the exception of those at the Piraeus and Salamis, the disposal
of which is reserved for further discussion between Great Britain and France.
The Greek Minister of Marine has been advised that the French Fleet will retire
from the Pirams and Salamis one week after the arrival of the British Naval Mission,
leaving only one French officer in the Arsenal to supervise the completion of repairs
to French ships.
Both the British and French Ministers in. Athens are unwilling to invite the Greek
Government to set u p a Licensing Commission as they consider the Greeks are not
yet capable of organising by themselves such a body in. a w a y to merit full confidence.
It is suggested that a better procedure would be to invite their co-operation in the
existing Allied controls over ports, passports, censorship, imports, and the Black List,
and thus gradually educate them.
The Foreign Office is, however, anxious that
Greece should co-operate w i t h the general financial blockade policy of the Allies,
and. prescribes the procedure desirable to this end.
Lord. Granville reports that martial "law has been extended to the Nomes of
T r i k k a l a in Thessaly and JEtolia as from 2nd November.
Lord Granvilie learns that, the Italians have opened a civilian Italian post office at
Corfu. Against this the Greek Government has protested as letters passing through
it escape the Greek Censorship and the smuggling of contraband is facilitated.' No
attention having been paid to these complaints the Minister for Foreign Affairs has
informed Lord Granville that the Greek Minister in Rome h a s been directed to require
this post office to be closed by the Italians, failing which it will be forcibly closed by
the Greeks. Lord Granville believes that Constantinist communications have passed
through this channel a n d is anxious that it should be stopped.
The French Government has accepted the British proposals with regard to the
enlargement of the Committee of Inquiry into Greek finance (vide Report No. 40,
page 8 ) , and suggests that a small conference should be held on. this subject in
Paris.
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ENEMY ALLIED A F F A I R S .
According to the, German, wireless the Emperor Charles, the Emperor W i l l i a m ,
a n d Tsar Ferdinand, met on 1.1.1 li November near Trieste. The Austrian General
von Arz and the Bulgarian General Jekoff, Chiefs of their respective General Staffs,
were present.

The question of the Polish settlement has become prominent, and Sir W . Townley
learns that it will he the chief subject of discussion at the meeting of the Main
Committee of the Reichstag on the 18th or 19th November, and also at that of
the Austro-Hungafian Delegations in Vienna on 3rd December. In view of this it
would appear that the statements recently made in the enemy Press as to the
solution of the Polish, question were premature, but, in spite of the contradiction of
the Frankfurter
Zehung most indications point to the final settlement being on the
lines already indicated—the Crown of Poland for the Emperor Charles provided that
Galicia be re-united with Poland, and Lithuania and Oouriand. for the Emperor W i l l i a m .
Sir W, Townley, however, quotes the German Press to the effect that perhaps no
actual annexations may take place as Germany-prefers to keep all her continental
gains as b a r g a i n i n g pawns to be used at the Peace Conference for obtaining such.
extra-European commercial' and economic advantages from Great Britain as will,
enable her to resume her trading- activities after the war, without which ihe' economic
victory will lie with Great Britain in spite of German military achievements.
In conversation with Sir E. Howard, Prince Lubecki, leader of the Central Parry
in Poland, considered that such a settlement was likely, and pointed out that his
party w a s determined that Poland should be a Monarchy.
Zeitung publishes
In connection with the suggested settlement the Preussisclte
proposals for a general, exchange of Poles and Germans between Germany and.
Poland, and also for the return of German colonists from the Ukraine and. Russia
proper to fill the gaps in Germany caused, by the war.
According to a Vienna telegram to the Kolnisclw. Volkszeitung dated 9th November,
tin; Emperor Charles speaking about the A ustro-German. Alliance said, that : —
The Central Powers have been able to defeat all the efforts of the World in arms
during 39 months of war because they are united. Bismark said in 1888 that
so long as Austria-Hungary and Germany held together th.e3 need not worry.
This holds good to-day. Even the British encircling scheme could, not prevail
against them. In 1906 King Edward VII. offered the Emperor Franz Josef a
free hand in the Balkans if he would b r e a k a w a y from Germany. The Austrian.
Emperor returned, such an indignant answer that the King left Austria as
quickly as possible.
The journal continues to the effect that several times during the war French and
British Statesmen have offered Austria handsome compensations if she would make,
a separate peace. These efforts are acknowledged to have had considerable effect
among certain nationalities and parties in Austria-Hungary, and it is to these that
Emperor Charles directed his " decisive words." The Emperor said that in certain
circles the victory against the Italians was not properly appreciated. . This applies to
the Polish Radicals and to certain Magyars who since Herr von Kiihlmamfs speech say
that the defence of Alsace-Lorraine lias nothing to do with them. The Emperor's
words betoken a strong refutation of a peace policy of renunciation. This policy had
caught on in Austria-Hungary and under pretext of combating the Pan-Germans an
attempt was being made, to undermine the solidarity of the Alliance with Germany,
hlapsburg and Hohenzollern are now more closely united, than ever and the Venetian
offensive offers a good lesson as to what their peace policy should be.
The Frankfurter
Zeitung
refers to a Conference, as being in progress on
0th November, between the principal military and civil authorities, including the
Civil Governor of Riga, and believes that a decision is being sought as to the best means
of exploiting the international situation in the light of the recent successes a g a i n s t
Russia and Italy. Count Czernin, who was then in. Berlin for the purpose of
returning Herr von Kiihlmamfs official visit and of meeting the Chancellor, was
expected in some quarters to attend this Conference.
Sir R. Rodd has been informed that the Germans, hnmediately upon the capture
of Udine, proceeded to hoist the T u r k i s h flag upon the castle, and began to build a
Moscpie.
r

GERMAN A F F A I R S .
The Deputy von Payer who has succeeded Dr. Helfferich as Vice-Chaneellor of the
Empire, is a lawyer who was for m a n y 3-ears Speaker of the Lower House in
Wiirtemberg and afterwards President of the Progressive Party in the Reichstag.

Professor - Fried berg, a National Liberal Deputy in the Prussian Parliament, and
formerly Professor of Political Science hi the University of Halle, has become VicePresident of the Prussian. Ministry of State. According to the Yorwavls
of
7th November, these appointments are due to the exigence of the Socialists who
made their acceptance of Count von l l e r t l i n g as Chancellor conditional upon the
dismissal of Herr Helfferich. This subservience on the part of the new Chancellor is
bitterly attacked by the Pan-tier mans who accuse him of having committed " t h e
mortal sin in politics which will make him. immortal in his shame." Another
accusation is that the Chancellor is treacherously playing England's game, and
thereby vitiating the victories of the Army.
Sir LI. Rumbold, in a despatch dated 3rd November, draws attention to the fact
that Count von Hertling, the new German Chancellor, is almost blind, and is, in
consequence, very dependent on his helpers. An admirable speaker before a large
assembly, and capable of much subtlety and force in argument when he is talking to
one or two persons, he is r a t h e r helpless when he has to face a small and hostile
company. Lie has none, of the easy-going Bavarian and Austrian characteristics, but
was anti-Prussian, during the Snverue affair, and maintains that Alsace-Lorraine
should be made into a F e d e r a l State under a Roman Catholic sovereign from some
South German family.
Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, speaking as President of the Fatherland Party,
asserted that in a German Protectorate over Belgium was to be found the military
security and economic compensation which alone can save the German population
from disaster at the end of the war. The Admiral is, however, no longer willing to
set tx time limit to the submarine campaign (vide Shipping Situation, p a g e I S ) which
will, if Germany stands fast politically, compel Great Britain to recognise the
prex3onde.rai.it position, of Germany in Belgium. Der Tag considers that German,
military ^successes will shortly enforce the conclusion of a peace involving the
abandonment of French ambitions in Alsace-Lorraine, and of the British " continental
policy, and the recognition by Great Britain of German equality at sea."
Sir W. Townley draws attention to the concerted efforts of tbe German Socialists
to m a k e capital out of the Parliamentary negotiations which preceded the appointment
of Count von Hertling as Chancellor. They are trying to persuade the world at l a r g e
that in the flood tide of German victory a political evolution is taking place i n
Germany without any pressure from outside, which has brought about the desired
reforms. Hitherto the great difference between Germany and other European States
was that, in Germany the Government was independent of the people, whereas abroad
the Government of the d a y had to make way for another the instant it had ceased to
give satisfaction to tbe electors, and no new Government could take up office without
their sanction and. approval. But, now exactly the same conditions prevail on this
head in. Germany as i n other States. The political upheaval which has lately
convulsed. Germany is calculated to increase the respect of all countries for her and
take out. of the hands of her enemies the strongest weapon which they possessed
against her. This being the case the Socialists maintain that the internal conditions
of the Empire have now been so modified as to comply wdth the requirements of
President Wilson who declared that peace could only be concluded.with Germany
when the German people could associate on an equal footing with the self-governing
peoples of other countries in the preliminary deliberations.
The -Prussian A g r a r i a n Herr von Oldenburg Januschau, writing in the Loltal
Anzeiger, considers that the German Government has not paid proper attention to
the vital necessity of stimulating the production of food on the ground that the
distribution, is of more importance, l i e attacks the methods of distribution which,
he considers, have led to the waste and loss of no inconsiderable part of the available
supplies.

AUSTRIAN AFFA1 RS.
Sir .11. Rumbold has information from an American source that when the news
arrived in Vienna of the Austro-German victories against the Italians no flags were
shewn nor w a s there a n y sign of poptdar rejoicing. Regret, on the contrary, w a s
manifested among all classes that further fruitless successes m i g h t defer the conclusion
of peace. The same informant considers that shortage of food i n Vienna will m a k e

the prolongation of the Avar beyond J a n u a r y impossible so far as Austria is
concerned. He reports that the Hungarian, authorities, indignant at the greediness
of the Germans in trying to reserve all Rumanian supplies found, in 1916 for German
consumption, have now prohibited the export of food from Hungary into Austria on
the ground that some of the food formerly so exported was allowed to pass through
into Germany.
Sir \V\ Townley learns that a largely attended meeting of Socialists in "Vienna
passed a resolution calling for a peace without annexations or indemnities, and one
which would make Belgium, Serbia, Rumania, Poland, Lithuania and Courland
politically, economically and militarily independent of the Central Empires. The
resolution also called upon the Central Empires to adopt proposals for abitration and
disarmament, recognise the existing Government in Russia, and invite all belligerents
to arrange an immediate armistice.

NETHERLANDS.
Sir W. Townley reports that bombs were dropped on Dutch territory by British
aeroplanes on 8th November, and suggests that in the circumstances an expression of
regret should be tendered to the Dutch Government as soon as possible.
The suspension of cable facilities is causing great inconvenience, and arrangements
have been made to ease the situation so far as telegrams between Dutch territory and
Allied countries are concerned.
The British Government has intimated that the
remaining facilities will remain suspended, until the question of gravel and sand be
settled.
The Foreign Office has published the result of the analysis of 39 specimens of
captured German concrete from different parts of the Flanders front, which shows that
in 32 cases the gravel and stone used was of German, origin. This goes far to prove
that the gravel in transit has been used for military purposes.
S i r C. Greene is uneasy about possible Japanese action against the Dutch East
Indies which would ultimately cause trouble should the Netherlands come into the
war on the side of Germany, and suggests that a knowledge of this 11133- stiffen the
attitude of the Dutch Government.
The High. Commissioner of Egypt has been, informed by the Foreign Office that the
embargo upon exports to the Northern Neutrals applies also to exports to the Dutch.
East Indies and other Dutch Colonial possessions.

SWITZERLAND.
In spite of the expressed unwillingness of the Swiss Government to grant, separate
loans to the Allies, the Franco-Swiss Loan appears to have been arranged satisfactorily,
and the President of the Confederation received Sir H. Rumbold's proposals for a loan
to the United Kingdom favourably, though he considered the amount required
(12,500,000 francs monthly) to be excessive.
The French Government is prepared, to agree to the resumption of the transit
service through Germany from the Netherlands for sugar, malt, and cocoa, as soon as
the German Government shall have replaced the missing goods (vide Report No. 33,
page 12), and adequate safeguards provided to prevent the recurrence of such
incidents.

NORWAY.
France and the United States having agreed to the transfer of negotiations with
Norway to Christiania, Sir M. Findlay has been instructed on the line to be followed.
The Allies are anxious to secure an agreement providing for—
(a) The complete cessation of all direct or indirect exports to enemy country ;
(b) The maintenance of existing exports and transit facilities in favour of the
Allies ;
(c) The monthly supply of adequate and trustworthy statistics ;
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(cZ) Postponement until alter the conclusion oi peace of the repayment of the loan
for fish purchases clue in J u l y 191.8 ;
(e) The landing of all Norwegian caught fish in Norway unless Allies consent to
another destination.
In return for this the Allies will give facilities for the supply and importation of
commodities on a rationed basis estimated to satisfy the legitimate home requirements
of Norway. The necessity for arriving at a settlement is pointed out as the
negotiations with Denmark are being postponed pending that arrangement.
Sir M. Find l a y reports that the Norwegian Administration expects to fall should
war with Germany become necessary, but the Foreign Office has warned the British
Minister that the eventuality is not unprovided for from, a naval point of view, although
short of actually discouraging the Norwegians from resisting extravagant German
demands, there was no desire that Norway should, enter the war.

SWEDEN.
- There is reason to hope that the questions at issue between Sweden and the Allies
will be discussed and possibly settled, in London as a Swedish Mission, of which
Mr. Lofgren, the Minister of Justice, may be a member, has been invited, to take
advantage of the presence of the American representatives here for that purpose.
Hitherto the American negotiators have been intractable and have insisted upon
demands beyond the power of am Swedish Government to concede, but now the
British, French and Italian Ministers in Stockholm have advised their respective
Governments that if the principle that half a loaf is Better than no bread be acted
upon an arrangement is in sight. They consider that Sweden, can be persuaded to
stop all food exports to Germany and very g r e a t l y reduce the supply of iron ore, to
grant free transit for Russia-bound goods and. a shipping Agreement by which the
Allies would obtain a considerable quantity of Swedish tonnage. Insistence upon the
extreme Allied demands would, however, alienate Swedish public opinion and lead to
a continuance of the present system.
Sir E. Howard reports that the Germans are very- active at present in their efforts
to defeat the possibility of any settlement with the Allies and also to discredit the
existing Administration. Sir R. Paget, however, learns that when in Copenhagen the
K i n g of Sweden showed signs of being less enamoured of the Germans than had
previously been the case.
The British Government has intimated its willingness to restore limited facilities
for telegraphic correspondence in cypher between the Swedish Minister' for Foreign
Affairs and the Swedish Legation in London, and for this Mr. Hellner has expressed
his thanks.
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DENMARK.
The King of Sweden visited the King of Denmark on 9th November. Sir R. Baget
was informed that the visit Avas due rather to the constant desire of His Swedish
Majesty to mark the solidarity of the Scandinavian Kingdoms than to any particular
point of policy. In any case, the proposed meeting of the Scandinavian Conference
has been postponed until J a n u a r y .
Sir R. Paget reports that the imports of British coal are less than was hoped, and.
that as the Government is exposed to increasing criticism, on account of the coal
shortage, it is probable that negotiations with Germany- will be renewed with a view
to obtaining increased supplies of German coal.
An agreement between Denmark and Germany for facilitating the passage of
Danish ships to Finland with general cargo is reported. Sir R. Paget considers it to
be unimportant, as no Danish ships are available, and no general cargo can be
obtained without the consent of the Legation.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs considers that Denmark is daily becoming more
dependent upon Germany, and as unemployment increases with, the deterioration of
the economic situation, this is likely to become more marked. It is feared that 50
per cent, of the workmen in the country will be unemployed by J a n u a r y , and many
skilled hands are likely- to go into Germany, where every effort i s being made to
attract them.
7

SPAIN.

Sir A. Uardinge, in a despatch dated 30th October, reports that the message of the
Military J u n t a s to t h e King of Spain which indirectly brought about the fall of the
Da to Cabinet was presented to His Majesty on 27th October in the Casa de Caiupo
near Madrid, and turned out to be not merely unobjectionable but actually effusive
in the loyalty of its contents which referred to technical matters connected with the
organisation of the army, i n a later despatch, dated 2nd November, on the subject.,
of the recent political crisis, the British Ambassador writes :—
1 hear in more quarters than one that the decision taken, by .11 is Majesty to change
the Bale Ministry was due to some extent to the influence of certain members
of his Court, not indeed the Marquis of Torrecilla, who is said to be very
cautious and correct in ali such matters, nor the Marquis of Viana, who does
not meddle actively in politics, but the Count of Maceda, a well-meaning but
rather narrow-minded Germanophile, and the Duke of Santo Mauro, an able
and agreeable man, who belongs, I imagine, politically speaking, to the party of
Soflor Maura. If this is really the case, these gentlemen, have rendered a very
bad service to their Sovereign and to the Spanish monarchy.
In reply to a telegram from the Foreign Office, pointing out the need of olive oil
in this country m order to prevent the suspension of the woollen industry, Sir A.
Hard in g e reports that a Spanish syndicate is prepared to export the required amount
(600 tons) in its own ships provided that permission be given for these to take 100,000
tons of coal from Cardiff on their homeward voyage.
idie proposed joint Allied diplomatic action on the subject of the treatment of
enemy submarines by the Spanish Government has not yet been taken owing to the
non. arrival, of the instructions of three of the six representatives. The British
Ambassador proposes to discuss with his colleagues the possibility of pressing for the
internment of the crews of enemy merchantmen as well.
JAPAN.
Following on. the announcement that Japan, and the United States had decided
upon a common, policy with regard to the independence and territorial integrity of
China (vide Report No. 4 1 , page 14) comes the news communicated by the British
Ambassador in Tokyo that a complete and satisfactory understanding upon the matter
of naval co-operation in the Pacific for the purpose of attaining the common object
against Germany and her Allies has been reached, between the two countries.
Sir C. Greene reports that there are indications in the Press and. elsewhere of a
desire to rouse Japanese public opinion from its apathy and indifference with regard
to the war. Some newspapers even discuss the possibility of appeals for Japanese
military aid from the Allies. The Ambassador considers that this change is due
partly to the warlike energy and enthusiasm of the United States and partly to the
fear of being discredited and isolated at the end of the war if the policy of observation
from afar is too long pursued.
CHINA.
Sir J . Jordan reports that the meeting between the Acting Minister for Foreign
Affairs and the Allied Representatives in. Peking took place on 6th November. As a
result action against enemy subjects was postponed for a month in order to enable
further information from Allied and Chinese sources to be collected concerning their
existing commercial activities. It is hoped that this information will enable the
Chinese Government to realise the necessity for taking more drastic action than is at
present contemplated. Sir J . Jordan points out that the Chinese authorities have
neither the courage, nor the funds, nor the necessary administrative machinery to
effect a general internment of enemy subjects, and that it is essential in. Allied
interests to get enemy residents out of China as soon as possible. The British
Minister hopes that steps may be taken to facilitate their deportation and repatriation
by appropriating Allied tonnage to the purpose, as the supply of Neutral tonnage is
now inadequate.

At the request of the Chinese Government it has been agreed that General Chang
l l s u n , the Imperialist leader, who has been in sanctuary in the Dutch Legation in
Peking since 12th J u l y (vide Report No. 25, page 14), should be extradited into
Chinese territory and thence deported by the French for internment in Reunion. The
Dutch Minister has acquiesced in this decision.
In view of the Japanese willingness to permit the immediate advance to the
Chinese Treasury of 2,000,POOL on account of: the Currency Loan (vide Report No. 40,
page 13), the Foreign Office no longer opposes the scheme in connection with this.
Sir J . Jordan points out that the Chinese Treasury can hardly b e described as
" hard pressed," inasmuch as it has an available balance of about 1,000,0007-. and is
likely to obtain more than twice that sum. from salt duties before the end of the year.
The British Minister considers that the financial embarrassment of the Chinese
Government is largely due to the expenditure of 65 per cent, of the revenue on
military objects, and he fears that if the proposed 2,000,0007; be advanced it'will be
appropriated to the same purpose. In view of this the Foreign Office has informed
Sir J . Jordan that owing to Japanese insistence which almost amounted to a threat to
break up the consortium Great Britain decided to give way in order to preserve the
British Group from exclusion from negotiations for the new loan and to maintain its
right to residuary participation.
The Russian Minister having persisted in his attitude on the subject of inland
tariff revision (vide Report No. 39, page 13), the Chinese Government has Invited the
good offices of the other Allies to induce- him to abandon a position which, if
maintained, can only suspend the revision of the tariff and thus impede negotiations
for rendering effective the participation of China in the war.
The W a r Office has intimated that it is undesirable to accept the offer of a Chinese
combatant corps pending the completion of the programme for the transport of coolies
ami pioneers to be employed by the Allies in France. The question of making use of
such a corps is, however, being discussed with the French Government.
ARGENTINA.
Sir R. Tower learns that the Argentine Government has again invited neutral
South American States to send delegates to a Neutral Congress in Buenos Ayres.
After consultation, with his French, colleague, S i r R. Tower has advised, the Foreign
Office that the. German Naval Attache is unlikely to be able to do much harm in the
way of hindering shipping by reason of the small number of available vessels under
the Argentine h a g (vide Report No. 4 1 , page 14).
In view of the reported offer of the Dutch Minister to buy some 22,000,000 bushels
of Argentine wheat, it is interesting to note that Mr. Barclay telegraphs from
Washington to the effect that tin? State Department is not now disposed to proceed
with, the proposed purchase of 85,000,000 bushels of Argentine grain, of which
40,000,000 are to be wdieat, on the ground that the outlay necessary for such an
operation, is not justified by the economic or political, interests of the United States
(vide Report No. 39, page 14). Mr. Hoover, the Food Controller, has, however, pointed
out that while the Allied.requirements amount to 40,000,000 bushels monthly, there
are available for export in the United States and Canada only 133,000,000 bushels,
and that it is, in consequence, absolutely necessary to purchase and load Argentine
grain at the earliest opportunity.
The attention of Sir l b Tower is drawn to'the traffic difficulties which are likely
to follow- the inclusion of the German Electric Pow er Company of. Buenos Ayres in
the Statutory List, and suggests that the complete disorganization of -the tramway
traffic which will be brought about w i l l be regarded popularly as the work of the
British Government. The Foreign Office has been informed that this may, perhaps,
be avoided by the expropriation of the German mains which could then be connected
to the power houses of Allied Companies, and is anxious to know the Minister'a views
on this subject.
-

r

URUGUAY.
The British Minister reports that the decree which had been prepared on 10th
October was issued on 9th November. In consequence of this the German submarine
and crew in U r u g u a y have now been interned.

In view of the undesirability of increasing the weight of German influence at
Santiago the Foreign. Office instructed Mr. Mitchell Lines to press the Government
of Uruguay to find some pretext for preventing the departure of the former German
Charge cPAffaires for Chile (vide Report No. 4.1, page 1.8) until, he can leave for
Europe. This course was not considered possible by the Uruguayan Government,
and Mr. Mitchell Lines pointed out that the German was a man of no influence.
Sir F. Stronge learns that the Chilean Government considers that it is unable to
prevent the return to Chile of the former German Charge d'Affaires in Montevideo,
as he is still, nominally Secretary, to the German Legation in Santiago, and that his
case is, therefore, different from that of Count Luxburg who was successfully
excluded from the Republic.

BRAZIL.
Sir A. Feel has been instructed to invite the Brazilian Government to consider a
number of proposals connected with the financial blockade of the enemy, and to
point out that the financial traffic, both direct and indirect, between banks in Brazil,
and neutral countries in Europe, especially Spain, has been large and continuous and
of great assistance to the enemy.
PERU.
Mr. Ronnie reports the departure southwards on 10th November of Dr. Perl, the
former German Minister to Bern and Ecuador, under British and American safe
conducts. The attention of the Peruvian Government has been drawn to the action
of the former Peruvian Minister in Berlin and a Peruvian Consul at Lucerne in directing
an organization for German, propaganda among Russian and Swiss Socialists in the
latter town. Both the officials in question are German subjects although holding
appointments in the Diplomatic and Consular service of Peru. In reply , Mr. Rennie
has been informed that Herr Van tier Heyde, the former Peruvian Minister in Berlin,
who is still. Minister to Vienna, has now been asked for by telegram ; he is at present
believed to be ill in Berlin where lie has no official status. Herr Schwa bach has also
ceased to have an official, status since the rupture of diplomatic relations, and is
understood to have retired to Switzerland to avoid German military service ; Captain
Guerrero, formerly Military Attache, who is reported to have been actually proGerman, has been recalled to Peru.
7

VENEZUELA.
The Governor of Trinidad reports that General Castro, formerly President of
Venezuela, was expelled from, the Colony on 6th November, and. sent back to New
York.
7

7

PANAMA.
Sir 0 . Mallet reports that the
unanimously approved of all the
with the declaration of war upon
for the defence of the Canal, and
Germany and her allies.

National Assembly of the Republic of' Panama has
measures taken by the Government in connection
Germany. A Bill has been, introduced to provide
to empower the President to prohibit trade with

MEXICO.
The situation in Mexico remains obscure. Mr. Cummins has information that
General Carranza intends to proceed to the Tampico area (vide Report No. 39,
"page 15), and that on his departure General Pablo Gonzalez, a pro-German
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opportunist,, will be left in charge. This officer is believed privately to favour
neutrality so long as money can be obtained, but he may at any moment be displaced
by an outbreak of. pro-German anarchy. Another pro-German officer, General
Murguia, is sending troops to escort General Carranza eastwards, but Mr. Barclay
reports from Washington that no immediate action is looked for against General
Pelacz, although Garranzists under Manuel Dieguex have already been sent to
Tampico. Meanwhile, uneasiness exists as to the safety of the oil wells, in the
vicinity of which fighting was reported to be in progress on 7th November, and it is
thought that the'United States may ultimately have to make an armed intervention.
At present, however, the Military Authorities appear to think that hostile action will
be limited to sporadic outrages against foreign property in the oil area on the part
of local desperadoes, not necessarily organised or inspired by General. Carranza.
Telegraphing on 12th November, the British Consul at Tampico reports that the
political situation in the oil-fields lias become so grave that in his opinion it justifies
the application of pressure for the purpose of preserving the status quo in the Tampico
district. The Governor of British Honduras, telegraphing on Otb November, had
information to the effect that tire whole of Yucatan and Southern Mexico was then in.
arms against General Carranza. In these circumstances, the British Charge cVAIfaires
deprecates the sending of a British Minister to Mexico without a supporting force, as
such action would expose the British Government to the charge of desiring to bolster
up General Carranza against a new party, and do away with any prestige which
non-recognition of Carranza is likely to produce with the succeeding Government.
In view of this suggestion it, is interesting to note that Sir C. Spring Rice was
informed by representatives of the highest authorities of the Roman Catholic Church
who had come to discuss Mexican affairs, thai, the non-recognition of General
Carranza by the British Government would, if persisted, in, produce a most favourable
impression among the members of their Church, both, in the United States and in
Mexico. This, in their opinion, would go far to nullify the intrigues which the
Germans are now understood to be carrying on with the Mexican Church.'

UNITED

STATES.

Mr. Barclay, telegraphing on 7th November, suggested that greater moderation in
British Press references to Irish-Americans was desirable, as the more notorious subjects
of these references were unworthy of attention, and fears have been expressed in
friendly Irish and Roman Catholic quarters that the anti-Catholic and anti-Irish
campaign in certain sections of the New York Press is duo to British, influence. In
connection with this, it is interesting to note that, in a despatch, dated 19th October,
Sir C. Spring Rice points out that public opinion in the United States will never
tolerate political interference by a religious body or disloyalty on religious grounds.
He is, therefore, anxious that this should be made clear to the Vatican in order that
no steps should there be. taken which might lead to a regrettable outburst of religious
fanaticism, embarrassing to all parties concerned.
The Ambassador, in the same despatch, with reference to the financial relations
between the United Kingdom and the United States, writes :—
The question of exchange is a complicated one, and not easily understood.
Those who understand it professionally are, as a rule, our enemies. A clever
and insidious propaganda is being carried on underground, and it has already
had a great effect. By far the most able man on the Federal -Reserve Board is
W a r b u r g , who was a German subject three y e a r s before lbs appointment, and
whose brother, is now living over the German Legation, in Stockholm as the
principal propagandist agent of the German Government among neutrals.
. Mr. Warburg is elaborately friendly in his attitude towards us, and does his
work solely by suggestion. It is quite evident that his work lias not been,
without its effect. Lie is probably one of many acting on similar lines.
Mr. Schiff, of New York, is supposed to lie carrying on a similar policy, and to
be using his knowledge of exchange to our detriment. An underground
peace propaganda in the German sense is being conducted by those persons
here who have large financial interests in Germany. Some of these appear to
be in close connection with agents of the Russian Government here, and their
activity is causing some anxiety.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the W a r Trade Intelligence Report the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the I\ing's enemies during the period 2nd November—
8th. November inclusive, is 39,800 tons, of which 20,094 tons were British as compared
with 88,069 tons of which 58,882 were British reported last week. Sir W. Townley
learns that the Belgian Consul-General in Amsterdam has been warned by German
trade connections on no account to insure any North Sea risks for the present. This
may perhaps be an indication of a proximate intensification of the submarine
campaign.
The Naval Appreciation
points out that during the week ending 3rd November
the number and tonnage of vessels, both British and Allied and neutral, lost owing
to enemy action are the lowest on record since the commencement of unrestricted
submarine warfare. On two separate days during this week no vessels were reported
as having been sunk or molested by enemy submarines, these being the first " nil "
returns since the beginning of February. During the week ending 4th November no
British warship or merchant vessel of any kind was reported to have been sunk by
mine.
The following statement, in the preparation of which the Ministry of Shipping
co-operated with the Admiralty, shows the position of the British merchant shipping
at the beginning and end of October, after taking into consideration the amount of
tonnage laid up for repairs made necessary owing to enemy action as well as ordinary
marine risks :—
Tons
Tons
Tonnage of British Mercantile Marine, including ships
under repair, on 30th September 1.917
Gains during October:—
New ships, built at home or abroad, and entered
for service under British Flag
Other ships coming under British F l a g Ships discharged ready for service after repairs
lasting; 10 days and over
Total gains during October
Losses during October :—
Ships sunk b y enemy action
Ships lost by Marine risk
. Ships otherwise lost to British FlagShips damaged and laid up for repairs of 10
days or more, or awaiting repair

15,661,207
142,336
78,606
723,783
944,725
287,150
28,185
1.1,070
1,620,345

Total losses d urine- October-

1,946,750
1,002,025

Total tonnage of British Mercantile Marine available for service on
31st October 1917
Add ships damaged before October, but still under, or awaiting,
heavy repairs
Total British tonnage (500 tons and upwards) on 31st October
1917
Net loss during October

14,662,182
896,562
5,558,744
105,463

Owing to the arrival of the American Mission to attend the W a r Conference in.
Paris, opportunities have occurred for the discussion of the whole problem of tonnage
and its employment.
The British Government has therefore invited France and
Italy to send representatives to take part in the discussions on this subject which
have already begun in London. In connection with this, Mr. W. L. Hichens,
Chairman of the Committee on Neutral Tonnage after the War, h a s written to
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Lord Robert Cecil a s k i n g that the joint control of neutral tonnage after the war may
also be discussed, as prompt action in that direction is very necessary, seeing that the
Germans are already manoeuvring for supremacy in this field. Sir Ik Howard,
however, reports that. Swedish shipowners are unlikely to. bind themselves for post
war chartering in favour of either group of belligerents.
Following on the decision of the United States to allow Great Britain to negotiate
on behalf of the Allies for the disx^osal of the Chinese ex-enemy ships (vide Report
No. 4 1 , page 16), the British Government now proposes that the United States alone
should negotiate for the Brazilian ex-enemy ships on the understanding that their
subsequent allocation shall be arranged between Washington, and the Western
Allies.
The Danish Government is much exercised at the prospect of increasing
unemployment due to a shortage of shipbuilding materials, and has suggested that
ships might be supplied to the United Kingdom from Danish. j ards in return for
material, or that Danish shipbuilders might be sent to be employed in Great Britain.
This is the first reply to a proposal circulated among the maritime European neutrals
by the Foreign Office for the purpose of securing a present or future control of
neutral tonnage now under construction in return for a supply of the necessary
material to expedite or facilitate the building.
The Foreign Office has asked for information from the British Legations in South
America as to the truth of the report sent from Lima that ait International Company
i s to be formed for the utilisation' of German ships in South. American ports.
T

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

The Ministers of Serbia, Rumania, and Greece on. 29th October memorialised
Mr. Balfour to the effect that their Governments had heard of the initiation of
Bulgarian pourparlers for a separate peace, and were most anxious that Great Britain
should on no account listen to these insidious suggestions. If, moreover, Great
Britain were to be made aware of any definite Bulgarian peace terms, the three
Governments hope that these will be communicated to them, and a mutual agreement
arrived at. as to the reply to be returned. In communicating this Tact in a despatch
to Lord Granville, the Foreign. Office informs him further that according to the three
Ministers, the -Allied Balkan kingdoms have arrived at a mutual understanding, and
that while they are prepared to admit Bulgaria into the " Balkan Block " on reasonable
terms, they do not think she will easily abandon her ambition to be the " P r u s s i a of
the Balkans ' with a hegemony which would shortly become a domination over her
neighbours.
Sir R. Rodd learns that the Vatican is working to prevent any offer of a separate
peace being made by the Central Empires to Italy, as this would be regarded by the
Italians as dishonourable and at once rejected and would injure the prestige of the
Pope, but there is evidence that further proposals for a general peace will shortly be
made by the Pope in understanding with the Central Empires.
In view of this it i s interesting to note that Sir R. Paget learns that at the recent
conference between the Chancellor, Marshal i i i n d e n b n r g and General Lu den dor I'
in Berlin it was decided to float a new Peace scheme before Christmas, and that
a Deputy of the Centre Party in the Reichstag has left for Switzerland to discuss the
details with a representative of the Vatican.
The Bolsheviks on 8th November published a manifesto in Stockholm demanding
an armistice for the purpose of immediately opening Peace negotiations. The
Berliner
Tageblall, however, had previously expressed the opinion that it would, be
better for Russia to threaten to abandon the Allies unless they would consent to a
" democratic peace " rather than actually do so outright. The meeting of the International Peace Conference in Berne has been adjourned
until 18th November, and Sir .11. Rumbold learns that it will sit in tw^o relays. The
first will comprise Neutral and Enemy Delegates, the second Allied Delegates and the
Neutrals from the first relay. The Central Empires are giving every facility to their
own subjects and to neutrals who wish to attend. Count Karolyl, Professor Lam ma sch,
and Mgr. Giesswein are understood.to be coming. The British Minister reports that
the French-speaking Swiss who are in control of the Neutral-Allied relay of the
Conference are m a k i n g great efforts to persuade the French Government to issue
:

passports for the Conference. The British Government has refused passports, and
has decided to revoke the passports of any British subject now in Switzerland who
attends its meetings.
The Archbishop of Upsala has sent an invitation to the Archbishop of Canterbury
to send delegates to a Conference at Upsala on 14th December, apparently arranged,
by the Scandinavian Committees of the World Alliance for promoting International
Friendship for the nominal purpose of furthering International Christian Fellowship.

GENERAL.
Sir R. Paget has been instructed to invite the Danish Government to impose a
strict censorship on. messages sent from the wireless station near R e y k j a v i k in
.lcela.n (I.
The Dutch Minister in Berlin reports that all British prisoners of war have been
withdrawn from Courland, and, to the number of 1,680, arrived, in Berlin on
5th November on their w a y to internment in Saxony.
The British Government has received serious, complaints as to the inhuman
treatment of British prisoners of war near Diisseldorf, where they have been compelled
to make munitions of war, and are largely deprived of parcels, and entirely forbidden
to wear warm clothes, although they have to work 12 hours a day.
The United States Government lias agreed to refrain from engaging in any
conference for the purpose of discussing the repatriation of unwounded prisoners of
war, but the Serbian Government i s unwilling to agree to this. It is urged that
Serbian prisoners are in worse plight than the others as there is no home country left
from which food or clothing may be sent to' them, and so few now survive that their
exchange could not affect the course of military operations or prolong the war. The
Serbian Government is, however, anxious to consult the wishes of its Allies, and will
agree to refuse exchange, provided that Serbian prisoners be raised to the same level
of treatment as the others, and are fed, clothed, and watched over by Great Britain
and France. A formal undertaking on the part of these two Powers to do this would
enable the Serbian Government to face the Skupshtina with equanimity on a subject
which would otherwise provoke indignant opposition.
Mr. W a u g h lias been empowered to sign' tin agreement with Rahmi Bey (vide
Reports No. 40, page 10, and No. 4 1 , page 1.7), providing for the repatriation of all
British, French, and Ottoman civilians who Avish to return to their native countries.
This particularly includes the British merchant seamen interned at Magnesia.
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It is interesting to note that the Canadian and Australian people, at home and in
the trenches, will both be asked to decide the issue of Conscription tor their respective
countries during next month. The difference hi methods is worth noting. The
Canadian Government passed its Act first and is now asking for the support of the
people in carrying it out. The Australian Government is asking the people to reverse
a verdict previously given before it introduces legislation.
ALLIED AFFAIRS.

The American endorsement of the policy of the Allied Supreme W a r Council
makes the success of the scheme certain. Both. Americans and French are for making
the unity of control as far-reaching and effective as possible, but the practical
difficulties in the way of an actually unified chief command are being more clearly
realised in responsible quarters in Paris.

FRANCE.

M. Clemeneeau has launched his Government with a great parliamentary triumph,
and, for the moment at any rate, is carrying all before him. He will thus have a
great chance of consolidating his jjosition before the inevitable flood of criticism rises
again.
ITALY.

The problem of dealing with enemy agents in Italy is now a-question not only of
internal order, but of the safety of tire Anglo-French forces in Italy. The British and
French Governments have a very definite justification i n claiming that their soldiers
should be protected against the menace in their rear.

SWITZERLAND.

.

*

It is significant that even in Switzerland the pressure "of the war is creating a
situation of serious internal unrest.
SCANDINAVIA.

While the blockade negotiations of the Allies with" the Scandinavian countries are
being delayed by what Sir C. Spring Rice calls " the distressingly faulty methods of
the War Trade b o a r d , " these countries are drawing closer together, and may, if the
matter is not promptly dealt with, present a solid block against Allied pressure.
22ucl November 1917.
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Swiss in Belgium.
s
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IMPERIAL

AFFAIRS.

With reference to the action which the British Government propose to take, in
pursuance of Resolution XIX. of the Imperial W a r Conference, in. order to secure the
freedom of the non-ferrous metal industry from German control (see Report No. 42),
the Government of New Zealand have telegraphed that they will be pleased to
co-operate, and that they will be prepared also to introduce the necessary legislation
at the next favourable opportunity.
CANADA.
In opening his election campaign at Halifax, the Prime Minister (Sir Robert
Borden) stated that he was faced with two alternatives, the one being to leave the
Canadian Divisions without support and. without reinforcements, and the other to
enforce military service. He said that the message he had to deliver was " the
" overmastering necessity of sustaining the men who hold Ganada's first line of
" defence on the Western front." Sir Robert Borden announced, that he had made
further attempts to secure the representation of French-Canadian Liberals in the
Government, and bad recently approached three of them with a view to the acceptance
of a position in the Cabinet. He indicated, that he intended to continue his efforts in
this direction.
The nomination of candidates for election to the House of Commons has been
completed. There have been 19 unopposed returns, of which, the l i b e r a l s following
Sir \V. Laurier have 11 (all being in Quebec) and. the Unionists 8. Dr. Belaud (who
was Postmaster-General, under Sir W . Laurier) being a prisoner of war, it is not
known on which side he would, stand, but he is not being opposed by the supporters
of the Union Government, and is counted, amongst the Laurier candidates in the
above ' figures. Amongst the Government supporters who have been returned
unopposed arc Mr. M. Burrell, Secretary of State, and Mr. W . S. fielding.
While it was expected that soldiers serving oversea would commence voting in
the General Election on 20th November, it is now clear that arrangements will not
permit of the soldiers in France and England commencing to vote till 1st December.
The voting will continue up to 17th December as previously announced (vide Report
No. 41).
.
The Toronto Board, of Trade, at a meeting where about half those present were
former supporters of Sir W . Laurier, has unanimously passed a resolution in support
of the Union Government.
Referring to the Government policy regarding the conscription of wealth, the
Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Crerar) has stated that this should be applied to incomes
and profits, but not to capital used in production.
The Dominion Government have decided, to appoint a Director of Public
Information in order to furnish the Press and the public with the fullest possible
information concerning the progress of the war, the operations of the Canadian Naval
and Military Forces, the decisions and measures adopted by the Government in
connection with the war, and. the demands of the w a r as affecting the Dominion. The
Director will act in close co-operation with the W a r Committee of the Cabinet, and
will be directly under the Department of the President of the Privy Council.
W i t h reference to the policy of building ships for neutrals during the war (vide
Report No. 42) the Dominion Government state that several applications are before
them for permission to build ships for foreign registry. As the Poison Iron Works
had not succeeded in obtaining orders for the construction of ships for British
registry, the Dominion Government had practically decided to grant permission to the
firm to build 10 steel steamers of about 4,000 tons, for each of the years 1919, 1920,
and 1921, for Norwegian registry, provided, the ships were chartered during the war
to firms approved by the Canadian Government, i n view, however, of the intimation

that the British Government may be able to place orders, this action has been
suspended, but the Dominion Government urge that an early decision on the matter
is desirable. Other applications relate to building for French, Norwegian, United
States, and Italian registry, concerning which the Dominion Government intended to
consult the British Government before taking action. It is added that several ship
building firms have estimated the tonnage which can be produced in the Dominion
in any one year as 265,000 tons. Ministers consider, however, that having regard to
difficulties of securing labour and material, the total production would probably not
exceed 175,000 tons. If the British Government decide to place orders to this extent,
the Dominion Government undertake to reserve all facilities.
AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH.

In the course of the Proclamation which was issued on 17th November relating to
the Referendum on Conscription, the Commonwealth Government announced that in
order to maintain the five divisions in Europe and the Australian Forces in
Palestine and elsewhere at full strength, 7,000* men per month were necessary, but
they pledged themselves to the electors that the total reinforcements, including
volunteers, should not exceed this number per "month. The Government further
entered into definite pledges that the number of divisions would not be increased,
that the power asked for would not be exceeded and would be limited to the period of
the war, that married men would be exempt, and that sufficient labour to carry on the
necessary industries of the conntiy would be maintained.
Speaking upon the Conscription issue at Sydney on 15th November, the Prime
Minister (Mr. Hughes) made a vigorous attack upon the Sinn Feiners and the
Independent Workers of the World, whom he described as a band of disloyalists.
He attributed the failure of voluntary recruiting to their propaganda work.
Mr.
Hughes intimated that if the people endorsed the Governments conscription proposals
at the coining Referendum, the BacheloFs Tax would probably be removed.
The Premier of New South AVales (Mr. Holman) has declared that the State
National Party is solidly behind the Federal Government in their conscription
proposals.
The Leader of the Opposition (Air. Tudor), in opening the anti-conscription
campaign, said that he would be no party to compulsorily sending men out of the
country. He stated that Mr. Hughes had not said a word about the conscription of
wealth, and instead of such an. outcry for human life the exploiters of wealth should
be conscripted.
It is anticipated that the voting of the oversea soldiers in the Conscription
Referendum will commence on 7th December and will, continue till 20th December.
The holding of another Referendum on Conscription is not viewed with favour by
many of the strongest supporters of the policy in the Commonwealth, who would
prefer to see a measure of compulsory service introduced into Parliament with a
General Election to follow. At a conscription meeting of 5,000 people held at
S^uiney, the Government were asked by resolution to reconsider their decision to hold
another Referendum. Sir William Irvine stated his belief that the taking of a
Referendum was fraught with p e r i l ; and he has declared himself in favour of a
Conscription Bill being submitted to Parliament directly it meets, with a clause to the
effect that it should not come into operation until the election of a new Parliament.
In reporting to His Majesty the King as to the opening of the Trans-Continental
Railway, the Governor-General observes that this notable addition to the lvmg's
h i g h w a y s opens up new tracts of country, brings Western Australia into closer
unity with the sister States, and by making this State independent of a sea route
should aid in releasing coastal, ships for war service. His Majesty, in the course of
his reply, congratulates his people in Australia upon the completion of this great
national enterprise.
The Consul-General for Sweden at Sydney being desirous of reopening the
Austro-Hungarian Consulate-General, the Commonwealth Ministers have enquired as
to whether permission may be given for enemy consulates to be reopened in the charge
of neutral consols.
With r e g a r d to the production of copper and lead, the Prime Minister of the
Commonwealth telegraphs that, in response to repeated requests to increase lead outputs,
Australia reduced the consignments to the East, surrendered the trade which had been
1

Through a clerical error this figure was given as 70,000 in the last Report.

built up at considerable cost, and accepted a lower price from tbe British Munitions
Department. All wolfram and molybdenite were also requisitioned at the request
of the British Government at prices far below American quotations. The Electrolytic
Refinery Company, at the request of the Commonwealth Government, increased its
refining capacity in order to treat all blister copper produced in Australia, and it now
possesses the largest electrolytic copper refinery in the Empire. The Prime Minister,
however, points out that the offer of the British Government for 700 tons of copper
now due in London is even, lower than that contained in a previous telegram, and
the Commonwealth Government, in pressing the matter, do so not merely on account
of the 2,000 tons of copper in question, but on the ground of broad Imperial policy.
Believing that it is the desire of the British authorities to make the Empire self
contained, the Prime Minister remarks that the development of base metals is all
important, and that while the miues are only prospecting ventures to-day, they may
be the chief Australian producers in the future. He adds that the copper miners
were paid for the metal in ore on the basis of London official quotations, and the
present difficulty is clue to the publication of fictitious prices. As, however, the
British Government have appointed a non-Ferrous Metal Committee, it is submitted
by the Commonwealth that it will be a set-back to pioneer mining in Australia if a
public notification has to be made that the coxjper output of the pioneering syndicates
of the Electrolytic Company has been subjected to a penalty of 20Z. per ton. The
Commonwealth Government, therefore, ask that the question may be reconsidered.
A. Copx^er Producers' Association, on the same lines as the Zinc Producers'
Association, has been formed by the Federal Government, with the object of
controlling the shipping, selling and output of Australian copper. The annual
production of this metal in the Commonwealth is estimated to be worth 5,000,000L
As the result of the Victorian State Elections, the Government have been defeated
and Sir A. Peacock has resigned his position as Premier of the State.

N E W ZEALAND.'
The recent activities of raiders in the Pacific has rendered necessary an additional
Intelligence Centre, and the Admiralty have therefore proposed to the Dominion
Government that this should be established at Suva and that the reporting officers
at Vila and Ocean Island and in New Zealand should report to the new centre instead
of to Melbourne and Hong Koug as at present. New reporting officers would also be
required at Fanning Island and Samoa to report to Suva. The views of the Dominion
Ministers are invited.
Having received information that the arrangements for the purchase of the
present season's output of butter and cheese are waiting completion in order that it
m a y be ascertained whether sufficient ships will be available, the Dominion
Government have telegraphed that this condition was not put before the producers
when the offer of the Food Controller was accepted by them. In consequence of
negotiations that w ere proceeding between the British and Dominion Governments,
the latter prohibited all export of butter and cheese from New Zealand except to the
Hnited Kingdom, and the Dominion Ministers, on behalf of the British authorities,
closed the contract with the producers. In the absence of the expected reply from
the British Government, it is pointed out that the producers are meeting with great
inconvenience in financing their operations, as they naturally expected that the 90 per
cent, advance would be arranged as in the case of last season. Already, it is stated,
there is a large quantity of butter and cheese awaiting shipment, and as there, are
16 ships now loading or to arrive not later than the end of December, the action of
the Food Controller is not understood.
The Dominion Ministers add that the
negotiations for the purchase of butter and cheese were opened -as far back as xApril
last, and the extraordinary delay that has occurred in obtaining a definite decision
from the Food Controller has led to a most acute position in the Dominion, particu
l a r l y with regard to the internal finance of the industry. The gravity of the jiosition,
the Ministers state, cannot be exaggerated and has been repeatedly brought to the
notice of the British authorities by the Dominion Government, and it is requested
that a definite and satisfactory reply may be sent within the next few days.
1
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Similar telegrams have been sent to Australia and to tho H i g h Commissioner of the Western Pacific.
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With reference to the withdrawal of steamers from New Zealand trade, the
Dominion Ministers have informed the British Government that it is estimated that
at the end. of November there will have accumulated i n New Zealand 2,200,000 l b s .
of carcasses, 3U,000 tons of wool, and 40,000 tons of cargo of second priority.
SOUTH

AFRICA.

The taxation proposals have been again before the Provincial Council of the
Transvaal a n d have been rejected by 22 votes to 20. This involves the defeat Of the
proposal to impose an income tax equivalent to, 10 per cent, of the Union Income T a x
and an excess profits duty equivalent to 20 per cent, of the Union duty, &c. (vide
Report No. 42). The Administrator states that the Witwatersrand would have
contributed seven-eighths of the yield of the proposed Income T a x .
PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
The British representative at Lisbon, having conveyed to the Portuguese Minister
for Foreign Affairs the views of the British Government regarding the matter of
recruiting for carriers (vide Report No. 42) in East Africa, a reply has been received
that the Portuguese Government are awaiting reports from Mozambique.
The
Portuguese Minister, however, assured the British, representative that he would send
definite instructions ; but the view is expressed by the latter that the Central
Government have little control over the Colonial Administration.
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The new French Prime Minister has informed Lord Bertie that a postponement
of the meeting of the Baris W a r Conference until 29th November will be convenient
to him, but on the same day' the French Embassy in London announced that the
meeting would b e on 22nd November.
A Conference on the supply of munitions to Italy has been lield in Paris between
Mr. Churchill, M. Loucheur, and General Dall' Oho, and inreportingt.be details to the
Prime Minister Mr. Churchill represents the Italian demands as being on the wdiole
moderate, and considers that they can be met generally without serious detriment to
the. munition programmes of the United. Kingdom or France.
The Foreign Office learns that the American negotiators will probably have to
leave London before the arrival of the Swedish and Dutch representatives, with
whom, however, the Ministry of Blockade is anxious to confer.
Numerous, references in the French Press, and an article in M. Clemenceaifs own.
paper, now reappearing as Uhomme Libre, support the contention that the logical
consequence of the formation of the Supreme Council is the appointment of a French
Commander-in-Chief of all the Allied Forces.
Lord Granville suggests that the co-operation of Italy should be secured for the
establishment of an inter-allied control of the passenger traffic across the Italian
frontier from Switzerland as a means of checking Constantinist communication with
Greece and other enemy activities.
/
The Foreign Office has circularized, the British Representatives in Spain, Central
and South America, China, Siam and Morocco on the importance of the development
of measures threatening the economic recovery of Germany after the war as a means
of hastening the conclusion of a satisfactory peace. It is pointed out that Allied
firms and subjects abroad should take the fullest advantage of war conditions, and
the effect of the Statutory List to destroy or capture German trade i n those countries,,
and prevent the accumulation of supplies for post-war shipment to Germany.
FRANCE.
Lord Bertie reports that the President of the Republic, after consulting numerous
statesmen, had recourse to M. Rene Renoult, the Leader of the Radical Socialists,

*

who was invited to form a Ministry. In view of the fact that on 15th November the
Socialist parliamentary group, in conjunction with the Administrative Commission
and. members of the Confederation. Generale du Travail, had decided to confirm, the
decision of 10th November—to abstain from any campaign in the lobbies which would
be likely to favour the advent to power of a Ministry which would be a defiance to
the working classes—and to enter into immediate contact with the Republican
Socialists and Radical Socialists, it was at (me time possible that an Administration
of the Left would be formed. M. Renoult, however, declined office, and a mutual
friend brought about a reconciliation between the President of the Republic and
M. Clemenceau. President Poincare even waived his personal objections to the
administrative employment of his rival for the Presidency, M. Pams.
In consequence of these reconciliations M. Clemenceau. on l a t h November
accepted the task of forming an Administration and took office next day.
The Socialists who remember the iron-handed methods of M. Clemehccau in past
labour troubles are uneasy at his return to power, and Lord Bertie is informed that,
immediately upon his assumption of office acts of sabotage began in munition
factories and electric-light works. The Prime Minister thereupon sent word to the
leader of the Confederation Generale du Travail, who had on 10th November
advocated the use of force against any Government likely to be a danger to the
working classes (vide Report No. -12, page 9), that if the sabotage continued troops
would be brought to Paris and the leaders of the movement held responsible. The
sabotage ceased. In connection with, this it is interesting to observe that Sir .11.
RumbohPs report to the effect that Germany counts on the increase of intrigues
against President Poincare, and hopes that the influence of M. Caillaux will bring
about further Ministerial crises which will shortly lead to the restoration of M. Leon
Bourgeois to jjower.
Under him, whom the Germans consider to be a violent
Angiophobe, they expect France and Russia to make a separate peace.
The following is a complete list of the new Cabinet, with the Under Secretaries as
announced on 18th November :—
President of the Council and. Minister for
War
Under Secretaries—
for General Administration
for Health for Aviation
for Pensions
for IVlilitary J u s t i c e and Liti
gation
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Minister of Justice
Minister of the Interior
Under Secretary
Minister of Public Instruction Minister of Marine
Under Secretary for Submarine W a r 
fare
Minister of Public Works
Minister of Agriculture and Supplies
Under Secretary
Minister of Labour
Minister of Commerce
Under Secretary for Merchan t Marine
and Transport
Minister for Blockade
Minister for the Colonies ' Minister of Munitions
Minister of Finance
Under Secretary

M. C L E M E N C E A U
M.
M.
M.
M.

(Democratic

JEANENEY (Democratic
GODARD.
DUMESNIL.
AnRAMI.

Left).
Left).

M . IGNAOE.
M . P I C H O N (Democratic
Left).
M. N A I L (Radical
Socialist).
M . P A M S (Democratic
Left).
M . ALBERT FAVRE
(Radical).
M . L A F E R R E (Radical
Socialist).
M. G E O R G E S L E Y G U E S
(Democratic

Left).

M. CELS (Radical
Socialist).
" M . C L A V E I L L E (not in
Parliament).
M . B O R E T (Radical
Left).
M. Vti.GRA.iN (not in
Parliament).
M . C O L L I A R D (Republican
Socialist).
* M . C L E M E N T E L (Radical
Left).
M.
M.
*M.
*M.

M . LEMERY.
J O N N A R T (Democratic
Left).
H E N R I S I M O N (Radical
Socialist)..
L O U C H E U R (not in
Parliament).
K L O T Z (Radical
Socialist).
M. "

It is understood that M. Jeaneney, although ranking as an Under Secretary, will
attend meetings of the Cabinet as a Minister.
* Ministers wLo held the same office in the two Administrations of M. Painleve.

Lord Bertie reports that the French War Committee, of winch the President of the
Republic is Chairman, in consequence of the change of Ministry, now consists of the
Prime Minister (Minister for W a r ) and MM. Pichon (Foreign Affairs), Georges Leygues
(Marine), Klotz (Finance), Jonnart (Blockade), Boret (Agriculture and Supplies), and.
Loucheur (Munitions).
M. Clemenceau, after eight years' absence from the Chamber, on 20th November
made a statement of policy in which he appealed to the Chamber to " set the seal of
its determination " upon the prosecution of the war—nothing b u t war. He offered
justice to traitors, as administered b y Courts-martial, and hoped thereby to crush
pacifist campaigns, treason and half-treason.
The Prime Minister predicted
restrictions upon food, but removed, the censorship on political discussions, under
which he has himself suffered. The declaration w as enthusiastically received by the
Chamber which voted confidence i n the new Administration by 418 to 65, a majority
of 353, which may be compared to the first majority accorded to the reconstituted
Painleve Cabinet on 25th October, which was only 151. The British Ambassador learns
that the minority consisted of (33 Socialists, 1 Radical Socialist, and 1 Independent,
and. that 25 Socialists were among the 40 abstentions.
In a despatch dated 6th November, Lord Bertie reports that public opinion
considered the failure of the official prosecution of L' Action Francaise
to be the
death blow of the Painleve Administration, which w a s then considered, although only
a fortnight old, to be moribund, chiefly on account of the general impression of
indecision and weakness which its ejjpnvmons hero had created from the moment he
had become Prime Minister. ' The prolongatidncol its existence until 13th November
w a s due to the absence of M. Painleve in Italy.
. Senator H u m b e r t s parliamentary immunities, which have already been suspended
in order to admit of a prosecution by Bolo, were, on 16th November, further
suspended in order to permit M. Gustave Tery, editor of L'0euvre, to bring an action
against the Senator, wdio in return proposes to bring an action for libel against
M. Tery.
Lord Bertie reports that proceedings have been ordered against Captain Mathieu
for communicating to M. Paix-Seailles official documents subsequently found in the
possession of Almereyda. Captain Mathieu w a s the Chief of the French Secret
Service under the command of General Sarrail.
r

V

ITALY.
Sir R. Roclcl refers to the unwillingness on the part of many members of the
Italian Government to take vigorous action against enemy agents and propaganda in
Italy, and suggests that the presence of British troops in Venetia now gives Great
Britain the right to insist on the immediate expulsion or internment of all enemy
subjects, and drastic action against anti-Ally propaganda. Meanwhile, the Minister
of the Treasury, Signor Nitti, has succeeded in reviving an old decree permitting the
transport of foreigners from one province to another, and is lodging enemy subjects
under supervision in South Italian monasteries.
Accordingly on 20th November Mr. Lloyd George sent a personal message to
Signor Orlando announcing that the British Government w a s very anxious that all
enemy subjects and suspect persons in the sphere where the Allied troops either pass
or remain should b e immediately expelled or interned, as their activities imperil the
whole Allied cause.
Sir 1L Rumbold learns that the German objective in the Italian campaign is
Genoa, in which town as being Anglophobe, an Italian revolution can most easily be
started.
Sir 11. Rodd, in a despatch dated 5th November, writes that since assuming office
the Prime Minister, Signor Orlando, has taken things very much into h i s own hands,
and has issued, a number of messages of an "important character without consulting
his principal colleagues. It would seem evident, moreover, that the influence of
Baron Sonnino in the present Administration w i l l be less great than'it w a s in the last.
The Ambassador does not think that the Minister for Foreign Affairs has much in
-common with the clever and ambitious Signor Nitti, Minister for the Treasury.
Sir R. Rodd learns that the Prime Minister, who returned to Rome on
19th November, was well satisfied with what he saw of the condition of affairs

in Venetia. Signor Nitti considers that this attempted Romfahrt on the part of the
Emperor has united Italy to a hitherto unequalled degree, and that the national spirit
of resistance is now very determined.
SERBIA.
The French Government, on 15th November, was opposed to the administration of
Podgradetz by the Serbians (vide Reports No. 4 1 , page 8, and No. 42, p a g e 10) on the
ground that as the present state of Albania precludes the re-establishment of a civil
administration General Sarrail has been ordered to leave under military control any
territory reoccupied. i n that country.
GREECE.
The British Government is supporting the representations of Greece for the
suppression of the Italian Post Office at Corfu, and Lord Granville refers to the
desirability of inviting the Greek Government to co-operate in the work of the local
Inter-Allied Passport Control, on which Great Britain and France are at present
represented.
The Foreign Office h a s invited Lord Granville to arrange for the Greek Press to
publish the facts concerning the general international food shortage and the scarcity
of tonnage by way of explanation of the present situation in Greece which is being
exploited by enemy agents. Mention is also to be made of those grain cargoes,
allotted to and needed by other Allies, which have been diverted to Greece.
The British Consul at Corfu reports the approaching cessation of the French
supply of flour to the British community in that island, without which, the position
will be serious as there i s now no flour in the place ; meanwhile, Lord Granville has
invited the Greek Government to supply the necessary flour.
Lord Granvilie reports the extension of Martial L a w to the home of Ivozhani in
Greek Macedonia, as from 16th November (N.S.).

ENEMY ALLIED

AFFAIRS.

Sir II. Rumbold learns that in Austrian Court circles the offensive against Italy
is considered to be the last card of the Central Powers. From the same source
it appears that the Emperor Charles has informed the Pope that his presence on
the Italian front was meant to safeguard Italian towns from destruction by the invading
armies.
Sir E. Howard i s informed, on the indirect authority of Count Czernin that at the
Berlin Crown Council on 5th November Herr von KuMmami proposed that the
Crown of Poland should be offered to the Emperor Charles. Owing, however, to the
opposition of the Prussian Governor-General of Poland, von Beseler, no decision was
reached on the subject, and it is now considered likely that the settlement of the
Polish question will be left in abeyance until the end of the war.
Sir E. Howard reports a further conversation with Prince Lubecki, in which the
Prince hinted that a Polish Army, if formed, would be used to repel any further
invasion of Poland, and even resist a n y possible future advance of the Russians. He
considered,'however, that if Germany were to annex Lithuania, German influence in
Poland would be greatly shaken, and that it might be possible to avoid the creation
of a separate Polish Army if the Allies were then to issue a joint declaration in
favour of an independent Poland containing the Polish districts of Lithuania and
W h i t e Russia.
Sir E. Howard learns from a Swedish diplomatic source in Vienna that Austrian
opinion is far from jubilant over the recent successes i n Italy. All classes in Austria
desire peace, and it is felt that the Austro-Germam victories will only benefit the
Germans, who will increase their claims, and thus postpone peace. From another
source the British Minister in. Stockholm learns that the Emperor Charles w a s
strongly opposed to the Venetian offensive, and actually succeeded in postponing it
for three weeks.
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GERMAN A F F A I R S .
Sir \V. Townley reports that Herr von Danill, Count von -Herili.hg*s successor as
Prime Minister of Bavaria, announced his programme of policy on l o t h November in
"the Power House in Munich. He hopes to improve the condition of the working
classes and to assure their position, to reorganise, cheapen and simplify the process
of government, and proposes to devote special attention to social-political questions.
The German wireless of 21st November announces the resignation of Dr. Schwander,
Secretary of State for Imperial Economy, and. the appointment of Baron von Stein,
Under Secretary of State for Alsace-Lorraine, as his successor.
Sir M. Findlay is advised that the Norwegian Government has secret information to
the effect that Germany cannot hold out much longer as the output of workmen—even in
munition factories--is now reduced b y 50 per cent, owing to under-nourishment. As
a result of this, the shortage of labour is emphasised.
The Germans realise that they cannot hold out till next harvest.on a ration of
250 grammes of flour a day. They do not wish to reduce the ration, as they did last
year, because this led to a great deal of popular disorder. They therefore ordered
that 10 per cent, of the ration should consist of potato flour. Having done this,
they next ordered that the flour ration should be given in the form of potatoes.
Thus the ration of 250 grammes h a s already been, silently reduced by 25 grammes,
and it is expected that there will soon be further reduction.

AUSTRIAN

AFFAIRS.

Sir H. Rumbold. sends' certain details as to the value of the Hungarian crops to
the enemy Empires as having been received, from a good source. During the three
y e a r s immediately preceding the war, the average annual yield, of the Hungarian crop
was 141 million quintals. In 1916 this yield was ox\]y 61 million quintals ; in 3.917
the estimated yield has further sunk to 52 million quintals. Of this crop, in the
y e a r s just before the war, Hungary exported annually nearly 40 million quintals to
Germany and Austria. In 1916 she exported 6 millions ; this year she will not be
able to afford, anything.

BULGAR1AN A F F A I R S .
Sir H. Rumbold, in a despatch dated 2nd November, communicates information to
the effect that the Emperor W i l l i a n f s recent visit to Sofia had left a disagreeable
impression on the Bulgarians. He told them that they could not expect to receive
Nish, nor all the country up to the Morava, nor as much territory in the Dobruja as
they had hoped. They might, perhaps, be given a small enclave to the north of the
Danube opposite Rustchuk. In view of this the Bulgarians are less eager to embark
upon a new offensive, as they are now uncertain whether any political benefits are to
lie reaped from further military success. The Intelligence Bureau, however, considers
that this information is untrustworthy, and that the impression referred to may have
been produced by other causes, and points out that the Bulgarian. Press takes it for
granted that the Emperor William's visit implied a reassurance to Bulgaria that her
war aims were approved by Germany. In any case it appears that all inhabitants of
the Dobruja held prisoner in the Central Empires have been released by the Emperor
W i l l i a m on the petition, of the Bulgarian Committees interested in that province, and
this is taken to imply recognition of the Bulgarian claim to retain the whole of the
Dobruja up to the mouth of the Danube.

NETHERLANDS.
Sir W . Townley reports that the refusal of the Dutch Government to permit the
export of horses to Germany as provided for in the already initialled, but as yet
unsigned, Agreement has caused the Germans to declare that the Agreement h a s

been broken. The action of the Dutch, which is due to the objections of the Minister
of Finance to the export of horses, has caused irritation, and the British Minister
learns that all exports of foodstuffs to Germany was stopped, without warning, on
1.1th November, a condition which still prevailed four days later. The reasons given
for this are the failure of Germany to export the stipulated steel, and the Dutch
Government is reported to have informed the Germans that the prohibition was due
to the intervention of the United States. Sir W. Townley, however, understands
that it is the non-delivery of horses which has really caused the trouble.
According to Press reports referred to by the British Minister, a number of
barges loaded with sand and gravel from Germany were turned back at the Dutch
frontier on 15th November, as 185,000 tons had already been passed through since
15th October.
It appears that there is a leakage of commercial cables from the Dutch East Inches
into Holland in spite of the suspension of facilities.
The Intelligence Bureau circulates a report drawing attention to the insecurity of
the Dutch tenure of the Dutch East Indies and to the native agitation for the estab
lishment of Japanese domination in lieu of Dutch, an agitation which appears to be
well supported by a propaganda directed from Tokyo of such activity as to support j
the view that a change in the ownership of the islands will take place at no distant
date.
SWITZERLAND.
Sir 11. Hinnboid, in a despatch dated 5th November, reports that the enemy
victories in Italy have made a considerable impression in Switzerland, and certain
German-Swiss newspapers have hinted that the Swiss Government can now afford to
take a firmer line in economic negotiations -with the Allies. The Minister considers
that much, as the Swiss respect the military prowess of the Germans, upon whom they
are dependent for coal, they still realise that their food supply is at the mercy of the
Allies, and in consequence fear the United States even, more than Germany. , Possibly
this economic; factor exercises restraint, as not even in pro-German organs is military
co-operation with the Central Empires advocated, and Sir II. Rumbold. remains of the
opinion that nothing short of the violation of Swiss, territory by a belligerent Power
will cause Switzerland to depart from her neutrality. He points out, however, that
in the event of such violation being perpetrated by Germany, General Wille, who is
in command of the Swiss Army, and absolutely pro-German, might, by effecting a
faulty distribution of troops, or by delaying further mobilisation for a few hours, so
compromise the Swiss plans prepared against such an emergency as to impair greatly
the value of the Swiss Army for purposes of resistance. The Swiss Chief of Staff is
on the other hand a man of rigid integrity.
Owing to the general uneasiness caused by the autocratic attitude adopted by
the military authorities, whose position, during mobilisation appears to be partially
extra-legal and. has so far received no legislative or judicial interpretation, a desire
has arisen for a reorganisation of the Swiss military system. According to the British
Minister this desire has greatly influenced the recent elections, and has produced
Socialist successes in many large towns. One of the grievances exploited successfully
for electioneering purposes is that Swiss troops are employed in the performance of a
pinchbeck mimicry of Prussian manoeuvres while their services were urgently required
in preventing smugglers from conveying good Swiss food over the frontiers into
Germany and Austria.
Sir C. Spring Rice advises the Foreign Office that the W a r Trade Board has
instructed Mr. MacCormick to begin negotiations with Switzerland de novo in Paris.
In a report on Switzerland circulated by the Intelligence. Bureau, it is pointed out
that the economic policy of the Allies towards that country is purely negative, as
Switzerland is regarded as a door into Germany, which must be sealed u p no matter
how much economic harm may be done to the neutral in the process of harming, even
to an infinitesimal degree, the enemy beyond. The danger of a ruthless economic
blockade against Switzerland, if continued after the war as part of a system
of economic offensive or reprisal against Germany may drive the Confederation
economically, and in the end even politically, into the arms of Germany. It is
suggested that a positive policy towards Switzerland on the part of the Allies which
would enable her to dispense with Germany and establish her economic independence

in collaboration with them, the Allies would, impose a far more effective barrier on
-Germany than they can at present by means of an indiscriminate blockade of the
Confederation.
Sir Id. Rumbold draws attention to the riots at Zurich on 17th and 18th November,
promoted by a number of native and foreign deserters, shirkers, conscientious
objectors, and Pacifists, who took exception to the regulations recently promulgated by
the Federal Council as to the future treatment of foreign deserters and absentees
from military service.

NORWAY.
A. meeting of the three Sbandinaviau Kings has been arranged for 2Sth November
in Christiania. The visiting monarchs will be attended by their respective Prime
Ministers and Ministers for Foreign Affairs, and Sir M. Findlay fears that the King of
Sweden will bring his German Queen. The meeting, which is unfortunate from the
point of view of the Allies and not particularly welcome to the King of Norway, who
will find difficulty in entertaining his guests owing to food shortage and public
distress, appears to have been planned by the Swedish and German Ministers in
Christiania in order to hamper the negotiations which might be in progress between
Norway and the Allies if only the United States Minister h a d been given any
instructions. Sir M. Findlay suggests that this meeting will be inconvenient to the
Allies as it may lead to a tightening of the Scandinavian entente, to joint Scandinavian
peace proposals, to proposals for the occupation of Sweden of the Aaland Islands, or
of Finland, to a Scandinavian Alliance against United States pressure, and to bind
Norway to resist any demand for naval facilities on the part of the Allies. The
British Minister draws attention to the continued failure of the United States
Government to instruct its Minister in Christiania, and remarks that the delay has
already caused many good opportunities to be lost.
Sir M. Findlay learns that the position of the Norwegian Cabinet has been
strengthened by the announcement of the Royal visits, though perhaps the Minister
for Provisioning may be sacrificed. Attacks upon the Ministry in Parliament enabled
part of the Socialist Party to declare in favour of a Coalition Government, but none of
the critics were able to suggest that even the closest union between the Parties in
Norway or the Kingdoms in Scandinavia would be able to alleviate the food shortage
to any appreciable degree.
Sir M. Findlay reports an offer on the part of Austria of 10,000 tons of sugar to
Norway in return for a loan amounting to four or five times the value of the sugar.
He learns, however, that the Director of the Food Commission has refused the offer
for the time being as he considers it impolitic to accept such an offer while
negotiating with the United States, particularly as he does not believe the Austrians
can deliver the sugar, and are merely bluffing in the hopes of confusing the
Norwegian negotiations.

SWEDEN.
Great interest is displayed in the forthcoming Royal visit to Christiania, which, as
it has been arranged apparently on. the initiative of King Gustavus V., who,
when last in- that city, was Regent of Norway, is taken as indicating the
end of the sore feeling which has existed between Norway and Sweden since
the disruption of the Union in 1905. It is also hoped that it may lead to some
settlement of the question of Finland, which is now exercising the public mind. Sir
E. Howard reports that the occupation of Finland by Sweden, with the consent of the
Allies, during the war in order to maintain a neutral, status in that country is being
publicly advocated, and that suggestions have been made that the occupation might
lead subsequently to a personal union betAveen SAveclen and Finland. In any case the
Minister considers that SAvedish opinion is strongly opposed to the acquisition of
F i n l a n d by Germany, and the French Minister in Stockholm fears that perhaps
Sweden may enter the AVAR on the side of Germany, possibly Avith a view to obtaining
the Grand Duchy in return for her services.
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In view of the possibility of this eventuality, the French Minister has communicated
to his Government proposals for governing the negotiations with the Swedish Mission
in London on the subject of the future Allied supplies for Sweden which Sir E. Howard
transmits to the Foreign Office with criticisms and appreciations.
The presence of the Swedish Mission in London will involve a great deal of cable
communication with the Government in Stockholm, and the question of cipher
telegrams has again arisen in a somewhat acute form. Mr. lleliner has withdrawn
from the position announced last week (vide Report Mo. 42, page 14), and now
declines to make use of the limited facilities offered in this direction by the British
Government, in view of this Sir E. Howard suggests that perhaps full facilities
might be accorded to the Mission, as separate from the Legation in London.
Sir E. Howard leans that Mr. .Brantiug's health is so poor that he wished to resign
from the Cabinet. Ho was overruled, but has been given long leave, during which
the Socialist Baron Paimstierna will take charge of the Ministry of Finance, while the
Prime Minister will take over the Admiralty.
DENMARK.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs who will attend King Christian X. to Christiania.
has informed. Sir R. Paget that be considers it unlikely that any attempt will be made
there to arrive at a joint Scandinavian economic policy. He hoped, that the meeting
would be interpreted as emphasizing the intention of the three kingdoms to remain
neutral, as if Norway were to enter the war, Denmark would immediately be drawn
in. Sir R. Paget learns from, another source that, the German military authorities
contemplate the occupation of Denmark in the event of an abandonment of neutrality
on the part of Norway. From the same source it appears that the Germans are
now putting- pressure on the Danish Government to secure the total prohibition of all
exports from Denmark to the United Kingdom and their diversion to Germany.
Sir C. Spring Rice animadverts upon the distressingly faulty methods of negotiation
adopted by the War Trade Board in its dealings with neutrals on economic questions,
and reports that it is anxious to refer the Danish negotiations to the President. The
Ambassador points out that, owing to the American need for tonnage, there is a
danger that United States negotiators may abandon blockade considerations and
conclude agreements with Denmark on the basis of tonnage alone.

SPAIN.
The Foreign Office on 16th November advised Sir A. Hardinge that complete
agreement had nearly been reached, on all outstanding points under negotiation with
the Spanish Ambassador, who has, however, left London before receiving the
necessary authority to sign the Agreement' as it stands. Sir A. Hard in ge, however,
is of opinion that the new Ministry in Spain is not dealing honestly, being timid, and
afraid of large expenditure by Germans at the next general election. One Minister,
moreover, who has hitherto been friendly ro the Allies, has now been bought by the
Germans and has openly declared in the Cabinet that he is opposed to commercial
negotiations with us. Another Minister, probably similarly influenced, has asserted
that the new Ministry will "entirely reverse the foreign policy of its predecessor, a
statement which directly contradicts the pronouncement made by the Marquis of
Alhucemas himself on 3rd November to the Italian Ambassador on that subject
(vide Report No. 41, page 13). Yet a third Minister is the legal adviser of the well
known German firm of Mannesmarm Brothers.
The Foreign Office has declined the conditional offer of Spanish olive oil for the
woollen industry in this country and has, instead, accepted a larger and apparently
more advantageous tender from Tunis.
PORTUGAL.
The Portuguese Government has offered every facility to the British officers
detailed to make preliminary investigations connected with the installation of a
wireless telegraphy station in the Azores and has consented in advance to the
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immediate execution of the necessary works, reserving the r i g h t to purchase or
dismantle the station at the end of the war. Sir L. Carnegie has accordingly been
directed to express the thanks and satisfaction, of the British Government.

JAPAN.
In view of the constant nature of the British policy towards the independence
and territorial integrity of China which is embodied in the Anglo-Japanese Agree
ment of 1 3th J u l y . 1911, the British Government does not intend to exchange Notes
with the Japanese Government on the subject or notify the adhesion of Great Britain
to those already exchanged between the United States and Japan, and Sir C. Spring
l l i c e has been instructed to advise the State Department of this decision.
- In a despatch to Sir C. Greene, Mr. Balfour communicates the substance of a
conversation with the Japanese Ambassador from which it appears that the chances
of obtaining additional military and naval aid from J a p a n are small. The reasons
for this may be found in the memorandum on these subjects b y Lieutenant-Colonel
Sonierville, British Military Attache in Tokyo, in which he writes—
" . . . . The Japanese Army is but little advanced in the military art since
the war with Russia, and is utterly unfit to take the field against the Germans
without months cf special training.. Of all the scientific appliances of modern
warfare they are ignorant of the use. Aeronautics are still in their infancy
and seem unlikely to advance till foreign embargoes on exports are "withdrawn ;
and the armament of every branch of the service is below, and in many cases
very far below, the requirements of modern, warfare. Of these defects the staff
is acutely conscious. But there is, I am convinced, also the feeling that they
cannot be certain how far the moral of the men can be relied on if exposed to
the tests of the lighting in Europe, and more particularly to the long drawn
out trench warfare."
" . . . .
I have often heard it said, and it m a y be, that the staff here believe
that the moral of the J a p a n e s e soldier is not capable of sustaining this ordeal.
If so, their reluctance! to expose him to it is easily comprehensible. Should h e
fail, under it, the bubble reputation produced by the Russo-Japanese W a r
would be effectually pricked, and. his military value would sink to that of.the
other Oriental lighting r a c e s . "
" . . . . 1 believe that the sole circumstance that would bring J a p a n quickly
and enthusiastically into the field, would be the conclusion, of a separate peace
by Russia, and that a clean sweep would shortly be made of everything east
of Lake Baikal." -

CHINA.
The granting of the Arms contract to J a p a n (vide Reports, No. 38, page 15, and
No. 39, page 13), appears to have caused the Peking Government to lose the goodwill
of many of its former supporters. Sir J . Jordan telegraphs that the Northern
Military Governors in. Kiangsu, Kiangsi, and Hupei have protested against the
action of the Government, that the mercantile interests in the Yangtze Valley have
denounced the Government for borrowing foreign money in order to finance a civil
war, and that the Northern Generals in flu nan have arranged a cessation of hostilities
and demanded a peaceful settlement with the South. On this the Ministry resigned
(16th November), but owing apparently to Japanese intervention, resumed, office next
day. As, however, the Northern, troops have had to evacuate Changsha, and the Military
and Givd Authorities of Hunan have fled to Hankow on board a Japanese gunboat,
it is difficult to see how Northern authority is to be reimposed in face of the
opposition of the Governors of the Yangtze provinces.
This at one time appeared to favour the policy of the President, who, unlike h i s
Prime Minister, washes to . a r r a n g e peace ' with the South by negotiation, but S i r
J . Jordan considers that both President and Premier are now estranged from their
supporters and that the Government in Peking no longer enjoys the confidence of the

country. In these circumstances the Press report, circulated on 21st November, that
the Ministry has again resigned, is not unexpected.
A. Southern transport, which entered Hong Kong for repairs, has been refused
coal and supplies, but by order of the Foreign Office she was instructed to leave the
harbour as her detention w a s considered impolitic.
URUGUAY.
Mr. Mitchell Innes learns that the U r u g u a y a n Government has temporised in its
reply to the Argentine invitation to attend a Congress of Neutrals in Buenqs Aires, in
spite of the pressure exercised by President Jrigoyen to secure a favourable answer to
his invitation. The Minister for Foreign Affairs considers that the sudden revival of
this proposal on the part of the Argentine Government is due to Papal influence (vide
Report No. 36, page 13), and states that propagandists have asserted that Great
Britain and the United States favour Argentine mediation.

BRAZIL.
The Minister of Marine has intimated to Sir A. Peel that if a favourable reply
were assured, he would make official application for the services of a British Naval
Mission to train the Brazilian Navy. The Brazilian Minister in London has already
secured the services of four non-commissioned officers of the Royal Marine Artillery
for that purpose, and Sir A. Beel emphasises the importance of consenting to such a
proposal in view of the great influence which foreign Instructors can exert in South
America in developing opinions favourable to their native country.
The Foreign Office advises Sir A. Peel that the question of the Arsenal Concession
i n Brazil offered b y President Braz (vide Report No. -11, page 15) is being considered
by the armament firms affected.
CHILE.
Sir C. Spring Rice is instructed to enquire into the scope and objects of the Trust
which is to be formed of all producers of nitrate in Chile, including German
Companies, as the Foreign Office is anxious to know how far the formation of such a
Trust will enable the German and Russian Companies i n it to escape the effects of the
refusal of the British and United States Governments to permit any further shipments
or deliveries of oil to them.
ECUADOR.
Mr. Wilson reports that a revolution, headed by Scnor Intriaga, h a s broken out in
the provinces of Los Rios and Manabi. There i s general dissatisfaction with the
iziolicy of President Moreno, who endeavours to placate the Germans by re-employing
four members of the German Scholastic Mission, while irritating them by his refusal
to allow Dr. Perl, the former German Minister in Lima, to come to Ecuador.
PANAMA.
Sir C. Mallet advises the Foreign Office that the Government has protested against
the censoring of official correspondence addressed, to the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins is unable as yet to detect signs of the immediate downfall of General
Carranza, but considers that, incredible a s it may seem, an attack upon the United
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States is actually contemplated. Unfortunately tfie revolutionary factions, which,
might otherwise have been relied upon to destroy Carranza are also inflamed with
violent hostility towards the United States which seems to blind diem to the danger
of the General's policy in leading to the possible extinction of Mexican, independence.
German Agents have approached General Felix Diaz to secure the support of his
party for the German movement which is expected to culminate in a carefully
engineered rising on behalf of the enemies of the United States. Meanwhile there are
strikes and fighting in the Tampico area, the oil camps have been deserted by the
native labourers, and there is a chance that General Carranza may seize the oilfields
if no foreign objection he raised.
Sir C , S p r i n g Rice warns the Foreign Office that the United States Government
have a certain influence over the situation in Mexico as there is a great food shortage
in the country and the United States embargo on exports w i l l not be raised until the
Mexican Government assumes a very much more satisfactory attitude.

CUBA.
Mr. Beech learns that the Cuban Government will probably ultimately enact
similar legislation to that in force in the United States for the restriction of trading
with the enemy, but suggests that the Allies should, urge immediate action in this
direction. Failing this he fears undue procrastination.
UNITED S T A T E S .
Sir C. Spring Rice in a despatch dated 25th October, referring to the growth of
dislike for German methods in the United States, writes :—
" It is gradually dawning on the Government and joeople here that the law of the
prize r i n g should bo applied to Germany, and if she puts herself beyond the
pale in the war she will be kept out of the pale after the war. There is a
growing feeling with regard to trade restrictions, trading with the enemy and
blacklisting, that what we did before the United States entered into the war
was right and just. This feeling will grow and grow more quickly if we
refrain from saying ' 1 told you so.' W e are careful to put the plain facts with
as few comments as possible before the persons responsible for the administra
tion of the war measures. The effect is evident and is working, but the
working is slow. There is still a strong element who regard A v a r as a new
form of business to be conducted on the old lines without much modification
and with the old objects, namely, to get rich at the expense of a neighbour.
Such people readily suppose that these are the motives which are actuating us.
They are being undeceived."
The Ambassador goes on to describe the change which has come over public
opinion with regard to the war during the last six months—a change which, he
considers " almost fantastic." There is still, however—
" a great want of co-ordination between the civil and the naval and military
authorities. The old jealousy of military domination inherent i n the race is
very visible in Washington. The naval authorities do not even control the
anchorages in the naval ports. The military authorities have got no power to
requisition without elaborate recourse to a complicated civil procedure. What
is most serious is that there is no co-ordinating power which, can determine
with authority how the resources of the country can be best used, for a single
purpose. There is no co-ordinating authority here, nor has this country any
certain means of becoming informed, not only of their own war needs but the
w a r needs.of the Allies as a whole. The Avar is still conducted b) pigeon-holes
in departments. There is no central direction except the President, and he is
a single man."
7
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Sir C. Spring Rice, in a despatch dated 19th October, reports that—
" The mission from the Labour Department of the Ministry of Munitions, headed
by Sir Stephen son Kent, has had a most signal success during its stay here.

Sir Stephenson aud his colleagues have carefully refrained from giving a u y
unsolicited advice, but have put ail their available information at the disposal
of the United States authorities whenever it was asked for, with excellent
results. I hear that they have impressed both officials and employers with the
thoroughness of British war organisation and the extent of the sacrifices made
by all classes in England in the interests of industrial efficiency."

SHIPPING

SITUATION.

According to the W a r Trade Intelligence Report the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the Iving-'s enemies during the period 9th November--to
15th November inclusive is 52,265 tons, of which 21,427 were British, as compared
with 39,800 tons of which 20,094 were British reported last week.
The existence of enemy submarine postal service between Germany and Spain is
reported from Paris. The submarines are met by Spjanish trawlers wdio receive and
transmit the mails via Pluelva from and to a German Agent in Barcelona.
The Germans dispute the British statement that only one ship of over 1,600 tons
was sunk by their submarines during the x^eriod 4th November to 11th, and claim
that nine suchjships were in fact sunk during that period, of which five were British.
Sir A. Peel reports that the French have secured the use of 30 ex-enemy ships
from Brazil for one year for approximately 5,000,OOOL
Two Italian representatives have been sent to London to take part i n the discussions
of the tonnage question which are in progress.
Sir E. Howard learns that seven Russian ships may now be released for removal
from the Baltic, a s well as three small British ships.
Sir 11; Paget reports the opinion of Mr. Damm that if the International Seafarers'
Conference be not held before the end of this y e a r the International Transport
Workers' Federation i n Berlin will be able to summon the Conference, and by holding
it at Stockholm will be able to nullify what has already been done i n the direction of
excluding the Central Powers. Mr. Damm i s anxious that facilities should be given
to enable a deputation of Danes to communicate in person wdth Mr. Havelock Wilson
on this subject.

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

The International Peace Conference at Berne has been postponed, until the end of
December, and the promoters have approached the Foreign Office directly in hopes
of securing the issue of passports to British subjects, as it has now been arranged
that the belligerent groups will be kept separate (vide Report No. 42, page 20). The
Foreign Office h a s asked what line the French Government intends to take, expressing
at the same time its own unwillingness to grant passports.
The invitation of the Archbishop of Upsala (vide Report No. 42, page 21), is
looked upon in all Allied quarters as most undesirable, as the Prelate has a son
serving in the German Army, and is notoriously and fanatically pro-German.
The head of the Bolshevist Committee i n Stockholm, M. Radek, an Austrian J e w ,
concerning wdioni S i r E. Howard forwards some discreditable details, has been
bullying the Russian Legation there in order to obtain diplomatic facilities for his
own correspondence wdth Petrograd. Sir E. Howard reports that this leader proposes
immediately to convoke a Socialist Peace Conference in Stockholm, although he
personally does not favour an immediate peace with Germany, fearing that it might,
leave the autocracy i n that country in power. He is anxious to promote revolutions
in all European countries as a necessaiy preliminary to a general Bolshevist j)eace,
but considers that Bolshevism in Russia is doomed unless a revolution breaks out in
Germany very shortly.
Sir II. Rumbold reports that a Bolshevist delegate has been in negotiation with
the German Minister to Switzerland at Geneva.
Sir E. Howard is informed that Dr. Helphant, a J e w , now passing under the name
of Parvus, born a Russian, naturalised an Ottoman, and now an Austrian subject a n d

intimate with' the German Majority Socialists, met M . Radek on 15th November in
Stockholm, with the result that M . Radek left that night for Petrogracl. The British
Minister considers it likely that these two gentlemen were charged with peace
negotiations between Germany and the Bolshevists. Meanwhile, according to the
Wireless Press, the All-Russian Congress of Workmen's and Soldiers' Delegates has
empowered M. Lenin and the Council of Peoples' Commissaries to offer an armistice
on the German front for the purpose of opening peace pourparlers.

GENERAL.
A conference has been arranged for 26th November at Berne on the subject of an,
exchange of civilian and invalid, combatant prisoners of war between the United
Kingdom and Turkey. The Swiss Minister for Foreign Affairs will preside, and
Lord Newton and General Bethel cl have been appointed British Delegates. In view
of this Mr. WauglPs negotiations with P a h m i Bey on the same subject, while con
ducted on the lines originally laid down, will not include a written agreement.
According to the report of the Inspecting Dutch Medical Officer, the conditions of
the prison camp at Fort Nine, near Ingolstadt, are most unsatisfactory, and the Foreign.
Office has requested the Netherlands Minister in Berlin to arrange for the removal of
all British officers from this camp without delay.
Owing to the disturbances in Russia no'funds are forthcoming for the maintenance
in Holland of the Russian refugees from Germany, and the Russian Legation in The
H a g u e has requested the British Government to guarantee the ultimate repayment of
sums advanced by the Dutch Government on behalf of these Russians.
The attention of Sir M. Findlay is drawn to a German Press report that German
combatant prisoners of war in perfect health have been repatriated from Norway, and
he is instructed to inquire into the facts.
Sir W. Townley learns that a wholesale release of Austrian prisoners of war by
the Russians is considered likely.
Sir H. Rumbold reports that the Swiss Government i,s strongly against his demand
for an assurance that parcels sent to Swiss citizens in Belgium should not contain
contraband as understood in the various Allied agreements with Switzerland, and has
hinted that all exports to prisoners may be prohibited if Switzerland be not permitted
to help her own nationals.
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CANADA.

An attempt is apparently being made in Quebec Province to evade the provisions
of the Military Service Act by a system of wholesale exemptions. The Government,
however, are taking steps to ensure that the Act is administered both fairly and
firmly.
The announcement of the Minister of Militia that the oth Canadian Division
will have to be broken up and used for reinforcements, if further men are not
obtained, should afford additional proof to the electors of the need of compulsory
service in order to secure the additional drafts necessary for the fighting line.
AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.

The decision of the Commonwealth Government to stake .their political existence
upon the result of the Conscription Referendum clearly demonstrates their conviction
that it would be impossible for Australia to continue to play her part in the war
without the supply of the reinforcements that compulsion alone can provide.

FRANCE.

On the eve of the meeting of the War Conference the French Chamber has voted
the impeachment of M. Malvy, Minister of the interior for the first three years of the
war.
NORTHERS NEUTRALS.

The delay in settling the details of the Blockade policy of the Allies, due to the
uncertainty of American methods, has very gravely inconvenienced this country, as, at
the request of the United States, the old machinery has been scrapped, while the new
has not y e t been devised. There is some danger that certain of the neutrals may be
driven to conclude terms with Germany which will make them economically vassals to
the enemy.

ARGENTINA.

The proposed Latin Congress in Buenos Aires has been robbed of much of its
usefulness to its. German promoters By the vigorous action of Brazil and Peru.
MEXICO.

X

The Mexican situation is reported to have become worse, but no immediate
clanger seems to threaten the oil-fields. Both Sir C. Spring Rice and Mr. Cummins
again protest against any revival of the scheme for recognising Carranza, but such
recognition appears to be imminent.
29th November 1917.
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Brazil.
Action against neutral Consuls of German nationality.
Mexico.
Internal disorders. Imminence of recognition by Great Britain and Prance.
Shipping' Situation.
Submarine losses. Dutch tonnage in United States. Transport of prisoners of w a r .
French designs on Greek tonnage. A d m i r a l t y action. Uruguayan ex-enemy ships.
Tonnage for Switzerland. Brazilian ex-enemy ships. Inter-Allied shipping control.
Peace Discussions.
Berne Conference. Bolshevist attempt to secure armistice. The U p s a l a Conference.
General.
Anglo-Turkish Conference iu Berne. British prisoners in Turkey and Germany.
Enemy prisoners in Russia. German prisoners in Portuguese East Africa.

P A R T I . - B R I T I S H EMPIRE AND

AFRICA.

IMPERIAL A F F A I R S .
The Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia, Dominion of New Zealand
and Union of South Africa have been informed as to the proposed arrangements for
future purchases in the United States. It is pointed out that the creation of an InterAllied Council was considered essential by the Government of the United States so that
their resources might be made - available for the essential war requirements of the
British Empire and the Allied countries ; and in order to co-ordinate the requirements
of the Empire the British Government have appointed a Committee in London called
the American Board, presided over by Mr. Austen Chamberlain, whose duty it will be
to examine all proposals for purchase and to present them to the Inter-Allied Council.
All purchases, therefore, to be henceforth made on Government account must, it
seems to the British Government, come through the Inter-Allied Council in London,
and it is proposed to treat the demands from the Dominions on the same footing as
those of the United Kingdom and subject them to the same test of urgency. The
procedure to be adopted will involve the High Commissioner presenting- the list of
orders to the American Board, who, after examination, w i l l endeavour to secure the
acceptance of the list by the Inter-Allied Council. In all cases where a Dominion
order is considered by the American Board the High Commissioner will be asked to"
attend the meeting of the Board.
CANADA.
The Prime Minister (Sir Robert Borden) stated in the course of his election
campaign in Ontario that he had pledged himself to increase the number of Liberals
in the Cabinet so as to make the representation of the two parties equal. He also
announced that the representation of Labour in the Government would be
strengthened.
The President of the Privy Council (Mr. N. W. Rowell) has declared that the
Liberal members of the Union Government have not left their party, but that they
have taken the best of the party with them.
When attempting to address a meeting at Kitchener, Oht. (formerly called
Berlin), the Prime Minister was refused a hearing. In a public statement subse
quently issued, Sir R. Borden attributed the disturbance to a few hundred roughs.
He adds, " In 21 years of public life this is the only occasion upon which I have been
prevented from speaking at a meeting which I sought to address." Many repre
sentative men of the community have expressed their regret, but the City Council, in
which there is a strong pro-German element, decided that no formal apology to Sir
Robert Borden Avas necessary.
The Unionist Candidate for Quebec County (Mr. Joseph Barnard) w a s prevented
from addressing the electors at Ancienne Lorette by a gang of ruffians who produced
a rope and threatened to hang the candidate.
The Minister of Militia (Major-General Mewburn), addressing a meeting at
Hamilton, announced that the Canadian 5th Division now numbered less than 10,000
men, and would probably be " wiped off the slate " in order to reinforce the men i n
the fighting line. He declared that he felt it was his duty " to get 20.000 men over
seas by 1st J a n u a r y , " and for that reason he did not intend to spend much time
electioneering. Lieutenant-General Sir It. E. W. Turner, commanding the Canadian
troops in Great Britain, has expressed to General Mewburn the deep appreciation of
all ranks regarding the effort to secure 20,000 reinforcements.
He confirms the
statement that the 5th Division (which has already supplied many drafts for reinforce
ments) will cease to exist if large fresh drafts are not immediately forthcoming.
The Minister of Colonisation and Immigration (Mr. J . A. Calder) has been elected
for Moose J a w owing to the withdrawal of his Independent-Labour opponent.
Owing to the large number of exemptions from military service granted in the
City of Montreal (up to 24th. November the Boards had heard 12,345 cases and g r a n t e d

10,048 exemptions) the Prime Minister has pointed out that, where exemption is granted
in an indiscriminate manner, the representatives appointed by the Militia Department
w i l l see that appeals are lodged in order to prevent the intention of the Act being
defeated by the default of any tribunal. Sir R. Borden lias declared the Governments
intention, to see the Act enforced in every Province " firmly, impartially, and fairly."
From the figures at present available, it appears that the percentage of men ordered to
join up in other parts of Quebec Province i s even below that of Montreal. The
Military representatives are therefore taking a large proportion of cases to the Appeal
Tribunal.
The President of the American Federation of Labour (Mr. Gompers) has announced,
that the Federation will subscribe S 10,000 to the Canadian Victory Loan,.
The British Government have informed the Dominion Ministers that an early reply
will be sent to their representations regarding arrangements for enforcing compulsory
military service in relation to British subjects of Canadian birth or domicile resident
in the United States, and United States citizens resident in Canada (vide Report
No. 42).,, Meantime the British Ambassador at Washington has been asked to submit
to the Dominion Government a copy of the draft agreement with the United States.
As to approaching other Governments, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
suggests that arrangements for the compulsory enlistment of aliens in Canada should
be limited to States with which the British Government have concluded Military
Service Conventions. Possible exceptions would be in the cases of Belgium aud
Serbia as Conventions are not in contemplation with those countries owing to their
inability to reciprocate.
The Dominion Government have asked for the A O C W S of the Admiralty ttpon the
probable chances of submarine attack on the Canadian Atlantic coast and the method
of defence' that they recommend should be adopted.
In the event of attacks
developing and thus showing the intention of the enemy to continue attempts to carry
on submarine war on that side of the Atlantic, the Canadian authorities would wish
to know the Admiralty proposals. The Dominion Department of Naval Service have
sent Captain Martin, who is conversant with local conditions, to England, in order to
confer with the Admiralty upon the subject.
The Canadian Minister of the Interior (Mr. Arthur Meighen) reports that a
comparison of the external trade of the Dominion for the first seven months of the
current - fiscal y e a r with the same months of last vear shows an increase of
$273,000,000.
NEWFOUNDLAND.
The United. States Shipping Board having prohibited the clearance of American
sailing vessels for a n y European or Mediterranean ports, have suggested that a similar
policy should be adopted regarding sailing vessels of British registry. The New
foundland Government have therefore represented that no action should be taken
affecting vessels carrying Newfoundland fish to Portuguese, Spanish or Mediterranean
ports without consultation with Newfoundland Ministers. It is pointed out that the
difficulty of obtaining steam tonnage has forced the exporters to purchase and build
l a r g e numbers of sailing vessels, and that the proposed restrictions would prevent the
marketing of a l a r g e proportion of the remaining Labrador and shore catch of the
present year. This would have a disastrous result, would cause commercial failure
and panic, and would reduce the population to starvation. The Newfoundland
Ministers add that they cannot agree to any arrangement which will prevent the
clearance of British ships from, Newfoundland ports to the jiorts mentioned.
Idle Admiralty have informed the Newfoundland Government that on account of
the present naval position in the North Atlantic, it is no longer necessary to have a
Naval Intelligence Centre at St. J o h n ' s . It is therefore proposed to abolish it and to
replace it hj a centre at Halifax.
AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH.

The Prime Minister (Air. Hughes), in a message to the Australian soldiers seiwing
overseas, shows that voluntary recruiting could not be relied on to keep the Common
wealth forces u p to their full strength, and points out that for September and October

last tlie numbers fell to 2,61.0 a month, or not much more than, one-half of the
enlistments for February and March. Mr. Hughes declares, " W h a t other nations
have done Australia must door stand dishonoured," and indicates that his Government
wi.il resign if they are defeated in their proposals for calling men up compulsorily.
" T h e National Government," he says, "declares that without this power it cannot
govern Australia and will not attempt to do so."
In the course of his anti-conscription campaign, the Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. Tudor) stated that the enlistment of 383,929 men was a wonderful, achievement
for less than five millions of people situated 12,000 miles from the zone of war. He
observed that it cannot rightly be said that Australia is lacking in reinforcements for
her live divisions, as there must be a great number of men in camp in England and
in Egypt who are available for reinforcements.
In reply to the telegram relating to the Australian Divisions and interchange of
Staffs (vide Report No. 42), tbe Commonwealth Government state that a n effort will
be made to obtain sufficient reinforcements for five divisions. As to the interchange
of Staffs it is pointed out that a strong feeling exists in the Commonwealth that
Australian units should be self-contained, as the conditions of service and personal
characteristics of Australian troops differ from the British. It is further mentioned
that the Imperial Conference recommended interchange as between the British
R e g u l a r Army and Dominion forces, and the Commonwealth Government adhere to
this on the understanding that they are consulted before any exchanges are made.
Subject to this it is considered that Australian officers should, as far as possd.de, form
the Staffs of the Australian formations.
With reference to the proposal, that recognition should be given to the Australians
and New Zealanders who left their countries in 19.14 and took part in the Gallipoli
operations (vide Report No. 42) the Army Council have telegraphed their approval of
the suggestion that one decoration, should be issued by the two Governments concerned,
provided that it is confined to members of the Australian Imperial Force and New
Zealand Expeditionary Force. His Majesty the King has expressed his wish that
the distinction should take the form of a decoration rather than a m e d a l ; and the'
Ministers have been requested to submit the design and ribbon to His Majesty for
approval.
The Minister for Repatriation. (Senator Milieu) has announced that he has arranged
a system in England for the repatriation of soldiers returning to Australia. A list of
names is to be forwarded to his Department in the Commonwealth together with
information as to the professions or trades which the returned men desire to resume.
Tire Department will thus be enabled to have positions waiting for the men on
their arrival.
W i t h regard to the production of wolfram, the Commonwealth Government have
called the attention of the British Government to the fact that there arc many low
grade mines in Australia which cannot be worked profitably at the present price and
that production could, be increased largely if the price were raised or a contract for a
term agreed upon. It is added that the low-grade mines would pay if able to realise
the prices being quoted in. the United States, and the owners cannot understand why
they should not be allowed to sell to that country if the metal is not wanted, in Great
Britain. Though the Commonwealth Government have refused applications for such
sales, it is, they find, difficult to justify the refusal. The position is therefore
proving one of embarrassment to the Government wdio are now engaged in the
Referendum campaign upon the result of which they have staked their existence.
In reply to the request of the British Government that the Commonwealth should
provide 1,400,000Z. in gold coin for South Africa, the Australian Ministers state that
they would be glad if it could be arranged not to press for this. They add, however,
that if South African bullion could be shipped to Australia in exchange, the Govern
. merit would be prepared to make the shipment of coin.
The Commonwealth Government have telegraphed that the wool position is highly
unsatisfactory, and their advisers express alarm that the representatives of the United
States and Allied Governments should have the right to the free selection of practically
one-third of the Australian wool clip. The procedure adopted by the Allied repre
sentatives last season created friction, and the increased allotment to the United
States and the Allies causes apprehension in the Commonwealth as to the success of
the scheme and also as to the additional financial r i s k s to the British Government.
1

A telegram in the same terms hns been sent to New Zealand, and the Governments of Canada.
South Africa, and Newfoundland have been informed and asked for any observations from the point of
-view of their respective forces.
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As to the release of more ships from the Australian coasting trade, the Prime
Minister has telegraphed, that arrangements have been made to release farther vessels
d u r i n g the second half of December, which, together with the Indara and Canberra,
will involve the withdrawal of nearly 50,ODD tons from this trade. Though the action
already taken will seriously affect the essential shipping requirements of the
Commonwealth, the Ministers state they are above all things desirous of assisting the
Empire in this great crisis, and they will agree to release further suitable Australian
coasting vessels, if neutral tonnage can be procured to replace them. It is assumed
that as a set-off against the extra cost of operating neutrals the Commonwealth will
be entitled, to the profits from, oversea earnings of the Australian ships that are
released, though it is recognised they would be under the control of the British
authorities.
In reply the British Government have conveyed their great appreciation of the
offer of more coastal tonnage and have promised a further reply in detail. Mean
time the Prime Minister is informed of the probable shipping situation in 19.1S. It
is pointed out in this connection that during 1917 about GOO more ocean-going vessels
will, have been lost than have been acquired, and it is estimated that the mean number
of: large British vessels working during 1918 will, be less by 450 than during 1917,
even after m a k i n g due allowance for increased, shipbuilding. As these vessels would
have been able to import seven or eight million tons, a reduction in that amount must
be made in the imports to this country if military operations and help for Allies are to
continue on the same scale. It is, however, also necessary to bear in mind that Prance
and Italy will have to import during this cereal y e a r probably over two million tons
more cereals than last year, and British tonnage, it is expected, will have to meet these
extra requirements. In short the prospective deficit in British imports as compared
with 1917 is estimated at eight million tons. In this case the approximate amount of
foodstuffs, Avar material and. other imports which can be carried, in 1 91.8 will probably
be 26 million tons as against about 34 million tons in 1917 and 45 million tons in 1916.
In view of the almost desperate necessity, the Shipping Controller therefore states
that the release of further tonnage now engaged in Australian waters would be of t h e
greatest help. The need of sacrifices in this direction within the British Empire is
rendered more pressing by reason of the fact that the British Government have
strongly urged on the United States Mission now in Europe the vital necessity of
subordinating all commercial interests to w a r service.
The Commonwealth Government have represented their desire to be given
authority to deal with neutral vessels which arrive in Australian ports and propose to
leave in ballast or.with cargo which will not, serve the best interests of the Empire.
It is pointed out that telegrams were sent to the British Government recently r e g a r d i n g
three flagrant cases, but no reply w a s received. It i s therefore suggested that the
Commonwealth Shipping Board should be given general authority to deal with such
neutral ships as m a y be outside the scope of arrangements made by the British
authorities.
Owing to the resignation of the Premier of Victoria (Sir A. Peacock) as a result, of
the defeat of his Party at, the polls, the Governor has invited. Mr. John Bowser, leader
of the Economy Liberals, to form an Administration.
r

NEW

ZEALAND.

Having been challenged in Parliament to resign and contest h i s seat, the Prime
Minister (Mr. Massey) declared that if a sufficient number of members of the House
washed it, he would not stand in the way of a General Election, for which lie said he
w as prepared. The fact, how ever, that the four chief centres and W a n g a n u i returned
the same Mayors at the last Municipal Election show-ed, he thought, that during the
w a r people did not desire change, and he believed this applied to Parliament. He
added that it would be a wrong thing to hold an election now, when the country is
fighting for its existence.
At a recent meeting of the Reform Party (formerly called the Conservative Party)
a resolution was passed congratulating Mr. Massey " on the valuable services rendered
" by h i m to the Empire during his recent visit to Great, Britain, and assuring h i m
" of its continued lovaltv and complete confidence in h i m as Prime Minister and l e a d e r
" of the Party."
;

r

At the same meeting a vote of appreciation of the work done by Sir J a m e s Allen
as Acting Prime Minister during Mr.. Massey's absence was carried with enthusiasm.
At a similar meeting of the Liberal Party it was resolved " that this meeting
" desires to pledge its continued loyalty to Sir Joseph W a r d , its leader, and wishes to
" leave the settlement of all matters affecting the Party to h i m . "
Owing to the death of Dr. McNab, Minister for Justice and. Marine, it was left to
Sir Joseph Ward to nominate another member of the Liberal Party to succeed to that
office. It is now announced that Mr. T. M. Wilford has been appointed to fill the
vacant Ministerial post.
It is stated that H.M.S. Torch, which was presented by the Admiralty io the
Dominion Government (vide Report No. 26), is to be converted into a vessel suitable
for coastal services in order to replace the Ilinemoa, which is being laid aside on
account of age.

SOUTH AFRICA.
The Union Ministers have been informed that the repatriation of non-military
German subjects from Germ an East Africa to Germany is not practicable owing to
the shipping position. As, however, the removal of the Germans is necessary for
military and political reasons, the British Government have accepted the offer of the
South African Government to receive them.
Combatants and able-bodied males
will be sent to Egypt for internment as i n the past. As to detention in South-AVest
Africa, the British Government regard the concentration of so large a number of
German subjects in territory recently under German administration with misgiving,
although preferable to continued residence in German East Africa, and they hope it
may be possible to accommodate some of the women a n d children in the Union. The
total number of persons to be accommodated in South Africa appears to be 1,546,
of whom 745 are in the military area.
As to. the terms of recruiting for the South African Labour Contingent (vide Report
No. 41), the Union Government state that recruiting i s proceeding on. the old terms
till they have a reply to their suggestion as to recruiting for a y e a r ' s service in
Europe. The Union Ministers would therefore like an early reply as to whether
recruiting should continue on the terms they suggest or whether it should cease.
R e g a r d i n g the recruiting of native convicts (vide Report No. 38), the terms of
service would be for the duration, of the w a r .
A. mass meeting of the Transvaal Hindoo Association, assembled to celebrate their
great Dwali festival, passed a resolution requesting the British Government to grant
Home Rule to India on the lines suggested by the Indian National Congress and the
Indian. Moslem League.
A. mass meeting of J e w s was held at Johannesburg on 19th November, when a
resolution was carried favouring the establishment of a national home for J e w s ' i n
Palestine and thanking the British Government for the sympathy and support it had
given to the proposal.

BASUTOLAND.
Lieutenant-Colonel Garraway, the Resident Commissioner of the Bechuanaland.
Protectorate, has been appointed Resident Commissioner of Basutoland.

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
In view of the possibility of the remaining German forces making an effort to
advance into Portuguese East Africa, the British Minister at Lisbon has been
instructed to request that the Portuguese Government should agree both to British
troops crossing the Portuguese border in order to follow the enemy, a n d also to the
l a n d i n g of British forces on the Mozambique coast as m a y be necessitated by the
military situation.

LIBERIA.
The Acting British Consul at Monrovia states that lie and his French colleague
consider that the restrictions on Liberian trade can safely be removed. Me points out
that the President of the Republic is desirous of informing the Legislature when it
meets during the first week in December that this course has been taken, and it is
believed that the proposed action would assist in meeting the growing apprehension
regarding the financial position of the country.

PART

II.--FOREIGN

AFFAIRS.

ALLIED A F F A I R S .
On 27th November the Prime Minister, Lord Milner, Mr. Balfour, Sir E. decides,
Sir John Jellicoe, General Robertson, and Lord Reading left London for Paris as
British representatives on the W a r Conference. The Prime Minister of Italy,
accompanied by Signor Nitti (Treasury) and Signor Bianchi (Transport), left for Paris
on 26th November. Baron Sonnino (Foreign Affairs), who left on 25th November,
Signor Chiesa (Under Secretary for Aviation) and General Dall' Olio (Munitions) w i l l
also attend as Italian representatives. J a p a n will be represented by-ker Ambassadors
in Paris and London, and Belgium, Serbia, Portugal and Greece by their Prime
Ministers. The Russian Ambassador in Paris will also be present.
Lord Robert Cecil draws Air. BalfouFs attention to the growing difficulties which
exist between this Country and the Northern neutrals. The situation in Switzerland
and" Scandinavia is bad, and owing to the diplomatic delays of the American
negotiators no definite demand can bp formulated. In view of this there is serious
danger, particularly in the case of Sweden and the Netherlands, that they will be
driven to accept whatever terms Germany chooses to grant, and will thus pass into a
state of economic vassalage to that Empire. Lord Robert presses for an arrangement
to be made in Paris whereby Great Britain will be empowered to conduct the
negotiations with the neutrals with such advice aud assistance as the United States
may be prepared to give.
Mr. Churchill and M. Loucheur have prepared a scheme for the co-ordination of
the manufacture of munitions among the Allies in accordance with which the W a r
Conference will be invited to allocate the preparation of aero engines and lorries to
Italy, that of artillery railway mountings and g a s to France, and that of aero engines
and motor cars to the United States in order to concentrate the output of these things
in the countries specially equipped for their production.
The French Government has aunounced its intention of protesting against the
violation of the Franco-Russian Treaty of Alliance by the action of the Bolshevists
in publishing secret agreements without the consent of France and in proposing an
armistice.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the French Ambassador in Washington proposed
that the Allies should bind themselves not to recognise any Government in Russia
except by mutual agreement and simultaneously, but that the State Department was
unwilling to agree as the adoption of such an attitude would certainly become known
and might strengthen the hands of the already unduly active pro-German propagandists
in Russia.

Sir C. Greene reports that the Japanese Government considers the retention of the
Allied Ambassadors i n Petrograd to be essential for the present, but instructions
have been given to the Japanese Ambassador to act when required only in such a
w a y as not to create any appearance of official recognition of the Bolshevists.
The United States Government proposes to make a voluntary announcement that
it will not fail to observe the inviolability of Swiss territory so long as the.neutrality
of Switzerland be enforced by the Government of the Confederation and respected, by
the Central Empires. Lord Hugh Cecil considers that all the Allies should join in
this declaration.

-

FRANCE.

On 23rd November the resignation of M. Jonnart, Minister of Blockade and
Liberated Regions, was announced. His successor is M. Albert Lebrun (Democratic
Left), who was Minister for the Colonies in the Doumergue Administration, 1913-14.
Telegraphing on 23rd November, Lord Bertie announced that M. Maringer had been
appointed Director of the Sitrete Gen.era.le and that M. Raux, Prefect of the Oise, had
been appointed Prefect of Police.
After a noisy session the Chamber appointed a Commission of 33 members
(13 Radical Socialists, 10 Socialists, 2 Radical Left, 2 Republican Socialists,
3 Republican Federation, 1 Independent, and 2 others) to decide whether reasons existed,
to impeach M. Malyy for crime committed in the exercise of his duties as Minister of
the Interior. On 24th November the Commission decided that reasons for impeach
ment did exist by 13 votes to 4, there being 16 absentees and abstentions. M. Forgeot
was elected Rapporteur
of the Commission, and on 26th November his resolution
recommending the Chamber to submit the Ma ivy case to the Senate for judgment was
adopted by 18 votes to 0 abstentions and 9 absentees. On 28th November the
Chamber voted the impeachment by 512 votes to 2 after defeating a motion to refer
the Report back to the Committee by 498 votes to 27.
Lord Bertie reports that M. Painleve, the last Prime Minister, was examined, on
26th November in connection with the Paix-Seailles Affaire about the leakage of
documents concerning the Army of the Orient.

MONACO.
Foreign Office advises Lord Bertie that as the Principality of Monaco is an
independent State the Military Service Agreement concluded, with France does not
affect British subjects resilient therein.
In view of the. possibility that British
subjects may endeavour to evade military service by taking refuge in Monaco, the
advisability of concluding a Military Service Agreement with the Erincipality is now
under consideration.

ITALY.
Sir H. Rumbold learns that a great deal of German money to be applied in aid of
a German propaganda among Roman Catholics in Italy is being passed into that
country through Swiss banks. In connection with this, Sir R. Rodd reports a rumour
to the effect that numbers of disaffected Italians who surrendered voluntarily on the
Carso front have been supplied with German money and sent into Switzerland to
corrupt the Italians in the Confederation. In view of this the British Government is
u r g i n g Italy to take effective measures to control and prevent such transactions.
In accordance with the arrangements made with the British Government, the
special permission hitherto accorded for the export of citrus fruit was withdrawn on
22nd November, and the Decree of 2nd J a n u a r y 1916 now comes into force absolutely
prohibiting such export.
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The Intelligence Bureau reports that the following gentlemen have been appointed
Under Secretaries of State in Signor OrlandVs Administration :—
Foreign Affairs
-War '
Munitions
Aviation.
Marine Finance
Treasury
Interior
Food Control
Propaganda
Transport
Post and Telegraphs
Commerce
Agriculture
Public Works
;

.1 ustice

Education
Colonies

-

1

-

1

S i g U O r BuRSARELLI

Dl

- ^-General MONTANAHI.
- S i g n o r BIGNAMI.

RlFKEDDO.

1

S i g n o r EUGENIO CHJESA.

- S i g n o r TESO.
- ^-Signor LNDRL.
- Signor VISOCCHI.
1

- hSignor

BONIOELLI.
Signor SILVIO CRESPI.

-

- S.ignor GALLENGA.
- S i g n 6 r REGGIO.
1

1

-

S i g n o r CESARE ROSST.

1

- Signor
- Signor
- Signor
- Signor
- Signor
Si gnor
1

1

1

x

M.ORPURGO.
VELENZANI.
Dr. VITO.

PASQUALINO WVSSALO.
ROTH.
FOSOARI.

By way of encouraging the nation to - resist, the Gorrlere
Delia Sera on
10th November published an article, which has been widely reproduced in other
newspapers, demonstrating the dependence of Italy upon her Allies for g r a i n and coal,
arid the tonnage required for their transport, all of which would be cut off if Italy
were to desert them at a critical moment, and applied to their own use.
As it is, according to a letter dated 13th November from Sir R. Rodd to
Mr. Balfour, it seems certain that the supplies of coal to Italy must fall during the
winter very far short of the 500,000 tons which were sent monthly to Italy in the
summer and autumn.
Signor Bianchi, Minister of Transport, calculates upon
300,000 tons for November and the same for December, and as the railway and naval
reserves have been depleted, considers that the only course will be to cut off the g a s
from large towns, and close down almost all the ammunition works.
The Foreign Office has notified S i r R. Rodd that the Military Service Agreement
with Italy as amended will probably be accepted and signed very shortly.

SERBIA. .
The Foreign Office informs S i r 0. des Graz that, owing to its sympathy with the
position in which the Serbian Government is placed owing to the severe losses of the
Serbian population, the British Government has asked t h e U n i t e d States to take over
the entire care of Serbian prisoners of war. In view of tins it is hoped that t h e
Serbian Government will now undertake not to negotiate for the exchange of able
bodied, prisoners of war.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that a Military Service Agreement will probably be signed
shortly between the United States and Serbia as the W a r Department h a s now realised?
that Serbia is at war with Germany.

GREECE.
Lord Granville, in a despatch dated 30th October, refers to a long audience
with R i n g Alexander, who appeared to be most anxious to take an interest in ptiblic
affairs, but complained of his lonely position. The British Minister is of opinion
that Count Bosdari, the Italian , Minister in Athens, has been exploiting t h e
inexperience of the King, and His Majesty's disgust at the attacks upon the
Royal Family made in the extreme Venezelist Press to encourage animosity against
the present Ministry.. In view of this, Lord Granville welcomes the possibility of

Count BosdarPs departure on his promotion to Madrid. In view of the Cbnstantinist
theory that King Alexander i s only Regent or locum ten ens on behalf of his absent
father, it is interesting to learn that Lord Granville considers that the King is
anxious to do h i s duty and to " p l a y the g a m e , " and doubts his wishing to surrender
his throne to h i s father or anyone else.
Sir 1:1. Rumbold has information that the Constantinists in Switzerland propose to
participate in the forthcoming enemy offensive in Macedonia, which they believe will
lead to the restoration of King Constantine. This Prince, owing to illness, will not be
able to share in the campaign.
Lord Methuen has offered to supply 15 tons of Hour monthly from Malta for the
benefit of the British community in Corfu, inasmuch as the greater number of these
people are Maltese.
In connection with the Liter-Allied Passport Control at Corfu, 1,01x1 Granville
reports that the Italians appear to be raising once more the claim to passport control
over Albanians which has already met with a diplomatic rebuff (vide Report No. 38,
page 9), Lord Granville considers that the proposed procedure, which would give
tacit effect to this claim, is inadvisable owing to the doubtful attitude of the Italians
towards the present Administration in Greece, and presses for the appointment of a
Greek member in the Control. Mr. Balfour approves of this suggestion.
The Italian Government h a s suggested that at Greek ports where the control is
entrusted to one of the three Powers, officials appointed by the other two should lie
admitted to the control as " subordinate representatives," but the Foreign Office in
communicating this proposal to Lord Bertie and Lord Granville considers that it
should be resisted.
Sir R. Rodcl learns that as a result of the Greek representations upon the subject,
the activities of the Italian post office at Corfu will be restricted to the handling of the
correspondence only of the Italian military forces in that island.
The Prime Minister, according to General Braquet, head of the French Military
Mission, has decided that no more Reservists are to be mobilised pending the
approaching regulation of the financial and economic situation in Greece by the
Poweis.
ENEMY ALLIED A F F A I P S .
According to information furnished b y the United States Ambassador to Russia a
wireless service is now working between Petrograd and Berlin. The messages circulated
in this way a r e not to be published in the British Empire and France and Italy have
been invited to make similar regulations, as the subject matter of these messages m a y
be j u d g e d from M. Trotskbs proclamation of 25th November about the denunciation
of Treaties with the Allies : - 
" S o l d i e r s , workmen, p e a s a n t s !
Your Sovyet will not permit the Foreign
Bourgeoisie to whip you back to the slaughter house. Let them all learn that
the soldiers, workmen, and peasants of Russia did not overthrow the Emperor
and the Government of Kerensky, in order to remain cannon-fodder.for Allied
Imperialists."
The Polish Council of Regency, which consists of Archbishop Alexander Kakowski,
Prince Ladislau*s Lubomirski, and Joseph von Ostrowski, on the occasion of its
assumption of office, addressed a long document to the Emperors William and Charles,
Avhich contains the following :—
" A s the Council of Regency of the Independent Polish State of the future
and the chosen representatives of the Polish people, we offer to Your Majesty
the expression of our homage and deep-felt thankfulness for the act of 5th
November 1916, and for the charter of 12th September 1917. W e especially
rejoice at the benevolent thoughts and intentions of which Your Majesty gave
expression in the All-Highest autograph letter of 12th September 1917. W e
hope that the Polish people, in the development of its history, and relying on
its own military power and i n the pursuit of its own interests founded on the
bond of western culture in common with both the Central Powers, will strive
towards political and economic aims common to t h e m . "
In view of the postponement of the settlement of the Polish and Lithuanian
questions until after the war (vide Report No. 43, page 9), it is interesting to note that

the Vorwarts, in commenting upon the declaration of the Government that it has no
annexationist aims i n the East, says :—
" I f it came to negotiating with -Russia . . . .
the German Govern
ment would soon realise that it cotdd not hope to negotiate any form of peace
The German people are not
but that which the German people desire.
prepared to fight five minutes in order that Poland may become Austrian, and
Courland and Lithuania, Prussian."
Sir II. Rumbold learns that the Germans are spending l a r g e sums of money in
Courland, and are directing their propaganda there in such a w a y as to support the
theory that they are preparing for a plebiscite to declare Courland independent of
Russia. This woidd greatly facilitate the extension of German influence over the
Duchy.

GERMAN A F F A I R S .
On 25th November bills were introduced into the Prussian Diet, in conformity with
the Emperor Will!am's promise as X i n g of Prussia, for the reform of the Prussian
franchise and of the Prussian House of Lords. Conditions of voting as for the
Reichstag elections, but with a twelve months' residence qualification are proposed,
and twelve new seats are given to the larger constituencies but there is no reclistri
bution. The House of Lords is to be increased from 387 members to 510, of whom
the King may appoint 150 ; and the representation of the towns and commerce is
increased. In view of this the Upper House is to be empowered to reject separate
items of money bills, whereas hitherto a Budget had to be accepted or rejected a s a
whole. The Liberal Democratic and Socialist Press approves of the proposals, but
the Conservatives are greatly distressed at what is taken to be the " death-knell of old
Prussia," and a Conservative Party resolution declares that electoral reform in Prussia,
no less than the Parliamentary negotiations of Count von H e r d i n g before t a k i n g
office a s Chancellor, is an encroachment upon the rights of the Crown. In con
secptence of this Conservatives are called upon to rally to the defence of a strong
monarchy and Federal as well as Prussian independence for—
"Tf the Imperial Government enters the lists of the light for universal suffrage
backed by Social Democrats, Poles, and Independents, it wdll not be able to
conceal from itself that such a fight may end fatally for the authority of the
State and for the Throne. We beg our fellow Deputies to use their best
endeavours that through a change in the Prussian Suffrage the Throne m a y
not be reduced to a shadow of its former self to find as its substitute the
sovereignty of the people.

NETHERLANDS.
The Dutch Government considers that the fragments of bombs picked up near
Axel and Sas de Gand show that they must' have been dropped, from British
aeroplanes on the n i g h t of 7th-8th November, but the British Government h a s
information which tends to make this improbable. Sir W . Townley, who suggested
that an early expression of official regret would be beneficial has, however, been
informed that His Majesty's Government will readily apologise and p a y compensation
if the responsibility should ultimately be established. The Dutch Government h a s
been asked to send, the fragments to London for further examination.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has asked for assistance in helping to prove a
case which will enable the Dutch Government to take a firm stand against Germany
over the transit of gravel and sand, and has recptested that the documents attesting
the results of the examination of the samples of concrete (vide Report No. 39, page 10)
may be communicated to the Netherlands Legation in London. He is anxious to
send, a special commission of experts as near as possible to the German lines in
Belgium, in hopes of disproving that the German contention that the gravel is used
only for road-making, as he realises that in the commercial interests of Holland the
matter must be settled.

Sir W. Town ley learns that the leakage of commercial cables into Holland is now
so considerable that an impression is gaining ground, that the British Government
intends to allow a gradual resumption of the.normal facilities.
Sir W . Townley reports that according to the Hutch German Economic Agreement
signed on 6th October Germany promised to supply 200,000 tons per month from
Germany and 50,000 tons from Belgium as a minimum with a possible increase of
40,000 tons from Germany and 10,000 tons from Belgium. The Dutch, however, in
consequence of British representations, declined to buy requisitioned coal from
Belgium, and none was supplied voluntarily. In view of this the Germans are trying
to make up the deficiency from German sources and have probably exceeded the
German minimum for November.

SWITZERLAND.
Sir .11. Rumbold learns that the existing available supplies of corn for Switzerland
can be made to last until the end of March if the Allies agree to increase the rice
ration. In consequence the Swiss Government is anxious to obtain 240,000 tons
of bread, corn to feed the country from April to November 1918, and greatly fears
that if this be not forthcoming from the United States, the Central Empires will, offer
to supply a similar amount on such onerous terms that Switzerland will be unable to
accept them and will have to starve. The British Minister suggests that he should
be empowered to assure the Swiss Government that licences for the export' of the
necessary corn will be issued by the United States Government by 1st December,
and that Great Britain will help in securing the necessary tonnage. Such assurances
would be of value in. expediting the loan negotiations.
Sir H. Rumbold also points out that for three months there has been a shortage of
30,000 tons per month in the coal supply from Germany, which, if maintained at its
full figure, is 50,000 tons short of the actual requirements of the country even on the
reduced basis, and this is causing a great drain on the coal reserves in the country.
The writer of a special memorandum circulated by the Intelligence Bureau draws
attention to this coal shortage, which is now so acute that it has given rise to a
rumour " t h a t Germany is deliberately keeping the stocks of coal in Switzerland
low in order to paralyze the Swiss defence in the event of a German invasion."
The Chemins de Per Fedoraux are said to have enough coal to mobilize the Army
fully and transport it to the frontier, but not to keep it supplied with food and
munitions. Transport, it is said, would break down before stocks of French and
British coal could arrive, the Swiss Army would be paralyzed, and the Germans
would inarch through.

NORWAY.
Sir M. Fin lay has been advised that the delay in proceeding with, the negotiations
i s caused by President W i l s o A s decision that as they depend upon the exports from
the United States they must be conducted in Washington.
The Foreign Office points out to Sir C. Spring Rice that the British Government
is becoming seriously embarrassed, by the apparent deadlock in the negotiation for a
general agreement with Norway. At the request of the United.. States, Great Britain
has thrown out of gear the machinery elaborately built up for controlling Norwegian
exports, and, owing'*to the inaction of Washington, nothing to take its place has been
provided. Consequently, the Allies are faced with, the prospect of a more or less
tmrestricted export of fish, and metals from Norway to Germany. The Ambassador is
instructed to press upon the State Department the urgent necessity for bringing these
negotiations to a head.
Sir E. Howard learns that the Queen of Sweden was unable to go to Christiania
w i t h King Gustavus, as such action on her part would have made it necessary for the
Queen of Denmark to accompany King Christian, and would thus have strained
u n d u l y the accommodation available in the palace of King Haakon.
Sir M. Fin lay suggests that as the threatened German occupation of Jutland,
nominally to forestall the establishment of an Allied naval base in Norway, would

almost certainly bring about such action on the part of the Allies, it is more probable
that it is a mere threat designed to frighten Denmark in order to compel her to use
her influence at the meeting of the Kings to prevent Norway from drawing closer to
the Allies. The Minister thinks Germany cannot now hold out much longer, and
hopes to bluff the Allies into accepting a peace which will enable her to claim a
victory for internal use, and therefore intends to play upon Scandinavian fears to that
end in order to secure an economic rebuff to the Allies.
SWEDEN.
There is now a likelihood that the negotiations between the Allies and Sweden
will continue to be conducted from Washington, but the British Government is still
anxious that the Swedish Mission should visit LondonJ although according to the most
recent telegrams this is now unlikely, and has informed S i r E. Howard that full cable
facilities will be accorded to the members.
The British Government is, however, still attempting to get the Swedish nego
tiations transferred to London for a number of good reasons, the best probably being
that the Swedish Mission to London will be composed of members selected by an
Administration far less inimical to the Allies' cause than that which nominated the
representatives sent to Washington.
A hint has been given to the Swedish Government that, while the Foreign
Office has complete trust in the integrity of the Swedish Minister in London, its
confidence in the Legation as a whole would be increased if certain members were to
be employed elsewhere.
Sir E. Howard"'learns that Mr. Adlerkreutz, formerly Swedish J u d g e in the
Egyptian Mixed Court, has been appointed Secretaiy-General of the Foreign Office
vice Mr. Westman, promoted Minister on the waiting list, and that possibly Count
Ehrensward, Swedish Minister in Berne, and at one time a Liberal Minister for
Foreign Affairs, may be called in to assist in the reorganization of the Foreign Office.
Mr. Westman w a s strongly pro-German.
In a despatch dated 10th November Sir Esme Howard urges the paramount
necessity of arriving at an agreement with the Swedish Government on lines
tolerable to Sweden, as he is convinced that the future relations of the United
Kingdom with Sweden, and possibty with the other Scandinavian countries, will to a
great extent depend upon the line now taken towards the Swedish proposals for an
agreement (vide Report No. 42, page 14). The British Minister continues :—
" If Germany is not militarily beaten, we shall have to fall back on our
second line of defence against her, so as to prevent her from increasing her
military power in the future. By the second line of defence I mean a sort of
continued economic blockade of the Allied Bowers against the Central Bowers,
which w i l l prevent them from obtaining the r a w materials the)'' absolutely
require to build up their industries again. The form that I imagine such an
economic league against the Central Bowers should take is a league of nations
for the maintenance of peace in the future, which would use a l l economic
means to restrict the armament and military strength of the Central Bowers,
who openly base their politics on militarism and force."
-,
W i t h a view to increasing the economic interests of the Allies in Sweden, for the
furtherance of the future commercial struggle against the Central Empires, Sir E.
Howard points out that-—
" . . . the geographical position of Sweden, makes her of great importance
to us in the future. I do not know if you have personallydiacl your attention
drawn to the scheme which has been under discussion for some time for rapid
direct daily ferry service across the North Sea between England and Sweden,
by which we could lie placed in direct communication with Russia, which
would be quite as rapid as that which existed overland via G e r m a i n before
the war. I attach the very greatest importance to the prosecution of this
scheme, and think that His Majesty's Government and the other Allies should
do all in their power to further it. It might be useful to discuss this matter
with the French and American Governments. If this scheme goes through,
Sweden wdll become our highway to Russia, and it is of the utmost importance
that we should keep her out of the German political orbit after the war."

In connection with this the Minister again, telegraphing on 21st November,
emphasises the necessity oil giving some return for the concessions demanded from
Sweden in order to enable the Ministry to keep in with public opinion in the matter
of passing tonnage through the Kogrund Channel.
According to Swedish Press reports the A aland Islanders have passed a resolution
demanding the reunion of the Islands with Sweden, but when Sir E. Howard asked
the Minister for Foreign Affairs whether any attention was being paid to the demands
of the Activist Press for the reoccupation of Finland he replied that Sweden would in
no case contemplate the occupation of any territory belonging to a friendly Power.

DENMARK.
In view of the new order of precedence in dealing with the affairs of the
Scandinavian States, the Danish question is now to be settled with the least possible
delay, and the Foreign Office learns informally that the Danes do not consider the
allotment of tonnage proposed by the United States to be adequate to their
requirements.
Sir R. Paget reports that in the counter negotiations between Denmark and
Germany the Danes have plucked up spirit to resist German pressure manifested by
increased prices for coal and iron, and have retaliated by demanding more for their
butter, bacon, and cattle. The Germans are apparently less keen upon buying live
horses, and it is feared that a great number of these will perish of starvation during
the winter in Denmark. On the other hand they want meat and fat, but the
negotiations, in which the Germans are somewhat hampered by having to conform
with their present pose as the protectors of Scandinavian States driven to starvation
by the Allies, are not yet concluded.
The British Minister learns that arrangements comparatively favourable to Danish
workmen have been made between the Danish and German Associated Trades Unions
for the purpose of tempting Danes to work in Germany. A special bonus of 30 marks
a week is to be paid to the wives of such men in Denmark in addition to the wages
paid in Germany.
SPAIN.
In a despatch dated ICth November Sir A. Harclinge reports the general results
of the municipal elections which were held throughout Spain on 1.1th November, in
which the Monarchists obtained, in Madrid 38,700 votes against 17,700 given to the
Republican-Socialist coalition, and writes :—
" . . . although the Monarchical parties were triumphant, the increase in
the Republican vote, as compared with previous contests, was considerable,
and several of the members of the Revolutionary Strike Committee arrested in
August last, who are now doing penal servitude in the gaol of Carthagena,
were elected as councillors by the Socialists of Madrid. It is fair to say that
the Government avoided bringing the- usual pressure on hesitating voters,
although the more popular and agreeable methods of what is called here
' metallic persuasion ' were freely employed by all sides. The Government
has now to decide when, it will dissolve the present Cortes. A. LiberalMonarchist senator of strong pro-British sympathies, conversing with me
yesterday, thought that if it dissolved at once a good Monarchical majority
would be returned, and that the present Ministry, or another of similar
character, perhaps under Count Romanones, might, with some reshuffing of
offices, govern for some time longer, but if the dissolution were deferred the
forces of disorder, both Republican and pro-German, might, he feared, g a i n
more time to prepare their campaign."
The British Ambassador draws particular attention to German activities—
" T h e Germans, I believe, mean to utilise the innovation of ' free ' elections
in order to spend l a r g e ' s u m s of money in promoting the return of candidates,
whether Republican, Carlist, or Royalist is all the same to them, who will
pledge themselves to support in Parliament a Germanophile policy and to

paralyse a pro-Ally one on the part of any Spanish Government, and their press:
campaign is now becoming, if possible, more unscrupulous and scurrilous than
ever,"
and these statements are amplified in the report of an audience given by King Don
Alfonso to the British Military Attache, who gave to his Majesty—
" . . . some information about a subscription which is being raised by the
Germans here in favour of Carlist propaganda, the object of which is to foment
trouble, and, if the Germans are successful in this war, to dethrone the present
King in favour of Don J a i m e . The list, which co7itains the names of most of
the prominent Germans in this town, is headed by their consul, his consular
seal being attached. The King told me he knew all about it, and was aware
of many other German activities. He informed me that the Germans were
spending at present, in this country alone, between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000
pesetas (from 350.00UL to 400,000Z.) a month."
THE ' VATICAN.
The Foreign Office has invited Count de SahVs opinion on the advisability of
communicating to the Cardinal Secretary of State on the danger of an anti-Catholic
outburst in the United States (vide Report No. 42, page 18) in connection with
possible peace intrigues on behalf of the Central Powers.
Count de Salis reports that he has been assured that in existing circumstances the
issue of a further Papal Peace Note is quite out of the cjuesrion, and suggests that
the rumour may have arisen from the fact that it is now understood that a White
Book i n connection with the alleged recrudescence of temporal aspirations is in
prepa ration.
"
Count de Salis reports that the Cardinal Secretary of State has complained of the
wording of an article in The Times (3rd November), and refers to an article in the
Morning Post (23rd November), attacking the Pope. The Minister considers that
such, articles militate against British propaganda among Roman Catholics, and
suggests that he should disavow the articles and state that The Times is not the
organ of the British Government.
JAPAN.
Sir O. Greene learns that the following views as to the possibility of Japanese
military intervention i n the West are held by a very important member of the
Cabinet. He considers that while the maintenance of peace in the F a r East at
present depends upon J a p a n , whose influence alone prevents China from falling into
anarchy, national movements in Mongolia and Manchuria might react unfavourably
on India ; and German activity in Eastern Siberia is to be feared in the event of a
separate peace between Germany and Russia, yet Japanese troops will be sent to
Europe in spite of tonnage or railway transport difficulties if an absolute necessity
for such action should arise.
This, however, does not seem to be the opinion of the Minister for Foreign
Affairs, who on 20th November expressed his fears to S i r C. Greene that the new
Ministry in France might raise the question of Japanese military assistance to the
Allies.
Sir C. Greene reports that Viscount Ishii returned from the United States to J a p a n
on. 26th November, and. that the Minister for Foreign Affairs considered that the
Mission to Washington had greatly benefited the Allied cause in that it had, among
other things convinced President Wilson that in spite of h i s suspicions J a p a n had no
pro-German leanings.
:

CHINA.
Sir J . Jordan announces that the Prime Minister again resigned on 23rd November,
and that W a n g Ta Hsieh, Minister for Foreign Affairs, and formerly Chinese Minister
in London, has been appointed Acting' Prime Minister.

Sir C. Greene, however, reports that the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs
has information that General Tuan may still resume office in the absence of
anyone else capable of t a k i n g effective action. The Minister is anxious that the
Allies should show a strong front in Peking for the purpose of impressing the public
and the President of the certainty of ultimate Allied victory, as President Feng
m a y at any moment .lapse into pro-Germanism in view of the vigorous pro-German
activities in the south.
In view of the unwillingness of the Chinese Government to deport enemy subjects
who still continue to enjoy extra territorial rights, the Foreign Office has invited' the
co-operation of the United States and J a p a n in urging upon the Government of
Peking' the necessity for immediately deporting all enemy subjects from China as a
preliminary to their internment in Australia.
Sir J . J o r d a n reports that a small one-year 7 per cent, loan of 5,000,000 yen to be
applied to Flood Relief was a r r a n g e d between the Chinese Treasury and a syndicate
of J a p a n e s e Bankers on 22nd November. In view of the uncertainty of the
political situation, the J a p a n e s e Minister has proposed the postponement of the
advance of the 2,000,OOOZ. on account of the Currency Loan recently approved bv
Great Britain and J a p a n .
SIAM.
Sir H. B e r i n g reports that the Siamese Government is willing to suspend the
embargo on exports to the Northern Neutrals so far as the export of rice to the Dutch
F a s t Indies is concerned.
ARGENTINA.

'

Sir C. Spring Rice learns that some of the South American Republics have
accepted the Argentine invitations to a Cougress of Latin States on condition that the
question of' breaking off relations with Germany be discussed. In view of this the
State Department is disposed to.view the Congress favourably.
The Argentine Minister for Foreign Affairs has submitted his draft, for an
Agreement with the United Kingdom, the United States and France for the purchase
of 2,500,000 tons of surplus wdreat and other cereals, to be exjDorted. before the end of
October 1918. The draft provides for a minimum price of $ 1 5 (paper) per 100 kilos
of wheat and linseed and $ 8 for oats. For the financing of this the Argentine
Government is ready to open a credit for 40,000,000/. in the return for a bond for
that amount given by Great Britain and France. The tonnage is to be provided by
the Allies and the export of such coal as the Argentine may require is to be
permitted.
Sir R. Tower is advised that the Wheat Commission proposes that the Argentine
Government should requisition the entire exportable surplus of wheat at any price it
can arrange with Argentine growers and. sell it to the Allies at $1.5 ready bagged and
on board ship, and should undertake not to sell for export to anyone else except with
consent of the Allies. In return the Allies would supply the necessary bags. F u r t h e r
it is pointed out that the credit should be 20,000,OOOL each to Great Britain and
France and not a joint loan, and the proposal about coal is looked upon with disfavour,
as hitherto the Argentine has been able to make its own arrangements for coal wdthout
special assistance. The French Government has information that a German Agent,
acting apparently under the orders of the Gorman. Naval Attache in. Madrid, is
engaged in a plot to hinder the shipments of Argentine g r a i n for the Allies and is
prepared to use explosives for the purpose.
Sir R. Tower reports that the Argentine Government will be unable to recpuisition
the crop without the sanction of Congress, which would take time, as considerable
opposition is to be expected.
BRAZIL.
Sir A. Peel reports that the Brazilian Government has invited all neutral Ministers
in Brazil to dismiss those of their Consular Officers who m a y b e of German nationality-,
and has agreed with Peru to accept the Argentine invitation to a Latin Congress
only on condition that the Argentine Breaks off relations with Germany.
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MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins telegraphs that while the strikers in the Tampico district have
retrvrned to work and there has been no further fighting among the oil wells, the
Vice-Consuls generally report that the conditions are getting worse. An outbreak of
anarchy is announced, from San Luis de Potosi and General Pelaez appears to be
active in. the Panuco district.
Sir C. Spring Rice, who has heard from Mr. Cummins that the French Minister in
Mexico has reason to believe that the recognition of General Carranza, who appears
to be upon the point of enforcing the new Constitution, by Great Britain and Prance
is imminent, urges that the reasons formerly advanced against such an act are now
stronger than ever, and hopes that the French Government m a y b e persuaded to
abstain from the suggested action. The Ambassador adds that M. Simon, of the
French Mission in Washington, who has charge of the supervision of Mexican affairs,
entirely concurs with his protest. It appears probable, however, that Great Britain
w i l l copy the action of the United States, and letters of recognition have actually
been sent, although for the moment their delivery has been postponed. Mr. Balfour
advises Sir C. Spring Rice of the reasons which have persuaded him reluctantly to
take this action in unison with France.
UNITED S T A T E S .

.

The British Government has now no objection to the visit of the 69th New York
Regiment to Ireland en route for the West Front. The regiment will land at Queenstown.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the Secretary of the Treasury regards the establish
merit of machinery for the co-ordination of all the activities of the Allies in the
prosecution of the w a r as being of the first importance with respect to its influence
on public opinion in the United States. Such steps towards co-ordination as are
shown in the meeting of the W a r Conference and the Supreme Council enable the
United States Government to assure the public that the system of co-ordination
would secure results corresponding to the sacrifices demanded, on behalf of the
Allies.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports the favourable progress of the negotiations for the
Military Service Convention which has been made more far-reaching and simpler
during discussion.
SHIPPING SITUATIO N.
According to the W a r Trade Intelligence Report the total, tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers, and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships, reported
lost owing to the malice of the King's enemies during the period 16th November to
22nd November inclusive is 57,085 tons, of which 49,176 tons were British, as
compared with 52.265 tons, of which 21,427 were British, reported last-week.
According to information communicated to his Government by the Italian,
Ambassador in Washington, there appears to be a possibility that the Dutch shipping
difficulty may be overcome by the Dutch Government releasing all requisitioned
tonnage in order that the owners may charter the vessels to American firms controlled
by the United States Government. This would avoid unneutral action on the part of
Holland which would expose the country to German reprisals were the Dutch Govern
ment directly to charter its own requisitioned tonnage to a belligerent. The situation
is, however, not quite clear, as Sir C. Spring Rice points out that the United States
Government does not wish to put any definite demands to the Dutch.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United States Shipping Board has prohibited
the further purchase of enemy ships by privite individuals or companies.
In view of the expressed wish, of the German Government the Admiralty has
agreed to allow the ships to be used, for transporting prisoners of war across the
North Sea to and from Holland to be painted like hospital ships in spite of the
obvious misuse of this distinctive marking.
The French and Italian Governments have proposed that Greek merchantmen now
on Allied service should be armed, and Lord Granville has been instructed to approach
the Greek Government on the subject of requisitioning these ships in order to defeat
the objections hitherto made by certain Greek owners to the armament of their ships.
Lord Granville has been informed with reference to M. SalensoiPs activities (vide
Report No. 4 1 , page 16) that no escorts will be. provided by Great Britain for a n y

Greek vessels which m a y he sold against the wishes of the British Government, nor
w i l l such vessels bo allowed to join convoys.
On 22nd November the German Government announced a considerable extension
of the " barred z o n e " for shipping.,
The French Government h a s advised Lord Bertie that as the United States Govern
ment appears to persist in the intention to negotiate with Uruguay on its own behalf
for ex-enemy ships, it would be better for France to withdraw from these negotiations,
as has been suggested by the United States. The French Government, however,
awaits the opinion of the British Government before advising the State Department
in this sense.
The Foreign Office has advised Sir IT. Rumbold. that the Swiss Government will
be allowed to charter enemy ships for its own use provided that a maximum of
60 francs per gross ton be paid to the enemy owners and a safe conduct fee of
100 francs per gross ton per month be paid to Great Britain on behalf of the Allies.
If enemy ships be purchased b y the Swiss the safe conduct fee will still be payable
and the ships must be resold or re-interned, at any time on the demand of the British
Government.
Sir R. Feel reports that the French Government has secured the use for one vear
of 33 ex-enemy ships (293,600 tons) for 127,000,000 francs. The ships will be manned
by Brazilian crews and will wear the Brazilian ensign and will be employed on Allied
account.
Sir C. Spring Rice has been informed of the resolutions agreed upon at a meeting
of the Committee of the Cabinet with the United States delegates in London to the
effect that an International Executive Committee to control all Allied shipping should
not be created, but that both countries should be mutually represented on their
respective Shipping Control organisations, and providing for the co-ordination of the
employment of Allied tonnage and for the division of neutral tonnage already acquired
or to lie acquired in. the future.

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

. The French and United States" Governments, acting in accord with the British
Government, have declined to grant passports even for the proposed Allied version
of the International Peace Conference at Berne (vide Report No. 43, page 17), but Sir
H. Rumbold learns that the German Government, after carefully drilling the German
delegates as to the line they are to take, gave passports in order to impress the world
at large with the liberality of the regime in Germany. Sir II. Rumbold learns that
the Enemy version Berne Conference refused to allow Belgian delegates to speak as
they talk about the restoration of Belgium. The Swiss delegates were markedly
suspicious of the Austro-Germans, and members admit that the Conference has been
a failure and no public report of the proceedings is to be issued.
The Bolshevists in Petrograd on 21st November launched proposals for an
immediate armistice on all fronts as a preliminary to a democratic peace without
annexations or contributions, and have invited the co-operation of the European
neutrals in communicating these proposals to the Central Empires.
Sir F. Villiers reports that the Belgian Government have information that Austrian
negotiators have gone to Petrograd to arrange an armistice and preliminaries of peace
(vide Report No. 43, page 17).
The British Government has declined to issue passports for the Archbishop of
Upsala's Peace Conference.

'

GENERAL.

Sir II. Rumbold reports that Mukhtar Bey, a former Minister for Foreign Affairs
and reputed to be a most fanatical member of the C.U.P., has been, appointed chief
delegate in the Turkish Mission to negotiate with the-British Mission in Switzerland,
and that the Mission was due to leave Constantinople on 29th November. The objects
of the Conference, as specified to the French Government, are the improvement of the
treatment of British prisoners of war in Turkey, the exchange of invalid combatant

prisoners and of civilians (including French civilians if the French Government has
no objection). In connection with these negotiations, Lord Granville reports that a
meeting between Mr. W a u g h and Rahrni Bey, Vali of Aidin, was to be arranged at
Foujes for 26th November.
The Dutch Minister in Constantinople considers that the purchase of food on
behalf of British prisoners in Syria by the Legation is impossible, and that of
clothing very difficult. In view of this, he advocates an increased money allowance
in order to permit of local purchases. The German Government announces that a l l
British officers and orderlies formerly interned at Augustabacl have now been
transferred to Schweidnitz and Holzminclen.
According to a Vienna Press report, a Russian Minister of W a r has ordered all
Austrian and German prisoners i n the Moscow district to be sent eastwards.
In virtue of the intervention of the King of Spain, German prisoners interned in
Portuguese East Africa, where their sanitary conditions are unfavourable, are to be
transferred to the Azores.
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The telegram of the British Government regarding the relationship of the
Dominions to the Inter-allied Conference at Paris and the Supreme Council at
Versailles is important not only because it explains the position, but more particularly
because the War Cabinet clearly intimate that they would welcome an exchange of
views with any Minister who may be sent over by a Dominion Government in a
representative capacity. T h e visits of Canadian Ministers to London have afforded
the W a r Cabinet a practical opportunity of asking the Canadian Prime Minister if he
would wish them, to be caJled in for purposes of consultation.
The voting of the Canadian soldiers in the United Kingdom and in Prance for the
Dominion General, election commenced on 1st December, and though, the result will
not be declared, till some time after the poll is closed, there is no doubt that the
attitude of the soldiers of the Dominion to the conscription issue will affect the
voting of the Australian soldiers, when tire latter commence voting, in relation to
the same subject, ten days later.
CANADA.;

While the Prime Minister appears to have met with great success in his election
campaign in Ontario, indications point to a strong current of public feeling running
against the Union Government in Quebec Province. Though Sir Wilfrid Laurier has.
dissociated- himself from the Nationalist attitude towards the war, the combination
between the French-Canadian l i b e r a l s and the followers of Mr. Bourassa, in opposition
to the Union Government, will lie none the less a potent factor in the election. It is
to be noted that if the Opposition were to secure GO of the G5 seats in. Quebec
Province, it would be necessary for them to be victorious in 58 constituencies in- the
other Provinces of the Dominion in order to secure a majority in the House of
Commons.
ALLIED

AFFAIRS.

Tire outstanding event of the week is the pronouncement of President Wilson in
favour of an immediate declaration of war by the United States upon. Austria-Hungary.
In connection with this it may be noted, that according to Press (Renter) and. other
reports, leading Austro-Hungarian. statesmen have been trying to get in. touch with
Entente circles in Switzerland, with a view to starting peace overtures. At the same
time, Sir II. Rumbold has information that an American, declaration of war is feared
in.Berlin as being likely to precipitate a revolution in Vienna, where there appear
to have already been several, determined peace demonstrations.

The United States delegates are returning from Paris to London, where, it is now
arranged, they will confer with tire Swedish and Dutch Missions. The Foreign 0111 ce
has pointed out to Sir 0. Spring Rice that arrangements arrived at in London with
the United States delegates have, on occasion, been summarily rejected in
Washington.
-.-;.-, ; .. y.\ ,-/ . ; . ; : ; , / ' " ; : ; j , u
](- /'. '..)1 17 V K 1
A
GERMAN AFFAIRS.

Although the Seventh German War Loan fell short of the sixth hy only a few
millions sterling there are indications that Government paper is viewed with sus
picioii. by peasants ami workmen, and that the Bureaucracy is becoming discredited
owing to its inefficiency and the venality of its officials. Herr von Kiihhnann is
reported to be greatly depressed about lire political future in Germany, as he considers
that a revolution is inevitable after the war.
NORTHERN NEUTRALS.

There now appears to he a possibility thai some at least of the negotiations for the
economic agreements with, the Northern Neutrals will take place in -London, whither
American, Swedish and Dutch delegates are now proceeding. It must be remembered,
however, tbat Washington lias hitherto reserved and. exercised the right summarily
to reject arrangements made by the United States delegates in this country;?'''
The Loyal, meeting in Christiania has made for Scandinavian solidarity, but has
not, as far as is at present known, decided upon any attempt at mediation between the
belligerents.
CHINA.

The new Cabinet is not expected to do much, move than carry on some sort of
kd mil list ration until the policy til conciliation lowards I he South finally ceases to be
practical, when it is likely that General Tuan Chi-jui may return to power as the;
apostle of coercion. Meanwhile (he need for deporting all enemy subjects from China
is now generally supported by the Allies.
Gh December .1917.
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PART I.-BRITISH EMPIRE

AND

AFRICA.

IMPERIAL A F F A I R S .
Owing to an enquiry by the Canadian Government a s to whether it was
contemplated that the Dominions should be represented at the Inter-Allied Conference,
the British Government have sent a telegram explaining the position to all the
Dominions. . It is pointed out that the original proposal was that the Conference
should meet on JGth October when the principal subject to be discussed was the
question of Russian assistance in the prosecution of the war, the object of the
Conference being to consider methods of A v a r rather than the terms of peace. The
circumstances in Russia and Italy rendered a postponement of the Conference
necessary and-many of the subjects can now be more effectively considered, by the
new Supreme Council at Versailles where British, interests are represented by the
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and one. other member of the War Cabinet.
In order that the British delegates may speak with, greater authority at the meetings
of the Supreme Council, the War Cabinet would welcome every opportunity of
exchanging views with any Minister whom a Dominion Government might send to
represent them for the purpose. It is added that as the time is approaching for the
next sessions of the Imperial War Cabinet and. Imperial. War Conference, the War
Cabinet hope that all the Prime Ministers may bo present in person in order to
discuss the whole war situation. The views of the Dominion Governments are
therefore sought as to the most, convenient date, for these meetings to commence.
In reply to the question of date mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the acting
Prime Minister of Newfoundland lias referred the British Government to the Prime
Minister (Sir Edward Morris) who is at present in England.
In view of the presence in England of the Canadian Postmaster-General (Colonel
Blondiu) and the anticipated arrival in this country of the Canadian Minister of
Overseas Forces (Sir Edward Kemp), the Canadian Government are informed that the
W a r Cabinet would welcome to their meetings a Minister, duly authorised by the
Dominion Prime Minister, for the purpose of information and counsel.
The
Canadian Prime Minister is. therefore consulted as to whether, if occasion arises, he
would wish the above Ministers to be asked to attend the W a r Cabinet, and he is
invited to state his views generally upon the subject.

CANADA.
The Prime Minister (Sir Robert Borden) at the conclusion of his -Election campaign
in Ontario this week, expressed his gratification at the enthusiasm and loyalty towards
the Union Government displayed at the meetings throughout the Province. The
Unionist candidates in. Quebec Province, however, have been prevented from addressing
their meetings by organised gangs, who have frequently threatened them, with
violence.. Sir Robert Borden is continuing his campaign in the Maritime Provinces,
and at the conclusion of his visit there, he will speak in Montreal on 13th December.
Referring to tire combination between the Nationalists and. French-Canadian
Liberals, the Leader of the Opposition (Sir Wilfrid Laurier) denied, at a meeting i n
Ottawa last week, that he had. fallen under the domination, of Mr. Bourassa and the
Quebec Nationalists, whom he denounced. As to enlistments in Quebec, Sir Wilfrid
agreed that tbe Province had. not done her part as fully "as the English-speaking
Provinces, but he placed, the responsibility for this upon the Government, though he
admitted that French Canadians had been influenced by Nat I-Onahst p r o p a g a n d a .
W i t h r e g a r d to repealing the Military Service Act, if returned to power, Sir Wilfrid.
Laurier stated that lie would not repeal the law, but that his policy was " to refer it

to the people." l i e argued that compulsion was unnecessary- and quoted, figures
showing an average monthly enlistment of 7,(100.
Dealing with the statement he recently made that the Fifth Canadian Division
would cease to exist unless reinforcements were sent (vide Report No. 44), the
Minister of Militia (Major-General Mew burn) has announced that if he can obtain men
under the Military Service Act, he hopes that the Fifth Division can be maintained.
He further announces that it will be impossible to grant leave to men of the First
Contingent unless sufficient reinforcements are available.
The Minister of Militia announces that men in Class I. will be called: up directly
the Registrars have completed their lists in the various Provinces. The plan of the
Government is to call up 25,000 men and then, send oversea .10,000 each month, calling
tip an additional. 10,000 as the drafts go abroad. By this means, 25,000 men. will be
constantly under arms in the Dominion.
Owing to the, large number of exemptions from military service granted by the
Quebec tribunals, the Military Service Council have dismissed 20 military represen
tatives, and are arranging to extend the time allowed, for appeal, to 10th December in
the cases they have neglected. A statement has been, issued calling the attention of
the tribunals to the importance of the conscientious performance of their ditties, as
an exemption granted for insufficient reasons not only deprives the State of a soldier,
but tends to promote bitterness and discord among the community.
R e g a r d i n g arrangements for enforcing compulsory military service in relation, to
British subjects of Canadian birth-resident in the United States and citizens of the
United States resident in Canada (vide
Reports No, 42 and. N o . 44) the British
Government agree that the most convenient course will, be for the British Ambassador
at Washington to negotiate a special arrangement i n consultation with the Dominion
Government. To. enable this to be done it will be necessary to exclude Canadians
from the Convention with the United States under the Military Service Conventions
with Allied States Act. In describing the classes of persons to be excluded, it is
suggested that the word " domicile " should be avoided, as likely to give rise to
trouble and inconvenience, and that reference should be made to British subjects
" ordinarily resident. " in Canada. As to British subjects of Canadian birth who are
ordinarily resident in some part of the British Empire where compulsory service is
not in force, it is pointed out that these persons should fie dealt with under the
proposed Convention so that they may receive certificates of exemption. It is there
fore proposed to insert, an article in the Convention with the United. States excluding
British subjects in the United States ordinarily resident in Canada, and British
subjects in the United States who were born in Canada unless they are ordinarily
resident in some part of the British Empire other than Great Britain or Canada.
In. administering tlie Military Service Act, the Dominion Government have been
asked by the British authorities that skilled workers in. shipyards and allied trades
may lie given special consideration in view of the importance of securing the full
output of Canadian yards.
The Dominion Government point out that it would, be of much, help to them, if
the British Government could give an approximate estimate of the extent to which
orders may be placed for shipbuilding in Canadian yards during the next few years,
as negotiations a r e proceeding with a view to establishing mills for the roiling of
ships' plates and shapes.
In reply to.the enquiry of the Dominion Government- as to whether the contracts
for the construction of ships which the British Government had in the United States
contained a stipulation that the ships would be subject to requisition (vide Report
No. 4 2 ) . the representatives of the Shipping Controller i n the United States have
reported that all contract rights in that country are subject to requisition by Govern
ment, and a special provision was found impracticable. The shipbuilding contracts,
therefore, contain, clauses referring to the contingency of requisition, but these were
inserted in order to protect, the builders and not to facilitate requisition.
Polling booths have been established in London and various parts of England to
enable the Canadian soldiers to vote in the General Election. Voting commenced on
1st December and has been, very regular up to the present time. The polls will be
open till 17th December, The votes cast will be allocated to the various constituencies
and it is anticipated that the soldiers' vote as such will, not be announced till about
six weeks aftePthe poll.
The subscriptions to the Victory W a r Loan have reached S 375,000,000, thus
l a r g e l y exceeding the amount which the Government had stated they desired to raise.

AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH.

The Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes) has referred to Lord Lansdowne's letter as
" m o s t unfortunate and calculated to create the impression that the Empire is
" wavering when every man worth his salt is determined that the hour has come
" for the supremest effort to be made for a decisive victory." Mr. Hughes adds that tie
does not believe that Lord Lansdowne represents anyone but himself. He concludes:
" L e t us tight on. Let Prance, America and Italy ignore such men. as Lord Lansdowne.
" They do not represent that indomitable spirit which lias carried our race through
" in "every great tight for liberty. Great Britain and the Dominions will tight their
" way through the legions of the enemy to peace. In no other way can a l a s t i n g
" peace be secured."
Regarding the arrangements for calling up men under the Military Service
proposals of the Government, Mr. Hughes has announced that although eligibles of
20 years will be called tip, none of them will be sent from Australia until they have
reached the age of 21. He also stated that the question of giving the vote to eligibles
under 21 was now being considered.
Branches of the Returned Soldiers Association in Victoria, South Australia and
Western Australia have passed resolutions in favour of the Governments conscription
proposals and calling upon soldiers at the front to vote in favour of the Government
in the Referendum.
& h has been arranged that the voting of Australian soldiers in the United
Kingdom upon the Conscription proposals of the Government will commence IOth
11th December and continue till 20th December when the Referendum voting
will close.
The Minister of Defence has stated that if the Conscription Referendum proposals
of the Government are approved by the people, one difficulty in the way of g rant ing
leave to Australian troops at the front will be removed. The Minister states that if
other difficulties are also surmounted the Commonwealth Government would do their
best to obtain leave for the original members of the Australian Imperial Force.
The Minister of Repatriation has announced that under the Government scheme
not, one penny will be spent except with the clear object of re-establishing soldiers in
civil life, t i e said that the Government are devising a system, to enable the less
seriousfy injured men to obtain technical training in practical workshops.
The
Minister further explained that he was in consultation, with various Ministers of Lands
in the different States, and was hopeful that it would be possible to present to soldiers
more numerous opportunities of becoming settlers. A scheme had. been prepared, he
added, whereby the returned, soldier could, obtain medical treatment anywhere in. his
own locality at Government expense.
Owing to the appointment of Senator Milieu as Minister of Repatriation,
Mr. Littleton Groom (hitherto one of the Honorary Ministers) has been appointed
Vice-President of the Federal Executive Council.
With, regard to the request of the British Government that the Commonwealth
should provide 1,400,0007. in gold coin for South Africa (vide Reports No. 41 and
No. 44), it has been pointed out that the need is most urgent and could only be
satisfied by a shipment from the United Kingdom at the expense of an inroad on the
central resources of the Empire, which it is most important to avoid. As to the gold
required, for military purposes, it is explained that the demand is now considerably
increased, and there is a serious difficulty as regards the transport from any other
available quarter than. Australia. Though it was previously stated that 400,0007.
of the sum required was for military purposes, the Commonwealth Government are
now asked whether they could provide for this purpose 1,000,0007,. in gold coin, hi
two equal consignments, in exchange for an equivalent amount of South African raw
gold. In reply the Commonwealth have agreed to supply the 1,000,000 sovereigns
"required for military purposes, and undertake to ship this amount immediately a
corresponding amount of raw gold is sent from South Africa. With regaicI to the
further 1,000,000 sovereigns required b y the Standard Bank of South Africa, for
which raw gold would not be shipped, the Commonwealth. Government require
further information as to the difficulty in South. Africa, as the position in Australia
h a s become difficult, and Ministers believe that sovereigns circulate freely in
South Africa, whereas the use of them is not permitted to individuals in
A u s t r a l i a . It is suggested that perhaps notes might be substituted for gold in South
Africa.
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The Army Council have informed the Commonwealth Government that they
would like to raise an Australian Railway Construction Company. for service in
Egypt. Although it might be possible to use some 200 Australian Eight Horse
reinforcements as a nucleus, it would be necessary to replace these men from
' Australia, so that the numbers required would be up to the full complement of the
proposed Company.
The Commonwealth Government have withdrawn their offer to provide ship
workers (vide Reports No. 8 and. No. 19), as they now contemplate utilising all
available labour for ship-building in. Australia.
In reply to the Commonwealth Government^ enquiry regarding the use of enemy
consulate buildings (vide Report No. -13), a telegram has been, sent to the elfect that
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs deprecates the use of these b u i l d i n g s
at least until assurances of reciprocity have been received from the enemy
Governments.
NEW ZEALAND.
The Prime Minister of New Zealand (Mr. W . F. Massey) in addressing a Conference
of the Associated Chambers of Commerce at Wellington, stated that any proposal to
restore Samoa and New Guinea to Germany would be bitterly resented by the British
people in the South Pacific. l i e declared that such an act would mean, that Samoa
would be made the headquarters of the German Pacific fleet, and that the enemy
would establish there a wireless station, and submarine base. The British Government
have been told, Mr. Massey added, that " we are not going to have the Germans back
in the islands of those seas if we can possibly help it."
The Dominion. Government have been informed that, owing to the heavy casualties
suffered by the New Zealand. Division in the recent fighting, the Army Council are
drawing upon the 4th Infantry Brigade to supply reinforcements for the Division, and
they propose only to arrange for the maintenance of the Division in future. Assuming
that no unforeseen circumstances arise, the Army Council estimate that future Infantry
drafts wall be required from New Zealand at the rate of 800 men per month, having
regard to the numbers now under training in England and the men in the 4th Infantry
Brigade. It is suggested that the first draft under these arrangements should be
despatched from New Zealand at the beginning of February. The Admiralty have
suggested the omission of the months of J a n u a r y and March i n sending reinforce
meiits, but they do not anticipate any difficulty in arranging ships for other months.
With regard to the proposed new Admiralty Intelligence Centre at Suva (vide
Report No. 43), the Dominion Government state that their Naval Adviser who performs
the duties of Senior Naval Officer in those waters proposes to keep the Naval General
Staff Officer at Suva informed in the same way as he now communicates intelligence
to the Commanders-in-Chief at China and the C a p e ; the Navy Office, Melbourne;
Esquimalt, ; and other places. He assumes that Suva will similarly keep Wellington
informed. It is added that as Apia is under the control of New Zealand, the
Administrator there has reported all Naval Intelligence to Wellington, and it is
strongly recommended that if a reporting officer is placed at Apia he should report
to Wellington as well as to Suva, as it is essential that Wellington should have full
and early possession of all information relating to the South Pacific owing to the
amount of traffic between New Zealand and the Pacific slope. It is presumed that
the Suva Intelligence Centre will be subsidiary to that at Wellington.
The Board of Trade have reported by telegram to the Dominion Government that
they expect the shipping which will be available for New Zealand in December and
J a n u a r y wall be sufficient materially to relieve the situation.
With regard to the complaint of the Chinese Consul at Samoa that unrest was
being caused through Samoan women being compelled, to leave Chinese subjects
with whom they had been Jiving (vide Report No. 39), the New Zealand Government
state that, though they have telegraphed to the Administrator of the Samoan islands,
they are also communicating.with him b y mail in order to secure a fuller explanation
of his action. Meantime several reasons are given for the decision of the Administrator,
amongst them being the express desires of representatives of the Samoan people who
complained that the Chinese were corrupting their women. It is pointed out that
free Chinese subjects are not affected, and. only Samoan Islands women who have been
asked, for by their parents have been returned.

SOUTH

AFRICA, .

With reference to the removal of non-military German subjects from German
East Africa, the Union Ministers state that, though they are willing to a r r a n g e for
the detention of women and children in South-West Africa, they agree with the
British Government that there are strong objections to this. These people could not
be accommodated in the Union territory as the demands on hospital and convalescent
accommodation necessitate a margin being left for the sudden requirements of East
Africa and Mesopotamia. The only possible place would he in the Orange Free State ;
but any camp for 1,500 women and children would be designated a " concentration
camp," and would be used by the Nationalists for political purposes. It is suggested,
therefore, that the women should be retained in German East Africa or sent to
Egypt. It is added that there will be no difficulty in interning the male civilians at
Pi e ters ma ri t zbi i rg.
Owing to the labour available for mines and railways being less than that demanded
by the essential requirements, the Union Ministers regret that they cannot supply the
personnel necessary to complete the 4th South African Railway Unit.
On account of the shipping difficulty and to avoid the disaffection that arose in
France recently when, it was found impossible to repatriate certain natives on. the
dates arranged, the Army Council state that they do not wish further natives to be
recruited for the Labour Corps except on the conditions they have suggested (vide
Report No. 41). As to those already recruited, it is suggested that they should bo asked
to serve for 12 months in France. The Army Council do not wish to accept the
services of native prisoners (vide Reports No. oS and No. 44).

GERMAN EAST

AFRICA.

With reference to the success of General Van Deventer in clearing the enemy
from German East Africa, the W a r Cabinet have telegraphed that it is inadvisable to
offer a n y terms to the German Commander other than, those of unconditional
surrender. As to the future of the country, the Administrator is informed, that
though the British Government, on account of engagements with their Allies, cannot
make an authoritative statement, there would, be no objection to making it known
that there i s reason to believe that German East Africa w i l l never be returned
to Germany.
Idle Secretary of State for W a r has informed the Belgian Government that owing
to the defeat of the enemy in East Africa, carried out by British a n d Belgian troops, it
is unnecessary to ask for further aid from the Belgian forces. General Van Deventer
lias therefore been, instructed to arrange with the Belgian Commander to release the
-troops as soon as practicable. An expression of thanks is conveyed to the Belgian
Government, for the way in which the -Belgian Commander a n d those under him have
co-operated wdth the British in capturing the last colony which remained in the
possession of Germany.

PORTUGUESE

EAST

AFRICA.

In reply to the British request, the Portuguese Government have agreed to British
troops crossing the Portuguese border in pursuit of the enemy (vide Report No. 44)
on the basis that reciprocal privileges will be accorded to Portuguese troops i n
crossing British borders if occasion should arise. The question of landing troops
on the Mozambique coast is left over until the matter becomes one for more immediate
consideration.

PART

II. - F O R E I G N

AFFAIRS.

ALT J E D A F F A I R S .
Tho War Conference in Paris decided on 1st December that the Allies would, for
the present refuse to enter into relations with the Bolshevists, matters affecting their
respective nationals being left to be handled by Consuls, and that no further supplies
should lie sent to Russia although the machinery for handling supplies is to be kept
in. existence.
The Ministers of the Balkan Allies in. London have been informed that their
representations drawing attention to the situation in Macedonia would undoubtedly
lie considered at the War Conference in Paris.
'
The French Government has undertaken to ascertain confidentially whether the
SAVISS Government desires that the A l l i e s should, publicly associate themselves with
the Dulled States in the proposed declaration concerning the maintenance of Swiss
neutrality so long as it remains respected by the Enemy Empires and enforced by the
Swiss themselves.
Sir E. Howard learns that Germany is on the point of offering Finland 30,000 tons
of wheat or more, and urges that this should be forestalled, as if Germany offers
supplies while the Allies refuse them, Finland will pass under German control. The
Minister, in conjunction, with, his American, colleague, presses for the recognition by
the Allies of the independence of Finland, which has just been proclaimed, by the
Diet. In this case Finland would be able to proclaim its neutrality.
S i r 0 . Spring Rice considers that representations can fairly be made to the United
States as to the vital, importance of a concentration of the economic negotiations with
the Northern Neutrals in. London on the ground that it is only there that adequate
Allied co-ordination can be secured adapted to the diplomatic and military situation
in Europe. Moreover, attempts made in. Washington, by the War Trade Board to
co-ordinate these negotiations with the Allies, have tended to delay rather than
quicken the necessary,action, ;and, on occasion arrangements made by United States
delegates in London have been summarily rejected in. Washington. The American,
Dutch and Swedish Missions are, however, now about to meet in London.
Sir 11. Rumbold indicates that something may be done by Interallied co-operation
inside Switzerland to increase the efficiency of - tho surveillance of suspects when
crossing the frontier into Italy, but points out that Italian instructions will have to be
given to secure the absolute control over the movements of these people which is
so necessary in view of tho activity of the Constantinists in communicating with
Greece.
Sir R. Bodd has pressed for Allied representations to be made to the Italian
Cabinet Ministers in Paris on the urgent necessity for the enforcement of more
stringent, control over enemy subjects in Italy.
On 4-th December the Bolshevist Government published by wireless and in tho
Pravda
an inaccurate version of the secret Treaty signed by Great Britain, France,
and I taly preliminary to-the entry of the last-named Power into the war.
Lord Bertie reports that France and the United States favour the creation of an
Interallied Purchasing Bureau for Spain, in which Great Britain and Italy will be
invited to join.
Sir C. Spring Rice has been directed to explain that the proposals regarding -enemy
property put forward by the Anglo-French and Belgian Conference in Paris do not
entail confiscation, which is considered contrary to the modern principles of inter
national Law, but that they will bind the nations accepting them to detain enemy
property on the conclusion of peace until all Allied property in enemy countries (e'.g%
works of art and other plunder taken to Germany by invading armies) shall have been
released.
:

FRANCE.
Lord Bertie reports that strikes in the metal trade broke out at Firminy on
2nd December owing to the " militarisation " of an employe suspected of conducting

a pacifist propaganda, and by 4th December spread to St. Etienne and other munition
centres. The Ambassador learns that about 100,000 men are affected, and that the
miners are threatening sympathetic action. Troops have been sent and the situation
is regarded as serious.

ITALY.

The Foreign Office informs S i r R. Rodd that the measures proposed by the Italian
authorities for the suppression of enemy activities " behind the lines " appear to be
both inadequate and ineffective, and directs him to insist strongly on the adoption of
more vigorous action.
In a despatch of 19th. November Sir R. Rodd reports Signor Nitti, the Minister of
the Treasury, in conversation said that he was not afraid of the return of Signor
Giolittl to power as a Pacifist Prime Minister. He considered that Signor Giolitti had
been mistaken in his attitude towards the A v a r and equally mistaken in not taking the
opportunity of the German invasion to acknowledge his mistake and put himself right
with the country. The Minister went on to say that—
" . . . . The Giolittians might intrigue, but he did not believe they would
receive any encouragement to do so from Giolitti himself, who was conscious
of his own false position. Neither Giolitti nor anyone else would m a k e peace
now. The whole country understood the issue after they were invaded, and
were united in spirit. In his own constituency no less than 400 men who had
managed to evade military service had come forward in. a body and given
themselves up to be enrolled. The mistake made by former administrations
was that they had not taken the country into their confidence and had never
made the simple people understand the real issues of the war. As to Clause 7
of the Treaty of Triple Alliance and all the dialectical issues raised, in the
Italian. Green Rook, they meant nothing to the mass of tile people. And as
for Dalmatia, why the peasants in the country did not even, know where it was.
Ignorant men could not light with their hearts in a cause of which they had
no knowledge or understanding, and no effort had been made to enlighten
them."
SERBIA.
Sir C. Spring Rice is advised that the British Government is unwilling to a p p l y
food or tonnage to the relief of occupied Serbia in the absence of trustworthy
guarantees reserving the native foodstuffs to the population. The Swiss Government,
however, is being invited to protest to the Enemy Empires against the seizure of
native foodstuffs in Serbia, to which alone the present distress is due.

GREECE.
Lord Granville reports that the Minister of Communications has proposed a
reorganisation of the S y r a Postal Censorship, which would have the effect of
establishing a British -Mission for Postal Censorship on the same footing as the
British Naval Mission, and the Foreign Office in reply points out that the inefficiency
of the Postal Censorship at other points in,Greece is such as to hamper the work of
the Intelligence Service, consequently there is a great scope for a very much, wider
reorganisation than that put forward by the Hellenic Government.
In view of the absence of the permanent British, Member of the International
Financial Commission in Athens, the Minister for Foreign Affairs has asked Lord
Granville to depute an official to represent him, as the absence of these two members
is causing inconvenience. Lord Granville suggests that joint action in the matter
should be taken with the French.
The Greek Government has asked that a Greek delegate should be included in the
Interallied Passport Bureau at. Corfu. British consent to this w i l l be given should
France agree to the proposed appointment.
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Lord Granville is reminded to secure a definite assurance from the Hellenic
Government, that the-Navicert system will be maintained before addressing the
collective Note respecting the appointment of a Greek delegate to the Interallied
Board (for Shipping Control) at the Pirtens.
The anniversary of the 1st December passed off without manifestations, wreaths
being deposited on behalf of the British and French Legations early in the morning.
Lord Granville has now been instructed, to erect a suitable memorial at the expense of
the Admiralty.
Lord Granville learns that the Minister for Foreign Affairs believes that King
A l e x a n d e r s Court is in communication with King Constantino by way of Her Royal
Highness Princess Beatrice and. the Court of Spain, and that he has asked for this
channel of communication to be stopped. Mr. Morgan, British Consul in Zurich,
reports that the Greek Consul-General in that town has stated in conversation that-—
" . . . . There was no doubt a danger ever present of the trans
mission of letters from the exiled Princes to Athens through the agency of the
Spanish diplomatic bag, and this was a risk it was practically impossible ,to
prevent. The entourage of the ex-King are about to found a newspaper here,
to be entitled the ' Reveil National, which is to appear simultaneously in
German and Greek. Prince George, who had unfortunately been allowed to
go to Paris, has since been in. Germany, whence he has returned laden with.
4,000,000 marks for the purpose of Royalist propaganda in Switzerland. The
journey of Princess Alice to England has created a painful impression in this
country, and Prince Andrew is quoted as stating quite openly that his wife
has returned from England Avith a promise from King George that there
A v o u l d be a restoration at Athens.
The ex-King, ray informant proceeded To
tell me, is surrounded by a staff of six German officers, and the ex-Queen is
especially active, being kept informed by frequent telephone messages of the
successes on the Italian front."
Lord. Bertie and Sir C. Spring Rice are informed that the Treasury is prepared to
participate in an immediate advance of 1,500,0001. as a free credit to be drawn upon
at will by the Hellenic Government if France and the United States will share equally
therein.
PORTUGAL.
In a despatch of 11th. November Mr. Seeds draws attention to the fact that —
" T h e feature of the Lisbon elections was the appearance of a group of
candidates known as the ' List of the City,' put forward by the Monarchists
but not publicly appropriated, by them till its unexpected success in polling a
total of vutes second only to that of the Democrats, and double that of any of
the remaining Republican or Socialist parties. This has naturally caused
great rejoicing i n the Monarchist camp where the most extravagant hopes are
now proclaimed, hut it would be an error, as stated previously, to take the
result of such elections as indicating any radical change in the political
principles of the Lisbon electorate. Credit should, however, be giA*en to the
Monarchist list for comprising candidates of an unusually respectable type, and
tints attracting A m t e s from a class of electors who do not customarily take
active part in municipal politics, and it is possible that their r e p r e s e n t a t i A ^ e s
in the n e A v Lisbon Chamber may exercise a much needed steadying influence
besides forming the nucleus of a permanent Conservative organisation. The
Democrats do not admit the result of the elections to be a defeat ; they point
out that their party has necessarily had to bear all the odium of the burdens
imposed on the people by war conditions, and that, considering the length of
time they have been i n power and the target for every kind of criticism, the
fact that the pendulum has not swung more definitely against them is a
legitimate cause for satisfaction.
I learn nevertheless from Democratic
sources that Dr. Costa will hand his resignation to the President of the
Republic at an early date on the plea that his party, having carried out their
main task of completing the despatch of the Portuguese army corps to the
French front, should now have the active co-operation of the other political
parties in sharing the burden of g o A r e r m n e n t . "

ENEMY ALLIED A F F A I R S .
Sir ('!-. Buchanan reports that a definite statement is now being- circulated in
Petrograd. to the effect that the Bolshevist operations are being directed by one
Austrian General and five German Staff Officers, who are working on LenitPs staff in
Petrograd, and the Ambassador repeats their names.
GERMAN

AFFAIRS.

At the reopening of the Reichstag on 29th November, Count von Hertling made
his first speech as Chancellor and after drawing a rosy picture of the brilliant military
position, of Germany, urged the necessity for a further vote of credit. He expressed a
hope that the proposals put forward by the Russians would materialise into- that peace
for which they formed a basis, and commented bitterly upon the imperialistic war
aims of. the Allies as compared with the modest German ambitions s e t ' f o r t h in the
reply to the Papal Peace Note. The allusion to the possibility of a peace on the
Eastern front is reported to have caused considerable satisfaction in the Reichstag,
as did the ChancellpFs announcement that Oourhmd, Lithuania, and. Poland would be
allowed to decide upon the form-of their future Government. The references to the
maintenance of the Censorship were less warmly applauded. The Reichstag adjourned
on 1st December.
The Intelligence Bureau estimates the total of the Seventh German W a r Loan at
-625,()0(),0007., which, compared with the later loans is —
31,000,0007. less than, the Sixth War Loan, March 1917.
00,000,0007. more than, the Fifth-War Loan. September 1910.
87,000,0007. more than the Fourth W a r Loan, March 1916.
17,000,0007, more than, the Third W a r Loan, September 1915.
It is remarkable that the number of small subscribers is very much reduced as
-compared with those for the other loans, and this may be explained in part by the
great difficulties which attend any attempt to realise small parcels of German WarStock. There seems, indeed, to be a growing feeling of alarm among many Germans
-at the amount of War Stock held, and they are attempting to find alternative invest
ments. Sir II. Rumbold learns, on the authority of German delegates to the recent
Peace Conference in Berne, that profiteers in Germany are particularly anxious to
avoid subscribing to War Loans, and that there is a marked unwillingness among
peasants and workmen to accept Government paper money as an adequate return for
foodstuffs or labour. The former prefer to barter foodstuffs for tobacco, clothing or
matches, find the latter are now willing to work only where special food is given in.
-addition to paper wages. These difficult economic conditions, while produced in the
first instance by the Blockade, are intensified, by the selfishness and egoism of the
manufacturers and the producing classes who are anxious to make as much as possible
out of the war.
In view of this it is interesting to note that the new Prussian Food Controller, Herr
von Waldow, on 28th November confessed that the harvest of breadcorn was scanty,
and that the potato crop has decreased since last year from 539 to 309 millions of
double-centners. The distribution of eggs has completely failed and that of fruit is
gravely inefficient; there are, however, hopes that early Italian vegetables from
occupied Venetia may shortly be available and that the s u g a r supply will, be the same
as last year.
These announcements can only increase the irritation already widely felt at the
incapacity and corruption of the Civil Service in Germany. It appears that not only
have officials deliberately made false statements about foodstuffs, and taken, bribes
to facilitate profiteering, but even Herr Scheidemann, Dr. Erzberger, and other
Democratic leaders have taken, bribes and profited l a r g e l y from war contracts, acts
which have lost them the confidence of Socialists serving at the front. The Foreign
Office is entirely discredited, and for this reason even Socialists shrink, from rallying
to Herr von Euhlmann and his civilians against Marshal Hindenburg and the Army
Headquarters, which, is now the only body of men in Germany to retain clean hands
.and the old tradition of the incorruptibility of a nwa. . Sicial. Sir W. Townley's
-despatch of 15th November refers to this conflict of partie - : 
" . . . . The tenacity with which Herr Helfferich subsequently clung to
his post of Vice-Chancellor seemed to indicate that, the Emperor was striving

to lesser, his defeat at the hands of the democratic parties by keeping his own
man in office as a check upon a Chancellor, who had refused to accept office
-without consulting the wishes of the people's delegates. It was a further proof
of the respect now felt in the highest circles in Germany for the will of
democracy when He.lfferich's departure bad to be sanctioned and a man of the
stamp of von Payer put in his place.
" information which has reached me from authoritative sources would
appear to confirm the belief that the Emperor and his entourage realise and
fear the growing strength of democracy, which can but be emboldened by its
recent striking successes.
The Hague correspondent of the
Frankfurter
Zeitung has quite recently returned from a visit to Germany, and has come
back in a most despondent frame of mind, out of which he has not been raised
by the news of the German military successes in Italy. I understand that he
has had long conversations with Herr von Kuhlmann, whom he has described
as greatly depressed about the political situation in Germany.
" One can easily believe that this is the case, because even before the recent
trial of strength between the Crown and the people, which resulted in the total
surrender of the former to the demands of the latter, IIerr von Kiihlinaim had
expressed to personal friends his great anxiety about the political future of the
German Empire, l i e has owned to these friends that he believes the safety of
Germany to depend upon, an early conclusion of peace, and claims that he has
personally talked the Emperor over to this opinion, but he does not believe
that the present situation can be maintained for many months."
" . . . . Kuhlmann h a s at the same time stated that unless peace can b e
, secured by February or March at latest, the pan-German or ' guerre a
entrance ' party will get the upper hand, and force the Emperor to adopt a
policy which will bring him into direct conflict with the people. The Crown
Prince, who is to-day in open opposition to his father, is at the head of the
pan-German military party, which will, if it comes to power, probably nominate
some military dictator as Chancellor, and proceed to a war of annexation and
spoliation, without p a y i n g the slightest heed to the popular parties, which will
be coerced into submission if possible.
" Kuhlmann himself recognises that it is impossible to foresee what would
come, out of such a situation, though he does not believe that a revolution will
break out so long as the war lasts, l i e is, however, convinced that such a
revolution is inevitable after the war."
The remarks of the Berliner Tagehlait for 27th November are almost aii echo of
these sentiments :—
" To-day the Pan-Germans are no longer an element of union in the German
cam]), on the contrary they act upon it like an explosive charge. Not the
furor Teltfonicux
possesses them- but the very fury of reaction."
The Reform Pill in Prussia is meeting with opposition, the Moderate parties
consider it inadequate while the J u n k e r s complain that it is intolerable. There are
indications that the Diet will delay the passage of the Phil as long as possible in order
that at least one more general election may take place under the existing system, as
this would ensure the Government being under Conservative control during the period
of reconstruction. These ambitions are likely to produce serious friction in the future
as the Deputy Bernstein is of opinion that Bolshevist revolution has inspired he
working man with an open intolerance for the ruling classes and has convinced him
that they are unnecessary as a governing factor. The, soldiers, moreover, have grown
to hate the. bureaucrats as being responsible for the hunger and distress of their
families, at home. The German delegates in Berne are reported to have predicted a
collapse of the moral, of the Germany Army in the event of a really serious defeat and
to have asserted that an invasion of Germany would be widely welcomed by the troops
for the increased opportunities for desertion afforded thereby.
In.-addition to these signs of demoralisation comes the information from an
American source that the mercantile classes, as represented by Herr Ballin, now fear
that, the continuation of the war will lead to their being economically inconvenienced
in the future by the post-war measures of the Allies. The public enunciation oi this
reasonable fear bv Herr Ballin has led to bis estrangement from the Emperor
William.
W
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NETHERLANDS.
The sand and gravel question."appears to be almost quiescent, but tile ineon
venience of the cable restrictions is still felt as telegrams on. that subject from Sir YV.
Townley show.
The Intelligence Bureau, reports that the action of the Germans in further
restricting the free-water area, and in s i n k i n g Dutch iishing boats outside the danger
zone on plea of necessity has caused indignation.
The Foreign Office lias advised Lord Bertie that the French proposal, advanced at
the Dutch, ration conference, to allow the import of fodders to Holland in order to
reduce slaughter of Dutch, cattle is not acceptable to Great Britain.
Si]- W . Townley learns that a dispute between. Air. Posthma and M. Trcub, which
at one moment threatened to produce a Cabinet crisis on the subject of tho export of
cheeses into Germany, has ended with the defeat of the pro-Ally, Mr. Treub, who has
withdrawn his instructions to the Customs authorities on the frontier to hold up all
cheeses destined for Germany.
SWITZERLAND.

Sir II. Rumbold is informed that the United States authorities have declined to
permit the export of wheat for Switzerland. This must, therefore, be obtained from
the Argentine unless the British Government can, in response to the Swiss appeal
for assistance, secure a reversal of the decision of Washington. The Minister points
out the danger of this policy in view of the present situation in Switzerland and
urges that two cargoes of wheat now in transit should lie diverted to Swiss use.
Sir 1:1. Run:bold reports a progressive diminution of tire German coal supply to
Switzerland which may be a preliminary to some fresh exercise of political or
economic pressure by Germany ( v i d e Report No. 4-1, page 13).
The Loan still h a n g s fire, but Sir 11. Rumbold considers that nearly all. objections
-would be waived by the Swiss in return, for a grant of tonnage facilities to the extent
of 55.000 tons per month. At present tire amount of the loan, its interest, and the
date of repayment are all. still in question.

NORWAY.
The Kings of Sweden and Denmark, attended by their respective Prime Ministers
and Ministers for Foreign Affairs, arrived in Christiania on 28th November. At the
subsequent meetings of the visiting Kings and Ministers with the King of Norway
and his Ministers, the neutrality of the three kingdoms in. all circumstances of the
present war was advocated and a decision to maintain their intimate and friendly
relations arrived at. Special commissioners will be appointed to negotiate for a more
effective interchange of goods, and Sir M. Findlay learns that, tho possible mutual
relaxation of the aliens laws in the three countries in favour of other Scandinavian
subjects was discussed. The visiting Kings were well received, and the British
Minister has been unable so far to trace, any. ulterior motive which may have
inspired the initiative generally allowed to the King of Sweden in proposing this
meeting.
The Foreign Office advises Sir M. -bindlay that the W a r Trade Board has accepted
the Norwegian proposals as put forward by Dr. Nan sen as a basis for negotiation.
T h e Minister criticises the undesirable- points of these proposals and quotes a fresh
instance of the unhappy procedure of American negotiators in dealing with, the
Norwegians.
SWEDEN.
Sir E. Howard, reports that the action of the Bolshevists in publishing secret
telegrams concerning the Aaland Islands ami the Stockholm Conference has given rise
to a violent campaign directed by Opposition journals and German influence against
the Cabinet in general and Mr. Branting in particular. The Minister learns that
the Socialist working-class element is irritated at what it considers to Ire the
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the Dutch ration conference, to allow the import of fodders to Holland in order to
reduce slaughter of Dutch cattle is not acceptable to Great Britain.
Sir- W. Townley learns that a dispute between Mr. Fosthma and M. Treub, which
at one moment threatened, to produce a Cabinet crisis on the subject of the export of
cheeses into Germany, has ended, with the defeat of the pro-Ally, Mr. Treub, who lias
withdrawn his instructions to the Customs authorities on the frontier to hold up all
cheeses destined for Germany.
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for assistance, secure a reversal of the decision of Washington. The Minister points
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would be waived by the Swiss in return for a grant of tonnage facilities to the extent
of 50.000 tons per month. At present the amount of the loan, its interest, and the
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NORWAY.
The Kings of Sweden and Denmark, attended by their respective Prime Ministers
and Ministers for Foreign Affairs, arrived in Christiania on 28th. November. At the
subsequent meetings of the visiting Kings and. Ministers with the King of Norway
and his Ministers, the neutrality of the three kingdoms in all circumstances of the
present war was advocated and a decision to maintain their intimate and friendly
relations arrived at. Special commissioners "will be appointed lo negotiate for a more .
effective inter-change of goods, and Sir M. Findlay learns that the possible mutual
relaxation of the aliens laws in the tliroe countries in favour of other Scandinavian
subjects was discussed. The visiting K i n g s wore well received, and the British
Minister has been unable so far lo trace any. ulterior motive which may have
inspired the initiative generally allowed to the King of. Sweden in proposing this
meeting.
The Foreign Office advises Sir M. Findlay that the W a r Trade Hoard has accepted
the Norwegian proposals as put forward by Dr. Nansen as a basis for negotiation.
The Minister criticises the undesirable points of these proposals and quotes a fresh
instance of the unhappy procedure of American negotiators in dealing with, the
Norwegians.
SWEDEN.
Sir E. Howard reports that the action of the Bolshevists in publishing secret
telegrams concerning the Aaland Islands and the Stockholm Conference has given rise
to a violent campaign directed by Opposition journals and German influence against
the Cabinet, in general and Mr. Branting' in particular. The Minister learns that
the Socialist working-class element is irritated at what it considers to be the

" i m p e r i a l i s t i c " aims of France and at the refusal of the Allies to allow Socialist
delegates to attend-the Stockholm Conference. This is intensified by food shortage
and unemployment, and these various factors appear to be swinging Socialist opinion
round into opposition to the Allied cause and hostility to the present Swedish
administration which has been unable to alleviate public distress. The Minister
predicts a return to a Conservative regime more pro-German than the last unless
assurances can be given that Sweden shall obtain the necessary imports within a.
measurable time. The King of Sweden Avishes to form the Scandinavian States into
a solid pro-German, block, but cannot do much in that direction while the present
Ministry is in office, and Sir' E. Howard urges that every assistance should, be given
to the Eden Cabinet to weather the rising storm by beginning the economic
negotiations at once in order to allow this fact to be used, to pacify public opinion.
He even thinks that the opening of such negotiations in Washington is better than
no negotiations at all.
Meanwhile Sir C. Spring Rice reports that there is now a possibility that the
American negotiators may return from Paris in order to confer with the Swedish
Mission which is now on its way to London. in. view of this Sir E. Howard reports
the necessity for releasing certain phosphate cargoes for Sweden in order to save her
from becoming dependent upon Germany for cereals to supplement the crops which
will, be inadequate without those phosphates, and suggests that this should be
discussed with the Mission, and that an arrangement should be offered to Sweden in.
return for a loan to the Allies.
Sir E. Howard quotes a Press report to the effect that none of the 0,000 cattle
licensed for export to Germany have left Sweden owing to the inadequate prices
offered by German buyers.
DENMARKS i r C. Spring Rice reports that the W a r Trade Board has presented a draft
Agreement to the Danish Minister which the Ambassador criticises as being hurriedly
drawn up and not wholly satisfactory, as the tonnage proposals do not meet with
British requirements, and the Board is apparently prepared to concede the liberty
to continue 25 per-cent, of exports to Germany. The Ambassador considers that the
.Danes are trying' to play off London against Washington, and suggests that the
negotiations in London be discontinued as tonnage is one of the points used by the
Danes lor this purpose, and Sir C. Spring P i c e fears that if the Danes go back on the
tonnage provisions in their reply to the United States, it will indispose the War Trade
Board to make any agreement at all.
Sir- R. paget learns that the negotiations with Germany are now concluded, and.
reports that unemployment is rapidly increasing.
In spite of Sir R. Paget's representations that the butter, bacon, and e g g s exported
from Denmark to the other Scandinavian States come equally from the shares allotted
to Great Britain and Germany, and that the export should be increased in order to
reduce still further the amount left for Germany, the Foreign Office is unwilling to
permit the pickled eggs reserved for British consumption to go to Norway and
Sweden.

SPAIN.
Sii- A. Hardinge, in a despatch of .18th November, reports, as being probably true,
the statements made to him by 'Senor Hemrich to the effect that—
" .
the revolt of the Reformists last J u n e , and Don Melquiades
Alvarez' repudiation of all. further allegiance to the monarchy were due l a r g e l y
to the anger of the whole Extreme Left at the way in which the King had
thrown over Count Romanones, when the latter washed to break with. Germany,
and had allowed the Marquis of Alhucemas to form a Government whose
attitude towards the Allies had been unsatisfactory. At present, however, the
leaders of the Extreme Left w e r e inclined to postpone any political agitation
against the throne until after the war. Some of them would even, lie satisfied,
after the re-establishment of European peace, w i t h a democratic reform of the
Constitution which would leave the monarchy itself untouched ; but they

wished. for an immediate approximation between Spain, and France.
Tire
great, difficulty in the way was the question of: Tangier. As you know, the
extreme French colonials, and most Spanish politicians, desire to include
Tangier in their respective spheres of influence. It had been suggested that
some middle course between these two alternatives could be found by an
agreement on. the part of France that the Tangier-zone should be nominally
included in Spanish Morocco, i.c, placed, under the. authority of the Spanish
Khalifa, but that its actual administration should be vested in the proposed
Committee of Control. and Municipality of the Tangier Statute, and that it
should be governed by the provisions of that statute, and of the Dahir on.
which Spain, France, and England had arrived at an agreement in 11)14."
The Intelligence Bureau considers that the Spanish, situation is now serious, and 
that the King has lost popularity. A General Election appears to be inevitable and
imminent, aud will probably lead to an increase of German influence, as the Germans
are expected to profit by the new system of " free elections," in which Government
influence is not employed as in the past to " m a k e " an election, to bribe very
lavish!) , aud thus secure the return of as many of their friends as possible into the'
new Cortes.
Allied representations have been made to the Spanish Government on the subject
of the behaviour of the. Spanish Charge d Affaires in Petrograd, who is considered
to have sent a^reply of an uhneutral nature to a communication addressed to him bv
M. Trotzky.
The Foreign Office advises Sir A. Hardinge that the Commercial Agreement now
has more favourable prospects, as the Spanish objects communicated by the Spanish
Ambassador on his return from Madrid, are of a minor nature.
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THE

VATICAN.

Count de Salis reports that the publication of the supposed terms of the London
Agreement between Great Britain, France and Italy, so far as they relate to the
diplomatic activities of the Holy See, have caused a very unfavourable impression in
the Vatican, and that the Cardinal Secretary has made representations on the subject.
Sir II. Bodd h a s asked for authority to show the real text to Count de Salis in order
that the latter may be able to assure Cardinal Gasparri of the incorrectness of the
published version if so desired.
JAPAN.
Sir 0 . Spring Rice reports that the State Department considers that J a p a n is
much exercised as to the possibility that Germany may get a controlling influence in
Russia. Tliis "would lead to an attempt to secure an outlet through Manchuria, a
menace which J a p a n regards as serious.
Consequently J a p a n realises that the
exclusion of Germany- from Eastern Asia and. an outlet on the Pacific is a vital point
of the J a p a n e s e and American policy, and w i l l refrain from entering into any alliance
with Russia and Germany unless the danger from the United States exceeds that from
Germany.
CHINA.
According to a Press report the new Cabinet, which is of a non-party character,,
took office on 2nd December, and is composed as follows
. Prime Minister (Acting)
- WANG SUHI-CHENG.
Minister for Foreign Affairs- Lu CMENG-IISIANG.
Minister of Finance WANG KE-TIEN.
Minister of Marine
- '*LTU KWANG-HSTJNG.
Minister of the Interior
' - TSENG NENG-KUN.
Minister of Agriculture
- TIEN WEN-LIEH.
Minister of Communications
- " " T s A U JU-LIN.
:i:

* Held the same office in the temporary Cabinet of W a n g T a Hsih. who resigned on 30th November
after holding office a week.

This change of administration does not, however, imply any settlement of the
differences which continue to disturb the country. Sir J . Jordan points out that the
Minister of Communications is under Japanese influence, and the Minister of Marine
is notoriously corrupt and pro-German. T h e new Prime Minister is Chief of the
General Staff under General Tuan Chi-jib, who appears to be ready to resume the
Premiership so soon as the policy of negotiation with, the South is proved a failure
and recourse is had to one of coercion.
At a meeting of Allied Ministers in P e k i n g the British, proposals for the deportation
of all enemy subjects in China to Australia for internment, was favourably received,
even tbe Russian Minister being prepared to join with the other Allied, representatives
in urging the expediency of this course upon the Chinese Government. The Japanese
Minister lias advised Sir J . Jordan, that lie has been instructed to support these
proposals, and the United States Minister in Peking is most anxious that this"
deportation may be effected at the first opportunity, as he fears that enemy prisoners
in Siberia may join, hands with the Germans in China for the purpose of m a k i n g
trouble.
Although the advance of 2,000,000/.. to the Chinese Treasury on account of the
Currency Loan, has been postponed until, a stable Administration be formed, Sir
J . Jordan fears that this unwelcome transaction will uot.be abandoned.

ARGENTINA:
The proposals for the purchase of the wheat-crop are meeting with official
opposition, and are being so much delayed that Sir R. Tower considers that in view
of the. discouraging attitude of the Argentine Government there is little hope for
progress unless definite and final, terms are presented jointly by Great Britain, France
and the United States for acceptance or rejection. This proposal is notable in view
of the fact that three days later isolated action on the part of the United. States
Ambassador led to no result.

BRAZIL.
Sir A. Peel reports that the Minister for Foreign A If airs intends to ask w h e t h e r
there is any further need for the enforcement of the Statutory List in Brazil now that
the Government has passed a law prohibiting trading with, the enemy.

M E X I C O .

Mr. Cummins reports that General Carranza has begun to enforce certain anti
foreign clauses of the new Constitution, expelling foreign priests and p r e p a r i n g to
cancel foreign concessions granting exemption from taxation.
Sir O. Spring Rice understands that the United States Government, in spite of its
reserve in the matter and its repeated refusals to adumbrate its future policy in
Mexico, is actually, building up the political position, possibly of General Villa, in
order that he may be used as a second string in case General Carranza proves?
recalcitrant. l i e learns that the State Department considers that neither General
Diaz nor Sen or lturbi.de are likely to' be successors to General Carranza, whose
downfall, according to all reports, seems to be assured. In view of this h e again
urges that recognition should be withheld as being likely to offend the Catholic
interest in Mexico while actually gaining nothing.
Telegraphing on 5th December, Sir C. Spring R i c e sends news of a possible
Pelaez-Diaz combination which m a y enable the former General to seize Tampico and
set up a Provisional Government, having for its policy the re-establishment of the
old Constitution, and an open declaration, in favour of the Allies.

UNITED

STATES.

On 4th December President Wilson addressed Congress recommending that war.
should be declared against Austria-Hungary, l i e explained, that a s . Turkey and
"Bulgaria were- only instruments it was unnecessary, although perhaps illogical, to
declare w a r against them as yet. In defining the purpose of the w a r the President
said :—
" Let there be no misunderstanding'. Our present and immediate task is to
win the war, and nothing shall turn us aside from it until it is accomplished.
E v e r y ' power and resource we possess, whether of men, of money, or of
materials, is being devoted, and will continue to be devoted, to that purpose
until it is achieved. Those who desire to bring peace about before that,
purpose is achieved, I counsel, to c a n y their advice elsewhere. We will not
entertain it. We shall regard the war as won only when the German, people
say to us, through, properly accredited representatives, that they are ready to
agree to a settlement based upon justice and a reparation of the wrongs their
riders have clone.
" T h e y have done a wrong to Belgium which must be repaired. They
have established a power over other lands and peoples than their own—over
the great Empire of Austria-Hungary, over the hitherto free Balkan. States,
over Turkey, and within Asia—which must be relinquished.
" Germany s success by skill, by industry, by knowledge, by enterprise, we
did not grudge or oppose, but admired rather. She had. built, up for herself
a real. Empire of trade and. influence secured by the peace of the world. W e
were content to a bide, the rivalries of manufacture, science, and commerce that
were involved for us in her success, and. stand or fall as we had or did not
have the brains and the initiative to surpass her. But at the moment when
she had conspicuously won her triumphs of peace she threw them away to
establish in. their stead what the world will no longer permit to be established,
military and political, domination by arms, by which to oust where she could
not excel the rivals she most feared and hated.
" T h e peace we make must remedy that wrong. It must deliver the once
fair lands and happy peoples of Belgium and Northern France from the
Prussian conquest, and the Prussian menace, but, it must also deliver the
peoples of Austria-Hungary, the peoples of the Balkans, and the peoples of
Turkey, alike in. Europe and. in Asia, from the impudent and alien dominion
of the Prussian, military and commercial autocracy. We owe it, however, to
ourselves to say that we do not wish in any w a y to impair or to rearrange the
Austro-llungariau Empire. It is no affair of ours what they do with, their own
life, either industrially or politically. We do not purpose or- desire to dictate
to them in any way. We only desire to see that their affairs are left in their
own hands in all matters, great or small. W e shall hope to seen re for the
peoples of the Balkan Peninsula and. for the people of the Turkish Empire the
right, and opportunity to m a k e their own lives safe, their own. fortunes secure,
against oppression or injustice, and from the dictation of foreign Courts or
parties.
" A n d our attitude and purpose with regard to Germany herself are of a
like kind. W e intend no wrong against the German. Empire, no interference
with her internal, affairs.
We should deem either the one or the other
absolutely unjustifiable, absolutely contrary to the principles we have professed
to live by and to hold, most sacred throughout our life as a nation.
-i:.
" The people of Germany are being told by the men whom they now permit
to deceive them, and to act as their masters, that they are lighting for the very,
life and existence of their - Empire, a war of desperate- self-defence against
deliberate aggression. Nothing could be more grossly or wantonly false, and
we must seek by the utmost openness and candour as to our real aims to
convince them of its falseness. We are, in fact, lighting for their emancipation
from fear along with our own—from the fear, as well as from the fact, of unjust
attacks by neighbours, or rivals, or schemers after world empire. No one is
. threatening the existence, or the independence, or the peaceful enterprise;of
the German Empire."
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In view of this possibility of a war with Austria-Hungary, which is understood to
be generally approved in Congress, it is interesting to note that Sir H. Huinbold has
information that such a declaration of w a r is dreaded in Berlin as being likely to
precipitate a revolution in Vienna.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United States authorities have invited British
co-operation in the Postal Censorship, and that the Military Service Convention is
likely to meet with little opposition. One of the advantages of this Agreement is
that the compulsory recruiting of recalcitrant British subjects will in future be
enforced by the United States Government.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that in the regulations issued, on 29th November for
controlling alien enemies in the Water Front zones the naturalization of Germans
elsewhere than in the United States is not recognised by the Unites States
Government as exempting them from restrictions to be enforced on alien enemies.

SHIPPING

SITUATION.

According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total, tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the E i n g ' s enemies during the period 2.3rd-29th November
inclusive, is 109,072 tons, of which 76,440 tons were British, as * compared with
57,085 tons, of which 49,176 were British, reported last week.
There appears to have been a certain amount of Interallied competition in the
negotiations for securing enemy tonnage interned in Spain, as both Italy and the
United States have been trying to purchase these ships. In the circumstances the
Foreign Office has informed Sir C. Spring Rice that the proposals of the Italian
agents will not be recognised by the Admiralty until the negotiations of the United
States Government have been terminated.
The British Government, at the request of M. Venizelos, h a s agreed in future to
requisition Greek ships only with the consent of the Hellenic Government, and has
invited the French and Italian Governments to adopt a similar course as the need for
tonnage in Greece is very urgent.
The Foreign Office advises Sir C. Spring Rice of a difference in procedure as to
the victualling of neutral ships between the United States and. Halifax. The Americans
grant stores adecjuate for a round voyage so as to enable a neutral to return to the
United States ; while the British authorities at Halifax remove all stores above the
bare requirements for a single voyage to the neutrabs home port in order to prevent,
such surplus from being sent into Germany or sold in excess of the ration allowance
in the neutral country.
PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

On 1st December a cessation of hostilities was arranged between, the Bolshevists
and the Germans and came into effect at 10 pan. next day along a sector of some
ISO miles of front, from the southern bank of the Pripet to a point south of the Lipa,
in Galicia.
On 3rd December negotiations for a general armistice between the
Bolshevists and representatives of the German Army and Navy and. of the Austrian,
Hungarian, Bulgarian and Turkish Armies began at tire Headquarters of Prince
Leopold of Bavaria.
Sir IT. Rumbold learns that the German terms of peace with the Bolshevists wall
include liberation of all subjects of the enemy Empires held as prisoners of war in
Russia, the retention of all Russian prisoners as hostages, and the supply by Russia
to Germany of a quantity of foodstuffs in addition to the necessary rations for the
hostages. The Minister also learns that the T u r k s are negotiating for peace with
the Bolshevists.
Sir W. Townley reports that the Amsterdam market is persuaded that Rumania is
about to negotiate a separate pjeace, while Sir H. Rumbold learns that Germany
will, make every effort to bring this about, even by offering a n accession of territory
in the Bukovina and Bessarabia.
Sir II. Rumbold learns that Germany is upon the point of proposing a g e n e r a l
peace on terms providing for the evacuation of occupied territory by the Germans in

return for tire restoration of their colonies, the re-establishment of- Belgium in r e t u r n
for the " Freedom of the S e a s , " recognition of the- autonomy of Poland, and the
neutralization of Serbia.
The Russian Minister in Berne learns that the German Minister, acting through
the Federal Councillors Forrer and Muller, has suggested that the Swiss Government
should immediately recognise the Bolshevist Government, in order to be in a position
to offer to act as mediator between the two groups of belligerents. The Swiss Foreign
Minister has, however, declined to take the desired-action.
Telegrams from France, Italy, and Scandinavia indicate that Lord Lansdowne's
letter has generally caused an unfortunate impression, and in many quarters it is
persistently regarded as h a v i n g been of an official nature, otherwise it " must have
been stopped.':' by the Censor. ,
Sir R. Paget reports that Mr. Stauning, a Socialist Member of the Danish Cabinet,
has written to the Dutch Socialists u r g i n g the necessity for an International Socialist
Peace Conference, but that his action is much disapproved by the King of Denmark
and the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
M. Renaudel denies the truth of Iierr Sche idem aim's recent declaration in Dresden
to the effect that a message of sympathy and support was sent by the French
Socialists to the Bolshevist Government i n P e t r o g r a d . He also denies having received
any invitation from M. Huysmans to discuss the advisability of summoning anew the
International Socialist Conference.
The proposed formation of an Interallied
Socialist Commission is, however, under consideration.

GENERAL.
Negotiations appear to be proceeding simultaneously with the Turks in Berne
and at Foujes, At the latter place Rahmi Bey has agreed to all the British demands,
with the exception of the release of the Hadkinsons, as he is anxious that Ayoub
Sabri should owe his release to him.
Lord Newton learns from M. de Slatin that there are still about 800,000 AustroH u n g a r i a n prisoners in Russia and perhaps 80,000 Germans. These are understood
for the most part to be unfit, and a great number are in Siberia, which will make
their repatriation difficult. The same informant estimated the numbers of Russian
prisoners in Germany at about 1,400,000, and in. Austria-Hungary at over one
million.
The Foreign Office has advised Sir R. Paget that owing to recent developments
in Russia, no further food imports are to be allowed into Germany for Russian
prisoners who may soon cease to be prisoners.
The "Dutch Minister in Berlin reports that all British officers in Stroheu camp
w i l l shortly be sent to Halle, where they will be visited by a Dutch delegate.
Instructions have been sent for the camp at Vireux to be inspected, and an i n q u i r y
held into the reported bad treatment. Conditions at the camp of Gliickhauf a r e
said to be favourable.
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CANADA.

The comments of the Minister of Customs upon the relationship of Quebec to
the Western Provinces, and the reapportionment of constituencies necessitated by
increased Western population, are interesting as showing that the tendency of the
future will be to diminish the influence of a " s o l i d Quebec."
AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.

Mr. Hughes' striking references to the stake of the Commonwealth in the war
should make clear to the Australian people the true meaning of a German vdctoiy
both to them and to the future of the Pacific.
SOUTH AFRICA.

The fact that General Botha should have considered it well to issue a further
grave w a r n i n g regarding the racial question, and to emphasise that the principles of:
the South African Party are identical with those of the Act of Union, furnishes a
r e m i n d e r that though Republican propaganda may not bo so prominently advertised
at the moment, it is still being carried on in various parts of the Union.
FRANCE.

M. Caillaux, the most powerful and insidious danger in French, politics, has at
last been brought to book, and the Chamber has been asked to suspend his parlia
mentary privileges in order that he may be tried by court-martial for communicating
Avith the enemy, and on" a charge of having endangered the security of the State.
PORTUGAL.

A successful military insurrection in Lisbon has brought about the compulsory
resignation of the Costa Cabinet and has deposed the President. As far as can be
gathered, Professor and Major Siclouio Paes, who is now master of the political
situation, is not Germanophil and does not propose to change the form of government.
He has given assurances that ali Portuguese engagements will be fulfilled, and that
Portugal intends to continue the war.

X o i i Y I I EUN N E U T R A L S .

There is further delay in the economic negotiations owing to the sudden
unexpected departure of the United States negotiators.

and

SHIPPING SITUATION.

In-spite of enemy efforts during November, there was an increase of nearly 39,000
tons in the amount of British mercantile tonnage available for service at the end of
the month over that ready for sea at the beginning.
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P A R T I.—BRITISH E M P I R E AND AFRICA.
IMPERIAL A F F A I R S .
With reference to the establishment of an Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau
(vide Reports Nos. 15, 16, and 37), the South African Ministers have telegraphed that
the scheme has their approval, and that they recommend, the appointment of their
High Commissioner (Mr. W. P. Schreiner) to represent the Union on the governing
body.
CANADA.
The latest reports concerning the Halifax explosion place the number of dead at
2,000 and. the injured at 8,000. In addition there are 25,000 people homeless. The
material damage is estimated at $30,000,000 and it is said that not a house in Halifax
has escaped, damage. The primary cause of the collision between the French steamer,
which was carrying explosives, and the Belgian relief ship, is alleged to have been the
confusing signals of one of the steamers.
The Minister of J u s t i c e (Mr. C. J . I-Liberty) who was refused a hearing a week ago
in the St. AniPs Division of Montreal and. was warned that his life would be endangered
if he attempted to hold another meeting, insisted, on addressing a meeting in the Irish
quarter and refused police protection. The Minister was given, a good hearing and
he emphasised the disastrous effect which the defeat of the Military Service Act wouId
have upon American, sentiment at a time when American support was absolutely
essential to wanning the war.
Support to the Union. Government is being given by the representatives of various
Church interests in the Dominion, including Anglicans, Presbyterians, Baptists,
and Methodists, while the Roman Catholic Bishop of London (Out.) is urging h i s
fellow religionists to support the Union Government and not to be misled " by
" mistaken sympathy with a Province whose religion must not be confounded with.
" its politics." The Bishop dissociates himself from any attack upon the section of
the Liberal Party led by Sir W. Laurier, but points out that it cannot be denied
that every element opposed from the beginning to Canada's participation in the
war are united in opposition to the Union Government.
The Canadian Manufacturers' Association have brought their working staffs
together in. order to urge their members from the Atlantic to the -Pacific to support
the Union Government.
The alliance between Sir W. Laurier and Mr. Bourassa, leader of the FrenchCanadian Nationalists, has been, denounced by the President; of the Privy Council
(Mr. Rowell) at all his meetings as an attempt to dominate Canada by the Quebec
majority. The relationship of Quebec to the Western Provinces has been commented
upon by the Minister of Customs (Mr. A. L. Sifton), who has pointed out that the
reapportionment of- constituencies on the basis of increased, population i s being put
into practice during this election, and Western Canada wall have 56 representatives
i n the new Parliament instead of 34, as i n the old. Mr. Sifton estimates that in s i x
years' time, if the increase in the population continues at the same rate, the West
would be entitled to 80 representatives, or about one-third of the total membership
of the Dominion House of Commons. In that case " the West," he declares, " w o u l d
be able to control the policy of the country, and be independent of race or religion,
or of solid Quebec."
"The Premier of Quebec (Sir Lomer Gouin) has stated in a speech in Montreal that
if the Union. Government are returned to power it will not be merely 100,000 men
who will go to the front, but double that number.
The Mayor of Montreal (Mr. Martin) has declared that if the French Conservatives,
who are standing for constituencies in. Quebec Province, are returned by the vote of
the soldiers, it will mean nothing more nor less than revolt on the part of the' people
-of the Province.
With reference to the meeting at Kitchener, Ont., at which the Prime Minister
was refused a hearing (vide Report No. 44), and the decision, of the City Council
that no formal apology to Sir Robert Borden w a s necessary, indignation mass meetings
and the closing of all the factories of the town as a protest against the CounciPs
attitude, resulted in a resolution of apology being passed by the City Council.

The Minister of Public Works (Mr. F. B . Carvell) has been returned unopposed
for Carleton, N.B., on account of the withdrawal of Iris opponent, thus making the
second Minister to be returned without a contest.
The inclusion of a representative of Labour in the Dominion Cabinet and the
promise that a further representative will be added after the election, has given much
satisfaction, and it is anticipated that the great bulk of the Labour vote will be polled
for the Union Government. The President of ' the Trades and Labour Council
(Mr. J . 0,, W a l t e r s ) , though declaring himself as opposed to conscription before the
election, h a s not made any pronouncement during the last few w e e k s .
' The first draft of men under the Military Service Act, probably amounting to
between 20,000 and. 25,000 men, will be called to the colours on 3rd J a n u a r y .
With reference to the enquiry of the Dominion Government as to an estimate of
the orders l i k e l y to he placed for shipbuilding i n Canadian y a r d s (vide Report No. 4 5 ) ,
the Dominion Government have telegraphed that the persons who have made applica
tion for permission to build ships for foreign account state that. they cannot delay
m a k i n g , arrangements ' for securing steel. In reply the Shipping Controller has
telegraphed his appreciation of the importance of placing as large orders for ship
building as possible in Canadian yards, but he points out that the practicability of
this action depends upon -financial arrangements, which are now being considered
by the Treasury. Meantime the Controller expresses the hope that no action will be
taken which will, prevent his placing orders, and he suggests that though, foreigners
might be permitted to contract with Canadian yards, no actual building should be
commenced without the permission of the Dominion Government being first obtained.
The death h a s occurred of Sir Mackenzie Bowel], who was Prime Minister of the
Dominion in 1894-95.
1

AUSTRALIAN

COMMONWEALTH.

Frankfurter
The Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes) in dealing with the statement in the
Zeitung that the war situation in Europe would determine the question as to whether
Germany should be deprived of her Colonies, has declared that the future of
Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific g e n e r a h y will, be determined not by what the
people in those places desire, but b y the Peace Conference. If Germanj- should be
victorious, he said, she would take as much of Australia, New Zealand and the
Pacific as she wanted, and she would most certainly demand the right of free entry
for her goods. " Thus," he added, " at one stroke Australians independence, national
" institutions, political liberty, and economic and industrial prosperity would b e
" determined."
The Prime Minister has declared that it is the intention of the Government to
organise the woman power of the Commonwealth without further delay.
A Regulation is being issued by the Commonwealth Government prohibiting the
employment in Australia of subjects of Allied countries of military age. This action
has been decided upon pending the completion. of negotiations between the Allied
nations whereby subjects residing i n other Allied countries shall be made liable to
military service in their country of origin.
In reply to the telegram relating to the shipping position and the importance of
releasing further ships from coastal service (vide Report No. 44) the Commonwealth
Government have assured the British authorities that the gravity of the situation, i s
realised, and that everything possible will b e done to help the Empire. The British
Government a r e informed that they may confidently rely upon the matter being dealt
with immediately after the Referendum has been taken on 20th December.
On. tlie 27th November officials of the Commonwealth Government raided the
o ft ice of the Queensland Government printer and seized 10,000 copies of Hansard's
Parliamentary Debates, which contained a report of a specially arranged debate i n
the Legislature upon the conscription issue. The Parliamentary Debates gave the
anti-conscription arguments in large type, and they have all been, confiscated. The
Prime Minister justifies his action b y publishing a letter from the Secretary of the
Anti-Conscription League to two men of German name, in. which the scheme f o r
evading the Censorship is set out in full. The Prime Minister has challenged the
Premier of the State (Mr. R y a n ) to make outside Parliament the statements contained
in the Parliamentary Report.
1

See, however. Reports No. 35, No. 87. and Appendix to No. 25.

A. regulation lias been issued by the Common wealth Government permitting
soldiers under 21 who are serving oversea, or who have returned, or who are encamped
in Australia, to vote in the Referendum relating to conscription.
,
W i t h reference to the introduction of legislation to enable the Empire to exercise
control over non-ferrous metals, the Prime Minister has expressed his hope that the
measure will contain provisions for the total exclusion of enemy interests. " Anything
else," he declares, " would certainly renew Germany's economic dominion, and warned
by our experiences we should make victory the sure foundation of a lasting peace."
Mr. Hughes has telegraphed to the British Government urging that the limitation
of the period and the restriction to non-ferrous metals should be deleted from the Bill
(which is now before the British House of Commons) in order to give full effect to the
Resolutions of the Paris Economic Conference.
With reference to reinforcements for the five Australian Divisions, the Army
Council have telegraphed to the Commonwealth. Government that they have now been
informed by the Oommaiider-in-Chief that these Divisions are short by more than
11,000 infantry. It is pointed out that the numbers in training in the United
Kingdom are not more than sufficient to replace normal wastage. Under these
circumstances the Army Council estimate that 25,000 infantry will, be required to
reach England during the months of December to March inclusive and 25,000 additional
drafts from April to J u n e if the infantry of the Australian Divisions is to be raised to
and maintained at war establishment.
The difference between this and former
estimates arises from the fact that during the month ending 26th October the severe
lighting caused a wastage of 14,000, or approximately an increase of 8,000 over the
estimates.
Idle Commonwealth Government have decided to form a Federal Constabulary,
and returned soldiers will be given a preference i n the new force.
Free passages to Australia for the wives of returned soldiers wdio have been
married in Great Britain have been arranged by the Commonwealth Government.
NEW

ZEALAND.

The accidents which have happened to ocean-going vessels in Bominion h a r b o u r s ,
have given rise to the suggestion that explosives have been placed in the holds, a n d
stringent regulations are now b e i n g enforced for the examination of all cargo before
being loaded. Guards are also protecting oversea vessels while at the loading
berths. The regulations issued in J u l y provided that no person should board a sea
going ship while moored alongside any wharf or anchored in any harbour without the
written permission of a military authority, owner, master, or agent, and that t h e .
masters of all such ships should engage a sufficient guard.
W i t h regard to the proposal, of the Serbian Government that a Slav regiment
should be raised in New Zealand, recent statistics produced by the Kaiparu Chamber
of Commerce show that there were 1,105 Slavs in the north, who could be classified
as First Division men, of whom 765 were iiniiaturalised.
The proposal made in
Parliament that they should all be called up was abandoned in favour of utilising the
men on war service (many of them being engaged in producing food for the
Dominion) at the New Zealand Expeditionary Force rate of pay.
The new scale of pensions under the Bill which was before the last session of
Parliament provides that a man serving in the British forces will have the pension
granted by the British Government made up to the New Zealand Expeditionary
Force scale if the beneficiary or dependant, as the case m a y be, was a bond fide
resident of New Zealand prior to enlisting. The Minister of Defence (Sir J a m e s
Allen) pointed out that New Zealand was providing what no other country has provided,
viz., that the children of a man m a r r y i n g within two years of his discharge shall be
entitled to a pension.
He also called attention to the provision that pensions
shall not be reviewed by reason of any change in the earning capacity of the
beneficiary, this being designed to induce the partially disabled man to train himself
and to earn money. The proposals, the Minister declared, placed New Zealand ahead
of any other country of the world.
SOUTH

AFRICA.

The Prime Minister (General Botha) in a speech at Johannesburg, referred . to the
grave responsibility of the Government in r e g a r d to the racial question, which, he
said, they must be careful not to raise again i n South Africa. He u r g e d the people
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to stand solidly behind the Act of Union, the principles of which were the principles
of the South African Party. Whether in war, rebellion or strikes, the Party, h e said,
must maintain these principles, and people who paraded the Republican propaganda
were only t r y i n g to gain votes and' to bring the two white races into conflict.
At the above-mentioned meeting, General Botha stated that work had been
provided for the great majority of returned, soldiers. who had. applied for it. He
expressed the hope that t h e Governments l a r g e irrigation and afforestation schemes
would eventually afford employment for many ex-soldiers-:..
In consequence of the shortage of native labour, the Union Government have
decided to permit the importation of 1,000 or more natives from north of latitude 22 ,
and if the experiment proves successful, the mines will, secure a large amount of fresh
. labour. These natives will be inoculated against pneumonia.
The Union Minister of Mines (Mr. Malan) has announced that if the Commission
now sitting reports that there is any profiteering in connection with the necessaries
of life the.matter will he at once dealt with by the Union Government.
Q

GOLD COAST.

' -

The Secretary of State has telegraphed his agreement with the view of the
Governor a s to the desirability of deporting a l l German Missionaries, and, if possible,
all their colleagues of other nationalities i n the Basle T r a d i n g Society or the Mission.
It is suggested that action with regard to the Germans should be taken at once.
GERMAN EAST AFRICA.
General Northey has reported that there are now no German troops in German
East Africa. The whole of the enemy's Western force proceeded south-eastwards and
was surrounded by General van DeventeFs main force south of Massassi. There now
only remain the enemy's original Eastern force of about. 200 Europeans and 1,500
natives, who are i n Portuguese East Africa and appear to be moving towards Mwembe
and threatening Nyasaland.
W i t h reference to the telegram relating to co-operation between Belgian and
British forces in East Africa (vide Report No. 45), the British Minister to the Belgian
Government states that a telegram has been received from the Belgian Commander
to the effect that the proclamation issued by the British General contemplated further
co-operation with the Belgian Army now serving i n East Africa. Before replying,
therefore, to the telegram, the Belgian Government are awaiting further information
as.to the position, of the British Government in the matter.
In an article appearing in the Vossische Zeitung of 9th December, German East
Africa is spoken of as a country which " must remain German or the prestige of
Germairy in the coloured parts of the world will disappear.'' The writer states that
the country " is one of those possessions to which we must cling, and we should prove
" ourselves unworthy if we did not joyfully make everything dependent upon our
" holding i t . "
PORTUGUESE EAST

AFRICA.

In contemplation of an attack on Port Amelia by the Germans, the Portuguese.
Commander has requested that British troops may be despatched to that" place.
General van Deventer proposes to send the Gold Coast Regiment for this purpose,
but in order to avoid difficulties he urges the necessity of the Portuguese evacuating
Port Amelia, and leaving the command of the British forces i n Portuguese territory
to him. The British Government are therefore seeking the concurrence of the
Portuguese Government i n this suggestion, and it is pointed out that every assistance
should be given to General van. Deventer, including the provision of carriers if
occasion demands, failing which it m a y b e found necessary to leave the Portuguese
to defend their own territory alone.
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The Russian Ambassador in - London h a s advised the Foreign Office that the
Russian Minister in Teheran is anxious that the Allies should inform the Provisional
Governments which have been constituted in the Ukraine, in Kuban, Terek, and.
Transcaucasia that no relations will be entertained with the Bolshevists in Petrograd,
who will not be recognised as a legal power. The Minister has offered to transmit
such declarations on behalf of the Allies to these Provisional Governments with which,
he hopes to establish relations.
Commander Wedgwood, M.P, has suggested that as Russia will probably fall
into the-position of a German Dependency as a result of making peace with Germany
which will enable Germans to secure the reorganisation, business and. financial control
of the country, it is to the interest of the Allies that this German Russia should be
as small as possible. l i e therefore proposes that the various States and Peoples
which have emerged amid the ruin of the Russian Empire, and asserted their
independence—Siberia, Finland, Georgia, Ukraine, Cossacks—should immediately
be recognised and. assisted to maintain that independence as the best means of
restricting the area within which German influence can spread to the detriment of
the Allies.
Sir 0 . Greene learns' that the Japanese Government is not inclined, to take any
steps in response to the French suggestion made in Tokyo on 5th December'that
J a p a n should. " intensify her sacrifices " on behalf of the Allied cause in Europe.
The Foreign Office has again had reason to animadvert on the disconcerting
methods adopted, by the United States- Government in its negotiations with the
northern neutrals, and points out to-Sir C. Spring Rice that the principal. Ameriqan
Delegate has left Paris for Washington in spite of assurances to the effect that he
would confer with the Swedish and Dutch missions in London.
The adhesion, of China and Panama to the Allied Enemy Property Convention
has been invited, but Sir C. Mallet advises the Foreign. Office that the Government of
Panama is unlikely to take independent action in any war measure without the
approval of Washington.
Sir PI. Rumbold learns indirectly that the Swiss Government would welcome a
declaration on the part of Great Britain in. favour of the maintenance of the neutrality
of Switzerland, either in conjunction wdth the proposed declaration, of the United
States Government to that effect or as an independent act. In. consequence of this
the British Minister has been, instructed, to inform the Swiss Government that Great
Britain reaffirms the Treaties and. Declarations of 18.15, and will respect the integrity
and neutrality of Switzerland so long as they are maintained by the Swiss and
respected, by the enemy. France has made a similar communication to the Federal
Government.
Lord Bertie reports that the French members of the Interallied. Purchasing
Council are the Ministers of Commerce and Armaments (MM. Clementel. and Loucheur)
and M. P a u l B a g : i o n .
' FRANCE.
Mr. Wears reports from Lyons on. 7th December that the Loire strike is at an
end.
The Senate has suspended the parliamentary privileges of Senator Humbert in the
Lenoir -ease, and has authorised legal proceedings against him. on the charge of
trafficking with the enemy. Lord Bertie reports that on 11th December General
Dubail, the Military Governor of Paris, has applied, through the Prime Minister, to
the Chamber of Deputies, for the suspension of the parliamentary privileges of
M. Caillaux, a former Prime Minister, and M. Loustalot, in order that they may be
tried by court-martial on the charge of endangering the safety of t h e State.

s
ITALY.
Sir R. Rodd learns that Baron Sonnino fears that pacifist energies are now being"
secretly directed to the preparation of a peace programme unknown to the GovernmentMean while three.other former Deputies have been arrested for complicity in t h e
Cavallini intrigues with Caillaux, the ex-Khedive and Bolo.
Sir R. Rodd reports the signature of the Military Service Agreement between
Great Britain and. Italy, which was laid before the Italian Parliament on 11th
December.
'
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has informed the British Ambassador that
martial law h a s been proclaimed in eight more provinces of Lombardy and Emilia in
order to facilitate the control of undesirables and espionage.

SERBIA.
In view of the great difficulty in getting recruits for the Serbian Army owing to
the fact that almost the whole of the Kingdom is in the hands of the enemy, repre
sentations have again been made to the Italian Government in order to secure the
release of Croatian, Slovene, and other Southern Slavs held as prisoners of w a r . S i r
R. Rodd reports, however, that the Italian Government is suspicious of the South
Slavs, afraid of Austrian reprisals, and entirely unwilling to do more than release an
occasional Serbian sympathiser.

GREECE.
Lord Granville has been informed that Great Britain and France will each open a
book credit of 25,000,000 francs, which is to be accorded to the National Bank of
Greece as cover for the issue of notes to that amount. This advance is included in
the 750,000,000 francs (30,000,O00Z.) which will be placed, at the disposal, of the
Greek Government according to its needs, as approved b y the Interallied Financial
Commission to be established in Athens, during 1918. The Interallied Military
Commission will advise as to the expenditure on the armed forces of the Greek
Crown.
In view of French opposition to the suggestion, there w i l l b e no Italian participation
in the Fort Control at the Pirrnus.

PORTUGAL.
On 5th December part of the Army in Lisbon made a pronunciamientc
against theGovernment and sympathetic movements took place at Oporto and elsewhere in the
north. The Navy supported the Government, but after fighting, characterised by
Sir L. Carnegie a s severe, the insurgents were victorious and during the night of
7th-8th December the Ministry, which had proceeded on. board the Portuguese
warship Vasco da Garna earlier in the day, resigned, and the greater part of its
members took refuge on, board a British warship. Dr. Alfonso Costa, the Prime
Minister, and Senhor Augusto Soares, Minister for Foreign Affairs, were arrested at
Oporto, and on 9th December Dr. Bernardino Machado, the President of the Republic,
was arrested and deposed. The Revolutionary Committee has notified the Dean of
the Diplomatic Corps of its assumption of power and has dissolved Congress,
Sir L. Carnegie has been informed by Major de Sidonio Paes, the President of the
Revolutionary Committee, that the Provisional Government will maintain with pride
the ancient alliance with Great Britain and will faithfully fulfil all engagements made
in the name of the Portuguese nation. Major Paes, formerly a Professor of Mathe
matics at the University of Coimbra and subsequently Minister of Public Works i n
the Chagas Cabinet of 1911 and Minister of Finance in the Vasconcellos Cabinet i n
the same year, was Portuguese Minister in Berlin until the declaration of w a r against

Germany.
He has given assurances that, the movement which he has guided to
success is in no way Monarchist nor pro-German.
According to a Renter telegram, Senhor Bracamp has become President of the
Republic.

GERMAN

AFFAIRS.

According to a despatch from Sir F. Yiliters dated 29th November, a certain
Herr Richter, manager of the Nobel, works at Hamburg, who is a member of the
EmperoFs semi-official Commercial Council, and is also to be appointed member of a
committee for the reconciliation of Germany with the nations of the' Entente, has made
statements which are thus briefly summarised :—
" W e know that we must evacuate Belgium and give compensation for her
losses ; it is only at this price, to which we are resigned, that peace is possible.
" Our position will, however, be such that we shall not be able to p a y at
once, for the amount will be large. We have but little, and what we have
must be kept to meet our own first necessities after the conclusion of peace.
" Our proposal is to ask the Entente to advance to Belgium the sum. clue,
which we will repay' by annuities, including interest.
, " W e shall in no way interfere with Belgian life or concerns.
" Germany is absolutely ruined, for the Americans have inflicted a fatal
blow in seizing the raw materials accumulated, i n the United States. These
were counted upon to supply German industry after the war. It will now be
necessary to purchase raw materials at a high price, if any are available, and
in this case no underselling will be possible.
" Idle greatest danger for us would be that the Entente should oppose the
re-establishment of our commerce and industries until all the devastated
countries have been restored and indemnified.
That would be finis

Gennanice.

" Moreover, we shall not be alone in requiring to replenish our stock of raw
materials. Austria wants a share, and. this w e shall probably be obliged to
refuse. Hence great difficulties will arise for which w e are already preparing.
" Our financial situation is very bad, the market is poisoned by paper money
which may well become valueless.
" T h e Austrian kronen with which Germany is flooded are greatly
depreciated, a n d this matter will have to be settled. As we have but little of
the gold which is indispensable, and. as the State will require money, it is
proposed after the Avar to levy one enormous contribution of 20 to 25 per cent,
upon fortunes above a figure to be fixed. This, it is calculated, would bring
in 25 milliards, a sum sufficient to meet the most urgent needs.
" The people want peace, disarmament, and suppression of the Army. The
Government know this and will, have to yield, but the officers are still left in
ignorance."
. .
Furthermore, only a very gradual demobilisation will be possible as a revolution
is feared if too many soldiers return simultaneously to find nothing but starvation a n d
distress in their homes.
Sir M. Findlay reports information to the effect that while the military shell of
Germany is still impervious the civil kernel is so rotten that covered vans have-to
patrol the streets of Berlin and Constantinople with concealed batteries of machine
guns, and on the formation of the slightest crowd these are displayed ready for use.
In Hamburg machine-guns are reported to be mounted at street corners.
Sir G. Buchanan learns that the first Bolshevist delegate on the Armistice
Commission formed the opinion from his conversation with the German delegates that
Germany was exhausted and was craving for'peace. The Bolshevist therefore suggests
that negotiations should be protracted a s long as possible, in order to gain time for
fostering a revolutionary movement among German workmen.
Sir 11. Rumbold quotes the Socialist Deputy Bernstein as having confessed that
while no revolution is likely in Germany during the war unless the Allies w i n
victories the Government is much exercised by President WilsOn's habit of drawing a
distinction between the German people and its rulers. The Deputy hopes that a n

i n d e m n i t y will be inflicted upon' Germany as a means of discrediting the ruling c l a s s
i n the eyes of the masses, and advises the Allies to make use of their most effective
weapon, the Economic Offensive after the war, a s a means of terrorising the German
commercial classes.
In connection with this question of demobilization, the Vossische Zeitung calls for
the m a k i n g of arrangements whereby every soldier on release from the ranks should
be healthily housed, insured against unemployment after a preliminary period for
rest and recuperation, and for the reform of the sickness and old age pension schemes.
The j o u r n a l presses for immediate attention to these details as there is now not
much time to lose.
Sir R. Paget reports that the weekly bread.ration in Leipzig is 3"85 lbs. per head,
meat just less than 5 ounces, and butter or fat about 1 ounce.
The Vorwaris annotinces the formation of the B u n d der Kaiscrtreuen (-League of
Those Faithful to the Emperor) which will carry on that internal political work from
which the Fatherland Party is debarred by its constitution.
The Duke of SaxeCoburg and Gofha i s President, and the new League, the motto of which is
" Render unto the People the things that are the People.'s, and unto the Emperor
the things that are the EmperoFs," strongly opposes the parliamentarisation of the
Imperial Government as being the first step towards that clemocratisation which
aims at the downfall of the German Empire.
The same journal accuses the
Conservative Kreuz Zeitung of trying to involve the monarchy itself in the approaching
catastrophe to the Conservative Party, and points out that the Throne has no more
dangerous enemies at the present moment than the professional Monarchists. The
Conservatives are opposed to the Prussian Reform Bill, which is ardently supported
by the parties of the Left, in spite of its absolutist financial provisions which
allow a government to fall back on the previous Budget if a new one be refused b y
Parliament, and of its disfranchisement of all soldiers for at least a year after the end
of the war by means of the residence qualification for voters.
:

NETHERLANDS.
Mr. van Vollenhoven, who was the Dutch negotiator in the United States, will
probably again represent his country in the fresh negotiations in London on t h e
subject of Allied control of Dutch tonnage in United States ports and the ration
schemes for Holland.
SWITZERLAND. Sir H. Rumbold reports that in view of the Swiss gratification at the steps taken
to assure their corn supply, the atmosphere is now more favourable for pushing the
loan negotiations. The Foreign Office has instructed him to press for twelve and a
half million francs per month, although ten million m a y b e accepted in the last resort,
particularly if the Italian demands for accommodation, which are to be kept, quite
separate, reach or exceed'the difference. The Minister learns that the Swiss Govern
ment is itself likely to need a loan in the near future, and this may possibly lead to
dela3 if the amount demanded overburdens the market.
Sir JL Rumbold is advised that the German Government is prepared to restore
the cocoa. stolen in transit from Holland to Switzerland during September and
the Swiss have again pressed for the restoration of the transit traffic which was
stopj)ed on account of this theft. The Foreign Office is disposed to allow sugar a n d
malt a g a i n to be sent through Germany, and has invited the opinion of the French
Government on the subject.
The co-operation of the Allies is being invited for the purpose of bringing joint
pressure upon the Swiss to induce them to declare exactly what stocks of enemy goods
at present exist in Switzerland and to undertake that no further accumulations of
such stocks will be permitted.
The Commercial Agreement between the United States and Switzerland was signed
just too soon for provisions to this effect to be embodied in it.
T

NORWAY.
The economic negotiations are not yet settled and. the new United States proposals
have - been met with counter suggestions. Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the
Norwegians fear that any further concessions on their part beyond what w as offered
in their original terms will cause trouble with Germany, and that they have been
stiffened in their attitude of defiance as a result of the Royal meeting in Christiania.
Sir M. Findlay, however, after a conversation with the Prime Minister, reports that
starvation is a weapon to which Norway will yield without much delay and suggests
that if the United States could undertake to supply shipbuilding material and girders
a settlement might be facilitated.
Sir E. Howard and Sir. R. Paget have directly contradictory information as to
whether the question of Finland and the Aaland Islands was discussed at the Royal
meeting.
r

. SWEDEN.
The Foreign Office advises Sir E. Howard that the privilege of telegraphing in
cypher has been restored to the Swedish Minister in "London, and intimates that the
removal of the suspicious members of the Swedish Legation in London is looked for
in return.
Sir E. Howard reports that the Swedish G-overnment, which has been unofficially
advised of the declaration of independence on the part of Finland, is at present
unlikely to recognise this independenco unless some r e g u l a r Russian Government will
first do so. The Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs explained that the independence
of Finland was greatly to the interest of Sweden, but considered that the question of
Russian recognition would be greatly influenced by the nearness of the frontier of
Finland to Petrograd, from which it is distant only 20 miles.
DENMARK.
Sir R. Paget learns that under the new agreement with Germany 22,000 tons of
shipbuilding material will be exported to Denmark during the next few months,
which will provide employment in many y a r d s . Ships built with these materials
w i l l only be allowed to trade with Scandinavia or Germany. The Minister has also
been advised that the recruiting of Danish labour for employment in Great Britain
should be done very quietly, otherwise Germany will do her best to spoil the market
by offering high wages, and the political leaders of the Social Democrats in Denmark
will oppose the departure of thfe workmen. In spite of this a certain number of
Danish mechanics have already found employment in this country, and their transport
is being officially facilitated.
Sir R. Paget reports that the Austro-Danish negotiations r e g a r d i n g the importation
of lubricating oils have been concluded, and 7,000 barrels, chiefly of light oils, are
expected to arrive in Denmark early next year.
Owing to fresh proposals on the part of the United States Government, it has
been found impossible to continue the economic negotiations with Denmark in
London, and Mr. Gluckstadt, the Danish negotiator, is, therefore, leaving for
Denmark.
Sir P. Paget is informed that the Danish Government proposes to fix the butter
ration at 8 1 oz,s. per head weekly.
SPAIN.
Sir A. Harclinge, i n a despatch dated 24th November, reports that differences of
opinion as to the advisability of a dissolution have arisen in the Cabinet. These
appear to turn on the question of the proposed Amnesty, for which legislation i s
considered necessary as it is possible that the Royal Prerogative, though fully capable
of commuting a death penalty or releasing a prisoner, is unable to affect the civil
disabilities incurred by some of those who are intended to benefit by the Amnesty.
The signature of the Commercial Agreement between Great Britain and Spain w a s
announced on 9th December.

JAPAN.
' The Japanese Embassy in Washington h a s announced the arrival of. Japanese
troops at Vladivostock. Sir C. Greene reports that fears were entertained by the
J a p a n e s e Government that this port might be made the base of German and
Bolshevist naval activities in the Pacific.

CHINA.
Sir J . J o r d a n reports that owing to the action of the Russian garrison at Harbin
in Manchuria in going over to the Bolshevists the Allied Ministers in Peking have
invited the Chinese Government to send, troops there' to restore order. He fears,
however, that the Chinese may not be strong enough, to cope with the Bolshevists,
who number some 10,000, and considers that J a p a n may have to take action.
In view of the iDressing clanger that Bolshevists or released enemy prisoners from
Russian territory may get into touch with the uninterned. enemy subjects in China,
J a p a n has agreed to support the Allied representations pressing for the immediate
deportation of all enemy subjects from the country.
The extension of the Military Service Acts to include British subjects in China i s
being considered.
ARGENTINA.
Sir R. Tower learns that the Argentine Government has requested Germany t o
withdraw the staff of the German Legation in Buenos Ayres, in consequence of the
revelations in Count L u x b u r g ' s telegrams.

.

URUGUAY."

Mr. Mitchell Lines reports that the U r u g u a y a n Government is anxious about the
attitude of the Argentine on the subject of territorial waters in the River Plate
should the question arise in connection with German submarines. The Minister for
Foreign. Affairs hopes that Great Britain will take advantage of the present
negotiations with the Argentine to secure the adoption of an attitude towards these
craft similar to that of Uruguay in order to avoid, difficulties.

BRAZIL.
Sir E. Howard learns that Germany is endeavouring to embroil Brazil with the
Argentine by arranging for two Argentine ships bought by Germany and loaded with
grain, nominally for Gothenburg, and actually for a German port, to r u n the risk of
being held up by Brazilian patrols.

CHILE.
It appears probable that Chile has ceded Easter Island, in the Pacific, a b o u t 2 , 1 5 0
miles from the coast of the Republic, to Japan in return for a supply of munitions.
There is reason to fear the influence of German intrigues, and Sir F. Stronge, who
reports Italian co-operation in making representations on the use of Chilean ports by
enemy submarines or raiders, has been advised that the further supply of munitions
to Chile may now no longer be facilitated, and that the Admiralty is delaying the
delivery of torpedoes for the submarines recently acquired, b y the Republic.

ECUADOR.
In October the Government of Ecuador declined to permit Dr. Perl, then about to
leave Lima on account of the rupture of diplomatic relations between Peru and
Germany to proceed to Quito, although be was properly accredited as German Minister
to Ecuador. Mr. Wilson, having reported that the Government of Ecuador lias now
formally announced a rupture of diplomatic relations with Germany as from 7th
December, the British Government has congratulated, the Minister for Foreign Affairs
on the action taken. This rupture has caused the revocation of the exequatur of the
various German Consuls in Ecuador and synchronizes with the capture of the rebel
leader and the collapse of the late rebellion.

VENEZUELA.
Mr. Beaumont learns that the Government of Venezuela is probably now teady to
abandon its neutrality should an opportunity be afforded. He attributes this change
of opinion to the thoroughness of the United States war propaganda.

PANAMA.
On 10th December Panama declared war, as from 11th December, against AustriaHungary. This will facilitate the extrusion of enemy aliens from the Canal zone.

MEXICO.
.. The State Department in Washington now has information that General Carranza
is definitely implicated in a German-supported scheme to attack the United States in
the near future, but owing to the action of the United States in recognizing the
General as President, the situation is somewhat complicated. Moreover, it now
appears that General Pablo Gonzalez, at one time favoured by the United States
Ambassador in Mexico City as a possible successor, is really Germanophil, and both
Mr. Cummins and the French Minister consider that a mere change of leaders would
not reclaim the Carranzist party from its German connection.
Carranza has,
however, asked Congress for authority to erect a new and discriminating tariff to be
used, as an economic weapon, regardless of the existence of international treaties
containing the " most-favoured-nation " clause. This, in the opinion of the United
States Ambassador, is likely to provoke President Wilson. At the same time, Mexico i s
reported by Mr. Cummins to be on the point of starting a policy of pimpricks against
tire United States.
In view of this, and of the fact that the United States
Ambassador is understood to have lost faith in General Obregon Cabrera as capable
of being put forward as a substitute for Carranza, it is interesting to learn that
overtures to Seiior Iturbide have been, made by a United States official. These are
secret at present, as a reputation, for being supported by Washington is no passport
to public favour in Mexico.
In these circumstances the American Ambassador has expressed surprise that the
British Government should be likely to recognize Carranza, as non-recognition of
this General has won for Great Britain a stronger position in Mexico to-day than that
enjoyed by any other country.
In reply to a Foreign Office query, Mr. Ctunmins reports that General Pelaez, if
provided with arms and ammunition by the Allies, can seize and hold the passes
covering the Tampico District, and thus protect the oil-fields d u r i n g the war from the
German-inspired aggression of General Carranza, who hopes to secure possession of
them, as a means of compelling the United States to agree to his demands by threats
of prohibition of export or even destruction of the wells. Mr. Cummins understands
that the Carranzists are making arrangements to delude General Pelaez into m a k i n g
peace with them with a view to his subsequent assassination.
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UNITED S T A T E S .
President Wilson signed the declaration of war against Austria-Hungary on
8th December, and Sir 0 . S p r i n g P i c e reports that the temper- of Congress, which
wished also to declare war on Turkey and Bulgaria, is very warlike as a result of the
grOwth of the w a r spirit in the constituencies during November.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that in the Military ^Service Convention now being
negotiated between, the United States and Italy, the Italian Ambassador is trying to
obtain the inclusion of a provision for the arrest of deserters from merchantmen as
welf as from the Army or Navy, and reports that this may require special legislation,
to suspend the operation of the Seamen's Act on that point which would probably be
opposed by the Seamen's Union.
r

SHIPPING

SITUATION.

According to the W a r Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the-malice of the King's enemies during the period 30th November—
6th December inclusive, is 65,710 tons, of which 37,718 tons were British, as compared
with 109,072 tons, of which 76,440 were British, reported last week.
The following statement, in the preparation of which the Ministry of Shipping
co-operates with the Admiralty, shows the position of British merchant shipping at
the beginning and end of November, after taking into consideration the amount of
tonnage l a i d up for the repairs made necessary by enemy action as well as ordinary
marine r i s k s :—.
Tons, gross.
November.

TOILS, gross.
October.

15,510,734

15,616,197

- 105,463

176,762

142,336

+ 34,426

37,511
655,546

78,606
723,783

-

869,819

904,725

-125,106

169.341
23,298
11,134
1,475,656

287.150
28,185
11,070
1,620,345

-117.809
.
4.887
-1
64
-144,6S9

1,679,429

1,346,750

-267,321

Total tonnage of British Mercantile Marine
available for service a t end of month.
Add; - ships damaged before beginning of
month but still under or awaiting heavy
repairs.

14,701,124

14,662,182

4 38,942

820,110

806,562

Total British, tonnage (500 tons and upwards)
at end of month as adjusted, b y the Ministry
of Shipping-.

15,521,234

15.510,184

i
Tonnage of B r i t i s h Mercantile Marine (including
ships under repair' at beginning of month
as adjusted by the Ministry of S h i p p i n g ) .
Gains during month of :—
New ships built at home or abroad and.
entered for service under B r i t i s h F l a g .
Other ships coming under British FlagShips- discharged ready for service after
repairs lasting 10 days and over.

Tons, gross.
Increase or Decrease

30,095
68,237 ' '

-

Total g a i n s during month
Losses during month :—
Ships sunk b y enemy action
Ships lost by marine risk
Ships otherwise lost to British. F l a g
Ships damaged and laid up for repairs of
1 0 ' d a y s or more or awaiting' repair.
Total losses during month. 

-

70,452

4- 10,500

From these figures it appears that at the end of November there was an increase
of nearly 39,000 tons i n the amount of British shipping available for service, and a
decrease of 70,000 tons in the amount of British shipping l y i n g under heavy repair
and therefore idle. The amount of newly-built tonnage entered for service exceeded
the amount of tonnage actually sunk by 7,421 tons, but, on the other hand, while
655,456 tons of shipping were discharged ready for service after repair 1,475,656 tons
h a d to be laid up for repair. It may be noted also, that according to other Admiralty
figures the amount of British-built shipping which has been entered for service during;
1917 up to the end of November is 1,032,420 tons.

According to the German Wireless, General von LudendorfT made a statement to a,
representative of the Vienna Neue Freie Presse in which he referred to the German
submarine policy as being somewhat different from that announced by Grand Admiral
von-Tirpitz. The General is reported to have said :-—
" S i n c e our submarine warfare gave America the pretext for entering, into
the war this question is of like significance;as the other question whether our
submarine warfare was right. On this point m y conviction has not changed.
The submarine warfare was right. It has accomplished, and. will further accom
plish, what we have expected from it. We did not think, that our submarines
could starve out England in a few, months. If I were to give you a look into
the documents of the highest Army Command, you would see that from the.
beginning onwards we have washed less to produce special effects by our
submarine warfare than general effects.
Our aim was not to starve out
England, but to make her inclined to peace."
According to a German Press report the German Government has now paid
compensation for sinking the Blommersdyk
and damaging the Ryndyh, 249,7877. i n
the former case, and 61,8767. in the latter.
The Bolshevists have prohibited the sale, mortgage or charter of Russian
merchantmen to foreign subjects or firms, have voided all sales and charter-parties of
this nature concluded since 1st August 1914, and have forbidden the departure of all
ships affected by this Decree from Russian ports.
Mr. Consul Smith at Barcelona reports that on 6th December orders were issued
from Madrid to prohibit all sailings of ships of 500 tons and upwards for abroad, and
the British Ambassador has advised the Foreign Office that he is making represen
tations to the Spanish Government on the subject, as this order appears directly to
contravene the newly-signed Commercial Agreement.
Owing to the disaster at Halifax, Nova Scotia, the examination, of neutral vessels
at that port.is temporarily suspended.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports action on the part of the W a r Trade Board which
increases the desirability of co-ordinating the commercial Black Lists of Great Britain,
France and the United States.
The Foreign Office has made proposals to the United. State for the use of neutral
vessels controlled by the two Governments, and. for the sharing of the responsibility 
for providing for the tonnage needs of France and Italy. It is hoped that these will
be accepted as a preliminary to further discussion with the French and Italian shipping
delegates.
Sir C. Spring Rice is informed that the States Department is anxious that the
Brazilian ex-enemy ships to be used by France should be available for war trade
service in the North Atlantic generally and not restricted to trade between France
and Brazil, as is, apparently, at present arranged.
;

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

An armistice between the Rumanians and the enemy came into effect at 10.30 p.m.
on 9th December along the whole Rumanian front.
The Bolshevists have circulated b y wireless the following declaration of peace

desiderata

:—

" There must be no forced annexations.
" The destiny of peoples, their economic life, their State, their culture
must not be decided by the bayonet.
" To the free will of the people itself must be loft their inclusion, in one
State or another, or their political independence.
" All peoples who are conscious of oppression must by means of a
referendum be given the possibility of free expression regarding their future
destinies. All refugees must be returned for this purpose, and the Foreign
Armies must be sent away.". ;
" This principle must be applied in all belligerent countries—mother
countries and colonies alike. Districts which have particularly suffered from
the devastations of war must receive indemnities from an International Fund
to be created by taxing the capitalist classes of all belligerent countries,
because these classes are entirely responsible for the present w a r . "

GENERAL.

The Anglo-Ottoman negotiations, both in Berne and at Foujes, as to an exchange
of civilians and invalid prisoners of war, are still in progress. The Adjutant-General
has advised General Belfielcl in Berne that the condition of British prisoners at
Changri is deplorable, and presses for their removal from this insanitary prison
before the weather breaks. The Dutch Minister in Constantinople requires £T15,000
monthly for the supply of food to prisoners east of Aleppo, but cannot feed the others.
He therefore urges that parcels shoidd be sent if there be any evidence of their
arrival.
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The striking success of the Union Government at the polls affords a clear
indication of Canada's determination to put her whole strength into the war, and it
also involves a personal triumph for Sir R. Borden, of which his followers may well
be proud. It is true that Sir W. Laurier has secured every seat but three in Quebec,
but an Opposition victory in that Province closely, if not actually, approximating to
this, was anticipated by the Unionists. It is unfortunate that the two French
Canadian, representatives in Sir R. UordePs Ministry should have been defeated, but
it is still possible that the votes of the soldiers may transform these defeats into
victories. The brilliant achievements of the Union candidates in Ontario and the
Western Provinces are full of promise for the future, for it is in the West that the
increasing population will exercise, more and more, a predominant influence upon
the political destinies of the Uominion.

ALLIED AFFAIRS,

The question of coal supply to Italy has again reached, a very acute stage, and the
matter is engaging the joint and serious attention of the Allied Governments. The
effect of the shortage upon the Italian poorer classes will, unless immediate steps are
taken to relieve the situation, undoubtedly go far towards assisting the " n e u t r a l i s t "
elements and in undermining the solidarity between the Parties which w a s so
effectively brought about by the enemy successes on Italian soil.

FRANCE.

The decision to recall General Sarrail is a matter of first-rate importance, and the
action of the French. Government in yielding in this way to British representations is
no doubt to be traced to the determination of Monsieur Glemenceau to place affairs at
Salonika upon a more satisfactory basis.

ENEMY ALLIED AFFAIRS.

There are several indications that Germany intends to indulge in a winter offensive
against the Western Allies. In the terms of the armistice with Russia, Germany has
agreed not to move any of her troops which were not under orders to be moved before
a certain date. Tins means nothing, as Germany was careful to place practically all
the troops on the Eastern front under orders before the agreed date.
20th December 1917.
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CANADA.
The election returns, so far as they are at present available, show a considerable
majority for the Union Government. Of the 229 elections that have been already
-announced, supporters of Sir R. Borden have secured 138 and the followers of
Sir W. Laurier 9.1 seats. All the Ministers have been elected except the two FrenchCanadian Conservative Ministers, Mr. Sevigny (Minister of Inland Revenue) and
Colonel Blondin (Bostmaster-General). The supporters of Sir YV. Baurier have been
successful in 62 out of 65 of the Quebec seats, but, it is to be remembered that, the
votes of the soldiers may' alter the situation in various constituencies. Indeed,
such an alteration is more likely to occur in the Quebec constituencies than
elsewhere, as indications point to the soldiers' vote being in the main cast for the
Union Giovernment—though the counting of the votes and their allocation to the
constituencies cannot be completed for some weeks.
The three Quebec seats
which present indications show to be the total which have fallen to the Union
Government in that Province are all for divisions of Montreal, the Minister of Justice
(Mr. Doherty), the Minister of Marine (Air. Ballantyne) and Sir Herbert. Ames
being the successful Conservative candidates. Sir Robert Borden obtained, a
majority of over 500 in his constituency of Kings (N.S.), while Sir W. Laurier,
who stood for one of the Ottawa seats as well as for Quebec Bast, was defeated
for the former, but was returned by a' majority of 6,000 for the latter.
In.
Toronto, great majorities were obtained by Union candidates, the Minister of Trade
and Commerce (Sir George Foster) securing a majority of 13,000 for North Toronto,
and the Minister of Overseas Forces (Sir Edward. Kemp) obtaining a majority of
-8,000 for East Toronto. Similarly large majorities were accorded the Government in
Winnipeg and the Western Provinces generally. In the four Western Provinces the
Government have 54 out of 56 seats, while in. Ontario the Union supporters have
proved victorious in 70 constituencies out of 82.
Idle figures show that the 100,000 men who are required to reinforce the Canadian
divisions can easily be supplied from single men in the Dominion between the ages
of 20 and 34. The. number of such men reporting for service or claiming exemption,
is 403,504. Of these only about half have as yet been medically examined, and.
already 171,473 have been passed as fit for oversea service. Married men, therefore,
who are included in Class II., will not be called up in order to meet present
requirements.
With further reference to the arrangements for enforcing compulsory military
service in respect of those born in Canada but resident in the United States and
citizens of the United States resident in Canada (vide Reports Nos. 42, 44 and 45),
the Government of the United States have stated that the proposal, to exclude from the
Convention British subjects " ordinarily resident " in Canada will cause difficulty "to
the United States in determining wdio comes within that category. z\.n alternative
method is put forward, but on the whole it is submitted that the best method would
be to abandon the effort to modify the Agreement in order to include or exclude Canada
-and to depend on Article 3, which provides for exemptions, to exclude territories such as
Canada and Ireland. The British Government, however, have pointed out that men who
receive certificates of exemption under Article 3 are not excluded from the Agreement,
but are exempted from military service, and that, therefore, such men could not l e g a l l y
be called u p by virtue of some separate arrangement between Canada and the United
States. The British Government, therefore, suggest that in order to enable the CoTt
vention to be signed at once, an Article should be inserted providing that in the event
of a special arrangement being made later between Canada and the United States, the
Convention will not apply to British subjects in the United States to Avhom the
special arrangement applies. The views of the Dominion Government are sought on
this suggestion.

The Prime Minister (Sir Robert, Borclen) in. his final address to the electors
announced the policy of the Government regarding tire further, taxation of incomes.
He said that the Government bad decided that " at the next. Session we! shall m a k e
" our standard correspond, with that of the United States, so that those in this country
" who are enjoying l a r g e incomes may expect to contribute more largely to the public
" Treasury than they are doing under the legislation we passed last Session."
A U S T R A L I A X COMMONWEALTH.
The Prime Minister (Mr. Hughes), in reply to allegations made by the a n t i 
conscriptiouists, has announced that the Commonwealth Government will not introduce
industrial conscription.
Owing to the fact that the anti-conscriptiornsts are comparing the wheat prices paid
to American and Canadian farmers with the prices paid to Australian farmers, to the
disadvantage of the Commonwealth Government, the Prime Minister has telegraphed
to the British. Government for information on the subject.
A message from the Leader- of the Opposition (Mr. Tudor) has been cabled, to
England i n which he states the position regarding conscription adopted by the official
Labour Party of the Commonwealth. Mr. Tudor says : " The principle underlying
" the question to be decided at the Referendum i s the same negative as last year.
" The Australian Labour Party, Federal and State, is opposed to tire Government
" proposals."
From reports received up to the present r e g a r d i n g the casting of the soldiers'
vote i n England and France in the Conscription Referendum, it appears that the
voting on each side will be much closer than was anticipated.
Various causes
wholly unconnected with the merits of the proposal are influencing soldiers in voting
" N o . " A n interesting test vote conducted in the Commonwealth by the Returned
Soldiers' Association has shown overwhelming majorities in. favour of conscription,
thus illustrating that apart from the influences arising from dissatisfaction regarding
conditions, & c , at the front, the soldiers would, generally favour compulsory service
in the Commonwealth. The counting of the soldiers' vote will commence at the end
of this week. Australian women in England are voting in the present Referendum
under similar arrangements that, were adopted in the previous Referendum of 1916
and i n the subsequent General Election of 1 9 1 7 ; but the women voters in. this
country are confined to Australian Nurses or to those munition workers who are
under contract with the Australian. Government.
W i t h regard to vessels leaving Australian ports in. ballast (vide Report No. 44)
the Commonwealth Government have suggested, that in order to prevent wastage of
tonnage, allied arid neutral. Governments should be informed that customs clearance
will not be granted to ships proposing to leave Australia in ballast.
The members of the Copper Producers' Association (vide Report No. 4 3 ) , who
represent 90 per cent, of tire Australian output, have undertaken to sell all copper
through the medium of the Association for a period of 50 years. The Commonwealth
Government have intimated that they intend to approach the British Government
with a suggestion that the refined copper output of the Association should be pur-chased
for a period of years.
The Prime Minister stated some days ago that he hoped shortly to commence the
shipbuilding programme of the Government. Pie added, however, that a defeat in
the Referendum would certainly affect this programme as he could not say what,
would be the policy of any succeeding Government.
In response to the enquiry of the Commonwealth. Government relating to the
supply of gold for South Africa (vide Reports No. 4 1 , No. 44 and No. 45), eormnuni
cation has been made with the Union. Government from which it appears that the
banks' ratio of gold coin to note circulation and South. African deposits is now below
10 per cent., and this ratio will continue to decline unless specie is imported. While
all efforts are being made to utilise notes in preference to gold coin, it h a s not been
found practicable to prohibit, the use of gold as the native population dislike notes.
Notwithstanding this, during the last three y e a r s the circulation of notes has doubled.
The British Government, while expressing g r a t i t u d e for the gold which the Common
wealth Government have promised for military purposes, hope that the desired
1,000,000 sovereigns to meet bank requirements m a y be furnished from Australia.

The Prime Minister has announced that the Commonwealth
substantial contribution, towards the relief of Halifax.
SOUTH

will 7nake
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AFRICA.

The position on the Rand does not appear to be satisfactory.
Representatives of
the mining industry point out that the threats of industrial disturbance have been met
up to the present by tbe industry conceding nearly all the demands made, but the
position has now arisen that a considerable number of the low grade mines cannot
make any further concessions without - working at a loss, or at all events without any
profit. These mines, it is stated, will be obliged to shut down if there is any further
increase of working costs, it is also to bo noted that at the quarterly meeting of the
Johannesburg Chamber of Mines attention, was called to the serious shortage of native
labour, and it was announced that it would be impossible to continue operations
on the 191.5 and 1916 scale with the native labour now available.
Again, the decision of the Union Government that a reduction of 21 per cent, i n
the quantity of glycerine for the manufacture of explosives for the mines will take
place at the beginning of the New Tear is considered to render the maintenance
of operations on the present scale impossible.
It is pointed out that since the
commencement of the war the mines have reduced their consumption from, nearly
500 tons to 350 tons monthly.
GERMAN E A S T AFRICA.
With regard, to the closing stages of the campaign, in East Africa, which, is no w
transferred, to Portuguese territory, General Northey reports that General von. Lettow
has moved up die Lugenda River and has captured the Portuguese post of Nanguar,
aboxit 75 miles south-west of Ngomano. There is at present no enemy force within
General Northey's reach.
The B-ritish Minister at Lisbon states that tbe Belgian Commander in East Africa
having telegraphed that the British Commander has been instructed by-the W a r Office
to release the Belgian force, the Belgian Government have issued orders for the
withdrawal of ali Belgian troops.
1

PART

II.—FOREIGN A F F A I R S .

ALLIED A F F A I R S .
The W a r Office considers that direct interference would be difficult in cases w h e r e
Royalist Greeks propose to proceed to Switzerland, or Albanians to Albania.
Intervention by British authorities would meet with objections from the Italians.
Sir C. Spring Rice suggests that British subjects disabled b y reason of Military
Service should be excepted from the cases excluded by the Immigration L a w s from
readmission to the United States.
"With regard to the situation in Russia, Sir G. Spring Rice learns that the United
States Government is disinclined at present to recognise Lenin, and estimates more
highly the Moscow attitude and the prospects of Ealedin, Alexieff and Brusiloff. In
the view of the United States Government, opinion in Russia taxes the United States
with commercial, and Great Britain with territorial, ambitions. In dealing with
Russia, the United States Government, while proceeding on parallel lines, desires to
act independently.
The United States Government continues to permit the supply of everything except
arms and ammunition to Russia, feeling that cessation would lead to anti-Ally
propaganda.
The Trench Government proposes extending to Tunis and Morocco the A n g l o French Military Service Convention of 4th October.
Sir R. Rodd reports that the -coal situation in Italy has become very critical
and may have a serious effect upon internal conditions. As it is understood that theFrench supplies of coal both at home and from overseas are much greater this year
than in 1916, the Foreign Office has instructed Lord Bertie to press Jhe
French
Government to send 150,000 tons immediately.

FRANCE.
The recall of General Sarrail from his post as Commander-in-Chief at Salonika,,
w h i c h he has held for over two years, is announced, and it is stated that General
Guillaumet has been appointed as his successor.
Lord Bertie reports that the French Government has not received any invitation to
the Upsala Conference, but that it endorses the attitude of the British Government,
and will, should an invitation be sent, endeavour to dissuade French citizens from
accepting it. In any case, the French Government will not grant passports-for such
a purpose.
A Press report states that the special committee of 1.1 members appointed by the
Chamber of Deputies to examine the grounds for the prosecution of MM. Caillaux
and Loustalot has decided by seA-en A z o t e s , Avith four abstentions, that the Parliamentary
immunity of the tw o deputies shall be withdrawn.
r

ITALY.
According to reports from Sir R. Rodd :—
The Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs has denied iu the Chamber the existence
of any secret agreement between Italy and her Allies that France and England would
support Italy iu opposing any steps taken by Representatives of the Holy See towards
the solution of A v a r problems.

Bitter attacks have been made against the Foreign Minister and General Cadorna.
The former is accused of provoking die invasion of Italy by the declaration of w a r
upon Germany, and also with having compromised Italy by participation in the
Declaration of London. It seems, however, that the discontent is found not so much
among the Pacifists and Neutralists as among those who advocate more energetic
measures.
The other Members of the Ministry, are determined to stand or fall with the
Foreign Minister. The Internationalist Group, which criticised him, has now decided
to support the Government, on. condition of an intensified prosecution of the war.
The votes of this group should enable the Government to defeat the Socialists and
avowed Giolittians.

GREECE.
The Foreign Office has advised Lord Granville that the Greek Government should
be urged to take immediate steps towards the development of coal mines.
Lord Granville suggests the desirability of a r r a n g i n g a clear understanding with
the Greek Government that for naval reasons, postal and telegraphic censorship to and
from all islands must remain under British control so long as the Aegean is a British
zone. .
The Foreign Office has assented, subject to agreed conditions, to the taking
over by the French Government of the Port Control at Pirasus until the Greek
Government is readjr to assume the control.
The Foreign Office has instructed Lord Granville that no further vessels ought
to be sent from the United States to Greece, as this involves waste of tonnage and
increases war risk. His Majesty "s Consul at Corfu has advised that a regular supply
of flour and foodstuffs should be made to the island until the Greek Government
itself can manage the supplies.
The capture of Jerusalem has greatly impressed all classes in Greece, including
centres which are reputed to be Royalist.
Lord Granville reports that the reception accorded to M. Venizelos in London has
evoked great enthusiasm in the Press and. in social gatherings, and is a set-back to
the adherents of the ex-King Constant!ue.

PORTUGAL.
A Press telegram of 12th December gives the constitution of the new Cabinet as
follows :—
Presidency, War, and Foreign Affairs - Si DON JO PAES.
Home
Vice-Achniral MAOJIADO DOS SANTOS.
Labour
Captain.FELJCIANO COSTA.
-

Treasury
Justice
Commerce
Colonies
Marine Instruction

.

-

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

-

-

-

- ,

-

VINOENTE FERKEIUA.
MOURA PINTO.
XAVTER ESTENEY.
TAMAGINI BARBOSA.
ARESTA BRANCO.
ALFRED MAGALHAES.

Of these the first three represent the Revolutionary Committee and the rest Unionists
and Centreists.
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir L. Carnegie to transact business with the
Provisional Government of Portugal. The Spanish. Government also recognizes the
' new Administration.
The Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs, i n conversation with Sir L. Carnegie,
insisted that the new Government was not " Provisional," but entitled automatically
to recognition. He expressed an assurance of solidarity with Great Britain i n
r e g a r d to the.war. He said the food question w a s affected by the drought, and hoped
that His Majesty's Government would give back some of the ex-German ships, a s
60,000 tons at least was necessary for supplies.

ENEMY

ALLIED A F F A I R S .

Sir W . Townley reports the publication in extenso b y the Germans of t h e "
Armistice agreement. Besides the usual technical articles, it contains an undertaking
not to move troops from East to West, except those already on the way ; a proviso
allowing friendly intercourse between the troops under certain conditions and in
defined, areas ; provision for free shipping on the Black Sea and withdrawal of Turkish
and Russian troops from Persia. Finally the agreement provides for the immediate
beginning of peace negotiations. Baron von Kiihlmann will leave for German Head
quarters in the East to take part in these.
Sir G. Buchanan reports that the provision relating to trade hy sea make it possible
for grain, to be carried to Constantinople from Hovorossisk or copper from Reval to
Dantzig.
The Vienna Correspondent Bureau wires that the Governments of AustriaHungary, Germany, Bulgaria, and Turkey will now speedily open negotiations for
peace with Russia.
The Austrian historian Heinrich Fried jung, writing in the Vossisclie Zeitung, says
that the victor must consider the good of the Serbian people, and not visit upon them
the sins of their rulers. He proposes a Serbia closely united to Austria-Hungary b y
economic ties and asserts that the national Karageorge Dynasty has been responsible
for all the troubles of Serbia, who would be more prosperous under the House of
Habsburg. Further, the incorporation of Serbia into Austria-Hungary is a military
necessity. Even if she remain autonomous, she must have no army. As compensa
tion, Austria would permit her to export her products northwards duty free. It would,
he argues, be a criminal error to unite Serbia and Montenegro under a Montenegrin
dynasty at Belgrade though Montenegro might be permitted a qualified independence
similar to that suggested for Serbia.
Westfalische
Dr. Wekerle, the Austrian. Premier, is reported in the Rheinische
of .14th December as saying " W e have carried on economic negotiations with
" Germany most seriously. Even, before I announced my present official position I
" did everything I possibly could as a member of a private union to b r i n g about a
" rapprochement
with Germany."
A Munich telegram of 13th December states that the Central Deputy Osel predicted
that the Customs Agreement between Germany and Austria-Hungary would result in
Bavaria p a y i n g the piper, and in the ruin of her industries and agriculture.
The Kolnisclie
Zeitung of loth December states that the Municipality of Budapest
has unanimously passed a resolution inviting the Government to arrange a complete'
j)olitical separation of Hungary from Austria, the person of the Emperor King
remaining the only bond between them for the future. The resolution states that
this is the result of the conflict between Hungarians and Czechs, of which the Austrian
Government h a s been content to remain a silent spectator.
Sir R. Paget learns that no business or private communications are at present
allowed to pass between Berlin and Constantinople by post or telegraph.
GERMAN

AFFAIRS.

General Anzeiger of 14th December expresses fears. that the
The Dusseldorfer
evacuation, of Livonia and Esthonia by the present Russian Government will, be
accompanied b y pillage and destruction.
In the debate on Coal Supply held in the House of Representatives on 13th
December, the serious deficiency was explained by various speakers as due to shortage
of food and labour and the inadequacy of transport arrangements. The Minister of
Commerce mentioned that three and a half million tons were lying at pit mouths
awaiting distribution. He anticipated that Italian prisoner labour would, remedy the
situation. The Minister for Coal Distribution said that with care and economy the
crisis would be passed in three or four weeks. Deputy Hue, Social Democrat, said
that miners' w a g e s were insufficient. Deputy Vogelsand, Centre, pointed out that
even if wages had been raised six to twelve m a r k s during the war, money had fallen
to one third of its peace time b u y i n g value.
.. The Admiralty wureless press reports that the Hamburg-Bremen-Africa; Line is
increasing its capital from 5 ' 5 to 10 million marks for renewing its activity after
tbe war.

. r - The NorddeiUsche
Allgemeine
Zeilung announces an early exchange of civilian
prisoners avith Rumania, to t a k e place across the Rumanian front.
The Foreign Office has advised the British Ambassador at Washington that in view
of the possibility that Russian prisoners in Germany may be released; it would seem,
desirable (without public notification) to find means to prevent the sending of further
supplies to them.
Sir W . Townley learns that during the present year Austria has imported into
Holland only 10 per cent, of her normal trade in fur hats and that Germany has
imported only 3 percent, of her trade in woollen hats and 5 per cent, of her trade in
straw hats; Very small imports of these goods are expected, next year.
Sir W. Townley reports that Admiral von Tirpitz, speaking a t a Fatherlands Party
m e e t i n g at Hamburg, said the most burning question, was Belgium. England might
-be said to have won almost more than, she had lost in this war. Therefore a peace
based upon the status quo ante, would be equivalent to a defeat for Germany.
The Hamburger
Fremdenblalt
of 13th December publishes a statement of Dr.
Mueller, Under Secretary of tire W a r Feeding Department, that at the end of
F e b r u a r y it would be made known, if the potato ration could Lie increased. The fat
supply must, however, be decreased. From information given by Major Seidler,
demand generally was increasing, whereas no means could he found to increase
production. The all-round ration fixed would be at the highest 621 grammes, though
invalids and heavy labourers would receive slightly more. T h e Journal adds that
this will be a great blow to Hamburg, where the average has boon 90 grammes.
The Weser of loth. December observes that the provision of fats which nowadays
depends entirely on milk is one of the most difficult problems, owing to the conditions
prevailing as a result of the bad condition, of the summer pastures, unfavourable
fodder harvest, and inevitable slaughter of pigs and milch cows.
HOLLAND,
The Foreign. Office has advised Sir 0. Spring Rice of the desirability of the United
States endorsing the attitude of Great Britain, am I France in regard to the transit
through Holland and the exportation of sand, and gravel from that country to
Belgium, .
,
Sir W. Townley learns that there roe now in. Holland about 30O Prussian prisoners
who have escaped from Germany. The Netherlands Government is prepared to maintain
these, but not to intern. them as suggested by the British and Russian Ministers.
The Russian Military Commission at Rotterdam is endeavouring to counteract any
dangerous political activity' among these men, but there is a possibility that they may
be adversely influenced by the numerous Germans who are expected to arrive in
Rotterdam.

SWEDEN.
" T h e Stockholm Press announces that a. certain Vorovsky has been appointed
the authorised agent in Stockholm, of the -present Russian Government, ami that he
d a i l y issues visas in large numbers to Swedes and other neutrals who desire to enter
Ru.s'sia.' Sir E. Howard has asked for instructions regarding the acceptance of a visa
of this character if such should be the only w a y of getting a messenger to Petrograd.
Germany has been exporting to Norway and Sweden large quantities of machinery
for paper and cellulose.
l

DENMARK,
Sir R. Paget is instructed, to point out the serious consequences which may result
to Danish shipping concerns who may contract to build solely for trade between
Scandinavia and Germany.
A Finnish delegate lias requested the Danish Government to recognise the
independence of Finland. The Danish: Government has suggested the advisability
of first obtaining recognition from the Allies.
Sir. IF, Paget reports great, activity by Germany in increasing her exports to
Scandinavia, thus pushing German trade and advertising German vitality at the
4529- s
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expense of the Allies. He observes that Danish business men appreciate the danger that
Denmark may become, economically dependent upon Germany, aud suggests, the
advisability of sending to Copenhagen a first-class man of business from Great Britain
to counter the German propaganda, and probably to co-operate with an American
business representative in the establishment of a joint bureau.
SPAIN.
Sir Arthur Hardinge learns that the highly organised propaganda of the Germans
(who number 75,000) in Spain is tending to intimidate Spanish Ministries, through
the fear that it may create disorder and paralyse trade and industry. Various of his
informants believe that the Syndicalists and extreme revolutionary groups are
being financed, like the Garlists, from Berlin. Sir A. llardinge, together with the
Ambassadors of France and the United States have requested that the crews of
German merchant vessels now in Spanish ports should be interned.
Sir A. Hardinge learns that a general election is expected early in February.
JAPAN.
Under instructions from the Ministry of Shipping, and with the consent of the
J a p a n e s e -Government, all ships now en route to Vladivostock from the United States
carrying goods bought in the United States of America by means of British credit
are to unload in Japan.
Sir C. Greene has been instructed to urge the Japanese Government to suspend
for the present all shipments to Russia, whether of native or imported goods.
Sir G Greene reports that the Japanese Foreign Office characterises as an
invention the statement—alleged to have been made by the Japanese Embassy in
Washington—that Japanese troops had landed in force at Vladivostock.
His Britannic Majesty's Viee-Consul at Ydadivostock confirms that neither Japanese
troops nor engineers are at Vladivostock, and believes that the confusion has arisen
from the re-establishment there of 400 American instructors to assist in the working
of the Siberian Railway.
According to Sir C. Spring Rice, the United States Foreign Office has no iuforma
tiou of a Japanese landing, but this would not be objected to in view of the danger of
the town and war material falling into the hands of the Bolshevists.
The Japanese Government has expressed its willingness to discuss with the Allies
the safeguarding of the line from Vladivostock to Harbin, or as far as the junction
with the Amur Railway. The participation by American troops in this project would
be viewed with disfavour in J a p a n .
. The United States W a r Trade Board inquires whether Bidia will be able to
supply J a p a n with cotton, in view of possible shortage in America.
CHINA,

Dr. Morrison, Political Adviser io the Chinese Government, states that China aims
at a voice in the ultimate Peace Conference.
Sir J . J o r d a n reports that the Bolshevists have assumed control at Harbin, and
that the Consuls have been informed by General 1 lorvat that he is no longer responsible.
General llorvat is still nominal head of the railway administration, and issued orders
on 12th December that goods wore not to be accepted for Russia without permission of
the Maltchurian Burchasing Committee.
.
The Chinese local authorities decline to recognise the Bolshevists, but will take
no action against them. An adequate force of 3,500 Chinese troops is present to
protect foreigners.
. SIAM,
Negotiations in regard, to the chartering of German ships seized by the Siamese
Government have now been completed.
CHILE.
Sir F. Strongs states that the report of an arrangement to cede Easter Island to
J a p a n is ridiculed by the Chilean Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

He adds that the Government and country wish to remain neutral, and that there
is no probability of unfriendly action. Any German outrage against Chile would
provoke a strong attitude.

BOLIVIA.
Mr. Haggard reports that the Bolivian and Brazilian Governments will not attend
the Neutral Congress at Buenos Ayres without an assurance that all the Governments
attending will be bound b y the decision of the majority.
It seems to Mr. Haggard desirable that this attitude should be encouraged, as there
appears to be a majority of nine in Congress in favour of the severance of relations
with Germany. ECUADOR.
Mr. Wilson learns that the Government of Ecuador will, henceforward place no
limit upon the'period during which British warships may remain in Ecuadorian ports.

MEXICO.
Information has reached Mr. Cummins and the French Minister that a p a r l y
consisting of Germans and local authorities has been investigating various parts of
the coast, probably with a view to the selection of suitable places for wireless
installations or supply bases.
Mr. Cummins also learns that the German Legation has been selling drafts i n
m a r k s on Berlin, to a large amount, at the current rate of exchange. These drafts
g u a r a n t e e payment with interest at 6 per cent.
The United States Ambassador in. Mexico left for Washington on 12th December
after an interview with Sehor Carranza. It is reported on reliable authority that he
is not satisfied with some of Carranza's statements.
The Foreign Office advises Sir C. Spring Rice that co-operation between Great
Britain, France, and the United States would be desirable in dealing with. Mexico,
and suggests that support should be given both to General. Pelaez and to F e l i x Diaz.
Mr. Cummins understands that marked enmity towards Carranza exists in all
classes, and that a military coup d'etat against him may take place at any moment.
The United States Charge d'Afi:aires is informed that Generals Coss and Gutierez
have turned against Carranza.
S i r 0 . Spring Rice learns that the United States Government is opposed to g r a n t i n g
a loan to Carranza in present circumstances. He deprecates action being taken in
this direction by any foreign group without the knowledge and consent of the United
States Government.
The Foreign Office instructs Sir C. Spring Rice to suggest to the United,States
Government the difficulties that may arise from withholding foodstuffs from Mexico.

CUBA.
Mr. Leech reports on 18th December that Cuba has proclaimed the existence of a
state of war with Austria-Hungary.
UNITED S T A T E S OF AMERICA.
An Executive Order issued by the President on 7th December prohibits foreign
insurance companies from doing business within the United States after 1st February
1918 without licence from the Secretary of the Treasury. Sir C. Spiring Rice antici
pates that British companies will have no difficulty in obtaining licences.

j ' Sir C. Spring ]lice reports that a Bill will be prepared making it a misdemeanour
for any unauthorised person to wear the uniform or regalia of an3' foreign, country.
Similar legislation is suggested for Great Britain and France.
Sir G. Spring Rice learns that, the United States Government is sending an. officer
for liaison work with the British Postal Censorship.
Mr. Bayley reports that Mr. ilohn. Henry Hammond, Director of the Enemy
T r a d i n g Bureau, has addressed, a meeting of Bankers w a r n i n g them regarding the
-provisions of the Trading with the Enemy Act, especially as affecting foreign
exchange.
Since the publication of the American Enemy Trading List,there has been a strong
demand for the Statutory List.
:

SHIPPING

SITUATION.

The following is an abstract of the estimate accepted By the Allied. S h i p p i n g
Representatives at the Paris Conference :—
The total world tonnage now available is 45,000.000 tons deadweight, divided
approximately as follows :—
Allied.

.OIIS.

13,200,000

British

Ken tral.

ions.

'

23,000,000

8,800,000

Of the British tonnage, 3,000,000 tons are already allocated to the Allies and a
further 750,000 might, at great sacrifice, be spared for France and Italy.
As to requirements, France and Italy need, a further 1,750,000 tons deadweight
(excluding oilers) from the United States of America, of which 500,000 tons are wanted
immediately. The British Government finds itaiecessary to obtain 300,000 tons dead
weight (tankers) from the United States of America, of which 100,000 tons are
required at once.
The above, based on a minimum output of 5,000,000 tons during 1918 by the United
States of America, should admit of transport to and maintenance in PTance of
1,000,000 American troops by the end of 1918.
Any falling short of this programme would have most serious consequences, and
the hope was expressed at the Conference that it might be raised to 9,000,000 tons,
which would enable world building to overtake losses.
.., A Committee appointed by the Anglo-American Conference, and sitting under the
chairmanship of Lord Curzon, on 20th November 1917 resolved :—
(!) That America and Great Britain should exchange representatives, to act in an
advisory capacity, and that each of the two Governments should decide
for itself whether it desired to invite other allied representatives to its
deliberations. . That it was not desirable to create an International
Executive Committee to control and allocate shipping available to the
Allies.
(2) That the Allies should exchange details both of the requirements for which
tonnage is needed and of the tonnage available and prospective; that
the total tonnage should, be continuously allocated to secure a reasonable
uniform standard of adequacy both as between classes of commodities
and as between countries ; that each nation should manage the tonnage
under its control.
(3) That neutral and. interned tonnage, however obtained, should be applied to
the war services of the Allies in proportion to the urgency of their n e e d s ;
that steps should be taken to secure all possible tonnage of this n a t u r e ;
that upon this understanding, Norwegian tonnage, other than that already
allocated or excluded in existing circumstances, should be divided equally'
between the United States of America and Great Britain. The Committee expressed the hope that the United States Government would
consider the possibility of requisitioning Dutch vessels now sheltering in American
harbours.

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

Sir E. Howard reports that Mr. Vorovski, official representative in Sweden of the
Bolshevist Government, has informed the Stockholm correspondent of a Budapest
paper that he Iras been authorized to conduct peace negotiations with any enemy
Government. Mr. Vorovski announces the Bolshevist view to he that after arrange
ments for an armistice have been settled, the negotiations for peace should proceed
upon neutral soil. The Swedish Social Democrat
states that Vorovski has been
negotiating secretly with Parvus, the German Minority Socialist, and observes
that Scheideinann has also been for some days in Stockholm.
It attacks these
negotiations as hypocrisy under the name of International Socialism, and as only
likely, to assist German Imperialism.
According to the German wireless Press the Ukrainian Press Bureau
announces from K i e v : — " T h e Ukrainian General Secretary has been commissioned
" by Parliament to send an official representative of Ukrainia to the armistice
" negotiations with the enemy on the south-western front and on the Rumanian
" front. The Ukrainian Parliament is working upon a concrete peace programme,
" based, on the foundation of recognition by foreign Powers of the Ukrainian
" Republic as a constituent part of the Russian Federal. Republic. This programme,,
with: a proposition for immediate negotiations for peace is to be laid before all
" belligerent Governments."
Sir G. Barclay intimates that, in view of the final cessation of hostilities by
Russia, and. a notification, by the Ukraine Government that it desires peace at any
price, Rumania will be compelled to conclude peace in the course of the next two
months. In the circumstances, he suggests the desirability of British assent to an
e a r l y peace conditional upon the destruction of military material. Delay might
lead to the conclusion of a pro-German peace by a pro-German Cabinet.

G EN ERAE.
Sir W. Townley learns that Norking Camp was visited by Dr. Roomer on. 4th
December.
All conditions were found to be good. It appeared that occasionally
packages were missing. The work "done by the prisoners had no connection with
munitions of war.
Sir H. Rumbold understands that the British delegates at Berne have produced a
favourable impression on the Ottoman delegates. Mouktar is reported as saying that
it w a s easy to see the Turks could not remain enemies of England. It also appears
that the ill-treatment of British prisoners is chiefly due to Enver Bey and to Colonel
Sefi, Director of Political Affairs at the Ottoman Ministry of War. It seems not
impossible that the Germans or Austrians might attack a ship conveying prisoners
from E g y p t to the Turkish coast.
Sir 11. Rumbold. learns from the Swiss Government that a hospital train containing
90 British, 10 French, and 400 Serbians will leave Austria as soon as a corresponding
hospital train from France arrives in Switzerland.
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AUSTRALIA.

The result of the Referendum on conscription is the outstanding feature of this
week's Imperial news. For the second time within 1.-1- months Mr. Hughes' policy
has been rejected by the Australian people ; and on the assumption that the soldiers'
vote " f o r " and " a g a i n s t " will he sufficiently close to prevent any material
modification of the: existing results, the' substantial anti-conscription majorities in
New South Wales, Queensland, and other States show that the influences
which operated against the Government policy in 191(3 are even more active to-day.
Amongst these influences were undoubtedly the Labour hostility to Mr. Hughes,
fomented in no small measure by the prompt action taken during the recent strikes,
and the Irish opposition. Two prominent personalities who threw their whole weight
into the anti-conscription campaign were Mr. Ryan, the Irish Catholic Premier of
Queensland, and Archbishop Mannix, who until comparatively recently was Rector of
Maynooth, and is an Irish Nationalist of the most advanced school of thought.
Apart, however, from, the Irish-Labour combination, powerful appeals were made to
women voters, who were urged not to send men. to their death, and to farmers and
others not to agree to the withdrawal of men from vital Australian industries, necessary
to the Allies, in order to send them to fight thousands of miles away, when the
unlimited man-power of America could be much more easily and expeditiously
transported.
Though it is satisfactory to note Mr. Ryan's statement that the decision involves
no weakening in Australia^ determination, to play her part in the war, yet, as the
present Report shows, the situation created is one of great difficulty for the Common
wealth Government.
FRANCE.

The issues involved in the prosecution of Monsieur Caillaux are of such vital
significance that any failure on the part of the Government to bring borne the serious
charges that are made would, almost certainly involve the fall of Monsieur Clemenceau.
The proceedings that have been authorised by the Chamber of Deputies possess,
therefore, an importance which is not confined merely to French internal politics, but
affects the relationship of France to the whole future course of the war.
ITALY.

The declaration of Signor Giolitti in the Chamber of Deputies that lie will never
support a separate peace or any action that is not absolutely loyal to the Allies, affords
satisfactory evidence of the solidarity brought about by the invasion of the " patria."
At the same time, the growing power of the attacks upon Baron Sonnino, and the

demands of the group of Giolittians and Clericals for greater Parliamentary control of
w a r policy require careful watching, and when the Chamber meets again iu February
no doubt renewed, attempts will be made to secure the retirement; of! th&PPdtfeign
Minister. Meantime, Signor Orlando seems to-.hayQ accurately gauged the nature and
extent of the support upon which he can at present rely ; while his frank recognition
of the necessity for greater organisation in matters of food supply is a satisfactory
feature of his recent speech.
PEACH DISCUSSIONS.

nfm

V

The speech of Count Czernin is the most important diplomatic move made by ap
enemy statesman since the war began. The settlement of small nationality questions,
especially in the Austrian and Ottoman Empires, on the basis of " determination j j y
every- State with its peoples independently in a constitutional manner,".'and" tlie
exclusion of any reference to Lorraine or Gorman Poland, points to the ihsjnceriiy of
the Central Powers. Count Czcruin's speech is a manoeuvre to get the Allies into a
Conference iit the hopes of sowing discord among them.
- . The interesting lieiiter telegram from Petrograd, dated 26th Deceinber,,' shows i h a t
even the Polsheviki do not see eye to eye with the Central Powbrs on the'essehtial:
point of these rights of small nations. The phrase " Historical prescription,'does not
justify one-people being subservient to another " is striking.
1
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EMPIRE

AND

AFRICA.

I M P E R I A L AFFA IRS.
The Dominion Governments have been informed that His Majesty the King has
srpproved of the award of chevrons to denote service oversea undertaken since 4th August
1914. Amongst those eligible are officers and soldiers of oversea forces, members of
oversea nursing services, civilians attached tc British forces in an official capacity,
Native Labour Corps and members of officially recognised Voluntary A i d Detachments.
Additional chevrons will be given for each successive period of 12 months' service,
which must be either oversea or within the sphere of active operations. If earned on
o r before 31st December 1914, the chevron A v i l l be red, and i f earned after that date
it will be blue, which will also be the colour of all additional chevrons after the
first.
Owing to the necessity of allocating further British tonnage to meet the diminishing
tonnage of France and Italy and the comparative failure of harvests in those countries,
the Dominion Governments have been informed that it will probably be necessary to
make a considerable reduction of imports into the United Kingdom,

CANADA.
The President of the Privy Council (Mr. N. W . Row ell) will be acting Prime
Minister of the Dominion during the fortnights vacation which Sir Robert Borden is
now taking.
The Prime Minister (Sir Robert Borden) in the course of a statement regarding
the General Election, observes :—" The Union Government will have a majority of at
" least 50 in the new Parliament ; the result of the soldiers'vote is not yet known,
" but it may increase the majority to 60 or more."
The composition of the new House of Commons, apart from the five constituencies
-for which the polls are not yet declared and the alterations which may result from
the returns of the soldiers' votes, show that of the 138 supporters of Sir Robert Borden
just over 100 will be his official Conservative supporters, Avhilethe rest will be Liberals
who are supporting the Union Government, and are therefore coming to be known as
Liberal Unionists. Two members who have been included in the returns for the
Opposition voted for the Military Service Act and will probably vote with the
Government. The allocation of parties to the Provinces are up to the present a s
follows :—
Unionist. Opposition.
Ontario (82 seats) Quebec (65- seats)
Nova Scotia (10 seats)
New Brunswick (11 seats)
British Columbia (13 seats)
Manitoba (15 seats) Saskatchewan (16-seats)
A l b e r t a (12 seats)
- .
P.E.I. (4 seats)
1
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One half of the new members are men who did not sit in the last Parliament, and
of the Opposition only 43 members of the last House have been returned to the
present Parliament.
,
W i t h reference to the position of Quebec, the President of the Privy Council,.
(Mr. N. W. Rowell), has declared. : " If Quebec ready accepts the decision of the Canadian.
" people and co-operates in carrying out the law of compulsory military service,
" national unity will be re-established in Canada." While omitting to discuss the
position of Quebec under the Military Service Act, the leader of the French Canadian
Nationalists (Mr. Bourassa) refers to the after w a r problem of the relations between
the various parts of the Empire. He states : " It will then be a struggle between
" Imperialism and Nationalism, and Nationalism will come into its own. In the
" conflict between Imperialism and Nationalism the place of French Canadians is.
" made, no matter what the politicians of any party may clo or want." Mr. Bourassa
refers to Canada's destiny as one of independence, but he says he would be prepared
to accept an Empire partnership, although not such a partnership as the Imperialists
favour.
Meantime it is to be noted that a motion will be introduced in the Quebec
Legislature next month to the following effect :—
" That this House is of opinion that the Province of Quebec would be
disposed to accept a, rupture of the Federation, pact of 1867 if in the opinion of
the other provinces it is believed that the said province is an obstacle to the
union, and progress and development of C a n a d a . "
While the debate will disclose the opinions of Members of the Quebec Legislature,
it is to be noted that the Leader of the Opposition (M. Sauve) has stated that he does
not believe the motion is opportune or that it expresses the views of Sir W . L a u r i e r
and Mr. Bourassa.
Though the defeat of the French Canadian Ministers has deprived French Canada
of representation in the Union Cabinet, it is probable that Sir Robert Borden will
make a further effort to secure French Canadian representation in his Government..
The difficulties in this connection, however, are by no means inconsiderable, as at
present there is only one French Canadian Unionist elected (Dr.. Chabot) and he sits
for an Ontario constituency. The three supporters of the Government elected for
divisions of Montreal, are none of them actually French Canadians. Two of them
(Mr. Doherty and Mr. Ballantyne) are already Members of the Government, and the
third, Sir Herbert Ames, is spoken of as a probable addition to the Cabinet. The
last-named has recently referred to the possibility of Sir Wilfrid Laurier being invited '
to enter the Cabinet and has declared that he is in a position to say that there is no
chance of this happening.
With reference to the British orders for shipbuilding in. Canadian y a r d s (videReports No. 4-5 and No. 46), the British Government have informed the Dominion
Government that they are anxious to utilise the y a r d s for the construction of ocean
going vessels which can be delivered during 1919. Meantime, it is suggested that
steps should be taken to prevent the foreign registration of vessels to be built in Canada
during the A v a r or during a period after-wards. From information supplied by the
Imperial Munitions Board, the British Government understand that the total steel
tonnage which coidd be used for the construction of vessels might amount to 4-00,000
tons. In addition, 300,000 tons dead-weight of wooden ocean-going vessels might,
it is believed, be constructed. If orders were given to the extent indicated, it is
estimated that an expenditure would be involved of -S 150,000,000, commencing in
J u l y 1918, and extending over 18 months from that date. The expenditure
contemplates the purchase of steel, and will thus foster the growth of the steel,
industry in the Dominion.
It is pointed out, however, that the United States
Government have fixed the price of steel for their own manufacturers at a much
lower limit than Canadian quotations,, and it is suggested that, in order to avoid
jealousy between the steel makers of the two countries, the price of Canadian
steel should be iixed at the same figure as that of the United States. In order
to give Canadian companies the necessary inducement to develop the industry, it
is recognised that lump-sum pa3m.1en.ts, or other recompense distinct from the
price of steel, may be necessary. As to financing the payments in Canada, the
Dominion Ministers are reminded that the British Government are unable to do this
during the war, and they therefore ask whether the Dominion Government would
- appropriate 8150,000,000 for expenditure on shipbuilding during the period mentioned
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above. It is pointed out-that this would be in addition to the loan of $25,000,000
monthly for other purposes. The British Government would, in that case, undertake
to repay the sum within two years of the conclusion of peace. The hope of the
British Government is expressed that every effort will be made to undertake this
financial responsibility owing to the vital importance of developing the shipbuilding
resources of the Allies.
' The Union Government have prohibited by Order in Council under the W a r
Measures Act the importation of intoxicating liquor into Canada after 24th December,
unless it is purchased before that date and imported before 3.1st J a n u a r y 1918.
The transport of liquor into the, eight provinces of Canada where the sale of liquor
i s illegal will be prohibited after 1st April 1918. The prohibition arrangements
will remain in force until 1.2 months after the conclusion of peace.
It is also
announced that the manufacture of intoxicating liquor within Canada will be prohibited
on a date to be determined after further investigation has been made into the conditions
of the industry.
In order to preserve the financial resources of the country for the war issues.of
the Dominion Government, an Order in Council has been made preventing the issue
of bonds, stocks, debentures, or other securities without the approval in writing of
the Minister of Finance.
A U S T R A L I A N COMMONWEALTH".
The voting in the Conscription Referendum stands at present (exclusive of the
votes of the soldiers serving oversea) as follows :—
Against
.
.
.
.
1,072,000
For
S89,000
Majority against

-

183,000

(It is announced that the voting of the soldiers up to the present shows 23 000 for
and 32,000 against.)
The above figures represent somewhat over two-thirds of the electors on the rolls,
and though the numbers voting and the majorities in each State are not yet completely'
brought up to date, the figures issued in this connection on 24th December are given
in the following table :—
For.

New South W a l e s
Victoria Queensland
South. Artstralia
Western Australia.
Tasmania

-

.

-

Against.

288.000
282,000
105,000
75,000 (58,000
33,000

431,000
292.000
138,000
95,000
35.000
88,000

Majority
for. "

Major i t y
against.

—
—

33,000
—

('J!

143,000
10,000
\33,000
20,000
'-/':-'YY Y '
55,000
:

:

As Mr. Hughes staked the fate of the Government upon the result of the
Referendum, the decision of. the electors will apparently involve the resignation of
the Government.
It has been pointed out, however, that the pledge given" by
Mr. Hughes does not necessarily bind the National Party, and the Federal Cabinet
have decided to submit the question of the action to be taken to a meeting of the
Party next week. If the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Tudor) should be invited to
form an Administration, it is possible that a Dissolution might result, as the Official
Labour Party are faced with a hostile, majority of over 30 in the House of
Representatives. On the other baud, the resignation of Mr. Hughes and the formation
of a reconstructed. Ministry under him. or under one of his present supporters, would
probably avoid the necessity of a General Election. It is necessary, however, that
Parliament should meet again next month for the purpose of voting supply.
The Premier of Queensland (Mr, Ryan), who has been, one of the most prominent
supporters of the anti-conscription, movement, has declared, that A u s t r a l ! a s rejection
of the principle of conscription for military service beyond her own confines will not
imply any lessening of her zeal for the honour and. safety of the Empire, or any
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intention in the future to relax the magnificent effort she has made since the w a r 
broke out to do her share in the great struggle.
In reply to the suggestion of the Army Council as to the raising of an Australian
R a i l w a y Construction Company for service in E g y p t (vide Report No. 45), the
Commonwealth Government stated (19th December) that they could not approve the
proposal, as it w a s necessary to conserve labour for essential industries in anticipation
of the enforcement of conscription.
In view of the applications that have been made for ships to load copra and that
the export from Australia is prohibited except with the consent of the Minister of
Trade and Customs, the Commonwealth Government have requested the British
Government to furnish information as to the requirements of this article. It is the
intention of the Australian Government to refuse all licences to import copra, except
from the Islands in the Pacific which are under British, Allied or Commonwealth
control.
As to the release of further coasting tonnage (vide Report No. 44), the Prime
Minister has informed the British Government that it is not possible to release further
vessels engaged in inter-State trade until provision is made to replace them by neutral
or other tonnage.
NEW

ZEALAND.

W i t h regard to the recognition of the oversea troops who took part in the Gallipoli
operations (vide Reports No. 42 and No. 44- under " A u s t r a l i a n Commonwealth"),
the Dominion Government have telegraphed that they are of opinion the decoration
should, be given to all Australian and New Zealand troops who took part in the
campaign and they have so informed the Commonwealth.
An announcement has been circulated amongst the New Zealand troops to the
effect that the issue of a special star and riband to members of the 1914 contingents
who served in Gallipoli has been practically approved. The decoration, it is stated,
w i l l be restricted to those who embarked on or before 31st December 1914, and who
served in the Gallipoli campaign b y actually landing on the Peninsula.
The Dominion Government report that 11 prisoners of w a r escaped on
31st December from the internment camp on the Island in Auckland Harbour,
including the "Captain of the Seeadler.
The prisoners escaped in a launch and
boarded a small t r a d i n g . schooner, but they have been captured and. returned to
New Zealand.
During the course of the year which is about to close, the Dominion Parliament
was asked for authority to raise locally a second war loan of 24,000,0001. The first
part of this was oversubscribed by 4,000,OOOZ. (vide Report No. 33). The interesting
feature of the new loan policy announced by the Minister of Finance (Sir Joseph
W a r d ) was the introduction of the system of compulsory contributions. Under this
Sir Joseph asked the House for authority to compel people who had. not done their
part in providing the necessary finance for carrying on the war to be assessed with
additional heavy taxation.
Colonel Heaton Rhodes, M.P. (who was Postmaster-General, in Mr. Massey's
Administration, prior to the formation of the National Government), has been
appointed by the Dominion Branch of the Red Cross Society to go to England as a
Commissioner to report on Red Cross matters. Liis duties will be to enquire fully
into the requirements and administration of the London Committee, with special
r e g a r d to any extension of operations and to the desirability of creating depots i n
France or Egypt.
He is further to report upon the methods of dealing with
disabled soldiers, and the relations of philanthropic organisations to the Government,
with a view to the prevention of overlapping.
It appears that the anticipated contest in Wellington North (caused by the
approaching appointment of Mr. Plerdman to the J u d i c i a l Bench), wdll not take place,
as Colonel Hughes h a s withdrawn his candidature. It is probable therefore that t h e
Mayor of Wellington (Mr. Luke) will be elected without opposition.
SOUTH AFRICA,
In response to the telegram from the British Government as to the most convenient
date for the next sessions of the Imperial W a r Cabinet (vide Report No. 45, under
" Imperial Affairs " ) , the -Prime Minister (General Botha) has telegraphed that he i s

..glad to accept the invitation to visit England next year. He states that the Union
Government intend to make the coining Parliamentary Session as short as possible,
a n d directly the financial business is concluded he would be free to go to England.
Pie anticipates that he could not leave South Africa before the end of March or the
middle of April and that it m i g h t possibly be a little later.
The Governor-General has telegraphed to the British Government regarding
recruiting in South Africa for the Air Service. He points out that Major Miller, who
has been touring the country districts and has already accepted 600 candidates,
telegraphed some weeks ago for a fast machine to* be sent out and for permission to
nominate the sons of naturalised British subjects. As he received no reply, the
Governor-General explains that Major Miller could visit more districts if the
machine were sent and that apart from the recruiting cmestioh it is of great value
that the power of the aeroplane should be known throughout South. Africa. Young
Dutchmen, it is stated, are particularly attracted by flying, and. the fact that eight
Nationalists have been already nominated, and that many more have applied to join, is
given, as evidence of the value of Major Milleps tour. As the sons of naturalised
British subjects cannot be nominated, Major Miller is prevented from accepting
suitable candidates who are British subjects by birth (many of whom have served in
the Avar) on the sole ground that before naturalisation their fathers were the subjects
of allied, neutral or enemy countries. As there is a large element in South Africa of
foreign origin which is lo3 al to the Crown, the Governor-General submits that the
restriction, which is causing dissatisfaction as well as the loss of valuable recruits,
should be removed.
The Pretoria Committee of the Netherlands Society have offered- the Dutch
Government 20,000 bags-of maize for the poor of Holland, and the Union Government
have asked the British authorities if they have any objection to the export of this
maize, or to the export of some further 6,000 tons which the Dutch Government wish
to purchase.
r

JAMAICA.
The Legislative Council have approved of the Government loans (to the extent of
19,000Z.), granted to cultivators who suffered from the J a m a i c a hurricane in September.
The Council have also voted 1,0007. in aid of the relief of Halifax.
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ALLIED A F F A I R S .
Lord Bertie reports that the French Government is sending 3,000 tons of: coal a
day to Italy, to be increased to 5,000 as soon as railway facilities allow.
Lord Bertie reports that the French Government is unable to supply flour to
Italy from stocks in France, and. that the French Government itself i s awaiting l a r g e
shipments of flour from England for its own requirements.
Sir R. Rodd. reports that the Italian Government contemplates requisitioning or
l a y i n g an embargo upon cotton stocks which have been accumulated i n Italy nominally
on account of Swiss owners, but probably on behalf of German firms for post-war
purposes.
Sir C. Dering requests authority to join with other Allied Governments in
suggesting to the Siamese Government that all confiscated enemy property should
be pooled, and set against Allied property confiscated in Europe by the Central
Powers. Sir C. S p r i n g Rice reports that the United States Government is sending a s a
Christmas gift to Norway. Sweden and Denmark respectively two cargoes each of
3,000 to 4,500 tons of necessaries, as well as a quantity of pharmaceutical products.
In return the three countries have undertaken to charter, for an equivalent time,,
equivalent tonnage from vessels l y i n g idle in United States ports.
The Governments of Great Britain, France, and the United States are taking
preliminary steps with a view to concerted action in regard to neutral banks.
The Ministry of Blockade has reported to the War Cabinet that platinum, r u b b e r
and copper are likely to be imported by Germany from Russia in the near future, but
not food supplies on a large scale before April or May. It is suggested that Russia
might be induced, under the threat of receiving no imports from Allied, countries, to
agree not to export certain classes of supplies to the enemy.
The French and British Governments have mutually agreed to support the Rada
in every w a y possible short of official recognition, as tins offers the only hope of
effectively assisting Rumania. Subject to close liaison, there will be two spheres of
Allied, activity ; Bessarabia, the Ukraine, and the Crimea being supported, by France,,
and the Cossacks, Caucasus, Armenia, Georgia and. Kurdistan b y Great Britain.
Friendly unofficial relations will be maintained with the Bolshevists, with whom,
however, the French and British Governments will break sooner than abandon
Rumania and the Ukraine.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that as a result of a recommendation of the United
States Ambassador at Petrograd and of a statement by Dr. I g n a t i u s that Finland,
having become a Republic, would be unable to get any more wheat from Russia,
the United States Government has permitted Dr. Ignatius to purchase 15,000 tons o f
oats and corn for shipment via Sweden. The Swedes are reported to have promised
free transit.
The Swedish papers discuss the question of recognition of Finnish independence.
The Social Democrat opposes any recognition which is not endorsed by an established
Russian Government. On the other hand, activist papers are t r y i n g to force Swedish
intervention by publishing long accounts of disorders in Finland, which they say it is
S w e d e h s duty to allay.
Sir E. Howard learns that a Finnish delegation under
Mr. Grifenberg has waited upon the President of the Swedish Second Chamber
and a Committee of Parliament, asking for Swedish assistance if tbe Russians should
refuse to evacuate Finland. The President replied that Sweden, would not embark
upon military operations in Finland, but that recognition might b e considered if the
Russians offered no resistance. The Finns propose to send delegates to Berlin,
London, and Washington. His Majesty's Government have intimated that they will
receive the Finnish delegates if they desire to come to England. The Foreign Office
has already instructed, the Finnish Government that His j\lajesty's Government
would recognise the independence of Finland if the Russian Constituent Assembly
should do so. The Foreign Office lias advised Sir E. Howard that His Majesty's.

Government proposes to arrange with the Swedish delegates for the despatch
of food to Finland, but that it is considered unwise at present to recognise Finnish
independence, as such action might commit Great Britain to the recognition of the
independence of Lithuania and Oourland.
Sir E. Howard reports that a deputation of Aland islanders has been received by
Baron Ramel, submitting a request for annexation to Sweden. The French Minister
had previously advised the Swedish Government to deprecate premature action, but
the terms of Baron RameFs reply are not known.
Mr. Grifenberg, a member of the Finnish Cabinet, has declared, as a Sweden-Finu^
that the separation of Aland from Finland would be a serious loss for Swedish
nationality in Finland, and. that such a separation would be treated by the Finns as an
unjust and unfriendly act.

FRANCE.
The resolution ashing for the suspension of the Parliamentary immunity of
Monsieur Caillaux was passed i n the Chamber of Deputies on 22nd December by
396 votes to 2. There were 11.0 abstentions, amongst whom were 70 . Socialists and,
26 Radical Socialists. Monsieur Caillaux himself agreed to the suspension of his
immunity, and Monsieur Renandel announced in the course of the debate that if this
had not been done the Socialist Party would have opposed the suspension instead of
merely abstaining from voting. The Chamber also authorised by a show of hands
the prosecution of Monsieur Loustalot; and the Military Governor of Paris has signed
the order for proceedings to be taken. The charges against Monsieur Caillaux,
Avhich were brought before the Chamber by General Dubail, included those of
intimate connection with the Bonnet Rouge, of co-operation with Cavallini in con
nection with Bolo's dealings with the Central Powers and of intrigues during
his visit to Italy in 1.910. The last-named appear to be based on the Report
of the Naval Attache to the French Embassy at Rome, in the course of
which Monsieur Caillaux is alleged to have stated to the representative of the
Italian Prime Minister that he expected a Clemenceau-Barthou Ministry which could
only live by intensifying the war for two months, a s France would be unable to
continue her military effort beyond the end of the spring. Monsieur Caillaux is said
to have declared that be would then assume power and sign peace ; and he promised that
the world, would be astonished at, the advantages which Germany contemplated giving
to Italy and France. Pie further stated, according to the Report, that Germany's desires
in regard to the Baghdad line and. to making a greater Bulgaria and a great European
Turkey did not disturb France, whose field of action was in Africa. On the signing
of peace, France, he asserted, would conclude a treaty alliance with Germany and
Spain against E n g l a n d and Russia, -who were her- real enemies. In his speech
in the Chamber, Monsieur Caillaux spoke for two hours, and the Figaro
admits
that he defended himself with remarkable power. He reproached, the French
Ambassador at Rome for not warning him regarding any dealings with
C a v a l l i n i ; he declared that the explanation of his action in Italy would
show the most extraordinary intrigue ever formulated against a politician,
that his connection with the Bonnet Rouge was based, mainly on the fact that the
paper had defended him, that Bolo had come to him with excellent introductions, and
that the association could not amount to more than imprudence on his part ; and he
announced that his policy excluded any agreement with Germany so long as the
question of Alsace-Lorraine had not been settled in accordance, with French principles.
W h i l e declaring his innocence and patriotism throughout, Monsieur Caillaux compared
the launching of the case against, him with the Affaire Dreyfus. -The Intelligence
Bureau, in dealing with the general question, reports that the ultimate issue is one
far greater than the fate of an individual. If Monsieur Clemenceau has given way.
to political and personal prejudice, and h a s allowed the soldiers to prosecute Monsieur
C a i h a u x on charges which they cannot sustain, he will fall, and there will, be a danger
of the national spirit of France being involved in his fall, and capitulating not to
Caillaux in person, but to the Extreme Left Party, which is always suspicious of
the Army, and contains many conspicuous members who are decidedly kike-warm
hbout the war- and, like Caillaux, not particularly averse from a deal with the
Germans.
4,529-1
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ITALY.
At the sitting of. the Chamber of Deputies, which took place on 22nd December
(when the House rose till 7th February), the Cabinet received the support of 345
Deputies (including Signor Giolitti) as against an opposition of 50. The minority
consisted almost entirely of the official Socialists. A notable contribution to the
debate was that of Signor Giolitti, who, in replying to the observation of Signer
Pirolini that " Caillaux w a s the Giolitti of F r a n c e " stated that he would not accept
the comparison " for the simple reason that I have never supported and never will
" support a separate peace or any action which is not absolutely loyal to the Allies."
He concluded with an" appeal, to Parliament to show a united front to the enemy
" within our territory " ; and the President of the Chamber stated that the House
would be deeply grateful to Signor Giolitti for the appeal which he had made. In.
the course of an earlier statement made by the Prime Minister (Signor Orlando)
reference was made to the increased dependence of Italy upon supplies from abroad.
The Premier stated, that there must be an increase of production and diminution of
consumption combined with better government, organisation and discipline among
citizens. While announcing that the finances of Italy were in a satisfactory position,
Signor Orlando called attention to the g r a v i t y of the exchange problem which called
for co-ordinated action. He declared that the decisions of the Rapallo Conference had
provided Italy with the assurance that the Allies would see that the country should
not fall short of the food, coal, or raw material necessary for the prosecution of the
war.
"With regard to the demand of the Parliamentary Union (which includes about one
quarter of the Members of the Chamber) for Parliamentary Commissions of control of
Foreign and military policy, it appears from the Parliamentary correspondent of the
GiolitUan Stampa (qxtoted by the Intelligence Bureau) that this demand has been
dropped on the advice of Signor Giolitti until the results of the secret session should
make it clear whether satisfactory assurances could be obtained for effective Parlia
mentary control of war policy.
At the Secret Sessions, violent attacks appear to have been made upon Baron
Sonnino and General Cadorna. In the case of the former the attack was led by the
Socialist group and supported by Giolittians and Catholics. The Intelligence Bureau
reports that though the Government seems to have presented during the Secret
Sessions a solid front to the Opposition, it is difficult to believe that this solidarity
will endure for long, as the spirit animating the Government is democratic and antiImperialist and can hardly consist permanently with Baron Sonnino's reactionary and
anti-democratic opinions.
As to the possible retirement of Baron Sonnino from the Cabinet, Sir IP Rodd.
remarks that after the recent Italian defeats such a course on the part of a politician
who has the main responsibility for Italy's withdrawal, from the Triple Alliance and
her association with the Allies would be regarded by them as of unfortunate omen.
W h i l e admitting that such, a change would at one time have been disastrous, Sir
R. Rodd says that he would look on it now with sincere regret, but with less misgiving
than hitherto.
Sir R. Rodd reports the urgent desirability of an increase in the food and fuel
supply, especially at Milan, and of an increase in the allowances to the wives and
families of soldiers, in order to allay discontent at the back of the Army. Comparison
with the rations and pay of the Allied troops seems to be accentuating the discontent
among the soldiers.
The Government has arranged, for the issue of free insurance policies to the
amount of 500 or 1,000 lire to soldiers or their relations. These policies can be
realized at once on condition that the proceeds are invested in land or instruments
of production, or realization can be deferred for a period of years during wdhch
interest wdll accumulate. This is a tribute to the soldiers and also a step towards
reconstruction after the Avar.
The Government has also set up a National Exchange Bureau, attached to the
Treasury but with independent powers, which is to have a monopoby of foreign,
securities and to exercise control over imports.

GREECE.
Representatives of the J e w i s h Congress of Salonika, representing a community o f
80,000 Israelites, have requested General Milne to carry to His Majesty their eon
.gratulations on the liberation of Jerusalem, and their thanks for the declaration of
His Majesty's Government.
Lord Granville reports that passports from Switzerland to Greece can only be
vise by the Greek Minister at Berne, wdio is being instructed to keep in close
touch with the British Minister in the performance of this duty.
In accordance with a decision of the P a r i s Conference, Joint Allied Commissions
a r e to be set up in Athens to deal with the financing of Greek military and civil
requirements.
Lord Granville reports that all lignite mines in Greece have been placed under a
-Commission of transport.
Commander Martinet, a French professional mining
engineer, is in charge of production. He has applied to Paris for locomotives, rails
-and trucks for the mine at Kymi, and Lord Granville hopes the despatch of these can
be expedited.
Lord Granville reports that General Bracquet, Chief of the French Military
Mission, is being recalled, and that he will be replaced hy General Bordeaux, who
served on the Western Front under General Guillaumet, the newly appointed
Commander-in-Chief at Salonika.
King Alexander has attended, two demonstrations b y Greek officers and non
commissioned officers, who have been under training by the French Military Mission.
His Majesty was most warmly received.
Lord Granville reports that French. Military Officers are studying the question of
the withdrawal southwards of men. of military age from Epirus in case of invasion.
The Press reports that the Greek Courts have ordered the confiscation of 5,000,000
drachmae and -.1,000,000 drachmae respectively from the estates of M. Lambros and
MI. Skouloudis, both of whom were Premiers under King Constantino.

PORTUGAL.
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir I;. Carnegie to co-operate with the Allied
Ministers in representing to the new Portuguese Cabinet the importance of an efficient
censorship.
Shortage of coal is having a very serious effect on railways,, factories and
illumination.
ENEMA: ALLIED

AFFAIRS.

Mr. Muller reports-on 22nd November the failure of the Austrian harvest and
fodder crop, and a general and increasing shortage of food on the Vienna market.
Horseflesh has reached a price calling for official. intervention. Butter costs over
15 kronen the kilog., both in Vienna and Budapest. Apart from the scarcity of food the
provisioning of towns is complicated by the growing lack of transport facilities. A coal
famine is threatened. W a r m clothing and thick footwear are practically unobtainable.
Although Hungary has no surplus of food, she is accused by Austria of disloyalty
in withholding supplies. With regard to Bohemia, the medical professors of the
German University of Prague announce that " German Bohemia is starving." The
success in Italy brought no real gratification to the Dual Monarchy. In Austria it was
regarded as a contribution only to German advantage and a postponement of peace.
Such enthusiasm as was shown in Hungary was due to the supposed nearer approach
of peace. A well-known Austrian politician of non-German, nationality is reported to
have stated recently that the gold and silver reserve at the Austro-Hungarian Bank
d i d not amount in November 1917 to more than 13,000,0001., and that the greatest
pessimism prevails amongst Austrian financiers who know that Austria will be
financially lost after the war unless she can raise an enormous foreign loan:
The Intelligence Bureau comments on the meeting of the Austrian and Hungarian
Delegations as being the first since the Spring of 1914, and the first occasion on w h i c h

the Foreign Minister could expound his foreign policy before the representatives of
the two States, his two predecessors in Office during the war, Count Berchtold and
Baron Burian, having acted entirely without popular control. Count Czernin after
explaining how Austria-Hungary had been forced into the war, suggested that the
inclination and future interest both of Albania and Poland gravitated towards.
Austria-Hungary. Count Audi-assy interpreted the phrase " ho a n n e x a t i o n s " so as
to allow of the inclusion in the Austrian strategic frontier of Mount Lovceii. He
advocated the uxufication of Serbia and Montenegro with a seaboard and with close
political and economic relations with the Dual Monarchy. Count Tisza, agreed in
regard to the necessity of strategical rectifications, but objected to the survival of a
Serbia having access to the sea or of an independent Rumania. The report concludes
" that in Austria-Hungary as in Germany, tire formula of ' no annexations ' is being
" interpreted liberally, and that there are serious designs ou foot for evolving- a new
" intermediary type Of state, neither intermediate nor vassal in the sense hitherto
" understood, but so linked with some stronger neighbours as to be forced to revolve
" permanently in its orbit. This is the fate reserved for Serbia and R u m a n i a by
" Austria-Hungary, for Lithuania and Courland and Belgium by Germany, for Poland
" by one or the other."
A Central News telegram reports that in the Austrian Reichsrat Herr Adler, a
Socialist, declared that the people of Austria could not consent to m a k i n g a
separate peace in the East for the sake of m a k i n g a separate w a r in the West.
By the new Hungarian Franchise Reform Bill, which is to be introduced on
Friday, the proportionate number of voters according to nationalities (says the
Frankfurter
Zeitung) is as follows:—Hungarians, 6 2 ' 6 p e r c e n t . ; Gerrhans, 1 2 ' 5 ; ,
Slovaks, 9 ' 7 ; Rumanians, 9*1 : and other nationalities, including Ruthenians,.
Croats, and Serbians, 6 ' 1 per cent.
Sir H. Rumbold learns from Vienna and S i r E. Howard from Berlin that a
great German offensive on the Western Front is imminent. In Berlin it is stated
that four divisions have recently been sent to the front, and that the Germans
intend to capture Calais, and thus obtain peace by March, i n Vienna it is. said
that 4-0 German divisions are being brought from the Eastern Front, and that one
of the points of concentration will be Maubeuge. A new cyanide g a s is to be
used, against which captured French and Italian masks h a v e been shown to be
ineffective.

GERMAN

INTERNAL

AFFAIRS.

Mr. Muller reports that the German rations of meat, bread, and potatoes are
inadequate. The failure of the fodder crops i s having far-reaching effects. Milk i s so
scarce that in some towns there is hardly enough for infants and invalids, and i n
Berlin, children between one and two years of a g e have to be content with -J- litre of
milk a day. Butter is described by a traveller as " r a r e as blue diamonds." Barley
is less plentiful than the most pessimistic anticipated, and there will be less beer than
ever. The food situation, is further affected by the steady rise in prices due to growing
scarcity and to inflation of the currency. Vorxcarts states that by the end of August
the actual number of infants' deaths registered in Berlin, since the beginning of the
year exceeded b y 6-f p e r c e n t , the number for- the corresponding period of last.year,
in spite of the fact that the births during the same period, showed a decline of 16 per
cent. Dysentery i s prevalent i n many districts, a n d hunger typhus all over Germany.
The Seventh War Loan of 625,000,000Z., while showing the strength of German
determination and internal credit, m a y be partly accounted for b y the inflation of the
currency, and the fact that the funds invested are l a r g e l y the proceeds of the
liquidation of the national wealth. Further, war loans are almost the only opportunity
for investing liquid capital. There is a serious shortage of coal, of textile and
hardening materials, of sewing thread, and of leather.
Mr. Muller further reports that the passage of the Bill for the Restoration of t h e
German Mercantile Marine h a s been hailed with delight in German shipping circles.
The measure, as finally passed, provides that for ships built within four years after peace
the Government will grant between 50 per cent, and 70 per cent, of the difference
between cost of building at that time and " normal " peace time cost of building,,
while for vessels completed between five and nine years after peace the grant is
between 20 per cent, and 50 per cent, of the difference.

The Intelligence Bureau states that while there is every reason to believe that the
necessity for an early peace daily becomes more urgent in Germany, it is impossible
to predict how far the morale of a people drilled and organised, like the Germans will
be so reduced as by itself to lead them to demand, it. From a military point of view,
an elaborate German offensive in the West will mean vast losses, while the Italian
campaign also threatens to be very costly, and perhaps xinder winter conditions even
deadly. Politically, Prussia, which represents two-thirds of Germany in territory
and population, and more than two-thirds in military power, wealth, and political
weight, is violently convulsed over the Reform Bills, and there is a possibility of
Socialist demonstrations (which could only be repressed with bloodshed) and also of
sabotage and passive resistance in munition works, on the railways, and possibly at
the front.
The question of German finances after the war is causing the gravest concern, and
even the Frankfurter
Zeitung, the organ of the capitalist classes, is already advocating
the immediate impounding of one-quarter to one-third of war capital.
According to the German newspapers, the Independent Social Democrats were,
for the first time, invited with the other factions of the Reichstag to a conference with
the Imperial. Chancellor.
The German Wireless Press of 21st December states-that in the district of Minsk
German-Russian business has already begun. The Germans are exchanging metal
goods for provisions.
The German Wireless Press, commenting on t h e suggested Allied economic
offensive after the war, doubts whether the individual Allied countries will be either
desirous or able to dispense with the German market. " F o r instance, Italy could
" not h m g do without her best b u y e r for vegetables, fruits, flowers, silk spun yarn, & c ,
" without seriously prejudicing herself.
Of course, Germany is the market for
". Russian grain, flax, bran, wood, e g g s and many other products. . . . Not even
'" Frauce, if she wishes to bring her. industry back to a flourishing condition after
" the war, can for long do without those products which are essential to her industrial
" activity. . . . Further, many of these countries are in urgent need of goods
with which only Germany can. supply them, such as coal, coke, potash, sulphuric
" acid, ammonia, chemicals, dyes, machinery, and optical and electrical apparatus.
" . . .
Moreover, Germany is not so dependent to-day on the world's markets as
" she was before the war. Her industry by the preparation of substitutes has
" rendered itself independent of quite a number of foreign r a w materials, only to
" mention the manufacture of synthetic rubber. T h e .use of aluminium in place of
" copper will also continue after the war. . . . The German textile industry h a s
" during the war placed, itself in an independent position by the utilization of nettle
"" fibres and paper y a r n . "

NETHERLANDS.
Sir W . Townley learns that, subject to the satisfactory arrangement of credits for
payment, 5,000 horses of five to eight y e a r s of age are to be exported from Holland to
Germ an y.

SWITZERLAND.
Sir II. Rumbold, reports on .12th December the definite election of the new
Congress. The present constitution of the Swiss National Council is as follows :—
Independent Democrats
1.04
Catholic Conservatives 42
Social Democrats
18
Liberal Conservatives 11
Radicals
0
Independents
7
Seat vacant
I
This on a division would give the Independent Democrats, or " National Block " a
majority of 18. But the National Block is a Coalition, not a party in the stricter
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sense, and the 11 or 12 French-Swiss deputies belonging to it sit very lightly to their
party allegiance. Hence, if they united with all the Opposition parties, the National
Block would be placed in a minority for the first time for more than half a century.
S i r H. Riunbold adds that be learns that a considerable amount.of anti-military'
feeling w a s disclosed by the elections.
" This feeling is not confined to the demagogues responsible for the recent
riots at Zurich; it is spreading considerably among the middle-class youths
who furnish the ' conscientious objectors' of our own country."
The Foreign Office advises Sir H. Rumbold. of the desirability of-preparing a.
Statutory List of banks, institutions, or persons in Switzerland who might transfer
funds on enemy account ; there is a special danger of the transfer to Switzerland and
Scandinavia of funds received in Spain from Central and Southern America.
The British and French Ministers have been instructed to inform the Swiss.
Government that transit of malt and sugar to Switzerland from Holland through
Germany m a y be resumed.
NORWAY.
Sir M. Findlay reports that the protraction of negotiations between the Allies and'
Norway is causing considerable' bitterness, and suggests the advisability of a s e t t l e 
merit in London between a central Allied committee and delegates from Norway. He
. emphasises the importance of assuring the duration of any agreement so as to secure
Norway against the results of embittered relations with German)'.
Discussions are still in progress between the Foreign Office and the United StatesGovernment with a view to agreement as to the Allied terms.
Articles have recently appeared in the Norwegian Press stating that when the
exportation of coal from the United Kingdom to Norway w a s stopped last spring, a
German Swede, named Wilhelm Jansson, and a Berlin editor, named B a a k e , visited
Christiania and offered to suppL/ Norwegian Trades Unions with 40,000 tons of
-German coke at the price paid in Sweden and Denmark on condition, that the
Norwegian Social Democratic Press should publish articles in favour of Germany a n d
that the Social Democrat Group in the Storting should procure the denunciation or
modification of the fish agreement. The articles state that this offer and a f u r t h e r
subsequent one were refused by the Norwegians, and contrast the attitude of theNorwegian Socialists with that of the Danish Socialists, who allowed themselves to b e
bribed with German fuel.
SWEDEN.
Sir -E. Howard, reports in. favour of negotiating a commercial agreement with
Sweden on the following grounds :—It is doubtful whether even the most rigorous
blockade could, compel Sweden to sever commercial relations with Gertnairy. The
probability is that Germany would be able to supply Sweden with just sufficient
necessaries to render her immune to our pressure, which would only cause exasperation
against the Allies among the Swedish business and commercial classes. This ex
asperation could not be cured by a cessation of the blockade at a later stage, since
there is already in Sweden a lack of many prime necessities. On the other hand, the
new Liberal Government, which has everything to -gain politically by securing imports
to Sweden,-is obviously m a k i n g every effort to secure an agreement with Great Britain,
and might be induced, by the mere argument of a potential blockade to fall in with
British requirements.
S i r E. Howard learns that the Swedish Government h a s , without officially
recognising M. Vorowski, agreed to allow Swedish subjects to procure Bolshevist visas;
from him, and undertaken to apply to him instead of to the Consul for information
r e g a r d i n g Russians passing through -Sweden, for Russia. . He is also permitted to use
a cipher.
Swedish papers announce that the State R a i l w a y Board has been authorised to
make an agreement for the delivery of 80,000-tons of rails with fish pieces by the
Stahlwerkserband A.G. in Germany, in equal instalments over 1918, 1919, and 1920,,
half the total payment to be made in advance.

The Swedish Press also states that the Government is considering the licence for
exportation, of between 10,000 and 15,000 horses, presumably- to Germany. Sir E.
Howard has deprecated this as being prejudicial to the present negotiations. The
Swedish Government in reply has pointed out that for lack of fodder- these horses
cannot be kept in Sweden. Meanwhile scarcity of fodder is causing a stoppage
of timber transport and unemployment in the timber trade.
The Social Democrat "has published a manifesto protesting against the suppression
of the Socialist Press in Russia and declaring that the Bolshevists are betraying the
revolution into the hands of Imperialism.
Sir E. Howard learns that the Svenska Telegram Bureau, which has a monopoly of
Reuter, Havas and American Creel telegrams, has been operating from the beginning
of the war as an agency of German propaganda. A s a result of American and British
representations, Reuters are prepared to break their contracts with the Svenska
Bureau, and strong representations are being made in Paris that the Havas agency
should clo the same.
The Social Democrat of 20th December asks why the Swedish Government
continues to buy coal from Germany, when it could have obtained better coal at
equally favourable rates from England. Sir E. Howard, in a telegram to the Foreign
Office, points out that the cost of English coal in Sweden i s only high because the
Swedish Government, unlike the Danish, has not imposed maximum rates for freight.
Meanwhile iron ore is being exported to Germany on the ground of Swede ids alleged
dependence on Germany for coal.
Sir E. Howard reported that about 18,000 tons of transit goods are l y i n g i n
Scandinavia, of which half are in Sweden and. the rest in Norway and Denmark. He
suggests that those in Norway and Denmark should be sold there or returned to the
United Kingdom and that those in Sweden should be bought u p by a Swedish agent on
behalf of His Majesty's Government. He proposes that France and the United States
should, take similar action in regard to French and American goods in transit.

DENMARK.
Discussions between His Majesty's Government and the United States continue in
regard to the proposed agreement with Denmark regarding supplies.
Referring to the anticipated qualified blockade, the Intelligence Bureau observes
that the Danish people appear to agree with the statement of M. Mowinckel.
President of the Norwegian Storthing, that if the choice lay between agreement
with America and. a breach of Scandinavian ties, it would be better to starve
than to separate. The Finans
Ticlendc,
of Copenhagen, under date of
28th November, observes that in spite of hindrances, dangers and political
threats, Denmark alloAved to the Allies the greater part of her agricultural produce
and her shipping trade, not because of higher prices-, but because she wanted to
c a n y on a policy with a view to the future. Even if the cutting off of supplies to
neutral l^owers should at present serve their purpose, it would in the long run cause
irreparable damage to Great Britain and America. 'Great Britain was confronting
Denmark with a crisis which gave her the option between suffering complete economic
ruin or seeking help where she could get it. By their way of conducting the w a r , '
the Allies had u p to the present only cleared the way for the supremacy of Germany
on the European Continent. The Danish Press of 12th December says that each week
sees the addition of fresh, battalions to the crowd, of the unemployed, and that t i n y
had increased during the preceding week by 20 per cent.
Sir R. Paget advises the continuation of the supply of British coal to loyal
importers.

SPAIN.
Sir A. Hardinge reports that the Germans are likely at the forthcoming elections
to finance carpet-bag candidates for a number of seats, including Algeciras, which is
at present represented by a friendly liberal-conservative. He adds, however, that the
Marquis of Alhucemas has assured him that he will severely repress any corrupt
interference of this nature.

JAPAN.
Sir 0 . Greene reports that Japanese newspapers have been, forbidden to publish
anything in regard to the possible despatch of troops to Vladivostock or the meetings
of the foreign Advisory Council. There are rumours that several transports have
been commandeered and. that the 12th Division is being mobilised.
Sir C. S p r i n g Rice learns "from the United States Foreign Office that J a p a n has a
force ready in case the Japanese Colony in Vladivostock should be attacked, and that
the United States Government is in treaty with the Chinese Authorities, who have also
taken the necessary measures. At the same time the United States Government is
concerned lest a landing by the J a p a n e s e may cause strong feeling in Russia and thus
strengthen Bolshevist influence,, and therefore deprecates the despatch, of any Japanese
or even a Japanese-American force.

CHINA.
Sir J . J o r d a n learns from B i s Majesty's Consul at Harbin that Chinese troops are
ready to occupy the railway buildings there if the Bolshevists should attempt to seize
them. 8,000 Ivirin troops are either in Harbin or on their way there. A Chinese
Commissioner, with a staff of Russian speaking Chinese, has proceeded to Harbin to
administer the railway if its occupation should become necessary. The Bolshevists
have, however, temporarily permitted General Horvat to remain at the head of the
R a i l w a y Administration. It is estimated that less than 2,000 local Russian troops
are under Bolshevist influence. The J a p a n e s e Minister has requested the Chinese
Government to station troops at various other parts on the Chinese Eastern Railway.
Idre deportation of enemy subjects from China is being recommended by the
Allies to the Chinese Government.
Sir J . J o r d a n reports that it is desirable to arrange an agreement with the Chinese
authorities in regard to the recruitment of coolies.
Sir J . J o r d a n suggests that control of shipments from China m i g h t be best effected
if the Chinese Government would supply the Allied Representatives with full
particulars of actual shipments by neutral vessels and of their ostensible destination.

SIAM.
The Foreign Office advises Sir 11. Bering that while the Siamese Government
should not lie asked, to include Dutch possessions in the general embargo, he should,
suggest the prohibition, of all exports to Holland and Scandinavia, except under
licence approved by himself.
ARGENTINA.
In view of the unsatisfactory attitude of the Argentine Government in regard to
the Allied offer for the purchase of wheat, the Foreign Office has instructed Sir
R. Tower to point out that in the case of persistent refusal the terms of the offer will
be published to the Argentine public, and. that British, coal, and other exports will
necessarily be diverted into other directions.

BRAZIL.
Sir A. Reel reports that the Brazilian Government, desiring to supervise all banks,
h a s proposed to establish a bureau of statistics of the d a i l y operations of foreign
exchange. The Foreign Office has suggested that less objection would be taken by
British B a n k s if the Brazilian Authorities would arrange for all returns to be m a d e
to a Department of the Brazilian Government and to be treated as confidential.

ECUADOR.
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MEXICO.
Mr. Cummins reports that Mexico City has been reinforced, and that there is
considerable rebel activity in the country. The German Minister is trying to stir up
trouble, and would welcome the confusion caused by allied intervention. Felix Diaz
should no longer be considered a possible candidate, though he would support any
English nominee.
Sir C. Spring Rice agrees that intervention is undesirable except in the last
emergency.
An American candidate would be detested, by the Mexicans, and a
British candidate would be disagreeable to the United States. A waiting policy is
byst. No reactionary party has any prospect of success. Carranza, without supplies
from the United States, would be unable to take vigorous action, and the United
States proposes to take advantage, of this to negotiate for exportation duty free of
allied necessities. Meanwhile the United States Government sees no reason, to
recommend his recognition by His Majesty's Government. With regard to Cabrera,
the United States Government believes him to be intriguing with the Latin Americans,
in concert with the President of the Argentine Republic, against Anglo-Saxon
encroachment, the intrigue being . anti-American or pro-German in character.
Mr. Cummins reports that Carranza has similar ambitions, encouraged by German
propaganda. Mr. Cummins learns that, daily progress is being made with the wireless
tower at Ohapultepac, which is now 160 metres high, and already sending to
G ef many.

UNITED S T A T E S .
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the War Trade Board has formally notified its
assumption of the control of national, war materials, such control to be exercised
through approved trade associations. "As there appear to be no restrictions in regard
to the exportation of, e.g., articles manufactured of rubber and tin, he submits that
British control is still essential. He adds that it is probable that import licences will
be granted to any f i r m appearing on British, approved lists.
\The W a r Trade Board has announced that a condition of import licences for wool
will be the right of purchase b y the Government within, ten days at a price to be
determined by the Valuation Committee of the Boston Wool Association. Sir C.
Spring Rice considers that this aims not only at lowering the price of wool in the
United States, but also at breaking the South American market.
Sir C. Spring Rice leaves that the S.S. Hellig Olaf and Bergensfiord
full of peace
propagandists and Bolshevist agents, are proceeding from Scandinavia to New York.
Suitable measures are to be taken on their arrival.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the W a r Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing ships reported
lost owing to the malice of the Ki.ng's enemies during the periods 7th-1.3th December
and I-1th -20th December inclusive, respectively, are : —
7th-13th December
- 72,913 tons, of which 43,031 were British.
14th-20th December
- 07,808 tons, of which 43,224 were British.
... The total tonnage lost in the preceding week, 30th November-Oth December, w a s
05,710, of which 37,718 tons were British.
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The German Wireless Press communicates the following :--
" The year'?, balance of the U-boat Avar, the increasing of which was
the German reply to the scornful rejection of the peace offer of 12thDecember
1916", is sharply in contradiction to the original optimism of the. Entente
Governments.
Of the world tonnage of not quite 50,000,000 gross
register tons, a good quarter has been, sunk, of which, in ten months alone,
from 1st J a n u a r y to 31st October, 8,047,000 gross register tons were sunk. If
the value of the ton is calculated at only 1,000 marks, it follows that there
has been a loss of 8,0-17,000,000 marks in that period. To balance this,
the Entente lias had at its disposal newly constructed ships, impressed
neutral cargo space, and. the employment of German ships. The German,
supplies in the hands of former neutral countries have been exhausted, and
the impressing of neutral ships can no longer be increased to any
extent worth mentioning.
The capacity of new constructions amounts
yearly to between 2 ' 5 and (at the most) 4 million tons."
Thed^oreign Office informs Sir E. Howard that the Swedish Government has set
out an offer of terms on which it will permit the chartering of Swedish tonnage by
the Allies. Before concessions are granted in. return by the Allies, Swedish ship
owners are. being approached in order that their readiness to sign charters may be
ascertained.
Sir M. Findlay learns that negotiations are in progress between the United States
Government and the Norwegian Government under which, in return for the supply
by the United States of shipbuilding material, a percentage of vessels constructed
therewith will b e placed at the disposal of America.
The W a r Trade Intelligence Bureau states that the American proposals for. a
shipping agreement with Denmark involve? :—
(a) The allocation of 350,000 tons dead weight to Danish overseas trade ;
(6) "The allocation of 300,000 tons dead weight to-the United S t a t e s ; and
(c) The division of the surplus between Great Britain and the United States.
A satisfactory principle for the division of the surplus has still to be arranged.
His Majesty's Government is pressing for a epiota of not less than 200,000 tons, this
being the quantity of tonnage which the Danes are bound, by their shipping
' agreement with Great Britain, to maintain, in the Anglo-French coal trade.
Sir it. Paget learns that the German Government is more concerned over the tonnage
question than over the restriction of Danish imports into Germany.
Tire War Trade Intelligence Bureau reports that there are 60 enemy vessels l y i n g in
Spanish waters. The Spanish. Government has authorised two Spanish subjects to
charter them from the owners, on condition that they trade under the Spanish flag
and do not trade with British Possessions. It is understood that if this arrangement
takes effect, the Italian Government will obtain the use of the vessels. But an
American syndicate is competing for the charters and still, hopes to obtain them.
- The Foreign Office has instructed Sir O. Spring Rice to consult with the United
States Government with a view to obtaining, through some influential firm, the services
of enemy tonnage in the Argentine, Chile, Colombia, and Peru, and also to approaching
- the Brazilian Government in regard to vessels not bought by the French Government.
The Foreign. Office advises Lord Granvdie that the inefficient employment of
certain Greek passenger ships is inexcusable. His IYIajesty's - Government would be
prepared to assist in the insurance of these.ships on condition that they were trans
ferred at rates of valuation to be agreed.
The Foreign Office, with the consent of the French Government, has arranged that
the United States and His Majesty's Government shall be responsible for all negotiations
at Montevideo in regard, to enemy ships interned in Uruguayan ports.
Sir C. Spring Bice reports t h a t ' t h e United States Government is exercising, like
His Majesty's Government, a stringent control over all ships' stores taken on board by
neutral vessels.
Sir 11. .Bering reports that British firms in Siam have represented that the with
drawal of further tonnage is likely to ruin local. British trade and other industries'
which it was desired to encourage at the expense of the enemy.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barrett have been coin
missioned by the United States Shipping Board to proceed to England in order to
study the handling of the labour question in shipyards. They propose ' to discuss
matters with Government authorities, masters, and union and non-union men. They

are specially interested in the handling of unorganised labour, and in the methods of
co-ordination between the Admiralty, the Merchant Marine, the Array, a n d the
Ministry of Labour. It is hoped that the information gained from their visit may
have a decisive effect upon the Shipping BoarcVs programme of construction.

PEACE DISCUSSIONS.
A telegram from Brest-Li tovsk, dated 25th December, and received via Vienna,
says :—
At the plenary sitting held to-day Count Czernin, who presided, made the
following statement in the name of the delegates of the Central Powers :—
The delegations of the Quadruple Alliance are i n accord w i t h an immediate
general peace, without forcible acquisitions of territory and without w a r indemnities.
When the Russian delegation condemns a w a r prosecuted only for purposes
of conquest the delegations of the Allies are in accord with its A u e w .
The statesmen of the Allied Governments in. their programmes have repeatedly
emphasised, that the Allies would not prolong the A v a r a d a y in order to make
conquests.
The Governments of the Allies have, without deviation, adhered to this
standpoint.
They solemnly declare their determination to sign without delay a peace that will
end this w a r on the foregoing basis without exception, and with the same just
conditions for all the belligerent PoAvers.
It must, liOAvever, be expressly pointed out that a l l the PoAvers now participating
in the A v a r must within a suitable period, without exception and without any reserve,
bind, themselves to the most precise adherence to conditions binding all nations in. the
same manner if the suppositions of the Russian expose are to be fulfilled, for it would
not do for tire Powers of the Quadruple Alliance, negotiating with Russia one-sidedly,
to tie themsebves to these conditions Avithout a guarantee that Russia's Allies will
recognise and will carry out these conditions honestly and without reserve also as
regards the Quadruple Alliance.
This having been stated beforehand, the following observations must be made
regarding the six points' which are proposed by the Russian delegation, as a basis for
negotiations :—
1. It i s not the intention, of the Allied Governments to appropriate forcibly
territories which are at present occupied. The question of the troops in occupied
territories must be settled in the sense of the withdrawal of troops from stidh and
such places.
2. It is not the intention of the Allies to rob of its independence any of the nations
A v h i c h in the course of this A v a r have lost, their political independence.
3. The question of the State allegiance of national groups which possess no State
independence cannot, i n the opinion of the Quadruple Alliance, be regulated as
between States, but is, if required, to be solved by every State with its peoples
independently in a constitutional manner.
4:. Likewise, according to the declarations of the statesmen of the Quadruple
Alliance, protection- of the right of minorities forms an essential component part of the
constitutional right of peoples to self-determination.
ddie Allied Governments also grant validi.tA to this principle everywhere i n so far
as it is practically realisable.
5. The Allied. Powers have frequently emphasised the possibility that -not only
could both sides renounce indemnification for Avar costs, but also indemnification'for
Avar damage.
Accordingly eveiy belligerent Power would only have to idemnifv for the expendi
ture for its nationals who have become prisoners of war, as A v e l l as for damage done
in their OAVII territory by illegal acts of force committed against civilian nationals
belonging to the enemy.
The Russian Governments proposal for the creation of-a special fund for this
purpose could only be taken into consideration if other belligerent Powers A v e r e
within a suitable period to join in the peace negotiations.
r
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6. R e g a r d i n g this point, Germany is the only one of the four Allied. Powers that
disposes of overseas colonies. On this subject the German delegation, in complete
accord with the Russian proposals, adds that—
The return of Colonial territory forcibly captured and. occupied, during the
war is an, essential component part of the German demands, which, under no
circumstances can be departed from.
In the same way the Russian demand for the evacuation of such territories
occupied by the enemy corresponds with Germany's intentions.
The following are the six main points of the Russian peace proposals :—(i) No
territory conquered during the war to be retained by force, (ii) Complete inde
pendence to be restored to all peoples who have lost it during the war. (iii) Peoples
not independent to have the r i g h t to decide their future by referendum, (iv) fn
territories occupied hy more than one nationality, the minority to be guaranteed,
independent national culture and, where possible, independent administration, (y) No
military contributions to be paid—contributions already exacted, to be returned ;
damage to private property to be made good by all combatants in proportion,
(vi) Colonial questions to be decided on principles laid down in (i) and (iv).
A Renter telegram from Petrograd dated 26th December, states :—
With regard to the German reply on the third of the points laid down by
the Russian delegation as the basis for peace negotiations, the R u s s i a n
delegaiion pointed out that the Glerman reply contained a reservation.
" T h e abolition of annexation," the Russian delegation proceeded, " i s the
" logical consequence of the general, principle of the right of peoples to regulate
" their own destinies.
This right is recognised, in existing constitutions
" only in a small degree, and, consequently, to speak of constitutional channels
" as the sure means to achieve this right is to nullify this principle. It must
" be said that the four- Allied Powers, while they agree not to apply the. right
" of the strongest in territories occupied during the war, nevertheless do
" nothing for small nationalities in their own territory. The war cannot come
" to an end without the restoration of independence to small nationalities.
" The Russian delegation, as formerly, insists on the rights of these nations
" being protected in the peace treaty. Historical prescription does not justify
" one people being subservient to another."
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the German Government will, shortly make an. offer
of peace, the terms of which hay is been communicated to the Netherlands Government.
With regard to the Armistice Agreement
between Russia and Germany the Intel
ligence Bureau points out the following :—
(1) Article IV:—Arrangements
"for the development and strengthening of
friendly relations between the nations of the contracting parties " will doubtless
allow of propaganda among the unsuspecting Russian peasantry by carefully
chosen German emissaries at the front.
(2) Article VII.—ft will be noted that one of the places where special
commissions, presumably half German, are to be established in order to give
effect to the agreement, i s Odessa, the great centre of the wheat trade.
(3) Article IX.—The agreement r e g a r d i n g Persia is a direct interference
with existing engagements between the Russian and British Governments, and
is-a first step towards placing Russian foreign policy in Germanleadlng strings
and directing it against British interests. Generally the armistice terms bear
every sign of being an essentially German production aimed at obtaining
German, control over the population and resources of Russia.
Sir G. Buchanan, learns that the Bolshevist Torch, newspaper, printed in German,
was sent in l a r g e numbers to the front on 19th December. T h e paper aims at
bringing about " spiritual contact between the Russian Revolution and. German
soldier brothers." A. Press report states that the consignment was destroyed on
arrival. A Hungarian edition is being prepared.
The Pravda points out that the clause in the armistice precluding the transfer of
German troops to the Western Front ceases to operate on the 14th J a n u a r y , which i s
the date within which the Allies must join in. negotiations for the general cessation
of the war, and adds " w e advise them to hurry."
The following passages are extracted from a written statement b y Trotzky :—
"Revolution broke out first in Russia only for the reason that the
machinery of government w a s weaker in Russia than in other countries.
But the Avar has in all countries caused an accumulation of revolutionary
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yearnings in the very depths of mankind, and revolution will break out
earlier than is expected by the ruling parties of Europe. The plan of our
universal policy is to give a push to the revolution in the centre and on the
west of .Euro;pe. This is the real road to a democratic peace."
" W e are convinced that the German peoples, who are now shedding
their own blood, will not allow the German ruling-class officers to attack
revolutionary Russia. We are sure there will be a temporary peace on all
fronts. But if (though we find it impossible to i m a g i n e this),.against our
straight and open proposition of immediate democratic peace, the German
people remain passive ,and the German Kaiser moves his armies against us,
our army will defend itself to the last drop of blood, because it is not now a
question of an imperialistic war, but it is a question of guarding the
revolution, which offers peace to everybody."
The Intelligence Bureau' estimates that there seems to be small foundation
for the hope of the Bolshevists that they can hold
weapon over Germany i n
the form of political agitation. Any action which the German -Majority Socialists
may take in the direction of peace is unlikely to b e ' founded on the methods of
the Bolshevists, whom they despise as inferior to themselves both in culture and
patriotism. The Press, encouraged by the present military position, lias recovered
from the depression caused by the American revelations of German diplomacy in
the United States, Mexico, and the Argentine, and paints in golden colours the
nobility of the Reichstag Resolution of the 19th J u l y as contrasted with the annexa
tionist greed of the Allies as disclosed by the Petrograd archives.
In. the
-exploitation of these disclosures as a means to influence neutral and American
opinion, no mention is made of the fact that the Resolution in question has since been,
largely repudiated or of the aggressive speech of Count Czerniii to the Hungarian
delegation on the 6th December threatening Italy that, if she means to fight, she must
not hope for a istalus quo ante helium.
With regard to the past, Bethmann- floll weg's
declarations to Mr. Gerard about Germauy's intentions with respect to Belgium are
brushed aside as a poultry pbai.
Sir H. Rumbold learns on reliable authority that Baron von Ivuhlmann denied i n
conversation the necessity of Germany declaring her terms of peace even in regard to
-Belgium. Apparently General Ludendorff genuinely desires peace, but is opposed b y
the J u n k e r s and industrial magnates, who insist on certain annexations, particularly
the Mr icy basin. Though economic pressure is relieved by the Italian and Russian
positions, many members of the Reichstag majority seem prepared to accept terms
approximating to those proposed in the Resolution of last J u l y .
The Russian wireless from Zarskoje Selo makes known the following concerning
the negotiations for an armistice :—
" T h e responsibility for the separate character of peace must be borne
entirely by those Governments which until now have refused to make known
their conditions for an. armistice and for peace and which continue to conceal
their aims from their own. and from, foreign peoples and i n whose names the
war is to be carried on further. The destiny of the nations must only be
decided, by the free will of these peoples themselves. All. peoples who feel
themselves oppressed must be able.to express themselves freely concerning
their further fate. The districts -which have suffered especially hard under
the miseries of war must be indemnified out of an international fund which, is
to be formed by a levy on the capitalist classes of all belligerent countries, for
all the responsibility for the war rests upon, the capitalist classes. .. An
honourable democratic peace can only lie realised by a decisive and resolute
struggle of the working classes of all countries against their respective
imperialists and annexationists. The working class in lands allied with
Russia is called upon to secure with their whole force their, participation in the
peace negotiations. The Council of the People's Commissioners feels itself
bound by none of the old treaties in which are set forth, the predatory exactions
of the capitalist classes."
It also urges "comrade radiotelegraphists throughout Russia to unite for the
purpose of propagating cultural enlightenment in all corners of the country."
Sir G. Buchanan reports that the Commander-in-Chief has declined to disclose to
the Germans the Russian mine-fields in any part of the Baltic before peace is signed,
and adds that it now appears that shipping of either nationality will not be able under
the armistice to have access to both countries.

The Secretary of International Affairs of the Ukraine has declared to all Allied
representatives that the Ukraine has constituted itself an independent Republic allied
to the countries which are at w a r with the Central Powers.
Sir E. Howard reports that M. Soheidemann has taken rooms in Stockholm, and
that M. Weldtner, the Hungarian Socialist, has arrived in that city.
Sir E. Howard, learns that M. Scheidemann has brought a Resolution passed by
120,000 Hungarian Socialists demanding not a separate peace with. Russia, but a
general and permanent peace which guarantees democratic development. It appears
that the Hungarian Socialist Party is doing everything possible to obtain a plain
declaration by the Central Governments" of their war aims. M. Weldtner h a s brought
a similar message from M. Haase, of the German Socialist Minority, and intimates the
desirabilitj of a similar declaration by the Allies.
r

GENERAL.
Lord Newton reports that an agreement has been reached by the Berne Conference
upon the following points :—(i) Immediate exchange of 1,000 British and 1,500 Turkish
invalid combatants ; (ii) exchange of civilians who wish to be repatriated, excluding
(with two exceptions) those of military age ; (iii) inspection, when desired, by Dutch
Legation of all. camps situated west and. north of Taurus. The Turkish Government
also undertakes to vithdravGoetween 2,000 and 3,000 men from camps beyond Taurus ;
(iv) adoption of lowest standard of disability in the case of combatants, who are to be
examined by two Turkish and one British prisoner doctor; (v)- transfer to be effected
by sea between Egypt and a Turkish port; (vi) other subjects of agreement follow
the lines of the Hague Agreement.
The Foreign Office learns from the Swiss Post Office that a loss is caused to the
Swiss Administration by'clealing with the correspondence of prisoners of war, and
that the Administration, therefore, proposes to claim as from the beginning of next
year a credit of 25 centimes in respect of every parcel forwarded from Great Britain,
France, or Italy to Switzerland for transmission to British, French or Italian prisoners
of war in enemy countries.
The Foreign Office informs Sir W. Townley that His Majesty's Government is
prepared to conclude an agreement -with Austria-Hungary for the internment in
Holland of invalid civilians interned, or uni.utern.ed in either country. This agreement
would not be applicable to men over 4-5 who are eligible for repatriation as being
unfit for military service.
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The meetings that, are being held by the National Party and the official Labour
Party on the 3rd J a n u a r y will be of considerable importance, and the results may
exercise a powerful influence not only upon the internal politics, but also upon the
war policy of the Commonwealth. While it is fairly certain that Mr. Hughes will
consider it his duty to place his resignation before his Party, as a result of the
Referendum defeat, yet it seems hardly possible, having regard to the substantial
majorities supporting the Government in both Houses of Parliament, that an admini
Stratio.11 of any stability could be formed outside the ranks of the National Party.
NEWFOUNDLAND.

The retirement of Sir Edward Morris from the Premiership and from Parliament
removes from public life, it is hoped only temporarily, a member of the Imperial W a r
Cabinet who took part in the proceedings of the last Sessions. As will be seen from
this Report, the action taken by Sir E. Morris has been dictated mainly by the desire
to promote party unity at the coming General Election. It is interesting to note that
the conscription issue has played a substantial part, in the matter, and is thus
influencing tire state of parties in Newfoundland, as it has already done in Canada and
Australia.
ITALY.

The forthcoming visit of Signor Nitti to this country is of interest, and h i s
attitude towards Baron Sonnino is worth noting.
The question of coal supply continues to exercise an important influence upon the
public attitude to the war, and it is satisfactory to know that the matter is engaging
the attention of the Shipping Controller.
PEACE DISCUSSIONS.

Interest centres in the nominal acceptance by Count Czernin, on behalf of the
Central Powers, of the Bolshevist catchphrase " no annexations," and its influence
upon the internal situation in belligerent countries. The failure by the Central
Powers to apply it literally to Lithuania at the Brest Conference proves their
insincerity, and is likely to reduce that influence. This, and other causes, has already
brought about a hitch in the Russian negotiations for peace.
Trotsky's violent appeal, received through Russian Wireless, has the appearance
of an attempt to instigate revolutions against all constituted authorities. The German
deputations at Petrograd find him in a weaker position than they imagined, and
inefficiently supported by subordinates in the task of Government.

As a result of the influence of peace discussions on the internal situation in
Germany, there are signs of the need for an immediate military success to strengthen
the dominance of the military authorities over the country. Among these signs are
dissatisfaction at the system of food distribution, explosions in munition factories
combined with industrial unrest, anxiety on the part of the authorities to contradict
reports of the suppression of Minority Socialists, and failure by the military
authorities to stop the spread of Bolshevist propaganda in the German language.
In Bussia, the arrival from Germany of commodities to meet urgent needs is
influencing some of the population to favour immediate peace. ITiere is no mention
of foodstuffs amongst these commodities.
In France, and, less openly, in Italy, there are indications that some of the
Socialists have been influenced by the " n o annexations" phrase, and there is a
demand for further definite statements of war aims by the Entente Alliance.
The State Department announce that the intentions of the United States have not
been changed, and that they will not deal with the Kaiser (Bress Gable).
The indication that certain forces in Bulgaria are working for an understanding
with the Entente Bowers is worthy of notice.
The speech by Dr. Solf on the application of the self-determination policy to
natives of Africa is worthy of special attention, especially the plea against their
"militarisation."
3rd January 1918.
7
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The Governments of the Dominion of Canada and the Union of South Africa
h a v e been informed that owing to the failure of the cereal harvests in France and
Italy, which h a s made it necessary to allocate stocks to those countries which would
otherwise have been utilised by the United. Kingdom, it has become necessary to
increase the shipments of cereals from. North America. As the tonnage-available is
much less than, that which is necessary, ships of the Elder Dempster Line, now
sailing between Canada and South Africa, are being diverted for service between ports
In the United. Kingdom and those, of the United States and Canada. The hope of the
British Government is expressed that the Ministers of the respective Dominions will
-agree with the course that is being taken.
The Dominion Governments have been informed that the British Government have
decided, not to license any exports to Russia, except small quantities of clothing, and
that it is hoped that the Dominions will adopt a similar course of action, and will also
prevent goods hitherto licensed for export to J a p a n from being re-exported to Russia..
CANADA.
With reference to a telegram from the British Government as to the most eon
venient date for the next Sessions of the Imperial War Cabinet (vide Report No. 45,
under " Imperial Affairs " ) , the Prime Minister (Sir Robert Borden) has telegraphed
that it would be practically impossible for him to come to England for the purpose
until the end of the approaching Session of Parliament, which will be about the
middle of May or the beginning of J u n e next.
Regarding the soldiers' vote in the recent General Election, the figures show that
105,000 men voted in England and 133,000 in France. Though the precise details
:as to.the voting for and against the Government will not be known till February, it
is estimated that a large majority of the votes were cast in favour of the Union
-Government.
It is interesting to note that the coalition of Conservatives and Liberals which has
taken place in. regard to Federal politics is likely to exercise an important influence
upon the politics of the Provinces. Many of the most prominent Canadian newspapers
.are advocating new "party alignments throughout the Provinces, and questioning the
right of the " self-styled Liberal Parry at Ottawa to follow Sir W . Laurier." These
newspapers a r g u e that the best element of the old Liberal Party is now supporting
the Union Government, which will soon be composed of equal numbers of Liberals
-and Conservatives. The papers in the West are strongly supporting the suggestion
of the alteration of Party allegiances in the Provinces ; and many indicate that the
next Provincial elections will be fought on the new lines.
It is announced that 20,000 men, who have been already passed fit for service
-overseas, will report for duty under the Military Service Act on 3rd J a n u a r y (vide
Report No. 45). These men will be composed of those who volunteered for service
when the original call was made, or who have since been refused exemption by the"
Tribunals.
The Union Government have decided to fake strong measures regarding absentees,
-and have passed an Order in. Council providing for the payment of the reward of
10 dollars to a police officer who delivers into military custody any person who fails
to report under the Military Service Act.
Owing to the importance of providing tonnage for the transport of the United
States troops to Europe, the British Government have asked the Dominion Govern
ment to release two vessels, registered in Canada, now engaged i n the Pacific trade,
and to requisition them on behalf of the British Government for the purpose
indicated.
With regard to the prohibition, of the importation of intoxicating liquor (vide
Report No. 4 8 ) , the Premiers of Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario and Prince
Ed war d's Island have issued statements approving of the legislation. The Premier
-of Ontario (Sir W. Hearst) s a y s : " The action of the Dominion Government w i l l

undoubtedly add greatly to the financial strengtb and fighting powers generally of
the nation."
The Imperial Munitions Board have estimated for the coming year a minimum
expenditure of $360,000,000 in the Dominion.
The outlay is on the basis of
f30,000,000 per month, $25,000,000 being furnished by the Dominion Government
in respect of Imperial credits, and the remainder coming from the United States in
regard to material purchased in that country for the manufacture of munitions in
Canada. One hundred thousand 4'5-inch shells and a similar quantity of 18-pdr.
shrapnel are now being turned out monthly.
The Minister.of Marine, Fisheries and Naval Service (Mr. C. C. Ballantyne) is
engaged in working out the details of a scheme for the establishment of a Govern
merit shipbuilding plant, in anticipation of being in a position to submit proposals for
legislation on the subject to the next Session of Parliament.
NEWFOUNDLAND.
Sir Edward Morris has resigned his office of Prime Minister of Newfoundland and
has announced to his constituents that he will not offer himself for re-election at the
forthcoming General Election. The decision which Sir Edward Morris has taken has
been arrived at in order to promote unity amongst the parties. At the last General
Election in 1913 Sir Edward Morris, as Leader of the Conservative or People's Party,
defeated the combination of Liberals and Fishermenks Union Parties, the latter being
practically the Labour Party of the country. Though Sir Edward had a majority of
about 10 in the House of Representatives, he invited the Opposition to join with him
in the formation, of a National Government, for war purposes, and Dr. Lloyd, who was
Leader of the joint Parties in. Opposition, took office in a Cabinet which had. six repre
sentatives from each side. Though the matter of Conscription has not been in direct
issue, it has been, seen for some time past that in certain districts of the country the
full quota of men wdto should have enlisted have not done so, and members of the
Conservative Party have realised that some form of compulsion will be necessary.
However, about 90 per cent, of the remaining young men of the country are fisher
men, and the Fishermen's Union have not, as yet, felt able to take a definite line upon
the subject of compulsory service. In August last the life of Parliament was extended,
on the understanding that a General Election should take place this year, but when it
w a s seen that the Conscription issue must, be raised, together with other issues upon
which the parties were divided, Sir Edward Morris decided to retire in order that
national unity might be secured, and that there should be no differences between the
parties upon vital issues affecting the prosecution of-the war. Dr. Lloyd, therefore,
who has been Acting Premier during Sir Edward Morris' absence in England, will
assume the reins of Government, and. it is anticipated that there will, be practically
only one Party at the coming election.
A USTRA 1.1 AN C OMM ONWEALT IP
The latest figures in the ConscriT.)tion Referendum (including the soldiers' votes
counted up to the present) show the following result :—
Against
1,121,000
For - .
945,000
Majority against

-

170,000

The votes of the Australian forces included in the above show 51,000 for and 50,000
against. It is estimated that there are still 128,270 votes to be counted. The voting
in. the various States show majorities against conscription, in. all States (exclusive of
the Federal Territories) except Western Australia and Tasmania. In the latter State
a majority of 381 in favour of the Government proposals is recorded up to the present.
As regards the Federal Territories, the vote in favour of conscription shows 1,314,
and against I, 134.
Meetings of both the National Party and the official Labour Party will be held on
3rd J a n u a r y for the purpose of considering the respective courses to be adopted, iu
the present situation by the Government and the Opposition. It is anticipated that
1

B y a clerical error in the last Report the figure for the Opposition vote iu Tasmania was given as
88,0.Q0 instead of 3o,000. The figures should have b e e n - F o r 33,831, and against 33,450.
1

the Government will resign office, but. that another administration will be formed
from the National Party, either under Mr. Hughes or under one of his present
colleagues, possibly Mr. Cook (Leader of:the l i b e r a l Party:prior' to the formation of
the National Government) or M L Watt '(who is the present Minister for Works and
Railways, and who was formerly ^Premier,.of . Victoria). In any case, Parliament will
meet on 9th J a n u a r y . Commenting on(The result of the Referendum figures, the
Commonwealth Treasurer (Sir John Forrest) states that it is clear that the vote was
not given on tile merits of the necessity of reinforcing the men at the front. ' " T h e
w h o l e matter," he declares, " w a s clouded by political and personal bias and personal
" interest, and in addition by the unthinking natural opposition, of people, accustomed
" to unlimited freedom, to compulsion in any form."
With regard to ship building in Australia, the Prime Minister has announced that
it has been decided to commence the Commonwealth scheme as soon as possible by
the construction of two standard steel ships at Melbourne and two similar vessels at
W a l s h Island, Sydney.
The question of the control of the New South W a l e s coal mines is now being
considered b y the State Government. Owing to the strikes in October last, the
Government took over the control of the coal mines with the intention, of exercisiug a
general control for a period, and paying the owners in respect of the amount of coal
produced, but it is understood that the more complete nationalisation of the mines is
now under consideration.
The record for the year .1917 in regard to Repatriation has been issued by the
Government. This shows that 4(5,072 men have returned to Australia from active
service, and of these 37,230 have been discharged from, the Army. Many of the
returned soldiers have taken up their former employment, while others have been
given suitable work. Those who are so far incapacitated as to he unemployable are
receiving pensions. For those who have already taken advantage of the repatriation
scheme, an expenditure of 153,000'. has already been incurred in. connection, with
trade, classes,'surgical aid, vocational training, &c. The figures show an average of
about .17?. per head that has either been given or lent to returned soldiers.
SOUTH

AFRICA.

The Ministers of the Union Government have decided to revive tire recruiting
campaign energetically immediately the contingents come back from. Fast Africa and
a sufficient time has elapsed for the men to recover their health and to be induced to
re-enlist for European service.
The Union Government have decided to hold a conference of all War Recruiting
Committees at the end of J a n u a r y in order to take measures to ensure that adequate
reinforcements shall be available for the South African Infantry Brigade until the
end

of the

Avar.

W i t h reference to the supply of glycerine for the manufacture of explosives for
mines (vide Report No. 47), the Union. Government report that the New Transvaal
Chemical. Company is purchasing a. thousand tons of copra from Ceylon which, will
enable them to increase the production of glycerine and to leave as a by-product
nearly 400 tons of cake available for cattle food. The British Ministry of Shipping are
being asked to facilitate tire shipment of the 1,000 tons of copra from Colombo over
a period of five months.
"flic Union Government have been informed that there is no objection to the
naturalisation of citizens of the United States who are not of military age ( w h i c h , i n
that country, is from 21 to 31), or of those American subjects who enlist in His
Majesty's forces.
A congress of Trade Union Delegates assembled at Johannesburg have urged the
Union Government to take control of the food markets and empower the magistrates
to fix prices. In the event of profiteering not being dealt with immediately, they have
threatened drastic action on the part of the organised labour of the country.
GERMAN EAST AFRICA.

:

"

General Northey reports that the situation of the main body of- the enemy is not
known, but that they appear to be widely dispersed, detachments being reported as La
v e s t as Mwembe. The Portuguese have retired to Uniango.
4761-1

U

Owing to the termination of the operations against the enemy forces in East Africa,
it is stated in the Paris Press that the Belgian Government intend offering the Congo
native troops for service in Europe or elsewhere.
PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.
The retiring Governor-General has publicly announced that the native rebellion
has been finally subdued. An enquiry i s being held into the causes of the rebellion
wdth a vieAv to the infliction of punishment in the proper directions.
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Sir G. Greene Learns that the situation at Vladivostock is bad and will soon lie
seriously aggravated by the distress arising from unemployment, shortage of supplies,
and lack of money, and of credits for salary of Government servants. He urges
that money should be sent from Petrograd. On 24th December at Habarosk the
Commissioner of the Provisional Government for Eastern Siberia handed over h i s
powers to representatives of the Zemstvos and the town register. These decided to
form a committee of six, being one from each province a n d one from each Cossack
district,- to continue the local administration until the meeting of the Constituent
Assembly. This administration i s challenged by the Leninist Council of Soldiers aud
W o r k m e n ^ Delegates, and Sir C. Greene suggests the advisability of immediate
recognition being given to the Zemstvos Committee by the Allied Consuls.
His Majesty's Government is considering measures to safeguard the very l a r g e
amount (635,000 tons) of war material now accumulated at Vladivostock. Sir 0 .
Greene advises the immediate despatch of Allied warships. Since the visit of a
Japanese warship alone would provoke trouble, he would prefer that a British or other
Allied ship should be sent simultaneously.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the Japanese Ambassador to the United States
has been recalled to J a p a n . B e had stated definitely to the United States Foreign
Office that J a p a n had no intention of landing troops in Vladivostock, but had, however,
previously observed to Sir C. Spring Rice that he believed J a p a n would mobilise if
there was a prospect of Germany obtaining control of Russia. The United States
Navy Department learns that numbers of Japanese are embarking from the West
Coast of America for J a p a n , and S i r C. Greene reports rumours of naval and military
preparations. The United States Government appears to think J a p a n desires to
prevent China taking violent measures against the Russians at Harbin. The
United. States Government is opposed, to a J a p a n e s e landing, as l i k e l y to
arouse resentment in Russia and America ; opinion in the United States
would press for American participation, which is undesirable
both on
political and military grounds.
Sir C. Greene learns from a good source
in Yladivostock that if Japanese troops arrived. . alone, the whole Russian garrison
would oppose them, whereas if Allied, troops, including
British, were landed, 10,000
out of 18,000 men of the garrison and all. the officers would join them. He is advised
from, the same source that the despatch of suitable British officers to restore order a n d
organisation would be welcomed b y the majority of the population. Americans would
not lie well received, as the United States is under suspicion of aiming at economic
exploitation of the country. The Foreign Office has reason to think that the J a p a n e s e
may feel themselves justified in landing a force, and that in this case, though they
might accept British assistance, they would wish to retain control of the operation..
M. Clemenceau has accepted the proposal for General Nash to conduct the
transport enquiry agreed to by the Supreme W a r Council at Versailles on
1st December 191.7, and steps have been taken to obtain the concurrence of the
Italian Government.
The War Cabinet has referred to the Shipping Controller the question of coal
supply, described by British officers as the principal problem exercising the attention
of the Italians.

Pending further consideration by the French. Government, the French Black List
for Switzerland will be the only list on which licences will be refused.
The Berliner
Lokal Anzeiger hears that in the next few days further mining
properties in Poland in which the Entente is principally interested will be sold at
-auction. The first to be dealt with will be the Sosnowi.cz Company (which was formed
for coal mining, the winning of ore, and furnace operations), and the Czeladz
Company.
Sir C. Spring P i c e reports that the Bolshevists have seized the Russian Branch of
the National City Bank of New York and have arrested the manager.
Sir C. des Graz reports that the Serbian Premier has returned to Corfu, after six
weeks' absence in France and Italy, impressed by the display of Allied energy. He
will proceed to Salonika to discuss with the Crown Prince the general situation and
the desirability of convoking the Skupchina either at Corfu or Salonika.
Tire Finnish delegation under Mr. (iripenberg which is charged with the
notification of Finnish independence to Scandinavian countries (vide Report
No. 48) was received on 28th December by the King of Sweden. The Finnish
declaration demanded that the free States of the world should recognise Finland
-as completely independent and urged the right of small nations to determine their
destiny. In reply the King expressed the warm sympathy of his Government
and himself r e g a r d i n g FinlancPs efforts for independence, but he emphasised that the
important point w a s the possibility of an agreement between Finland and Russia on
the subject (apart from the attitude of other Powers), as to which he stated he had
reason to hope for a favourable issue. The response of the King lias not met with
the. approval, of the Activist newspapers and even the most prominent Liberal
papers refer to it as colourless. Sir M. Findlay reported (1st J a n u a r y ) that the
deputation was expected in. Christiania after paying visits to Stockholm and
Copenhagen, l i e expresses the view that if Sweden and Denmark recognise Finnish
independence, it will be very difficult for Norway to refuse to adopt a similar course.
Idle German Wireless reports that a Finnish delegation has waited upon the
Imperial Chancellor and pointed out that Finland attaches great importance to
obtaining the recognition of Germany, to whom the people feel themselves drawn by
a strong community of cultural interests. The Imperial Chancellor expressed
sympathy with the Finnish nation, but stated that the recognition of Finland's
independence depended on the good understanding between that country and
Russia. This understanding, he added, was made easier through the announcement
of the Russian Foreign Minister that Russia would meet the wishes of Finland if she
a d d r e s s e d herself to the Russian Government.
Idle British Government have informed. Sir Spring Rice that until the matter of
effective control has been set on foot there is a probability of food exported to Finland
finding its w a y into Germany or being seized by the Bolshevists. It i s stated that
trade between Germany and Finland is practically open. Sir E. Howard has been
asked to report as to the steps that may be necessary to ensure that food imported,
into Finland, shall be utilised by the Finnish people.
Sir E. Howard reports that the Swedish Government has handed a note to the
E n e m y Powers r e g a r d i n g the Aland. Islands, in the course of which it is stated that
t h e regime of servitude recognised by the Treaty of Paris could only be altered by
the Signatory Powers. Recognising that, the P a r i s Treaty does not meet the
necessities of the case, the Swedish Government suggests that the islands should be
declared a neutral zone, and calls attention, to the importance of the matter in view of
the possible independence of Finland.
FRANCE.
lb-ess reports state that the preliminary examination of the Bolo case has now
been completed. The report has been forwarded to the Military Governor of Paris,
and the case will probably come before a court-martial in February. On 30th December
the Chamber adopted the Senate Bill dealing with procedure in the Senate as a High
Court. It seems likely that the case of M. Malvy will come before the Senate next
months
Lord Bertie reports that the Chamber on 28th December, by 425 votes to 73,
adopted the Government Bill for the calling up of the 1919 class, and authorised the
Government to recall the old classes of 1889, 1890 and 1-891 to undertake certain
urgent work near the front during J a n u a r y and February. A demand w a s made by
the Socialist Deputy Deguise for unity of recruitment of Allied effectives.

ITALY.
In a despatch"dated 14th,December, Sir lb Rodd reported, that Signor Nitti, t h e
Minister of the Treasury, bad declared himself as determined to press on the
campaign, against enemy agents in Italy. He had already, it appears, had a difference
of opinion on the subject with baron Sonnino, when he contended that even if
reprisals were made by Germany, ibe dory of vigorous action w a s none the less clear.
While the attitude of Signor Nitti i n this matter was considered, by S i r R. Rodd to be
undoubtedly sound, the probability was expressed that he would eventually come to
loggerheads with, the Minister for Foreign Affairs. There is. a general belief that
Signor jNJitti is ambitions of taking the place of baron Sonnino, and Sir R. Rodd
states that it would not surprise him if: he alined before long at displacing the
President of the Council also, thus endeavouring to concentrate all the executive
power in Iris own hands. In an interview with a representative of the Corriere
delta
Sera, Signor Nitti is reported to have stated that until the Italian Army w a s
reconstituted, it was Jiec.essa.ry for the Allies to maintain 500,000 men in Italy. He
has staled his belief to Sir R. Rodd that the spirit of the people is still good, but that
if coal and.grain fail it will be bound in. the end to give way ; but a point on which
he is entitled to speak with more authority, as representing the Treasury, is the
urgency with which he insists upon the necessity of larger monthly credits for
exchange purposes.
Signor Nitti has been invited to visit London at an early date, in order to discuss
various matters concerning the Italian military and internal situation.
A press telegram announces that owing to the shortage of coal, the Italian Govern
ment proposes to issue coal tickets. Writing from Florence, Mr. Herbert Trench
makes the following suggestion in regard, to the supply of coal and. wheat to I t a l i a n
consumers :—
Among the main causes of all the Italian war troubles, which have deferred
the victorx- of: the Western Allies by at least a year, w a s the failure to supply
Italy with sufficient wheat and. coal.
Coal, I learn, is delivered a t the ports for about 57s. a ton. It, costs the
poor Italian consumer 720 lire a ton. I le naturally goes without it, and next
winter will have no wood to burn, either. Now, besides the working of new
lignite mines, .1 suggest the appointment of Government agents—by the Allied.
Governments jointly—in every considerable Italian town, who shall retail the '
Allies' wheat and coal at the minimum cost of delivery on the quays. This
measure is necessary. (Here nearly all railways are owned, by the Italian
Government, and. so can easily co-operate with the ports.) But, if necessary,,
the British and American Governments, failing more active co-operation by
the Italian Government, which lacks energy and. rapidity, should at once
obtain leave from the Italians to appoint their own official British and American
coal and wheat distributors to sell, at proper prices under our flags. The
existing robbery is due to the middleman profiteer, and to h i g h exchange and
general, ignorance and apathy. Wise propaganda is practical. What better
instructors or friends of the people could, be found than such a g e n t s ?
In an article entitled " Against England " in the Messaggero
of 22nd December,
Signor Giciotti, a member of the Chamber of Deputies, exposes the endless attempts
of Germany to divide the Allies, and the special effort made in that direction by
spreading calumnies against England.

GREECE.
The Intelligence Bureau reports on 22ud December as follows
" . . . The Greek people are still not quite satisfied as to the practical
efforts of M. Venizelos' Mission and. the economic and political, advantages
which will accrue to Greece as a result. The latter, the political side of
Greece's demands, is shown in the wish for some assurance that Greece, by
taking part in the war, will be able to serve the cause clear to the heart of
every Greek patriot, the liberation and the uniou of the whole Greek race.
The A thine, for instance, criticises Mr. Balfour for not attending to the rights
of Greece, together with those of - Serbia and Rumania, in his recent speech..

. . . The recent publication by the Russian Maximalists of the Treaty
concluded, with Italy in A ^ r i l 1.915, with its clause assigning the Dodekanese
to Italy, may serve as a handle to Anti-Entente propagandists in Greece and
strengthen these misgivings: as to the Entente's favourable attitude towards
Greek aspirations, eA^en so whole-hearted a Venizelist and pro-Entente paper
as Nea Ellas has not abated one jot of these demands, which include not only
the Dodekanese, but also the Greek parts of Thrace and Asia Minor and Cyprus,
as well as Greek co-operation, in any international settlement of the question
of Constantinople."
Idie report proceeds to point out that " economic reconstruction . . . i s an
indispensable preliminary to any effective mobilisation of the country.
Consequently it is announced that about 4,000,OOOL of the Allied loan is to b e
devoted to economic reconstruction . . .
" Only ( i ) the assurance of regular food supplies from the Allies, (2) some
definite guarantee that Greek national aspirations will not be disregarded
and (3) adequate military- support on the part of the Allies to the Macedonian
front would suffice to strengthen the hands of the pro-war party- in Greece and
to bring over to them the bulk of. the people, which still hesitates to adopt their
policy firmly . . . If the Entente fails to satisfy the needs of Greece now, it
will fail to secure Greek support later, and its failure will mean the failure of
M. Venizelos. . . . The conciliatory tone of the Venizelist press towards Italy
is evidence that Greece recognises the necessity of Italo-Greek co-operation too
strongby to allow this to be deterred from it even by Italian policy in Epirus.
and the Dodekanese. Further, Greece, Serbia, and Rumania are now working
in closer co-operation than at. any time since 1913 . . . Coupled with co-opera
tion with Italy, this new Balkan Alliance, if supported by the Western Bowers
and allowed to throw its whole military force, with reasonable hope of success,
into the struggle, may prove the first solid, foundation stone of the future
Balkan. Federation . . ."
The report also touches on the Greek aspirations to a " Greek Republic of the
Euxine."
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir C. Spring Rice to join, with the French
Ambassador in urging the United States Government to provide immediate military
supplies to Greece, in order that the Greek Army may be placed on an effective footing
by the beginning of February.
Lord Granville reports that the Austro-Hungarian Government has made a proposal,
to the Greek Government through the Netherlands Government under which all
nationals of either country m a y be repatriated from the other if they so desire.
PORTUGAL.
In conversation with Major-General Barnardistou, President Baes emphatically
denied that the Revolution was monarchical, or pro-German, either in its inception or
its designs. He declared it was a purely Republican movement, having as its sole
object the removal of an inefficient, despotic, and detested regime ; and that the new
Government would, be absolutely pro-Ally in every way, and most anxious to fulfil all
the engagements already entered, into with Great Britain. Major-General Barnardiston
considers that the good faith of the Revolutionary leaders will be tested b y the action
they take in regard to British representations concerning matters in East Africa.
(See Reports Nos. 4 3 - 4 6 , under " Portuguese East Africa.") The total losses among
troops and civilians during the Revolution, amounted, according to the Bortuguese
press, to about 100 killed and rather.over 500 wounded.
ENEMY

ALLIED

AFFAIRS.

A. press telegram states that M. Radoslavoff, the Prime Minister, read in the
Sobranye on 30th December the following statement :—
" H i e Russian Delegation on 27th December made to the Delegations of the
Central Powers the following proposals :—
" (1) The war between Bulgaria a n d Russia is ended.
" (2) The status quo ante helium r e g a r d i n g commercial treaties and Consular
and other conventions is re-established.
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" (3) With regard to the,Danube question, it will be decided to-morrow at a
plenary meeting of all the Delegations, that- B u l g a r i a shall Inave a
representative on the Danube Commission.
: " W e accepted all these important principles, and both parties mutually
congratulated each other on the result."
[The Danube Commission, which was constituted in .1S56, consisted before the
war of representatives of Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy,
Rumania, Russia, and Turkey. Its seat is at Galatz. Since 1904 the Commission
had been reconstituted on a triennial basis.]
Sir G. Barclay learns that Naval Delegates of Bulgaria and Turkey have arrived at
Kieff, and propose to obtain possession of the Black Sea Fleet and Littoral.
Sir H. Rumbold learns on good authority that the Dreifus Bank, Zurich, which i s
the correspondent of the Vienna R^.chsbank, and is the official bank of the Austrian
Legation at Berne, has declined to make further advances to "members of the Austrian
Legation, stating that interest is no longer being paid upon the Austrian securities
deposited by them.

GERMAN INTERNAL

AFFAIRS.

According to the German AVireless Press a company has been formed on the
initiative of the Bavarian Government for the purpose of constructing a great ship
canal from Aschaffenburg to Passau. The capital of more than five million marks
has already been considerably over-subscribed.
The Neue Zureher
Zeitung publishes an account of an interview with Herr
MiiHer, under Secretary of State for the W a r Nutrition Department.
Herr Midler stated that the present German bread ration, together with the extra
ration for those doing heavy work, w a s assured till next harvest. In other words, he
declared, the " principal part, the iron foundation of our nourishment is secured."
The astonishing development of rabbit and goat breeding i n the widest circles would
prove a great help. [It will be remembered that rabbit-breeding was long since
suggested as a means of increasing the food supplies.] The good potato crop would
allow the continuance of a weekly ration of 7 lbs., with 3 l b s . extra for those doing
heavy work, and also a reserve for the feeding of animals, " for other feeding stuffs
are very short." The recent reduction of the fat ration w a s only temporary.
Germany had about 20,000,000 head of cattle, the reduction of which, when necessary
would release fodder for the remainder, though milk and. fat would admittedly
continue to be very short. The stock of pigs was about 13,500,000. The rich spoils
taken i n Italy would lighten the task of feeding the army there. Russia as a source
of feeding stuffs had better be left out of account for the present.
Herr Midler said that illicit dealing in food, which is proceeding on so large a
scale by the action of employers and municipalities, would be punished i n future with
fines up to 100,000 marks (5,0Q0Z. at pre-war rates), and old offenders would receive
imprisonment. The wholesale seizure of all available feeding stuffs would doubtless
provide sufficient supplies for' everybody, but he was convinced that this could not be
done by force, and that hidden stores could be extracted only by personal relations of
a private character. In conclusion, Herr Mtiller expressed the. wish that the not too
distant, future would bring about the United States of Europe.
According to a press report Germany never sends to Switzerland the full
200,000 tons of coal monthly agreed upon, and in November she sent only about
two-thirds of this amount.
A P r e s s report states that explosions in Germany are becoming increasingly
numerous. These repeated explosions are causing considerable anxiety in military
quarters, not only because of the interference with the supply of munitions thereby
occasioned, but also because of the spirit of unrest in the districts where they occur.
1

NETHERLANDS.

.

The Foreign Office advises Sir W. Townley that the question of the export of
horses from Holland to Germany is under discussion with the Dutch d e l e g a t e s ; but

t h a t pending any agreement, His Majesty's Government must regard'such exportation
a s being in breach of the Hides Agreement.
His Majesty's Government informs Sir W . Townley that under the arrangement for
the supply of 100,000 tons of coal, pitch may under certain specified conditions be
licensed for exportation to Holland instead of coal.
The Nieuwe Gourant complains in a very unpleasant article that in spite of the
British Governments apology, bombs have recently been dropped on several Dutch
towns by British aeroplanes.

SWITZERLAND.
The Foreign Office learns that negotiations by His Majesty's Government for a
credit loan with the Swiss Government have been in danger of prejudice owing to
the conclusion of an American-Swiss agreement (formally approved by the French
Government) under which 240,000 tons of bread grains are to be supplied to
Switzerland by the Allies between the end of 1917 and the next harvest. This
agreement i s based upon a resolution passed at Paris by the Section do Comite de
R avitaillement, over the wording of which there seems to be some misunderstanding
a n d its execution would appear to be problematical. S i r 11. Rumbold reports that
he is endeavouring to make clear to the-Swiss Government and people the share
that British tonnage would probably have to take in fulfilling an agreement to which
Great Britain is not a party. It is to be noted, however, that the Swiss President
has now proposed the resumption, of loan negotiations on a footing independent of
questions of financial conditions attaching to the war.
Sir H. Rumbold reports on 26th December that the Swiss Government has
confirmed, its Neutrality Declaration of 5th August 1914, and. reasserted its intention
to maintain and defend its neutrality and the Inviolability of its territory, ft claims
at the same time, in virtue of its sovereign rights and of the Declaration of the
Congress of Vienna (20th November 1815), the sole right of t a k i n g any measures
necessary for the defence of Swiss territory, and. of deciding wdrether and when it
should apply for assistance to foreign Powers.

NORWAY.
Sir M. F i n d l a y learns from, the Norske Melkefabbrike that there has been no export
of m i l k for the past three weeks, and that no further licences are to be granted. The
firnTs production has already fallen more that 50 per cent., and there is little prospect
that exportation will be renewed, unless large quantities of feeding stuffs and also of
cereals are imported. S i r M. Findlay points out that in a n y blockade agreement,
between the Allies and Norway, guarantees should be obtained that the export of
pyrites from Norw ay to Sweden, and other neutrals should be made, subject to the
condition that, neither this commodity nor its products should be exported either,
directly or indirectly to the enemy. Indeed, since Sweden'itself produces pyrites, tbe
exportation of pyrites from Norway to Sweden would seem undesirable, since an
-equivalent amount of Swedish pyrites would be thereby released.
r

SWEDEN.
The Poliiiken newspaper of 28th December stated that while, owing to shortage of
carbide, many Swedish homes were in darkness, 250 tons of calcium carbide had been
loaded for Germany in a Swedish West Coast port. On 29th December the Social
Demohraten
declared that no licences for export of carbide had been granted since
November.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns through French official channels from Paris that the
Swedish Delegates have agreed to the total prohibition of exportation of foodstuffs
to Germany, with the exception of small quantities of cattle. A similar prohibition i s
t o be imposed on goods similar to those imported from overseas.

Sir. 13. Howard learns that it will he impossible to prevent the delivery of. goods,
in transit to Finnish consignees, and suggests a method of controlled sales in,
Finland.
Sir E. Howard' reports the first - speech of Professor Eden as Prime Minister.,
Professor Eden warned the nation against expecting immediate peace or improvement
in food imports. He spoke appreciatively of the inter-Scandinavian exchange of
commodities, b y winch Sweden would receive herrings, saltpetre, and fertilizers, but
said it was also necessary to get food and raw materials from the Central Powers and
Entente. The Government had concluded a coal agreement with Germany for
November and December without granting a certain, compensation, and negotiations
for J a n u a r y were proceeding. For oils, &o, from. Austria no foodstuff compensation
was given. Against a licence to export 15,000 horses to Germany, Sweden would
receive valuable compensation partly in coal, salt, aniline dyes and lubricants, besides
certain smaller consignments to the Army and Navy. In connection with the licence
for export of horses, he hoped to get a supply of cereals from Germany on special
terms. The Swedish Government hoped to obtain English permission to import
300,000 barrels of Norwegian herrings ; and America had offered on acceptable terms.
11,000 tons of petroleum, coffee, and possibly oils. The question of Aland should,
not he overlooked on Russia's withdrawal from the war, and better securities would:
be demanded. The Swedish Government desired to meet Finland as an independent
State, but recognition depended on the attitude of Russia and the other Powers. The
Swedish Government had no intention of being Finland's guardian during the
organisation of her domestic affairs.
Sir E. Howard reports a statement from a good source that negotiations are pro
oeeding unofficially with the Bolshevist Commissary Vorowski. for the supply of
mineral oil and grain from Russia to Sweden and Denmark immediately peace is
signed. It is further stated that the Germans are to assist in the shipment of the
goods by water, and. to receive from Sweden, and Denmark equivalent value in other
commodities. S i r E . Howard thinks it possible that this statement is made to frighten
the Allies into the belief that the blockade will break down, so that they will be
readier to enter upon peace negotiations.
The Stockholm papers report that 600 horses have been licensed for export and
will leave on 4th J a n u a r y ; also that the province of Mai mo has been granted licences,
to export 1,800 horses.
;

DENMARK.
Sir R. Paget learns that the reply of the Danish Government to the American
proposals gives a strong impression of having been drafted under German influence.
In the circumstances Sir R. Paget is inclined, to approve the probable recommendation
of the United. States Charge cTAffaires to his Government that Danish tonnage,
amounting to some 450,000 tons now in American waters should be detained and.
employed as if requisitioned until, the Danish Government puts forward, more
reasonable proposals ; and that no ship should be permitted to sail from the United
States to Denmark until an equivalent of Danish tonnage had arrived to replace it.
Unless this is done, it seems likely that the Germans will arrange for the retention of"
a n y Danish ships which return.
The Foreign Office has instructed Sir R. Paget to investigate the possibility o f
procuring Danish labour for the United. Kingdom. Four thousand skilled ploughmen
and 500 unskilled farm labourers are needed by the Board of Agriculture, and
2,000 sawyers and haulyers by the Timber Controller.

SPAIN.
A Press telegram, states that the prospect of a free election, the first within
l i v i n g memory, is supported b y the Regionalists, the parties of the Left, and the
followers of Senor Maura on the R i g h t ; and opposed by Senor Dato and the
Conservatives.
Sehor Cambo is conducting a Regionalist campaign, not only in..

Catalonia, but in Galicia, Veziaza, Valencia and even Andalucia. The Maurists, in
alliance with the Carlists, are demanding the reforms of public life on Tory lines,
while the parties of the Left, led by Melquiades Alvavez, are holding meetings i n
support of radical political and administrative reforms, and in foreign affairs a policy
of closer approximation, to the Allies. It seems probable that all these parties are
likely to gain seats at the, expense of the two so-called Constitutional parties, led by
Sefior Dato and Count Romanon.es respectively. . Sen or Cam. bo is instituting a party
fund ; an example likely to be followed, to . the disadvantage of the parties of the
Left. , It is rumoured that in anticipation of early peace overtures and the prospect
of economic reconstruction after the Avar, the Germans are prepared to spend as
much as 1,150,0'OOZ. in order to secure the return of Germanophil members at the
elections, and. thus to ensure a powerful pro-German element in the Spanish Cortes.

VATICAN.
Count de Sails reports that at a reception on l o t h December the Cardinal Secretary
of State made mention of the satisfaction with which the Rope had received the news
of the taking of J e r u s a l e m . He went on to say in rather a pointed manner that his
hope was that, having taken, it, tire English would keep it.

JAPAN.
The Foreign Office informs Sir 0 . S p r i n g Rice that arrangements are under
consideration by which the purchase by J a p a n of Indian cotton is to be facilitated by
the additional supply of rupee c r e d i t s - p a y m e n t can also be made out of the balance
of gold, imported into J a p a n from America. Freight for shipment would have to be
supplied by J a p a n .
CHINA.
Sir J . Jordan reports that as the result of firing by Bolshevist troops at Harbin
they were disarmed, by the Chinese.
The Bolshevists have been entrained for'
Manchuria under Chinese escort. Lord Bertie learns that the French Charge d'Affaires
at Peking is in favour of leaving the matter in Chinese hands, as unless the railway
is controlled a considerable number of German prisoners of war in Manchuria may
find their way nto China.
Sir J . Jordan learns that the Bolshevists are bombarding Irkutsk ; inhabitants are
being plundered, women raped, and children murdered. The Red Guards have killed
the French Consular Agent and two French officers.
In r e g a r d to the question of an Allied request for deportation of enemy subjects '
from China, and the liquidation of their businesses, Sir J . Jordan points out that the
Chinese Government will see in this a discrimination between. China and the other
Allied countries where no general internment is in force. It is therefore doubtful,
whether the Chinese Authorities will, be prepared to bear any. share of the cost. The
Belgian (iovernment having expressed a fear of enemy reprisals in Belgium, Sir
F. Villiers has been instructed to point out that such liquidation is not the same as
confiscation, and is the r i g h t of a belligerent Power over an. enemy business within
its jurisdiction. This right does not belong to an occupying Power, and the liquidation
of businesses in Belgium could not be justified.
:
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reports that the draft of the Wheat Convention between
the Argentine Government now allows for credits to
the French Government up to 100 million dollars gold
on such credits to carry interest at 5 per cent, per
1
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Argentine Government may draw against. the. British and French i Governments.,to
equivalent amounts so advanced when.the rate of exchange does not exceed 50 pence
on England and 5 francs 60 centimes on Paris. The balance is to be covered in gold,
by the two Governments within 24 months from signature unless postponement shall j
be mutually agreed.
The two Governments are to deposit in the respective Argentine Legations
acknowledgments of all sums drawn.
A. press telegram from Buenos Aires dated 29th December, says :—
" T h e terms of the agreement which has now been reached for the purchase
of 2,500,000 tons of Argentine cereals are eminently satisfactory to all
concerned. A. generous minimum price has been agreed upon, with the object
of benefiting producers, wdao, however, unfortunately became frightened at the
delay in the negotiations and have largely transferred their produce recently
to speculators. The outstanding feature of the agreement is that the Allies in
the fourth y e a r of war obtain credit to the extent of 40,000,000?. at 5 per cent,
on note of hand, alone—surely almost unprecedented, in the annals of inter
national finance- An important result of the agreement will be the regulation,
of the exchange rate with London, which—from decreased importations and
heavy selling of meat, hides, and wool bills, coupled with the expectation of
grain bills offering—has reached 14 per cent, above par, with every prospect
of mounting. Presuming that the agreement is ratified, it is justifiable to
regard it as a masterly victory over German influence and propaganda here."
1

Sir 0 . Spring Rice learns that the Argentine Ambassador to the United States Go
vernment has tendered his resignation, having vainly pressed his Government to break
off relations with Germany, and being convinced that the President of the Argentine
represents only a minority. Sir C. Spring Rice shares the view of the United States
Government that neither Argentina nor Chile intends to rupture relations with.
Germany, nor w i l l -they take up a really hostile attitude towards the Allies. Mr.
Hoovei', however, believes that German . propaganda may make further progress,
particularly in the labour world, and doubts if the neutrality of the Argentine.
Republic can be depended on. The Argentine Ambassador states that the President
of-Argentina is not so much pro-German as Pacifist. From a good source Sir C. Spring
Rice learns that the Argentine Government is probably deterred from breaking with
Germany by the fear that Chile will alone remain.
Sir 0. Spring Rice is convinced that Cabrera is carrying to South America propa
ganda for conceited action under German auspices between. Mexico, Chile and the
Argentine Republic against the Allies, and in particular against the United States.
Sir C. Spring Rice advises the Foreign Office that the report of prospective British
purchases of South American crossbred wools is stiffening prices in the Argentine
and thus - nullifying the measures taken by the United States Government to lower
prices.
Sii- E. Howard learns from a good source that the Germans are buying up all
-stocks of wool in the Argentine, and. any other goods they cam.
1

URUGUAY.
Mr. Mitchell Lines reports -that by decree of the Uruguayan Government any
submarine, whether ship or ship-of-war, flying the German "flag or belonging to
the German Navy, shall, if it enters Uruguayan jurisdictional waters, be interned
till the conclusion of hostilities ; its crew also shall be interned, and its engines
taken to pieces. Mr. Mitchell l i m e s points out that the term " jurisdictional,waters "
might involve a break with, the Argentine.

BRAZIL.
Sir C. Spring Rice reports that the United States Government intends to do every
thing possible to assist the Brazilian Government and does not intend to prevent the
supply to it of arms and ammunition. The United States Government has no reason

to believe that the Brazilian -Government contemplates offensive action against the
Argentine-Republic ; on the contrary, the uncertain attitude of Argentina and'. the..''
"German-danger in South Brazil; fully warrant the Brazilian Government in taking a l l
military precautions.
'
'
'

GUATEMALA.
Mr. Young reports that incessant earthquakes since 18th November culminated on
C h r i s t m a s night in such violent shocks a s to leave Guatemala city practically in r u i n s .
T h e Legation offices and residence have been destroyed. , No British subjects have
been injured.
UNITED S T A T E S .
Press telegrams report that at midday of 28th December the United States
Government, acting under the Army Appropriation Act of 1916, took control of
-approximately 250,000 miles of American railways, and placed them under the
administration of Mr. McAdco as Federal Director-General of Railroads. The new
order takes under Government protection stocks valued at 4,000,000,000?., aud affects
the interests of 1,400,000 employees. T h e Washington Post observes that " t h e nation
" will have the benefit of the consolidation of transportation, which, ensures the
" speeding u p of ship construction, munition shipments, troop transportation, and
" central freight distribution, including coal and food. This freeing of the channels
" of transportation means not only increased efficiency in the war-making energies of
" the nation, but also an improved domestic condition, including a check on high
" prices, if not actual reduction." Mr. Garfield, the Fuel Administrator, has preparer!
plans for the absolute Government control of the country's coal, mines, and is ready to
take possession, operate and distribute along the same lines as the Government
control of railways.
Mr. Garfield h a s reported to the President that the shortage in available coal
between 18th August and 24th November amounted to over 20,000,000 tons, owing
to car shortage. The Ntnv York Times of 27th December states that 100 steamships,
aggregating over 1,000,000 tons gross, are held, up in New York Harbour through,
lack of coal. Mr. Garfield urges that r a i l w a y s should, now give priority to coal,
which should be rushed to bottle-neck points such as Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and.
Toledo.
The United States has also virtually taken control of all. the' Niagara power, and
formal assurances have been given to Canada that 100,000 horse-power imported from
-Canada will be used exclusively for war products.

SHIPPING SITUATION.
According to the War Trade Intelligence Report, the total tonnage of 500 tons
gross in the case of steamers and 100 tons gross in the case of sailing vessels reported
as lost on account of enemy activity during the period 2.1st to 27th December
inclusive is 116,384 tons gross, of which 71,005 tons were British. The total tonnage
lost in the preceding week, 14th to 20th December, w a s 67,808 tons, of which. 43,224
were British.
With regard to the proposals made by the United States for a Shipping Agreement
with Denmark, the War Trade Intelligence Bureau, reports that the Danish Govern
nient considers that these involve no adequate provision for Danish shipping require
ments. As, however, there are 430,000 tons, dead weight, of Danish shipping in
American ports, it i s anticipated that a threat to requisition these vessels would have
a great deal of effect at Copenhagen. The British Government meanwhile insist that
airy arrangement must allow for the 200,000 tons, dead weight, of Danish shipping to
remain in the Anglo-French, coal trade (vide Report No. 48).
The British Minister at Stockholm has taken steps to ensure that the Swedish
public shall be made fully alive to the fact that they need not be dependent upon

German coal. T h e L i b e r a l Party have learnt with surprise that a British oiler was
inacle in J u n e last to supply Sweden with some 250,000 tons of coal a month, and
that; this would have been delivered in Sweden more cheaply than German coal, if theSwedish Government had agreed to arrange mutually satisfactory,terms.
The temporary Shipping Agreement' provisionally arranged With the "Swedish
delegates in London included a provision, that the United States shall have power to
charter for four months the Swedish vessels now detained in their ports, and that the
vessels now in. the ports of the European Allies shall be similarly placed at the
disposal of the Inter-Allied'Chartering Executive for' three months. The Government
negotiations for concluding the Agreement are dependent upon the consent of theSwedish shipowners.
A proposal, has been made to the Norwegian Government by the United States
W a r Trade Board that no foodstuffs except fish and fish, products shall be exported
to Germany from Norway, and that such products shall in any case be limited to
4,000 tons a month. If the full conditions are accepted by Norway, the Allies will
facilitate the importation of the necessary requirements to that country. Sir M.
Findlay, however, is of opinion that the Norwegian Government is protracting
negotiations in anticipation of an early peace.
With, regard to the shipbuilding programmes of the British and United States
Governments, a Board of Trade Report of 21st December submits that the pro
g r a m m e s of both countries are inadequate on the ground that the British Government
is nearing the limit of the amount that can. be saved upon, imports, that the w a r
claims on shipping may increase, that the losses may be greater than are now
anticipated, and that a large army from the United States has to be moved and
maintained. In order to prevent a serious shortage of ships, it is estimated that the
British and United States Governments should jointly work up to a shipbuilding
rate of nine million gross tons per annum by next autumn.
It is further pointed out in the Report that the total of British steam merchant
vessels of 500 gross tons and over remaining to the United Kingdom on. 30th
November 1917 was about, 15,850,000 tons gross, which included, however, about
1,000,000 tons in respect of vessels under repair or completion.
Of the total
available tonnage it is estimated about 3,750,000 tons are used bv the Armv and
Navy, .1,600,000 by the Allies, 700,000 by the Dominions and Colonies" while 1,300,000
' 'are permanently abroad, and 1,000,000 account for oilers; i t will thus be seen that
less than 0,500,000 are left for the ordinary trade of the United Kingdom, including
munition imports. The Report estimates that the position in 1919 is not likely to be
much better than in 1918, and it may be worse in. view of the need of tonnage in
connection with the moving and maintenance of the United States Army.
The British Government have informed Sir C. Spring Rice that, with reference to
the shipping negotiations between the United States and Spain, the most hopeful
method of obtaining Spanish vessels for the purposes of trade in the zone of war is by
a system of differentiation of freight rates. It is pointed out that it is owing to the
competition of Switzerland that a Spanish vessel can be utilised in Swiss trade at
more profitable.rates than in war trade. The first necessity therefore is to prevent
the competition of Switzerland. This would also have the effect of reducing the
amounts paid to the ships engaged in Spanish trade and so bring about reduction in
the price of coal in. Spain, which is now having an influence upon the political unrest
in that country.
Sir 0 . Spring Pice is further instructed to submit to the United States Government
a proposal that they should adopt measures to prevent the chartering by Switzerlatid.
of Spanish ships, and while securing 100,000 tons of shipping from. Spain, maintain
the right to provide for the tonnage necessities of Switzerland out of the Spanish
tonnage thus obtained.

PEACE

DISCUSSIONS.

Sir II. Rumbold learns that M. Shipkoff, a close Blend of the King of the
Bulgarians, and for many years a member of the Sobramje, has intimated to the
United States Legation at Berne that B u l g a r i a has no intention of sending troops to
the Italian front or of attacking General Guilla\m.at's a r m y at S a l o n i k a ; nor would
she send troops to the assistance of Turkey. She is content to hold her present lines..
If once the Austrians got into Salonika, they could not be trusted to relinquish it..

-Bulgaria is apprehensive of the Central European idea, and would prefer economic
relations with the Allies rather than the Central Powers after the war. Bulgaria is
clearly alarmed at the possibility of a declaration of war by the United States
Government, and would probably be glad to find a w a y out of the war.
Sir E. Howard learns that the Bolshevists are ready to break off negotiations for
separate peace w i t h the Central'Powers, provided that the Entente Governments will
g r a n t passports so as to permit of a serious International Labour Conference aiming
at a general peace. Further, they are prepared to continue the war if the Central.
Powers should decline - to accept the general conditions laid down by such a
conference.
'
Sir A. I lardiiige learns from a good Russian source in Spain that the Bolshevist
propaganda is beginning to infect the German troops on. the Eastern Front. - Also
that the Russian General Stall' understands that the Germans have already violated
the clause of the armistice regarding non-removal of troops to the Western Front, and
believes that a considerable part of the Russian Army and even of the Revolutionaries
would turn against Benin, if this were established; indeed, if exact information of
such movements could be furnished, the Russian General Staff would, endeavour to
break the armistice.According to a Press telegram from Brest-Litovsk via Berlin, the delegations of the
Central Powers and Russia on 28th December terminated the discussion of those
points which, in the event of a general peace, would have to be settled between, the
negotiating powers. The German delegates accepted the Russian proposals with
qualifications, evading the really definite points at issue.
- Sir G. Buchanan reports a hitch in the negotiations between Russia and Germany,
due'to flic refusal, of Germany to allow Roland, and Oourland. to determine their form
of Government except while still under occupation. It is also rumoured, that Germany
has provoked a rupture by demanding free import of German goods into Russia.
Sir G. Buchanan learns that the Central Bovvers are under no illusion as to the
nature and probable duration of Bolshevist rule, but that they desire to employ them
as a channel lor negotiation with the Allies.
They are depressed at the anarchy prevailing iu Petrograd. The present condition
of the country is.beyond the assistance of any single Bower, and a joint control by
England, France, Germany, and America would be necessary to restore normal,
conditions. Apart from Trotsky there is nobody of political or executive capacity.
Sir C. Spring Rice learns that the United States Foreign Office has received
information from Budapest and Vienna, which appears to corroborate that both Austria
and Germany desire the Allies to negotiate.
Sir G. Buchanan reports that on 29th December Trotsky issued a message to the
peoples and Governments of the Allied countries, of which the following.are the most
important passages :-—
" Two programmes were submitted at Brest-! .itovsk, the German and the
Russian. The latter sets forth, as its task the creation of such conditions as
will enable every nationality to have complete freedom of national development,
and will unite all. nations in economic and cultural co-operation. The former
indicates that the countries at war with Russia do not intend forcibly to annex
any territories captured during the war. By renouncing new forcible
annexations tho enemy Governments depart from the principle of old
annexations that the domination of tire strong over the weak is sanctioned
by historical precedent. This means that the destiny of Alsace-I.jorra.ine,
Transylvania, Bosnia, etc., on the one hand, and Ireland, Egypt, India, &c,
on the other are not subject to revision. Such a programme appears to be a
compromise between Imperialist and Labour Democracy. Nevertheless, the
fact that such a programme is submitted constitutes a great forward step.
It is impossible now for the Allies to state that the war is conducted for the
liberation of Belgium and other conquered territories, i t is necessary for
' them clearly and accurately to state what the peace programme of the Entente
Powers and America is. Do they together with us demand (he granting of the
right of self-determination to the peoples of Alsace-Lorraine, Galicia, Posen,
Bohemia and the South Slavonic countries ? If so, are they w i l l i n g to
grant similar rights to the peoples of Ireland, India, Madagascar, Indo-China,
& c , in the same way as the Russian Revolution grants rights to the peoples
of Finland, Ukraine, &c. Up to the present the Allied Governments have not
shown readiness to join in genuine Democratic peace. Their attitude towards
the principle of national self-determination is no less suspicious than that of
1
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, Germany and Austria. If the Allies continue to block the cause of -a liberal
.: peace, the Russian delegation will continue negotiations.- If.the Allied Govern
ments are willing to use this last opportunity, general negotiations m a y be
started immediately in a neutral country. If on the other hand -the Allied
. Governments again refuse to participate in the negotiations, the. labouring
....classes will be forced to seize power from those who cannot or who will not
give peace to the people."

The Bolshevist organ Izvestia declares that the qualified German acquiescence
has been forced by the masses of the Central Powers upon, their Imperialistic rulers,
but that nevertheless the enemy delegates are evidently opposed to the restoration, of
a united Poland. It invites t h e people of the Allied countries to force their Govern
ments to participate in the negotiations, and baulk German schemes based on. the
German belief that the Allies would not negotiate.
A. Press telegram of 27th December suggests that the Bolshevists may meet a
serious stumbling block in the flat refusal of the Central. Powers to accept the third.
Russian proposal, that nationalities not hitherto in the enjoyment of political in&epen
dence should, be allowed to heckle their political future b y referendum.
The Rumanian, reply to Trotsky's protests states that Russian troops are,pillaging
in Rumania, and that corn now required both for Rumanians and for Russian troops
can be obtained only from. Ukraine. The Russian Commissary considers this reply
" extremely unsatisfactory."
, /
Dr. David Soskice, late Private Secretary to M. Iverensky, in an interview with the
Press, regards Germany's participation as a proof that, under the stress of the grave
internal, position not only of herself but of her Allies, she desires to restore the status
quo ante Ifellum.
l i e believes that the Bolshevists are moving hand in hand with; the
German. Majority Socialists, and for this reason he thinks it would be unwise for the
Allies to reject the proposals unconditionally, l i e suggests that Germany should be
required to agree that at any Conference convoked to discuss the question of peace,
not only diplomats, but also duly elected delegates from the Parliaments of every
country, and fully authorised representatives of the Labour organisations should
attend.
On 27th December, M. Pichon, in reply to the Socialists, stated that the Govern
merit would, play no part in the Brest negotiations until a l e g a l l y constituted
Government had been created in Russia.
In defining the French war aims he
declared " victory first and. foremost . . . the deliverance of territory,, -the
restitution of territory torn away by force, and consequently the return, of AlsaceLorraine. J u s t reparation and d a m a g e s ; no idea of the enslavement of foreign
populations, and the guarantee of a lasting peace by general agreements
We have duties towards oppressed Belgium, Serbia, and. Poland . . . this policy
of the right of nationalities applies to Armenians, Syrians, and the people of the
Lebanon . , . The question of Alsace-Lorraine is a moral problem, and. according
as it is" given back or refused the peace of the nations will or will not lie
lasting. . . Germany is trying to o draw us into these Maximalist negotiations.
On. the day we receive a direct proposal of peace we will examine it."
By 4.11. votes to 99 the attitude of the Foreign Minister was approved b y the
Chamber.
In reply to the request of a delegation of. the Socialist group of the Chamber for
passports to Petrograd where they proposed to prevent the conclusion by Russia of
a separate peace, or at least to render it as little prejudical as possible to France,
M. Clemenceau replied, that he did not doubt their patriotism or their intentions,
but that the situation, at Petrograd was too disturbed to allow of any useful result
from their mission, which might also be misinterpreted in other quarters.
On 26th December at Cl^i%n.out her rand, a Conference of the Confederation
Generale du Travail, by 161 votes to two abstentions, adopted a resolution demanding
\ that the country should be informed of the conditions on which a general, just and
lasting peace could be concluded. The Conference recalled " t h e formulas which are
those of President Wilson and the Russian Revolution" and were always and have
remained those of the French, working class :—""No annexations, right of peoples to
" dispose of themselves, reconstitution in their independence, and territorial integrity
" of countries now occupied, reparation for damage done, no war indemnities, no
" economic Avar after cessation of hostilities, liberty of straits and. seas, institution of
" compulsory arbitration to settle international differences, constitution of a Society
" of Nations."

The Conference affirmed the fight of the working classes of a l l countries; and
t h a t of France in particular, to join in an early International Conference, and if
necessary, to summon one.
i
T h e F r e n c h Press urges a declaration of Allied aims, so that jiist claims may be
formulated and ambitions, if any, exposed. The German professions of principle,
even if hypocritical, have been made in solemn form and cannot be disregarded.
Speaking in the Chamber of the Brest-Litovsk negotiations, Signor Orlando
said :—
" I think it is time to foil the manoeuvre by which the Central Empires
are exploiting a means of keeping u p the spirit of their peoples arid of
depressing and corrupting the spirit of their adversaries, by appearing as
defenders of peace and making out that the attitude of the Entente prevents
peace. The Entente wants p e a c e ; it is only the Entente that wants it,
for it wants it in the only possible form-—namely, a just, honourable, lasting
peace, by means of clear and loyal agreements'. The Central Empires are
employing a strange, form to ask the Entente to intervene in the relations
between them and a Government not recognised by the Entente, for it is only
a Government de facto until the meeting of the Constituent Assembly, and it
is not recognised by large parts of Russia."
As regards the substance of the peace proposals, Signor Orlando said : —
" The Bolshevist Commissioner felt himself justified in saying that two
points—namely (1) the integration of States which have lost their independence
owing to the war, and (2) withdrawal from invaded territory and renunciation
of annexations—had been accepted. W e shall see that he is wrong. But it
is certain that the third point, regarding the regime of people in subjection
to States to which their national conscience does not wish to show allegiance,
was not accepted by the Austrians and Germans, who replied that questions
such a s those of our national aspirations and of Alsace-Lorraine ought not to
be treated from the international point of view, but from tbe interior point of
view a s regards each country. That is vicious word, trickery. It would have
been more simple to reply frankly ' N o . ' That means a return to the status quo,.
which would be the gravest historical crime, as so vast an upheaval of humanity
cannot be conceived as not having any consequences."

status quo

would not be
' The speaker pointed, out that even a return to the
guaranteed, as the acceptance of the first two points of the Bolshevist proposals
had clearly been made in. the form, of a trap which must be revealed to the
peoples in order that it might be understood by the whole world.
" The Central Empires (Re continued) declare that they do not m e a n to
take away political independence from invaded peoples. Do not the words
' political independence' conceal some hidden reservation as regards some
other form of independence, as, for example, economic independence, and w h y
is no mention made of the integrity of States ? The phrase independence of
peoples ' is ambiguous and justifies every doubt as to the possible reticences of
the Central Empires. Again, when they say that they do not want violent
annexations of any territory, they leave it to be understood that they aspire to
annexations which are not violent. When can an annexation be described a s
not violent? It will depend on the forms of adhesion torn from peop3es under
the yoke of invasion, and, moreover, in a more general w a y perhaps, a violent
annexation when it has been consecrated in an international treaty might not
be considered an annexation.
" A l l these doubts and these formulas which entirely exclude the j u s t
claims of the Entente and admit the complete predominance of the enemy
justify the hypothesis that once again we have to deal not with a sincere
aspiration for peace, but with a form of crafty offensive, the aim of which is to
decompose and poison the combatant nations. . . . Out of the profound
respect which we feel for the idea of peace we protest against an attempt to
make of it a crafty means of w a r . " -'(Ghooro.)o
Signor Scialoia's motion for a vote of confidence in the Government w a s
unanimously passed.
The Italian Press regards Count Czernin's proposals as an insidious attempt to
use Russian revolutionary agents as a means to promote a general peace, by w h i c h
the Central Empires would keep all they have gained and give nothing.

In a report dated 12tii December Sir R. Rodd draws attention to " a certain
programme of. peace conditions " commonly reported to have been drawn up by the
official Socialist group in Italy. , Its conditions are said to be approximately the
f o l l o w i n g - : - T h e evacuation by Germany of Belgium and of the occupied territory in
France ; the restoration to France of Alsace-Lorraine with the exception of the
mineral b a s i n ; the annexation by Germany of Cpurlaud and Lithuania and of a small
portion of Russian Roland, the.remainder of which would be united to Austria; the
union of Armenia with Russia ; a portion of the Trenti.no and tbe line of the Jsonzo
without Gorizia to be conceded to Itaby ; the cession of Xiao Chao to -Japan (!), while
a conference of States, under the presidency of the United States, would decide upon
the fate of the Colonies and the eventual delimitation of the Balkan States. Nothing
has been, suggested regarding Mesopotamia or Palestine. The fact that a definite
programme of such a character is being circulated by the Socialists is significant,
and it is no doubt meant to persuade the public that some such, conditions are
attainable, and would under present conditions be more advantageous to Italy than
she is entitled to hope for in return for the . prospect of an early peace.
Simultaneously, in. spite of the shortage of paper and the cost of labour, three
new publications, the Tempo, the Epo^a, and a Roman edition of the Socialist Avanti
—all supported by questionable characters—are to appear. It i s possible that the
aim of these publications and of the Socialist proposals is to familiarise the Italian
public with a programme which the Central Powers might be prepared, to accept,
though u n w i l l i n g to offer. A, cry for peace on these terms would be raised with
which Siguor Giolitti would identify himself and. step forward as the saviour of his
country.
In a further despatch, dated 22nd December, Sir R. Rodd reports that he learns
that an almost identical programme w a s recently outlined to the United States
Ambassador by Signor Tittoni (who has formerly served under Signor Giolitti), and
it seems possible that this m a y have constituted a similar attempt by the Central
Empires to get into touch with the President of the United. States through, unofficial
agents.
The New York Times, after observing that " t h e Pan-German will not stoop to
conquer," quotes the Lokalanzeigei''s
hint to the Pan-Germans beginning with, the
words, " T h e outlines arc drawn wide enough to give scope to the demands of justice."
This hint the New York Times t r a n s l a t e s : — " T h e outlines are drawn wide enough
for a touring car to drive through."
In regard to Clause 2 of the German terms which declares." it is not the German
intention to deprive of political independence those nations which lost it during the
w a r , " the New York Times a s k s : — " H o w wall she utilise this possibility in later
" n e g o t i a t i o n s ? By interpreting it to mean that Belgium will not be ' deprived of
" political independence,' but will be economically and strategically annexed to
" Germany, with German garrisons stationed in her forts, and will be sub-divided
" between Flemings and Walloons to give (iermany the power of making her doini
" nation p e r m a n e n t ? By interpreting it to mean that Poland will not be ' deprived
" of political independence,' but be entitled to be governed, by a k i n g selected for h e r
" by Germany ami ruled from Berlin ? "
Sir 0 . Spring Rice reports that the United States Government has agreed to detain
all warlike shipments to Russia.
In a report dated 1.7th December, Sir W. Townley gives the substance of a speech
delivered by the Dutch Prime Minister on 28th November :—
On the subject of the after war outlook lie first dwelt on. the problem
of a League of Nations, stating that it w a s an ideal, cherished by a large part
of humanity that States should abandon their absolute autonomy; that
economic expansion should be guaranteed by consultation ; disputes settled by
arbitration; armies and. navies reduced to a minimum—an. ideal that' w a s
continually gathering strength. There were, however, enormous difficulties i n
the way of its realization, such, as the definition of the relations between States
and peoples, nationalities and races ; the fixing of the limits separating self
rule from dependency; the relations between Asia and Europe. "These
problems must, however, not deter us. W e must spare no effort." The way
leading to a League of Nations w a s the only one to a lasting peace
and the preservation'of civilization. The attainment of this object was in
conformity with Netherlands traditions and a matter of vital interest to the
Dutch as a small nation.
The Prime Minister concluded by a vigorous assertion of the continued
n e u t r a l i t y of Holland.
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. Sir M. F i n d l a y and Sir. E. Howard independently. report that the Swedish R e d
progs organi sation..has been negotiating with the Bolshevists with. a view to persuading,
them to permit the passage of. German prisoners of w a r . across the Russo-German
frontier.. According to the... German Wireless Press, die Stockholm Jdagblad, i n an:
article entitled " Obduracy against thoughts of Peace," contrasts the Allies'; attitude
w i t h that of the Central Powers and the, Bolshevists, to the advantage, of the latter. .
, The German Wireless Press - quotes articles from' the .Basler Anzeiger and. the
Lausanne Droll da Beuplc.
The former, referring, to the Australian vote on. con
scription, states that " the countries of the British Empire are beginning to demur
" f r o m following the- mother country. . . . P r b L a b l y t h e will for peace amongst
" the Entente has received .more impetus from this than, from anything else." The
Droll dn I eitple, remarks, " W e can quite understand that the Russian peasant does
" not desire, to get killed for Alsace-Lorraine any more than millions of,.Frenchmen
...
" who demand, peace desire it."
The Pan-German Press points out with satisfaction that either" the Allies must?
accept the formula of " n o annexations," with disastrous results to...the British
Empire, or the German Government will be able, to abandon the principle, and settle
the war on the Western Front. Commenting on this, the German Wireless Press urges
the Pan-Germans to consider the advice of the Pope that Right should displace Might;-.
at the same time the Allies are warned that German forbearance is not unlimited. - A
While peace with Russia is not considered, a certainty, it is felt that, the negotia
tioiTS have given a world-wide impetus to the desire for a peace b y understanding.
Volkszeltung,
General. Ludendorff made the following
According to KoelnisrJie
appeal to the Press d i n i n g tire visit of newspaper representatives to Main
Headquarters :—
" .Do not let us speak too much about peace since only victory can lead to
it. As it was in the East, so will it lie everywhere. Victory and peace are
certainly coining, and they will come all. the sooner according a s we are more
united internally and strong in bearing what now has to be borne. From a
military point of view, nobody can contest our victory even, if there are still
heavy tasks before us. With. GocPs help) we shall accomplish i t . "
In the course of a speech, recently delivered in Berlin, Dr. Soil, the German
Colonial Secretary, argued that. " self-determination" as applied to Africa would
mean the throwing back of the native peoples into terrible chaos, and in place of.
" self-determination " he claims that the natives must have the right of being regarded
as the " aim in itself " of Colonial activity. Post-war co-operation, by the Powers in
Africa must return, to the principles laid down in. the Berlin Congo Act. Germany
will not refuse international co-operation in this sense in Africa. Care must be taken
by every means to keep away from Africa the militarization of the natives. -The best
means to prevent militarization is the redistribution, of the continent,- which, by
creating a balance of power, would prevent any single Colonial Power from, transferring
coloured threes to Fur-ope.
The J e w i s h Correspondence Bureau at The Hague has received a telegram from.
Berlin, stating that the German Zionist Conference has adopted the following
resolution : - " The German Zionist Association greets with satisfaction the fact that
" t h e British Government has recognised in. an official declaration the r i g h t of the,
" J e w i s h people to a national existence in. Palestine."
Berlin reports'that on. the invitation, of the Imperial Chancellor, the Polish Prime
Minister von. Kticharzewski lias arrived in Berlin, accompanied by the Chief of the
Political Department, Count Rostworowski, and the Under State Secretary at the
Finance Ministry. Discussions have taken place in r e g a r d to the desires of the Polish
Government in connection with the peace negotiations with Russia.
Sir E. Howard, learns that difficulties between the Bolshevists and. the Germans
will arise over the status of Lodz in Poland, probably because the Germans, in order to
prevent competition, have carried away nearly all the more important machinery
from the factories there.
The Press reports that Hear-Admiral Kaiser-ling and staff has arrived in Petrograd,
and has stated, that he is charged with the task of discussing with representatives of
the Russian Fleet the means of putting an end to naval operations in the White Sea
lor the period of the armistice. A. German Mission, under Count Mirbaeh, and. an.
i Austrian Mission, under. Prince Plohenlohe, together with Missions from Turkey and
Bulgaria, have also arrived, and will discuss, among other questions, the-renewal, of
-commercial and other relations with Russia and the exchange of prisoners of w a r .
;
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Under - provisions contained in the armistice, German' merchant vessels have'' f r e e
access to Russian waters, and it is stated that cargoes of German wares, chiefly
clothing, ironware and manufactured goods, are expected next week i n Reval. It is
also reported that trade with Germany is in full swing' pju the R i g a front and hi the
majority of the Baltic provincial towns and has already resulted i n a fall of prices for'
boots, shoes and other manufactured goods. Soldiers are selling in the streets of
Petrograd goods bought by them at R i g a ; and German commercial t r a v e l l e r s ' a r e
applying for orders and promising delivery in J a n u a r y . A regular service of steam'e'fs.
is stated to have been opened between German ports and Finland via Stockholm'. ' ' '
According to the Frankfurter
Zeitung, it is argued that, in the circumstances,
Germany must be - prepared' to make cash payments for the raw materials that she
wants, and it is held that a display of cash will be the best means of restoring
German credit, which is admittedly still, low i n Russia, and also of increasing Russia^,
confidence in the policy of the Bolshevists. A finance conference, consisting of the
eight principal German banks, w a s recently held in Berlin, and the Government and
the;.bankers are said to be working out the best and most profitable means of enablingGermany to make payment in roubles.
---n;:The Cologne- Gazette says that one of Germany's chief objects must be to secure
all the debts to Germany which were suspended ,. by the war. The journal remarks
that, whatever methods may be adopted, for the regulation of commercial relations,"
Germany has the upper hand. It also sa3^s :—
1

" The immense noise which is at present being made on the Thames a n d
on the Seine shows that our economic settlement with the Russians is feared.
This is shown also by the efforts which are aiming at the disturbance of peace
negotiations, and the Yankees also are finding that the German-Russian
rapprochement
is greatly upsetting their calculations, which seemed to them
so simple."
Sir G. Buchanan, reports that according to the latest returns tire Bolshevists have
won Io() and the Social Revolutionaries 209 seats ; but it is probable that nearly half
of the latter will side with the Bolshevists and give them a working majority. In that
event the Germans will probably continue negotiations and will also proceed with
their economic penetration of Russia.
Sir G. Buchanan also learns that the.Bolshevist Commissary at Tornea has received
orders to combat British efforts to capture Russian trade;
' T h e Berner Tagblatt announces that the German 100 mark banknote, which a few'
weeks ago could be bought in Switzerland for 50 francs, to-day stands at 85. The
increased value of the rouble from CO to 85 is considered in Switzerland to be a good
sign of peace.
Berlin reports a statement by the former Rumanian Foreign Minister, Alexander
MarghilOman, to a representative of the Transocean service, in which he expresses the
hope that Ruraania's future will be united in a Jasting manner with that of the Central
Powers. " To Russia we cannot chain our fate. Russia is our natural and economic
" competitor. But also for ethical reasons we are destined for the Central Powers as
*' far as general cultural tendencies are concerned." l i e asserted that the Army
would not resist a change of Government, and that if the conditions of such peace
should involve the abdication of the king, then the king would act accordingly.
The Bolshevist Government, learning that war prisoners are showing an increased
tendency to return to their country or are going to other places in the interior of
Russia, h a s issued a general appeal that measures should be taken to prevent the
unorganised movement in.masses of all w a r prisoners. " Until a special order i s
" i s s u e d , men of military a g e between 17 and 50 are not to return to their conn try
"' except in cases of exchange."
The Foreign Office learns that German-speaking Lettish regiments and armed
German prisoners are concentrated in Petrograd, and that there is the probability of
an unopposed German landing i n its neighbourhood. Such a step would lead to a
reaction in favour of the Allies and of war, but Russian military strength in the
North has almost disappeared. It is possible, however, that an e a r l y ' revulsion of;
feeling against the Bolshevists m a y upset the German plan.
S i r G. Buchanan himself indicates the possibility that the enemy will demand that
the Bolshevist Government shall renounce the Entente and enter into alliance with
the Central Powers. In this event the Government would be incapable of military
resistance.
i;
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A circular of 26th "December signed by Lenin and others and addressed " to all
g e n e r a l l y and to the whole of labouring Cossackdom," cancels obligatory military
service by Cossacks, substitutes short training', and takes over, on account of the
State, the equipment and armament of Cossacks at present called up for military
service.
A circular of the same date and origin addressed to " A l l Comrades, the Workmen.'
of Russia," after stating that the armistice " will probably result in. a general
democratic peace," says, " I t is clear that at the present time the manufacture of
" munitions would be a useless wastage of the people's labour and fortunes, and so,
" Comrades, it is necessary to stop immediately the further production of such goods
'" and start the manufacture of articles of first necessity."

GENERAL.
R e g a r d i n g the arrangements for the internment of prisoners of war at The Hague,
General W i l l i a m s reported on 28th December that, apart from the 300 British
prisoners who were expected on the 29th December, there should have arrived at
The Hague between 1st J a n u a r y and the date of the arrival of the third transport of
Germans from England 3,000 British prisoners. After the arrival of the transport
referred to, six batches (containing 300 each) of British prisoners will arrive at The
Hague, and these will complete the number. All the British prisoners referred to are
in sound health with, tire exception of one batch.
Sir W . Townley reports that the Syndicate which lias had in hand the question of
housing and feeding the British prisoners of war has been informed that it will be
responsible for a W a r Profit Tax. Though payment of this is not necessary until
December 1918, the Syndicate refused to permit the houses to be used until the
contracts are signed by the Dutch. Government, while the latter will not agree to carry
the matter through until the British Government undertake to guarantee payment of
the tax. Though a deposit of 100,0001. was first asked for, it has now been fixed at
5,000/., and Sir W . Townley has asked the British. Government if he may inform the
Dutch Foreign Minister that this amount will be guaranteed.
The German Wireless Bress reports the conclusion of the German-French
negotiations carried on at Berne concerning war prisoners. In the course of these, '
it is asserted that France insisted that the exchange and internment of healthy war
prisoners should be in proportion to the number of prisoners, and that Germany i n
consequence would have to return about twice as many prisoners as France. For
this reason, it is stated., " the far-reaching German proposals fell through," and i n
consequence about 60,000 men, including some 20,000 fathers of families, were to be
liberated. " T h u s , " it is alleged, " t h r o u g h Fran ce's fault a great humane work h a s
broken down."
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